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In presenting

this

Work

to the Public, the

Author may

be expected to give some account of the circumstances
under which he was led to undertake it, of the plan
pursued in it, and of any important peculiarities that he
may suppose to attach to it, as compared with other
previously published Commentaries on the Apocalypse.
At the time when his thoughts w^ere first seriously
directed to the study of Prophecy, now some ten or
eleven years since, the Rev. S. R. Maitland's Publications had begun to make an evident impression on prophetic investigators, as well as on other students of
biblical and ecclesiastical literature and had caused considerable doubt in the minds of many as to the correctness
of the Protestant anti-Romish views of the Apocalypse,
and the prophetic year-day theory, generally received in
England since the Reformation ; indeed doubt whether
:

the Apocalypse had as yet received any fulfilment in the

Church and Christendom. The circumstance of a Periodical on prophetic subjects, called
the Investigator, having been started about this time by
a near neighbour and intimate and valued friend, the
Rev. J. W. Brooks, then of Retford, now of Nottingham, and of his wishing the Author to contribute Papers
to it, rendered it necessary that he should acquaint himself with the controversy, and form some decision of

past history of the

judgment

as to the correctness or incorrectness of

Maitland's theory.

And

the result of his inquiries

A

2

Mr.
was
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On

the one hand the untenaopinions of Apocalyptic
and
bleness of many statements
such as Mr. M.
School,
Protestant
Interpreters of the
the other hand
On
palpable.
appeared
had exposed,
proApocalyptic
the
view
their
of
of
general
the
truth
phecies concerning Babylon and the seven-headed Beast,
as having fulfilment in Papal Rome and the Popedom,
and consequently
appeared to him equally indubitable
that any theory of the prophecy which repudiated all
His convicidea of such fulfilment could not be true.
tion to this effect was confirmed by consideration of the
obvious and very striking chronological intimation given
to St. John at the outset of the visions, (Apoc. iv. 1,)
" Come up, and I will shew thee what must happen

of a twofold character.

;

"

i. e. after the state of things previously depicted as then existing, in the Epistles to the
It seemed to him that it
Seven Churches of Asia.

after these things

;

would have been an almost direct violation of this intimation, had the prefigurations thereupon given represented no events of earlier occurrence than such as were
to happen in a distant futurity of at least 1800 years
indeed none earlier than the very eve
after St. John
of Christ's Second Advent.
Under this impression he could not but feel persuaded
that there must have taken place in reality, although so
far apparently undiscovered, some more exact fulfilment,
;

in accordance with the year-day principle, of those several

Apocalyptic prophecies against the Protestant interpretations of which, previously offered, exception

had justly

been made more especially of those of the Seals, of the
Vision of the rainbow-crowned Angel of Apoc. x, of the
"Witnesses' Death and Resurrection, of the seventh Head
of the seven-headed Beast, of the Beast's Image, and
in fine of the structure of the Apocalypse itself.
It so
happened that he had soon after occasion to direct his
careful attention to one of these prophecies, viz. that
of tlie Witnesses death and resurrection, which both
by reason of its own details, and from its intimate and
necessary connexion alike with the prefigurations that
:
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precede and that follow it, appeared almost more than
any other to involve in its solution the true principles
of Apocalyptic interpretation
and that he found in
history what seemed to be precisely the explanation that
had been wanted : an explanation which was there;

—

upon published by him

in the Investigator,

and which

has been since substantially adopted by Mr. Birks and
Mr. Bickersteth. By this discovery, as he supposed it,
and another that followed of what appeared to him the
true meaning of the Image of the Beast, he was confirmed in his belief and hope, that through careful investigation the right solution of other more obscure points
might be discovered also. But it was evident that for
such investigation prolonged and careful researches were
necessary
researches such as he had neither time nor
facilities for in a village retirement, and amidst the avocations of a parochial ministry.
Soon after this, however, he was providentially called,
in consequence of the dangerous illness of one most
nearly allied to him in domestic life, to quit his Living
in Nottinghamshire for a warmer climate.
Thus the
leisure and opportunity for research that he had needed
were brought unexpectedly within his reach
and the
strongly urged request of his excellent friend Mr. Bickersteth, concurred with the previous inclination of his
own mind, in deciding him to apply himself seriously to
;

:

Work.
The difficulty of

the

For the most

the Seals

met him

at

the

outset.

careful reconsideration of the subject only

confirmed him in his conviction of the utter untenableness of the several solutions of them offered by the
best known Protestant Expositors
alike that by Mr.
Faber on one theory of Apocalyptic structure, that by
Messrs. Woodhouse, Cuninghame, and Bickersteth on
another, and (in so far as regarded the three earlier
Seals) that by Mede and Bishop Newton also, on yet
another.
Thus he felt himself positively compelled on
this i-ntroductory part of the prophecy to seek a truer
:

solution.

And

in

commencing

his researches after

it,

—
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there were two preliminary presumptions on which he
judged that he might safely proceed. The owe presumption was that, supposing the fortunes of the Roman
World and Christendom, from St. John's time down to
the consummation, to have been the subjects of Apocalyptic figuration, the ?eras successively chosen by the
Divine Spirit for delineation must have been the most
important and eventful in the history of Christendom
the other, that the emblems introduced into and constituting each prefigurative picture, must have been emblems in every case suitable to the sera and subject, and
in considerable measure characteristic and distinctive.
Were the problem proposed to any student or artist of
competent attainments to depict a nation's history in a
series of pictures, what should we think of him were he
to select other than its most important seras for delineation ?
What if, in the delineations themselves, he were
to introduce emblems or costumes inappropriate to the
sera
or so to generalize in them that the pictures might
equally well refer to twenty other seras and subjects, as to
those intended ?
And if, with reference to any superior
:

;

human

such a handling of the subject would be
insomuch as a priori scarce to be
believed of him, how much rather should the idea be rejected as incredible of the Divine Spirit having so handled
the subjects of the Apocalyptic prophecy!
Proceeding on
these principles and persuasions, light soon began to dawn
on the Author's mind, as he prosecuted his researches into
the pictures of the earlier Apocalyptic Seals
and, as he
still went on somewhat laboriously, to complete what was
wanting to a more perfect understanding on the subject,
the twilight seemed to him to brighten into day.
Thus far the investigation had been almost purely
literary in its character.
And it was the Author's original intention to have confined himself to these and
other suchlike more literary subjects of investigation
omitliiig others that might be rather of
a theological nature
especially if involving controverted
(juestions, those only excepted which concern the grand
artist,

deemed

discreditable,

—

:

:

;

—
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differences between Protestantism

plan the

Work would

Vll

and Popery.

have been a

On

this

of Essays, in
illustration of such of the obscurer parts of the Apocalypse as the Author, by critical historical or antiquarian
research, might deem that he had been enabled to unravel
and in extent one within the limits of a single
Volume. But, as he proceeded, he found that the several parts of the sacred Book were so intimately connected together, that however successfully he might
have explained certain detached passages of importance,
he would almost certainly fail of working any thorough
conviction of the truth of his explanations, in the minds
of his more accurate and cautious readers
because of
the conclusions thereon involving conclusions also on
other closely connected passages, the correctness of
which, prior to proof, they might by no means be prepared to admit.
Moreover, as he seemed to himself to
have perceived in some of those self-same more directly
theological parts of the prophecy a meaning quite diiferent from any that had before been supposed to attach to
them,
and this in matters of no slight importance,
it became a serious question with him whether he would
be justified in shrinking back, through fear of controversy, from declaring what he believed, on apparently
clear evidence, to be the revealed truth of God.
Nor
was this voice of conscience one which he dared resist.
Thus the Work became not only materially different
from what he had first intended, and very much extended beyond the limits originally proposed, but one
also to which, from the circumstance of its involving
theological as well as literary questions, he could not
but feel that a vastly increased amount of responsibility
attached.
And certainly he may say that he carried
this sense of responsibility into the execution of the
Work. He has spared neither time nor trouble in
seeking out the true meaning of each part of the prophecy
and carefully watched lest any wrong prejudice
or pre-possession should warp his judgment concerning
it.
It has been his habit always in the first instance to
series

;

;

—

;

;
:

Vm
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consider the simple grammatical meaning of the prophetic passage, comparing scripture with scripture then
to consult the most authentic histories of the period
;

supposed to be alluded to, (often those of original
and, where necessary, such works also as
might furnish antiquarian illustration. This done, and
his own independent judgment formed thereon, his next
step generally has been to refer to the most approved
and elaborate Commentators on the subject, more espeand to
cially those of different views from his own
w^eigh their arguments, ere coming to any final conclusion.
One thing, he may confidently say with Pascal,
has in the execution of this Work been above all things
authority,)

;

his object

;

—

that

the discovery of

is,

the truth.

Deeply conscious of the worthlessness of any unsubown, he has deemed

stantiated dictum or opinion of his
it

essential, in order to the Reader's satisfaction, to sub-

mit the evidence with somewhat more than usual fulness,
on w^hich in each case that opinion may have been
grounded.
Hence the Notes, which in large part contain it, have swelled at times to an extent for the most
part undesirable.
But the Apocalyptic subject is one
altogether peculiar
being at once so important, so
difficult, and so controverted.
Consequently he has no
fear of this being made a matter of complaint by any
of the more judicious and intelligent of his readers
but the contrary.
And there is yet another point in
which he has thought it right to enlarge, beyond what
may by some persons be deemed the proper limits of
prophetic exposition
viz. in the political and historic
sketches which he has here and there introduced
sketches drawn up however as briefly as might consist
with their proper distinctness and comprehensiveness
;

—

—

;

;

and introduced only in order to fill up the historical
which in certain cases might seem to exist
between consecutive Apocalyptic figurations
and so,
conjointly with them, to make up altogether a general
connected view of the history of European Christendom,
lacunae,

;

—
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and ecclesiastical. No doubt, in the case
reader thoroughly conversant with history, this

alike political

of a

may have been

superfluous.
But a con versancy 'like
can scarcely be expected in the majority of readers.
And of those who possess it not it is but few, he is
persuaded, that would have either time or inclination to
this

turn

to

other writers,

historians or

simply named

in

Notes of reference, for the requisite information or authority.
In which case they would necessarily be at a
disadvantage in judging of the whole subject.
For, as
the Spirit of Omniscience made choice of each particular aera of history for prefiguration, and planned the
fittest mode of figuring them severally, while contemplating in its comprehensive glance the then whole
future as one great present,
so they alone can be ex-

—

pected at
its

adequately to appreciate the justness of this
selection of seras, or the excellence of its prophetic
all

who may in a general way have
bly well informed on the main history.
pictures,

The Engravings given from
in each case depicted,

antiquity,

become

tolera-

ancient medals of the age

or other

monuments of

similar

Author doubts not, be universally
both interesting and most illustrative.
It is

will,

the

approved as
indeed a kind of evidence alike unimpeachable, convincing, and not easily to be forgotten.
Early impressed
with a sense of its importance, he was at some pains to
perfect his collection of illustrations of this

character

;

and has succeeded in fine so far as to have obtained
them in most cases where he deemed it particularly desirable and important.
An Apocalyptic Chart too has
been appended, which will bring the whole scheme of his
Exposition under review at a glance.
And he ventures
to hope that the plan of Apocalyptic structure thus
exhibited to the eye, will, from its obvious simplicity
and completeness, as well as from its perfect agreement
with St. John's primary description of the Scroll that it
develops as " written within and without,'' presumptively
commend itself for true to the mind of the Reader
the rather if compared with other Apocalyptic schemes

—

:
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of structure, that have been similarly drawn out on a
Chart, as for example Mr. Mede's and Mr. Cuninghame's.
With regard to the various mundane systems that have
from time to time been imagined, the simplicity of the
Copernican, as compared with the complexity of others,
has been justly deemed of itself a presumptive argument
The same rule of judgof no small force in its favour.
ment may apply, the Author thinks, in the present inSimplicity and completeness are ever characterstance.
istics of the works of God.
It will have appeared from the account just given,

Work

that the
ginal.

More

is,

in the fullest sense of the word,

especially

this

the solutions here proposed of the three

the sealing and palm-bearing Visions,
the rainbow-crowned

ori-

characteristic attaches to
first

— of

Seals,

— of

the vision of

Angel described Apoc.

x,

and

its

included notification on the death and resurrection of the
two Witnesses
also of the Beast's seventh Head,
of
the Image of the Beast,*
and finally of the Apocalyptic
;

—

—

—

itself, and of St. John's representative part
enacted on the scene of vision.
Besides which in other
parts, where old solutions may have been in the m^n
adopted, there is scarce a chapter where some new evidence
has not been added, or some modification made in the
explanation
an assertion the correctness of which they
will be best able to appreciate, who are best acquainted
with other Commentaries.
In stating this, however, the

structure

:

—

—

Author must not be supposed

to undervalue his obliga-

who have preceded him
not even where he may have deemed their
views more or less erroneous.
The Culloden, which
stranded at Aboukir, contributed perhaps its full share
to the victory of the Nile. Where an expositor has fairly
and fully developed his theory, it will, even when manitions to

the labours of those expositors
:

—

serve at least as a buoy to warn those
follow of the rocks and shallows.
Moreover the
collateral information, and hints for thought, furnished

festly unsuitable,

that

* On this point Mr. Fyshe published some time since a similar solution
cotcmporancously with a detached Pamphlet on the subject by the Author.

;

a;
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by laborious and independent expositors, must needs
often prove, though perhaps indirectly, more or less
valuable.
To the Rev. S. R. Maitland, for example,
the author feels himself on these grounds specially indebted
though most widely differing from both him
and his whole school of interpretation in the conclusions
come to. Indeed he feels indebted to him more than
to any other living writer on prophecy.
For, but for
Mr. Maitland's acute inquiries into, and exposure of,
many too generally received errors, and his thereby
;

almost forcing the sincere inquirer after the truth of prophecy to think for himself, the necessity of new investigations would have been by no means so impressed on
the Author's mind, and the present Apocalyptic Commentary probably never have been written.
On the whole, the Author sends this Work into the
world under the conviction, not merely of its truth
in all main points, but also (however otherwise imperfect its execution) of the evidence of that truth being
conclusive and clear.
And he trusts that it will approve
itself as such to his more intelligent and candid readers
at least if unpreoccupied by any very decided views,
previously formed, as to the prophecy which is its great
subject.
His appeal is to common sense and sound
learning
with both which it is his deep conviction that
the truth of God's word will ever be found accordant.
From them he invites a rigid though not uncandid scrutiny.
And if his Work successfully stand such scrutiny,
then let him be permitted also to express his judgment
that its importance can scarcely be overrated.
For
not only will it furnish new and striking evidence
to the world of the truth of Scripture prophecy, and
consequently of the Divine inspiration of Scripture,
point in itself of no little moment
but moreover, by
unfolding the history of the Church Visible and of Christendom, from St. John's time to the present, as prefigured to the Evangelist in Patmos, it will exhibit that
history to the reader as it were with God's own continuous comment on it, his moral lessons intermixed, his
;

—

—

;
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philosophy of the history. And thus, connected with past
history as t\iQ present needs must he, there will he few of
the stirring topics of religious controversy of the present
day, but must here have the Divine judgment pronounced
Besides which there will also be the
respecting them.
advantage of whatever new light the Book, by its correcter exposition of the past, may possibly throw on
And surely it needs
the mysteries of the coming future.
little Argument to prove that, in order to any rational
conjecturing as to the intent of unfulfilled prophecy, a
previous correct understanding of that which has been
alresidy fulfilled must be an important help; if not an
almost indispensable preliminary.
In conclusion, the Author has only to express his
hope and prayer that He will thus bless it, without
whom nothing is strong, nothing is holy. And should
should the Work prove in
this his hope be fulfilled,
any measure to the sceptical a convincing evidence of
the Divine inspiration of Holy Scripture,
to the unsettled or misled a safeguard against the many dangerous
errors of the day,
and to our Nation, our Church, and
Christ's Church Universal, a seasonable word of instruction, warning, and direction, with reference to the past,
the present, or the future,
then indeed will the labour
of the many " Apocalyptic Hours,'' which have been
devoted to it be abundantly requited.
And to God be

—

—

—

—

—

all

the glory

!

Cheltenham,

Janumy 1844.

PREFACE TO THE SECOND

In sending

this

second Edition of his

world, the Author wishes

first

EDlTIOBf,

Work

into the

to express his thankful-

the
ness for the very favorable reception so far given it
original Edition having been all sold off in eight months
:

;

and warm opinions exprest in its favor both publicly
and privately, in Reviews, and personally, or by letter.
The value of this testimony has been enhanced to the
Author's mind, as coming from persons of different professions, and different Protestant ecclesiastical communities
alike from prelates and other dignitaries and
ministers of his own Church, whose approbation might
from
well be to him a legitimate source of gratification
residents in our Universities, and able and learned members of the legal profession from some of the most eminent ministers both of the Scotch Established and of the
Scotch Free Church
and from some too of DissentThe voice
ing bodies from our own Establishment.
of kindliness and approbation has been repeated from
other countries
from Switzerland and France on the
European Continent, from the United States of North
America, from our Colony at the Cape, and from
India.
From that last mentioned distant country the
Author has been favored with the approving voice, not
only of other valued friends in the Bengal and Madras
Presidencies, but of him especially who, in God's Pro:

;

;

;

;

vidence, has been spared to preside for above thirteen
years over the branch of our Anglican

VOL.

I.

b

Reformed Church

:
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there planted, to

its

great advancement and blessing

for the re-establishment of

whose

health,

shattered in

doubts not,
many
have ascended from his readers to the throne on high.
And this has been, above all, gratifying to him, that
the impression on the minds of by far the larger number of those who have thus approved his Work, is to
the effect that, as an Exposition of the Apocalyptic
Prophecy, it is substantially true, and has the evidence
It had occurred to the Author
of truth stamped upon it.
to have here presented the reader with two or three such
testimonies, (for he knew that he would have been permitted to do so,) from, persons eminent in the literary as
well as ecclesiastical world
whose judgment could not
but have-carried weight with every intelligent and candid
mind.
But on reconsideration he has concluded not to
do this.
It seems due to those whom he had in view,
that they should have full time to see, hear, and weigh
whatever may be brought against the interpretation
prayers, he

the noblest of services,

;

here given, before their opinions in favor of its substantial truth are published to the world.
Moreover,

though the authority of such names as are referred to
could not but tend to the Book's present acceptance,
yet in the long run this result must arise, and indeed
ought to arise, not from the authority of approving
names and opinions, however highly estimable, but
from its own intrinsic weight of evidence and argument.
And the Author has distinctly to acknowledge, that
this impression of truth has been by no means made on
all, even of the friends that have felt warmly interested
in his Work.
Nor indeed have there been wanting
those, as the reader may probably know% who have pronounced a directly unfavorable opinion on this head
against it.
In every such case it has been his object to
ascertain, if possible, the grounds of this incredulity as
to its expository correctness and truth.
And, while
sensible that certain

imperfections in his original deve-

lopment of the evidence cannot but have tended to help
forward such a feeling, (imperfections which he will have

;
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again to allude to before concluding this Preface,) yet in
no small number of cases he seems to have traced it to
a cause of which the operation was not unforeseen by

him

the time of the

publication of the Horse;
of the objectors' minds (perhaps long and inveterate possession) by other quite different and contrary Apocalyptic theories. It was observed
at

first

viz. the previous possession

by him in his original Preface, that he trusted the Work
*'
would approve itself as true to his more intelligent
and candid readers at least if unpreoccupied by any very
;

decided views previously formed as to the intent of the
prophecy.''
For, not merely with reference to Authors
committed before the world by repeated publications on
the subject, (the strongest case of all in point,) but in a
measure with reference also to decided disciples of long
standing attached to any opposite Apocalyptic school,
whether that of the PrcBterists, that of the Futurists, or
that of earlier Protestant interpreters, differing from the
Author on important details, it seemed scarcely to be
expected that they would give an unprejudiced and fair
consideration to the propounded evidence of a new, and
more or less counter theory. And this without any impeachment of their candour. For when the mind has
long entertained and dwelt on certain views of a subject
as true, albeit incorrect views,

more and more

it

insensibly habituates

overlook and forget the flaws
and weaknesses of the supposed sustaining evidence
and at length so to mistake its own creations for realities,
as to be, for a time at least, almost incapable of receiving, or fairly considering, that which would destroy
the illusion.' So even when the difference is only prophetic.
Much more must this prejudice be likely to
operate, where a difference of religious views is added
to that on prophecy
for it cannot be questioned that
religious truth of the most important kind is necessarily
and deeply involved in the exposition of the Apocalypse.
Now that prejudices such as these must have operated,
one or both, the Author thinks he may conclude, where
his exposition has been at once set aside as altogether
b 2
itself

—

:

—

to
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erroneous, without any controverting or even encounproffered evidence and reasonings, but
liis
simply the assertion of some counter-system as the true
So, for example, in the case of an otherwise very
one.
friendly Reviewer, of the Futurist school, in the Christian
Examiner.
So in the case of a less friendly writer in
the Eclectic Review, of the school of the Prcsterists.
The latter especially sets aside at once the whole exposition of the Horse, as based on principles fundamentally
false
simply because not those of his own chosen
tering of

;

school.

The

fact,

however, of such opinions having been en-

the Author carefully to
reconsider the nature of the evidence on which a reasontertained and asserted, has led

able

man, believing

may

safely conclude

in the

inspiration

of

the Bible,

on the truth of any alleged histo-

of this sacred prophecy.
And the more
he has considered the question, the stronger and deeper
has become his conviction that the evidence must be
sought, and must consist, in the fitting of historic fact
ivith the prophetic figurations.
There can surely be no
plainer or safer guide on this point than the precedent
of other prophecies, such as are admitted on all hands
to have already received their accomplishment.
On
what ground then is it, I ask, that we assert the very
Messiah of Old Testament prophecy to have trod this
our earth some 1800 years ago in the person of him that
was called Jesus of Nazareth ? What, but that, on a
comparison of the recorded facts of his history with the
details of prophecy, we find them most marvellously,
and in a hundred particulars, to tally one with the other
particulars involving place, time, circumstances and
having reference alike to the Messiah's predicted character, life, death, resurrection, ascension. It is not that
there remain no difficulties unsolved, no points on which
difference of opinion exists, in the Messianic prophecies.
Even as regards Isaiah's famous prophecy, respecting
the Messiah's birth of a Virgin, it is well known to
rical fulfilment

:

—

Biblical

;

students

tliat its

context

still

presents certain
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difficulties and obscurities
and so, again, as regards
the prophecy of the seventy weeks, " until Messiah the
Prince," in Daniel.
But in all the mass of the particulars the coincidence of fact and prediction, fairly made
:

out, is overwhelming
and consequently the conclusion
undoubted.
It is on the same kind of evidence (to add
another example or two) that we pronounce Christ's
prophecy of the destruction of Jerusalem to have been
fulfilled
the same on which we declare DanieVs four
metals in the symbolic image, and also his four Beasts,
seen in vision, to have been realized in the four great
successive empires of the world, the Babylonian, Persian, Greek, and Roman.
Precisely similar is my proffered proof in the Horse.
And sure I am that no dogmatic dictum by any Critic, of whatever prophetic school,
authoritatively pronouncing it "a total failure," and
" based on principles fundamentally erroneous," simply
because different from those of his own Apocalyptic
theory, will avail much or long to influence any sensible
and candid inquirer against it. The conclusion on its
truth or error, as an exposition of the Apocalypse, must
and will be drawn from an examination of the asserted
correspondence of fact and prophecy.
And if they
prove to fit, so as I believe they will, like the loops
and taches in the hangings of the Tabernacle, (for precision and definiteness, let it be observed, not generalizing vagueness, such as in most counter-systems,
will every where be found to characterize the solutions
in the Horse, every where consequently presenting angular points for comparison and testing,) and this not
in respect of one, two, or three particulars, but of a continuous series of particulars, from St. John's time down
to the time now present,
I say if such a fitting be proved,
then the common sense of intelligent and candid men
will ultimately, indeed speedily, settle down into the
conviction, that such fittings of prediction and fact
can no more be ascribed to chance, than could the fittings
in the Jewish Tabernacle
and that the Exposition which
unfolds them must be true.
:

:

—

—

;
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There is however one Critic, and so far as the Author
knows, but one, (except indeed a really kindly reviewer
in the Congregational Magazine of last March, contesting,
though quite vainly it is believed, the Domitianic date
of the Apocalypse argued from in the Horce,^) who has
and,
partially'^ encountered the evidence here offered
as the result, professed to prove the Work, as an Apoca;

lyptic Exposition, a failure.

allude of course to the

I

" Remarks on the Horae Apocalypticae," by the Rev. T. K. Arnold.
It was to the Author
a real source of satisfaction that one so able as Mr.
Arnold, and one so well known too as a scholar and
controversialist, should have undertaken the task of examining and refuting the Horse. For, persuaded as he
himself was of its truth, he could not but anticipate that
failure would be found to characterize the attack, rather
"
than the work attacked and thus that the " Remarks
would prove a means of confirming, rather than of overthrowing it. And such indeed, if he may trust not his

Pamphlet

entitled

;

own judgment

only, but that of many literary friends well
judge in the matter, has been the result.
The reader of course will not be expected, nor ought to
receive, this ex parte opinion.
The Author is anxious
rather that he should read and compare for himself the
Pamphlets of attack and reply
also a further criticism

competent

to

:

by Mr. Arnold in the British Magazine for last March,
and a Reply in the Number for the present month
of April.
It will be seen, I believe, that there is not
a point in the attack on which Mr. Arnold has not
been met directly and successfully.
Meanwhile, in
order that there may be better understood the present
position of the controversy, he
them,'*

Mr. Arnold

subjoins in

a

Note

his

to bring the question

between
on the truth or untruth of the Exposition in the

requisition to

—

See more especially pp. 51
f)4 of this Volume, where the argument of the
opponents to this view is fully entered into.
- Indeed very partially.
See the quotation from ray Reply in the next Note.
* " A critical examination, with a view to decide the great question
of the
general truth of the Ilora; as an Apocalyptic exposition, or falsehood, I not only
do not deprecate, but call for. Only let it be rndlij cnlirat; critical in the
higiiust and best sense of the word; that to which Mr. Arnold's ex parte attack
'

latest

—

—
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Horse, to a decisive issue before the literary world. And
as the writer in the Eclectic Review has so strongly pro-

nounced against

its

the requisition to

him

truth, he

begs distinctly to apply

also.

The Author has now to state the principal differences
and improvements that will be found in the present Edilate Pamphlet presents so perfect a contrast; and of which the very
model and beau ideal is the fair, comprehensive, yet searching summing up of
evidence by an English judge. And let me frankly say, of such an examination I
fear not the issue.
" It will of course begin with my Seals ; and I shall expect that the examiner
will test their truth by not one only, but each of those three criteria before
indicated viz.
" 1st. by showing, if he can, incorrectness in my explanation of the symbols,
or my statements of historical facts ; frankly however, and in the real and critical
spirit of a seeker of truth, not a partizan, admitting their correctness specifically
and seriatim, where he cannot confute the evidence
" 2nd. by specifying any succession of aeras in the history of any nation but
the Roman, that ever existed on the face of the earth, to which these symbolic
pictures of the four first seals can be made to apply with at all t!>e same exactness
or indeed any other succession of aeras in the Roman history itself:
" 3rd. by suggesting from imagination, with all the help that classical antiquity can furnish, any four different symbolic pictures, such as shall depict the
chief aeras of the history of the Roman Empire between St, John's time and
that of Diocletian, including its grandeur and prosperity at the first, and its progress of decline afterwards, with as much simplicity, truth, philosophic distinctness as to cause and effect, and classical propriety, as these four Apocalyptic
pictures, so interpreted as in the Horae.
" Next I shall expect that he will take up the first or scorpion-locust Woe;
and distinctly encounter my main argument, from the asserted fact of all the
characteristics of that symbol answering to the Mahomedan Saracens of the
seventh century, so as they can be shewn to answer to no other nation that ever
Then will come up the Vision of the sun-beamexisted on the face of the earth.
ing Angel in Apoc. x and xi and enquiry whether my assertion that the five or
six chief aeras of progress in the Reformation are there unfolded with an exactitude the most surprising, be true or not. Then we shall have renewed the
question of the death and resurrection of the Witnesses; and then again, the
whole question (the year-day included) of the Beast, Beast's Image, and Antichrist.
Of course if Mr. Arnold or any other profest critic shun, so as Mr. A.
has thus far done, the main evidence and arguments, and only seek to pick off
here and there, if it may be, some straggling and less defended statement, then it
in his

:

:

;

;

—

And what if on careful exammain strength of the evidence impregnable, and that all
through, take what prefiguration he will, the coincidences between the Apocalyptic symbols and the historic subjects to which I refer them, whetlier secular

will be

on

his part a silent confession of failure.

ination, finding the

or ecclesiastical, concerning the world or the church, are indeed, so as I assert,
most singular and marvellous, what, I say, if he yet choose to refer them
rather to accident, or the expositor's ingenuity and craft, than to the direct designing and intent of the all-wise Author of the revelation ? In such case," it is
concluded, there would be a" rejection of all the laws of both direct and circumstantial evidence, that have hitherto been most recognized amongst men ;"
and a rule of judgment laid down by which " even the fittings and combinations
Reply to the
of a mifch might be explained as but the result of chance,"

—

—

Rev. T. K. Arnold's Remuiks, pp 77, 7S.
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compared with the former. The chief ^fM^ions
he found in the Appendix at the end of the fourth
Volume. First, there is there given a Sketch of the
History of Apocalyptic Interpretation, occupying some
tion, as

will

180 pages, and tracing
times

down

its

subject

to the present era.

from the

earliest

The Author had him-

long felt the want of some such Treatise, and
doubts not it will be deemed both interesting and useful
by his readers useful not otherwise only, but above all
as enabling them more satisfactorily to judge as to Apocalyptic truth, from having distinctly under view all the
main systems of Apocalyptic interpretation. After
which follows a Critical Examination into each of the
two chief anti-Protestant systems of Apocalyptic Interpretation, that of the Prceterists, and that of the Futurists:
self

:

—

as well as afterwards also into the Church Scheme of the
Apocalyptic Seals, given by certain earlier Protestant Expositors.
Of these Notices the last alone was given
the second partially ; the
fully in my first Edition
first, on the Prseterists, not at all.
The singular dogmatism however and assurance of this Praeterist school, its
general reception by German critics and Romish theologians, its zealous adoption and propagation by Pro;

Moses Stuart and others

in America, and its
not a few theological
students, and writers on Biblical criticism, in our own
country, (Professor Lee's respected name included among
them,) all concurred to show that it was a system that
could no longer be overlooked, by any thoroughly
impartial inquirer into prophetic truth.
The Author
trusts that the result of his critical examination into it
will be to show that there is absolutely no locus standi
for the Prtjeterist system, any more than for that of
the Futurists : and in the belief that general opinion will
soon so pronounce, he cannot but feel thankful that
Professor Stuart should, by his late elaborate Apocalyptic
Commentary, have so forced the scheme into notice to
the effect only of its final and decisive rejection both in

fessor

evidently increasing favor with

;

England and elsewhere.

— Lastly

follow Indices,

which

—
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have been much called for. Such are the chief Addenda to
this new Edition :' though it is to be understood that, in
the progress of a very careful revision many other lesser but
by no means unimportant additions have been made here
and there wherever the evidence seemed drawn out
,

;

imperfectly, or additional illustration useful to the argu-

ment. Indeed they have added to the Work much above
100 pages. On theother hand, in some few parts condensation and retrenchment seemed practicable with advantage.
And by this, and the transfer occasionally of part
of an overcrowded Chapter to the Appendix, and a better
and more frequent division into Chapters and Sections,
relief has been given to parts that before must have read
heavily.
So that, on the whole, the Author ventures to
hope that his Work will be found not only more clear,
more strong in evidence, and more interesting but even
perhaps effectively in the perusal shorter, in spite of
its being longer.
Alterations of historic explanation
there will be found none, except on points of detail.
The chief are two. One is that he now assigns a larger
meaning (so as classical antiquity, he finds, requires that
he should) to the symbol of the sword-giving in the
second Seal, than he gave it before
applying it to
;

;

designate the military profession generally, as causes of
the civil war and blood-shedding, (so as he also finds
history requires,) instead of the PrcBtorian Prefects siione

The other is that he now carries out
explanations of the vision of the Souls
under the Altar in the 5th Seal, and of that of the Angel
and his oath in Apoc. x, (so as he had not done before,)
the important hermeneutic principle of regarding St.
and

in particular.

fully into his

man on the scene the representative
epoch prefigured of the true apostolical ministerial succession of that epoch
i. e. of the successors of
the apostles not lineally alone, but in doctrine and spirit.
John

as a symbolic

:

at each

;

I must not omit distinctly specifying the addition of the very remarkable
Papal Juhilean Medal, given in my Vol. iv. p. 94 a medal for which I am indebted to my kind friend J. Bateman, Escj. of Biddulph Grange.
'

:
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conclusion the Author must beg permission
add a few words on the religious bearing of his

In
to

could not but be sensible, when first launchits exceeding importance in this point of view, supposing it to be really
based on truth, as of the probability of its being questioned and objected to on that very account, by such as
on the controverted points of religious doctrine, here
So
involved, took other and contrary views to his own.
Popedom
and
especially with regard to his view of the
Papal Rome as the very antitypes of the Apocalyptic
Beast and Babylon ; and that of the spiritual body of

Work. He
ing

it

into the world, as well of

Church visible, as disand highest Church promises. Accordingly Mr. Arnold hasvehemently reprobated
and others, the Author knows, have
the former view
In either case, howsimilarly shrunk from the latter.
true believers, included within the

tinctively the object of the chief

;

ever,

he has the comfort to know not only that

the

objectors have failed of disproving the asserted clear ac-

cordance of these his views alike with the Apocalypse,
and whole tenor of the Bible but moreover that they are
distinctly and precisely agreeable to the doctrines of the
beloved Church to which he belongs.
In England, as
well as in Switzerland and Germany, the Reformation,
as Bishop Warburton most truly states, was begun and
;

carried

of

on upon the principle of the Pope and Church

Rome

being the Antichrist of Scripture prophecy.^
Church of the promises, (in other
words the Church of the saved, the Church the Bride,)
our Anglican Liturgy defines its constituency (distinc-

And

as to the chief

tively
•

from the

as " the
Christ,

visible

Churches that include them)
the mystical body of

members incorporate in
the blessed company of

all

faithful people :"^

most scripturally and beautifully describing their character and history, from its beginning to its end, in the xviith
Article of its own authoritative and admirable code of
doctrine.

—Nor

even as regards his pre-millennial view,
'

-

Sec

my

Sc-emy Vol.

Vol.

iii.

pp.

iv. p.

.'^.2.

33.

404. Note 2.
Vol. iv. pp.

280— 28G.

—
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which many otherwise warmly interested in the Work
have objected to, but of the truth of which the Author,
after very careful reconsideration, is more and more persuaded, (though of course its evidence cannot equal that
of the fulfilled and past, as it cannot be tried by the
same testing,) is there any material difference between himself and the admirable men who, in God's providence, defined and founded the Reformed Protestant Church of
England. For though opposed, and most justly opposed,
to certain wild millennarian doctrines then propounded by
German Anabaptists and others, they did yet most distinctly hold, and set forth, the doctrine of Chris fs prejubilean advent:^ meaning by pre-jubilean an advent antecedent to, and introductory of, this our earth's jubilean
restoration to happiness; a restoration the theme of all the
prophets, and subject surely of every heart's aspiration.

—

Indeed, so far as the Author is aware, the whole theology of the ensuing Exposition, though everywhere
most strictly and simply drawn from the Apocalypse

is yet all through singularly in concord with that
of the Anglican Church
taking the Church's Articles,
Liturgy, and Homilies as the expression of its doctrines :
(the two latter of course in all doubtful points explained
by the former :) and of which, may he be permitted to
add, the truest as well as sweetest exponent, (at least of
all authors subsequent to the sera of the Reformation,)
seems to him to be the admirable Archbishop Leighton.
And surely what has past since the first publication of
the Horse has only served to show in clearer light the
need of such a guide, amidst surrounding darkness, as
this record of God's own philosophy of the past history

itself,

;

"We

1
require that his kingdom come.
For we see not yet all things in
we see not the stone hewed off from the mountain withsubjection to Christ
out work of man, which all-to bruised and brought to nought the image
which Daniel describeth, that the only rock Christ may obtain and possess the
dominion of the whole world granted him of his Father. Antichrist is not
For this cause do we long for, and pray, that it may at length come
yet slain.
to pass and be fulfilled, that Christ may reign with his saints, according to
God's promises that he may live and be Lord in the world, according to the
decree of the Holy Gospel not after the traditions and laws of men, nor
pleasure of worldly tyrants.''
Ki/tii' Edward's Catechism.
See too my Vol. iv, p. :^w?. Note fi,
:

:

;
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Would there
of Christendom, this divine Apocalypse.
(men
highly
thought and
some
of
have been on the part
that
secession
to Papal
Church)
our
spoken
of
in
highly
Rome, after first vainly attempting, by a non-natural sense
given to its Articles, to make our Church symbolize
with Rome, had there been the understanding which
this Book teaches, that the Papal system is in very
Would there
truth that of the Antichrist of Babylon ?
have been such sad and grievous errors under the
nqme

of Church principles, had the Apocalyptic doctrine
been studied and understood, as to what that Church
is to which attach the everlasting promises? Or, again,
such lowering and earthly notions respecting Christ's

A Kingdom of which alike the Apocalypse
and indeed the voice of our own Church
re-echoing it, that it is then and then only to be

Kingdom
assures

?

us,

manifested, when " the number of the elect is
complete " its present state being but that mixt and
most imperfect one which is connected with the incipient
really

:

its members, from out of
Churches, as well as from among Jews,
and heretics, " throughout this naughty

and preparatory gathering of
the prol^ssing
heatliens,

world."

May it
Horse to
divine

please
its

God

mind and

seeks to interpret

Second Edition of the

to bless this

readers, in so far as

it is

accordant with his

Holy Book which it
may thus prove to them, w^hat it was
will

:

that the

doubtless intended to be, " as a light shining in a dark
place

;

day dawn

until the

from deadly error

;

:"

—

Torquay, April 1846.

warn
Heaven

a beacon light to

a guiding light to truth and

7

:

ADDENDA.
PAGE

—

In reference to the pasi?ages cited in pages 14 1 8 from Ignatius, the reader
must bear in mind that a doubt has been recent!}' thrown on their genuineness by Mr. Cureton's translation of Ignatius from the Syriac.
But the
evidence does not seem to me decisive, or all on one side, against them. The
question must be regarded as at present sub judice.
33, First line of Notes, for may read might ; and at second line add
but that in his
Catechism, xv. 12, 13, 27, ho clearly borrows the language, and refers to the
imagery of the Apocalypse speaking of anoUmr head of the dragon ; and
saying of the fourth Beast, or Antichrist, outos 07S00S fiacriAevaei, " he
shall reign the eighth," as in Apoc. xvii. 11.
I take this from Professor M. Stuart's work on the Apocalypse, i. 361
who
" It was long denied that
also observes, with reference to Chrysostom
Chrysostom had made any use of the Apocalypse but this at last is amply
established, though his use of it is very infrequent."
May not the mistake have arisen
42, Add, as Note to the last line, what follows.
from Domitian having sometimes the title of Nero given him ; and in fact
the orifjinal writer of the Syriac subscription have m^wai Domitian, not Nero ?
Thus Juvenal iv. 37 ;
18,

;

—

:

:

;

:

Quum jam semianimem

laceraret Flavius orbem
Ultimus, et calvo serviret Roma Neroni^
"
Alteri Neroni.
Nota sunt Ausonii verba ;
On which Ruperti observes
Et Titus imperii felix brevitate, sequutus
Frater, quem Calvum dixit sua Roma Neronem."
Similarly Tertullian, in his Apolog. ch. 5, speaks of " Domitianus portio Nero:

nis."

12521ine 27, to the clause, " Except as peace might vary them," append the Note
following
That joeace was to be, in fine at least one constituent in the general happiness
figured by the white colour, (a peace resulting from the rider's previous triumphs,) appears even from the phraseology of the second Seal " It was given
him (the rider of the red horse) to take peace, (rrji/ eipr/i'rji', the peace previously existing from the earth." Hence the futility of an objection made to
my first Seal, grounded on the erroneous assumption that the words, " went
forth conquering and to conquer," implied an uninterrupted continuance in
successful wars. For a full answer to Mr. Arnold on this point I refer to my
Replj' pp. 9
11.
It ma}' suffice here to quote from it the explanatory sentence following
" He went forth conquering
this was the imperial
rider's earliest destiny and it was also his destiny that conquer he still
should, whenever and wherever afterwards called into war." The glorious
peace made by Commodus, on their sueing for it, with the Germans, immediately after his father's death, (a peace on the details of which see Dion
Cassius) most fitly marks in history the ending of the first Seal, find state of
things preparatory to the opening of the second Seal.
As Stietonius and Tacitus, with reference to the comm,enceme7it
127, Add to Note 1
of this period under Nervaand Trajan, bear testimony to it as a golden age
oi general happiness, &o (the reader should understand) Dion Cassius and
Eutropius, in very similar phrase and figure, to the more chequered times
of its close under the second Antonine.
140, line 11 from bottom, after uninterruptedly, add ; except under the reigns of the
:

— —
:

:

:

:

two Severi.

—

—

—

—
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PAGE
I4b,

Note 3, add So Euripides
Xenophon CjTopasdia
;

KTjpu^aTw fier
151,
163,

7)5ri, «<f>T/,

Electra, 190
iv.
/irj

5

;

:

Tt/v Se

f/xs 5s Trarpos

ayopav

ttjv

rjSi/ceis

ovffav fu

aSiKetv firiSeva, irieXitf 5e

Aexi-

tijj

^^^'^

rparoTreSoj

rovs KaTrr]\ous 6 ti

€xei (KUTus TtparrifiLQV.
to the end of Note 2 of p. 150, add ; This chcenix is also noted by Galen.
Colonel Leake, in his Tour in Asia Minor, p. 331, gives
line 5, add as a Note
an inscription found at Stratonice in Caria, of the probable date of Theodosius' reign, on which there is a long list of prices in terms of the
denarius ; and wheat reckoned at a much higher price the modius than
here the result, Colonel Leake thinks, of the then depreciated weight and
value of the denarius.
line 20, sihev ftdfilUny it, add
{for such icas the intent of this emblem of their
judicial porver and ojfice, carried up to its origin.)
blood
here engraved, I am informed by Dr. Maitland,
regard
to
the
Vase
With
of
who first gave me the drawing, that he now thinks the Vase was an incense
vessel, and the Sa?ic... not for Sanguis, \i\ii Sancto... But I have subsequently
received from a French artist a copy of another such Vase found in the Cacombs, with the \ettcv% Sangti... written distinctly.
Note 1, add
I am incorrect in here saj'ingthat there is no authority for the
legend B. R. P. I understand from Mr. Lewis of Cornwall Terrace, that
on some coins B. R. P. is plainly legible ; and that there is little doubt
among numismatists that such is the true Legend. The Plate remains, as
being referred to in the text -.Mr. L.'s communication not having reached me
till after it was printed.
line 4, add :— Mr. Forster in his Mahomnwdism Unveiled, says that the locust is
introduced in Antar as the natural emblem of the Ishmaelites ; and that
Maliommedan tradition speaks of locusts having been dropped into the
hands of Mahomet, bearing on their wings this inscription,
are the army
of the great God.
Add, as a Note to the end of the paragraph
Since this was printed I have
observed that Primasius, Ambrose Ansbert, and other early Expositors,
similarly identified the angels of Apoc. vii and Apoc. ix. See my Appendix, at the end of Vol. iv. Indeed Griesbach notes that in a Greek
Codex, No. 30 in his list, there occur the readings avefxovs and aveixot,
in Apoc. ix. 14, 15, instead of a^yeAous and u-fye\oi.
:

—

:

165,
197,

259,

404,

:

:

—

We

4G1,

:

—

CORRIGENDA.
49, line 2 from bottom of text, for Neander read Ilug.
74, line 13 from bottom, for HI read 117.
line 10 from bottom, for c. b. read ch. G.
209, Note 2, for KOLraKafJurov, read KaraKaixituv.
213, last line, for 27, 28, read 18.
223, line 9 from bottom, dele and ; and in line 8, for b^ and what, read and what by.
236, line 13, before Gregory read Cyril and
254, line 4 from bottom, for her read his.
271, last line, for prcsertt vend fourth.
301, line II, after altar add a7td.
312, first line of Notes, for regi read rcgid.
313, line 26, after tradition add handed down.
3.V2, line 6 from bottom, for ostentis read ostensio.
362, line 5 from bottom, for comma after 10 insert full stop.
365, Note 2, for Dacher's read D'Achcry's.
376, line 12 from bottom, for ( read ).
389, At the heading of the page insert § 1 ; and so all through this Section.
465, Note 1, for Nutbe read Ilutbc.
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PRELIMINARY ESSAY
ON THE GENUINENESS AND THE DATE

OF THE APOCALYPSE OF

When

a

JOHN.

ST.

Book

us, there are

of any interest or importance is set before
two questions on which we may reasonably

wish and expect information preliminarily to

—

Who

the 1st,

More

is the ivriter?

especially this

that claims to be

is

I

perusal

its

When

written ?

Work

the feeling, if the

of Divine inspiration

Apocalypse.

case of the

the 2nd,

;

be one

so as in the

purpose, therefore, in the

present preliminary Essay, to answer these two questions

concerning

it.

The

first is

one that has obviously a

most important bearing on the inspiration of the Book
the second, as will be shown, on its right interpretation.
;

Chap.

Now

on

i.

—The

this

writer of the Apocalypse.

point a ready and satisfactory answer

once to meet the eye in the very text of the
For the writer more than once
prophetic Book itself.

seems

at

enunciates his
'

So

i.

4

;

own name

in

it,

" John to the seven churches which are in Asia, &c

B

And

" John."^
:"

i.

9

;

the

"/ John,
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which

authority

it

implies to have

attached to

him,

from the asserted circumstance of his being Christ's
chosen medium for receiving the revelation, and comalike

municating

to the angels or presiding bishops of the

it

seven Asiatic Churches,

— from

that of his pronounc-

—

ing a blessing on those several presiding bishops,'
and yet again from its speaking of the prophets as but
his

brethren,'^

—

is

one named John of

such as could scarcely belong to any
less

than apostolic dignity

:

insomuch

that the very genuineness of the Book seems involved in
Nor will
the fact of its writer being John the apostle.

the corroborative evidence that

offers

it

to strike

fail

— an evidence acknowledged even by the
— the holiness and
composition.^ — Should
sublimity of

the investigator,

and the prejudiced,

superficial

super-human

the

further inquiry have been

known

deemed

repeated, as

;

a testimony express

will presently

appear, to

that the author of the Apocalypse

loved

the well-

desirable,

accordant testimony of Irenceus will have been

ready at hand to the inquirer
often

in

and

the effect

was indeed that

be-

the Apostle and Evangelist St. John.'^

disciple,

who also am your brother and companion in tribulation," &c xxi. 2 "And /
John saw the holy city, the new Jerusalem," &c xxii. 8 ; "And IJolin saw these
things, and heard them."
'
Apoc. i. 4 " Grace be unto you and peace," &c. Now " without all con'
tradiction the less is blessed of the better."
;

:

:

;

"

Apoc.

xxii. 9.

In the word prejudiced I allude to Michaelis more especially.
His judgment
is given, as will be presently seen, against the genuineness of the Apocalypse.
Yet in the xth and concluding Section of his Critique, the subject of which is
the style of the Apocalypse, he thus expresses himself "The language of the
Apocalypse is both beautiful and sublime, affecting and animating and this not
only in the original, but in every even the worst translation of it. The Apocalypse has something in it which enchants and insensibly inspires the reader with
the sublime spirit of the author.
A great part of tlie imagery is borrowed from
the ancient prophets but the imitation is for the most part more beautiful and
more magnificent than the original." I quote from Marsh's Edition of Michaelis, (Cambridge Ed. 1801) Vol. vi. pp. 533, 534.— The instant and exceeding
literary inferiority of the Christian Fathers that followed on the apostolic age
will be presently noted and illustrated, as greatly enhancing the force of this
3

:

;

—

—

:

argument•

The testimony

of Irenseus will be given afterwards.

;
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And
to

considering Irenseus'

St.

own

John, and character,

—

3

very early era, relation

was an Asiatic

that he

Greek, born nearly about the time of St. John's death,*
that he

was a

of Polycarp, which latter was a

disciple

disciple of St. John,^

— and that

he was moreover one

of the most learned, as well as most holy and devoted
of the Christian bishops of that age,
justly have
rity,

but as almost in

question
cisive,

—

his testimony will

been considered as not only of high autho-

on the point

itself sufficient,

in

indeed as altogether sufficient, and quite de-

:

except in the case of some strong countervailing

evidence.

The

fact

this nature

is,

however, that countervailing evidence of

has been asserted to exist.

The genuineness

of the Apocalypse has been questioned by ancient writers
of eminence in the Christian Church, as early at least as
the third century

dern biblical

candour

;

:

more

And

of Alexandria.

critics

it

especially I

of high reputation for learning and

among whom

This renders

it

may name Dionysius

has been questioned too by mo-

Michaelis stands pre-eminent.
that the

necessary

point

in

question

'
In Grabe's Prolegom. ad Irenseum, the birth of this Father is placed about
the year A. D. 107. Dodwell has placed it ten years earlier, or at the precise
date of the Apocalypse.
- Let me illustrate this by the following well-known beautiful extract from a
letter of Irenasus himself, preserved by Eusebius, and given in his E. 11. v. 20.
" I saw you (Florinus), when I was very young, in the lower Asia with PolyFor I better remember the affairs of that time than those which have
carp.
lately happened
the things which we learn in our childhood growing up with
Insomuch that I can tell the place in
the soul, and uniting themselves to it.
which the blessed Polycarp sate and taught and his going out and coming in
and the manner of his life, and the form of his person and the discourses he
made to the people and how he related his conversation with John, and others
who had seen the Lord and how he related their sayings, and what he had
heard from them concerning the Lord, both concerning his miracles and his
doctrine, as he had received them from the eye-witnesses of the Word of Life.
These things I then,
All which Polycarp related, agreeably to the Scripture.
through the mercy of God toward me, diligently heard and attended to recording them, not on paper, but upon my heart.
And through the grace of God I
continually renew the remembrance of them."
I
copy Lardner's translation r
Vol. ii. p. 96.
(Ed. 1838.)

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

B

2
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should be more carefully looked into
as well against as

f

07'.

;

and the evidence,

At

exdLmined in detail.

least

it

must be done by him who would wish thoroughly to
satisfy himself on the grounds of our belief in the
genuineness and divine inspiration of the Apocalypse of
St.

John.

—

somewhat
fairer

I

purpose therefore drawing out the evidence

fully

and

;

and with a view

shall first,

to the

set before the reader

conducting of the inquiry,

the strength and substance of the objections of these
two the most notable of ancient and modern objectors.

With

regard then to Dionysius, Bishop of Alexandria

about the middle of the third century,^ the

pugner
tolic

(at least the

earliest

authorship of the Apocalypse, this

able, that he did not

impugn

John on

grounds.

historical

earliest

its

is

most observ-

ascription to the Apostle

He

did

not

allege

testimony of any more ancient waiter against
did not thus argue

"

It is

:

He

borrow the language of Michaelis^);

no

the oldest persons in those cities have

knowledge of
it

the

it.

not preserved in the archives of the seven Asiatic

Churches

saw

(I

im-

of any note)^ of the apos-

having been sent thither: no one ever

its

during the

life

of St. John

:

it

was introduced

such and such a year, and contradicted as soon as
appeared."

It

was simply on

critical

in
it

grounds, and

internal evidence, that he rested his objection

:

reasoning

from certain marked differences of sentiment and diction
between the Apostle John's Gospel and Epistles on the
one hand, and the Apocalypse of John on the other.

Now

circumstance of an objector

the

so

learned as

Dionysius having thus failed to appeal to historical

evi-

He died A. D. 2G4 or 2G5 according to Lardncr Vol. ii. p. 643, Chap, xliii.
Dionysius speaks of certain before him that had impugned it, but without
rtues ntv av toiv irpo r^iJiwv rjfleTTjcroJ' to fii&\iov, &.C. lb. p. 693.
I
shall presently speak of these persons.
Chap, xxxiii. § 2 I cite, as before, from Marsh's Translation, Vol, vi. p. 484.
'

;

'

naming them
"•

:
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dence, and of certain previous, but evidently rash and

intemperate objectors to
failed to

do so/ (nor,

whom
me

let

he alludes, having equally
add,

is

the case different

with the next eminent questioner of the apostolic authorship of the Apocalypse,
as Michaelis

tutes,

say an

mean Eusebius^)

I

allows, a considerable,''

exceedingly strong argument,

time, I cannot but believe that he
to his

I

main

critical

consti-

should

proof of the

in

For had such evidence existed

point disputed.

—As

—

at the

would have alleged

it.

argument,^ just before stated,

•
His statement about them (H.E. vii. 25) is, that they set aside the Apocalypse as the work of the heretic Cerinthus. Tives tuv irpo rifj.oov 7]6eT7}(Tav kui aue<rKevacrav iravrri ro ^i^Xiov, Kad' fKaTOV Ke(pa\aiov SuvBvvovTes' Kai «x oirais riav
atros'oXaiv riva, a\\' h5' 6\ws rcov ayiaiu, rj toov ano ttjs e/cKArjcias, tbts yfyovevai
Kripivdov 5€, o|iOTris"OJ' €iri(pTjfj.i(Tai OeArjaavra rcfi eavrs
noit)Tf]v TH ypafifiaros
And what the sum of their objections, as related by Dionysius?
vXaa/naTi ovoixa.
1. that the title of the Book is false, being called The Apocalypse or Revelation,
though most obscure 2. that the inscription is also false it being said to be
written by John, whereas it was written by Cerinthus. Yet, as Lardner justly
observes, (Vol. ii. p. 700) the Apocalypse directly contradicts Cerinthus' opinions
on the most essential points. Cerinthus (as Irenaeus tells us) denied that God made
the world: the Apocalypse teaches the direct contrary, chap. iv. li,x. 6, &c.
Again Cerinthus taught that Christ did not suffer, but Jesus (the man Jesus)
only while the Apocalypse calls Jesus by the name Christ, speaks of him as the
first begotten of the dead, and adds that he washed us from our sins in his own
Lardner
Dionysius' case was certainly not helped by such reasoners.
blood.
says the objections of those that lived before Dionysius may be considered
,

—

:

—

;

:

—

confuted.
Hist. E. iii. 25.
He refers the decision to the judgment of the reader " He
either place the Apocalypse of St. John among the ofxaAoysfieva, or acknowor, if he so prefer, among the voOa,
ledged Books of the New Testament Canon
'

:

may

;

In another place, having mentioned that there was a Presor spurious Books."
byter John anciently at Ephesns, as well as the Apostle John, he says that it was
probably theformer that saw the Revelation " unless any one insisted that it was
Dionysius' objections he details at full length. It is to Eusebius, in
the latter."
But he does not add to them.
fact, that we are indebted for them.
3 Ibid
p. 484.
His objections are thus summed up by Lardner, Vol. ii. p. 719
1. The Erangelisl John has not once named himself, either in his Gospel or
but the writer of the Apocalypse has n&mcd himself more
his Catholic Epistles
;

"•

:

:

than once.
2. The writer of the Apocalypse, though calling himself John, has not shown
us that he was the apostle of that name.
3. The Apocalypse does not mention the Catholic Epistle, nor that Epistle the
Apocalypse.
4. There is a great agreement in sentiment, expression, and manner between
but the Apocalypse is quite different in all
St. John's Gospel and his Epistle
these respects, and without any similitude.
5. The Greek of the Gospel and Epistle is pure and correct ; that of the Apocalypse has barbarisms and solecisms.
It is evident that the whole force of Dionysius' argument rests on the two last
;
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who

he

has marked the difference of style in the case of

other sacred writers,

when simply writing

and

history,

rapt by the Spirit into the enunciation of pro-

when
phecy,
Isaiah,

might exemplify

(I

and

St. Peter, ^)

in

this

the cases of Moses,

will easily perceive the

danger

of deciding a question of identity of authorship simply

on such grounds, and without the corroboration of
not to add that there are observable
external evidence
:

—

certain remarkable points of similarity*^ (as well as of
dissimilarity)

between the writings thus brought into

As to the others it will suffice to test and refute them by parallel cases.
Because St- Paul names himself in other Epistles, not in that to the Hebrews, is
he therefore not the author of the last-named Epistle ? Because St. James in
his Epistle styles himself simply " a servant of God and of the Lord Jesus Christ"'
(James i. 1), not an apustle, is he therefore not the rt;>os//e James ? Because
St. John does not in his second and third Epistles name the first, is he therefore
not the writer of the first ?
Compare the diction of Moses' song (Deut. xxxii) with the simply written
Isaiah's
history which constitutes almost the whole of Moses' compositions
historical chapters xxxvi, xxxvii, xxxviii with the more poetical and impassioned
of his poetic prophecies
and the second chapter of St. Peter's 2nd Epistle, with
all his first Epistle.
In fact the difference of style and diction in this last case
appeared such to Grotius, that he has argued from it (though most vainly) a different authorship to the one Epistle and the other.
See Macknight's Preface to
objections.

—

'

;

;

St. Peter's
'^

2nd

Epistle.

These have been drawn out by Mr. Twells and others.

In the Apocalypse(xix. 13) Christ
called, " The IVord of God."
I.

is

i

I

I

2.

In the Apocalypse Christ

"The Lamb,"

is

called

(v. 6, 12, vii. 17, xiv. I,

&c. &c.) apvwv.

I

subjoin a few.

In John's Gospel (i. l.)Christ is
styled " The JVord" and in his first
Epistle (i. 1) " The JVord of Life :" *
and there only in the Bible.
2. In John's Gospel Christ is called
1.

" The Lamb of God," (i. 29, 36), 6 a/xvos T8 0€8.
(To which 1 may add the
application of the type of the paschal

lamb to h\m, Johnxix. 36;

Apocalypse Christ
that is true," " He that
ful and true " (iii. 7, xix. 11).
"

3. In the

is

called

He

is

faith-

4. In

phecy

Apoc.

(xii.

10)

i.

is

7,

Zecharlah's pro-

referred to

;

" Every

"A

bone

of it shall not be broken.") The only
other passages in the New Testament
where Christ is called the Lamb are
Acts viii. 32, 1 Peter i. 19.
3. In St. John's Gospel and Epistle,
Christ is called " He that is true,"
" Full of truth," " The truth ;" i. 14,
xiv. 6, 1 John v. 20.
4. In John's Gospel (xix. 37) the
same prophecy of Zechariah is referred

* 1 John v. 7, " The Father, the Word, and the Holy Ghost," might be added,
but that the genuineness of the passage is suspected, and indeed more than
doubtful.
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indeed such as to

;

make Michaelis suggest

of the Apocalyptic phraseology

in explanation the idea

being in these points a forged imitation
St.

John's Gospel.

— Again

*

of that of

the Evangelist's Apocalyptic

Hebraisms may be accounted for on the

at least

suppo-

sable hypothesis, in the absence of authentic contradict-

ing testimony, of his late domiciliation in Greek Asia,

and publication of the Apocalypse

and Gospel afterward
that Dionysius

s.^

— Nor

of the Epistles

first,

me hereomit to

let

himself, though incredulous

observe

as to the

Apostle John being the author of the Apocalypse, had
in part derived from the holy chayet the conviction,

—

book

racter of the

in part

itself,

tion in the Christian

Church,— that

eye shall see Him, and they also
pierced Him."

it

its

general recep-

was the writing

it alone of all the Gospels) ;
" Again another scripture saith. They
shall look on Him whom they pierced."
Michaelis (p. 535), in quoting the
above, observes justly that Mr. Twells
has not given this example of parallelism all the force he might because in
the Apocalypse the quotation from Zechariah is made not according to the
text of the Septuagint ;* but with a
certain different reading, the very same
that occurs in the Gospel citation.

who

to (and in

* Sept. 'Evi^Ki^ovTai irpos /ue oj'6'
&v KaToipxv'fo.vro. With which compare,
John xix. 37 O^ovrai ^is 6v e^eKev;

Tiqffav and,

:

i. 7 ; Oif/eraj avrov nas otpdoKKat olrtves avrov e^eKevrTfiaav.

Apoc.
f-ios,

from

of similar construction and phrase, also urged by Mr. Twells, I
" to keep the words," or "word," rripeiv \oyovs, or \oyou,
occurring in Apoc. iii. 8, 10, xxii. 7, 9
but which occurs no where else in the
New Testament, except in St. John's Gospel, viii. 51, 52, 55, xiv. 23, 24, xv. 20,
xvii. C), and his Epistle, 1 John ii. 5.
Michaelis (ibid.) adds that the similar but
antithetical phrases iroieiv aAr.Oeiay andTroieij' ypevSos are used, the one 1 Ep. John
Let me add that in Apoc. xviii. 24 the true readi. G, the other Apoc. xxii. 15.

As an example

may

select the expression

;

—

—

Griesbach and Scholz, is alfiara in the plural (ef aurj? al/iara
which somewhat remarkable use of the word, though not
re?-?/ infrequent in the Septuagint, is found, I believe, no where else in the New
Testame7it except in St. John's Gospel, i. 13, Of ouk 6| alixaToiv, &c.
" These instances will not prove that the Apocalypse was written by St. John
>
the apostle for the author of it may in some instances have imitated St. John's
manner, in order to make his work pass the more easily for the composition of
Strange that Michaelis could imagine the possibility of smc/i a
St. John." Ibid.
forgery, and at such a time
- Of the Apocalypse, as most allow, A. D. 9>')
of the Gospel, as Mill, &c. A. D.
97; of the Epistles, as Basnage, A. D 98. Perhaps St. John may have long
and hence the ancient
sojourned among the Parthian Jews before visiting Asia
See
tradition have arisen of his 1st Epistle being addressed to the Parthians.
ing, according to
irpocpriTcov evpeOr])

;

:

—

!

—

;

;

Macknight's Pref. to the Epistles of

St.

John.

—

—
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of a

lioly

man

of that name, indeed of one inspired by

God.'

judgment however that there

It is Michaelis'

exists,

over and above the internal evidence alleged by Dionysius,
direct historic evidence also against the

fact

of the be-

loved disciple being the writer of the Apocalypse

indeed against

two

He

divine inspiration.

its

earliest of the fathers,

;

and

alleges^ that the

cotemporaries of St. John in

and whose writings must be dated very soon

his old age,

after his death,

—

in his Epistles

three of the

I

mean Ignatius and Papias,
extant,

still

Apocalyptic

seven

—

Churches,

viz.

of Smyrna, Ephesus, and Philadelphia, does

no notice of any thing written
Apocalypse

the one

though addressing in them

to those

those

yet take

Churches

in the

and that the other, notwithstanding his
well-known and strong advocacy of the doctrine of a
;

Millennium, does yet, according to Eusebius, ground

it

only on unwritten tradition from the Apostles, and (as

if

he were either ignorant
divine

authority)

of,

or disbelieved that book's

not on the Apocalypse of St. John.

Thus, on the whole, Michaelis inclines
this

book

is

a spurious production

world about the year 120, after

St.

to

conclude that

introduced into the

;

John's death, and be-

tween the times of Papias' and Justin Martyr's writings.^

Such

is

the substance of the chief objections of these

two objectors.
it is

And

plain that both

time,

I

cannot but remark on them that

Dionysius

and also Michaelis

in his,

v*'ith

his followers, in his

conducted their inquiries

not without a very considerable though perhaps unconscious bias a priori against the point at issue,

—

I

mean

rtvos Kai OfoirvevTuv irvvaivw' it being added, Oi» fj.r)v
AAA.OU fxfv "yap
^aSioJS af avv6niXT)v rovrov (ivai rov airoroXov, rov viuv ZcSeSaiou, rov a5e\(pov
'

ttyai

laKoo^oV H TO (ua'yyfKtoi' to Kara IwavfTiv tiriyfypaixfxivov, Kai i] €7nro\rj f) Kado\iKrj.
- Chap, xxxiii. §
4C>I'^, and again p. 48*).
Godfrey Less has made
2, pp. 4r>2
Ibid. pp. 466, 484, 487, 528.
very much the same objections.
•'
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and apostolical origin

the genuineness
calypse.'

Its

Apo-

the

mUlennary doctrine could not but prejudice

the Alexandrian Bishop against

was not only himself
timent,

of

9

but that

was

it

it

;

considering that he

a strong anti-millennarian in senin

the act of writing against

Millennarians that he pronounced judgment against the

genuineness of the Apocalypse.^

Again the failure of

ewpositors,m Michaelis' judgment, to show any thing like

—

a clear fulfilment of the Apocalyptic prophecies,
which
if the book were genuine and therefore inspired,

yet,

ought, he

was persuaded,

great part

fulfilled,^

as

—

to

have been long ere

operated,

powerfully to prejudice the

German

criticj

the ungroundedness of these presumptions will,

be made soon
rical

apparent.

I

this in

seems evident, quite

it

trust in the

—Now
I

hope,

ensuing histo-

Exposition of the Apocalypse to show, on such

evidence as

may

satisfy

vere examiner, that

and

filled,

Moreover

I

that

may

its

even the most cautious and

se-

predictions have indeed been ful-

with

exactitude

perhaps, ere

its

most

remarkable.

conclusion, be enabled

show that much of the objection felt by Dionysius
and others, alike in ancient and modern times, against
to

the millennary doctrine, has been founded in misconception.
For the present it may suffice to repeat that
what has been stated shows the importance, as was before
'

For

its

apostolicity as Michaelis allows, involves

its

divine inspiration.

See the account in Eusebius.
In illustration of what a bias such a man mvist be expected to have felt, let me
" If Pacite a passagje from Michaelis (p. 466) about the Millennarian Papias.
pias really knew and received the Apocalypse," argues the German critic, " he
because it is a book to which
is by no means an important witness in its favour
Must not then the
his millennarian principles must have made him partial."
anti-millennarian views of Dionysius, by parity of reason, have made him preju-

;

diced against it ?
"If these prophecies are not yet fulfilled, it is wholly impossible that the
Apocalypse should be a divine work since the author expressly declares that it
contains things which must shortly come to pass." p. 503.
See Michaelis' recurrence to the fact of this universal failure of Expositors,
(according to his judgment) in Sections i, v, vii of the same Chapter xxxiii.
**

;

''
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our looking more accurately and particularly into
whether against or /or,
the actual historical evidence,
on the point in question especially into such evidence
said, of

—

—

:

may

as the three half centuries
after

of the Apocalypse

the publication

near the end of the

furnish that elapsed next

first

our commencing date

that

;

is

from

century, (such will be proved
the second Chapter of this

in

Essay) to the time of Dionysius, about the middle of the
third.

The which
turies

division of the term

offers, I think, a

classification of the Christian fathers

Nor

will

difficulty, or detain

I.

As

to the

any but the

first

to in-

cause the least

primary half century^ ranging from A.D.
it

comprehends the

last of those

men who conversed, or might probably have

conversed, with the apostles

Papias

and authors, whose

us long.

96 to about A. D. 150,
apostolic

chronological

John we have

testimonies to the Apocalypse of
vestigate.

half cen-

into three

very convenient

as well as

:

;

viz.

one of very

Poly carp

Ignatius,

different

and

^

inferior

whom

it may be well at once to examine and
mean Hermas.
speak of the work of Hermas in this manner,

authority,

despatch, I
1.

I

under a
ton's

full

conviction of the correctness of Dr. Bur-

judgment

^

both to

its

age and character

:

—

age

its

as not long before the middle of the second century

;

its

character as most probably that of a spurious publication,

palmed on the Christian Church, agreeably with a

custom already

name of Hermas,
^

that

at

a

time too prevalent, under the

companion of St. Paul.^

Hence even

^
History of the Christian Church, chap, x, p. 203.
Dr. Burton says that it cannot indeed now be ascerlained that such was the

—

—

H
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though the evidence of the writer's acquaintance with

John

the Apocalypse of St.
sive,

and indeed of

same manner

be, as I think

borrowing from

his

it is,
it

conclu-

just in the

and undoubted
Testament, yet this will

that he does from the older

canonical scriptures of the
little

help us in

that

we have

New

our present inquiry

to refute

a forgery published

^

;

Michaelis' theory

being, that the Apocalypse

after

St.

was

John's death, somewhere

between the time of Papias and that of Justin Martyr,
But he adds, " It is certain that many spurious
case in the Book of Hernias.
publications were circulated at this period, which professed to have been written
by apostles, or companions of the apostles." So too Mosheim ii. 2. 3. 15.
The passage in which a certain Hennas is mentioned as one of St. Paul's
friends and companions occurs in his Epistle to the Romans, xvi. 14; " Salute
Asyncritus, Phlegon, Hermas," &c.
The earliest extant quotation of the Book
is by IrencEus Adv. Hsereses, Lib. iv.
1 So Lardner, Vol. ii. Chap. iv.
Indeed the evidence seems to me
p. 70, Sec.
even stronger than Lardner has represented it. And as Dean Woodhouse,
under the singular impression that Hermas' work was published before the Apocalypse of St. John, perhaps as early as A. D. 75, albeit, as Lardner observes,
there is a sentence in the book itself which speaks of the apostles as being all
then dead,* has in his Preliminary Essay expressed an opinion that no such
evidence is apparent, it may be useful if I subjoin a notice of two palpable points
of parallelism to that effect.
1st.
There are repeated references to a certain well-knotcn great tribulation,
" Happy
as at hand, indeed the great tribulation. So Vis.ii. 2 (Wake, p. 347)
ye, as many as shall endure the great trial that is at hand ;" Lat. pressuram supervenientem magnam : ibid. 348 ; " Thou wilt say, Behold there is a great trial
coming;'' Lat. Ecce magna tribulatio venit. Now this cannot be the great tribulation noted in Christ's prophecy of the destruction of Jerusalem, Matt. xxiv. 21;
because that was to happen to the Jews ; this, which Hermas speaks of, to Christians.
Moreover that it was to be one great kut' e^oxv" appears from Hermas'
referring to former persecutions in which Christians had suffered unto death.
And what then this expected great tribulation, and where predicted ? It can, I
think, be none other than the one predicted in Rev. vii. 14, " These are they that
This is
are to come out of the great tribulatio?! ;" efc ttjx 6\L\\ieais ttjs fxsyaXijs.
" I saw an
confirmed by what is said in the vision next following. Vis. iv. 1
emblem of the tribulation now at hand " Jiguram tribulationis superventurm :
the emblem being one of "a great Beast, as long as a whale, with four colours,
and fiery locusts coming out of his
black, red, golden, and white, on his head,
mouth." " This Beast (365) is the figure of the trial that is about to come "
and again, 36G, " Here ye have the figure of the great tribulation about to come."
Now in the Apocalypse, in similar manner, after mention of the great coming
tribulation, there appears a great red dragon seeking to swallow up the woman,
the true Church, and again a vast ten-horned wild beast, the enemy of the saints.
And the very colours of the head of Hermas' beast seem to have been borrowed

—

—

;

—

;

;

—

:

who

16:"

These apostles and teachers, who preached the name of the
had received his faith and power, preached to them
were dead before." So Archbishop Wake's Translation. The Latin is " Hi

* Simil.

Son

of

ix.

God, dying

after they

;

apostoli, &c, cum defuncti essent, praedicaverunt his qui ante obierunt/' &c.
Bibl. Patr. Max. ii. 53
death being here used in the literal sense of the word.
:
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(perhaps about A. D. 120,') and consequently early enough
for the soi-disant
it:

—

Hermas

to

have become acquainted with

while the mere judgment of this writer as to what was

truly inspired scripture,

weight.

— But

in

and what was not,

another point of view

I

is

of very

deem

the

little

work

eminently to our purpose, and on that account indeed

have made

this

mention of

it

:

viz. as

showing us what

kind of forgery of a Sacred Book of Visions and Revelations the Christian

almost at their best

writers of that age were capable of,
;

this

being one very highly esteemed

by the early Church. To a candid and sensible man, wanting time or opportunity for examining into the direct historic evidence of the

genuineness and divine inspiration

of John's Apocalypse,

more

think,
it,

I

scarce could advise any thing, I

calculated to

produce presumptive belief of

than simply that he should read one after the other,

even

if it

were but for the space of one brief half hour, the

Revelations of
2.

I

Hermas and

the Revelation of St. John.

proceed to Ignatius, the holy Bishop of Antioch,

in chief part from the colours of the four Apocalyptic horses {white, fierycoloured, black, pale) ; and the fienj locusts coming out of his mouth from the

—

imagery of the fifth and sixth Trumpets, the locusts from the abyss in the one,
and the /re from the mouths of the horses in the other. (This parallelism has
not heen noted by Lardner, nor, I believe, by any other writer on the subject.)
2. As Lardner observes, there is the parallelism between Hermas' tower and

—

—

the Ajiocalyptic city, the Neii) Jerusalem.
In either case the seer was carried into
a high mountain to see it (Wake, 431, Apoc. xxi. 10)
either is square (Wake,
Apoc.
xxi.
1
432,
the stones alike of the one and the other are resplendent,
6)
and the tower and the city each shining as the sun (Wake, 440, 450, Apoc. xxi.
1
the foundations in cither case (at least Hermas' in part) are the apostles
23)
(Wake, 3.n4, 448, Apoc. xxi. J4)
thetower of Hermas is the woman the Church,
(Wake, 3.52,) as the New Jerusalem is the Church, tlie Bride, Apoc. xxi. 9, 10 :
they who were to enter the tower had crowns of palms, and white garments, and
the seal or name of the Son of God (Wake, 420, 425, 44.S) just as they that were
the saved in the Apocalypse (and who were to walk in the light of the New Jerusalem) liad the seal or name of God on their foreheads, were clothed in white
robes, and had crowns of gold, and palms in their hands.
Apoc. vii. 3, 9, 10,
xxi. 24.
It is to be observed that Hermas (as Lardner has remarked) makes no express
citations from any of the Books of the New Testament, or indeed of the Old Testament. "It was not," says Lardner, " suitable to the nature of his writing to
quote books."
His use of the Apocalyptic visions is just similar to his use of,
and reference to, some of the parables in St. Matthew, and other scriptures.
Sec supiJi. p. 8,
:

:

1 ,

;

—

—

:

—

—

—

;

—

'
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ordained,

it

has been thought, to that See by the hands

of apostles, somewhere about A. D. 70, or a
destruction of Jerusalem

the

thirty

was

before

little

after

some

Rome,

to

the scene of his

beasts, that he wrote seven

extant,

in the reign of Trajan.^

Epistles

we know on good

as

—

It

of a forced and hurried journey from

in the course

Antioch

still

and who,

^
;

or forty years' faithful labour in the Church, suf-

martyrdom, A. D. 107,

fered

13

martyrdom by wild
(the same that are
evidence,^)

to

the

Ephesian Christians, the Magnesians, Trallians, Romans,
Philadelphians, Smyrneans, and Polycarp.
lis

makes

grounds of

we have

Ignatius,

in

Epistles

these

A. D. 107, makes no mention of
seems either not
recognized

to

being the more remarkable, as
in the very locality of those

dressing

;

and

it;

of the

to the

Apodate

and consequently
to

have

his non-reference to

it

was a work published

it

churches which he was adyears, or a little more,

not without reason that

attention

calls

tius

it is

:

only some ten
when he wrote.

this

before the time

Now

two strong

have known, or at least not

as holy Scripture

it

And Michae-

seen, one of the

disbelief of the genuineness of the

his

that

calypse,

as

this,

Dean Woodhouse

*

circumstances under which Igna-

wrote these Epistles, " a prisoner, guarded by sol-

diers,

whom

from

their ferocity he

compares

to leopards,

'
Lardner, Vol. ii, pp. 73, 74. For example Chrysostom (as cited in Lardner) says that Ignatius conversed familiarly with the apostles, was perfectly acquainted with their doctrine, and had the hands of the apostles laid upon him.
^ Eusebius places the death of Ignatius in the tenth year of Trajan, i. e. A. D.
107 ; in which Dupin, Tillemont, Cave, and Lardner, not without reason, follow
him. Others, as Bishop Pearson, Pagi, and Le Clerc, date it a little later, about
A. D. II 6. See the argument on this point, Lardner, p. 77.
3 See the evidence drawn out in the Preliminary Dissertations prefixed to the
Epistles of Ignatius, in Pearson's or Smith's Editions of them in the original,
in Wake's Apostolic Fathers, p. 141, &c. or Chevallier's Translation of the Epistles of Clement Polycarp and Ignatius, p. xlvi ; which last writer has abridged

from Bishop Pearson.
*

p. 13,

second Edition.

:
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and by them hurried forward
In such circumstances

it is

Rome."
Dean adds,

passage to

in his

to be expected, the

that he would write with perpetual interruptions, and his

quotations depend for the most part on memory.

It is

more important to note with him Lardner's remark^
on Ignatius' usual mode of reference to the Books of the
New Testament as made almost always by allusion
only, or unacknowledged adoption of their language
yet

;

Paul's Epistle to

St.

Book

only

Dean

expressly

the Ephesians being the one and

named by him.

—This premised,

suggests the following two passages^

tius, as

the

from Igna-

passages in which he judges the language to have

been borrowed from the Apocalyptic extracts that I have
placed in the parallel column and so borrowed as from
;

one of the sacred Books.
Rom.

Ignat. ad

ad

Apoc.

fin.

Ev

Ei/ vvoixovri Iriffov Xpisrov.

Ignat. ad Ephes. § 9.
vaov riarpos rtTot/xan-ixevot (is
Kara iravTa k(ko<toiKoSofiriv Qeov,..
/uTj/xeroj evToXais Irjaov XpiTov.
AiQoi

.

.

i.9.

vnofiovri lr](Tov XpiTov.

Apoc. xxi.
Trjv iroKiv rrjv

awo rov &eov,

2, 19.

ayiav Kara^aivovcrau

r,roiiiaaii.evi\v uiy vvfjL(pi}v

KeKoa/xrififvqv tc^ avhpi avTr]S.

Kai

VI BefxeAioi

rov reixovs

rrjs iroXfaii

TrafTf Ai0co rifjucf KeKofffXTuxevoi.

To

these

Mr.

Publication,'^ has

added a

Ignat. ad Philadcl.

"

If tliey

C. Knight, in a late interesting

J.

§ G.

etaiv (/coi

efioi ttjAoi
ftp^

oh

ycypanTat

I

Apoc. iii. 12
Church.

;

Ep.to thePhiladelphian

'O VtKQlV TtOlnTCD aVTOV ^VKOV 61' TO)
rov Qiov jxov koi ypa\pu eir' avrov

vatf

TO ovoixa 70V Qfov

fXQVov ovofj-ara avOpooTrcev.

And

third.

do not speak concerning

Jesus Christ, erot
viKQWV,
7a<poi) *

little

must express my persuasion,

(lov.

that they

may

all

very reasonably be deemed allusions to the Apocalypse,
'
Lardner, p. 78.
gives a third also
which, however, as grounded on a needless and entirely unauthorized correction of vaoi into Aao(, it is not worth the while to quote.
* Entitled, " Two New Arguments in Vindication of the Genuineness and

-

He

;

Authenticity of the Revelation of St John."
*

Omitted

in

Mr. K.'s citation as parenthetical.

—

—
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The first, though

SO as supposed.

case of parallelism

;

and

in

a

15

an exact

brief, is yet

phrase not

and

usual,

which does not occur in that precise form any where

New

else in the

seem

Testament.'

—In

a simple reference to

living stones

{xiOot ^iD/re?)

the second there might

Peter

1

are built

5,

ii.

up a

"

Ye

also as

house,"

spiritual

in so far as the general idea of stones for a sacred build-

ing

is

concerned

;

or perhaps to a passage similar in Paul's

But Ignatius' two

Epistle to the Ephesians.^

specified

of being prepared for

particulars respecting the stones,

God's building, and adorned with Christ's commands,
cannot be referred to either of these two passages
I believe, to

any so well

sage cited by

Woodhouse

(if at all)

in

:

nor,

;

as the Apocalyptic pas-

which

last alike the figure

of temple stones, and the adjuncts about their divine preparation and their adornment, do conjointly occur. This
leave for the reader's consideration.

— As

cannot but agree with Mr. Knight in thinking

markable case of antithetical parallelism
because Ignatius

same Philadelphian Church
passage had been addressed.

Apocalyptic Epistle was, "

make a pillar
fvKov) shall

be

to

it

a re-

and the rather
the very

to

which the Apocalyptic

Now the promise in
Him that overcometh I

the
will

God ; and upon him, (or it,
written the name of my God, and the name

in the temple of

The peculiar use

'

:

writing, as he observes,

is

I

to the third, I

of the genitive

must be observed.

It

does not signify the

j)ersons exercising this patience, so as in Luke xxi. 19, Ei/ tt) viro/xovrj v^ioiv, " In
your patience possess your souls," and also in 2 Thess. i. 4, Apoc. ii. 2, xiv. 12,

—

nor is it a genitive expressive of the suffermgs which their patience had to
endure; as 2 Cor. i. 6, ei/ inrofiovri raiu avraiv iradrjixaTcov aiv kul r]ij.fis iracrxoixev.
But it is the genitive of an object patiently waited for. Of which use of the gen" The Lord
itive with virofiovri the only other example occurs 2 Thess. iii. 5
direct your hearts into the love of God, End eis virofiopriv Irjas Kpirs, into the
patient waiting for Christ " where, however, the case is different, being the
accusative, not ablative.
2 Ephes. ii. 20, 21 ; " Being built on tlic foundation of the apostles and proin whom all the buildphets, Jesus Christ himself being the chief corner-stone
ing (o(Ko5ojU7j) fitly framed together, groweth unto a holy temple in the Lord.''

&c

:

;

:

;

,
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of the city of
tive of

might

my God

"
:

—a

promise partially indica-

even the present state and character of them that
rightfully appropriate

Christians

their

;

it

among

reward being

the Philadelphian

glorious

its

and ever-

But what of false

and perfection.
and teachers in the Church, such as Ignatius
was addressing ? They were not, nor would be living
and on them there
pillars in the living temple of God
was not^ and would not be, written the name of God.
lasting completeness

professors

:

Rather they were the very antithesis and contrast of the

They were but " sepulchral pillars,
and upon them were written only the names of men.''
Such, we have seen, is Ignatius' description of them.

Apocalyptic figure.

'

And

it

Mr. Knight's argument that the

is

figure that

it

presents

is

antithesis of

almost too complete to allow

the idea of his not having had the Apocalyptic passage
in

mind.

—That the allusion was intended by Ignatius

is

rendered yet the more probable by his use of the word
only

:

for

this

is

a

word

implies

that

reference

;

and

reference not merelv to a somethino^ different and better,

but a something also

known

as the object of contrast.

such as were

known

by description, what

the

to

fitter

alike to

Now

writer

and reader

on pillars generally,

Philadelphians by sight or
or better

inscription could

names of men ?
Since then
the implied antithesis was not one that these earthly
pillars could explain, the reference must almost necesthere be than that of the

sarily

-'

have been to some otherwise

delphian

Christians.

some use of

And how

the figure in their

known

to the

Phila-

so naturally as

sacred Scriptures P

from
In

Perhaps Ignatius had also in his mind the Apocalyptic expression ovofxara
used of certain that were to be killed in an earthquake,
and consequently devotnd to death.
^ AVikesepidchral pillars, and those that were used for the inscription of treaties,
(such as Demosthenes T)e Coronfi makes mention of:) &c.
*

ai'dpwirwv, chap. xi. 13

;
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the which, however, no one book supplied the antithetic
figure with distinctness except this book,

and

in the verse

just quoted, of the Apocalypse.^

Let rae add two other apparent references to the Apocalypse, that have struck

;

in

Th^ first

Epistles of Ignatius.
the Trallians, § 3

me

is

from

perusal of the
his Epistle to

where he charges them

Son of

the Bishop like Jesus Christ the
I

my own

to reverence

the Father, (so

read the clause with Bishop Pearson)^ and the presbyas the

tei's

sanhedrim of God,

%^t<r^vTe^8i; u; a-wtipiov

expression certainly remarkable, and which

0e«

:

an

we may very

naturally conceive to have had allusion to the Apocalyptic

imagery of the twenty-four presbyters, that appeared

in vision seated

ev a-weipta,

Lamb.^ — Secondly,

the

round the throne of God and of

in this

he speaks of a true

lians,

same Epistle

member

to

the Tral-

of the Church of

Christ under the figure of being one " within the altar,"

and of him that did not really belong
"
ivithout the altar,'" €kt«s.'* Now this is the chaas

fVTo^T8 Ova-ia^ri^is;

to

it

figure

racteristic

shall

1

see

of the true Christian Church (as

strikingly

we

illustrated in the course of the en-

Clmrch as " the pillar and ground (s-i^Aos Kat
the truth," and notice of Peter and James aspillara, (I Tim. iii. 15,
are the only other passages, I believe, that could be even suggested

St. Paul's designation of tlie

fSfiauDfia) of

Gal. ii. 9.)
for comparison.
'

ouTOi

'Ofioiws wafTes ivipitnaQdiaav res Sia/cafSJ,

vwv T«

riglitly, Cotelerius.

kcli

tov eirtaKOirov ws Irjasv Xpi^ov,

(TweSpiov 068.
So too,
In the last clause, about the presbyters, there

rioTpos, Tsj Sf TTpeff^vTepos

0)5

if I

is

recollect

no

differ-

ence of reading.
similar expressions occur elsewhere in Ignatius' Epistles ; e. g. Ad
t« iinahoirs eis tottov &(e, Kai twv Trpfa^uTepwi' eis roirov
TOV avviSpiou roil' anoroAoiv, Also ib. 13, Tou a|i07rpe7reraToi/ eiridKoitov, /cat ttv^vfxariKov Tecpavov 7ov Trpea^vrripiov where s-^pavov is, I suppose, in the sense of

Somewhat

Magnes.

KVK\OV.

6, UpoKaOrifxtve

—

^ Apoc. iv. 4.
On Cyprian's expression, Epist. i, " Presbyteri qui nobis assidebant," the commentator (Oxford Ed. 1C82) quotes the passage from Ignatius'
Ep. ad Magnes. § 13, given in the note preceding, and then remarks, " Theodor.
imo viri eruditi ad hunc
V. 3, docet qu6d <5 neaos 6wkos ad Episcopum pertineat
episcopi in cleri medio sedendi morem, trahunt quae habentur Apoc. iv. 4."
This will confirm my argument.
* 'O
o 5e tKTos wv ov iiaOapos ecjTiV, &C.
tvTOS TOU OvaiaTTjpiov wv Kadapos (sri,
;

.

C

.

.

;
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Commentary)

suing

So

in

Apoc.

especially

Book

the

xi. 2

;

of the Apocalypse.

" Rise

and measure the

temple of God, and the altar, and them that worship in
it

but the court that

:

for

it is

is ivithout

temple, cast out

the

given to the Gentiles." In either passage,

that of Ignatius

and that of the Apocalypse,

a/^ar seems used to include

the altar- court

—both

— the word
;^

either

in

the figure of worshipping within the altar-court to signify

The

true church membership.
tainly

most remarkable

it

;

nor can

New Testament^

passage in the

figure here too
I

is

cer-

think of any other

that could have supplied

to Ignatius.^
3.

I

now

pass on to Polycarp.

own

very brief Epistle to

—With

which compare

ad Ephes.

§ 5

;

Eazz/ir; tis

And though

the Philippians,

— the

in his

only

similar figurative expression in Ignatius' Epist.
evTos rov 6vffta$rr}piov vTepenai tov apTe tov Qeov. The

tlie
ri

anros being the shew-hread of the Jewish temple.
'
Ignatius' meaning to this effect is illustrated by the following from his Epist.
ad Magnes. § 7, Tlavris ovv ws ets vaov (Twrpexere &eov, ois stti kv OuffiaTrjptov, ws
etn €va Irjaovv XgiTov and a passage in Clem. Alex. Strom, vii
En to irap' rj/iiv
Gvaia^rjptov tvravOa, ro eviyeiou, ro aBpoia/xa rccu rais tux""^ afaKei)J,evwv, ixiav
;

Utcnrep

(poofriv rtjv Koivrjv, Kai jxiav yt'wfirjv.

^x^"
the Apocalyptic «//«r Vitringa (on xi. 1) writes
Per altare inteliigendum
altare holocausti, cam subdiali area in qu^ hoc altare Incatum erat."
It is to be observed that in Ignatius' time, and for some time afterwards, the
word Bvaiarripiov, or altar, was only used as a. figure from the Jewish ritual. It
was not till some time after, and as the apostacy was developed, that the term
was adopted and applied to the communion tables of the Christian Churches.
That they were not in the jo/imi/ire Church, says Suicer on ©I'o-iarijpioc, is " meridiand luce clarius."
And so Lardner, iv. 212, from Basnage.
1 Cor. ix. 13, "They
that wait at the altar are partakers with the altar,''
said of Christian ministers' right to a sustenance, and Hcb. xiii. 10, "
have an
altar whereof they have no right to eat which serve the tabernacle," said of
Christians generally,
are little comparatively to the purpose.
^ Let me suggest also a comparison of the following passage from Ignatius'
Epistle to the Magnesians,§ 5, 'HrrTrep en vo/xiafiara Svo, to fxti/Ofd, to S( KOffjxov,
Kai (Ka^ov avTuv ISiov x°-P'^'^'^'')P°- eTrnceiufvov exet, [stcoj] oi airtrot tov Koaixov
rovTOv, 6i Se ttitui (v ayaitri xopa/CTrjpa Qeov Trarpos [€X'""''0> ^^it'i what is said of
the mark of the Beast, and Gud the Father's mark, in Apoc. xiii. 16, xiv. 1.
I have in the above only referred to the seven Epistles that are almost
universally acknowledged to be genuine E|)istlesof Ignatius. In another more doubtful,
that to the Christians of Tarsus, (which, however, Bellarminc and other Roman
Doctors receive as genuine,) there occurs a direct recognition of the John that
wrote the Apocalypse as the Apostle John, in the passage following ; " Quid unrjuam ? Petrus crucifixus e!>t Paulus et Jacobus glailio ceesi sunt Johannes
vera relegatus est in Pathmo.''
from the Latin Translation in the Bibl.
I cite
Patr. Max. Vol. ii. p. 102
not having access to the original Greek.

On

;

ipsum

We

—

;

;

;
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writing of his

extant,

— we cannot
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trace allusion to

John's Apocalypse, any more than to St. John's

St.

Gospel, or sundry other acknowledged books of the

Testament,

yet

Smyrnean Church over which he presided

written by the

immediately after that event, we can trace

it

Lardner justly observes,^ the testimony of

his

then given,

And

mony.

New

Narrative of his Martyrdom,

the

in

may be

considered as Polycarp's

Dean Woodhouse

first

cites

and, as

Church

own

testi-

the following

and reference

clear case of parallelism with,

;

to, the

Apo-

calypse.

In Polycarp's Martyrdom,
the body of the suffering martyr
GVK

aW

Kaio[x€V7],

ais ffap^

|

uis

In Rfv.'i. 15.
the feet of the Son of Man are described

j

is re-

presented,

XP""'"^

as 6,uoiot X'^^X''^'P'^"V ^^
irvpwuevoi.

And

Kai apyvpos iv /ca^ifto irvpuixivoi.

in

Rev.

iii.

18

T(pumo'.' KeTTvpwfJ.ernu

^''

Ka/uvw

we

read,

ffc

irvpos.

ire-

I

Now
the
1

may

the writer

first

Peter

instance, observes
i.

7,

Christians to

of Peter's
the phrase

sages in

very possibly have had in view in

§<« Tcvpo^ So/c<fxa^o/.<€V8, in
ev /cajuos)

mpui^evoi

Holy Scripture

suggested

Woodhouse,

that passage in

where the Apostle compares the suffering
" gold tried by the fire."
But why, instead

the

the sequel of that passage,

There seem

?

that could at

all

to be

no pas-

probably have

change of phrase, except these of the

Apocalypse.^

Moreover Woodhouse
Narrative, those

from the same beautiful

commencing words of Polycarp's sub-

•

"

cites

The only two passages

in

Lardner

ii.

110.

the other books of the

New

Testament where

occurs, arc Matt. xiii. 42 and ,50 where however it is used of the fur/iace
of fire into which the wicked are cast at the end of the world, not of a purifying
the only other passages where Trvpoofxat is used, are 1 CoP. vii. 9,
furnace
in not one of which, as the reader will,
2 Cor. xi. 29, Eph. vi. 16, 2 Peter iii. 12
see by turning to them, is it used in Polycarp's sense of rejining.
Kttfjufos

;

.-

—

;

C 2
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moment when

lime prayer, at the

be lighted under him,

Kvp^e

o

0eo?

the identical words used Apoc.
the elders,

Ki^o<e

6

0eo?

the
«

fire

was about

TiauTOKpaTajp,

xi. 17, in the

to

bemg

as

prayer of

irccvroKpaTuo.

o

There remains Papias, Bishop of Hierapolis near

4.

Colosse

a

:

man

that belongs also to the apostolic

age,

and one said by Irenaeus to have been a hearer of John,

Now

and companion of Polycarp.^
which were

A

"

writings,

KvpiaKuv E^fiyfian;,

sayings of our Lord," there re-

narrative of the

main

of his

books, entitled \oyuv

in five

us only a few short fragments, preserved by

to

Eusebius

;

which

treating,

however, not of the Apoca-

lypse, but of other subjects, (chiefly

two of the Gospels,)

furnish no data from which an inquirer may form his
own independent judgment on the point, whether Papias
knew and received the Apocalypse, as the genuine writing of the Evangelist John, and as inspired scripture,

or not.

monies

And we
to

are thus

resolve

thrown back on ancient

the question.

looking into them, we
trary testimonies in

find, as

But so

it is

testi-

that,

on

Michaelis observes, con-

two writers, each of eminence in

The passage is as follows. " Hacc autem," (viz.
Irenaeus adv. llaer. v. 33.
the millennary (lijctrine of which he liad been speaking) "Papias, Johanuis auditor,
Polycarpi autem contubernalis, vctus homo, per scripturam testimonium perhiheX., [Greek, fyypatpais fTrifiaprvpfi, Euseb. H. E. iii. 39,) in quarto librorum suorum sunt enim illi quinque libri conscript!."
Eusebius, who had these books before him, says, that it does not apjiear from
the Preface that Papias himself beard or saw any of the apostles, but only that
he had received tlie things concerning the faith from others who were well acquainted with them adding that he mentioned the names of " the disciples"
Aristion and Juhn the presbi/ter, as well as of the apostles Andrew and Peter,
John and Matthew, Thomas and James, as those into whose sayings he had made
Aristion and John the presbyter being mentioned in the present tense,
inquiry
" What they .vay," as if cotemporaries
the apostles in the past, "What they
ivere iront to say.''
Hence Eusebius inferred that tlie John whose hearer Irenaeus
iays Papias was, was probably this John the presbyter, not John the erongelist,
Jerom however (Ep. '2'J, ad Theodor.) viewed the matter otherwise for he
speaks of him as " Papia;, auditoris Johannis Evang-elistcc"
Perhaps in his
in the researches of his manhood
boyhood he heard the livangelist John himself
him
John
died
in
of
from
others,
St.
having
the
interval.
only heard
'

:

:

;

;

—

:

;
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Bishop and Historian

their day, Eusebius, the celebrated

of the 4 th century, and Andreas, Bishop of Csesarea, near

about the close probably of the 5th.^

The former,

says

Michaelis, implies that Papias had no acquaintance with
the Apocalypse, by thus writing: "This writer has
mentioned several things which he says he learnt by oral
tradition

;

such as parables and doctrines of our Sa-

some

not contained in the Gospels, and also

viour,

things which are fabulous

oned the assertion,

among which may be

:

I

the

person a thousand years

dead, Christ will reign in
earth.

reck-

after the resurrection of

that,

suppose that he acquired

inquiring into the sayings of the

on

notion /rom his

this

apostles,

and

not

his

understanding what they had delivered figuratively."

Such

is

as

implies

it

Michaelis' version of Eusebius' testimony
clearly

Papias

that

'^

and

:

made no mention of

John's Apocalypse, in support of his millennary views,
Papias did not

his inference is natural that

book

;

for surely, says

he, he

know

the

would have done so had

—

known it. On the other hand, Andreas, who himself
Comment on the Apocalypse still extant, and of
some repute for its learning,^ and who professes to have
he

wrote a

both consulted and largely used the earlier patristic works
noticed by him, declares expressly that Papias, for one,
testified to its

inspiration

spiration of this

so

many

andria,

Book

I

:

^

He

is

Of

since

;

holy men, Gregory the Divine, Cyril of Alexand before them Papias, Irenaeus, Methodius,
their testimony to it."*

the representation of Eusebius

is

met by

placed by Cave and Lardner al)Out the year 500 a. d

for reasons that will be given afterwards.

;

that of

rightly,

I

think,

Ibid. p. 465.
in the Biblioth. Patr. Max. v. 589,
""

See the Jesuit Peltan's testimony to him
prefixed to Andreas' Commentary.
'
"Constat namqiie bcatos iUos viros patrcsque nostros
•'

the divine in-

need not treat at large

and Hippolytus, have given

Thus

saying, "

GicgnriumTheologum,
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Andreas

:

former appears

correctness of the

and the

doubtful, even as Michaelis puts the case.

Nor,

I

think,

will reasons fail

to appear for believing Andreas right

in his statement,

not Eusebius.

If Eusebius

was a cen-

and moreover the
more learned man of the two, on the other hand Andreas assures us that he had studied Papias/ as well as
while we
the other writers' works, to which he refers
tury and a half older than Andreas,

:

have no assurance that Eusebius did so
the contempt

seems hardly
a

man

trine

;

;

^

and, considering

he expresses for Papias' understanding,^
likely that

it

Again Eusebius was

he would.

strongly prejudiced against Papias' millennary doc-

and therefore biassed against connecting either him
John
whereas Andreas

or his doctrine with the apostle

"^

:

could have had no prejudice on this account in Papias'
favour, he not being himself a pre-millennarian.*

—More-

over, in point of fact, both Michaelis will be found,

if I

mistake not, to have given a rather unfair version of
Eusebius' testimony

;

and Eusebius

to

have shown, by a

decidedly unfair and incorrect statement respecting another millennarian in the very
rect

passage cited,

may probably have been

he

how

incor-

in the testimony really

Cyrillum Alexandrinum, multoque hisce vetustiorcs Papiam, Ircnceum, MethoHippolytum, divinum fideque dignum esse non uno loco tradere ^
quorum monumentis occasione accepta nos ad hoc consilium venimus sicuti
multas quoque seiitcntias ex eorundem sciiptis mutuavimus, hisceque nostris
commentariis inseruimus." So the Latin translation of Andreas in the B. P. M.
V. 590.
On what he liere says of Gregory Nazianzen, and the very equivocal
soundness of Michaelis' argument from it against Andreas' accuracy, see Note 1,

clium, et

:

;

—

p. 33, infrk.

See the Extract in the Note preceding.
wv rov vow, &c. See the quotation from Eusebius in
Note I p. 23. A eulogistic reference to Papias found in another passage of
Eusebius seems to be spurious. Lardner ii. 119.
3 Sec Note 1, p. <J, suprk, giving Michaelis' sentiments on the effect of
this
'

*

(T(poBpa 'yapToi aixiKpos

prejudice.
^

Sec his

suffice to

Comment on Apoc.

show

c'omplcctuntur totum illud
Antichrist!

M.

The following sentence will
G2o.
" Mille igitur anni, ut credibile est,
Icmpus quod intcrduit inter Christi incarnationem ct
xx. B. P.

his anti. millennarian views.

adventum."

v.

—
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given by him about the millennarian Papias,

First, I

say,

will be seen from the original

it

not make Papias expressly say

so,

^

that Eusebius does
as Michaelis' trans-

lation does, that he learnt these doctrines by oral tradi-

tion

but that Papias so

;

come

to

him through

on the supposition of

it

them forth as if they had

set

a statement explicable perhaps

;

having

his

in his Ef^jy^o-^

mixed up

traditionary collectanea on the subject with the Apostle

John's simpler doctrine of the millennium

and more

that

especially,

:

and again,

he does not attribute Papias'

adoption of millennary views to his inquiring into the
sayings of the apostles,
their

Stijy/jo-e;?,

but to his misapprehension^ of

or narratives

of written histories

;

a word used by St.

:

Luke^

and which we may here also not

improbably explain of the canonical written Gospels and
Acts of the Apostles.^ Further, Eusebius' untrustworthiness

and tendencies

subject, appear

For

cited.

to inaccuracy

sufficiently

on any millennary

from the very sentence just

in its ending clause he attributes the millen-

nary opinions of both Irenaeus and each other ancient
father that adopted that view,
pias' opinion (that silly old

to the

man,

weight which Pa-

as he calls

him) had

5e 6 av70i ffvyypacpevs (Uairias) , & s (k ir a p aSo it e <vs aypa<pB
irapariOeiTai, ^evas re rivas irapa^oKas ts 2toT7jpos, Kai
5iSaffKa\ias ayrs, Kai riva aXKa ixvBiKceTfpa- iv 61 s km x'^'"^!^ '''"'" 'PV'^^" (to'v
eaeadai fiera t-i]v €/c veKpoiV avaraffiv, ffc»ixariKws rrjs rov Xpis'Ov ^atriAeias tin
^

ets

Kai

aWa

avTOV 7)K0VTa,

Tavrr\ai ttjs 77JS v-rrorriiTOfievqs' a km riyovfiat r as air oar o \i k as irapeKoefa IJ. 6V0V S iriyi] (T i i s viroAa^iiv,Ta ev viroSetytiaaiirpos avra>p fivariKcas eiprififua
ffvveaipaKOTa' ff<po5pa yap toi crfx.iKpos oiv rov vow, u>s av eK rwv avTov Koyttiv
IJ.ri
TlKriv Kai TOts /x€t' avTOv irAncrTois oaois iKKArjaiacTrfKiiripaixevov eiireiv (paiuerai.
TiKcof T7JS ofjLoias aiTCji So^rjs Trapairios yeyove, ttjv apxaiOT7)Ta r avSpos TrpoffefSKijfiivois, (icnrep ovv Eip7jvai(p, Kai ft ris aWns to o/xota fpovuv avaTte^rjvev. H. E.iii. 39.
-

'

'EireSvirep

kiatory."

Trape/cSelajuefoc.

ttoWol eirex^^PVCo-f avara^aaOai

Luke

i.

SiTiyrjcriv,

&c

;

" to set

in

order a

1.

Lardner's translation is, I see, substantially the same as that which I have
given viz. " which opinion, I suppose, he was led into by misunderstanding the
How this might be will well appear from comparing A/r.
apostolic narratives."
•

:

Grcswell's case
Gospels except

—

;

who

on

confesses his inability to explain the Parables in the tcritten

the millenary principle.
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Whereas, possessing

with them.

we

(as

works

do) the

Irenaeus and of other early millennarists,

of both

we

(as will be seen almost immediately,)

knoiv from them,

on Pa-

that these later fathers did not rest their opinions

authority, but on written scripture, alike of the Old

pias'

New

and

Testaments

;

including specially the

Apoca-

lypse of St. John.'

My

conclusion

Andreas

that

is

same
him was groundless

that Papias did precisely the

is,

that Eusebius' insinuation about

correct in mentioning Papias

among

witnesses to the genuineness and inspiration of the
calypse, just as

we know him

spect of the other four ancients
"^

rities;

in part

to

have been correct

whom

;

;

the

Apoin re-

he quotes as autho-

and that Papias' millennary doctrine was founded
on the Apocalyptic Book,

as well as

on the many

other scriptures well agreeing therewith both of the Old

and

New

Testament.

So we come

II.

to the writers of the

tury subsequent to the publication of
a period extending

from A. D. 150

includes the honoured

Theophihis, Apollonius,

And

lian.

brief

and

in

easy.

to

martyrdoms,

Irentsus,

1.

Melito,

Clement of Alexandria, Tertul-

regard of

all

these

our task

is

indeed

Their testimony to the apostolic author-

ship and divine authority of the Apocalypse
verted

;

200, and which

names of Justin Martyr, the Nar-

Lyonnese

rator of the

second half centhe Apocalypse

is

uncontro-

and notorious.

First,

Justin

Martyr,

—

a

Christian

philosopher

' See especially in the
last chapters of Irenseus' 5th Book on Heresies, his
reference to, and argument from, various Books of Scripture.
I believe the little
sentence quoted in Note 1, p. 20, above, is all that he says of Papias.

-Viz. Irenaeus, Hippotytns, Gregory Thaumaturgus, and Cyril of Alexandria.
Gregory is the only one about whose testimony on the point in dispute there can
be no question.
And sec on it p. 33. Note 1, infrk.

:
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SIchem,

at

'

supposed, about A. D.

it is

verted to Christianity about 133, and

tyrdom about 165,

—

this

man,

to

who

his

A

**

all

the succeed-

Dialogue with Trypho,

probably about the year

man from among

103, con-

suffered mar-

whose learning and

piety testimony has been borne by nearly

ing fathers, in

25

^

written

150, thus expresses himself

by name John, one of the
made to him, has

us,

in the Revelation

apostles of Christ,

prophesied that the believers in our Christ shall

thousand years

in

Jerusalem

;

live

a

&c."

Some

twelve or fifteen years after this, the Nar-

rative of the

Lyonnese martyrs was written by one of

2.

the

surviving Christians of

A. D. 177.
letter, to

It

;

that

is

about

was addressed by the Gallic Churches,

the Churches of Asia (Proconsular Asia)

including of

Phrygia,

that city

course

the

as a

and

seven Apocalyptic

Churches among them, and by Eusebius has been pre-

And

served to us entire.

in this letter there appears (as

Lardner has remarked) the remarkable expression, in
description of a true disciple, " Following the Lamb
whithersoever be goeth," ukoKsQuv tu
the very words

Apocalypse.
3.

It

(thus

was very soon
bishop.

its

v'Kcx.y-^'

—

'^

martyrdoms that
presbyter of the Lyonnese Church,

He

probably between A. D.
testifies

av

^

IrencBus, previously a

became

Apyitp otts

adopted as from scripture) of the

many

after

these

wrote his Book on Heresies

180 and 190.

And

in

it

he

times most clearly on the point in question

;

- Cited ibid. Vol. ii. p. 137.
See Lardner for the authorities.
Ovtoi furtv bi aKoXovOovvrts rtp ApVKfi orrov av virayri. It
Viz. Apoc. xiv. 4
also refers to Christ as TCf> Ttiarca kui a\ri6ivcf! fxaprvpt, koi npanoTOK(f twv ViKpwv,
'

"*

:

so as Apoc.
''

i.

5,

iii.

14.
v. p. 170; " When Pothinus had been put to death
Gaul, Iienajus succeeded him in the bishopric of the Church

So Eusebius, H. E. Lib.

with the martyrs
of Lyons."

in
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speaking of the Apocalypse as the work of John the

Lord, that John that leaned on

disciple of the

;

second chapter of

this

it

was written

Book

of the

;

more

when

Preliminary Essay) the time

and speaking of exact and ancient copies
by the agreeing

as then existing, confirmed

who had

testimony of those
short a

his breast

declaring (as will be seen in the

at the last supper

^

clear

seen

John himself.^

—In

and decisive testimony on almost every

point on which information

might be desired, could

scarcely have been given.

Next may be mentioned his cotemporary MelitOj
Bishop of ^arc^is, about A.D. 170; and who consequently
4.

may have presided
when the letter from

He
is

over

that

See

the

at

time

very

the Gallic Churches was sent to

wrote a Treatise on the Revelation of St. John

;

it.

^

and

allowed by Michaelis to be one of the witnesses in

its

favour.

Of Theophilus, Bishop of Antioch about 181, Eusebius says that in a work of his against the Heresy of
Hermogenes, he therein made use of testimonies or
5.

quotations from John's Apocalypse.

*

It

was undoubt-

Michaehs allows, received by him.

edly,

6. Apollonius, called

ther or

no the same

by Jerome an eloquent

man

(whe-

when accused before Perennis,
under Commodus, made an elo-

that,

the Prsetorian Prefect

quent apology before the Senate, and then suffered mar-

tyrdom, about A. D. 186)

>

De

llaer.

-This occurs

in

—

is

also noted by Eusebius as

37, 50, pp. 335, 353 (lul. Grabe)
his disquisition on the name and

iv.

;

also, v. 26, 30.

number

of Antichrist:

"These things being thus, and this number being in all the exact and ancient
copies, and they who saw John attesting the same tiling," &c.
On which passage
the thought suggests itself, were not both Pff/)ms and Polycarp among the per-

—

sons referred to by him in the plural, as having seen St. John
•
^ So Dean Woodhousc.
Lardner, Vol.

?
ii.

p.

214.
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one that acknowledged the Apocalypse, and borrowed
testimonies from
7.

it.

^

reception by Clement of Alexandria, an inquisi-

Its

and learned writer who flourished, as Lardner gives

tive

the date, about 194,

quoted from
apostle

mony

:

is

and referred to

it,

and adds,

^

as

we

it,

He

has frequently

work of an

as the

shall presently see, his testi-

to fix its date.

Finally in this half century

8.

cotemporary of Clement
the

undoubted.

as

;

most learned, of the Latin

the Apocalypse

is

most

comes Tertullian, the

the most ancient, and one of

full

fathers.

His testimony

He

and ample.

to

quotes or

more than seventy passages in his writings
expressly as the work of the apostle John,
and the same that wrote the 1st Epistle of St. John.^
He defends the authenticity of the book against the
heretic Marcion and his followers, by asserting its exrefers to

it

in

appealing to

;

it

ternal evidence

on the point

John

:

for

;

:

"

thus appealing to the Asiatic Churches

We

have churches that are disciples of

though Marcion

rejects the

succession of bishops, traced to

John

as its author."

Thus

far

its

Revelation, the

original, will rest

on

^

not a single writer of the Church had im-

pugned the genuineness, or the divine inspiration, of the
Only the Atogi, an heretical
Apocalypse of St. John.
sect that rose

up ere the end of

phanius

us,)

tells

this half century, (so

Epi-

and derived their name from an absurd

1
Lardner thinks him a different person from the martyr of that name, and a
few years later. lb. p. 393.
"
He refers to Apoc. xxi. 21, (" The twelve gates are twelve pearls," &c.) as
Again, referring to Apoc. iv. 4, he says,
the work of an apostle.— Pxd. Bk. ii.
" Such an one, though here on earth he be not honoured with the first seat,
as John says in
shall sit upon the four-and-twenty thrones, judging the people
3 gee Lardner, ii. 295.
the Revelation."
Strom. Bk. vi, Lardner ii. 24.5.
• "
Habemus et Johannis alumnas ecclesias nam, ctsi Apocalypsim ejus Mar;

:

cion respuit, ordo

auctorcm."

tamen episcoporum, ad originem recensus,

Adv. Marcion,

I. iv. c. 5.

in

Johannem

stabit
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(The Word,)

antipathy to the term Logos,

did on this

account reject both the Gospel of John and the Apocalypse of John, which

Jesus Christ.

gave the obnoxious

alike

The only other

'

was

against the latter,

Church of

there was no

that

to

title

objection they pretended

Christians existing at the Apocalyptic station, Thyatira

of which statement,
offered

no proof

if

referred to

and,

;

St.

if referred

the circumstance did not

Johns

militate against

Book

could not be, as

it

their

Cerinthus,

Their

^

— whose obviously

have already shown,

I

And

case.

to

time,

there having

been one some sixty or eighty years before.
ascription of the

^

time, they

own

their

to

:

altogether Michaelis

*

—

did not help

confesses,

that

" the estimation in which they were held by their cotemporaries was not such as to inspire respect for them
in a critic

III.

a

man

of the present age."

In the early part, however, of the nea:^ half century,

of

some

repute in the Church rose up to

the genuineness of the Apocalypse

But

presbyter Cains.

little

I

mean

the

impugn

Roman

was evidently under the

in-

anti-millennarian prejudices, and with

fluence of strong

almost as

this

;

just pretension to authority as

gistic predecessors

argument against

Alo-

have urged no
him misunderstood)
and, with the same absurdity as

since he appears to

:

it,

millennial doctrine

his

;

except

the Alogi, to have ascribed

its

it

(by

to Cerinthus.^

This was

See Michaelis, ibid. p. 408.
Kai ovK (vt €«6j fKKKrjata Kptvtavuv. So Epiphiinius reports their language.
Gibbon could not find in his heart to pass by the objection. See his History,
^ So Michaelis ibid.
^ See Note
ii.359.
1, p. 5.
* The following are the words of Caius, as reported by Eusebius, H.E. iii. 28
:
'Cerinthus also, who, by his revelations, as if written by some great apostle,
imposes upon us monstrous relations [TeparoKoyias) of things of his own invention, as shown him by an angel,
says, that after the resurrection, there shall
be a terrestrial kingdom of Christ, and that men shall live again in Jerusalem,
subject to sensual desires and pleasures.
And, being an enemy to the divine
'

-

—

—
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porary,
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or nearly
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Egypt cotemevidently under the

certain writers in

—

same prejudices against and misconceptions of the x\pocalyptic doctrine of

a Millennium,

scure, unconnected,

and indeed

inasmuch
vered
author,

as

it

when

in

fact

These continued the

in

that a revelation

called

darkness, and

with

— attacked

false

it

line

as ob-

it

statement:

which was co-

represented John to be

was

work of

the

—
its

Cerinthus.^

of objections and objectors, from

their first origin with the Alogi,

down

to Dionysius:

—

that

Dionysius, Bishop of Alexandria about the middle of the

3rd century, of whose arguments

I

have already given a

we have

succinct account;^ and who,

seen,

though he

entered with better judgment and temper on the inquiry,

was yet

as unable as his predecessors to

torical evidence whatsoever, of the

his

adduce any

his-

least weight, to aid

argument.

Meanwhile the chain of testimony was continued

onward

to the genuineness

Apocalypse.

who

I.

in

more mature

—

a Christian Bishop
Cave and Lardner, about

First Hippolytus,

flourished, according to

A. D. 220,

early years a disciple of Irenaeus,^
life

still

and divine inspiration of the

a martyr to the cause of Christ,

and

in

— not

Scriptures, and desirous to seduce mankind, he says there will be a term of 1000
years spent in nuptial entertainments."
It seems to me not without reason that Lardner (in his later judgment on the
point) and Michaelis have concluded that the Revelation here referred to by
Caius was probably the Apocalypse of St. John, and not the spurious Revtlation

of St. Peter, written in the 2ncl century, or any other.
*
See Michaelis, p. 477. These seem to have been the Allegorists v/hom'Sepos opposed in his EA€7xoj AAAjj7opis-cDj'. And it was either these, or Cains, or
yilogi,
that Dionysius must have meant, when he spoke of previous questioners
the
- P. 4,&c. suprk.
of the inspiration of the Apocalypse.
See Note 1, p. 5.
MaflTjTTjs Se Etprjfaiov 6 'IttttoKvtos.
So Photius cited by Lardner, ii. 424
Photius eulogizes him as in his style clear, grave, conci-e ttjc ippaaiv aacprjs tan,
KOi inrocre/uj/os, KOI otTrepiTToy.
He was bishop of some place called Partus Romanus : but whether the modern Ostia at the mouth of the Tiber, or the modern
Aden at the mouth of the Arabian Gulf, each of which bore that name in ancient
times, has been a point controverted.
See Lardner, ii. 427.
**

:

:

—

;
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only elsewhere and otherwise bore testimony to it/ but

moreover wrote an express commentary on the Apocalypse :2 and this with so much weight of influence from

and

his character, authority,

butes to

it

talents, that

Michaelis

attri-

very principally the general reception of the

Apocalypse thenceforward in the Christian Church.-^
2, After him (not to speak of the Egyptian Bishop Nepos, and of his EXeyx^?

work was an
learned of

all

to

AXXvjyopir^^v,

ansv»^er,*)

which Dionysius'

Origen, the most critical

and

the ecclesiastical writers of his time, though

a decided anti-millennarian,^ did yet receive the Apocalypse into the

without

the

Jesus ?

"

Revelation,

What

one

in

He

doubt,

slightest

genuineness.
servation

canon of inspired Scripture

has
in

left

we
who

shall

place, "

say of John,"

us a Gospel

mark

;

and perhaps

the discrimination

this

is

his ob-

he wrote likewise a

:

things which the seven thunders uttered

to

and

leaned on the breast of

which he was ordered

of a moderate length

;

so far as appears, of its

" (I

to seal
:

up those

also an Epistle

beg the reader

exercised by him) perhaps a

•
So in his work on Antichrist; " St. John saw in the isle of Patmos awful
mysteries, which he taught to others without envy :" and, presently after " Tell
me, holy John, thou apostle and disciple of Christ, what thou hast seen of
;

Babylon."
- Jerome mentions among the writings of Hippolytus one entitled, "On the
Again on the curious marble monument of Hippolytus dug up
Apocalypse."
near Rome in 1551, and of which an account is given in Lardner (p. 428), a list
" 0>i St. John's Gospel
is engraved of his writings, and one of them is recorded as
and Apocalypse-" Similarly Ebedjesu, (Bishop of Nisibis in the Ncstorian Syrian
Church, near the close of the 13th century, see Lardner, iv. 320,) in the 7th
chapter of his metrical catalogue of ecclesiastical writings, mentions among other
works of Hippolytus,
Chapters against Caius
And in defence of the Apocalypse,
And the Gospel of St. John,
The Apostle and Evangelist.

—

—

His Commentary on the Apocalypse is referred to several times by Andreas of
Csesarea; also by Jacob the Syrian, Bishop of Edessa from A. D. 651 to 710. Mi^ Ibid. p. 478.
chaelis, p. 479.
See Lardner, ii. 655, 691, &c.
^ Michaelis with his usual candour notes this; "Origen, notwithstanding his
warm opposition to the dvctrine nf the Millennnium, received the Apocalypse;"
&c.p. 480.
"•
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with Origen, in

Eastern

Africa, there doubtless agreed on the important point of

our inquiry his cotemporary, the eminent bishop and
martyr of Western A fricsi,
Cyprian."^

—

So ends our catena of

testimonies to the genuineness

and divine inspiration of the Apocalypse, traced as proposed through the three half centuries that followed after
Alike from East and West, North and

publication.

its

South,

—from

the Churches of the Asiatic province

and

the Syrian, of Italy and of Gaul, of Egypt and of Africa,

— we have heard an unbroken and
of testimony in

its

favor. ^

contrary testimony has been

add new weight

how

to that

unable they

all

but uniform voice

Nay, even what there

shown only

which

it

opposes

who most wished

it

to confirm
:

for

it

is

of

and

proves

were to find

evi-

dence or argument of this kind, of any real value, and
such as could bear examination, on their side of the
question.

Let

me

just add, by

way of supplement

to

my

sketch

of the earlier historic evidence, that in what remained of
the

3rd century, while no other opponent appeared of

any note, the Apocalypse was received as the work of
the inspired apostle John, alike by the schismatic Aofatians

of

and

the

Donatists,'*'

Catholic

and by the most eminent writers

Church

;

e.

g.

Victorinus,^

Metho-

Quoted by Eusebius, H. E. vi. 25.
Cyprian in several places cites it, and speaks of it as
In the only passage where he mentions the name of the
writer, he simply calls him Jolm : but I conceive, in the absence of any such distinguishing appellative as John the Presbyter, there can be no reasonable doubt
that he meant the most eminent person of that name, viz. the apostle John.
The same might be said of an author cotemporary, as it would seem, with
Cyprian, and whose Treatise is one of these that has been often joined with Cy^ So Woodhouse.
prian's works.
See Lardner, iii. p. 64.
* Lardner, iii. 121, 505.
The Novatian schism began about A. D. 251, the
Donatist about 311.
* Bishop of Pettaic on the Drave, about A. D. 290, according to Lardner
and
who suffered martyrdom in the persecution by Diocletian, He wrote a Com»ien'

2

See Lardner,

iii.

47.

inspired Scripture.

—

;
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Lactantius

Arnobius,'^

dius,^

earlier half

of Jerusalem,

^

— further,

that

in

the

century, while Eusebius doubted,'*

of the 4th

Athanasius received

:^

and

it ;^

in its later half, while Cyril

and (though not,

I

think, Gregory

Na-

tary on the Apocalypse, as Jerome informs us, evidently as a book of divine inspiration his otiier Commentaries, mentioned by Jerome in association with this,
:

being on Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Isaiah, Ezekiel, Habakkuk, Ecclesiastes,
and the Canticles all books of the canon of scripture. See Lardner, iii. 163.
Whether the book still extant under the title of Victorinus' Commentary on
the Apocalypse, be really his, and the one meant by Jerome, is another question.
It is one on which I shall have to remark in my second chapter.
'
A cotemporary of Victorinus bishop first of Olympus in Lycia, afterwards
So Jerome.
of Tyre ; and who similarly suffered martyrdom under Diocletian.
He often quotes the Apocalypse as a Book of Scripture, speaks of it as written by
" the blessed John," (6 fxaKapios lajavvt]^,) in all probability meaning the apostle
John and is mentioned by Andrew of Caesarea in conjunction with Irenseus and
others, as among those who had borne testimony to the divine inspiration of the

—

;

;

;

book.

—Lardner,

On Psalm

iii.

181, l'J8.

he sayr, "Si vis videre divitem et mendicum, Sancti Apostoli
Johannis lege Apocalypsim " besides elsewhere referring to it as to divine scrip"

cii

:

480.
He expressly quotes the Apocalypse as a book of Sacred Scripture, and as
Inst.
See Lardner, iii. 541.
vii. 17, Epit. c. 42, 73, 74, &c.
written by John.
A person might put it, he said, among the oixoAoyovfj.eva, the acknowledged
Scriptures of inspiration, unless he preferred to put it among the vo9a, or opoIt is to be remembered that he seized on tlie fact
Lardner, iv. 103.
cryphal.
of Papias having mentioned John the Presbyter, as one whom he had learnt
from, as well as John the Apostle, and of the tombs of either being according
to traditional report at Ephesus, as a ground-work for the theory of its having
been not improbably the simple presbyter John that saw the Apocalypse: Ei/coy
yap Tov SevTfpov, ei iJ.ri tis tdiXoi rov Trpcorov, T-f]v eir' ovofxaros (ptpo/xevriv locavvov
On which doubt as to tha apustolicity o{
AiroKaXv^iv iupaKevai. 11. E. iii. 39.
Lardner observes
its origin was mainly founded his doubt as to its inspiration.
adding that he was prothat he never refers to the Apocalypse for authority
bably influenced in his judgment on this point by regard to the arguments of
Dionysius as well as by aversion to the millennarian doctrine, which the Apocalypse of St. John was brought forward to support.
* The Apocalypse is often and largely quoted by Athanasius.
Moreover in the
Festal Kpistle, generally allowed to be his, the list of sacred books given by him
coincides with that of our own received Canon, and ends like it with the ReveIn one place, again, he gives John the Evangelist the title
lation of St. John.
of John the Theologos, or Divine so expressing his conviction of the author of the
Apocalypse, " John the Theologus," as it is headed, being the same as the author
of the (lospel. Lardner, iv. 15.5, 156.
I may here add, that in the Synopsis of sacred Scripture, usually joined with the works of Athanasius, but of the real author
"
the Apocalypse seen by John the Evangeof which there exists some doubt,
list and Divine in Patmos " is reckoned among the Canonical Books.
Lardner,
iv. 163.
" He not only excludes it from his Canon of Scripture, but in his Chapter on Antichrist very significantly omits all reference to it; grounding his doctrine wholly
on Daniel's prophecy, and reflecting on the Apocalypse (for it seems the book
referred to) as apocryphal. BaaiKtuatt Se o Avrtxp'roj rpia Kai rjfjiiau tTtj fiova. Ovk
t{ an o K pvcpwv Afyonty, aW' (k ts £^avir}\.
*7J<ti yap, Kai SodriaeTai (v x^'P^
avTov ((cs Katpou koi Kaipuiv kui rifiiav Kaigov. So the Benedictine Editors of Cyril,
and Lardner, iv. 175. This insinuation against the genuineness of the Apocalypse had struck my own mind, previously to reading their remarks, precisely in

ture.

Lardi'.er, ibid.

•*

—

•*

—

—

:

;

—

:

—

—
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zianzen, yet

Chrysostom,

^)

fully about, or past

it

^

either rejected,

over in silence,
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spoke doubt-

(doubtless from

way as it did these learned writers. Cyril of Jerusalem may be regarded as a decided rejector of the Apocalypse.
'
The opinion of Gregory Nasianzen on the genuineness and inspiration of the
Apocalypse has been a subject of controversy. His metrical catalogue of the
genuine Books of the New Testament, begins thus
the same

:

BavjxaTa XpiTov
MapKos 5'lTaAia, AovKas A^a'aSi.

MarOaiox

Uaai

p.iv typa'piv 'E/Spotois

5' looafVTjs,

Krjpv^ /xeyas ovpavo<l>on7\s.

Then he

gives the Acts, then the fourteen Epistles of Paul, and the seven Catholic Epistles, viz. one of James, two of Peter, three of John, one of Jude
From
which Baronius and others infer that Gregory did not receive the Apocalypse
and Lardner(iv. 287) allows that, arguing only from it, this would tie the natuBut he adds that in other of Gregory's remaining works the
ral conclusion.
Apocalypse is twice cited ; (in one, ITpos Se rovs e<peTciora.s ay^eKovs' Tlfidonai
yap aWovs aWris irporaniv eKK\r](nas, us Icoavvrjs SiSaffKei jie Sia ttjs ATroKa\v\l/(us
also that
in the other, Kai 6 aiv, /cot 6 tjv, Kai 6 epxofuvos, 6 navTOKpaToip')
;

:

—

Andreas of Caesarea, in his Apocalyptic Commentary (as likewise his imitator
Arelhas) names Gregory as one by whom the Apocalypse was received. And,
let me add, not only docs Andreas so speak of him at the beginning of his
work, but he actually quotes him several times in it. Besides which in the very
verse itself of Gregory about John the Evangelist, there seems to me a not improbable argument for his reception of the Apocalypse. For if, instead of Lardner's tigurative rendering of the ovpavo(poiT7]s enlightened with the heavenly mysteries, we render it literally, " who went to heaven," it can only allude to John's
rapture to heaven in the Spirit, so as described in the Apocalypse. * And if
so, it is a direct testimony to the fact of John the Evangelist being the
Apocalyptic John, and may have been meant to couple together in brief his two
The circumstance of its being alluded
chief works, the Gospel and the Apocalypse.
to out of its order in the canon is not any strong argument against my inference.
Order is by no means always observed in the patristic lists. For example, Chrysostom begins his list of the Books of the N. T. with St. Paul's Epistles. Lardner iv. 537.
This controverted point about Gregory Nazianzen I have the longer dwelt upon,
because Michaelis, on the assumption of Andreas being grossly incorrect in his
statement that Gregory recognized the Apocalypse, has unduly used it to shake
his testimony respecti7ig Papias : pp. 466, 490.
2 With Chrysostom the case is so fur clear, that he has, as Lardner observes,
iv. 549, no more noticed the Apocalypse than if he were totally ignorant of it.
Yet in his Argument on the Epistle to the Ephesians, he refers to the Apostle
an allusion scarce to be mistaken
John's banishment into the parts of Ephesus
(indeed the learned Benedictines so explain it unhesitatingly) to the Apocalyptic
John's banishment to the island of Patmos, opposite the Ephesian coast thereby
almost identifying the author of the Apocalypse and the Gospel Kai 6 p.aKapios

—

,

—

:

;

:

* Just as Prudentius in his Cathem. Hymn
John's Apocalyptic rapture to heaven

St.

vi,

Qukm

clara,

quam

tacenda,

Evangelista summi
Fidissimus magistri
Nebulis vides remotis &c
Tali sopore Justus

Mentem relaxat heros,
Ut spiiitu sagaci
Caelum peragret omne.

VOL,

(Larciger v,

;

I.

D

:

5)

referring to

a
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anti-millennarian prejudices, as they alleged not a single

new argument

against

it)

the Greeks by Epiphcunus,

him

after

^

and

Cyril of Alexandria

and,

the Syrian,'^
fully,

was acknowledged among

it
'

among

:

I
^

think by Basil,

and

^

well as by Ephrera

as

the Latins, by

and Jerome, and Augustine.^

Ambrose most

— Subsequently

in

the Greek Church, though the Book was never formally
rejected by

any Ecclesiastical

variety of opinion

Council,

was expressed by

by those of the 4th century.

^

On

the Latin

Church

the third

Council of Carthage,

it

its

'^

yet the

same

chief authors as

the other hand, by

was universally received

;

and in

held A. D. 397, and

presided over by the great Augustine, was solemnly declared to be included in the

The Syrian Church
fore

and

after the

4th century,

^

Canon of

inspired Scripture.

too seems to have received

time of

its

it,

both be-

most eminent Doctor of the

just before alluded to,

Ephrem Syrus

:

—

5e IwavuT^i ivnyyeXiTrji ra voXAa evdierpixpei' (Kei' iccli yap kul e^aipicrdT] fKfi,
KUL treXevTTicri.
It is as if Clirysostom believed John the Apostle to be the writer

—

of the Apocalypse, yet disbelieved its divine inspiration
or else did not consider
his own inconsistency.
The same inconsistency attaches also, let me add, to
Eusehhis.
'
E.g. in the passage following: 'O ayioslaiavyris, 5ia tov EvayyeXtov ko.i ruv
EiriToKuv Kai rris AiroKaXvpeu?, 6/c rov avTOV ^apiafiUTos tov aytov HvevixaTos fMeraSeSa'Ke.
Cited by Lardner, iv. 190.
- This is
my conclusion from his having thus cited the Apocalypse in his
" And the same Evangelist" (he had been reSecond Book against Eunomius
ferring to John i. 1) " in another Book says, 'Which is, and which was, even
the Almighty.'" Lardner, iv. 279. This seems to me decisive notwithstanding
the fact of his having very seldom referred to the book. Arelhas, too, mentions Basil as one that received the Apocalypse as inspired.
;

—

;

;

^ Lardner v. 13.
So Lardner, iv. 313, to whom I refer the reader.
^ He often quotes the Apocalypse
for exami)le, when writing on Psalm xl.
tlius ; " Et ideo fortassis Juanni Evan^elutcc caelum apcrtum, et albus equus est
"
demonstratus
viz. in Apoc. xix. 12
16.
Lardner, 33.5.
" The opinions of Jerome and Augustine are too well known to need the insertion of ]iroofs or authorities.
But see Michaelis p. 493, and Lardner.
•*

:

:

—

Professor Spittler, says Michaelis, p. 489, has clearly shown that the 16th
of the Cuimcit of Jjiodkra, held A. D. 363, and which in its list of the
Canonical Books of Scripture omits the Apocalypse, is a forgery. And indeed
in the chief editions of the Councils the Canon is noted as suspect.
So e. g.
Harduin, i. 792, notes in the margin, " Hunc canonem Dionysius prsetermittit."
See the summary given by Michaelis, p. 401.
' See
Michaelis, p. }9.''>.
'

Canon

**
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Church which had

its

not only

ramifications,

and Mesopotamia^ countries nearest
rian

Church, but also

With
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Assyria

in

mother Sy-

to the

in Arabia, Persia, Tartary,

reference to the Nestorian branch of which

China.

Church

a very curious illustrative memorial, found in that last-

named

distant country of China,

has furnished decisive

evidence of the fact of the Nestorian Churches there
ceiving

monument

allude to an ancient

I

it.

terest of the locality,

as wtII as of

re-

(the in-

the subject, bids

me

here to particularize) dug up at Sanxuen, in the Chinese

province of Xensi, in the year 1625

Michaelis
It

convinced,

is

bore two inscriptions,

Syriac,

—

referring

its

1092, or A.D. 781

;

who

:

This

is

ii.

—

my

—The

And

New

a proof,

on

this

Testament

monument

as containing

in the

number.

date of the Apocalypse.

second preliminary point of inquiry, and

disciple,

was himself the

let

will

be found

For the testimony of Iren^us,

both direct and conclusive.

press to the

some

as

adds Michaelis, that the

one on which also the historical evidence

— Polycarp's

other in

regularly received their bishops

Apocalypse must have been included

Chap.

as

was a very numerous colony of

mention was made of the

books

in Chinese, the

which time, as well

at

from the Nestorian patriarch.

tiventy-seven

monument,

erection to the year of the Greeks

centuries later, there

Nestorian Syrians,

— one

a

;

ancient and genuine.

really

^

it

be again remembered,

disciple of the apostle

point in question as

Michaelis, p. 497, from wliom

D

2

is

it

I

John,

—

is

who

as ex-

unexceptionable.

abstract.
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Speaking of the name and number of the Beast

in the

Apocalypse, he says, that had this been a matter then to

made known, it would have been
who saw the Apocalypse: "For it'*

be

disclosed by

" was seen no very long time ago

evidently)

him

(the Apocalypse

but almost

;

towards the end of the reign of Domitiany
The attempts that have been made to get rid of this tes*

in our age,

timony, and force another meaning on Iren?eus' words,

by those whose views and theories made them wish
do
•

so,

have utterly

The following

18.

Tpa<p(iiv

76 Toi

irpos
tj)

aipeirets

K a p
Trjv

XpovH

It

is

as

to

clear a testimony

the passage, which I quote in full from Eusebius, H. E. iii.
Eiprjraios irepi rrjs ^rj^e tt/j Kara rov AvrixptTov Trpoariyopias
avrats ffvWa^ats fv irefnrTcp tuv

tSei avacpavSov fv
St' eKeiva av eppeOri
T]
ATTOicaAvipiv kwpaKoros' eSe yap irpo ir o
a
ewpaOrj,
ax^Sov €7ri rrjs rj fier e p as ytveas, ir pos

ras

vvv

rs Kui

(5

^

liaavvB AfyoufVTj ATroKa\v\pet,

(pepOfAiv-qs, iv Tjj

T

is

failed.

I

ravra

CO

K

irepi

ra

gvTT e

(T

Ej 8e
r&vofia rero,

Icoavi'S (priaiV.

6 ai

W

aWa

TfAet Tjjs A /u € T 4 a 1/ 8 apx'tSMichaelis, p. 5^5, thus candidlj' acknowledges theorigin and object of these
attempts. " Several modern commentators, who wish to refer tlie Ayocalypse to
the reign of Nero, that they may be better able to explain its prophecies contend
that the words of Irenaeus have been misunderstood by ecclesiastical writers,
and that Irenaeus did not mean to say that the Revelation was seen in the reign
of Domitian."
It will only need, I am persuaded, to mention the three several new constructions proposed of the words of IrenKus, in order to convince the intelligent and
candid reader of their absurdity and extravagance.
1. IVetstein proposes to apply the verb ecopaOrj not to AiroKaAwl/iy, (notwithstanding the (uipaKOTUS Trjp ATruKaKiDpiv of the clause immediately preceding,) but
to lu)avvr]s
in the sense that St. John was seen at the end of IJomitian's reign
2. Knittel would apply the same verb ewpadrj to the ovopa of the clause next
but one preceding; in the sense that the name of Antichrist, viz. Tfirav, (which,
together with AaTewus, had been mentioned a little before as a likely solution of
the enigma,) had been discorered only at the close of Domitian's reign
Domitian's praenomen being Titns
and his character, as a Oeofiaxos, and persecutor,
and fit type of Antichrist, then at length made known by his persecutions of the
Christians
This, let it he observed, though the verb in Irenscus' text is tccpaBr],
not tvpeBri, or eppfBrj, the noun Teiraj' not Tiros, and the real name declared
to be still a mystery, and only the subject of conjecture
3. Harenberg, admitting that, the ioipadr] must be construed with the AiroKaXvif/is, 8S its nominative, proposes to give that nvm/nalire noun quite a different
sense here from what it had in the clause preceding and whereas it there meant
the Apocalyptic vision seen by St. John, here to make it the Apocalyptic Book,
that is, not seen by the Chrisor Volume ; which Book, says he, was not seen,
till the end of Domitian's reign
the words, " by the Christians
tians in Gaul,
of Gaul," or something tantamount, being thus farther supplied
Michaelis (p. 525) allows the great improbability of this solution. Yet it is
an explanation somewhat like it that was the best Sir I. Newton could devise, in
order to escape from the force of Irenacus' testimony: " Perhaps he might have
heard from liis master Polycarp that he had received this book from John about
T

(f
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!

:

:

;

!

—

—

—

!

!

:

—

—
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!
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there can be found to any

other fact in any other historian.

Nor

is

it

(not to insist

unsupported by

on

other testimony.

First,

Tertullian,^) Clement of Alexandria in-

directly, but clearly,

confirms the statement.

Relating

the well-known story of St.

John and the robber, he
speaks of it as enacted by the apostle on his return from
exile in Patmos, " after the death of the tyrant ; ~ " and

him as then an infirm old man.^ Now " the
tyrant,'' whose death is referred to, must necessarily be
either Nero or Domitian ; as these were, up to the end of

represents

the first century, the only imperial persecutorsof the Christian body.

And A^ero

it

can scarcely be: since at the time

of Nero's persecution, St. John was by no

means an infirm

old man being probably not much above, if indeed so
much as, sixty years of age.'^ Thus it must rather have been,
;

so as Eusebius explains Clement, the tyrant^ Domitian.^
or indeed John mi^ht himself at that time have
a new publication of it ; from whence Irenaeus might imagine it was then
but newly written."
Let me add that Eusebius in his Chronicon (ad Ann. 14
Domit.) gives his construction of Irenseus' sentence, according to common sense
and grammar, thus evQa ttjj/ hiro KaKvi^ iv e ui p ane v, ws Sr]Aoi Eiprjvaios.
* Tertullian in his Apolog. ch.
5, says that Domitian, the next persecutor after
a word this often used elsewhere
Nero, soon recalled those whom rclegaverat
of John's banishment by Domitian and in Eusebius, H. E. iii. 20, expressly said
to be so meant by Tertullian.
2 So in his Quis Dives Salvetur, Chap, xlii
a story copied by Eusebius into
EnnSri yap, re rv pav v s
his H. E. Book iii. ch. 23, and which begins thus

the time of Domitian's death
n\a.de

:

—

:

—

;

;

:

reAevrrjcrafros,

airo rrjs

HaT/xs

ttjj vriffov fieTi)\Qev eis r-qv ^.(pecrou.

^ The statement, eirt\ado/x€vos ttjs ^Ai/ctas ttjs eavrov, and the appellative rou
yepoura, both occur in reference to him
the latter twice over.
* For he is supposed to have been considerably younger than our Lord.
The
traditionary reports of his age at the time of his death, all tend to that concluAnd Jerome, Adv. Jovin. Lib. i, says expressly of his age when first
sion.
called by Christ, " Ut autem sciamus tunc fuisse puerum manifestissimfe decent
Now Nero's persecution broke out in the year of our
ecclesiasticae historiee."
:

Lord

64,

and ended with Nero's death, A. D. 68.

Compare with Clement's emphatic designation of Domitian, as I suppose,
under the appellation "the tyrant," the undoubted application to Domitian of
the same title, in the same emphatic manner, by the author of the De Mortibus
Persecutorum, whether Lactantius, or some cotemporary " recissis actis tyranni." M. P. c. 3 ad fin. Soalsoin ApolloniusTyaneus' celebrated second sight
^

;

notification of Domitian's death ; " Strike the tyrant," &c.
^ I must not omit to mention that Sir L Newton endeavours to draw a contrary
conclusion from this story ; and to make it support his theory of St. John's having
been banished to Patmos, and seen the Apocalypse, under Nero. His statement is this. " Chrysostom says that the young reprobate continued captain of

VOL.

I.

;

;
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— Secondly,

Victorinus (Bishop of

in Diocletian's

persecution) in his

Pettaw, and martyr

Commentary on

the

Apocalypse, written towards the close of the third century,

mark

says twice over expressly, and in a part that.bears no

of interpolation, that the Apocalypse
Apostle John in the

by the

isle

of Patmos,

Roman Emperor Domitian.'

was seen by the

when banished thither
To the same effect,

—

Therefore this is a slory of many years and requires
the robbers a long time.
that John should have returned from Patmos rather at the death of Nero than
of DomUian ; because between Domitian's deatli and that of St. John there were
(So too argues Dr. Tilloch.) But Chrysostom's " a
but two and a half years."
long time " is indefinite. And that it was not meant to signify many years appears pretty clearly on reference to the original since the reprobate is there deIt must be added
signated as still a young man when recovered by St. John.*
that St. John is supposed to have lived more than two and a half years after his
return the time being three years according to Cave, four according to Basnage.
See Lardner, v. 427.
Very much the same limitation of the interval between this man's first conversion and recovery appears in Clement's narrative, who is the original relator of
the story.
He depicts the subject of the story as a youth nearly grown up, when
irpoa^Xf^as
first seen and presented to the bishop of the place by St. John
He speaks of the interval simply thus xpo^os
veayicTKov iKavov tco aai^aTi., &c.
" A certain interval of time past." And St. John's later visit, in
(V fj.icTCf>.
which he reclaimed this young man from the bishop, is spoken of as if his next
and second visit made on occasion of some affair arising in the district church,
which caused them to send for him. Xpovos ev ixiOKf nai, -rivoi eiriirfffovarip XP^^o^^,
a.vaKa\ovcn tov Icoawrjc" just as if he had in the interval still lived at Ephesus,
within call
and meanwhile no particular occasion had arisen for his personal
presence, till then,
'
The two passages are as follows, taken from the edition of the work given
in the Bibliotheca Patr. Max. Vol. iii. pp. 419, 420.
" Hoc est
1. On Apoc. X. 11, "Thou must prophesy again," he observes
(juoniam, quando hoc vidit Joannes, erat in insult Pathmos, in metallum damnatus A Domiliano Cffisare. Ibiergo vidit Apocalypsim
et cum senior jam putarct
se per passionem accepturum receptionem, interfecto Domitiano omnia judicia
ejus soluta sunt; et Joannes, de metallo dimissus, sic postea tradidit banc candem quam acceperat a Domino Apocalypsim."
2. On Apoc. xvii. 10, about the Beast's seventh and eighth heads, he writes;
" Intelligi oportet tempus quo Scriptura Apocalypsis edita est. Quoniam tui.c
erat Ctesar Domitianus ; ante ilium autcm fucrat Titus frater illius, et Vespasianus paler, Galba, Olho, et Vitellius. Hi sunt quinque qui ceciderunt unus
extat sill) quo scribilur Apocalypsis
Domitianus scilicet. Alius nondum venit
;

;

:

;

:

:

;

;

:

—

Nervam

:

dicit."

have alluded to the work now come down to us as Victorinus' Commentary,
and from which I have quoted the above, as interpolated. Of this there can be no
doubt, supposing it to be really in the main Victorinus' Commentary for Jerome
speaks of Victorinus' Comment as millennarian, whereas the Comment extant
I

:

• The passage (Ad Thcodor.-Laps.) is this. To Se Kara tov vtov eKuvov rov
ixiv Xuiavvov rov Zi^t'Sawv ytvomvov (.laOrtTiju, v^epov Se ciri iroAuc ArjirrapXTjo'Oj'Ttt xpovov, Kai Tra\iv vrto iwv a-jioov too /xaicapiuv dripevOevja
ovSe
x^'P'^''avros wyvofis.
Kai aov TroAAoKir riicovaa Qavfia^ovros rrfv (TvyKaTa&aaiv ttjc
KoAXriv, KM on ry\v aluaxdetcrai/ irpuruv e(pi\T]ae Sf^iau tw vecfi irtpixvOfis, Kai ovtws
avrou firi t« irporepa eiravnyayt. Where mark the ry jfw in the conclusion.

npoTipov

•

.

.

.

•

•
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the testimony of an Apocryphal author

who

wrote a history of St. John under the name of Prochorus,

one

of the seven primary deacons

Acts
the

^
;

a work,

I

same perhaps

Athanasius."

mentioned

in

conceive, of the third century,

as

the

and

one noted among the spurious by

—Again Eusehius'

testimony

may

be cited

on the date of the Apocalyptic revelation, (though he
doubted about

author,) as the deliberate

its

that of Irenaeus.^

—The same

is

adoption of

the recorded

judgment

ends with a direct reprobation of millennarianism.* Hence a doubt as to its
genuineness. Of tliis, however, I am in conjunction with Tillemont, and 1 think
Lardner, (see his Vol. iii. p. 1G7,) well persuaded.
For the anti-millcnnarian
closing sentence (as also another that involves an anachronism f) is evidently
patched on by some transcriber or editor of those sentiments; and there still
remain in the body of the piece millennarian passages, of the precise character
described by Jerome.
Lardner has cited one of this kind, which I subjoin in a
Note. I Another, still more decisive, has met my own eye. On the passage,
"Thrust in thy sliarp sickle, and gather the clusters of the vine of the earth,"
(Apoc. xiv. 18) the Comment explains it of the destruction of the unbelieving
B. P. M. iii. p. 420.
nations " in adventu Domini et apertione regni sanctorum."
" They chose Stephen and Philip and Prochorus, &c.
' Acts vi. h
2 Such is Bellarmine's conjecture, (" Fortasse hccc Prvchori Narratio de rebus
Gestis Sancti Joannis, est liber ille qui sub nommti " Circuitus Joannis " mter
;

Apocrypha recensetur k Sancto Athanasio in Synopsi,") prefixed to the work in
the B. P. M. ii.46.
It is under an impression of the probability of this being
the work referred to by Athanasius, that I have placed it in the third century at
latest.
Forgeries under the names of apostles, Sec, began almost before the end
of the first century (see Mosh. i. 2.2. 17, ii. 2. 3. 15), and continued (as in the
notable case of Dionijsius the Arcopagite) even in the fourth. The Pseudo-Prochorus is very full on the subject of Domitian's concern in the persecution; and
gives the Emprror's pretended Rescript, addressed to the Ephesian heathens who
Chap. xiv.
had applied for it, condemning the apostle to the mines in Patmos.

B. P.

M.

ii.53.

Immediately before the quotation made by him from Irenaeus, which I have
given at full in the first Note of this chapter, Eusehius says, " In this persecution {imder Domilian) it is reported that John the Apostle and Evangelist, being
yet alive, was banished into the island Patmos, for the testimony of the word of
God." The whole of this report, however, he gives as from Irenaius. And the
date, as well as mention of the Apocalyptic John as John the Apostle and Evangelist, might perhaps be deemed a part of that report, rather than his own
opinion.
But in another passage, viz. H. E. iii. 29, soon following, he adds a
2

* " Ergo audiendinon sunt qui mille annorum regnum terrenum esse confirmant." B. P. M. p. 421.
t One in which Theodore's Epitome is referred to, a work of tlie sixth century
" Sunt autem libri Veteris Testamenti qui accipiuntur 24, quos in Epitomis
Theodori invenias." Ibid. p. 417. This sentence is so entirely detached, that
it might be taken out without at all disturbing the sense of the context.
;

X

" In Juda;") ubi

Ibid. p.

415.

omnes

sancti convcnturi sunt, et

no.minum suum ad.uaturi."
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same of Sulpitius Severus.^— Farther,
we find a distinct statement of similar purport in Primasius, an eminent Augustinian commentator on the Apoof Jerome

;

*

the

calypse ^ of the sixth

Commentary,

he

century.

speaks

of

In his Preface to this
the

Apocalyptic visions

John when banished and condemned to the mines in Patmos by the Emperor DomiAnd more might yet be added.'*
tian.-'^

having heen seen by

St.

—

Such
still

is

the later and subsidiary

calyptic visions in

—

Patristic testimony

John having seen the ApoPatmos under the reign of Domitian :

extant, to the fact of St.

a chain of testimony not to be viewed

would

(so

as Tilloch

quite unwarrantably represent it)^ as but the re-

statement showing that Ae too judged that to have been the time of the vision,
" About this time {Domitian's reign)
whichever John was the seer for he says
was the Heresy of the Nicolaitans, which continued for a short time of which
And so too in his Chronicon ;
also the Revelation of John makes mention."
where he places St. John's banislnnent at the 14th year of Domitian.
In Note 5. p. 43, it will be shown that tiiere is nothing contradictory to this
in his statement on the same subject in his Demonstratio Evangelica.
" Vidit enim (sc. Joannes Apostolus) in Patmo insulA. in qu4 fuerat h. Dotni'
tiano Principe ob Domini martyrium relegatus, Apocalypsim."
Adv. Jovin. Lib.
i.
So again in his De V. L chap. 9, where he speaks of John's banishment as
an event that occurred in the 14th year of Domitian's reign. Lardner, iv. 446.
I may add that in the Epist. 44 Paul(B et Eustochii ad Marcellam, given in Jerome's Works, Tom. iv. ii. 549, (Bened. Ed.) the Apocalypse is spoken of as
:

;

;

—

written after the destruction of Jerusalem.
' " Interjccto deinde tempore Domitianus, Vespasiani filius, persecutus est
Christianos: quo tempore Joannem Apostolum atque Evangelistam in Pathmon
insulam relegavit; ubi ille librum Apocalypsinconscriptum edidit." Hist. Sacr.
Lib. ii. chap, xxxi (al. xlv).
Lardner, iv. f)75.
" Hsec autem eo tempore
3 I quote from it as given in tlie B. P. M. x. 288.
videre promeruit, quo in Patmos insulA pro Christo k Domitiano Ccesare e-s.\Wo
missus, et metallo damnatus, terminis arccl)atur inclusus."
As Isidore of Seville, about GOO A. 1). in a chronicle of his own (see Lardner, v. 140 ;) and somewhat later the venerable Bede.
Sec his Homily on St.
John the Evangelist, and also his Prologue to the Seven Catholic Epistles, quoted
Lastly the old Roman Martyrology, as Whitby observes on
in Lardner, v. 145.
Hcb. iv. 3, asserts that Antipas, mentioned Apoc ii. 13, suffered martyrdom
under Domitian ; so fixing the date of the Apocalypse to a time after that event.
"However numerous the authors are wiio ascribe it to the end of Domitian's reign, the testimony of all of them may be resolved into that of one
indirid/K/l whom they copied, (p. 9, " whom they refer to,") namely, Ircnaeus."
Tilloch on the Apocalypse, p. 14.
So again pp. 8, 9, 41. He adds, p. C, after
Sir Isaac, that Irenreus first introduced, this opinion.
Why not rather Papias,
or I'olycarp ?
•*

;

—

''

—

a
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own

writers
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do not even

deliberate independent
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indeed for the most

refer to;'

but as their

judgment^ formed on

As

evidence that then existed.

to

tradition respecting the date, if such there was,

Newton and

I.

Tilloch,

still

historic record, have assumed,^)

unknown

And

to them.

all the

any contrary early
(as Sir

without any warrant of

can scarcely have been

it

their total silence respecting

it

on one of two suppositions viz. either
is
that it did not exist, or that they deemed it undeserving
of credit, and not even worth the notice.
Nor can this be wondered at seeing that as to any
only explicable

;

:

contrary statement on the point in question, there appears to have been

none whatsoever until the time of

Epiphanius, Bishop of Salamis in Cyprus, in the latter
half of the fourth century

by Mosheim

"

:

a writer

whose work

is

de-

of blots and errors, through
the levity and ignorance of the author " ^ and who in
cried

as

full

:

his statement

on

this very point,

— supposing

it

correctly

written, and not an error of transcription in our copies,

— so exemplifies
silent neglect

Sidpitius,

this

ignorance,

as well to justify

by those writers of our catena,

and Primasius, who lived

after

viz.

For he

him.

speaks of St. John having prophesied when in the
of Patmos, in the days of the Emperior Claudius
lime when, as Michaelis justly

observes,^

it

its

Jerom,

'^

;

isle

—

does not

appear from history that there was any imperial persecution

of the Christian body

whatsoever

;

and when

pray the reader to refer back to the extracts as evidence on this point.
this hypothesis.
Sir I. Newton calls it "a tradition in
the first chnrches." Tilloch says, p. 9, "Epiphanius followed some other" (of
"
conrsQ earlier) "authority now lost
p. 10, " A'arZj/ commentators held the
opinion, &c.
^

^

I

They dwell much on

:

•*

'

hvTov

naT/Koe

iv. 2.

Se irpo^rjrevffavroi ep XP"'''^'^
I-Ia;r. 51, n. 33,

vricTov vnrjp^if.

5

2.

9.

KKavSiov Kaiirapos avuTarw, ore
quoted by Lardncr, iv. 190.

Ibid. p. 520,

eij Tjjf
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moreover the probability

that of the seven Apocalyptic

is

churches scarce one was as yet in existence,

Apostle John

moreover

no

in

and the

^

vvay associated with the

But indeed one is almost forced to suspect
For Epiphanius
some strange error in the transcriber.
district. ^

elsewhere implies John's age to have been ninety at the

time of his return from Patmos.
that he

really

And

^

can we suppose

thought John to have been ninety years old

before A. D. 54, which was the latest year of the

Claudius, or about seventy
his disciple

'^

?

when

of

life

called by Christ

to be

— Besides whose strange theory we are

re-

mined by Newton and Tilloch of yet another testimony
to the early date of the Apocalypse.

to a Syriac version of the book,

ginning of the sixth century,^
Revelation which was
gelist in the island

-

then

subscription

thus worded
to

;

" The

John the Evan-

of Patmos, whither he was banished

But of what value

broached,

first

is

made by God

by the Emperor Nero.'"
nion,

The

written about the be-

as

it

this opi-

would appear?

1 See Note 1
p. 47.
The reader should remember, that in the Acts and Apostolic

— Or

Epistles

we

have an authentic history, or historical notices, of the state of the Christian
Church throughout the whole of the reign of (Claudius, which lasted only from
A. D. 41 to 54.
So that we are perfectly in a situation to compare the facts of
the case with the theory, as to the time of tlic Apocalyptic publication thus
broached in Ei)iphanius, and so convince ourselves ot its falsehood.
The passage I refer to is one in which Epiphanius speaks of John writing
•*

Aio mrfpov avayica^ei ro ayiov Tlfsv/aa
his Gospel, given in Lardner, iv. 188.
Tov \ct>avv7]v, TrapaiTovfJ-efoy evayyeAicracOai. 5i' evXaPeiuv /cat ra.Tmi'0(ppij(Tvvr]v, ent
?(joy]^, ^fTO rvv avTov
Kaiaapos' icai fxtTa iKui'a irr}
Tuv SiaTptipat avTop airo
Atrios avayua^eTO.t iKdeadcci to €vayyf\iov.
Wliere we may most naturally understand the "after nitieiij years ofa^c," as in
chronological apposition with the " aflcr the return froti) Patmos, ichirh teas
tinder Claudius the Emperor."
Sec Note 3 p. 37, suprh. At p. 190 Lardner expresses liis suspicion of an
error of transcription in the passage given in my Note 4 p. -41. And Vitringa
intimates tiiat he should have thought the same, but from the circumstance of
I'^piphanius twice over mal<ing the statement.
The same suspicion, and the same
difficulty, must have crossed the mind, I should think, of every intptircr.
" The Syriac version of the Apocalypse is now known to be a part of the
Philoxenian version, which was made by I'olycarp at the beginning of the sixth
century."
Michaclis p. r)21.

Tj; y-qpaXiq.

avTuv

7]\iKia,

fXiTa tTTj evv^imKovTa Tf]s kavjov

arro t7)s XluTfj-ov firavoSov, Trjv

etti

KKo.vZwv

ytvoij.ei'rjv

[f. (tt{\ ttjv

'

—

—

•'•
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of what that of the commentator Arethas, pro-

mulgated

still

two or three centuries later/ to the

effect

was written before the destruction

that the Apocalypse

of Jerusalem;'^ an opinion

indeed else?^
where in the body of his work by himself
Alike the
contradicted

—

one and the other

waked up by

if

been

unnoticed for centuries.

slept

And

of a more modern age, it has only
we have seen, confesses) from the

critics

(as Michaelis,

supposed necessity of such dates, in order to any possible explanation of the Apocalyptic prophecies."^
It

does not need that

tain points of indirect
in favour of

I discuss at all

and subsidiary

historical evidence,

an early date, which these writers have also

called in to their aid.

be found below

and

:

A

sufficient notice of
w'ill

it

direct testimony just

the

prominently cer-

discussed,

worthless on examination.^

them

appear that they

—Nor

all,

will

like

prove weak and

will the

only other

" The beast that I saw was like to a leopard, and his mouth
" Per os Iconis regnnm designatur Babyloniorum, cui
like a lion's," he writes
Saraccnorum rcgnum manifeste successit, quod in hoc usque tempus regia eorum
Baby lone sit.'' B. P. M. ix. 77 !• Now the Saracen capital of Bagdad near Babylon was not built till A. D. 762.
It seems strange that this clear evidence of a
date attaching to ^'irethns, at least as late as near A. D. 800, should have been
overlooked by so many critics, who have spoken of him as of the sixth century,
For it does not look like an interpolation.
- " Nondum enim vastatio a Romanis illata Judaios involverat, ubi hsec Evan{^eiista oracula suscipiebat."
Comment, in Apoc. vii. 4 B. P. M. ix. 75y.
Andreas had previously mentioned that certain preceding expositors supposed
an allusion to this event in Apoc. vii Taira Tivis eis Tr]v ein Ovfairaaiavov
'

On Apoc.

xiii. 2,

;

—

;

;

/3a(7iXecos

KoXiopiaav e^eXa^ov

airavra,

tuv

eiprjuivooi'

eKUTOV TpoTroXoyrjaavres

;

and Michaelis, p. 524, suggests that Hippolytus' lost Comment must be the one
But I find what answers to Andreas' statement in Tichonius' still
referred to.
extant Commentary, Homily xiii; an expositor of the fourth century. This, however, is meant in a. retrospectivi; sense simply
just, for example, as Faber's view
;

of the Seals.
^

in

On Apoc. i. 9. he cites with approbation Eusebius' date " Relegatum ipsum
Patmum insulam siib Domitiano fuisse Eusebius Pamphili in Chronica su<\
;

B. P. M. 743.
See Note 2 p. 36 supr^.
tiro points of subsidiary historic evidence urged by Sir I. Newton,
in proof of the Apocalypse having been written in Nero's persecution ; besides
the story from Clement already noticed Note 4, p. 37.
Of these two the 07ie is thus stated by that eminent author. " Eusebius in
but afterwards in his
his Chronicle and Ecclesiastical History follows Irenaeus
Evangelical Demonstrations he conjoins the banishmciit of John into Patmos
with the deaths of Peter and Paul and so do TertuHian, and PseudoProchorus
as well as the fust author, whoever he was, of that very ancient fable, that John
*

citat."
^

There are

:

:

;

—
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evidence offered on their side,
character^

— evidence

and which has been urged of

internal in
late years

its

with

was put by Nero into a vessel of boiling oil, and, coming out unhurt was banished
by him into Patmos. Though this story be no more than a fiction, yet was it
founded on a tradition in the first churches, that John was banished into Patmos
days of Nero."
this I observe,
Eusehius, after briefly sketching the earlier persecutions of the apostles and
disciples, as related in the Book of the Acts of the Apostles, adds that subsequently to these (tirj toutois) James, the Lord's brother, was stoned to death;
and then passes to the following notice of Peter, Paul, and John, which is the
Kai Tlerpos de eiri 'Poj/tTjs Kara K€(pa\ris
passage referred to by Sir L Newton
^avpovTui, nav\os re aTroTfixverai, liuavvrjs re vrjacfi irapafiiSoTar
a passage followed by the general statement that the surviving disciples, undeterred by these
things, persisted in their Christian profession and designs.
Eusebius Dem.
Thus we see that there is here no intiEvang. Lib. iii. p. 116. (Paris 1628.)
mation whatever of synchronism between the two events.
2. In Tertullian's Treatise De Pres. Hcer. c. 36, (who was theirs* author of
the story referred to*) the conjoined mention of John's being thrown into boiling oil, and Paul's and Peter's death, is not at all a chronological but a local conSpeaking of Rome he says; " Ista qukm f felix ecclesia cui totam
junction.
doctrinam apostoli cum sanguine profuderunt ubi Petrus passioni Dominicse
adaequatur ; ubi Paulus Joannis [sc. Baptistse] exitu coronatur ubi apostolus
Joannes, posteaquam in oleum igneum demersus nihil passus est, in insulam releNot a word is said of this last transaction having taken place under
gatur."
Nero. On the contrary, tradition, we shall now see, referred it to the times of
Domitian. For first Jerom adv. Jovinian (Lib. i.) repeats the story immediately after the clause given in Note 1 p. 40 suprh., wherein he states Domitian
to have been the Emperor that banished St. John to Patmos.
Further Sir I.
Newton's own witness,
3. Pseudo-Prochorus is as directly against him.
For, after telling the story at
full length, and similarly conjoining the mention of this event with that of
Paul's and Peter's martyrdoms, as a mere association of place, (for he supposes
it to have occurred at Rome, and that thus the Porta Latiyia in that city became
a memorial of the one apostle, as the Porta Vaticana was of the two others,)
after this, I say, he expressly states the Emperor by whom St. John was
thus thrown into the oil to have been Dnmiliun, (who soon after banished him
" Audiens Dumitianus de advcntu ejus (Joannis), jussit
to Patmos,) not Nero.
ut proconsul duceret ante Portam Latinam, et in fcrventis olei dolium ilium vivum dimitti.". ..." Deus enim per crudelem tyrannum consilium suum disponebat, ut, sicut virtutibus et signis Joannes ct Petrus socii fuerunt, ita in urbi
RomS, memoriam habercnt sui triumphi. Sicut enim Porta Vaticana," &c. Domitian is again and again mentioned l)y this writer as the Emperor concerned in
the persecution of St. John. B. P. M. ii. 52.
One cannot but greatly regret that such a man as Sir L Newton should have
written what was not only so incorrect, but so calculated to mislead.
Perhaps,
however, he may have transcribed from others, and not looked into the originals.
in the

On
1.

;

—

:

;

The other point of subsidiary historic evidence urged by Sir Isaac, and repeated
by Dr. Tilloch with an air of great confidence and triumph, p. 41, is the early
existence of pseudo-Ajwcahjpscs in the professing Christian Churcli ; especially
one by Cerinthus, who, they say, lived so early as to withstand the apostles in the
first Council at Jerusalem, (Acts xv,) and died before St. John
which false
Apocalypses implied the previous existence of tlie true. But what the authority
for assigning this early date to Cerinthus and his Apocalypses ?
It is well known
:

—

* See Lardncr,

ii.

286.

f Aiiter, Statu felix.

—

So Pamelius.

—

—
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by Dr. Tilloch and

^

and Bishop Newton,

— be found

at all better able to bear examination.

For what the main argument?
tain
in

marked

similarities

sundry Epistles of Peter

Nero's death,

to

It is

discoverable,

Epistles afterwards.^

Now

cer-

suppose,

and Paul, written before

passages in the Apocalypse

they infer that the Apocalypse was

it is

founded on

as they

in

written

;

whence

first,

the

a question of this kind

important to distinguish between cases of 7'eference

—

some antecedent writing, whether direct, or by
means of the article or pronouns demonstrative, and
to

—

those of mere similar iti/ of thought or expression.
the former class

from the apostolic
which

is

of examples adduced by these
epistles,

there

not one,

is

Of

critics

I believe,

not explicable as a reference to the previous

As

prophecies of the Old Testament.^
to be a controverted point (as

Mosheim

says,

2. 5. 16,

to cases of
and Lardner

mere

409)
whether Cerinthus was of the first century or the second. Epiphanius, the inthe
untrustworthy
Epiphanius,
is
only
author
accurate and most
of the story
On the other hand Irenajus
of Cerinthus being at the Council at Jerusalem.
which last he deemed (as his date of
dates the Cerinthians after the Nicolaitans
Theodoret implies (as
the Apocalypse proves) to have been of Domitian's time.
Lardner observes, ibid.) tliat Cerinthus did notarise till the old age of St. John
and Epiphanius himself puts the Cerinthians elsewhere after the Carpocratians,
whom all place, I believe (See Lardner 393) after the end of the first century
Let me add, had these perverters of St. John's Jpocalypse written as early as
Tilloch asserts, might we not presume that they would have been as specifically
i.

—

viii.

—

;

;

!

reprobated, as tho;e that wrested St. PauVs epistles, in 2 Peter iii. 16 ?
See the notices of it by Burgh in the Appendix to his Comment on the ReThe former envelation, and by a Reviewer in the Investigator, Vol. i. p. 213.
the latter however much more cautirely adopts and approves the argument
tiously, and only in part.
- See the enumeration of them in Sir \. Newton and Dr. Tilloch.
The most
striking, I think, are those from St. Peter about the church at Babylon, the royal
and those from the Hebrews about
priesthood, and 7iew heavens and new earth
the heavenly sabbatism, the general assembly, the coming unto Mount Zion, the
city that hath the foioidutions, the heavenly Jerusalem : also, as Dr. Tilloch adds,
p. 99, and his Reviewer in the Investigator, the expressions in 1 Cor. xv. 52,
about the last Trumpet's sounding, and in Gal. iv. 26 about the Jerusalem above,
which is the mother of us all.
^ E. g. St. Peter's promised new heavens and new earth may be referred to
the city which hath the
Isa. Ixv. 17, Ixvi. 22, as well as to Apoc. xxi. 1
foundations to Isa. liv. 11, as well as to Apoc. xxi. li;—the last trumpet to
Exod. xix. 16, (compared with Ileb. xii. 19, 26 and 1 Thess. iv. 16,) as well
as to Apoc. xi. 15.
'

;

;

;
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and coincidence of

similarity

see

much

of

even

it

in

t/iought,

if

we may

often

uninspired writings, without im-

plying imitation on the part of one or other of the writers,

how much more may we

expect undesigned resem-

blances in inspired writings, such as are both the Epistles and Book of the Apocalypse spoken of; seeing that,
though written by different human penmen, they were
inspired by one and the same divine Spirit :^ which

may

Spirit

just as well be

brief sketch to

idea or

was afterwards

supposed to have dictated an

St.

Peter or St. Paul, which

to be developed in

the finished pictures

of the Apocalypse of St. John, as to have spoken by
those first-mentioned Apostles in terms or figures bor-

rowed from the previously promulged pictures of the
Apocalypse.

All this

very evident

is

;

and with

it

the

exceeding danger of arguing, so as Newton and Tilloch

have done, for the chronological priority of the Apocalypse,

from any supposed imitations of

it

which they may

think to trace in one and another of the apostolic epistles.

But

it is

forth of the utter

argument
that

unsoundness and error of

in the clearest light.

this principle there

071

we owe

to Dr. Tilloch himself that

the setting
this

must be allowed proof of refer-

ence to the Apocalypse in St. Paul's two Epistles
Thessalonians,

—

their

For he has plainly shown
to

the

proof as conclusive as in any other case

^
:

" No prophecy of the scripture is of any private inter*
2 Peter i. 20, 21
for the prophecy came not in old time by the will of man, but holy
pretation
men of God spake as they were moved by the Holy Ghost."
' Tilloch, Diss. ii. §
In the First Epistle to the Thessalo11, pp. 110—122.
nians, he says, p. 110, there arc several expressions, which, " if we believe that
the writer often lias allusions to the Apocalypse in his other Epistles, we can
"
hardly have reason to doubt have reference to the contents of that prophecy
:

:

:

instancing the tcrath to coinc, the coming of Christ with all his saints, the coming
as a thief in the night, the trumpet of God, and the signs and periods, which the
1 Thcss.
i.
10, iii. 13, iv. 16, v. i, comChristians addressed ;^rr/><7/f/ A/ifjc
Again oftiie Second
&c.
pared with Apoc. vi. If), xix. 11
14, xi. l."), xiii.
Epistle he writes, p. 117; "To the author of this work it appears certain that
Rest with us, when the
in these passages of the first chapter (vi;;. verses 7, H,

—

;

—

.'>,

'

—
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the which Epistles were, however, notoriously written*

(and

indeed other of the Epistles also-) before ever a

Christian church was founded at Ephesus
before
as

47

it

:

much more

had any episcopal angel presiding over

was addressed

in the

by the Lord Jesus

^
!

!

first

it,

of the Apocalyptic Epistles

— Such

is

their

main argument

Of

prove an early date from internal evidence.
lesser

and subsidiary

One word,

J

such

to

the

add a brief notice below.*

ere I conclude,

on two or three

partially

corroborative points of evidence drawn from profane hisLord Jesus shall be revealed from heaven in flaming fire,') the allusions to the
Apocalypse are quite obvious."
Both these Epistles were written, while Timothy and Silas were with Paul,
from Corinth: (compare Acts xviii. 5, 1 Thess. i. I, iii. 1, 2, 6, 2 Thess. i. 1)
and it was not til! after leaving Corinth that he first touched at Ephesus, where
there was then no Christian church, but only a Jewish synagogue (Acts xviii. 19 ;)
nor till his second visit, on returning from Jerusalem and Antioch, (Acts xix.
1, &c.) that he formed a church in that city.
Indeed Tilloch allows this, pp.
'

:

—

21, 112,
^ E. g.
the first Epistle to the Corinthians.
For it was written from Ephesus, as all allow, and is indeed most manifest (see 1 Cor. xvi. 8, 19), during
St. Paul's sojourn at Ephesus, mentioned Acts xix, in which he founded the
Ephesian Church.
I might add the same of the Epistle to the Galatians, which
bears date probably yet earlier.
See Lardner and Macknight on the Chronology
of St. Paul's Epistles.
^ There is a passage in Polycarp's Epistle to the Philippians, hiUierto unnoticed
in this controversy, which seems to me very illustrative.
He writes thus, §11;
" St. Paul in the beginning of his Epistle, glories of you in all the churches
which then only knew God ; for we did not then know Him." That is, that at
the date of St. Paul's Epistle to the Philippians, or as late as about the year
A. D 62, the Christian Church of Smyrna (which was one of the AjMcalyplic

—

churches) had not been formed.
* First Sir I. Newton draws
a subsidiary argument from the Jewish allusions
prominent in the Apocalypse
" allusions," says Sir I. " to the temple and altar
and Holy City, as then standing." But surely this is takino- for granted a point
essential to be proved in the first instance, (and which, let me beg to say, I am
persuaded never can be proved,) viz. that tiiese terms are to be construed literally of the old Jerusalem, not figuratively of the Christian Church.
In a Book
that confessedly abounds in symbols, is not a symbolic use of these terms natural,
and almost to be expected ? Of the same class, and as obviously invalid, are
Professor Moses Stuart's arguments, given very recently in the American Bibliotheca Sacra, No. ii. p. 349
arguments drawn 1st, from the exemption of Christian
Jews, so he explains the sealed in A.poc. vii, and also of the inner sanctuary of
the Temple, Apoc. xi, from impending destruction
2nd, fromtiie express naming
of the city to be destroyed as tiie place where our Lord was crucified, viz. Jerusalem " which," says he, "consequently could not then have been destroyed."
Would the Professor hold that it is the literal Sodom and Gomorrha meant in Isa.
i. 10 ?
As to the constant and consistent symholic use of these figures in the Apocalypse, it will abundantly appear in the ensuing Commentary.
Somewhat of a similar kind is Michaelis' argument from the designation of the
;

—

—

:

;

;

—
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tory and historians. First

it

would seem from

their report

very questionable (nor does any authentic ecclesiastical
history decisively contradict

it)

whether Nero's persecu-

tion of Christians extended far beyond the precincts of

Rome
of

itself:^

itself

a circumstance which,

the proposed

if true,

negatives

John having been

theory of St.

banished in his persecution to the mines of Patmos.
Secondly, they furnish no evidence that in Nero's persecution banishment to the islands, with

its

usual penal

accompaniments, was one of the punishments then put
in force

against accused

other hand,

proof that

we have

Christians

whereas, on the

:

direct profane historic testimony in

punishment

ivas

enforced

against persons accused of Christianity in the

persecu-

that

particular

The

tion by Domitian.

illustrative

case of the noble

Senator Clemens' noble wife Domitilla
to the

memory

of the classic reader.

add, thirdly, that

it

^

will readily

—To which

occur

let

me

appears from Tacitus^ that about the

sixth year of Nero, or

A. D. 61, the

having been destroyed by

an

city oi

earthquake,

Lao dice a

— in

which

In the Epistles, lie argues,
presiding bishops of the seven churches as angels.
the governors of the Cliurches are called einiTKOTrot, bishops : and from St. John's
calling them angels we may perhaps infer that the Apocalypse was written before
As if the
this f/;wco/)a/ appellative came into use; i. e. before the Epistles.
symbolic use of that term, as well as of others borrowed from the Jewish ritual,
See a Note on that verse of the Apocadid not sufficiently explain the thing!
lypse which mentions angels, a few pages infr^.
'
90.
As to the inscription in Lardner, vi. 623,
See Neander, Engl. Transl. i.
given from the archseologist Gruter, which would make Nero's persecution to have
extended info Portugal, Dean Waddington (Hist, of Ciiristian Church, p. 42)
says, "The forgery of the Lusitanian inscription, according to which
Nero
purged that province from the new superstition,' is now universally admitted."
^ The history is found in
both Suetonius, on Domitian, and Dion Cassius
extracted by Lardner, Vol. vi. G47, vii. 342.
Lib. 67
Or see Burton's History
of the Church, p. 1-59, and Neander, p. 91.
Let me observe that Dion Cassius mentions also expressly the liberation from
exile of those whom Domitian had banished on the charge of atheism (i. e. of
Christians) by the l'".mpcror Ncrva on his accession; 'O fifpovas tovs
Kpivofifvovs CK afff^eia apT)Ki, kul tovs (pevyovras KarTjyayc a fact precisely agreeing
with all ecclesiastical tradition respecting St. John, on that Emperor's death
(whoever he was) that had banished him to Patmos.
3 Annal. xiv. 27.
See also Pliny, N. H. v. 29.

—

—

'

;

n

—
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the adjacent cities

of ColosscB and Hierapolis were also involved,
dicea itself was alaiost immediately after rebuilt
there

is

:

Lao-

whereas

no historic evidence of the restoration for a half

century, or more, of the other two of those fallen cities.^
I note this in

answer

the circumstance of the

mentioned

in the

Tilloch's rash argument, that

to

Church

at

CoIossce not being

Apocalyptic Epistles, justifies an infer-

ence that the Apocalypse was seen and written before
the

first

founding of the Colossian Church.^

Thus

conclude) the varied historical evidence that

(to

has been inquired into

calypse, as seen

Domitian

all

concurs to confirm the date

and expressly assigned by IrencBus to the Apo-

originally

:

that

ning of 96.*

and written at the close of the reign of
near the end of the year 95, or begin-

is

Accordingly, the most approved modern

ecclesiastical historians

and

biblical critics,

—

writers

who

have had no bias on the point in question, one way or
the other, from any particular cherished theory of
calyptic interpretation,

Neander,

Mill,

Le

—

for

Clerc,

Apo-

example Mosheim, Milner,
Basnage, Dupin, Turretin,

Spanheim,^ Whitby,^ Lampe, Lardner,' Tomline, Buragree with Mr. Knight in supposing Eusebius to mean the same earthquake
it in the tenth year of Nero.
^ See my Introduction to the Prophecy Ch. ii. ad init. infrk, for authorities.
3 "These passages (viz.
John to the seven churches in Asia,' 'The seven
stars are the angels of the seven churches,') prove that the Apocalypse was
written before there was a church at Colosse or at Hierapolis
for Dean Woodhouse has not ventured to state that these churches had censed to exist at the
date he assigns to the Apocalypse." Tilloch, p. 32.
And so again p. 38. Dean
Woodhouse, it seems, in accounting for the omission of these churches, had
simply said they were probably not mentioned from the circumstance of their
having become of less importance.
* Domitian was assassinated in the September of A. D. 96.
Burton, 163.
^ Spanheim in his Eccles. Hist, speaks of it as among the things certain.
'

I

as Tacitus, though he places

'

:

—

'^

On Heb.

iv. 3.

11: " Lampe has asserted, and Lardner fully confirms
the assertion, that all antiquity is abundantly agreed that Domitian was the
author of St. John's banishment to Patmos.' "
7

So Woodhouse,

p.

'
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ton/ &c, &c,

am

—have

alike adopted

persuaded, depend on

its

it.^

And we may,

I

correctness with as unhes-

and implicit confidence, as on the truth of almost
any of the lesser facts recorded in history.^ The impor-

itating

—

on Apocalyptic interpretation
once from this, that the visions shown to

tant bearing of this date
will

appear at

St.

John

after

his rapture

to heaven,

(Apoc.

iv.

1,

2,) were declared to be significant of events consequent on

the date
all

of the revelation

-^

thereby excluding of course

reference tothelongpreviously consummated siege and

subversion of Jerusalem, and fixing a later chronological

epoch, whence to begin the exposition from history.

It

seems surprising to me that respectable and learned
commentators should have wasted their time and labour
in building up Apocalyptic Expositions on the sandy
foundation of an earlier Neronic date.

^

It

seems stran-

^ Burton, p. 163, says
"The date of all his (St. John's) •writings is attended
with uncertainty, except perhaps that of his Apocalypse, which must have been
"
written either in the island of Patmos, or soon after liis return to Ephpsus.
Dr. B. had just before spoken of John's banishment to Patmos as under Domitian.
- So too Bossuet, and other learned Roman Catholic Expositors.
And, let me add, I have reason to know that Mr. Clinton, the eminent author
of the Fasti Hellenici, considers the date of 1)5 or 96 as a point clear, and not to
be doubted.
3 Dean IVoodhouse has largely treated the primary subject of this Preliminary
Essay, (I mean the genuineness of the Apocalypse) in the Essay prefixed to his
Commentary on the Apocalypse. And it was my original intention simply to
have referred to him upon it. But, having drawn up a sketch independently,
for my own satisfaction, it appeared to me that there was in it an addition of
evidence to that offered by Woodhouse quite sufficient to justify my publishing
my own sketch, after comparison with and improvement from his especially
The same in regard to the other
as considering the convenience of the reader.
subject of my Essay, i. e. the dale of the Apocalypse, which has been excellently
treated by Lardner, v. 414.
My own chapter on it however was mainly drawn
up before seeing his ; and it has reference to some important points on which
he has not entered, especially to objections made by Dr. Tiiloch and others to
;

—

;

Irena:us' date after his time.
• Apoc. iv. 1
aSfi yivtadai ixcra raura. This will be again remarked on,
when I come to the exposition.
I may particularize, as most eminent among the living, the Arabic Professor
of Cambridge, Dr. Lee ; and the Hebrew Professor of the Andover Theological
Seminary in America, Dr. Moses Stuart. The former published an Exposition
;

•''

of the Apocalypse sometime ago, viz. in the year 1830.
The latter has advertized
the speedy publication of an Kxpositioa by himself, the result, he tells us, of 20

^
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that they should have allowed themselves so to

represent the present state of evidence and argument on
the point, as

if

the fact of this earlier date were a thing

admitted/ and beyond doubt.
years' labour; and of which the principles, as referring the main part of the
Apocalyptic prophecy to the Roman Emperor Nero, and the destruction of Jerusalem, are sufficiently declaimed in the Bibliotheca Sacra, and denounced in the
just criticisms of Prof. Bush of New York.
See the Articles on the subject by
the last mentioned learned Professor in his Hierophant.
•
Professor Lee simply says in his introduction, " I take for granted that the
author lived some time before the destruction of Jerusalem. This opinion I
ground on the circumstance that no mention of this event as a fact is found in
this book."
A strange argument surely, as regards a purely prophetic book
And then, in corroboration of this opinion, he simply in a note refers 1 to
Arethas, stating that the Apocalypse "was written at Ephesus sometime after
the
had commenced "
Jerusalem,
!

.

John had

and before the war against

left

Jews

:

not adding however either Arethas' own late date or the fact of his elsewhere
2. to Victoexpressly stating St. John's exile to have occurred under Domitian
without a
rinus, saying that St. John wrote his Apocalypse before his Gospel
word on Victorinus' express testimony to the Domitianic date of the Apostle's
;

:

;

exile.

Professor Stuart in the Bibliotheca Sacra, No. ii. p. 349, actually writes thus
" That the Apocalypse was written under the bloody reign of Nero, or shortly
after, is now a matter agreed on by nearly all the recent critics who have studied
the literature of this Book "
:

!

Since this was printed Professor Stuart's Apocalyptic Commentary has come
my hands the result, it is said, of some twenty years' thought and labour * and I have carefully looked into it to see by what new evidence or
^

into

;

:

argument he might justify the Neronic date, on which in fact his system is
mainly based. The argument occupies in his first Volume from p. 263 to p.
284. The greater part of the ground I have gone over
but there are some
points new.
And I think it right, as the subject is so important, the advocate
on the side I oppose so well known for ability and learning, and a movement of
mind among some of the more literary in this country, especially of the dissent;

ing body, been lately manifested in unison with Professor Stuart,t to put the reader in full possession of his argument and evidence.
It is of course divided into
evidence external and internal. It is only the former that will occupy us any
considerable time.
I. Professor Stuart's ea;/erna/ or /iis^orJca/ evidence.
1. And here, in his opening summary,
he admits distinctly in the first instance the futility of the attempts that have been made to get rid of IreniEus'
famous testimony asserting the Domitianic date, by supplying another nominative case, instead of AiroKaXvypis, to the verb ewpadri, so as I have stated at p.
:J:

:
whether louawris, on IVetstein's principle ; or opo/xa, on Knittel's and
Starr's; or the Beast, on that of the Latin translator.
And really the true construction with Atto/coAih^is is so palpable, that one is astonished to find at this

36 suprk

* So the Bibliotheca Sacra.
from an Article in the Eclectic Review of Dec. 1844, entitled
Theory of Prophetic Interpretation, followed by another in Kitto's Biblical
Cyclopaedia on the word Revelation both, it seems, by Dr. Davidson of the Lancashire Independent College
and from an Article entitled " On the Date of the
Apocalypse," in the Biblical Review and Congregational Magazine of March 1846.

t

1

infer this

;

:

:
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time of day any respectable writer so bewildering himself, as to attempt the revival
of the absurdities that Professor Stuart thus rejects.* Also he admits as frobably to be construed the same way with Ireneeus' testisiony, that of Clemens
Alexandrinus, and that of Tertullian, given by me at p. 37 ; fairly observing
that Eusebius and Jerom at least distinctly so understood and represented the
testimony of these early fathers. Further he adds on the same Domitianic side,
the direct testimonies of Victorinus, Eusebius, Jerom, Sulpicius Severus, Augustine's friend Orosius, and that of the author of a Greek work on the twelve
Apostles, vulgarly ascribed to Hippolytus :-\ the two last overlooked and omitted
in my list of authorities.
Against all which weighty and strong evidence what
has he to oppose ? Excepting a dubious passage from Origen, of which, as most
important, 1 deem it best to take notice by itself afterwards, and an anonymous
Latin Treatise supposed of the date 196, and acknowledged by him to be nearly
worthless, J there is nothing more than the old names of Epiphanius, the Syriac
Version's Title Page, Andreas, Arethas, and Theophylact :
i. e. of Epiphanius, advocating a Claudian date, not a Neronic ; and exposing withal, so as I have shown,
his own self-contradiction and absurdity
of the Syriac Version, against the
generally admitted lateness of which, as the Philoaenian of the date a. d. 508,
Professor Stuart has only to state that this "is somewhat doubtful ; " and
" that it would rather seem that there was a Syriac Version of the Apocalypse
earlier than the Fliiloxenian," because Ephrem Syrus of the 5th Century often
appealed to the Apocalypse, and " is generally supposed not to have understood
Greek; " (an hypothesis on an hypothesis: )
of Andreas of the 6th Century,
from whose statement that there were some that applied Apoc. vi. 12 (though
he himself did not) to Titus' destruction of Jerusalem, our American Professor
argues that " they of couise believed that the Apocalypse was composed before
that event whereas, since Andreas also states that there were expositors who
explained the successive seals of Christ's birth, baptism, ministry, and burial,

—

—

:

—

||

—

:

* So however the writer in the Biblical Review, referred to in a preceding
who adopts Wetstein's view. What would the writer think, it were to be
said in the next century, supposing the date of " Mammon '' to be the subject
inquired into, that it was not so very long before " Dr. Harris having been seen
at the end of King William the IVth's reign ?" Surely two things would be inferable
from such a statement
viz. 1. that Dr. Harris was never seen later than that
epoch 2. that his being seen at all, just at the pointedly specified epoch, was a
fact only referable to that epoch
his then noted apparition being not such as of
men seen from day to day, and while they live conversant with their fellows;
but rather like the passing apparition of a Spirit from the other world.
f " The Book De 12 JpostoUs, attributed to Hippolytus, makes mention
of Iwavvfjs vTTO Ao/xeTiavov f^optcrBeLS (v nar/x^, ev ri AtroKaXviptv iBeacraro : in 0pp.
Hippol. App. p. 30, Ed. Fabric.'' So Professor Stuart i. 265. Dr. Davidson, in
his Article in Kitto's Biblical Cyclopaedia on the " Revelation," at p. 621 says
inadvertently " The younger Hippolytus assigns it to Nero."
" A fragment of an ancient Latin writing, probably about a. n. 196, first
X
published by Muratori in his Antiq. Ital. iii. p. 854, and attributed by many, yet
without good reason, to the presbyter Caius. C. F. Schmidt has copied it. It
contains a catalogue of the New Testament Scriptures
and, among other things
says
Paulus, scqucns praedccessoris sui Johannis ordinem, non nisi nominatim septem ecclesiis scribit ordine tali.' John therefore was Paul's predecessor, according to this writer
and as John wrote only to seven Churches by
name, so Paul, following his example." So Professor Stuart, p. 266 adding ;
" No great reliance can be placed on this incondite composition.'' And with
good reason. For what does the writer make St. Paul do ? Since John did not
(even on the iV^romc theory) return from Patmos, and publish the Apocalypse, till
after Nero's death, and Paul suffered before Nero's death, by making Paul to have
written his Epistles, or settled the number of them, after St. John's publication
of the Apocalypse, he makes him to have done it after his oirn death !
See my (juotation from Michaclis, ibid Note 5.
§ Sec p. 42 suprk.
IT Sec my Vol. iv. p. 341 Note 3.
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might cc|nally well argue that these expositors believed the Apocalypse to have
been composed before Christ's birth : of Arethas, whom Professor Stuart states
to have been also of the 6th Century, whereas 1 have proved him to liave been
as late at least as the 8th or 9th ;* and whose self-contradicting testimony, and
recognition of the Domitianic date of St. John's banishment to Patmos, also
also
cited by me, t the Professor states but in part, and therefore unfairly:
finally of Theophylact, a writer of the xith (!) century.
Such, I say, is Professor Stuart's own list of the opposing historic testimonies
and in reviev^ing and comparing the two lists, what thinks the reader is his
That there
judicial pronouncement as to their comparative weight and value?
the one being so strong, (not
is really no comparison whatever between them
in respect of ra?{m6er only, but of age, weight of character, and consistency,)
Surely one might have expected such a
the other in every respect so weak ?
conclusion and judgment. But, instead, we have the amusing statement "If now
the number of the witnesses were the only thing which should control our judgment, we must, so far as external evidence is concerned, yield the palm to those
who fix on the time of Domitian " with the added assertion, in order to make the
other side seem even to preponderate, that " a careful examination of the matter
shows that the whole concatenation of witnesses in favour of the Domitianic
How so? Does Ckment then
date hangs upon the testimony of Iienasus."
confess to this ? or Tertullian ? or Victorin ? or even Eusebius, Jerom, Sulpitius,
"
their evidence is little more than a
or Orosius ? By no means. But because
mere repetition of what Irenaus has said." So the Professor at p. 269 whereas
at p. 271, only two pages in advance, he urges that there are such varieties as to
detail in the testimonies on the Domitianic side, (Tertullian having apparently
placed St. John's return from Patmos before Domitian's death, Clement of
Alexandria, Eusebius, and Jerom, on Nerva's accession after it, and Victorinus
added the statement of St. John's being " in metallum damnatus," condemned
to the mines or quarries, J) as *' make strongly against any uniform and certain
The Professor here
historical tradition with regard to the subject before us."
answers himself too well to need any other answer. But I cannot pass from
the argument without observing that there seems to me to be (somewhat as in
the case of the Evangelists) just enough variety to mark independence in the testimony nothing of such variety as to affect its truth.
2. But now comes the testimony oiOrigen; one which, from the importance
attached to it both by Professor Stuart and others, § and also as having not at
all noticed it in my own Sketch of evidence, I have thought best, like the Professor himself, to reserve for separate consideration.
The passage is as follows.
*'
But the King of the Romans, as tradition teaches, condemned John, who bore
testimony for the word of truth, to the isle of Patmos. And John informs us
respecting his own testimony (or martyrdom ;) not stating who condemned him
" I John, your brother, Sfc. was in the
saying in the Apocalypse these tilings
island that is called Patmos for the word of God: and he seems to have seen the
Apocalypse in that island." I subjoin the original with the immediately preceding context.il
On this passage Professor Stuart and his followers thus
argue.
Origen could not but know Irenseus' declaration, as to Domitian having

lie

—

—

;

;

:

:

;

:

;

;

—

* See p. 43 supr^; and my Vol. iv. p. 347.
t See my Vol- iv. p. 348 Note 3.
" Condemned to the mines (?) in Patmos."
So writes Professor Stuart, p.
J
271, with the note of interrogation
implying apparently the sceptical question,
" Were there then mines in Patmos ? "
But metallum signifies marble quarries,
:

as well as mines

:
such quarries as are not in Paros and Antiparos only, but in
other of the ^Egean islands. So Statius Silv. iv. 3. 98 ;
Arcus belligeri ducis trophceis,
Ettotis Ligurum nitens metallis.
§ It is noted alike in the Numbers of the Eclectic Review and Biblical Review
already referred to.
XlevwKacn 5e iroTripiov, Kal to ^anrtana e^anTitrOijaav, ol ts Ze^f 5ais vioi' crrcnnp
'HpaiSrjs juer aweKTeiviv laiiwfiov rov o^tKfpov luiavvs /xaxatpa' o Se'Puiixaiaiv /SatriAeus,
ois 7) irapaSo(jis OiSaffKct, KartStKaai rov \wo.vvr)v, fiaprvpovPTa Sta tov tijs aArjOnas

many
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been the King that banished John, Yet, knowing this, he refers not to it as decisive, nor to tradition as according with it
and even says that John himself has
not decided the question, who the king was that banished him thereby evidently
showing that in his judgment the thing was doubtful, and not to be decided in
any way that Origen knew. A fact most important, considering that " Origen was
Now there is just one
the greatest critical scholar of the first three centuries."
little question which an intelligent and reflective reader would wish to put, before acquiescing in this view of tlie passage itself, and of Origen's meaning in it.
Does it occur in a discussion, like our own, on the subject of the date of the Apocalypse
or comparison of the evidence that might lead to a " decision" on the
side of the one Roman king, or the other, having been the banisher, Nero or Domitian ? To which question the simple answer is, Nothing of the kind ! Origen had been speaking of Christ's saying to the two sons of Zebedee, James and
John, that they should drink of his cup, and be baptized with the baptism he vias
baptized with,
as having had accomplishment
for, adds he, " Herod indeed"
(the Jewish king) " killed James with the sword
but the Roman king, as tradition reports, condemned John
who himself tells us the fact, but passes over
in silence the name of him who condemned him." Now in the case of so mystical
and imaginative a mind as Origen's, one cannot feel the same assurance of his
meaning in a mere allusion, as in the case of most other writers.* But surely
the most natural explanation is, that he is wishing to mark John's kind forgiveness towards his injurer, in never even naming him
and so lightly passing over
all mention of the exiler, in "his own" notice of the exile. t
Had Origen
wished violently to deviate from his whole subject, so as darkly to refer to a disputed chronological point, would he not, instead of 'O Se 'Picfiaiwu jS&criAeus,
have said, 'Pai/xaiaii' Se fiacrtAevs tis ? The passage is surely for the purpose for
which it has been adduced, utterly worthless,
3. Comes Professor Stuart's addendum on the external evidence for the Neronic date, written after receiving Guerike's adhesion to that view
and which in
part reverts to the old previously disputed evidence
in part reports a certain
new light profest to be thrown on the subject by Guerike.-^-As to the old, he
says that he inclines to think, on reconsideration, that both Clement's testimony
and Tertullian's may be regarded as favouring the Net'onic, rather than the
Domifianic date % the first, because John could hardly at the age of 9.5 have
;
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—
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'

'
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:
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—
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;
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* For example in his comment in Joannem, Tom. v, he speaks of the sei'cw
" He wrote too the Revelation being commanded
thunders thus mysteriously
to be silent and not write the seven thunders."
Who can teJl what was exactly
in Origen's mind when he wrote this?
when,
f So, very much, Professor Hug in his Apocalyptic Commentary
speaking of the Beast's ten horns as figuring ten Caesars u|) to Doniitian, he thus
" But hr.s he
expresses himself on John's supposed omission of Domitian
counted only the dead, and is he silent respecting the tici7ig' ? (i. e. Domitian.)
This Ca3sar had opprest Christianity, and banished John himself.
What
/wnourable mention should he make of him ? And was it in the spirit of his
Master to speak evil of him? Then, if lie could not say good, and might [not]
say evil, had he any choice but to be silent respecting him ?"
Introd. to New
Testament, ii. 680.
X The writer on the Dale of the Apocalypse in the Congregational Magazine
before referred to, when abstracting Professor Stuart's Catena on the Neronic
side of the question, not only does so without stating the admissions made by
the latter with regard to the weakness of evidence, or drawbacks in certain cases,
but even lays claim to Clement and Chrysostom, unlike the doubtful and vacillating American Professor, as distinct and decided witnesses on that side, in respect
of their story of the recovered rei)robate.
In order to this it is essential that
:

;

:

:
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been supposed to travel on horse, or on foot, after the young prodigal * (but is
not his age one main point in Clement's description ?} the second because it
rather seems to him that Tertullian meant to note a synchronism of suffering in
Paul, Peter, and John, though indeed he does not say anything of the kind. To
this I deem no answer whatever necessary.
But the new point is a curious one,
and deserves notice. Guerike has discovered that Irenesns' oion evidence is for
Nero, not Dumitian. How so ? It is thus. Irenseus says that " the Apocalypse
was seen, almost in our generation, irpos t(ji reXet ttjs Aofj.eTtavov apxv^." Now,
argues the German critic 1st, ii AofiiTiavov were a noun and proper name, it
ought to have the article tou before it, tijs rov Aofxenauov apxrj^ and, as this
is wanting, it must be taken adjectively.
Which being so, then 2ndly, in accordance with the law of Greek grammatical formations, it must be regarded as derived from the name Domitius, not Domitian
for the adjective foruied from Domitian would be Ao^erfavi/cos. Hence Domitius Nero must be the Emperor referred to
Domitius having been Nero's prgenomen.
Such is Guerike's discovery and argument. No wonder Professor Stuart is
much struck with it. " The conjecture is very ingenious or, if we must rank
it higher,
the criticism is acute and discriminating. The usual fact is (as he
states) that nouns ending in
vos, form adjectives in
ticos.
If Guerike is
right in his criticism on the word Aofmnavov, the past opinions in respect of it
present one of the most singular cases of long continued and often repeated
philological error, which has ever come to my knowledge." Yet the two circum:

—

;

'•

;

;

;

—

—

the story be made one of many years ; more than can be supposed to have elapsed
between John's return from Patmos, on the hypothesis of the Domitianic date,
Accordingly (though doubtless from inadvertence)
i.e. A. D. 96, and his death.
the Reviewer makes Chrysostom so state it (" Some time after this, Clement says
not how long, but Chrysostom says many years : ")
which however Chrysostom
does wo < say. His expression is noAvv xpovov a chronological phrase variously
to be construed as to length, according to the nature of tlie thing which it relates to
and which may even sometimes only mean a few days^ or hours, as in
the case of Ajax's body remaining unburied (Sophocles Ajax Mastig. 1403 ;) HStj
yap iroAvs eKTSTaraL xpovos, /c.t.A. On which says the Scholiast
VloAvs
Xpovos acp 01) TeTeAeuTrjreey 6 Aias, Kai tjStj Sei avrov Ta(f>r]yat, In the present case a
year or two would surely satisfy the requirements of the phrase. And this would
well consist also both with Chrysostom's intimation that the reprobate was still
a young man when recovered and with Clement's yet more characteristic intimation, of the interval being simply one in which nothing had occurred in the
country Church to make it needful previously to send for St. John from Ephesus.
Now John's life was prolonged into Trajan's reign, according to Irenasus ; its 3rd
thus giving four years' interval between his reyear, say Eusebius and Jerom
turn to Patmos, on the Domitianic hypothesis, and death. As to his age, which
the Reviewer says must have been at the lowest computation 90 at Domitian's
death, (so presuming on a questioned point, on which see isote * below,) it is
a marked feature in the story.
I have almost exceeded my proper limits on this question, and indeed somewhat repeated what is already more briefly said at p. 38, from wishing to satisfy
the objections of this respectable, but surely inconsiderate writer.
* On St. John's age Jerom's is L believe the most authoritative statement of
ancient tradition, as given by me p. 37, Note 4, supra. According to this, be
was still a puer, when called by Christ ; a word which, I think, would suggest
the age of not more than 18.
Professor Hug, (i. 251,) reckoning his age
at that time as still younger than this, makes him but 19 at Christ's death;
and thus 84 on Nerva's accession.
As to St. John's not being able to travel on horse or on foot at the age of 95,
compare Eusebius' account, or rather that of the cotemporary record inserted by
him, of Polycarp's capture and martyrdom
who is there stated to have moved
from village to village, on foot apparently, and then rode back on an ass, then
walked on foot with alacrity to the Pro-consul's tribunal, thougli at an age that
can hardly have been less than 95 as he speaks of having served God 8G years.
;

—
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stances, viz. 1. that so many Greek fathers, and Latin ones understanding Greek,
supposed Domitian to h^\e been meant by Irenseus, 2. that Domiiius was so
very unusual an appellation of Nero, make the American Professor hesitate at
acquiescing in it, and still retain " some doubts " respecting the matter.
Now what is the real state of the question, and real value of Guerike's criticism
and argument? 1. Instead of the article rs being required before Ao/ierjace, in
case of AofjiiTtdvov being a proper name, we have in the very chapter of Eusebius, H. E. V. 8, no less than three cases of proper names loilhout the article, in
precisely the same collocation, between an article preceding them and the noun
Ilcpt ttjs l<t:avvov a-noKaXv^eois'
Meyurrjrai 5e
belongs to it following
Iwavvou irpwrris ewi^oKris' Ek rwv VlapKiMvos ffvyy pa;^,uaTwf not rov Iwavvov,
or Tov MapKiwyos.— 2. Even were Aoneriavou taken adjectively, it is not true that
It may be
it can only be derived as an adjective from Ao/xenos, not Ao/xtriavos.
from the latter proper name, quite as well as from the former : and in fact we
have examples of both. But mark Whereas in reference to Domitius Nero,
Domiiius is the usual adjective made use of, (so " Domitia gens " in Suetonius,
in reference
speaking of Nero's gens and kindred,) never,! believe, Domitianus,
to the Emperor Domitian the adjective Domitianus in question is expressly used
cotemporary
Statius.
the
In
Preface to the 4th Book
and this by his own friend and
of his Silvse, Statius speaks of a road formed by Domitian, called in common
"
Tertio
viam
Domitianam
road;"
miratus sum."
Domitian
parlance "The
And indeed he heads his third Ode with the title, (this being the subject of the
Ode,) " Via Domitiana."
As to his iw/ernant is
II. So much on Professor Stuart's ftrferna/ evidence.
based altogether on three points all quite sufficiently discussed and refuted, I
believe, in the preceding Essay. The 1st is that Jerusalem must have been standing when the Apocalypse was written, because of sealed ones out of the tribes of
Israel being noted in Apoc. vii, and the Temple measured, and " City ichere our
Lord was crucified" spoken of, in Apoc- xi an argument this which taking for
granted, as it does, the literal meaning of the designation Israel, the temple
figured, &c, is one of the most extraordinary cases of the petitio principii that I
have ever met with especially considering Christ's own explanation of the candlesticks, in a temple like the Jewish at the opening of the Apocalypse, as sym2. He urges the fact of St. John's Gospel being better
bols of Christian Churches.
Greek, the Apocalypse more Hebraic a fact accounted for quite otherwise, as
3. He notes the circumI have shown. Note 1 p. 6, suprk. (So too Hug. i. 675.)
stance of five Roman Emperors having fallen, reckoned from Julius Caesar, and
the 6th reigning at the time of the Apocalypse, according to the Angel's statement in Apoc. xvii which 6th, says he, must be Nero. On this last argument,
which takes for granted tiiat the Beast's heads mean single Emperors, contrary
to the analogy of Daniel vii. 6, viii. 22, and all the difficulties connected with
the view, I must beg to refer to my examination of the Pra-terist Apocalyptic
Scheme in the Appendix to my 4th Volume. They are difficulties, I believe,
which the Pra^terists can never gel over.*
1. That
Letjjie only add three things bearing on tiie point under discussion.
if the date of St. Paul's 2nd Epistle to Timothy be what the old Fathers, (e. g.
Whitby,
and
Macknight,
and
otlier
learned moderns
C'hrysostom for example) and
think it, A.n. 67, it seems hardly conceivable that the seven EpisLles of the Apocalypse could have been dictated to St John, as Apostolic superintendant of the
Asiatic Churches, during the Neronic persecution which ended with Nero's death,
in June 68 ; the time being in such case either that of St. Paul's writing that
2. That Antipas, who is
epistle to Timothy Bishop of Ephesus, or just after.
stated to have been killed before the Revelation was given, is said in the Mar3. That
tyriiim Piomanum to have been killed in the xth year of Domitian.
Trei^elles, in his late Critical Edition of the Apocalyptic text (Pieface p. x.) accounts for the very much fewer number of the Apocalyptic MSS, as compared
with those of the other New Testament Books, from the fact of its having
been written, agreeably with Irenseus' testimony, at a later period than the rest.
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JOHN IN PATMOS.

It was in the year of Christ, as we have seen, 96, or of
Rome 849, that St. John had the visions of the Apoca-

which I mark
famous in history,
suggest the kingdoms between which from thenceforward
was to lie the visible contest for the supremacy of the
world.
Of the first, the then living ruler and head was

lypse revealed to him.
the date,

The two

— eras perhaps the most

eras in

Emperor Domitian,

the last of the twelve Caesars,
time spoken of in the bitter persecution
of the Christians in his empire of the second, the most

the

engaged

at the

:

eminent member and director (for Head it knew none
but the Lord Jesus) was the last and only survivor of
Christ's twelve apostles/ himself a sufferer in the perse-

cution, St. John.

"

John your brother and companion in tribulation,
kingdom and patience (or rather patient expectation ^) of Jesus Christ, was in the isle that is called
Patmos, for the word of God and for the testimony of
Jesus,"
such is the account St. John now gave of himself.
He had been banished from his brethren and friends
and

I

in the

—

'
Such is the received tradition of the Church, handed down in ecclesiastical
history : though of the times, as well as manner, of the deaths of several otiiers
of the apostles, precise accounts are wanting.
^ Ec Tj? vvonoi'ri Irjffov Xptarov. Apoc. i. 9.
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Asia ^ to the barren isle of Patmos, simply
witness to Jesus as the Christ and Saviour
of the world
and probably, if we may form a conjecture from what was common among the Romans in the
in proconsular

for bearing

—

:

of such punishment,^ and from the strength too
of the phrase " tribulation/' used by the Apostle to dewas condemned to
signate his own experience of it,
penal labour in the mines or quarries,^ or perhaps to
He was
incarceration in some dungeon of the island.
now far advanced in life, much beyond the threescore
years and ten that have been noted as the measure of
cases

—

the age of

man

:

and

at ninety, or nearly ninety years,

'
Proconsular Asia, of which Ephesus was the capital, must be distinguished
from Asia Minor, as well as from the vaster continent of Asia. It appears that
the word Asia was used by the Romans in four senses 1st. for the ivhole Asiatic
continent, as opposed to Europe and Africa
2nd, for Asia Minor in its largest
extent, including Cilicia and other districts beyond the Taurus ; 3rd, for the same
in its 57na/ier extent, embracing only the provinces within the Taurus; 4th, for
Lydian Asia, or, as it was also called towards the end of the first century. Proconsular Asia, extending along the coast from Pergamos down to Caria, and
It is in this last sense that
inland to the Phrygian frontier, or a little beyond it.
the word is used, Acts xvi. 6, &c, a passage which has been most appositely
cited in illustration; " When they had gone throughout Phrygia and the region
of Galatia, and were forbidden of the Holy Ghost to preach the word in Asia,
after they were come to Mysia they assayed to go into Bithynia, but the Spirit
suffered them not
and they, passing by Mysia, came down to Troas." See the
Diatribe of the learned Archbishop Usher on the subject referred to by Vitringa
on Apoc. i. 4.
Perhaps the little maritime district on the Cayster near Ephesus h?id first the
r\diXne Asia, (as Homer uses the word, kcruf ivKnixwvi., Kavcrpiov ajx<pi f>fe0pa,) and
may
it
thence have extended to a larger and larger signification.
" His being
there asone banished, and in exile, is almost implied in what St. John
says of his being the fellow-partaker with the Asiatic Churches in affliction, &c
and it is stated by many of the ancients. So Ignatius to the Tarsenses, loiacwjs
etpuyaSivero fv UaTfiefi' an epistle very ancient, doubtless, if not of Ignatius'
own writing: and so too almost all the other early fathers cited in the Essay
:

;

—

—

—

:

;

;

preceding.
St.

—Dr.

Tilloch stands quite alone in his strange idea (pp. 12, 15, 16,) of
(itself an almost barren island!)

John having voluntarily gone to Patmos

merely to preach the Gospel.
(ad loc.) observes from Grotius; " By the Roman laws this was
jiunishmcnt of seditious persons; among- which were reckoned those who
broached and published new superstitions." And, as it appears from Dion Cassius, (1. Ixvii. 14) that many that suffered under Domitian suffered under the
conjoint charge of atheism and Jewish manners, {tyKKiifia a6(OTr]ros and lovdaiuv
a charge, as Neandcr observes (Vol. i. p. 91), clearly pointing out ChrisV^Vt)
tians,
it is evident that this punishment among others would naturally be adjudged to them.
* Primasius, in the Preface to his Exposition of the Apocalypse (B. P. M. x.
288) so expresses it " A Domitiano Caesare exilio missus, ct metallo datnnatus."
And so too Victorinus, ([uotcd Note 1 p. 38. Neander (ubi suprSi) says that
confiscation of property followed the sentence of exile.

Daubuz

the

—

—
—
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—
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privation and penal labour, like
But the
been peculiarly painful.
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this, rtiust

spirit

which might well sustain
the peace, hopes, andjoysof the Gospel:

that within

it

ing for Christ

;

joy in

needs have

of the

man had

his infirmity

—joy

at suffer-

communion with him, through

that Holy Spirit whose light no dungeon could exclude ;
joy in looking for a speedy re-union with Him, and the
triumphant establishment, soon it might be or somewhat
later, of his kingdom in glory.
How peculiar, how different from those of the few
rude inhabitants, and perhaps ruder governor, of the
island around him,^ were the thoughts and feelings,
recollections and anticipations, joys and sorrows, that
In part and measure
filled the mind of the aged saint
it is not difficult for us to picture them to ourselves.
For
besides certain historical notices of his life, we have the
expression of his mind in his own writings still extant,
Nor I think
his Gospel, his Epistles, his Apocalypse.
can we better prepare ourselves for an intelligent and
profitable consideration of the extraordinary prefigurative visions just at this time accorded to him, than by
endeavouring, though but partially and briefly, to picture these his thoughts and feelings to ourselves
and
this as they embraced within their scope alike the past,
!

—

:

the present,

and the future.

It was now above sixty years since the
Surely that was an
of his blessed Lord.
event and scene that could never fade from the beloved
disciple's recollection
then, when He led them out as
far as Bethany on the mount of Olives, and there for
the last time blessed them, and as He blessed them was
parted from them, till a cloud received Him out of their
sight.^
It was then that two Angels, robed in heavenly
white stood by them and said, " Ye men of Galilee, why
stand ye so gazing up into heaven ? This same Jesus shall
1

.

The

past.

ascension

:

—

—

;

'
Daubuz on Apoc. i. 10, says, " It is likely that St. John was exiled into the
island of Patmos, because there were as yet no Christians therein."
^ Luke xxiv. 50.

;
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come in like manner as yehave seen him go into heaven."^
These were heart- cheering words, never to be forgotten
words indeed that were but the repetition of many to
the same effect that Jesus Himself had before spoken to
them.^
At first the idea, the joyful idea, in their minds
was, that the promise of his coming would very speedily
;

—
be

fulfilled

;

and, long before the generation then living

had wholly passed away, this dearest wish of their hearts
have its accomplishment.^ But the years that had since
passed, (above sixty years we have seen,) had already
shown some error in their expectations on that point
yet only so as, by unfolding the fulfilment of other of
Christ's predictions, that needs must come first in order
of time, to confirm, and render yet more certain, their
assurance of the fulfilment of this best promise in its
due course also.
Thus, in regard to Jerusalem, when they witnessed
the Lord's ascension, that " holy city""* was yet standing.
As they returned from Mount Olivet, the hum of busy
and with its
life rose from its thronging population
towers and pinnacles, its forts and palaces, and its temple
the mightiest and most splendid of all its mighty buildings, Mount Zion seemed still, as in the olden time, the
queen amidst the hills that surrounded it. But Christ
:

1
Actsi. 10, 11.
be found interesting to note these predictions in the order of time, and
with regard to the occasions on which they were given e. g. Matt. xvi. 27, xix.
28, xxiv. 30, XXV. 31, Mark viii. 38, Luke xvii. 24, John xiv. 3, &c. &c.
It will
thus appear, 1st, that it was not till after the lapse of a certain time from the
calling of his disciples, that He opened to them the subject of his second coming
2nd, that it was not until He had mentioned to them the sufferings and
in glory
hinnUlatiun that He would have to undergo
and indeed that it was generally in
direct connexion with pre-intimations on the subject of his sufferings, or on that
of their own coming trials and sorrows.
3 His saying (Matt. xxiv. 34) "This generation [t) -yivea aurri) shall not pass
till all these things be fulfilled," was not one that the disciples could overlook
understanding Chrisl's coming, verse 30, as they doubtless did, of his second
coming in glory. On which passage (sujiposing the word avrr] read, as we read
it, with the aspirate) the question would arise with them. Is the word generation
to be taken in its chronological sense of thirty or thirty three years?
Or was
the term intended to be measured by the longevity of all then alive, so as only to
end witii the death of the longest liver and thus to extend to gome ninety or a
hundred years, from the time when the prediction was spoken ?—^Compare too,
on this expectation of the disciples, 1 Thess. iv. 17, Heb. x. 37, James v. 8, &c.
^
Matt, xxvii. 53.

" It will

:

:

:

;

;
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imminent destruction and

people had rejected Him who came to
even imprecated the curse on themand
had
them
save
;
selves, when they cried out for his crucifixion, " His
desolation.'

Its

And when yet
blood be on us and on our children."
after that the Spirit had been poured out from
again,
on high, and that the apostles, with all its signs and
mighty wonders to attest the truth of their mission, had
preached and pressed upon them with all earnestness,
both at Jerusalem and throughout the provinces, the
Gospel of his salvation,^ (it was their Lord's last charge
when that unhappy people for
to them to do so,^)
twenty, thirty, forty years had still rejected, pertinaciously
rejected, this witness of the Spirit,^ and last offers of
then at length the Almighty's protection was
mercy,
withdrawn and wrath came on them to the uttermost.
Not without providential warnings loud and many
The predicted preliminary signs
did it fall upon them.
appeared in course,
of earthquakes and famines and
pestilences, of wars and rumours of wars, of false
Christs, and fearful sights, sounds, and wonders,^ in heaven above and the earth beneath, yea and even within
signs appointed
the solemn recesses of the sanctuary ^

—

—

—

;

—

;

—

—

'
To the disciples. Matt. xxiv. 2, Luke xix. 41 44, xxi. 24, &c to the people
themselves, Matt. xxi. 40, 41, 43, xsiii. 35
38, Luke xxiii. 28, &c.
- The manner in which St. Paul, in the fulfilment of
his mission among the
Gentiles, always sought out the Jewish synagogue and the Jews, to whom first

—

;

to preach the gosjiel of Jesus Christ, is very remarkable.
* Luke xxiv. 47
" Beginning at Jerusalem."
;
Might not what is said. Matt. xii. 31, of the sin against the Holy Ghost,
have had some reference to this rejection by the Jews of the dispensation of the
''

Spirit

?

See Bishop Newton's cr Lardner's

(vi. 402, &c.) historical illustrations of
these several points in Christ's famous prophecy of the destruction of Jerusalem.
^ Josephus' report (B. J. vi. 5.
3) of the voice just before the taking of the
city from within the temple, " Let us depart hence," is known to all.
Let me
add a singular Jewish tradition of a similar sign said by the Rabbies to have
occurred fortij years before, or just at the time of the rejection and crucifixion of
Christ by their nation.
It is given in Kimchi's Comment on Zech. xi. 1
3,
" Open thy doors, Lebanon," &c.
Says he " Our Rabbies of blessed memory
have interpreted this chapter of the desolation of the second Temple, for Lebanon is the Holy Temple. They say that forty years before the destruction of the
Temple, the doors of the sanctuary opened of themselves. Rabban Johanan
ben Zakkai reproved them, and said, O sanctuary, sanctuary, how long wilt thou
terrify thyself?
I know that thy end is to be
left desolate; for Zechariah has
prophesied against thee long since. Open thy doors, Lebanon."
On which pas^

—

;

—

:;
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as If to force the attention of the Jews, if so

it

might

be,

of Christians at least, and perhaps of the heathen world itself, to the corning judgments as from heaven.
And just after Paul in his Epistle to the Hebrews,
and James too in his Epistle, had uttered their last warning voice in vain,' first, the war, and then, a year or
two after, the siege began and with It those unparalleled
or, if not,

;

horrors that had been foretold by Jesus, when He looked
on the city and wept over It. The sad story of the catastrophe was but too fresh in St. John's remembrance
the fulfilm.ent of the predicted horrors too complete and
notorious.
No Christian eye indeed had beheld them
In their progress.
Warned by their Lord, the Christians
had quitted the devoted city when first they saw^ the vanguard of the Roman army plant Its idolatrous ensigns,

—

the predicted " abomination that luas to
in the holy precincts of the

Holy

—

make desolate,''^
But many a

City.^

wretched outcast Jew had since wandered into Asia
a living monument of his country's ruin,^ and bearing,
like Cain, God's mark of reprobation on his brow.
The
learned and noble Jew, (alas, not Christian Jew) Flavius
Josephus, had recounted in his lately published History
all the details of the siege in all their horrors, and Titus
himself authenticated the narrative.'^
Moreover the
Christian disciples, alike In Rome and in Judea, spoke
of memorials of the catastrophe, now visible in either
place, a spectacle for the world
in the one, the Arch
:

—

of Titus, exhibiting In Its nicely chiselled sculptures the
captured furniture of the once Holy Place,
the table

—

sage sec Dr. M'Caul's Note, who says that the tradition is found in the Babylonian Talmud, Treatise Yoma, fol. 39. And compare the fact of the rending of the
veil of the temple at that precise time.
'
The date of each of these Epistles is fixed by Macknight and other commentators at about A.D.fjy; only three or four years before the war broke out.
Compare the warnings in lleb. x. 37, and James v. 8, on the imminence of the
coming destruction of the Jewish polity, if not of the world.
^ See IMshoj) Newton ibid.
So the Author of the Quacst. et Respons. ad Orthodox, appended to Justin
Martyr's Works, (Ed. Colon), QuKst. 108 respecting the Jews : Ol Se vw T<f
•'*

XpiffTif aiTitdovvTfs avToiv, TTjs
i\iKp.7]BTiaav, rots Se
ir

T

7)

\

7]

&oa.

1
'

eflj-eo-ii/

eis

^iv oiKeias irarpiSos airfKudit'Tfs
SovAeiav

i^(So6r]crai'

<j.Tifi.ov,

iis

eis iracrai' ti)v yriv

ra

it

p a'y ixtxT a

K(pi(pavf(ntpov.

Xapa^as

tj)

tavrov x^'P^ ^a ^ifiMa, says Josephus. Vit.

§
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book of the law, and the sevenin the other, the City itself desobranched candlestick
late and in heaps ; its ruins still stained with blood, and
and of its Temple especially (iust as
black with fire
Jesus had predicted) not one stone left upon another,
because the people knew not the time of their visitation.'^
Thus Jerusalem was no more and, as its temple, so
the ritual, polity, and dispensation essentially associated
But meanwhile a better dispensawith it, overthrown.
tion had been striking its roots far and wide in the
world
with a better temple, better worship, better
polity, and better hopes and promises attached to it
its temple the heavenly presence, now opened by the
its worship a spiritual worship, with
blood of Jesus ^
Lamb of God for its high priest and
the
Himself
Christ
sacrifice
its polity one constituted by community in
a heavenly citizenship ^ the members thereof beingGod's election of grace, now in process of gathering
from out of an apostate world, ^ and at present scattered,
despised, persecuted, but after a little while to be manifested complete in glory, number, and union, even at
Mighty had been the power of
their Lord's coming.
the world, mightier still the malice and the subtlety of
Satan, the Prince of this v^'^orld, to arrest its progress,
and stop the promulgation of its doctrine by the ChrisBut in vain. In number few, so as that
tian disciples.^
for shew-bread, the

^

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

—

—

;

—

—

^
See the engraving in Calmet. He gives a well-known medal too struck on
the occasion, representing Judah as a woman-captive seated under a palm-tree,
and a Roman soldier standing by with the legend Judcea capta. What an illustration to the eye itself of the fulfilment of Isaiah's prophecy, "And she being
Isa. iii. 26.
desolate shall sit upon the ground."
- When the Romans had taken Jerusalem, Titus ordered the soldiers, says
Josephus, to dig up the foundation both of the city and of the temple :" ttjj/ re
iroXiv Kai Tov vfwv KaTaaKaimiv.
De B. J. vii. 1.1.
3 Heb. ix. 24, x. 19, &c.
" Our citizenship (iroAiTey/ta) is in heaven."
So the beautiful
Phil. iii. 20
description of Christians in the Epistle to Diognetus, written some eighty or
ninety years probably after the Apocalypse, Etti y-qs SiaTptfiova-t, a\\' ev ovpavio
noXiTivovrai.
Lardner, ii. 142.
* EKK\7)o-ia ; lit. an assembly, or gathering, called out of; i, e. out of the icorld.
It is to be regretted that our word church should so little convey an idea of the
;

—

"•

:

primitive meaning of the original.
"

John XX.

19, Actsi. 13.
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an upper room might almost contain them, at the time
when charged by their risen Lord with the commission
to go forth and disciple all nations, they had advanced
and multiplied into the numbers of a great though scattered people, known through not Judea only, but the
Persecution itself had but
whole Roman world. ^

The blood

strengthened the holy cause.

—

of the martyrs

had proved the seed of the Church. Here too the
Lord's prophetic declaration had been advancing towards
The kingdom of heaven, He had said, was
fulfilment.
which, though itself the
like a grain of mustard-seed
least of seeds, would become a great tree, such that the
fowls of the air might lodge in its branches.^
;

And

thus what the present state of the Christian
Surely scarce a city was there, scarce a town,
in the vast Roman Empire, but some little church had
been gathered out of it, with its leaven spreading through
2.

cause?

and that would yet more spread.
the aged apostle, under permistime
any
So that when at
from his subterranean prison,
to
daylight
sion to emerge
the
rocky summit of Patmos,
from
round
might look
eye
in
the
distant horizon the inhis
with
and follow
dented coast of Asia, and then of Thrace and Greece,
with its bays, and gulfs, and islands, and far-stretching
capes and promontories, it would rest ever and anon on
first, those
the sites of notable Christian Churches
of proconsular Asia, where Timothy had fallen asleep,
the villages adjacent,

:

—

Christ's predictions, Matt. xxiv. 14, "And this gospel of the kingpreached in all the world, for a witness to all nations, and then shal
the end come," with St. Paul's strong statement, Col. 1. G, 23, that "the gospel
had come into all the world, and been preached to every creature under heaven :"
which Epistle to the Colossians appears to have been written about four or five
Of course St. Paul's words must be considered the
years before the Jewish war.
exaggeration of a common coUoquiasm, and to liavc had reference to the Roman
world.
It is likely that a larger preaching of tlic Gospel, even over the tvhole habitable
world, was here chiefly intended by Christ as a sign of the great consummation,
and his own second coming, being near at iiand. But I conceive there can be
little doubt that a subordinate and smaller fulfilment was also intended, on tlie
scale of the Roman world as a sign of the approaching destruction of Jerusalem,
and end of the Jewish dispensation, by his Providential interposition and judg- Matt. xiii. 31, 32.
ments.
*

dom

Compare
shall be

—

;

;

.
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and Antipas recently suffered martyrdom,

^

and Polycarp

Christ

churches
;
superintendance
then the Macedonian and Greek Churches of Philippi,
and Thessalonica, and Bercea, Rnd Athens, and Corinth:
while yet farther, beyond where the eye might penetrate, he knew that alike in the distant West on the one
side, and the South and East on the other. Christian
Churches existed there too, instinct with spiritual life,
in holy fellowship
from which the daily incense arose
of prayer and praise and adoration to the same SaviourGod and to the Lamb. There was the Church fondly
gathered round the ruins of Jerusalem, over which the
aged Simeon still survived to preside.^ There was the
Church at Antioch, with its faithful Bishop Ignatius,^
where the disciples had first received the sacred name of
Christians.
There were the Churches of Alexandria
and Egypt, founded by the Evangelist Mark,'^ of Cyprus
where Barnabas had laboured,^ and of Crete set in order
omitting, but
by Titus.^ Yet once more. Westward,
not forgetting, the blessed germs of Christianity among
the provincials of Spain,'' and Gaul,^ and even Britain,^
lived

still

under St.

a

witness

faithful

for

own immediate

John's

:

—

;

—

'
Apoc. ii. 13.
have been Bishop of Jerusalem from after the murder of James,
A. D. C2 or 63, to 104 or 106
(the Christian refugees at Pella having soon
after its destruction returned to the vicinity of Jerusalem :) at which time he
was crucified, on the accusation of certain Gnostics, as a son of David, and so of
the Jewish blood royal.
^ Bishop of Antioch from A. D. 70 to 107, according to ecclesiastical tradition
* He is reported to have died at Alexandria about A. D. 62
nearly the same
time that St. James was martyred at Jerusalem. So Jerom De V. 1 Lardner

He

^

is

said to

;

;

.

iv.

443.
5

Acts XV. 39.

6

Titus

i,

5.

Compare Rom.

xv. 24, 28.
It is quite uncertain however whether St.
intention there stated of visiting Spain.
' Moshem, ii. 1. 1. 5, thinks it very possible that the light of Christianity
reached Transalpine Gaul before the conclusion of the apostolic age.
^ See Euseb. Demonstr. Evang. iii. .5, and Gildae Epist. apud Stiilingfleet's
Antiquities of the British Churches iii. 3. The notice by Tacitus, ad ann. A. D.
57, (Annal. xiii. 32) of Pomponia GrcEcina, the wife of Plautius, just before
Governor of Britain, as " externa^ superstitionis rea," a phrase that can
scarcely be understood but as a charge of Christianity against her,
is certainly
a remarkable circumstance in reference to the question as to the time when Christianity first entered Britain.
On the whole the slight general notice of Gaul, Spain and Britain in the text
seems quite justifiable^

Paul

fulfilled his

—

—

^
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there was that numerous and noble Church at Rome,
where the beloved brothers Paul and Peter, under Nero's

earlier persecution, conjointly with many others of the
brethren, had sealed their testimony with their blood.
There the leaven had penetrated not only into Caesar's
household,^ but into the hearts of some of the nearest

Whilst the aged Clement, whose
kindred of C?esar.
name St. Paul had noticed as in the book of life,^ was
faithfully presiding as its bishop over the Church in that
vast city, undeterred by the terrors of the persecution,*
another Clement, whose name was also in the book of
life, the cousin-german of the Emperor, had just witand his wife Dominessed for Christ, even unto blood
tilla,
with similar constancy of spirit, endured to be
transported to the desolate island of Pandateria ; ^ where
she was even now suffering the same punishment for
:

the Christian faith as St. John himself.
As sorrowful but rejoicing,® as rejoicing yet sorrowful,

— such was

the

mixture of feeling which then, as

must do, characterized the true
Even upon its own account, and of the sufferings it entailed upon the Christian brotherhood, persecutions such as that to which the Church was now

in

this

world

it

ever

Christian.

subject could not but be a cause of pain to the Apostle
but yet more, as considering whence it all originated ;
viz. from the enmity to God of a w^orld lying under the
influence of the Wicked One.'
Nor was persecution
:

—

'
A. D. C4. This was on occasion of the burning of Rome by Nero which
Tacitus, Ann. xv. 44, clearly implies that
act he charged on the Christians.
" Primo coirepti qui
the number that then suffered as Christians was large
fatebantur ; dcinde indicio eorum multitude ingens, baud perinde in crimine incendii, qukm odio humani generis convicti sunt " adding, with regard to the
torments tiiey were subjected to, " Pereuntibus addita ludibria, ut fcrarum tergis contccti, laniatu canum interircnt
aut crucibus affixi, aut tlammandi, atque
ubi defecisset dies, in usum nocturni luminis, urcrentur."
2 Phil. iv. 22.
Phil. iv. 3.
* See Lardner, Vol. ii. p. 30, on Clement.
He concludes that Clement became
Bishop of the Roman Chuich about A. D. 91 or 92, and wrote his Epistle, after
Domitian's persecution, about A. D. 9G.

—

;

:

:

;

•'

^

See

p. 342.

in Lardncr's Heathen Testimonies those from nion Cassius, Vol.
Jerom, I';pist. 86 ad Eustoch. makes it the island Pontia.
"
2 Cor. vi. 10.
ec too irovriptfi- 1 John v. 19.
''

vii,

—
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worst or deadliest of that great enemy's weapons

against the Christian Church, which the apostle had to

lament and to fear. The corruption of the Church itself,
through the intermixture of doctrines of altogether contrary spirit and origin with the pure and holy doctrine

—

was a weapon of that subtle
the Devil, yet more to be
apprehended. Already indeed this corruption had begun
to work in individuals and in churches, which yet called
themselves after the name of Christ.
Those grievous
wolves against which the apostle Paul had so solemnly
warned the Ephesian elders, when parting from them at
Miletus,^ had already shown themselves in the professing
Church at Ephesus, and Laodicea, and far and wide
The lovers of Judaic ritualism and Judaic
elsewhere.
of the figments on heavenly things of human
fables,^
philosophy, and science falsely so called,^
of doctrines
had each and
of asceticism,* or of the lusts of the flesh/
all every where propagated their tenets, commixedly or
of Christ crucified,

this

foe the Prince of this world,

—

—
—

separately,^

Christ's

under the Christian name

own word, and

:

alike superseding

the apostles', by a

Acts XX. 29.
Paul in Gal. iii. 1,

human

tradi-

'

-

in

I

Tbejir&t alluded to by St.
Tim. i. 4, Titus i. 14, iii. 9, Col.

ii.

2,

Phi),

iii,

2,

&c

;

the second

16, &c.

8, " Beware lest any man spoil you through philosophy
Tim. vi. 20, where he speaks of uvrtdecreis Tits ^iv^wwuov
yvuffsais' from their pretensions to which yvaffis, knowledge (falsely so called,)
the GnoiiJc^ derived their name. Also Col. ii. 18, "Let no man beguile you
in a voluntary humility, and worshipping of angels, intruding into those things
which he hath not seen," &c.
• So Col. ii.23,
&c.
^ So some in the Corinthian Church,
spoken of 1 Cor. v, vi also those of
Jude4 and again the Nicolaitans in Proconsular Asia, mentioned Apoc. ii. 6, 15.
^ The subject of the heresies that had crept into the Church by the end of the
first century is, as Mosheim says, i. 2. 5. 2, one involved in much darkness. But
thus much is evident, alike from the inspired epistles and from Irenaaus and other
early ecclesiastical writers, that Judaism and heathen philosophy had both a share
in their production.
And sometimes there was an easy commixture and fusion
of the doctrines from one source and the other. For example, the Judaists, with
their rabbinical traditions about angels, (as Tobit, xii. 12, speaks of "the set'en

3

So

St, Paul, Col.

and vain

deceit

;

and

ii.

1

;

;

angels that offer the prayers of the saints,") easily fell in with the Platonic doctrine of deemons and dcemon-worship, as mediators.
Again, in respect of the doctrines o{ fasting from animal food, and washings, and pitrifications, they as naturally coalesced with the similar doctrines of the Pythagorean philosophy.
Philo,
the celebrated Alexandrian Jew of this century, affords a notable illustration.
Compare Whitby on Col. ii, Macknight's Preliminary Treatise to the Epistle to
the Colossians, and Mosheim i. 2. 5.)
And so too the Gnostics, under a Chris-

—

tian

name.

VOL.

I.
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of faith;' ahke in one way or other
superseding Christ himself, in his character of fallen
man's only atonement,^ righteousness, prophet, priest,
and mediator: therehy teaching apostacy from the Head,^
and destroying the very essence of the gospel. Indeed
they had not only drawn away many insincere professors
into error, but partially infected even some of the faithful themselves.
So was the truth of another of the
" The
Lord's remarkable parables already illustrated.
kingdom of heaven is like unto a man which sowed
good seed in his field but while men slept, an enemy
sowed tares and when the blade was sprung up, and
brought forth fruit, then appeared the tares also."*
Could things be so, and yet the Apostle not feel anxiety
for the Church, as he looked into the uncertainties of
the coming future ?
3. And this the rather, as he could not forget what
tion as the rule

—

:

:

*
Irengeus i. i. 6 speaks of them as " falsantes verba Domini," and again,
" Instar Diaboli mendacium abscondunt sub verbis Sciiptursc :" also iii. 2, he

tells, in a very remarkable passage, how they made use of Ihinr own tradition, as
authority, when they could not find scripture to pervert to their purpose: " Non
enim per literas traditam illam, sed per vivam vocem ; (obquam causam Paulum

Sapientiam loquar inter perfect os :) et banc sapientiam unusquisque
quam k semet ipso adinvenit. Cum autem ad earn traditionem
quaj est ab apostolis, qua; per successiones presbyterorum in ccclesiis custoditur,
provocamuseos, adversantur tradicentes se, etiam apostolis cxistentes sapientiores, sinceram invenisse sapientiam."
So Col. ii. 8,22.
dixisse,

eorum

—

esse dicit

;

—

This vital doctrine of the Christian faith was in a singular manner quite
equally set aside by the two great branches of the Gnostic heresy. The one,
founded by Simon Magus originally, held that our Lord Christ was a man in
appearance or\\y a sect called in consequence Docetcr., or Pliantomists :* and
thus made his really atoning death a mere illusion of the senses of the bystanders.
The other, that of Ccrinthus, admitting the humanity of Jesus Christ, denied
liis divinity ; and thus, making his death that of a mere man, denied it the virtue
whereby it became a full and satisfactory atonement to the Divine Father for
the sins of the world.
Moreover the teachers of cither class represented them.selvcs as the " great power of God," (Acts viii. y, 10), &c
and as having in
themselves those treasures of divine wisdom and knowledge, which, as St. Paul
6o strongly insists on in bis Epistle to the Colossians, resided altogether in the
Lord Jesus hence superseding Christ, and so being, as St. John calls them,
and in the proper sense of the word, as will presently appear. Antichrists.
3 Col. ii. 19.
4 Matt. xiii. 26.
^

;

—

;

:

* Ignatius vehemently denounces these heretics in his Epist. ad Smyrnreos,
««•, dio-TTfp T(i/€s Ae70D(ri, TO
hoKeiv avrov irenovdn'at, a vt o i to Sokhu
our t s, &c.
TertuU.
adv.
Marcion,
iii.
C,
strongly marks this saying that if Christ were
t
a phantasm, his was no true atoning death, "and we are therefore yet in our
§ 2

;

;

sins."
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had been foreshown respecting this coming futwe to
one and another of the apostles by the Holy Spirit and
how some grand ajwstacy from the faith was to be exSo
pected, ere the second advent of the Lord Jesus.
especially St. Paul had been inspired to write to the
;

Thessalonian Christians; "That day of Christ shall
togenot come except there come the apostacy first "
ther with certain memorable words besides, respecting
" And that man of sin be rethe chief of the apostacy
:

^

;

vealed, the son of perdition,

himself above

who opposeth and
God, or that

exalteth

worshipso that he, as God, sitteth in the temple of God,
.ped
showing himself that he is God." Indeed to himself,
St. John, the same issue of events had been revealed
and he had been directed to remind the Christian Church
of this great coming enemy under the very remarkable
name of " the Antichrist."^ I say a name very notable
For it was not pseudo-Christ, as of those false selfstyled Christs, (in professed exclusion and denial of
Jesus Christ) that the Lord declared would appear in
Judaea before the destruction of Jerusalem,^ and who did
in fact appear there and then :* but was a name of new
formation, expressly compounded, it might seem, by the
Divine Spirit for the occasion, and as if to express some
idea through its etymological force which no older word
could so well express, Antichrist ; even as if he would
appear someway as a Vice-Christ,^ in the mystic Temple,
or professing Church
and in that character act the
Usurper and Adversary against Christ's true Church and
Christ himself.
Nor did it fail to strengthen this antiall

that

is

called

is

;

;

!

;

—

'

2 Thess.

ii.

3,

ri

airo^aaia.

"Ye

have heard that the Antichrist Cometh." iJohnii. 18. This first Epistle of St. John is thought by many to have been written before his banishment
to Patmos, perhaps about A. D. 80; by others, as Basnage, as late as A.D.98,
or after the Apocalypse. To myself it seems by no means improbable that this
last opinion is correct, as I have already at p. 7 intimated.
But the license will
readily be allowed me, in the uncertainty of the question, to state the matter as
in the text.
See Macknight's Preliminary Essay to St. John's Epistles.
~

3 Matt. xxiv. 24, Mark xiii. 22.
See Josephus, De B. J. or Lardner, or Bishop Newton.
Ai'Ttxp'S'oy.
"When avn is compounded with a noun signifying an agent
of any kind, or functionary, the compound word either signifies a vke-functionarii,
''

•'
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cipation that the Gnostic heresiarchs, and others, did in
a subordinate sense act that very part already ; by set-

mouth confessing

ting Christ practically aside, while in

Him,

and professing themselves in his place the power,

wisdom, and salvation of God.*

But ivhen, how, and whence, his manifestation ? It
was evidently the very same enemy to the Lord Jesus
Christ and his saints, that had been long before foreand very singularly his
shown to the prophet Daniel
prophecy seemed to connect this x4ntichrist with the
Roman Empire, the last of those four kingdoms that
were to hold in succession the supremacy of the world,
:'^

o\ z. functionary of the same kind opposing, or sometimes
threefold list of examples will show this.

The following

Iiof/j.

II.

Ai'Tadf\(pos, one in a brother's stead.
AvTiSiaKouos, a servant's substitute.
AvTCJrpefT^euTTjs, an envoy's substitute.
AvTirafMtas, a Roman vice-qujestor.
AvBuvaro^, a proconsul.
AvTtOeos, one in place of, or like a God.

hvraywvL^i!)s, an opposing wrestler.
Ai/TTjpeTTjs,

an opposing rower.

A^'TiTraAais-Tjs, a

counter- wrestler.

an opposing factionary.
watch posted against an-

Pt.vTi^aaiwTt)s,

AvTi(pv\a^, a
other, a hostile sentinel.

AvT tSi5a(TKU\os,

III.

ApTiTgarriyos, 1. a propraetor, 2. the
enemy's general.
AvTiffaatXevs, 1. a viceroy, 2. a rival
king.
And so, again, Avruppspo^.

—

avrLXop-r^yos, avTKpiKo&c. a rival teacher, &c.
AvTiavyKAr}ros, a counter-senate.
'AvT iypa(pevs, one who keeps a counterreckoning, a check clerk.
(Tocpos,

The following from Dion

Cassius, Book liii, respecting Augustus' arrangement
of the great Provincial Governors, will well illustrate \.hc first of these lists.
To
ovofxara ro re ra ^paTqys Kai to tb vnare fv rr) IraAia ETTjpTjTe" rovs Se e|aj Travras,
Kat

uis

aur'

f

k

e

i

v

w

v

a p )(^ovr a

s,

irpocrriyoptvafv

avT

it p

ar

r/y o v s

Kai

In the New Testament the only compounds of the kind are
used in the sense of this first class of words as avOvnaros, Proconsul, Acts xiii.
and both on that account, and yet more because the old word
7, 8, 12, xix. 38
pseudo-Christ would almost have expressed the idea of a counter -Christ, I conclude that this must be St. .John's intended sense of Antichrist,
On avriBtoi I
sliall illustrate Part iv. Chap. ii.
I must particularly beg the reader to bear in mind that the word cannot with
etymological propriety mean simply a person opposed to Christ ; but either a riceChrist, or Counter-Christ, or both.
The point will recur and be illustrated as we
proceed, both from the fathers and from history.
It is most important.
So Sinwn Magus, we read. Acts viii. 9, 10, gave out that "he was the great
power of God."
And Ircnajus says of him, i. 20 " Hie multis quasi Deus glorificatus est, et docuit semet ipsum esse qui inter Judceos quidem quasi Filiiis
apparuerit, &c."
and again, "Ipsum venisse ut hominilms salutem prcestaret
per suam agjiitioncm :" also .lerom on Matt, xxiv, (Tom. iv. i. 1 14,) "Simon
inter cictera in suis voluminibus scripta dimittcns. Ego sum sermo Dei, Ego om~
nipotens. Ego omnia Dei," &c.
Again of the CarpocratiaiislTexreeus says, i. 24 ;
" Ad tantum clationis provecti sunt ut quidam se similes esse dicunt Jcsu, et
secundum aliquid, illofortiores." And so E])iphanius, i. 30, &c.
- Dan. vii. 8,20, and xi. 3G.

av dvTT arovs.

;

:

—

—

'

;

;

—

—
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even as if
he were to be the head or chief over it, not indeed in its
present, but in some subsequent and final form .^
With
which view well accorded what was added in his prophecy by St. Paul.
For he spoke of the seed of the
apostacy which was to bring forth Antichrist as already
sown :^ but that there was a certain hindrance first to
be removed out of the way,^
a hindrance well understood in the Church to mean the Roman Empire as at
that time constituted,'^
ere room could be made for the
Antichrist's development.
And when then might the first of these changes occur,
and imperial heathen Rome fall to make way for him ?
Was the awful and increasing moral corruption of the
mass of its population, a corruption which the heathen
Juvena] ^ (even as if in illustration of St. PauP) had
just recently been pourtraying in its naked turpitude,
was the alienation of the public mind from its imperial
rulers, through disgust at their long and almost uninterrupted career of vice, folly, and cruelty, the subject of
Tacitus' dark picturings,^
and again were the successes
of the Dacian, Parthian, and other barbarians, hovering
on the frontiers of the empire, that under Domitian's
reign had crossed those frontiers, and boldly attacked
and defeated more than once the Roman legions,^ were
these several signs of the times, internal and external,
until the times of the Gentiles were fulfilled

;

—

—

—

—

—

^ This great subject of prophecy will necessarily be again reverted to by me,
and claim full discussion in the Commentary ensuing.
^ 2 Thess. ii. 7
" The mystery of iniquity doth already work," &c.
"Only he that letteth will let until he be taken out of the way and then
shall that wicked One be revealed," &c. Ibid.
* So Tertullian.
But I must again refer to the body of my work for the fuller
;

•'

:

explanation of these points.
* Juvenal is said to have died in Trajan's reign
and at the time of the Apocalypse to have been filling a governorship to which he had been appointed by Do" Rom. i. 21
32.
mitian on the frontiers of Egypt.
7 Tacitus too was a cotemporary of the old age of St. John
and, like the
latter, died under Trajan.
^ Tacitus (Agricola c. 41) thus briefly sketches the foreign political relations
" Et eainsequuta sunt temof the empire just before Agricola's death, A. D. 93
pora quae sileri Agricolam non sinerent
tot exercitus in Ma^sia Daciaque, et
Germania Pannoniaque, temeritate aut per ignaviam ducum amissi totmilitares
viri cum tot cohortibus expugnati et capti
nee jam de limite imperii et ripa, sed
de hibernis et possessionc dubitatum."
Suetonius and Dion Cassius may be also consulted for the history.
:

—

;

:

:

—

;

;

^
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to be regarded as indications that the dissolution of the

hand, and so the
progress of
And then as to the
events towards the consummation ?
Antichrist that would follow, how long was to be the
time of his triumph ?
Mystical periods in Daniel were
in one place " time,
given twice over to measure it
times, and a half time," or 1260 days ^ and again in
another, yet more particularly, 1260, 1290, and 1335
days ^ a period reaching to the time of the enemy's
destruction by some judgment of fire, like that of Sodom,
and the revelation of the brightness and blessedness of
Christ's coming.
But were those days meant as simple
days ?
Was Antichrist's reign thus to be very short ;

empire

form was near

in its present

great step about

first

at

to be taken, in the

—

:

;

;

"*

'

Dan.

vii.

^

25.

Dan.

— Perhaps

xii.

7,

H,

12.

the very recent and terrible destruction of the cities of Herculaneum and Pompeii by volcanic fire might
occur also to the apostle's mind, as no inapt illustration, on a small scale, Oi that
later and yet more awful catastrophe.
* A curious illustration of the manner in which these mystical periods were
thought of about the time of St. John's being in Patmos, as well by heretical
sects that called themselves Christians, as by the faithful Christians themselves,
occurs, if I mistake not, in the Apocryphal Vision of Isaiah, lately translated from
the yEthiopic, and published by Archbishop Lawrence. To which work (chiefly
from its speaking of but 07ie persecution as then enacted, viz. Nero's) its translator
assigns a date before Domitian's persecution, and the end of the first century.
The writer (a Judaizing Christian Gnostic) thus alludes to the expected coming
" Berial shall descend, the mighty angel, the prince of this world,
of Antichrist.
which he has possessed since its creation he shall descend from the firmament
in the form of a man, an impious monarch, tke murderer of his mother, in the
form of him the sovereifpi of the world : " thus, according to the well-known
expectation of many in the second century (compare Victorious and the Sybil's
prophecies *) suggesting Nero as him that would revive to act the part of the Antichrist.
The writer adds that he was to have power three years, seven months,
twenty-seven days.
And Archbishop Lawrence explains this of the interval that
actually occurred between the time of Nero's persecution of the Christians, on
the conflagration at Rome, and his death.
For the latter happened June 9 A. D.
68 and three years, seven months, twenty-seven days, measured back from that
epoch, would reach to Oct. 30 A. D. 04, which is nearly the time fixed by
Mosheim for the commencement of Nero's persecution.
]}ut I would sug;5est whether, since the period was stated by the writer not as
that of a past tyrant's ])ersecution, but of the duration of an antichristian tyrant
yet future, we may not more naturally explain the very singular period, so expressed, by Daniel's 133.T days ?
For the period resolved into days is as follows
3

Uan.

vii.

1

1,

Luke

xvii. 29,

Jude

&c.

7

:

—

—

;

:

=

x

3
7 first months of the 4th year
Add for leap year
27 days
3 years

3G.5

.

.

Indeed

I

.

.

.

.

=
=
=

1095 days"!
212 davs
day
f
27 days J
I

1

=

think there can scarcely be a doubt but that this

* See Lardncr

iii.

lf>7,

173,

is

,„„,

,

,,
^^35 days, exactly.

the true solution.

and the references there given by him.
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the apostle himself possibly to live to

see its beginning
and so that memorable saying of Christ, " If
I will that he tarry till I come," to be fulfilled according
to the interpretation which many of the disciples had
originally put upon it ?
A clearer light on these grand
subjects was needed.
And perhaps that light might not
unreasonably be expected.
For the Lord had promised
just before his death, that he would by his Spirit foreshow to the disciples things to come ^ and the promise
had scarcely as yet received its due fulfilment.

and end

;

^

—

;

I

think

like these

we can hardly err in supposing that thoughts
were much in the mind of the beloved dis-

during his time of exile and penal suffering in
and that they must have often broken out into
fervent prayers.
If so, just as in the case of the Prophet
Daniel,^ the visions of the Apocalypse may be considered as an answer to them.
It was one Lord's day
during his sojourn there, (perhaps the Easter- Sunday ,*)
before sunrise,
conformably v/ith the season and hour
of Christ's resurrection from the dead, just sixty-three
years previous,
that a voice was heard behind him
" I was
which told that the revelation was to be given.
ciple,

Patmos

;

—

—

in the Spirit," he
is,

rapt in extacy

" and

I

tells us, " on the Lord's day
" that
from the earthly scene before him
;

:

heard behind

me

a great voice as of a trumpet,

am Alpha and Omega, the first and the last."
was the Lord himself that spoke. The sound of the
voice, locally behind him, might be meant to imply, acsaying, I

It

mode

cording to the

of interpretation then prevalent,

shown would have reference
and behind in the course of time ^

that the visions about to be
to events yet future

:

this saying abroad among the brethren, that this
" There be some
&c. Compare too Matt. xvi. 28
standing here which shall not taste of death till they see the Son of Man coming
in his kingdom."
Another and quite different explanation of either passage may
of course be given.
" John xvi.
^ Dan. x. 12.
13.
*
So Daubuz, p. 82 referring to two passages of Tertullian in which the
Easter Sunday seems called Dominicus dies kut^ e^oxv"So Daubuz, p. 83 who cites the example of Uomitian's dream of a golden
*

John

xxi. 23

;

"Then went

disciple should not die,"

—

;

'^

;

—

;

—
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and the Lord's own injunction, " Write the things which
and the things which are to happen after them," expressly declared that such would be in part their character.
The hero of the revelation was anticipatively hinted in
the words, " I am Alpha and Omega, the beginning and
the ending, saith the Lord, and the first and the last."
Yet once more, the command to send what was written
to the seven churches of Asia, showed that the revelation was not intended for the Evangelist himself alone,
but for the Church at large
and the declaration added,
" Blessed is he that heareth, and he that readeth the
words of this prophecy," was alike an injunction and an
encouragement from the Divine Spirit to all members of
the Church to peruse and study it.
are,

:

CHAPTER

IL

THE PRIMARY APOCALYPTIC VISION, ON
" THE THINGS THAT ARE."
It

not

my

purpose to enter at all fully into the parprimary vision, and of the Epistles therein dictated by the Lord Jesus to the seven Churches of
Asia.
The subject is one rather for the minister, or the
theologian, than the prophetic expositor
and of matter
sufficient in itself to constitute a volume.^
I shall only
notice in it a few points respecting the symbolic scene
now apparent in vision, the slate of the seven Churches
severally depicted,
and the rewards promised to the
faithful in them,
such as have a bearing on the visions
•>/ the future subsequently revealed,
my more proper
is

ticulars of this

;

—

—

subject.
1

The symbolic scene?

.

— And

this

appears to have

neck growing out from his own neck behind, as the emblem of a future race of

Compare Homer's ajxa irpoacw Kai oiricrffu, said, as the Scholiast exof things jjrescnt and future.
It constitutes the subject of three out of the four Volumes of Irving's Lectures on the Revelation.
' Apoc. i. 1. " The revelation of Jesus Christ, which God gave unto him, to

emperors.
plains
'

it,
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been a chamber like that of the Holy Place of the Jewish Temple
with not indeed a seven-branched lampsconce, but seven separate lamps lighted and burning
in it ;
and Christ walking among and overseeing
them, habited as the ancient High Priest though with
:

*

;

the glory of divinity

— Of

attached

his

to

human

priestly

seven lamps an explanation
Christ himself: they were the seven

semblance.^
was given by

these

shew unto his servants things which must shortly come to pass and he sent
and signified it by his angel unto his servant John
2.
"Who bare record of the
word of God, and of the testimony of Jesus Christ, and of all things that he saw.
3. Blessed is he that readeth, and they that hear the words of this prophecy, and
keep those things which are written therein for the time is at hand.
4 John to the seven churches which are in Asia: Grace be unto you, and
peace, from him which is, and which was, and which is to come
and from the
seven Spirits which are before his throne 5. And from Jesus Christ, who is the
faithful witness, and the first begotten of the dead, and the prince of the kings of
the earth. Unto him that loved us, and washed us from our sins in his own
blood, 6. And hath made us kings and priests unto God and his Father
to him
be glory and dominion for ever and ever. Amen!
7. Behold, he cometh with
clouds; and every eye shall see him, and they also which pierced him
and all
kindreds of the earth shall wail because of him.
Even so, Amen
8.
I am
Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the ending, saith the Lord, which is, and
which was, and which is to come, the Almighty.
9, I John, who also am your brother, and companion in tribulation, and in the
kingdom and patience of Jesus Christ, was in the isle that is called Patmos, for
the word of God, and for the testimony of Jesus Christ.
10. I was in the Spirit
;

:

:

;

;

;

:

1

on the Lord's day; and I heard behind me a great voice, as of a trumpet, 11. Saying I am Alpha and Omega, the first and the last and what thou seest, write in
a book, and send it unto the seven churches which are in Asia; unto Ephesus,
and unto Smyrna, and unto Pergamos, and unto Thyatira, and unto Sardis, and
unto Philadelphia, and unto Laodicea. 12. And 1 turned to see the voice that
spake with me. And being turned, I saw seven golden candlesticks
13. And
in the midst of the seven candlesticks one like unto the Son of Man, clothed
with a garment down to the foot, and girt about the paps with a golden girdle.
14. His head and his hairs were white like wool, as white as snow
and his eyes
were as a flame of fire 1 5. And his feet like unto fine brass, as if they burned in
a furnace and his voice as the sound of many waters.
16. And he had in his
right hand seven stars
and out of his mouth went a sharp two-edged sword
and his countenance was as the sun shineth in his strength. 17. And when I
saw him, I fell at his feet as dead. And he laid his right hand upon me, saying
unto me. Fear not I am the first and the last 18. I am he that liveth, and was
dead and, behold, I am alive for evermore. Amen and have tiie keys of hell and
of death.
19. Write the things which thou hast seen, and the things which are,
and the things which shall be hereafter 20. The mystery of the seven stars
which thou sawest in my right hand, and the seven golden candlesticks. The
seven stars are the angels of the seven churches
and the seven candlesticks
which thou sawest are the seven churches."
It would seem from the scriptural account, that the seven branches of the
Jewish Temple lamp-sconces were removable from the central chandelier perhaps
to typify how under a future dispensation (viz. the Gentile) the Church would
lose the form of visible unity that it had possessed under the Jewish, and be
scattered in its different branches over the world.
"
Apoc. i. 14, &;c. Compare Dan. x. 5, &c.
:

;

;

;

;

:

:

;

:

;

;

;

:

'

:
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In which expression the
Churches of Proconsular Asia.
used implied their being either the only
churches, or the c/iie/" churches, then existing in the province
an intimation which, with regard both to the
omission of St. Paul's famous early churches of Colossse
and Hierapolis,^ and the specification of their neighbouring church of Laodicea, has been well illustrated from
the record of certain physical changes made by an earthquake in the district, just a year or two only after the
date of that Apostle's Letters to the Colossian Church
and to Philemon.^
Now the temple scenery thus presented to view, with
Christ's own authoritatively attached explanation of its
most notable article of furniture, was precisely that
which might best prepare the Evangelist for the similar
application to the Christian Church of similar symbols,
borrowed from the old Jewish tabernacle or temple,
should they appear, (as in fact they did appear,) in the
visions of the/w^wre;^ a principle of exposition confirmed
by the evident use of the word ''Jews," in one of the
In the
Epistles following, in the sense of Christians.^
definite article

:

—

That churches were founded at the time of St. Paul's Epistle to the Colostwo neighbouring towns of Laodicea and Hierapolis, appears from
"I bear him " (Epaphras) " record, that he hath a great zeal for
you, and them that are in Laodicea, and them in Hierapolis."
Of these two towns Laodicea was situated some ten or twelve miles north of
There seems every
Colossre, Hierapolis the same distance north of Laodicea.
probability in favour of Theodoret's and l-ardner's opinion, that St. Paul himself,
while preaching in Phrygia, founded these churches.
See Acts xvi. 6, xviii. 23.
^ It has been already mentioned (sec p. 49 suprk) that in the time of Nero,
the thi-ee cities Laodicea, Hierapolis, and Colosscc, were destroyed by an earthquake also that Laodicea was very soon afterwards rebuilt. On the other
hand the earliest historical information that we have respecting the restoration
of the Church at Hierapolis, is that which arises out of the fact of Papias having
been its bishop in Trajan's reign, i. e. somewhere between 98 and 111. And
as to Colosso", it would seem from the silence of Ptolemy in the second century,
and Chrysostom's way of speaking of it in the fourth, that the city and church
had not even then been restored. Mr. J. C. Knight, in the publication before
alluded to, founds on this undesigned agreement of historical fact with Apocalyptic representation, a secondary argument for the truth and genuineness of the
'

sians in the
Col. iv. 13 ;

;

Apocalypse.
3 E. g. viii.3, xi. 2, &c.
the blasphemy of them which say they are Jews, and are not, but
are the synagogue of Satan ; " Apoc. ii. 9 and again " I will make them of the
synagogue of Satan, which say they arc Jews, and arc not, but do lie, to come
and worship before thy feet, and to know tliat I have loved thcc." Apoc. iii. 9.
On the former Vitringa writes ; " Nomen loi/oaios »(y^7/a'accipicndum est. Erant
'

"I know

:

;

—
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same way the emblem here seen of the seven stars that
Christ held in his hand,' coupled with his explanation
of them as meaning the seven angels, or rulers and presiding ministers of the churches, would prepare St. John
to interpret the symbol of stars (should they occur in the
subsequent visions), of ecclesiastical rulers, where ecclesiastical things were concerned
as also of secular rulers,
I may add, where the subject was of secular things.^
It was observable, that this Holy Place and its candlesticks seemed to represent the state of the churches, not
as seen by the eye of man, but by the eyes of Him that
seeth in secret ; just as the Holy Place of the Jewish
Temple was only accessible to the priest, while the
altar-court was the scene of what was publicly visible in
the worship.^
This was a fact also to be remembered
for application afterwards.
Nor was it of unimportant
use to note the representation of Jesus Christ here given
as the Priest of the churches, and designation of their
ecclesiastical presidents or bishops simply as angels, a
term borrowed not from the Temple, but the Synagogue: *

—

—

inter ipsos Christianos qui se appellari et denominari cupiebant Judceos,

me

hoc est

that there could have been
little trial to the Christians from actual Jews, at the time of the Apocalyptic
visions, when Jerusalem was fallen and its nation outcast moreover when actual
professing Jews were by the Christian body universally held in abhorrence.
Hence my persuasion that false professing Christians were here meant. Nor
does difficulty on this head arise from the word avvayaiyri, synagogue.
It is a
word used of Christian assemblies by James ii. 2 and even were it only an appellation of Jewish assemblies for worship, its symbolic use to signify Christian
Church assemblies would be only in keeping with the symbolic use in a Christian sense both of the word Jews, and of the scenic Holy Place of the Jewish
Sanctuary.
Compare Gal. iv. 26, vi. 16.
'
E. g. Apoc. xii. 1, " A woman having on her head a crown of twelve stars ;"
and xii. 4, " And his tail (the Dragon's) drew the third part of the stars of heaven,
and did cast them to the earth."
£. g. Apoc. vi. 13, " And the stars of heaven fell unto the earth."
Compare my observations on the Apocalyptic scenery in Ch. iv. infrk, and
also those on the Temple- scene described Apoc. vi. 9.
,
* " Dictio Graeca KyyeXos ttjs eKK\r)aias
respondet Hebrseje *Tli^ n"^7t2?,
Dicebantur autem Legati ecclesice in Synagoga
legatus, sive delegatus ecclesicE.
exercitati quidam doctique viri, et in his prsecipue doctores qui solenniter delegabantur adpreces pro ccetu publico fundendas, sive in ordinariissivein extraordinariis casibus: ut adeo per angelos ecclesijc hie intelligi debeant Propositi ecclesise Christianse, quorum erat preces publice ad Deum in ecclesiii mittere, sacra
curare, et verba facere ad populum.
Et ciim precandi et docendi officium in
ecclcsia pra;cipue incubucrit ry irpuTif rcov irpeff^vrfpiav, Primo Presbyterorum,
cjucm a;tas recentior Episcopum vocavit, facile patior Prtesides Presbyterorum
Vitringa ad loc.
ecclesise Christiana: hlc potissimum ii Domino notari."
veritatis purioris confessores."

It

seems clear to

;

:

—

•*

—

—^
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token, thus early, that the offices of the Levitical

were to be regarded as

priests

fulfilled

that the functions of the Christian

by Christ; and

bishop, or minister

Church, were those of leading the devotions, and

in the

directing and animating the faith of the flock
tions

priests of old.^

sented (Apoc.

seen actor on

—

as with

or mediatorial,

sacrificial

— To

ii.

all

which

let

me add

;

not func-

the

Levitical

the view pre-

10) of the Devil as the real

though un-

the different and hostile scene of this

world; the secret indwelling instigator of the persecuting emperors and people of heathen Rome.
It would
fitly prepare the evangelist for any symbolic picture, or
any explanatory comment, in the subsequent visions of
the future, embodying or hinting the same great truth.
2. With regard to the seven moral sketches of the seven
Asiatic churches,^ the question arises whether these had
a prophetic applicatioit, besides and beyond their primary

1

The

theologicalimY)OrtSince of the point (which will begin strikingly to appear

Church, when we come to the Scaling Vision, Apoc. viii,)
me to quote the above from Vitringa at length. Daubuz (on Apoc.
vainly
attempts
to gainsay Vitringa's view, and to give a Leintical charac1)
ter to the Christian ministry, on the strength of his own interpretation of the
twenty-four elders in Apoc. iv, as signifying the same. For it will appear, I trust,
in the Exposition ensuing, that the twenty-four elders meant no such thing.
The chronological argument based on the use of the word angel has been already
noted and discussed. See Note 4, p. 47, supr^
in the history of the

has induced
ii.

- Compare Apoc. xii. 9.
" Unto the angel of the Church of Ephesus write; These things
saith he that holdeth the seven stars in his right hand, who walketh in the midst
of the seven golden candlesticks
2. I know thy works, and thy labour, and thy
patience, and how thou canst not bear them which are evil
and thou hast tried
them which say they are apostles, and are not, and hast found them liars 3. And
hast borne, and hast patience, and for my name's sake hast laboured, and hast
not fainted. 4. Nevertheless I have somewhat against tlice, because thou hast
left thy first love.
5. Remember therefore from whence thou art fallen, and
rcjient, and do the first works
or else I will come unto thee quickly, and will
remove thy candlestick out of his place, except thou repent. G. But this thou
hast, that thou hatcst the deeds of the Nicolaitancs, which I also hate.
7. He
that hath an car, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto the churches.
To him
tliat overcometh will I give to eat of the tree of life, which is in the midst of the
paradise of God.
8. x\nd unto the angel of the church in Smyrna write
These things saith the
I know thy works, and tribuFirst and the Last, v^'hich was dead, and is alive
lation, and poverty, (but thou art rich) and I know the blasphemy of them which
say they arc Jews, and are not, but are the synagogue of Satan.
10. Fear none
behold, the devil shall cast some of you
of those things which thou shalt sufl"cr
into prison, that ye may be tried and yc shall have tribulation ten days: be thou
faithful unto death, and I will give thee a crown oflifc.
11. He that hath an
•^

Apoc.

ii.

1.

;

:

:

;

;

;

:

;

; ;
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literal application to

isting,
ear, let

and

those Asiatic churches then exphases that the

signified further seven several

him hear what the

He

unto the churches.

Spirit saith

that overcometh

shall not be hurt of the second death.

12. And to the angel of the church in Pergamos write
These things saith he
which hath the sharp sword with two edges 13.1 know thy works, and where
thou dwellest, even where Satan's seat is and thou holdest fast my name, and
hast not denied my faith, even in those days wherein Antipas was my faithful martyr, who was slain among you, where Satan dwelleth. 14. But I have a few things
against thee, because thou hast there them that hold the doctrine of Balaam, who
;

;

:

taught Balac to cast a stumbling-block before the children of

Israel, to eat things

and to commit fornication. 15. So hast thou also them
that hold the doctrine of the Nicolaitanes, which thing I hate.
16. Repent; or
else I will come unto thee quickly, and will fight against them with the sword of
my mouth. 17. He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto
the churches. To him that overcometh will I give to eat of the hidden manna
and will give him a white stone, and in the stone a new name written, which no
unto

sacrificed

idols,

man knoweth saving he that receiveth it.
18. And unto the angel of the church in
who hath his eyes like unto

the Son of God,

Thyatira write; These things saith

fire, and his feet are like
and service, and faith, and thy
patience, and thy works
and the last to be more than the first. 20. Notwitlistanding I have a few things against thee, because thou sufferest that woman
Jezebel, which calleth herself a prophetess, to teach and to seduce my servants
to commit fornication, and to eat things sacrificed unto idols.
And I gave
21.
her space to repent of her fornication
and she repented not. 22. Behold, I
will cast her into a bed, and them that commit adultery with her into great tri-

fine brass

19.

;

1

know thy works, and

a flame of

charity,

;

;

bulation, except they repent of their deeds.
23. And I will kill her children with
death
and all the churches shall know that I am he which searcheth the reins
and hearts and I will give unto every one of you according to your works.
24. But unto you I say, and unto the rest in Thyatira, as many as have not this
doctrine, and which have not known the depths of Satan, as they speak; I will
put upon you none other burden. 25. But that which ye have already, hold
fast till I come.
26. And he that overcometh, and keepeth my works unto the
end, to him will 1 give power over the nations
27. And he shall rule them with
a rod of iron
as the vessels of a potter shall they be broken to shivers even as
I received of my Father.
29. He
28. And I will give him the morning star.
that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto the churches.
iii. 1. And unto the angel of the church in Sardis write; These things saith he
that hath the seven Spirits of God, and the seven stars 1 know thy works, that
thou hast a name that thou livest, and art dead. 2. Be watchful, and strengthen
the things which remain, that are ready to die: for I have not found thy works
perfect before God.
3. Remember therefore how thou hast received and heard,
and hold fast, and repent. If therefore thou shalt not watch, I will come on thee
4. Thou
as a thief, and thou shalt not know what hour I will come upon thee.
hast a few names even in Sardis which have not defiled their garments and they
shall walk with me in white
for they are worthy.
5. He that overcometh, the
same shall be clothed in white raiment and I will not blot out his name out of
the book of life, but I will confess his name before my Father, and before his
angels.
6. He that hath an ear let him hear what the Spirit saith unto the
churches.
7. And to the angel of the church in Philadelphia write; These things saith
he that is holy, he that is true, he that hath the key of David, he thatopeneth,
and no man shutteth and shutteth, and no man openeth 8. I know thy works
behold, I have set before thee an open door, and no man can shut it for thou
hast a little strength, and hast kept my word, and hast not denied my name.
9. Behold I will make them of the synagogue of Satan, which say they are Jews,
and are not, but do lie behold, I will make them to come and worship before
;

:

:

:

;

;

;

:

;

:

;

:

;
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Church Catholic would present

to the all-seeing eye in
progress through coming ages, down to the consumSuch has been the view taken by not a few
mation.
commentators and illustrated at large in a former age
I subby Vitringa, in the present by Mr. Girdlestone.
join a chronological diagram of their respective schemes,
its

;

for the reader's information.* To myself the view seems
For not a word is said by Christ to
quite untenable.

indicate any such prospective

and to know that

meaning

in

the descrip-

10. Because thou hast kept the
have loved thee.
from the hour of temptation, which
II. Beshall come to try upon all the world, them that dwell upon the earth.
hold that fast which thou hast, that no man take thy
hold, I come quickly
crown. 12. Him that overcometh will I make a pillar in the temple of my God,
and he shall go no more out and I will write upon him the name of my God,

thy

feet,

word

of

my

patience,

I

I

also will keep thee

:

:

and the name of the city of my God, which is New Jerusalem, which cometh
down out of heaven from my God and I will write upon him ray new name.
He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto the churches.
13.
:

* Vitringa's and Girdlestone's
ches, as prefigurative.

Ephesus.

Schemes of the

Epistles to the Seven

Chur-

;
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On the contrary, in the two-fold division of the
tions.
Revelations given to St. John, a division noted by Christ
" the things that are,^^ and " the things that
himself,

—

are to

happen after them,"

the Epistles

to the seven

—

it seems to me clear that
Churches were meant to con^

stitute the first division, being a description of the state
of things in the Church as thei/ then were ; and that the
visions that followed,
visions separated with the utmost
precision from the former, alike by a new summons
of the trumpet-voice, and a scene and scenic accomconstituted (alone and
paniments altogether new also,
Indeed the
distinctively) the visions of the future.
summons itself expressly so defined it " Come up, and

—

—

;

(now) shew thee the things luhich must happen
With this simple, striking, and stronglyhereafter."
marked division made by the Divine Revealer, the hypo-

I will

"^

—

thesis of the seven Epistles depicting seven successive
phases of the Christian Church appears to me an interBesides that
ference altogether rude and unwarranted.
it were easy to show how ill the states of these seven
I say
Asiatic Churches, here described in local order,"^
how ill these severally depicted ecclesiastical sketches
answer to any seven chronologically successive phases
of the professing Church, or Christendom, that human

—

14.

And unto

saith

the

God;

15.

the angel of the church of the Laodiceans write

;

These things

Amen, the faithful and true witness, the beginning of the creation of
I would thou
I know thy works, that thou art neither cold nor hot
:

wert cold or hot. 16. So then because thou art lukewarm, and neither cold nor
hot, I will spue thee out of my mouth.
17. Because thou sayest, I am rich, and
increased with goods, and have need of nothing; and knowest not that thou art
wretched, and miserable, and poor, and blind, and naked
18. I counsel thee to
buy of me gold tried in the fire, that thou mayest be rich and white raiment,
that thou mayest be clothed, and that the shame of thy nakedness do not appear
and anoint thine eyes with eyesalve, that thou mayest see. 19. As many as I
love, I rebuke and chasten
20. Behold, I
be zealous therefore, and repent.
stand at the door, and knock
if any man liear my voice, and open the door, I
will come in to him, and will sup with him, and he with me.
21. To him that
overcometh will I grant to sit with me in my throne even as I also overcame,
and am set down with my Father in his throne. 22. He that hath an ear, let
him hear what the Spirit saith unto the churches."
'
Apoc. i. 19 Kai a eiat, Kai a. ixeWit yivecrBai fxeTO, Toura.
^ Apoc. iv. 1
a Set yiveadai [xera javra.
^ That is, in the order of a circuit such as we may suppose St. John to have
travelled in his visitation of them.
:

;

:

:

;

;

;
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out of

its

actual his-

tory.*

Not but that we may admit of a universality of application attaching to the moral pictures here set before us.
Such is the case with all the historical and biographical
especially, for example, with
sketches in holy scripture
the pictures from time to time presented of the moral
and religious state of the Jewish people, in the course
:

The character which belongs to
of their long history.
all holy Scripture of being profitable always and to all,
applies of course to this section of it, as much as to the
And, thus considered, where is the Church, where
rest.
Christian, that may not have made profitindividual
the
able use and self-application of all the several addresses,
with their words of searching
at one time or another
and inquiry, of warning and comfort, of reproof and
exquisite sympathy and
expostulation, of sympathy,
not for the faithful martyr only, but even for
compassion,
The w^ords, " He that hath
the lukewarm and fallen.
an ear to hear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto
the churches," are, as Ambrose Ansbert has observed, a
direct intimation that this Universality of application was
And, doubtless, rie whosoever has
intended in them.
seriously and with prayerful mind perused them, has in
his own heart experienced the truth of the declaration,
" Blessed is he that readeth, and they that hear the
words of this prophecy." But this is very different from
the view combated.
I must not omit to add further that these descriptive
sketches of the seven Asiatic Churches seem to have
been intended by its great Head as representative specimens, if I may so say, of the then checquered state and
:

—

—

—

character of the Church in general. ^

And

in the

admix-

'
It may suffice on this point to refer to my examination of the Church-scheme
of the Seals, which will be found in the Appendix to the present Volume. The
reader will easily apply the reasoning there drawn out and .make for himself
the necessary mutata mutanda in its transference to the argument in the Text.
" Johannes scribit ad septem ecclesiasquas com* So Augustine, Ep. xlix. 2
memorat in illis partibus constitutes in quibus etiam tinwersam ecclesiam septenario numero intelligimus commendari."
So too in his C. D. xvii. 4. 4.
;

;

:
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which they unfold of

intermixed with the good,
is very strikingly set forth to us Christ's own view of the energizing,
even thus early, within its bosom of the Spirit of the
Wicked One, the inrooting of the tares sown by him
among the wheat, and budding of that germ of evil
which, as St. Paul had foreshown, w^as not to cease its
working till it expanded into the grand Apostacy.
ture

evil

error with truth, vice with holiness, there

With

made to conquerors
can scarce fail to strike
even a superficial reader, that there is a correspondence
very marked between them, and the blessings described
as the privilege of the saints in the Millennary State, or
the New Jerusalem.
Thus to the faithful ones that
overcame in the Ephesian Church, it was promised, " To
3.

regard to the promises

in all these various churches,

him

that overcometh will

which

is in

I

it

give to eat of the tree of life
God " while

the midst of the paradise of

in the description of the

either side of the river

are they that do his

New

Jerusalem

was the

'

:

it is

tree of life.

commandments,

said,

.

that they

.

.

"

On

Blessed

may have

—

right to the tree of life:'' Apoc. xxii. 2, 14.
To the
conquerors of the Church of Smyrna it was promised,

"

He that overcometh shall not be hurt of the second
death " ^
a promise answering to that which we read
of those that partook of the first resurrection at the
opening of the Millennium, " Blessed and holy is he
for on them the
that hath part in the first resurrection
second death hath no power ; " Apoc. xx. 6
as also of
those who, on the judgment of the great white throne
proceeding, were found to have their names written in

—

:

;

:

Book

the

of Life

;

Apoc. xx. 12, 14, 15.

—The same

is

the correspondence between the promise to the Laodiceans, "

To him

that

my

throne "

-^

overcometh will give to sit with me
and the jmillennary privilege of reigning with Christ the thousand years, and for ever; Apoc.
071

XX. 4, xxii. 5.

'

Apoc.

VOL.

ii.

I.

7.

—The

I.

considerate
^

Apoc.

ii.

G

11.

reader will easily
^

Apoc.

iii.

21.

see
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parison.
at
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the conclusion

revert to

are connected with this

com-

the discussion of the millennary question,

of this work,

will be desirable

it

to

it.

But it is time to leave this preliminary vision, and
proceed to the second and grand division of the Apocalyptic revelations.

CHAPTER

III.

THE OPENING VISION OF THE HEAVENLY THRONE
AND COMPANY, PREPARATORY TO THE REVELATIONS
OF THE FUTURE.
In the two preceding chapters of the Apocalypse, " the
things that were,''
ing,

—had

been

—

the state of the church then exist-

described

Him

to

Evangelist.

the

Then

had been communing with
him and the scene passed from his view of the seven
lamps and the heavenly High Priest that walked among
them.
It remained that the promised revelation should
the voice ceased of

that

;

« jweXXet yivio-Ocn y.€Ta raura,
be made of things future,
the things which were to follow on the state then present
of the church and of the world.
And for this, another and higher scene was deemed
suitable.
The rev^elations to be made him were to be
communicated to beings of a higher order also
that so
"unto principalities and powers in heavenly places
might be made known, through (this prefigured history
of) the church, the manifold wisdom of God." ^
So
a door appeared open in heaven
and the voice which
had before addressed him was heard again speaking,
^

;

;

"

Come

I will shew thee what must happen
Then again he was in the Spirit: and he

up, and

hereafter."

'

Apoc.

i.

19.

-

Eph.

lii.

10.

—

THE HEAVENLY COMPANY.
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seemed

to enter at the door
and a vision of heavenly
and a scene as of a new world, burst upon his

glory,

83

:

view.

" Behold a throne
is thus described to us.
and One sate on the throne. And He that sat
was, to look upon, like a jasper and sardine stone. And
there was a rainbow round about the throne, in sight
like unto an emerald.
And round about the throne
were four and twenty thrones and upon the thrones
I saw four and twenty elders sitting, clothed in white
raiment
and they had on their heads crowns of gold.
And out of the throne proceeded lightnings, and thunAnd there were seven lamps of
derings, and voices.
throne, which are the seven
fire burning before the
spirits of God.
And before the throne there was a
And in the midst of the
glassy sea, like unto crystal.
throne, and round about the throne, were four living
And the first
creatures, full of eyes before and behind.
living creature was like a lion, and the second like a
calf, and the third had a face as a man, and the fourth
was like a flying eagle. And the four living creatures
had each of them six wings about him. And they were
full of eyes within.
And they rest not day and night,
saying. Holy, Holy, Holy, Lord God Almighty, which
And when those living
was, and is, and is to come.
creatures give glory, and honour, and thanks, to Him
that sat on the throne, who liveth for ever and ever,
the four and twenty elders fall down before Him that
sat on the throne, and worship Him that liveth for ever
and ever, and cast their crowns before the throne, saying, Thou art worthy, O Lord, to receive glory, and
honour, and power ; for thou hast created all things, and
^
for thy pleasure they are and were created."
Thus the vision, like those of Isaiah and of Ezekiel,^
exhibited, as its first and grand object, Jehovah, King

The

was

vision

set,

:

;

'

I

Bpovoi,

have deviated from the authorized version
thrones, instead of .teats

liv'nig creatiires,

instead oi

;

vaAnr),

glassy,

the above, in translating
and fwa,
instead of glass ;

in

^

l>easts.

G

2

—

Is.

vi.

1,

Ezck.

i.

4.

—
84

APOC. IV,
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V.

all on the throne of the
would seem that a cloud accompanied this
revelation of God, just as in the Shekinah and other

of saints, seated as Lord of
universe.

It

^

manifestations of the divine presence

may

;

—

the throne of

and the thunderings and lightnings, here and elsewhere spoken of

glory rising (we

conceive) out of

it,

in the Apocalypse, proceeding therefrom.
Consistently
with which that glassy sea, (as it were,^) like crystal,
spread before the throne, (the space before, or in front
of the throne, being the only part unoccupied, and therefore

visible

may

^j

be explained, from other

parallel

Scriptures, as the sea of blue transparent ether in which

For a ])asement just similar is desthrone both in the vision of
Ezekiel, and in that seen by the Israelitish elders at Si" There was the likeness," says Ezekiel, " of a
nai.
the cloud

floated.

cribed as attached to the

"^

was as the colour of the terrible (or
admirahle) crystal ^ and above the firmament was the
likeness of a throne."
And Moses, ^ " There was under Jehovah's feet as it were a pavement of sapphire,
and as it were the body of heaven in its clearness "
the heavenly firmament reflecting the glow of the sapfirmament

;

and

it

;

:

phire throne immediately beneath

yond

into

clear

its

and proper

it,

blue.^

but melting be-

—Above was

the

—

at Sinai,
So in the way from Egypt to Sinai, Exod. xiv. 24, xvi. 10
in Solomon's temple,
Exod. xxiv. 16, 18
in the tabernacle, Levit. xvi, 2
in Ezekiel's, Ezek. i. 4
2 Chron. v. 13, 14
in Isaiah's vision, Isa. vi. 4
X. 3, &.C.
See also Psalm xviii. 12, &c.
In the book of Sirach, xxiv. 4, the throne is spoken of as in the pillar of the
'

;

;

—

—

;

—

;

—

;

;

cloud ; 6 Opouos fia ev crvAcfi ve<j)e\7]s.
- &s 6a\aaffa vaAivTj- Scliolz,
In which mark the us.
3 Because the thrones of the elders, on either side of the divine throne, would
there apparently hide the basement from view.
Ezek. i. 22— 2G.
5 A Note in the Kctorial Bible on this passage in Ezekic), says that " the term
S"T13rT ri'ipn, rendered tci rihlr chryslnl, seems to have been a term of preeminence for the diamond ; which is indeed an admirable chrystal for its brilliancy and hardness."
In the Septuagint translation of Ezekiel, the word for
Exod. xxiv. 9, 10.
firmament is arfpewfia answering nearly, as does also the word ^rwamen^, to
"
paved work," seen in the vision given to the Israelitish
this "pavement," or
'

•"'

—

;

elders.
'
So Milton, P. L.
the chariot of God,

vi. 1f>1,

after notice of the four

Cherubim,

as supporters of

—
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"Thou
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thy glory above the

hast set

And, resembling as it did in colour the
red jasper or sardine, there must doubtless have been
heavens."

something in the appearance very awful, as well as gloNor without meaning. For, indeed, even under
the christian dispensation, " our God is (in his holiness)
as a consuming fire."
But there appeared round about
rious.

the throne, as

if to

re-assure the Evangelist, a rainbow, in

—

which the soft green was predominant,
" in sight like
unto an emerald,"
the well-known and lovely memorial

—

of the covenant of grace.
And I think, too, the appearance of the seven lamps burning before the throne must
have added encouragement.
For, placed as they were
before the Shekinah, it would be natural to identify
^

them with the seven flames of the seven lamp-sconces
of the sanctuary.
And whereas these lamp-sconces had
been declared ^ the type of living churches, living beOver

their heads a chrystal firmament,

Whereon

a sapphire throne, inlaid with pure
colors of the showery arch.

Amber, and

The epithet vaXivr}, applied to the firmamental expanse, like the English glassy,
or Latin vitreus, is a word simply expressive, as I conceive, of clearness and
transparency thus answering to the " body of heaven in its clearness," in the
passage from Exodus. Compare Job xxxvii. 18 " Thou hast spread out the sky
as a molten looking-glass."
To which, in illustration of the application of the
word sea as a simile to the ski/, let me add from Cowper's Task, Book V, " Ye
Indeed the
shining hosts, That navigate a sea that knows no storms," &c.
liquid ether is, I need hardly observe, a common figure in various languages.
Further the Psalmist's statement, " He layeth the beams of his chambers in the
waters," may be also fitly compared the waters there spoken of being interpreted
;

;

—

:

by commentators to mean the firmamental waters.
The explanation of the glassy sea above given is the same as Vitringa's : and
he refers, in support of it, as I do, to the parallel visions in Exodus and Ezekiel.
Many other commentators'lTIC^ explained it to signify the brazen laver, or sea,
in the Jewish temple.
But, first, the Evangelist is here describing what was in
the inner sanctuary, not what was in the court without it. Secondly, it seems
difficult to explain why, if the laver were meant, it should be represented as of
glass, and not brazen.
I may add that there appears no allusion whatever to a
laver, such as was in the ancient Jewish temple, in any of the apocalyptic visions.
As regards the sea described in chapter xv. 2, there can be little doubt of its
having no such meaning.
Nor indeed can this latter be identified with the glassy
sea here spoken of.
For, as will be then again observed, both the article the
is there wanting; (it being, " I saw a sea of glass," not " the sea," which it
ought to have been, had a sea been intended spoken of before :) and, further, it
is described as mixed ivith fire
of which, as regards the sea here spoken of,

—

;

there

is

not the slightest intimation.
'

-

Apoc.

i.

20,

Compare Gen.
Phil,

ji.

ix.

12

— 17, and

Isa.

liv.

9,

10.

ifj.—Thc word generally used for the temple candle-
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— the seven flaming

him

to
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as symbolizing

lamps were here interpreted

the seven Spirits of

God

;

i.

e.

elsewhere explains the phrase to us, the Holy
So that
Spirit, the third person of the blessed Trinity.^
the
the symbol might seem to represent the two,
chmxh and the Spirit,— as in God's eye associated toge-

as he

—

and not only to indicate that the holy life, aflFecand aspirations of his people were ever before the
Lord, but, also, that in them was recognized by Him the
presence and the influence of His own Holy Spirit.
And this indeed is precisely consonant with what we
ther

:

tions,

"

are told elsewhere.
it is

" knoweth,

said,

He

that searcheth

(in

the aspirations thence aris-

the hearts,"

what is the mind of the Spirit." For it is He that
maketh intercession both in and/o?' the saints and, as
the Spirit of grace and of supplication, dwelleth, and
ing)

;

acteth in them.^

But what the meaning of the tiventy-four elders seated
round the throne of the Deity ? And what of the four
living creatures^ yet

more nearly surrounding

it?

We
be

may be thankful that what is most essential to
known respecting these emblematic beings, in order

to

our right understanding of the Apocalypse,

pressly revealed to us.
racters

respectively,

Whatever

is

ex-

their distinctive cha-

both the one and the other were

is \vxfia, for tiic lights thereof \vxvoi.
But
be regarded as nearly synonymous.
Tliis is the necessary inference from the association of these seven Spirits
" Jolin to the seven churches which
with the Father and the Son in chap. i. 4
arc in Asia, Grace be unto you, and peace, from Him who is, and who was, and
who is to come, and from thfl sevan Spirits u^hich are before the throne, and
from Jesus Christ," &c. But for this we might have explained the seven lamps
before the throne oi se\cn ungclic spirits; agreeably with the word seraphim,
burning ones, and the figurative description in Ileb. i. 7, " He maketh his angels
aflame of fire."
- Romans viii.
2G, 27.
See also Matt. x. 20
John xiv. 17, &c.—The
numeral of the symbol here used, and derived, as I presume, from the seven
lamp-sconces, to designate the usual influences of the Holy Spirit in the universal
church, may bo illustrated by considering how obvious a symbol twelve tongues
of fire were to designate his miraculous communication to the twelve Apostles of
the gilt of tongues.
Sec Acts ii. 3.
* Zua.
The word is one used by Clemens Alcxandrinus in his Pacdag. i. 8, of

stick,

or rather lamp-sconce,

Aa/Li7ra5e$

and

Xvxi'oi

may

'

;

—

;

7nan,

He

calls

him

KoAAiyoi' Kai <pi\o9tov §wov.

—
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unquestionably representatives of the redeemed from
among the children of men. For this was the song of
thanksgiving to the Lamb in which they were heard
uniting in common chorus soon afterwards, '' Thou
hast redeemed us unto God by thy blood, out of every
kindred, and tongue^ and nation." ^
Moreover, as regards the elders, thus much was also
evident, that they represented the redeemed saints in the
For in their case, the
character of a royal priesthood.
intent of the emblematic insignia^—I mean of the
thrones on which they sate, the crowns on their heads,
their white robes, and perhaps of what is after mentioned,
was almost intertheir incense vials, and their harps,-preted by the song itself, " Thou hast made us unto
God kings and priests;"'^ and just accords moreover
with what St. Peter calls the saints, ^aa-iXeiov UpaTeviAu, a
Again, as to their number 24, it
royal priesthood.^
might be explained either, as some expositors suggest,
by reference to the twelve patriarchs, the heads of the
Old Testament church, and the twelve apostles of the
New or, as others, by reference to the heads of the

—

—

;

twenty-four courses of the Jewish priesthood, the fit representatives of the whole priestly body.^
But of the four living creatures the explanation is
more difficult and very careful consideration needed, to
solve the question at all satisfactorily.
The first step to a right understanding of the point in
;

^ Dean Woodhouse explains
the Apocalyptic living creatures as angels ; observing that no objection has been made to this explanation, but their joining
redeemed
us by thy blood."
might have thought
in the song, "Thou hast
that that one objection would have sufficed to convince him of its untenableness.
Ignatius seems to have had an opinion, and Jerome joins him in it, that the
death of Christ was influential in the salvation of angels.
See Ignatius's Epist.
to Smyrna, c. b, and Jerome on the Ep. to Eph. Lib. ii.
So that they might
consistently have entertained the interpretation.
But the Dean evidently had
no such opinion ; and it is indeed altogether without warrant of scripture.
Besides which the living creatures speak of being redeemed out of every nation
and tongue.
- Apoc. V. 8
exovTes (piaKas XP'"''"^ yfiABcras dv/Mtafiaruv, at eicriv at wpoaevXat Toov ayioov. The al takes its gender from the substantive /oWowji?!^-, not that
preceding; a construction not infrequent.
So IVTark xii. 42, Kfirra Suo u en
KoSpavTris also Gal. iii. 16, Eph. i. 14, &c.
lb. verse 10.
= Sec 1 Chron
1 Peter ii. 5, 9.
xxiv.4
18, 2 Chron, xix, 8, xxxv. 8.

We

;

•'

'

—

—
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obviously a reference to the very parallel
In that, too, Jehovah appeared enthroned in a fiery cloud, not at rest, however, as here,
but chariot-like in motion
and with four living creaquestion

is

vision in Ezekiel.^

:

tures as supporters of the throne, or chariot,

which

in

almost every point resembled the four in the Apocalyptic
vision.
Their faces were similarly like those of a lion,
an ox, a man, an eagle
they were similarly winged,
and similarly full of eyes in their whole body moreover,
emerging, as they were first seen, " out of the midst" of
the cloud of enthronization, they might si.milarlyjbe said
to have been within the throne, as well as round about
it.'^
Now of these we are expressly told by Ezekiel (x.
To
20.) that " he knew them to be the Cherubim.''
understand his meaning of which word, and the class
of beings intended, we must refer to the earlier notices
of Cherubim in Scripture. And first there is that memorable record of them in the book of Genesis ; wherein they
are described as having been placed by God at the east
end of the garden of Eden and, with flaming swords
that turned every way, keeping the way of the tree of
life.^
In which passage the meaning of the word seems
imequivocal.
They were evidently angelic beings. The
next notice that occurs of Cherubim is in the sanctuary
^gurings
which, being figurings ordered by God 'Himself, were necessarily a true expression of the heavenly
realities.
In these the same angelic order seemed still
intended.
And I cannot but Just pause to remark, that
whereas the first recorded employment of Cherubim was,
as we have seen, the expulsion of guilty man from paradise, and guarding against his return to the source of
life, the next was that, as here represented, of bending in
admiration over the mercy-seat, whereby man had a way
of access to the source of life again opened to him
" which things," says St. Peter, in evident allusion to the
cherubs in the sanctuary, " the angels desire, bending
;

:

;

—

;"*

;

'

Ezck.

•'

Gen.

i

and

iii,

21.

x.

'

Ibid.

i.

10, 5;

x. 12.

Exod. xxv, 18—20.

.
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In Ezekiel's own vision there is
evidence of the angelic nature of the
Cherubim.
For they are symbolized as burning lamps
of fire ; a symbol the same as that applied by St. Paul
to angels
("Of the angels He saith, He maketh his
angels spirits, his ministers a flame of fire ; ")^ and which
serves also, I may add, to identify them with the Seraphim, or burning ones, seen beside the throne by
over, to look into."

^

another

yet

;

Isaiah.^

Thus

the nature of the four %ua of Ezekiel was evi-

dently angelical.

and functions?

And what their then employments
They were represeffted to the prophet

as supporting the throne of Jehovah, attending

His pre-

sence, like as the chief ministers of state might attend

that of an eastern monarch, carrying out their glances

of intuition on every side into the dominions of their
Lord, listening reverentially for his commands, and going

and returning on them

like a flash

of lightning: in short,

as the angelical intelligences admitted nearest to his

own

presence and counsels, and most confidentially employed
by Him in His present providential government of the
world.
The wheels of the throne that they supported

—

intersected each other like the great circles of a

mundane

These they appeared to direct, animate, and
move. For " the spirit of the four living creatures was
in the wheels
whithersoever the Spirit was to go, they

sphere.

:

—

went." 4
As to the intent of the mysterious faces assigned them of a lion, an ox, a man, an eagle, respectively, though all with human hands, and likeness,^ we

Peter i. 12, eu a eiriOufisffiv ayyiAoi irapaKuti/ai. The same word is used in
TrapaKv\pas
xxiv. 12, of Peter stooping over to look into the sepulchre
jSAeTTtt ra oQovia.
On the posture of the cherubim over the ark, see Exod. xxv. 20.
'

1

Luke,

cli.

;

—

-

Heb.

i.

7.

Their place, (the reader must observe) was beside the throne,
not above it, so as our translation renders the Hebrew word. See Lowth ad loc.
* "The appearance of the ivhcels was like unto the colour of a beryl (sky-blue
Lowth) and their appearance and their work was, as it
mixed with green
.
and their rings were full of eyes
were, a wheel in the middle of a wheel ;.
Whithersoever
and when the living creatures went, the wheels went by them.
the Spirit was to go, they went ;,. ,. for the spirit of the living creatures was
Ezck, i. 5, 8.
in the wheels."
Ezck, i. If), &c,
^

Isa. vi. 2, 3.

;

—

;

.

.

; .

.

.

'•>

.

.

.

':
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Royal thrones were framed somecan but conjecture.
times with material supporters of these animal forms
and possibly there might be a certain reference to this
custom in the figuration. Whether or not the qualities
of courage, patience, intelligence, and heavenly soaring in
the Cherubim, might, as some expound the similitudes,^
have been further indicated thereby or whether they
may have been meant to intimate how these angelical
attendants on the divine behests, " themselves instinct
with spirit," acted in and upon the animate, as well as
inanimate creatures of God, so as to overrule them all
in subservience to the designs of His providence, (a
view which some others have seemed to entertain,)^ are
Nor is the Rabbinical
questions beyond our solution.
:

;

whose likenesses severally the
devices on the four grand
a (tradition on which yet another

tradition that the animals,

Cherubim bore, were
standards of Israel,

the

view of the apocalyptic figure has been founded,)* at
all more to be depended on.^ All these ideas I say, must
be regarded as uncertain.^

1
So in the account of Solomon's throne, 1 Kings x. 18, 19 " The king made
a great throne of ivory, and overlaid it with the best gold.
The throne had six
steps
and the top of the throne was round behind and there were stays on
either side on the place of the seat; and two lions stood beside the stays; and
twelve lions stood on the one side and on the otlier, upon the six steps."
' So Mr. Scott, &c.
2 Perhaps Noi^atian, quoted below, had some such idea.
So Sir I. Newton, &c.
* On the uncertainty, improbability, and late origin of this Jewish tradition
see the Note on Numb. ii. 2, in Bishop Patrick.
* Let me add in further illustration of this difficult subject the paraphrastic
comments of a learned Latin Father of the third century, and of a still more
learned English Poet of the seventeenth.
First of Novatian, De Trinitate; ap. Opera Tertulliani, (Rothomag. 1662)
p. 1035.
" Pertingit ejus (sc. Dei) ad usque singula qu<cque cura, cujus ad totum,
quidquid est, pcrvenit Providentia. Hinc est quod ct dcsupcr cherubim sedet
id est prfficst super opcrum suorum varictatcm; subjcctis throno ejus animnlibus
prx ctetcris principatum tcncntibus
cuncta desupcr chrijslallu contcgente; id
est ca;lo omnia opericnte.
Quod in firmamentum de aquarum fluentc materia
fuerat Deo jubente solidatum
ut glacies robusta aquarum terram pridem contegentium dividens mcdietatcm dorso quodam pondcra aqute superioris [sustinens,] corroboratis de gelu viribus.
Nam ct rota' subjacent; tcmpora scilicet,
;

:

;

••

'

;

—

;

;

—

quibus omnia mundi membra volvuntur talibus pcdibus adjectis quibus non in
perpctuum stant ista, sed transcunt. Scd ct per omncs orbes stellatcC sunt oculis:
Dei cnim opera pervigili obtutu contcmplanda sunt. In quorum sinu carbonum
:
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certain respecting Ezekiel's four

or cherubim, the natural and almost
inference respecting the four that appeared

living creatures,

necessary
to St.

John,

surely this,

is

that

as in

form and

their

position they resembled Ezekiel's Cherubim, so in

their

nature and functions they must have resembled them
also ;
and thus have symbolized beings of angelic
nature, appointed, in that character, to ministrations

near

and

confidential

the conduct

in

of

the Lord's

The only question

providential government.

is,

how

could consist with what has been before noticed,
their joining as Christ's redeemed ones in the song
in other words, how the redeemed of
of redemption
the children of men could with propriety be symbolized
as in angels' places, and with angels' employments.
question confessedly difficult.
And yet, if I mistake
not, there is that in the Scripture revelations of the
this

:

A

future which will solve the difficulty,
torily

For

how
let

the whole
it

may

and show

satisfac-

consist together.

be remembered that this was one of the

declarations of Christ respecting the state of the
after

the resurrection

on

saints

second coming, that they
equal and like to angels ; .^mihis

should be then Kj-ayyeXoi,^
near therefore, we may suppose, to the divine
throne, and employed in similar ministrations.
declaration illustrated, as it seems to me, by the apostle's
statement,^ that the luorld to come, whereof he was

larly

A

est ig-His : sive quoniam ad igneum diem judicii miindus istc
quoniam omnia opera Dei ignea, nee sunt tenebrosa, sed vigent.
igitur cuirus Dei, secundum David." (sc. Psalm Ixviii. 17.)

medius

sive

festinat;

— Hie est

Secondly, Miltori, P. L. 749;
forth rushed, with whirlwind sound.
chariot of paternal Deity,
Flashing thick flames ; wheel within wheel undrawn.

The

Itself instinct

with

spirit

;

but convoyed

By four cherubic shapes four faces each
Had wondrous as with stars their bodies all
And wings were set with eyes, with eyes the wheels
Of beryl, and careering fires between.
:

:

Over their heads a chrystal firmament, &c. (See p. 85.)
- Luke XX. 35, 3C, "They which shall be accounted worthy to obtain that
world, and the resurrection from the dead, are i(rajyi\oi, eejual to the angels."
^

I-Ieb,

ii.

5.
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speaking, was not put into subjection (as this world in
manner is^) to angelic government ; but to Jesus the
God-man, and conjointly with him to the saints, his as-

a

on the throne,^

sessors

Now

it is

to this their resur-

coming
and taking the kingdom, that the elders' insignia of
crowns and priestly white robes, seem to have had
For these were the words of their song,
reference.
" Thou hast made us to our God kings and priests, and
we shall reign on the earth." It was not their present
enjoyment of those offices that was betokened in the insignia, but anticipatively their investiture and appointment to them.^ What, then, more reasonable than to
suppose that the appearance and the position of the four
rection-state, that

is

to their state after Christ's

—

living creatures, those

other representatives of the re-

deemed, were intended to symbolize the angelic^ as well
as royal and priestly functions, (indeed the angelic might
be deemed the highest of the royal functions) which,
in that luorld to come, the redeemed were destined to
fulfil ?

*

Thus
living

I

conclude that the twenty-four elders and four
of the Apocalyptic vision symbolized

creatures

in part, I conceive, the angelic titles, " thrones, dominions, principa&c. Col. i. 16, Eph. i. 21, iii. 10, 1 Peter iii. 22, &c.
- 2 Tim. ii. 12, "If wo suffer, we shall also reign with him."
Matt. xix. 28,
" Ye which have followed mc, shall in the regeneration, when the Son of Man
shall sit on his throne of glory, sit also on twelve thrones judging the twelve
tribes of Israel."
So Luke xxii. ."^O; 1 Cor. iv. 8, &c.
Compare Rev. xx. 4, 6, where the saints were seen to take the kingdom.
So Viclorinus ad loc. " Viginti quatuor patres et apostolos judicare populum
suum oportet ;" citing Matt. xix. 28, just quoted by me, and so fixing his meaning to the saints' /w/M7-e reign.
So too the yet earlier Father Clement of J lex" Such an one, though here on earth he
andria.
In his Strom. Lib. vi, he says
be not honoured with the first Seat, shall sit upon the twenty-four thrones,
judging the people, as John says in the Revelation." In which passage he also
evidently refers to Matt. xix. 28, as Lardner observes, ii. 245 and construes the
symbols of the twenty-four Apocalyptic Presbyters as anticipativc of a reign in
the world to come.
* Would the reader forestal for a moment the fact prefigured in this
Rook, and
realized in history, of a grand usurpation of Christ's royal honour and prerogatives in the professing, but apostatized, Christian Church, let him read Pope
Clement the Vtli's explanation of ihc four living creatures of Ezekiel and the
Apocalypse: " IJtinam Cardinalcs, qui sunt auimalia pcnnata, plena oculis, ante
et retro, talia prosjiiciant, Slc."
So at the Council of Vieiuie, A. D. 1312. Sec
Waddington's Eccl. Hist. p. 481. Sujiportcrs of the Papal tluonc, the cardinals
were identified by the Pope with the svipiiorters of Jchorah's.
'

Hence

lities,"

•*

—

;

-,

—

—
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the church or collective body of the saints of God.

And

whereas there were two grand divisions of that
church, the larger one that of the departed in Paradise,
the other that inilitant on earth, it seems that it is specially \}\Q former that we must suppose depicted here.
Such I conceive to be the inference from the position of
the elders and living creatures in the inner Temple, the
place of the manifested presence of God. Besides which,
there appears in their garb and their demeanour nothing
either of that sense of defilement, or fear and awe,
which generally characterized God's saints and servants,
when admitted, while still in their mortal state, to the
so, for example, as in the cases of
sight of God
Isaiah, of Daniel, of the High Priest Joshua, or of St.
John himself.' Nor again was there any change from
their garb of triumph to one of mourning, as the figurations proceeded, and the trials and persecutions of the
;

Church on earth were

the subject depicted.

— Hence,

on

the whole, they must, I think, be regarded as symbolic
representatives specially
spirits

of just

men made

of the Church in Paradise, or
Yet not so, but as, in

perfect.

a certain sense, to signify the feelings and the desires of
the branch militant

on earth likewise

:

forasmuch as in

heart the latter also dwells above where Christ

is ;^

and,

advancement of

in respect of all that concerns the

his

kingdom and manifestation of his glory, is with the former in desire and sympathy even as one. Whence perhaps, on occasion of the Apocalyptic Book being opened,
the circumstance of the twenty-four elders being depicted
with harps and incense-vials expressing generally the
prayers and gratitude of the saints.
-The which view of them suggests an illustration of
the sTrbJect from the words which our Lord used in pa""^

rable respecting

himself,

when

referring to the interval

ascending to the Father, and his coming
" A certain nobleman
again at the second advent.
went into a far country, to receive for himself a kingdom,

between

his

^

-

Col.

Isa. vi. 5
iii.

.3.

;

Dan.

x. 8

;

Zcch.

iii.

3

;

Apoc. i. 17.
3 Apoc.

v.

8.
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In which words he alluded to a custom, prevalent in those times, of subordinate kings
going to Rome to receive the investiture to their kingdoms from the Roman emperor, and then returning to
intimating thereby that he was
occupy them and reign
about to receive from the Father, after his ascension,
but with the intention
the investiture to his kingdom
not to occupy it till his return at the second coming.
Indeed it seems to be in token of this investiture
that, in the vision before us, he takes his seat as the
Lamb on the divine throne. Just similarly, the twentyto return."

^

;

;

four elders, and the four living "creatn"res, representing
specially

that part of the church which

has past from

earth to paradise, appear with their insignia of investiture to the high offices destined

kingdom
earth,

same of which,
they had received the
;

the

the actual enjoyment, as

them

in Christ's

coming
on

in their militant state

and of which
was yet to come.

pr^omise,

we have

seen,

Such was a part of the company gathered on this
occasion.
Besides which, as we read presently afterwards, there were Angels in numbers without
number attendant. It was indeed a glorious gathering,
august

though in figure, of no little part of the magnificent assemblage told of by St. Paul to the Hebrew Christians.
There was thcgfinn of the general assembly of the church
of the firstborn, whose names were written in heaven
;

there were the spirits of just

men made

perfect

;

there

was

an innumerable company of Angels
all in presence of
God the judge of all and all attcnt and eager, we may be
sure, for the promised revelation.
But who the Revealer that was to open it to them ?
There was a book
in the right hand of Him that sat upon the throne, in
which they knew it was written. But the book was
.closed and sealed. And when an Angel,
a strong Angel,
as he is somewhat singularly called,^
made proclama:

;

—

—

—

'

Luke

xix.

12.

-May not the epithet, othenrise uinnrcuiing; suggest tliat it was the individual who in other times tali<ccl with Dnnii), an<l li.ule him seal up the book of
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tion if there

was any one worthy

open

to

95
it,

not an in-

dividual could there be found of merit sufficient,

among

angels or men, in heaven or on earth.
Yet one there
was worthy, of a higher nature. As the Evangelist, both

from personal

and as the representative also of
(I must beg
the reader to mark thus early this his character)
was
weeping at the disappointment of his hopes, one of the
elders bade him " weep not."
And he there with .pom ted
to him a lamb standing in the midst of the throne, and
of the four living creatures, and the elders
one that
and yet had seven
bore marks as if it had been slain
horns, the symbol as of all power in heaven and on earth,
and seven eyes, as of the spirit of omniscience. It was
evidently the Latnb of God, the fellow of Jehovah, that
had been slain and now appeared alive again yea and
was alive for evermore, to make intercession, and to reHaving made the promise to
ceive gifts for his people.
his disciples, ere ascending, that he would shew them
Advancing
things to come,'^ He now came to fulfill it.
to the throne, He claimed and received the book from
Him that sate thereon and forthwith, taking his seat
beside Him, prepared to open the seals, and reveal the
secrets of futurity.
Then the acclamations of heaven
The song was begun
burst forth in adoration of Him.
by the living creatures and the elders and it was refeeling,

the christian earthly church and ministry,

^

:

;

;

—

:

—

:

his

prophecy; him whose name was Gabriel

(^"

.?:), or, "

My

strength

is

God?"
There are-btrt two other passages in the Apocalypse where the epithet icrxvpos
applied to an angel.
In both of these the subject is of a nature to call for the
exertion of strength. The first in x. 1, on occasion of a memorable intervention
of the Angel of the covenant to vindicate his own rights, and deliver his church,
the second with reference
at the time when the gates of hell seemed prevailing
Such is not the case here.
to the forcible overthrow of Babylon, Apoc.xviii.21.
The reader, need scarcely to.be reminded of the close connection of the prophecies of DanFel and the Apocalypse
such indeed that the statement has been
made by Mede, that Daniel is but the Aporahjpsis contracta, (that is, in that
is

:

—

;

which is their common subject, the history of the fourth kingdom) and the
Apocalypse Daniel explicata. (Mede's Works, Bk. iv. Ep. 32.) Sir I. Newton
says more generally, " He that would understand the old prophets must begin
with this."
'

So,

I

believe, all the patristic
-

Commentators ad
John xvi. 13.

loc.

and many moderns.
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sponded to by the whole angelic choir, and echoed back
from all creation. " When He had taken the book,
the four living creatures and four-and- twenty elders fell
down before the Lamb, having every one of them harps,
and golden vials full of odours, which are the prayers
And they sung a new song, saying, Thou
of saints.
art worthy to take the book, and to open the seals
for thou wast slain, and hast redeemed us to
thereof
God by thy blood, out of every kindred, and tongue,
and hast made us unto our
and people, and nation
God kings and priests and we shall reign on the earth,'
And I beheld, and I heard the voice of many Angels
round about the throne, and the living creatures, and the
elders
and the number of them was ten thousand times
ten thousand, and thousands of thousands
saying,
with a loud voice, Worthy is the Lamb that was slain
to receive power, and riches, and wisdom, and strength,
and honour, and glory, and blessing. And every creature which is in heaven, and on the earth, and under the
earth, and such as are in the sea, and all that are in
them, heard I saying,^
Blessing, and honour, and
glory, and power, be unto Him that sitteth upon the
throne, and unto the Lamb for ever and ever.' And
the four living creatures said, Amen
And the four and
twenty elders fell down, and worshipped Him that liveth
for ever and ever." ^ J_g^^ .x(
,\ %-c, >
'

;

;

;

—

:

;

'

!

.

CHAPTER

IV.

THE MODE AND MANNER, PLAN AND ORDER,
OF THE REVELATION.

And

what then was

to

be the mode and manner of
company thus assembled,

unfolding, before the august

•
Tliis expression concerning the voice of all creation seems to he figurative,
denoting the voice that it scorns to have in the cars of the saints; like that used
by St. Paul in Rom. viii. ly, 22, about tiic long;ing expectation and groanin?

of the creation.
•

Compare

Phil.

ii.

C

—

JO, &c.

"He

humbled himself unto death, even the

—
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this great revelation of the coming future ?
Was it to
be simply, as in the case of some other revelations from
God/ by the reading out what was written in the Book?
Not so. The subject matter therein contained was, in a
manner far more interesting, to be visibly enacted, even

as in a living drama
and for the requisite scenery and
agency alike heaven and earth put in requisition.
Nor,
again, was the beauty of dramatic plan and order to be
wanting; indeed of plan and order the most perfect.
Before entering on the prefigurative visions themselves it
will be of important advantage to us to consider these two
points preparatorily
I mean first, the scenic imagery
made use of in the development of the prophecy
;

:

;

plan, order, and chief divisions, as marked
in the seven-sealed book containing it.
And,
secondly,

1st.

its

—

THE APOCALYPTIC SCENERY.

Now

of the apocalyptic scenery, as the reader will be
aware, no detailed or connected account is given us.
have only incidental notices of it. These, however, occur
perpetually
and, if carefully gathered up and compared
together, will be found wonderfully to harmonize, so as
indeed to indicate a scenery designedly provided for the
occasion, consistent and complete.
And the importance
of an early and familiar acquaintance with it will hence
sufficiently appear, in that it is that from which the character and meaning of many important points in the
apocalyptic prefigurations is alone to be deduced
and
that too which connects and gives unity to them as a
whole.
The scene then first visible, and which remained
stationary throughout the visions in the foreground, v,as
as of the interior of a temple ; including in its secret and
inmost sanctuary the throne of Jehovah already spoken
of, and the blessed company attendant round it.
For

We

;

;

that at the
death of the cross. Wherefore God also hatli highly exalted him
name of Jesus every knee should bow of things in heaven, and things on eartli,,
and things under the eartli, &c."
'
As in that communicated through Jeremiah, Jer. xxxvl. 2, 6, 32.
:

;

VOLo

I.

H
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but, as
this did not appear, in open space, or public
seems manifest in the progress of the prophetic drama,
and is indeed in one place directly intimated, within the
It was a temple reinclosure of a temple sanctuary.^
sembhng Solomon's, or, yet more, the tabernacle framed
although on a
earlier by Moses in the wilderness
grander scale, at least as regards the inner sanctuary,^
and with other marked peculiarities. The which resemFor it was
blance is also expressly intimated to us.
" on
called upon one occasion " the temple of God
another, in words only referable to the Jewish temple or
tabernacle, " the temple of the tabernacle of witness,
Moreover in its parts and divisions it well
in heaven." ^
The temple proper,
corresponded with that of Israel.
:

—

;

;

—

or sanctuary, was similarly constituted of the holy place
and that most holy ; save that there was no vail, as of
old, to separate

them

the one being characterized

:

by

think also, by the

the golden altar of incense, and, as I
the other by the divine glory, and
seven burning lamps
the
ark
covenants
court too appeared attached
the
of
;

A

and one simimarked by an altar of sacrifice standing in it bethat there was the similar appendage of an outer

to this sanctuary, just as to the Jewish,
larly

sides

:

CO wri also,

as if of the Gentiles.^

" There came a great voice out of the temple of heaven, from the
position of the Apocalyptic throne, as of that seen by Isaiah,
(Is. vi. 1,) is fixed within the temple
the public opening of which is noticed
' Compare Heb. ix. 11.
as a new) thing, Apoc. xi. 19.
3 xi. \'J
XV. 5.
Compare Acts vii. 44 " Our fathers had the tabernacle of
'

17

xvi.

throne."

;

Thus the

:

;

ji)i<wes6-

;

in the wilderness

;

" also

Num.

xviii.

&c.

2.

The absence of a imil between the holy place
and that most holy appears from this, that what passed in the one, as well as the
other, was alike visible to St. John whose station, from its commanding the view
both without the sanctuary and within it, we may not improbably suppose to have
*

iv.

5, viii. 3. ix. 13, xi.

19.

:

been near its entrance door. This difference might perhaps have been expected
in a temple symbolic of the christian church
the vail having been rent at
Christ's death, and the way made open into the holiest.
Compare Matt, xxvii.
51, with the apostle's exposition, Hcbr. ix. 8, x. 19, 20.
Tlie first notice of the altar is under the fifth seal, vi. 9
"I saw the souls
under the altar," &c. It is to be observed that wherever in the New Testament
the word altar {Bvaiarrfpiov) occurs alone, the brazen altar of sacrifice seems intended by it. So Matt, xxiii. 19, 3.5; J.ukc xi. 51 1 Cor. ix. 13
Heb. xiii. 10;
Apoc. vi. 9, viii. 3, 5, xvi. 7. I might add Apoc. xi. 1, xiv. 18 only that here
the a//«r-co«/-<, as well as altar, seems intended.
Where the altar of incense is
meant, it is expressly so designated. So Luke i. 11
"The angel of the Lord
;

''

;

—

;

;

;

—

;
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As the visions proceeded, other objects appeared in
connected landscape, around and beneath the temple.
N'earest was the Mount Zion and its holy city
not
the literal Jerusalem, which had been levelled to the
ground, and was now literally in bondage with her
^ but that which, though in some things difchildren
ferent, sufficiently resembled it to have the likeness at
once recognised, and to receive the appellation
then,
beneath and beyond, far stretching, (even as it might
have appeared from that high mountain whence were
seen in a moment of time the kingdoms of the world
and the glory of them,^) the miniature but living landBoth the Mount Zion and
scape of the Roman Empire.
the temple seem to have appeared high raised above the
earth, although not altogether detached from it
and
the former, as well as latter, in near proximity to the
heavenly glory within the sanctuary.
So that while,
on the one hand, the temple might be called " the temple of the tabernacle of witness in heaven,'^ and they
that were true worshippers and citizens in the temple
and Mount Zion, " the tabernaclers in heaven,^' yet,
:

'

;

:

—

—

;

—

on the other, the outer court of the temple appeared accessible to the inhabitants of the earth below, and the
holy city susceptible of invasion from them."*

Such was

the standing scenery throughout the

Nor was

Apoca-

depicted before St. John as
but was to be made use
a mere ornamental appendage
of, as I have already intimated, both emblematically and
chorographicaUy ,
to furnish figures and to designate

lyptic

visions.

it

;

—

—

of,

of countries elsewhere
with a view to the elucidation of the pro-

to be

remembered that the subject of the pro-

localities,

prophesied
phecy.
It is

just as the scenery

appeared unto Zacharias standing on the right of the altar of incense " and
Apoc. viii. 3, ix. 13; " the go/iten altar before the throne." The outer court is
;

noticed
1

xi.

1.

Apoc.

xiv.
'*

1,

xi.

Apoc.

-

2.
xii.

12, XV.

,5,

H

Gal,
xiv,

2

iv.

^

25.

1,2; and

xi.

1

Matt.
2.

iv.

8.
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mised revelation was large and complex,
" the things
which should happen thereafter." It was to be the
same, in effect, as that which in its retrospective delineation constitutes the combined secular and ecclesiastical
history of Christendom
the former, or secular, comprehending the grand political changes and revolutions
of the Roman world, with the agencies instrumental in
causing them, whether from without or from within the
latter, or ecclesiastical, the outward fortunes, adverse or
prosperous, of the church
its purity or corruptions of
doctrine and worship, its general apostacy in the course
of time, the coalescing of the apostatizing church with
the world, and the separation, sufferings, faith, protection, and ultimate triumph of the saints, that is, of the
true people, the spiritual church of God.
Such being the subject, so large, various, and complex,
and the more complex from the events of its two
great divisions, the secular and the ecclesiastical, often
intermingling,
the difficulty must be obvious of fitly
exhibiting it
especially in respect of marking the due
connexion of events, and with the proper unity of effect.
The difficulty has been frequently felt and noticed by
those who have delineated it in history and must apply
of course in full measure to its foreshowing in prophecy.
:

—

:

;

—

—

;

;

Which being the case, it
how suited the provision
to lessen, if not to

really interesting to consider
of the Apocalyptic scenery was

is

overcome

it.

In the first place, to represent Christ's church in
respect of its worshipping, (that church which is ** the
house of the living God,"^) there was the hieroglyphic
temple:
its inmost or most holy place including, as the
fit locality,
that part of the church constituency, the
spirits of the just, which was then with Christ in heaven,
and of which I have, in the preceding chapter, already

—

spoken its outer sanctuary, or holy place, (the vestibule
and passage to the former,^) figuring, by what might be
:

'

^

Holy Place

;

Tim.

iii.

15.

Compare

Ei)h.

ii.

21.

" Tlie first covenant had aytov kooixikov, a worldly
" or (as appears from verses 23, 24, where the Holy of Holies is

Compare Heb.

ix.

1

;

;
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the secret spirituality of the worship,

and accepted by Christ, of his saints on earth;
and the temple^court, and what past therein, what was
publicly ohservahle in their public and corporate worship.
Further, to symbolize their peculiar J9o/^7?/ and citizenship, there appeared the holy city and Mount Zion
as seen

—

the visible picturing of St Paul's ideal metropolitan city

of the Christian body with
tain-head towards heaven
^

:

in truth, as significant as

members of

they are

it

a city

base on earth, its mouna symbol of the saints,

its

—

was beautiful forasmuch as
and kingdom different from
;

those of this world ;2 while in the world being not of
the world, but having their citizenship^ their TcoKnevfAa, In
Besides all which, in order the better to sigheaven.^

—

of importance affecting

nify events or changes

at

any

explained as the symbol of heaven) a Holy Place symbolizing the Church
world.
So Bishop Hall in his Contemplation on Zachary in Luke i, "The v7iter
Temple was the figure of the whole Church on earTiTf Tilce as the Holy of Holies
represented heaven." An idea adopted and applied in one of our well-known
hymns, " The holy to the holiest leads." Josephus (Antiquities, iii. 11) explains
the symbol nearly in the same manner; and Clemens Alexandrinus also, calling
Others too of the Fathers might be quoted
it KoafjLB T8 ai(TQr)T8 avfiPoAov.
Bishop Middleton's explanation, in case that we feel obliged to
in illustration.
'"
take KocTfjLiKov as an adjective, is to much the same"eHecr.
in this

—

—

'

Heb.

xii. 22.

should be remembered that heavenly is a word often used of things on
So, Heb. viii. ^,
earth which have a heavenly origin, association, or ending.
St. Paul speaks of the things in the Jewish temple as a " shadow of heavenly
things;" meaning, of things spiritual in the christian church. And so too Christ's
kingdom of heaven, spoken of in the gospels, embraces the saints on earth.
Similarly what is called "the heavenly Jerusalem," or, " the Jerusalem above,"
(Heb. xii. 22, Gal. iv. 26,) in either case an ideal city, embraces them also.
Thus it was used by St. Paul as a type of the whole christian church, militant
and seems in that sense to have been visibly represented
as well as triumphant
In Gal. iv. 26 St. Paul contrasts Mount Zion, or the Jerusalem
to St. John.
above, as the type of the christian church, with Mount Sinai, as the type of the
Jewish.
On which passage Macknight observes; " The catholic church, consisting of believers from all nations, which is formed on the covenant published
from Mount Zion, is called the Jerusalem above, because its most perfect state
And Whitby on Heb. xii. 22 " It is styled the heavenly
will be in heaven."
Jerusalem not that heaven is primarily intended by it, and not the church of
Christ on earth : but propter originem et finem., as- having its rise from heaven,
^

It

—

;

;

;

and leading to

it."

—

3 Phil. iii. 20, John xvii. 14.
Compare Augustine's well-known similar view
of the saints as the Clvitas Dei, which, " in terris peregrina, in caslo fundata
(Sermon on Luke xi. 9.) Also the beautiful view of them given in the
est."
"Christians
Epistle to Diognetus, by an author, Justin Martyr's cotemporary
They
are not separated from others by country, by language, or by customs.
are confined to no particular cities, use no particularity of speech, adopt no singularity of life.
Dwelling in the cities, as every man's lot is cast, following the
customs of each country in dress, and diet, and manner of life, and like other
:

—
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time the apostolic line of the Christian ministry, there
was the further and very remarkable help of the apostle
John's own presence on the scene, in his representative
character himself to take part in the sacred drama, and
enact as a living actor the roll assigned him.'
In contrast with all which, and to represent the
WORLD as distinguished from the saints, there was the
terrene landscape of the Roman earth, andiis great city ;
the earth being the fit emblem of those who, in heart,
only dwelt on earth. ^
In the event, which was soon to
take place, of its inhabitants nationally abandoning Paganism and professing Christianity, the symbol of the
Gentile or outer court of the Temple was at hand, as
joined o>^n to that of Israel, to represent their profession
as proselytes,
as excluded, to mark their complete and
recognized apostacy.^
In the firmamental heaven which
overlooked the terrene landscape, and its sun, moon,
;

—

and

—

was that which might fitly designate,
powers of the world,
whether in the lustre of supremacy, or as eclipsed and
cast dovvn.
There was in the movement of atmospheric
storms, the overflowing of rivers, and other such changes
visibly passing from without upon the landscape, the
ready symbol of foreign invasions
and again in its
earthquakes, that of political commotions and revolutions from within.
Further, as there seems to have
stars, there

as in other prophecies, the secular

;

—

been a chorographical truth in the general landscape,
and the four quarters of the Roman earth, and its inland
sea, and frontier rivers, and other localities to have
men marrying and having children, they yet display the wonderful nature of
They dwell in their own country but as sojourners they
their peculiar polity.
abide on earth, but they are citizens of heaven. In a word, they are in the
is
in the body.
world what the soul
The soul is diffused through all the members
of the body, and Christians through the cities of the world.
But the soul,
though dwc lling in the body, is not of the body ; andChrislians dwell in the world,
but are not of the world."
:

So especially

Apoc. vii, x, and the beginning of xi.
earth and they that dwell in it," in the sense of
" the earth, or they that dwell on it ;" the one including and symbolizing the
other.
Just as xii. 12, "The heavens, and they that dwell therein ;" and xi. 1,
" The altar, and they who worship therein." The figure is not infrctiucnt. The
fitness of the earth as a symbol of the men of this world is noticed by Jerom ad
'

"

So Apoc.

xiii.

12,

in

"The

—

nardanuni, on Apoc.

viii. ]'i.

^

Apoc

xi. 2.

—
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been designated/ there was a scenic facility of not merely
symbolizing the invasions, or other such events occurrent, but of visibly marking the particular localities
originating or affected by them, if in any case deemed
requisite.

To all v:hich, it must be remembered, there was the
opportunity of superadding, from time to time, supplemental hieroglyphic signs or pictures,
such as in chap,

—

—

example
associated for the most part with the
emblematic landscape.
And, finally, the connection of
the histories of the world and of the church,
the intermingling of events secular and ecclesiastical,
might be
at once made manifest to the eye in the Apocalyptic imagery, as it glanced from Mount Zion, or the temple,
and what passed therein, to the earth below, from the
earth to the Temple and Mount Zion.
xii, for

;

—

—

—

In what has been thus far observed, I have spoken
only of the scenery that appeared generally visible in the

But we must remember that St. John
was himself favoured with the view of what passed co-

representation.

temporarily in the inmost or heavenly sanctuary also.
thus other things were noted to him of a nature
eminently important and interesting
indeed so much

And

;

we must not pass them without

distinct nohowever, let me observe briefly
on that which was to form our second Head in this
Chapter viz.

so, as that
tice.

Before doing

this,

;

The plan and order

II.

of the

revelation.

evident that plan and order must have been essential to the distinctness of so extended a prophecy.
It is

And

no doubt, one object of representing the
coming future as written in the Book in
the right hand of the enthroned One, was to mark them
while,

events of the

as all preordained in his eternal counsels, yet the chief
object of their being there written must have been, I
think, that of signifying what it is now our purpose to
'

Compare Apoc.

vii,

1, ix.

15, viii. 7, 8 &c.

—
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plan, order, and grand divisions of the

prophecy.

The form of the Book seems to hav^e been that of a
Such was a common form of books among the

roll.

Romans

;

and the almost imiversal one,

believe,

I

at

The divisions
books, among the Jews.^
externally and at once apparent on it were twofold.
First, the Book appeared as one written within and
without ; secondly, as one sealed with seven seals : the
least of sacred

on the outside and so constituted,
opened in succession. (A conit being
struction of which kind would be very simple
easily conceivable how, in folding a parchment roll, we
might at any particular point seal a projecting slip of
the parchment to one corresponding in the part previously folded
in which case, ere the unfolding began, one and all of the seals would appear on the
outside
and in the unfolding, after each successive seal
was broken, the roll only unfold to the point where the
next occurred.)
Further, when the seventh seal was
opened, intimation was given of other divisions.
There
appeared seven angels with seven trumpets which trumpets were successively sounded, and symbolic visions
connected with them successively exhibited
each, as
seals being all visible

;

as that they could be only

:

:

;

:

;

conceive,

I

with

word

its

—

counterpart, written, or painted,

will admit of either meaning) in
of the seven-sealed Book.
Finally, on
the seventh trumpet's sounding,
and after a digression
somewhat long and varied, seven vials were poured
out, each having its description written in the Book
also ;
the last reaching to the close of the present dis(for the

the columns

7eypcc[A[A.evov

^

—

—

form of this book as a roll is well illustrated bj' the comparison in
14, where it is said that the heaven was removed from his view
" as a book (/8ij8\ioc) rolled up.'' The saine form is noticed in Jeremiah
xxxvi. 2, "Take thee a roll of a book."
Compare also Ezek. ii. 0, 10; and
'

Tlie

chap.

vi.

Zech.

V.

2.

"When Jehudi had read three or four leaves, (of the
with a penknife." Lowth observes, that these were " columnx,
or partitions, into which the breadth of the parchment was divided." Just
such columns, or partitions, I conceive to have been depicted in the seven-sealed
2

On

roll)

Bonk.

Jer. xxxvi. 23,

he cut

it
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pensation, and the triumph and glorious reign of Christ

and

his saints.

The question then

occurs, what might be the nature
What of the icriting
of these divisions.
within and without ?
What of the seals, trumpets, and

and

relation

vials ?

And

as regards that primary

written within and luithout,

mark of

division, zVs being

not seem natural to
suppose that, according to the forms of writing then
customary, what was without might be probably intended
as a part supplemental of that ivithin ;
supplemental,
not accidentally, or, as occasioned by an unexpected
and overflowing redundancy of matter, so as was often
the case in the rolls of human writing, but purposely
and with premeditated design perhaps so as in fact to
answer to and comprehend the very digression after the
seventh trumpet just spoken of?
Such, I think, it will
Again, as to the relative chronological position
prove.
of the Apocalyptic seals, trumpets, and vials,yNOvl& not
the most natural arrangement of them seem to be that
which supposes each of the latter series of sevens to be
consecutive on the former
the seventh seal comprehending within it the seven trumpets, and the seventh
trumpet the seven vials
the trumpets carrying on the
history chronologically from the end of the sixth seal,
and the vials from the end of the sixth trumpet? Such,
in fact, appears to myself the self-commending simplicity
of this view of the Apocalyptic structure, that I think to
the mind of the Evangelist it must almost at once have
suggested itself, and almost at once have carried its own
"^
evidence of truth along with it.
Besides which divisions there vvere noted from time
to time important chronological periods in the development of the prophecy periods most useful, especially
in the case of the great supplemental digression spoken
of,
to fix the order and connexion of certain of its
parts.
The most notable of which periods was that of
the time times atid half a time, or 1260 days :
a period
does

it

—

r

—

;

;

;

—

—

—

—

—

!

:;
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whereby indeed, it must be observed, not merely was
the connexion indicated between different parts of the
Apocalyptic drama, but also between them and certain
celebrated prophecies of Daniel, to which the same chronological and most remarkable period attached.

Thus was the most perfect order and plan, as well as
the fittest scenery, provided for the due unfolding of the
As to its dignity and grandeur,
Apocalyptic drama.
who can express it ? Its subject nothing less than the
prolonged conflict, even to its termination, between the

—

antagonistic powers of Christ's true Church and the world
its moral, that whereas at the beginning the crown and

—

glory and dominion appeared attached to the potentates
at
of this world, and the Church oppressed and low,
the ending dominion and crown and glory were seen all
to pass away from the men of this world, and to be
And
transferred to the saints and Church of Christ
music
such
theatric
scene
such
an
audience
!
!
then such a
Oh, in the comparison, how did the boasted splendor of
the grandest of the Roman Imperial theatric displays,
exhibited in the proud capital of the world, fade into

—

!

—

^

meanness
And more
!

especially was its pre-eminent grandeur
manifest in this additional circumstance characterizing
it, that the evangelist was admitted, as it were, behind
the scenes in the figuration of the great mundane drama

and, in what past in the secret recess of the Holy of Holies,
permitted to behold Him, and his acting, who was the
Almighty Overruler of all. I have already just hinted at
and I must now beg for a little while to
this matter
detain the reader, that he may consider with me before;

hand somewhat in detail the grand lessons that
the drama proceeded, were set before St. John.

thus, as

'
Tcrtullian in his Treatise De Spectaculis, c. 30, on the Roman Shows, makes
a somewhat similar turn, in the way of comparison, to the events themselves
" Quale autem spectaculum in proximo
figured at the close of the Apocalypse
Adventus Domini, jam indubitati, jam superbi, jam triumphantis. Quae
est
Quae gloria resurgcntium sanctorum
ilia cxultatio aiigclorum
Quale regnum
Qualis civitas nova Jerusalem," &c.
cxindc justorum

\

:

\

!

!

!

1

j

I

—
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was thus manifested to him the real
God and of the Lamb.
Hence, he saw, the lightnings, thunderings, and voices
that had their echoes in the changes of this world
hence the commissioning of angels with their invisible
and mysterious agencies
hence the casting of the
burning coals of wrath on this earth's inhabitants.

And, first,

there

origin of events in the throne of

:

:

Man

apt in

is

things

these

The inner-temple

causes.

to

look only

to

second

vision, in the exact spirit of

Bible history, directed the apostle's eye to the great first
cause of them all, in the glorious high throne of the
sanctuary,^

Secondly, there were thus strikingly marked out to
John, the very reasons and motives which dictated
these counsels of Him that sate upon the throne, thus
St.

It is the true and sublime saying
ordering all things.
of the great philosopher,'- that the " divine mind is the
And, as the evangelist
sensorium of the universe."
marked what was said and what was done in the inner
Temple, he might see that there was nothing of all that

passed on earth unobserved by the divine mind, nothing
Thither, he perceived, came up the meit.

unfelt by

its inhabitants, while immature as
and when fully ripe; and thence the judgments that
followed on them.^
Above all he had manifested to
him its sensibility to what concerned his own people, his

morial of the sins of

yet,

—

church militant. Not a sigh could escape
from, nor a suffering vex them, but its pulse was evidently felt there.
Thither tended, as to their proper
centre, the cries of the souls slain beneath the altar
thither, as sweet incense, the prayers and adorations of
the saints.
It was on the
And then mark the result
cries of the martyrs rising up that the political heaven,
saints of the

;

!

supremacy of their oppressors, was seen to pass
It was in requital of its oppression of the saints
that great Babylon was made to drink of the wine-cup
of the wrath of God.*
And amidst all the commotions
the

away.

'

^

Apoc.
Apoc.

iv.

ix.

!'>

;

xiv. 15

;

xvi.

20, 21, xiv. 18.

1

;

viii. 5,

&c.

-

Sir

*

vi.

—Newton,
12;

I.

9

Principia.

xviii. 6.
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and changes, the woes and judgments on the earth, he
witnessed how declarations by the Spirit were made, and
heaven-sent visions given, from time to time, to assure
his people of the provision made for their safety, and
that all things should work together for their good.^
A third point notable in what passed within the Temple,
and indeed in what passed without also, was
the employment of angelic agency in producing the
varied eventful changes in this world.
Most truly, as
well as beautifully, has it been said by Milton, " Millions

—

—

of spiritual creatures walk the earth, unseen, both when
we sleep and when we wake." He has said it truly, because it is precisely according to the uniform representations of Holy Scripture.
When the firstborn in Egypt,
or the army of the Assyrians was to be slain, it was
When Elisha
by the agency of a destroying angel.
or Peter was to be delivered, it was still, as represented
in Scripture, by angelic instrumentality.
Under the
present dispensation, we are told, they are employed as
ministering spirits to the good, destroying spirits to
the evil.
Similar was the view presented to St. John
in this prophecy.
Numbers of them, indeed, without
number were seen engaged in the heavenly temple in
contemplation and praise.
But to others he saw given
commissions in the sphere of active employment and
in fulfilment of them they appeared afterwards directing
the tempests, sounding the trumpets, pouring out the
vials, scattering the fire, gathering the vintage.^
The
language indeed is figurative ; but the truth I speak of
can^carce be mistaken as exhibited under it.
Yef^Iice more it was evident from what passed within,
how in time, as well as in measure and manner, every
event was ordered,
even to the miinutest accuracy.
It
needed not that there should be any dial- plate in the
sanctuary.
That infinite mind was seen to be to itself
its own measure of succession.
There was marked the
passage and the progress of time, alike in its minutest
:

—

'

-

Api'C.

vii.

Apoc
1,3;

vii.

viii.

3

Ci,

ix. 4,

;

7

;

xlv.

&c.
:S;

xvi.

1,

Sec.

—
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largest cycles
the hour, and the day, and
the month, and the year; the Time, Times, and half
a Time
one day as a thousand years, and a thousand
;

;

—

the exact and fittest moment of
loosing or restraining, of deliverance or judgment
the hour known to no man, no, not to the angels in
heaven, of the harvest and the vintage, of the mystery
of God ending, the consummation of all things, the

years as one day

;

;

day of judgment.'

must not forget

to observe, in conclusion, that whereexplanation might be needed, each class of
the blessed ones present in the temple-scene appeared
prompt to confer with the Evangelist.
The living creatures, as the first four seals were opened, invited him in
turn to come and see.
From the elders there came one
to point out the palm-bearing multitude to him, and tell
their origin and their history. An angel was the party to
show him the closing scene of Babylon, and the glories
of the New Jerusalem.
Lastly, voices of an unseen one
from heaven, as of the Spirit of Jehovah, spake from time
to time to him of what he was writing
as if superintending it, in order that there might be in it no error,
no deception. And Jesus himself, the beloved one_of
his soul, as He had begun the revelation, so in his own
person and with his own promise ended it; " Surely I
come quickly." 2 It was a beautiful exemplification of
that union and communion of saints below with beings
of a higher order above, of which St. Paul had written
" Ye are come to (or are in
to the Hebrew Christians
association with) the general assembly and church of
the first-born, whose names are written in heaven, and
the spirits of just men made perfect, and an innumerable company of angels, and Jesus the Mediator of the
new covenant, and God the judge of all." Indeed the
whole passage is most illustrative of the subject we
I

soever

;

—

;

•

*

with

vi. 1, 3,
i.

18.

&c.

;

ix.

vii.

15

13;

;

xii.

xvii.

1

14; xiv. 15, 18
xxi. 9 ; x. 4
;
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;

;

xiv.
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For,' if we include its previous
have been discussing.
and commencing clause, " Ye are come unto Mount
Zion, and unto the city of the living God, the heavenly
Jerusalem," it brings before us the very scene, in part, as

well as celestial company present in the apocalyptic visions.
Insomuch that I cannot believe the resemblance fortui-

The

tous.

ideal

imagery seems to me to have been

purposely dictated by God's Spirit to one apostle, as the
intended prototype of what was here, near forty years
after, to be visibly represented to another in the visions
of Patmos.
For, " no Scripture is of private interpretation
but holy men spake as they were moved by the
;

Holy Ghost.'"

^

"

-

-""
'

CHAPTER

V.

ON THE ENSUING HISTORICAL EXPOSITION OF THE
REVELATION.

And now,

as the conclusion of this introductory Part,

may perhaps

be useful to set before the reader a brief
general statement of the principles, plan, and (as I hope)
evidence of truth, that he will find to characterize the
following Exposition of the apocalyptic prophecy.
it

Its subject

man

I assume to be the continuous forand of the world, that is of the Ro-

matter

tunes of the church

world and Christian church settled therein, /?'om the

time of the revelation being given, or time of St. John's
banishment, to the end of all things. This its commencing date I consider, as already observed, to have been
fixed

by Christ's

own

words, "

things that must happen (a
{ixera.

ravTa.) If thc

Se»

I

yiveadai)

will

shew thee

the
:"

after these things

words " thcsc thlugs," mean the

state

at that time of the apocalyptic churches, as described in

—

the seven epistles,
a point which, I suppose, few will
doubt,
then must Christ's declaration, as it seems to

—

me,

distinctly

and necessarily imply that the foreshowing

eiri\v(Ttus, of separated, detached interpretation.
2 Pet. i. 20
Bp. Horsley's Sermon on the passage.
1

:

ISias

See

—

—
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of the future should begin from the time of Johns banishment, or soon after.
This is indeed admitted by
And the importance of
judges.^
competent
the most
the canon of historical exposition of the Apocalypse thus
It sets aside of itself,
fixed cannot be over-estimated.

—what

there

is

also to set aside,

indeed superabundant other evidence

— interpretations based on the principle

of the Apocalypse being a prophecy figurative only of
I believe
the times yet future of the Second Advent.

words «

the

jweXXe* ytvecrOxt

jjiera.

Tavra

mUSt haVC

pOsitivG

violence done them, in order to extract therefrom any
other meaning than that which I have given.

In the divine foreshowing of its great subject I have
persuaded, and have carried out my exposition on
the persuasion, that the two following rules must have
been observed
first, that the epochs and events selected
for prefiguration must have been such as are confessedly
the most important and eventful; by confessedly meaning
in the judgment of what are considered standard authorifelt

:

secondly, that the emblems figuring them must
have been, in their approved sense, characteristic, and
distinctive. Such would be the case were a master-mind
among men to develope the great general subject in a
series of descriptive sketches or pictures.
How then can
we suppose it otherwise in the prefigurations of the Omties

:

niscient Spirit?

The direct evidence of truth hence arising, in case of
agreement between the symbol and the historical object it
is applied to, will at once be felt by the intelligent reader
specially from the circumstance of the symbols being not
expounded according to the Interpreter's own fancy,
(that bane too often of prophetic exposition ;) but in a
sense approved : that is, according to their recognized
meaning, specially at the time and in the country supposed to be referred to
or perhaps as otherwise fixed
for example, by some local or geographical peculiarity,
:

:

;

—

See the extract from Michaelis given Note 3 p. 9 suprk.
Nearly similar
" Liber iste (Apocalypsis) comthe judgment of Augustine; C. D. xx. 8. I.
totum tempus ^ primo adventu Christi usque in seculi finem."
^

is

plectitur

;
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—

Of course the
evidence will be felt strong in proportion to the number
of details combined in the symbol, their distinctiveness
of character, and the exactness of their application to
It might be expected a
the sera and the subject.
priori, and will be found in fact, that in the long series
of prophetic figurations there will be some more circumand some
stantial, distinctive, and striking than others
indeed quite brief, and comparatively general in characBut the former will be found, I believe, much
ter.
strongly marked in the prefiguration.

;

more frequent than the

and certainly abundantly
latter
and strength to serve as effectual
the sacred building, and to keep up its con;

sufficient in frequency

buttresses to

—

tinuity unbroken.
Nor will the seeker for truth fail to
and how,
consider the argument cumulative in this case
if in a long continuous series of prefigurations one, and
another, and another, each in its precise order of time,
;

be shown to have had its fulfilment, the strength of the
evidence of truth must needs rapidly increase each step
indeed with almost more than the rapidity of geometri;

cal progression.

Besides which direct evidence

from time

the Reader

v/ill

find

time in the ensuing Exposition a
species of indirect evidence, hitherto unnoticed I believe,
of the nature of what I may call allusive contrast, and
which to my own mind seems of great value.
Examples
will best illustrate it.
But I may thus briefly explain its
nature. The great subject of the Apocalyptic Revelation
being the histories, in connexion or in contrast, of
Christ's faithful Church and of the world, (of the latter,
either in its state of avowed Paganism, or of corruption and apostacy under the Christian name,)
just as
the saints' actual faithfulness, and also God's grace and
light afforded them, might be expected, and indeed has
been proved by church history, to show itself generally in
somewhat marked contrast to the most prevalent temptations, corruptions, or errors of the day,
so in the
prefigurations of the true church it might I think have
been anticipated that the sketches drawn by the Eternal
offered

to

—

—

—
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would have similar chronological propriety and be
pictured, if not in avowed, yet in what history may show
Spirit

.

same.
Not less than three
will
if I misbe
substantiated,
examples
of
this
or four
(the view of St.
take not, in the ensuing Commentary
to be allusive contrast to the

;

John

in his representative character, hitherto quite barren

of results, furnishing under this head, as well as under
the former, most important accessions of evidence :)
each supposed instance of allusion so peculiar that historic truth will almost reject it from any but the exact
Here too the
place assigned it in the Apocalypse.
argument cumulative will again apply.- Nor let me pass
on without just hinting the theological importance of each

—

—

inasmuch as
such substantiated allusive prefiguration
must present not merely evidence of the fulfilment of
prophecy in matters of historic fact, but evidence of the
;

it

judgment in matters of religious doctrine.
With regard to the Plan, Order, and chief Divisions

divine

of the Exposition ensuing, they have been already alFor that
most intimated in the preceding chapter.
which an expositor may have declared to be in his opinion the natural and simple plan, order, and chief divisions of the Prophecy, those same, except for very cogent reasons, he ought of course to follow out in his
own Exposition. Accordingly the three septenaries of
Seals, Trumpets, and Vials will be interpreted by me
the seventh Seal as unfolded in the
consecutively
seven Trumpet Visions, the seventh Trumpet in those
and this with no intermission or
of the seven Vials
save only that of the supplemental retrointerruption
gressive Part, (marked as such by clear internal evidence,)
which I have supposed to have occupied the outside of
Hitherto this scheme of arthe Apocalyptic Scroll.
rangement has not, I believe, been consistently developed.
Some expositors of eminence, that have admitted the consecutiveness of the three septenaries, have yet encumbered its development by the surely strange supposition
of the seven-sealed Book containing but a part of the
Revelation, and its other and larger part being inscribed
VOL. I.
I
;

—

:

;

—

;
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rainbow-crowned Angel's hand of

Others again have explained the witnesses'
Apoc. X.
resurrection,
noted apocalyptically under the
death and
sixth Trumpet, as having reference to events long sub^

sequent to those which are the main subject of that
Trumpet, and indeed to the sounding of the seventh
Trumpet after it.^ Hence an involved structure at the
and a proportionate want of the self-evidence of
best
;

the simplicity of truth.

And, turning from the prophecy
seem to me on the whole to be

to the history, there

chief parts, or
ACTS, clearly defined in the sacred prefigurative drama
a division well agreeing with that more obbefore us
vious one already spoken of, of the succession of
their subject matter being,
Seals, Trumpets, and Vials
six

;

:

—

historically interpreted, as follows

:

That of the temporary glory, and then the decline
and fall of Rome Pagan, before the power of ChrisI.

tianity
II.

:

—

the subject of the six

The ravage and

first Seals.

destruction of Rome Christian,
divisions both of east and west

after its apostacy, in its
of the western empire by the Goths, of the eastern by
the subject of the six first
the Sarace7is and Turks:

—

Trumpets.
III. The history of the Reformation, as introduced
about the middle of the sixth Trumpet.
IV. The supplemental and explanatory history of the
rise and character of the Papacy and Papal Empire
that sprung out of the Gothic inundations of Western
Europe
a part corresponding, as I conceive, with the
**
written withouf of the prophetic roll, and exhibited
preparatorily to the representation of its final overthrow.
V. The final overthrow of the Papacy and Papal empire under the outpouring of the Vials of God's wrath,
and the coming of Christ to judgment. Consequent on
which follows,
;

—

—

F,.

g.

Mede,

"

E. g. Keith.
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including the

descent of the heavenly Jerusalem, and the reign of Christ
and his saints on the renovated earth.

Parts the first four seem to me to have had
accomplishment already and of the fifth the prefigured events to be now far advanced in progress.

Of which

their

;

In the following Treatise
trace the historical

together with that of the

more

at length

;

it is

my

purpose,

first,

to

four former Parts,
six earlier Vials of the fifth,

fulfilment of the

then,

as regards

the Parts unfulfilled,

and cautiously, into the grander and
more prominent points that may seem prefigured in them,
The
as destined to take place in the yet coming future.
circumstance of the fifth prophetic Part having been in
part fulfilled, as I view it, in part future, will cause this
measure of divergence in my actual arrangement from
the Division just sketched, that I shall include what seems
to me unfulfilled of the fifth Part under the sixth and
to enquire,

briefly

—

last.

But what
a

a field for historic research lies here before us
extending over seventeen centuries, and over counmany more than those of European Christendom!
!

field

tries

—With

reference to which point, and ere I enter

exposition, let

me

call

upon the reader

to

on the

admire with

me

the divine wisdom, in so ordering things as that,
amidst the partial wreck that there has been of the literary
records of some of the centuries prefigured in this prophecy, and the original paucity of those of others, (I refer
especially to the dark middle ages,) there should yet remain to us documentary evidence sufficient whereby to
illustrate almost all of the events foreshown, and evince
And, again,
the truth and accuracy of the prefigurations.
should so
He
admirable,
that
let me suggest it as a thing
have overruled the intellectual tendencies of a mind like

—

Gibbons in these latter davs, as to direct it to the development of the same period, and nearly the same subject,
is

as the larger half of the Apocalyptic prophecy.

scarcely needful,

I

It

presume, to detail his peculiar quaI

2

1

16
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—

endowed as
an illustrator and a witness
he was with powers of research and memory very rare,
and an absolute enthusiasm in his subject, such as precisely the best to fit him for searching out historic truth
endowed, too, with a compreeven where obscurest
sagacity, which led
philosophic
hensiveness of view and
relations of things,
mark
the
almost,
to
instinctively
him,
trace results to their causes, and, amidst the multiplicity
of details, appreciate the real importance and grand bearbesides that he was possest
ing of events and epochs
of a turn of mind and imagination eminently dramatic
and picturesque, such as to suggest a development of his
general subject with no little of dramatic unity of efPect,
and a grouping and painting of the details in graphic
descriptions, that approach, as near almost as descriptive
language can do, to the mode of exhibiting them, here
chosen, of actual pictures.
Thus was the infidel Gibbon prepared to become unconsciously the best illustrator
of no small part of the heavenly prophecy.
The absolute need of such a pioneer to Apocalyptic interpretation
has been well set forth by Michaelis, in his sketch of the
pre-requisites for a proper Apocalyptic interpreter.^
Nor
is there any one that can so fully as the Expositor himself
appreciate the immense advantage derivable from his
pioneering.
It is however an advantage in which the
Reader may also participate.
His work on the Decline
and Fall of the Roman Empire offers him a book of reference easily accessible, and in secular history almost
always to be depended on ^ whereby himself to test the
correctness of the historic views and statements propounded to him.
It will be my object to facilitate such
reference.
The use will soon appear.
lifications as

:

;

—

;

—

—

;

1
Cli. xxxiii. §. 6, p. 505, &c.
After noting as the fust qualification a competent l<nowledge of the Greek and Hebrew, as the second a taste for poetry and
painting, he adds, as tlie third and most important, a complete knowledge of history, more especially of the history of Asia.
And then he notes the palpable
defects on that point of nearly all former expositors.
2 See Guizot's testimony to Gibbon on this point, in his
Preface to the French
Translation of Gibbon.
It is quoted in the Quarterly Review No. fiO, p. 289.
Mr. Milman has borne a similar tcstimonv.
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1.

SIX FIRST SEALS.
THE TEMPORARY PROSPERITY, AND THEN THE DECLINE
AND FALL, OF THE EMPIRE OF PAGAN ROME.

A.D.

96 TO 313.
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And when

the Lamb had opened one of the seals, I
were the noise of thunder, one of the four
living creatures saying, Come and see.
And I saw, and
behold a white horse
And he that sat on him had a
bow and a crown was given him and he went forth
conquering, and to conquer.
And when he had opened
the second seal, I heard the second living creature say.
Come and see. And there went out another horse that
was red and powder was given to him that sat thereon to
take peace from the earth, and that they should kill one
another
and there was given him a great sword.
And
when he had opened the third seal, I heard the third
living creature say. Come and see.
And I beheld, and
lo a black horse
And he that sat on him had a pair of
balances in his hand.
And I heard a voice in the midst
of the four living creatures say, A choenix of wheat for
a denarius, and three choenixes of barley for a denarius
and see thou hurt not the oil and the wine. And when
he had opened the fourth seal, I heard the voice of the
fourth living creature say, Come and see. And I looked,
and behold a pale horse And his name that sat on him

heard, as

it

!

:

:

—

:

—

:

!

—

!

;

]
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was Death, and Hades followed with him. And power was
given him
to kill on the fourth part of the earth with
the sword, and with hunger, and with pestilence, and
And when he had
with the wild beasts of the earth.
seal,
saw
under
the
altar the souls of
opened the fifth
I
them that were slain for the word of God, and for the
And they cried with a loud
testimony which they held.
voice, saying. How long, O Lord holy and true, dost thou
not judge and avenge our blood on them that dwell on
the earth ?
And white robes were given unto every one
of them
and it was said unto them, that they should
rest yet for a little season, until their fellow-servants also
and their brethren, that should be killed as they were,
should be fulfilled.
And I beheld when he had opened
the sixth seal, and lo
there was a great earthquake.
And the sun became black as sackcloth of hair and the
moon became as blood and the stars of heaven fell
unto the earth even as a fig-tree casteth her untimely
figs, when she is shaken of a mighty wind.
And the
heaven departed as a scroll when it is rolled together
and every mountain and island were moved out of their
places.
And the kings of the earth, and the great men,
'

—

;

—

!

:

:

;

:

and the rich men, and the chief captains, and the mighty
men, and every bondman, and every freeman, hid themselves in the dens and in the rocks of the mountains
and said to the mountains and rocks, Fall on us and
hide us from the face of Him that sitteth on the throne,
and from the wrath of the Lamb. For the great day of
his wrath is come
and who shall be able to stand ? " ^
;

The passage above quoted constitutes the first Act in
drama
that represented under the six first

the heavenly

;

—

Seals.
Its

and

general subject

I

have presumed to be the decline
empire

fall, after a previous prosperous osra, of the

So Griesbach, avTi^.
have deviated from the received version in translating ^oia living creatures,
instead of beasts; aS-ns Hades, instead of hell etn on, instead of oi'er, the fourth
part xo»"^ c/iaj/n'.r, nutead (j( measure Srii/apia denarius, instead of penny;
'

-

1

;

;

;

OauaTif) pestilence, instead

oi death

;

Briptwv tcild beasts, instead of beasts.

CH.
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Pagan Rome.

ticipation

And

that there

it

may be

was that

blem of the very

first

instead of leaving

its

well to observe by an-

in the details of the

Seal which,

if I

em-

mistake not,

meaning doubtful or

indistinct,

once have suggested the Roman Empire and
i. e.
Emperors, as its intended subject of symbolization
to any one unprepossessed by other expectations as to
the intent of the prophecy, and conversant, like the
Evangelist, with the manners and customs of the age.
The evidence I trust soon to bring fully not only before
Before doing
the mind, but even the eye of the reader.
so, however, it may be useful to make a few preliminary
remarks, bearing on the right interpretation alike of the
symbols of this Seal and those of the three following
symbols constituting the quaternion of horses and horsemen, with the succession of which the revelations of the

must

at

;

—

—

;

John opened. The principles sugand such, I trust, as
gested will be found very simple
will almost at once approve themselves to the common
future given to St.

;

sense of the intelligent and candid reader.

And

the chronology of each vision, as fixed by

1st,

the prophecy

itself, is

evidently a point most necessary

—

to attend to
that of the first Seal determining its symbol to signify what was to happen soon after the epoch
of St. John's seeing the visions in Patmos ; that of the
second, third, and fourth limiting them to events, or
changes, that were to have commencing epochs each in
chronological sequence to the events (or at least the
main part of them)^ signified in the vision of the Seal
:

—

Hence there will be set aside as inadmissinot merely such extraordinarily unchronological
explanations as those which interpret the four horses
and horsemen to mean the four great empires of Babylon, Persia, Greece, and Rome,^ the first three of which,
had ages before past away ; but also such as, while expounding the first Seal's symbol of Christianity in its
preceding.
ble,

^

new

certain overrunning of the cummencemcnt oi the
vision's subject, by the termination of that of the vision preceeding.

Of course there may be a
^

So Foxe the martyrologist, as well as Mr. Faber.

APoc.
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expound those of the thiee next Seals of
the ivars, famines, and pestilences, which, it is saidj'^were
to follow on its promulgation, not each in marked
early progress,

chronological sequence one after the other, but rather
coincidently in time, or perhaps, like those predicted
by Christ in his prophecy of the fall of Jerusalem, very

much
2.

intermixed together.'
The particulmity and finish

(if I

may

so say) of

minor emblems, which together make up in
each case the Seal's compound symbol, seem to require
the several

of the details of the

a similarly

particular explanation

symbol,

all

construed, of course, after their approved

meaning

;

that

may

thereby rendering improbable

all

interpretation

so far deal in generals as to construe the horse

and horseman conjointly in each case of some great event,
system, or abstraction such, for example, as in Dr. Keith's
scheme, which makes the things signified to be the four
religious systems, successively developed and brought
into power, of Christianity, Mahommedism, Popery,"^
:

and

Infidelity ; or, again, the Christianity, War, Famine,
and Pestilence, propounded in the scheme before noted.
3. The homogeneity of the common emblems of a
liorse and horseman in all the four Seals, seems to call

homogeneous

—

of them
that is to
say, that if the horse in the first Seal be construed of an
empire, or of the Christian Church, then it should be
similarly construed of an empire, or of the Church, in
the Seals following
and again, that if the horseman in
the first Seal be construed of an individual, (which indeed, in case of the horse meaning a thing corporate,
for a

interpretation

:

'^

:

' So of old Victorim^s, referring
expressly to Christ's i)rophccy of the wars,
famines, and pestilences that (without any marked chronological sei/uence on
eacli other) were to precede the destruction of Jerusalem.
(On whose view my
Sketch of the History and Progress of Apocalyptic interpretation, given in
the Appendix, may he consulted.) So too, 1 believe, among living interpreters,

Mr. Digby.
- Such is Dr. Keith's succession.
But surely, chronologically speaking, Popery should have been placed before Mahommedism.
So Vitringa, p. 310: " Si fata rv,omani Imperii symbolicis imaginibus pri•*

orum

fjuatuor sigillorum clopinguiitur, nccesse fuit ut Romanum Jinperium
continuH temporis serio, sub (juatuor his prodiissct as))cctibus (pii his imaginibus
cxhibentur.''
This he says in rclutution of Mock's exposition, explaining the
white horse and its rider of Chriit's church, the others ol the Roman Empire.
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such as an empire or church, seems scarcely consistent,)
then the horseman in the other three Seals should be so
Thus the interpretations which make
construed also.
Christ, personally, to be the rider in the first Seal, but
assign no such individual rider to the other horses, seem
to he pro tanto inconsistent and improbable.^
4. With regard to the comparative probability, antecedent to more particular investigation, of the Church,
or some earthly empire or nation being meant by the
emblematic horse, the impracticability just alluded to of
construing the rider of the white horse as Christ Himand individually, will instantly and
self, personally
greatly diminish the strength of the very natural prepossession in favour of the former view, derived from
the fact of Christ afterwards appearing personally in
vision on a white horse :^ and the impression will suggest itself that the two visions are to be regarded (so
as I have already intimated in speaking of the moral of
the drama^) in the light of a marked contrast, not an
identity of subject.
This impression will be strengthened by the obvious and striking difference of details
in the two symbolic figurations :^ and yet further by
the corroborative circumstance that there is no example any where else in Scripture of the Christian Church
being symbolized by a horse. ^
Nor, I am persuaded,
will human learning or ingenuity ever be found to carry
out satisfactorily a detailed historical explanation of the

four Seals, on this principle.

So Vitringa, the most

This is allowed by most modern advocates of the church system of the Seals
example, Mr. Cuninghame and Mr. Bickersteth. But there are some expositors, I believe, who still argue for the individuality of the first rider, as meaning Christ
while quite unprepared to follow out the principle in the riders of
^ Apoc. xix. 11.
^ See p. 106 suprA.
the next two Seals.
• Especially
in that the figuration of Apoc. xix. 11, instead of Christ's 07ic
white horse, presented many others in association so setting aside the idea of
its there at least meaning the Church.
Again in Apoc. xix, Christ wore on his
head many diadems, instead of a crown as in Apoc. vi and moreover had a
sword proceeding out of his mouth, instead of a hotv in hand.
* The horse and his rider is an expression continually used in Scripture in
designation of a heathen military power.
So Exod. xv. 21, Jer. li. 21, Ezek,
xxiii. 6, Hagg. ii. 22, Zech. ix. 10, &c.
There is but one passage in the Old
Testament, where the symbol of a horse is used of any but a military heathen
power, viz. Zech. x. 3
where God says, " I will make Judah my goodly horse
in battle " and there it is borrowed, if I may so say, froni the custom of Judah's
enemies boasting in their horses and riders. Compare verse 5. Indeed horses
were expressly forbidden to the Jews see Dcut. xvii. IG; Ps. xx. 7, &c. Moreover Judah is not the Christian Church.
'

;

as, for

;

;

:

;

:

;
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learned of

all

do

it,

:^

and the

I.

Church-Scheme of
made

the advocates of the

the Seals, allows
to

[part

2.

that have been

trials

have only served strikingly to

illustrate

the

truth of Vitringa's admission.^

Hence the a priori probability of the Apocalyptic horse
meaning a nation or empire: and, if so, then of course
that nation with which, more than any other, the Christian Church both was, and was to be, locally connected
The circumstance of other
that is, the Roman nation.
;

heathen nations or empires having been elsewhere simiin Scripture not only by wild Beasts, as
persecutors, but by certain of the more domestic animals, (e. g. the Persian nation by a ram, and Macedonian by a goat,^) is one confirmatory of this view and
the fitness of a war-horse to signify the martial Roman
nation,
the ivar-horse sacred to Mars,^ to signify the
Roman Mavortia Proles claiming him as their father,
Nor, if in those other cases there
seems self-evident.
was an actual self-application of them by either nation,
(so as Persian and Macedonian coins still extant prove to
us,^) is similar corroborative proof of fitness wanting in
A horse was one of the ancient
the present instance.
Roman war-standards.^ And even numismatically, if

larly depicted

:

—

the interesting coins given on the other side, which exnames Roma or Romano stamped on or under the

hibit the

be considered only partially illustrative, as coins
Romans, under the old Republic, without
Latium, than of Romans of the seven-hilled metropolis
horse,'^

rather of Italian

" Videbam interpretes qui per equum album hie intelligunt ecc/mam Christi,
•
veliementer laborare in sequente emblemate rectS exponendo." p. 328.
2 A full examination of this church-scheme will be given in the Appendix.
3 Daniel viii. 20, 21.
^ Hence the sacrifice of the horse in one annual festival to Mars, (so Festus
Tertuliian de Spectac. c. 5, notes
in Octob.) and the horse-races at another.
these last; " Dehinc eqidria Marti Romulus dixit " just after mentioning RoOn
which
passage
Pamelius
illustrates the institution from
son.
mulus as Mars'
Varro, Festus, and Ovid of whom Festus states that the games were celebrated
Hence, says
in the Campus Martius at Rome ; Ovid, that the time was March.
Raschc, on the word Equlria, the cr/uestrian coin of the Fabian family " In ded. coronam ex lauro ostentans,
nario Fabii cques decurrens exhibctur galeatus
ob decursionis quod retulit i)raemium." Rather I conceive, being galeatus, he
had the crown as a victorious imperator.
° See the coins in my Vol. iii. p. 371.
So Pliny x. 4 " Erat et antca aquila prima, cum quatuor aliis. Lupi, minotauri, eqTti, apriquc singulos ordines anteibant." i.e. before Marius' time.
'
The engravings are from medals in the British Museum. See Raschc's Lexicon
Rei Nutnm. ii. 725, 735, iv. 1079, 1080, and vii. 850, on the subject.
;

:

:

;

•^

;

ja2

*J
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THE ROMAN IMPERIAL HORSEMAN.

From Medals

in the

BnUah Museum
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yet in the imperial times, those in which St. John
saw the Revelation, a horse associated with a crowned
rider, so as was that of the Apocalyptic figuration, was
a device on Rome's own proper coins most common.^
And if marked any how as itself meant to be symbolical,
(so as here by the colors, of which more presently,)
symbolical of that which must undergo change from
then, according
prosperity and joy to grief and disaster,
to the natural, indeed recognized laws by which such
figures were then interpreted,^ it could only be conitself,^

—

—

strued to signify the

The meaning of
tled,

Roman

State, or

Roman

People.

thus presumptively setof the other details of the symbol will be

that

readily admitted.

the horse

Its

colours, in

the successive Seals,

were the obvious indications of the successive symptomatic phases that the body politic which it represented
would exhibit, from that of high health and prosperity
its riders of the characto that of mortal dissolution
teristic agents or agencies, by which, during the times
respectively intended, it would be thus acted on and
:

influenced

;

the instrumental causes, in

—

effect,

of these

To prevent mistake as to the paragency signified in each case, the rider
bore, or had given him, in the successive visions, some

symptomatic phases.
ticular agents or

* I am indebted to the kindness of B. Lewis, Esq., for the suggestion that the
type of the coins given is Campanian or Sicilian, rather than Roman a horse
running free being, as Eckhel observes, most rare on coins of Rome itself. The
question however remains, What the meaning of the Roma and Romano on the
coins? Wachter supposes that they were struck after the Social War, and when
the Italian cities were all made parts of the Romana Civilas ; referring them
" zA alios Romanos extra urhem (\\sdivendo?> quos, ni fallor, inveniraus in civi;

;

tatibus foederatis Italise : quae, bello social! cxtincto, jus Civitatis Romans Lege
Juli^ adeptae sunt et hoc ipso in nomen Romanum, antea invisum nunc amicum,
transierunt."
Rasche rather inclines to refer them to Roman municipia, of an
earlier date.
This in case of the citizens striking them themselves.
If struck
under direction of the Roman Quaestor or Consul, the Roma and Romano must
have been either in token of ndoption or subjugation.
And as at the time of
their being struck (probably in the century which included the Punic Wars)
Campania had had many of its cities united to the Romana Ciintas, and the
horse at the same time (see Note 6, p. 122) was one of the Roman war-standards,
the coins so stamped may rather, 1 think, be viewed as a Roman adoption of
the device.
- I append
an illustrative medal of the first Emperor, Augustus.—^Similar
medals occur of most of the succeeding Emperors. In Statins one of the Odes
celebrates Domitian's equestrian statue ; commemorated no doubt by medals.
3 To show this I need only refer to Tacitus' account of Pa;tus' passage over
the Euphrates in Nero's time, as mai'.e " <rw/t amine:''' because, "in transgressu Euphratis, quern ponte transmittebat, nullS, palam causS, turbatus equus
qui consularia insignia gestabat retro evasit."
(Annal. xv. 7.) That is, the retiring back ofi:he horse thai bore the consul's insignia, was interpreted to betoken
the retreat of the Roman army and its consul.
;

—

:
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crown, how, sivord,
each case, I
conceive, it was not an individual that the rider was hkely
to represent ; but, conformably with the corporate signification of the emblematic horse and other such symbols in prophecy, a collective body, class, or scries.

distinctive

balance,

badge of his

&c.

—

say of

I

class, as the

his

—

class

for in

Thus simply were the main points that Gibbon deemed
important to mark in his philosophic history of the
empire, set forth before the Evangelist in the four first
of the Apocalyptic figurations
I mean, not the events
or changes alone
but, together with them in each case,
Nor
the instrumental cause and the symptomatic phase.
let me omit to add, with reference to the epochs and
(sraSt as well as topics, chosen for delineation, that they
too will be found well to agree with those that Gibbon
has judged it fit to make prominent in his pictures, as
bearing most importantly on his grand subject of the
Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire.' The four
visions of the horses that I have been speaking of,
reached, as will appear, to the time when the unity of
the Empire was dissolved.
After w-hich there was foreshown to the Apostle in the fifth Seal, though under
imagery quite different and peculiar, another sera and
cause yet more directly and strongly bearing on the
overthrow of the Pagan Empire of Rome than even any
depicted before
it being so the fit introduction of the
sixth Seal's hieroglyphic, which contained within it the
prefiguration of that overthrow
itself the grand consummation of this first Act of the heavenly Drama.
Thus much premised, proceed we more particularly to
consider the sacred figurations.
The first Seal opened,
a horse and horseman appeared issuing forth, as I suppose, upon the Roman landscape
and the voice of one
of the Cherubim called on St. John, Come and see
it

:

—

;

—

—

:

;

:

!

CHAPTER

I.

THE FIRST SEAL.

And what then was to be the
Roman Empire, according to

characteristic state of the

the

first

Seal's prefigura-
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tion, in the sera next following (for so, as before observed,

the Angel's words to St.

John

fixed the chronology

the time then present of the Apostle's exile in

— Methinks

')

after

Patmos

?

might not unnaturally have been expected
by Christians who, like him, were suffering from Domitian's persecution, that it would not be very long before,
under the sentence of God's righteous judgment, the
great persecuting empire of Pagan Rome would be seen
=

it

declining towards

its

And, indeed, the

dissolution.

and oppressions of the Emperor then
reigning, as of most that had preceded him,^ might
suggest an internal cause already in operation, and the
boldness and successful incursions of the frontier barbarians an external, (the facts have been already noticed by
vices,

follies,

me,^) each apparently almost sufficient of itself to proBut such a result was not indicated
duce that result.

—

On
Roman

John.

to St.

the contrary

the

first

symbol under

people was represented (as I am
presuming) to his view, represented it under the colour
of triumph, prosperity, and health in the body politic.''^
" I looked, and lo a white horse and he that sat
thereon having a how ; and a crown (s-efavoi) was given
him ; and he went forth conquering and to conquer."
It was as if prosperity long unknown would spring up,
and continue for some considerable time, within the ema prosperity introduced and accompanied, except
pire
as peace might vary them, by wars of victory and triumph wars to which the rulers would go forth conquering and to conquer
assuring the general inviolability from foreign foes, and perhaps (for the words " to

which the

!

!

;

;

;

a Sei yeveaOai jiera ravra.
Gibbon, i. 128, thus sketches their " age of iron,'' fron^ Tiberius to Domitian Vespasian and his son Titus being alone excepted. " Their unparalleled vices,
and the splendid theatre on which they were acted, have saved them from oblivion.
'

'

;

The dark unrelenting

Tiberius, the furious Caligula, the feeble Claudius, the pro-

and cruel Nero, the beastly Vitellius, and the timid inhuman Domitian, arc
condemned to everlasting infamy."
^ See p. 69 suprh.
The pale or livid colour in the fourth Seal may possibly indicate an intended

fligate

'*

reference in the colours of the horse to the internal healthiness or disease of the
Roman body politic, as well as to its outward garb of prosperity or of mourning.
1 have borne tliis in mind in explaining the Visions of the four Seals,
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conquer" seemed to intimate as much) advancing the
limits and the greatness of the empire.
And was not this very notably and distinctively the
state of the Roman empire for the eighty or ninety years
succeeding John's banishment? that is from the death
of Domitian, a.d. 96, through the successive reigns of
Nerva, Trajan, Adrian, and the two Antonines, until the
I turn to Gibaccession of Commodus, a.d. 180?
bon, (whose History, by a roost singular coincidence, in
respect of

commencing

date, as well as of subject, agrees

with the Apocalyptic prefigurations,) and find him, just
as in this first Seal's symbolic sketch, deferring for
a while to enter on his great subject of the decline of
the Roman empire, in order, in the first place, to describe its glory and its happiness in this precise sera, as
the sera that immediately preceded that of its declining.
In fact, he makes it the bright ground of his historic

from w^hich afterwards more effectively to throw
out in dark colouring the successive traits of the empire's
corruption and decline.
He represents it, and his representations are sufficiently confirmed by the original records remaining to
as a "golden age" of prosperity scarce to be parus,
a period in which " the vast extent
alleled in history

picture

;

—

—

;

Roman Empire was

governed by absolute power
under the guidance of wisdom and virtue " a period
" unstained with civil blood," (just like the white of the
of the

;

Apocalyptic horse, in contrast with the red of the
second,^) "and undisturbed by revolution;" a period
remarkable for intervals extraordinarily protracted of
external peace, and as remarkable for the wonderful and
almost uniform triumphs in war, by which the glory of
the empire was illustrated, and its limits extended.
In
short, he adds, " If a man were called to fix the period
in the history of the world, during which the condition
of the human race was most happy and prosperous, he

first

•

regard of this contrast that I the rather wish these words to be
as furnishing from Gibbon an unintended illustration not only of the
of the first seal, but of the red of the second.

It is in

marked
M'/ii/e

;

I

—
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would, without hesitation, name that which elapsed from
the death of Domitian to the accession of Commodus." ^
I said that the wars of the Romans during this period,
were all but uniformly triumphant.
And who knows
not of the triumphs of Trajan, the Roman Alexander,
at its commencement, by wliich Dacia, Armenia, Mesopotamia, and other provinces were in the course of its
first twenty years added to the Roman Empire ?
The
forty three years which followed, constituting the reigns
of Adrian^ and Antoninus Pius, were years of nearly
unbroken peace
unbroken except by sHght hostilities
on the frontiers, and the war, confined to a single province, in which the rebellion of the Jews was put down
with fearful slaughter of that unhappy people.
After
this, however, and towards the conclusion of the period
we speak of, wars arose again, and of a more formidable
character.
But, with the exception of one partial repulse
by the Marcomanni, victory after victory still attended
the Roman standards under the second Antonine
till
the German barbarians, driven into their forests, were
reduced to submission ^ and, in the east also, the Parthian war was ended by the total overthrow of that people,
and the capture of their chief cities Artaxata, Seleucia,
:

—

:

;

^ i. 126, 127.
Tacitus, the great historian of " the iron age" preceding, lived
his death not occurring
to enjoy and to record " the golden age" that followed
(so Bayle supposes, though the exact date is not known,) till the reign of Adrian.
I,
thus
notes
its
Agricola,
ii.
he
commencement
and progress :
of
In his Life
" Nunc demum redit animus et quanquam primo statim beatissimi seculi ortu
Nerva Caesar res etiam dissociabiles miscuerit, principatum ac libertatem, augeat;

:

felicitatem imperii Nerva Trajanus, &c."
On which his translator
observes that " the period of ninety years (from Nerva to Commodus)
might truly be called the golden age of the Empire."
^ Adrian, on his accession, resigned the ultra-Euphratean provinces just before
added by Trajan not however under any compulsion from defeat, but as deeming, with Augustus, that the Euphrates formed the best Eastern frontier to the
He however deterEmpire. (See Montesquieu sur la Grandeur, &c. Chap, xv.)
mined to retain the vast province of Dacia; in which his successors throughout
the period we speak of imitated him.
There is a common class of medals of these empei^ors, which well illustrate the
Barbarian kings are reprerespect paid them by the barbarians of the frontier.
sented as receiving a tiara or diadem from them, vifith the legends, " Rex ParSee Spanheim, p. 832.
this datus,'' " Rex Quadis datus," &c.
Schlegel, in his Philosophy of History, ii. 36, thus notices
See Gib. i. 381.
" M. Aurelius, by his successful
the effectiveness of his triumphs over them
resistance of the Alemannic invasion, was the means of deterring the barbarians
for a long time from similar enterprizes."

que quotidie

Murphy

;

•'

:

—
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So that the " conquering and to conquer,"
Ctesiphon.
And
continued to the end of the period under review.
as the magnificent Column of Trajan still remains at
Rome,' the just memorial of the triumphs of its commencement, so it has been ordered that there should
remain also that of Antoninus Aurelius, the magnificent
although inferior monument of those of its close.

Thus
coming

far of the
?era

of

its

triumphs of the empire during the
prosperity.

But whose

the influential

In other words, who
agency that would cause them ?
Now to ourselves
the agents personified by the rider ?
what is related of tlie reigning emperors throughout
their absolute authoritity, for as yet " the
this sera,

—

armies were restrained by the firm and gentle hand of
and the manner in
these five successive emperors," ^
which they used it to cherish the nation's happiness,
advance its prosperity, and guide it to its triumphs,
must at once have suggested them as the persons symbolized.
As Gibbon says, *' The delight was theirs of
beholding the general happiness of ivhich they were the
authors.'''' ^
Nor were the visible symbols wanting in the
vision to foreshow the very same to the Evangelist.
First the white horse of the rider might suggest it
white having been from early times the favourite colour
for horses used by Roman generals in their triumphs;
and, by a singular coincidence, noticed as such by Pliny,
in his account of Trajan's return to Rome from his
foreign victories.'*
Then the crown given him would
seem sufficient absolutely to confirm this impression

—

:

:

On

the top of this column Trajan's ashes were placed in a golden urn ; a
triumph having been previously celebrated to his image, in place of himself.
thing unparalleled
• Gib. i. 127.
^ lb.
So all other Historians of the period. Even the Christian writer Lactantius passes his eulogium on its ruling Princes.
In his De Mort. Persec. c. 3,
ad fin. he says " Sccutis temporibus (sc. post Domitianum) multi boni principes Romani Imperii clavum rcgimcnque tenuerunt."
" Priores invehi et importari solebant non dico quadrijugo
'
Panegyr. xxii
curru et albcnlibus cquis, &c." Compare Servius ad .(En. iii. 537.
Lactantius,
De Mort. Pers. cap. xvi. tiius alludes to the old custom, in his contrasted picture of Constantine's triumphant entry into Rome ; " Cum victorcm tc cerneret
non candidos equos currai tuo subjugantcm, &c.''
'

A

!

—

;

;

—
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the triumph and triumphal crown- wearing having been
from the time of Augustus withdrawn, as too great an
honour, from subordinate generals, and appropriated, as

own proper

distinction, to the reigning Emperor.'
happens, indeed, that as regards this very point an
objection has been made, and somewhat authoritatively
too, to the eifect that the diadem, not ref»!'o< or crown,
would have been the badge represented, if Roman emand that, in fact, instead
perors had been symbolized
of the presentation of the crown fixing the meaning to
individuals in that high office, the want of the diadem
positively precludes the idea of their being the persons
meant."
But the objection has been founded evidently

his

It so

:

on misapprehension.

The

respectable waiter objecting,

not alone in it,) seems to have confounded either between the kingly and imperial offices,
(and

I

believe he

is

or between the practices of the earlier and later Roman
emperors.
Let me explain.
By the imperator, or em-

—

—

up to the time of Augustus, was meant, as is well
known, simply the victorious Roman general, saluted
with that title by his soldiers on the field of battle, and
with the triumph and its coveted honours and insignia
following.
Now though with Augustus and his successors the most absolute monarchical power attached to
their emperorship, yet it was their policy to veil it under
Hence their public
the old military or imperial badges.
insignia (of which the mock robing and crowning of
Jesus by the Roman soldiery is an affecting remembranThe
cer)^ were still the laurel crown and purple robe.

peror,

assumption of the diadem, or broad white fillet set with
badge of oriental despotism, and of the servitude of subject vassals, (so the Romans viewed it,) these
The remembrance long
emperors carefully shunned.
remained with them of the feelings exhibited by the
Roman people on its being offered by Antony to their
pearls, the

'
Gibb. i. 102, Note 10.
Cuningliame's Apocalypse, p. 5 and Answer to Faber, p. 15G, Note.
Only in his case it was Tecpavos aKUfOivos a crown not of laurel, but of

-

;

^

:

thorns.
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Insomuch that it was congreat ancestor Julius Caesar
part of Caligula, (and
on
the
sidered an act of madness
:

'

to attempt to assume it.
exist
to show that at the time
memorials
still
Abundant
of Trajan and the Antonines the crown remained the
badge of Roman emperors, the diadem of barbarous

the act was quite isolated,)

In fact not until the time of Diocletian,^ or,
of his immediate predecessor Aurelian,"*
near two hundred years after St. John's banishment to
Patmos, was the diadem adopted by Roman emperors,
kings. ^
as

some

say,

instead of the

crown

introduced with

all

at

:

which time the innovation was

the solemnity of a public ceremony,

and accompanied with the other

Roman

insignia,

and the ado-

The change

ration also of eastern royalty.

constituted

and one markedly noticed,
(I append
as will hereafter appear, in the Apocalypse.^
illustrative engravings.^)
Thus then under Diocletian,
and thenceforward, but not till then, the diadem was the
imperial badge
for a centm-y and more conjointly with
an epoch in

history

;

—

;

—

" Sedebat in rostris collega tuus,
Cicero's description
Ascendis; accedis ad scUam ;
amictiis toga purpurea, in selli aureA, coronatus.
diadema ostendis. Gemitus toto f'oro, Undediadema? Non enim abjcctum
meditatum et cogitatum scelus. Tu diadema
sustuleras, sed attiileras dome
imponebas cum plangore populi ille cum plausu rejiciebat." Cicero Orat. 2 in
Antonium, C. 34.
- Illustrations abound both historical and antiquarian.
An example of the
former kind occurs in Dion Cassius, I-ib. xvii. Having told in one place how
Domitian, in token of his having the disposal of that barbarian kingdom, or at
least pretending to it, put the diadem on a Dacian king, (t&j Airj^iSj 6 j a 5 ij ^u a
eirf6r]K€, Kadairep &s a\ij0co$ KiKparriKuis, nai BacriAea Tiva tois Aa/cois Savai
dwafxeyus,) he presently after mentions a premonition given to Trajan of his own
adoption by a Roman Emperor (Nerva) tlius indicated,
viz. by an old man seeming to come to him robed in purple, and wearing a crown, {ev eardriTi irfpnropcpvpai,
fTi Se Kai s-e(j)ava> eroAio-yuevoi',) who put a ring upon his finger.
Examplesof
the latter kind occur in Spanheim, De Usu Numism. p. 832, &c.
He notices,
as common Roman medals of the sera of Trajan and the Antonines, coins in
which barbarian kings are represented as receiving a tiara or diadem from the
Emperor; with the legends, Rex Parthis datus, Rex Qiiadis datus, &c.
rierodian (B. viii.) illustrates the continuance of this same imperatorial symbol, by an example of the date a.d. 238.
When the Aquileians would intimate
to their besiegers the two senatorial emperors acknowledged by them, they did
so by exhibiting from the walls their portraits crowned with laurel.
3 So Gibbon, Vol. ii. p. 165.
*
So the younger Victor " Iste (Aurelianus) primus apud Romanos diadema
capiti innexuit, gemmisque et aurata veste usus est."
See Spanheim, p. 680.
See my explanation of Apoc. xvii. 10, in Part iv. Cli. iv.
^ In the Plate opposite, tlie specimens of laureatcd and diademed emperors
given,
the one of Nerva, of the second century, the other of Valentinian, of the
fourth,
are copied from Pitiscus' Edition of Victor.
1

How

striking

is

!

;

;

,

—

—

;

•'

—
—

—
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THE EMPEROR NERYA WITH THE IMPERIAL CROWX

THE EMPEROR VALENTINIAN WITH THE ROYAL DIADEM

From En|Tavings

in Pai seas'

Edition of Aurelius Victor
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that whereas, with re-

ference to such a period as the close of the fourth century, it would hav^e been an impropriety, and with
reference to the sixth an anachronism,

to represent the

or laurel crown, ^ as a badge of empire, on an im^just as much, and indeed still
perial or royal head,
more, it would have been an anachronism to represent
^(favoq,

—

a

Roman Emperor

of the two and a half first centuries

with a diadem.

Thus

the objection has only led us to see the

more

clearly the exact chronological propriety, as well as the

personal distinctiveness, of this particular emblem in the
And I cannot but add that the
first Seal's hieroglyphic.

—

very presentation of the crown to the emblematic rider

on his going forth, was yet an additional point of resemblance in the symbolic picture to the imperial usages at
Rome in the time of St. John. For an emperor s going
forth to war was an occasion perpetually taken by the senate and others to express their good wishes, and their
auguries (often in those cases falsified) of success; and, in
token thereof, palm branches, laurel crowns, and other

such like offerings, publicly presented to the Emperor
and medals commemorative struck, with the legend,
" Profectio,'' or " Expeditio Aagusti^ ^ Yet more, supposing that success had already begun to favour him in
the war, they had a mode of expressing the successes accomplished, as well as those that were anticipated for the
the '" conquering," as w-ell as the " to confuture
;

;

—

^
Hence the laureated heads of the Constantinian emperors, for example,
often seen on the imperial medals of that period.
But the p^-oper badge of royalty was at that time understood to be the diadem.
Thus when Constantine's
corpse lay in state, we read in Euscbius that it was airayed in purple and with
the (^/Jadem, as the royal insignia; BacriXiKois Koafiots, nopcpvpa re /cai SiaSTj^art.
De Vit. Const, iv. 66.
- In the Apocalypse the seven-headed dragon with diadems,
Apoc. xii. 3,
seems used in reference to the opening of the /o«r//j century ; the ten-horned
diademed Beast, Apoc. xiii. 1, with reference to the m/A.
" Equites Imperatorts sole'oant Romani diverso more pro variis eorum
gestis reprsesentare. Cum aliquis solito equi gradu incedit, profectio est Augusti
accelerato passu <i\n% expeditto : captivum prosternens ri/ias Imperatoris g-radu
lento adt'en<«.? ejus in urbem."
Rasche, ii. p. 724. See also on this subject
Rasche, vol. iv. p. 179; and Spanheim, 70.5, 725. The crown was represented
as offered sometimes by the senate, sometimes by Victory.

—

•*

;

K

2

—
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—

He was represented, sometimes, it might be,
quer."
arch, sometimes simply on terra firma,
triumphal
on a
as going forth between trophies and captives, and with
Victory either crowning, or with a crown in hand preSuch in part is the character of a medal
ceding him.
of the emperor Claudius, with the exergue, " De Britannis," underneath

:'

such,

more

exactly, the bas-reliefs

on

triumphal arch erected to Claudius Drusus in the
Appian way, after victories over the Germans. Of which
And I think that
latter an engraving is appended.^
after viewing it, and considering what has been also
further observed respecting the crown and the white
horse, the reader will deem me justified in expressing
the persuasion I did at the beginning of this Chapter, to
the effect that a person conversant, like St. John,^"^ with
the Roman usages of the age, must at once have had
suggested to his mind by the emblems of the first Seal
just considered, the idea of a Roman emperor speeding
a

forth to victory."*

One

may

objection however

still

probably present

seem to stand in the way of this our
application of the symbol
1 refer to the fact of the
For the weapon reprerider having a how in his hand.
sented in the hands of Roman emperors, on medals and
itself,

one

difficulty

;

other extant
javelin,

—

monuments of

antiquity,

sometimes the sword

;

is

generally the

know,

never, so far as I

Given by Ackerman in his work on Roman medals, i. 105. The horseman in
speeding forth between trophies on a triumphal arch. I might add others
from Rasche such e. g. as one of Caracalla's that he describes ii. 716 " Eques
Imperator dextram elevans k Victoria volitante coronatur ante pedes equi cap'

it

is

:

;

:

:

" &c.
described by Bellario, in his work on the Veteres Arcus Augustorum.
The words, " De Germanis," appear inscribed on the top, and
the following explanatory notice is subjoined at the bottom of the page;
" Nero Claudius Drusus Germanicus Imper.
Caput Neronis Claudii. Arcus
Druso Victori in expeditione Germanic^ vi^ Appi^ positus." I should observe
that in the plate opposite, the Victory has been added by me, by way of illustration, from another triumphal arch, adjoining this in Montfaucon's plate, vol. iv.

tivus
-

It is

Rome, 1824.

:

—

p. 108.
3 Or like St. Paul.
See this illustrated under the next Seal.
In fact the image was as famiHar in this sense to the Romans then living, as
that of a woman sitting by the sea, with a trident in hand and shield beside her,
would be as a representation of Britannia to ourselves.
''

P.132.

A ROMAN EMPEROR PKOCEEDIT^G TO VICTORY

^iir

'&k

From Montfaucon's

Antit^uities

#

^
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—

And

though not unhence indeed Vitringa,
of the general fitness of the emblem of a
crowned rider on a white horse, going forth conquering
and to conquer, to depict the sera of prosperity and triumph under the five Roman emperors whose reigns followed after the date of the Apocalyptic visions,' yet
argues that the bow was an Asiatic and barbarian weapon and badge and purposely inserted in the hieroglyphic, to divert the thoughts of the observer from the
Roman empire and emperors.'^ In which view he has
been followed by other commentators.
But is this correct ? Was the bow a badge of Asiatic
and other barbarians only ? Was there not one particular province and people, among the provincials of the
the bow.

conscious

—

;

of whom it was also distinctive ? disnot equally alone, but even yet more, than of
If the reader will
any barbarian people whatsoever ?
consult the records of antiquity, he will find, if I mistake
not, that such was indeed the case with the island and
islanders of Crete.
Alike their colonial origin, mytholo-

Roman Empire,
tinctive

gical traditionary legends, military history, and manufac-

connection of the Cretans and
it appears from ancient authors that Crete was originally peopled, in part at least,
from that part of Palestine situate on the Mediterranean
coast, which was by the Arabs called Keritha, and by the
Syrians CVef/i; its inhabitants bearing the similar Hebraic
appellation Crethim, or, as the Seventy have translated
respecting which Crethim, Bochart adds,
it, Kj»)Te^:
that they were noted archers, some of them employed by
tures, attest this peculiar

the bow.

—As

to their origin,

—

'^

" Sub bonis et laudatis principibus k Nerva usque ad Commodum facies Romani Imperii satis fuit tequabilis, et emblemate albi equi cilm sessore victorioso
'

figurari potuisset." p. 310.

"

Emblcma desumptum esse ex moribus gentium Asianarum, quae area in
utebantur quod Romani moris non erat." p. 323. " Addo Spiritum certo
consilio huic Imperatori dedisse arcum, non gladium, ut cogitationem nostram &.
Romanis Imperatoribus abduceret ad Christum." p. 325.
* The Univ. Hist. viii. 219 (on Crete), while allowing Bochart's correctness in
stating that some of the Philistines mingled with the Phoenicians that attended
Cadmus into Crete and Greece, yet observes, not without good historic authority,
that a I'elasgian colony had arrived in Crete before him.
But it was the Phoenician Crethim that gave their name to the island.
So 1 Sam XXX. 14, Ezek. xxv. 16, Zcph.ii. 5.
^

bellis

:

—

•*

—
Apoc.
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(See 2 Sam. viii. 18, xv. 18,
David as his life-guard.
in all of
XX. 23, 1 Kings i. 38, 1 Chron. xviii. 17
which places the word, though in our translation ren:

dered Cherethites,

word

is

in the

original

Crethim

;

and

this

by the Chaldee Paraphrast interpreted arcAers.^)

It is Sir Isaac Newton's supposition that Crete was thus
peopled from Palestine about 1055 B. C. when many of
the Phoenicians and Syrians fled from King David into
Others date the miAsia Minor, Crete, Greece, Lybia.
gration earlier. 2 But, whatever the epoch, this is certain
that in Crete itself the archery habits of the Syrian Crethim colonists, as well as their name, remained. The
earliest traditionary legends of the Cretan islanders ascribe a similar pre-eminence in the art to those of their
forefathers that were in the island native-born.
It is
told us by Diodorus Siculus that Apollo (the Cretan
Apollo) was affirmed in these legends to have been the
first inventor of the bow, and how he taught the natives
archery ; whence their superior skill in the art before
and above all other men.^
(The Cretan medal, which
will be found presently appended, oi Apollo and his how,
with the inscription Koivov K^r,Tccv,\s given in illustration.)^
Descending from the times of legendary fable to those
of real history, we find the association of the bow and
the islanders of Crete constantly marked thenceforward
in the military annals of the neighbouring states, for
ages.
Among Homer's heroes it was the Cretan Merion that bore away the palm in archery.^
By Pindar
the appellation bowmen was attached as a distinctive
appellation to the Cretan islanders.
And Pausanias

—

**

'
In the above I have nearl}' copied the observations of Macknight, in his Preface to the Epistle to Titus, § 3.

- The reader will probably be aware that Sir I. Newton's Chronology dates
the early settlement of Greece some 300 or 400 years later than the more received Chronology of Usher and Playfair.
^ Diodorus, Lib. v. c. 74
AiroAAoira Se avayopevatri, (vperriv ts to{« yfvOfievov,
5i5a|aj THS eyx'^p'fis Tot Trepi ttjv To^eiav a<p' ^s ajrios /xaAiTU irapa rois Kprjatv
:

It is a coin of the lime of the IsmiJcror Hadrian, whose head is on the obverse; and iias been co|)ic'd for me from one in the Imperial Collection at Vienna.
Other Cretan coins have Ai)ollo with the jdcrtrum and buw. See Ilaschc.
'

11.

V.

<

He

calls

the Cretans To^ofopoi, kkt iioxv, Pyth. Od.

5.

1

i^
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in those earlier historic times the Cretans
alone of all the Greeks were archers impugning the correctness of a piece of sculpture, which represented Diitrephes as pierced by arrows ; his slayers being other Greeks,

states that

:

not Cretans.^

With

reference to later times, Thucydides
Peloponnesian war archers were fetched
by the belligerent parties from Crete ^ as regards those
of Macedonian supremacy we are reminded of the same
fact by Plutarch ^
and with reference to those of Roman greatness, from the Carthaginian wars down to
those of Caesar, by Polybius
Livy,^ Lucan/ Hirtius.^
It was suggested by astronomers, in explanation of the
fact of their long-continued eminence in the art, that
Crete lay under the zodiacal sign of the Archer, SagittaMoreover, the Cretan manufacture of hows, (not
rius.^
to say of arrows also ^) was celebrated.
No European
bow was so noted as theirs. The name Cretan in fact
came to be attached as an appellative to bows ^° and it
was as a national device impressed on their medals. I
append one copied from Pellerin as a specimen and
subjoin the observations on the device, as a Cretan dis^^
tinctive, of a Roman poet and German medallist.
relates

how

in the

—

:

:

—

,'*

—

;

;

'
'

Toaarov

/xev irapiTt] fioi 6avfj,a es Trjr

E\\t](Tiv, 6ti
2

1X7)

etKova t8 Aitrpeifss, otj oitoii eTrefiefiKrjTO'

KpTjcTJf, 8/c firixt^ptou (IV ro^eveiv.

Lib. vi.

So too

his

De

Atticis.

cotempoiary Aristophanes,

in the

Ranae

;

A\X' CO Kpr]Tes, iSrjs TfKva,
Ta To|a Aa;8oj'T6s eirafj.waTe.
In his lives of Agis and Pyrrhus.
" Lib.
Livy, Lib. xxxvii, xxxviii.
So Manilius, Lib. iv.

*

•'

'

*

Gnosia Centauro

tellus

iii.

184.

Polyb, Lib. v.
7 Bell. Alexandr,

circumdata ponto

Paret, et in geminum Minois filius astrum
Ipse venit geminus
celeres huic Creta sagittas
Asserit, intentosque imitatur sideris arcus.
:

" So Plutarch in the life of Pyrrhus, KpjjTjwo) jSeAci irKnyets; and Manilius in
the verses just cited, " celeres huic Creta sagittas Asserit."
These five or six last references I have borrowed from Meursius' work on
Crete, p. 178, &c. (Ed. Amsterdam 1675.)
'" So in the passage above cited from Diodorus Siculus
which after /xaXira
Trapa tois Kprjcrw i^rjXoiaQai ttjj' to^iktiv, adds, Koi to to^ov KpriTiKof ovofiaadrjvai.
For I think of the correctness of Bochart's andWesseling's correction of Kp-nriKov
for 'S.KvdiKov not a doubt can be entertained.
See Wesseling's Note. So too,
says Wesseling, Pollux (i. 149) speaks of the To|or Kpr]rtKov.
" Eckhel, after describing a medal of Cydonia in Crete, in the reverse of
which a man is represented as manufacturing a boio before a fire, says ; " In this
;

,

;

Apoc.
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which circumstances can I be wrong in
bow was pre-eminently a Cretan weapon and badge or in inferring that when a bow was
pictured emblematically before St. John in a European
warrior's hands, the intention would be to signify that
that warrior was of Cretan origin ? In fact it so happens
that, over and above all the other accumulated evidence
just adduced, we have extant a Greek epigram, or epitaph, consisting of a set of emblems, the boiv inclusive,
with an express explanation to this effect.
A magpie
sculptured on the tomb- stone was to mark the loquacity
of the person whose epitaph it was
the cup her prone7iess to drink; the ivool her diligence in work; the bow,
what did the boiu mark ? It is explained that this was
to signify that she was a Cretan.^
Really, when I consider the important bearing of this point on the whole
scheme of Apocalyptic interpretation (for if my explana-

Under

all

stating that

the
;

;

—

—

tion of this first Seal be proved,

the rest will follow)

all

cannot but regard it as a remarkable Providence that
has preserved this most illustrative epigram to us.
I

But what the application of all
hand ? or how the sense we have
this

emblem of

glyphic

of the

a

bow

first

connect

to

Seal,

and

to the point in

this

inferred to attach to
itself

its

with the hiero-

imperial

horseman

—

proceed to show this.
It is
well known that, with the exception of Otho alone, all
the twelve Caesars, from Julius to Domitian, were of old
Roman families. Agreeably with the Roman Jw5 imagiriding on to triumph

?

I

there seems to me an allusion to the celebrated
bows:" and he quotes Claudian's lines,

skill

of the Cretans in preparing

" Quis labor humanus tantum ratione sagaci
Proficit

Cornua
Ignibus

?
:

;

excipiunt trucibus Gortynia capris

eadem lentescere cogunt
intendunt taurino viscere nervos."
subjectis

I refer to the epigram on Bitthis, by Antipater, a Greek poel of Sidon, (the
region whence the original Cretan colonists sailed,) about a century before Christ
given in Brunck's Anthologia Gra^ca, Argentor. 177G, Tom. ii. p. 31.
'

Tav

fifv aei

<i»a6f

koKvjxvQov, afi KaXov, u ^tve Ktcrcra
/ueGas avvTpo(pov 7;5e KfAif.

rav Se

TAN KPH22AN AE TA TOHA-

to

S'eipia

rav <pi\o(pyof

AuSffj.a S'av fxnpas rav iTo\wKpoTa<pov.
ToiacSf TaXup'yos o5" ticpv>pe lUrnSa Ti/yu/3o5,

Ti/ueAs axpal^^o^' vvufpi^icr a\uxor.

••
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num,^ they exhibited each in their halls the busts of a
long line of Ronnan nobles, their ancestors,
whether of

—

the Julian gens, the Sulpician, the Vitellian, or the Fla-

And as for Otho, though not of Roman, yet he
and indeed of an Italian family
was of Italian family
all the rest
still more ancient and noble than
for he
was descended from the Etruscan kings. ^ But after
Domitian there was a notable change on this head in

vian.'^

;

—

the character of the

imperial succession.

;

It is said to

have been pre-intimated in a dream, a little before his
He dreamt, says Suetonius, that a
death, to Domitian.
neck of gold appeared to grow hranching off from his
that which so branched off (gihham)
own neck behind
and the gold their
implying a new line of emperors
Another hischaracter as introducers of a golden age.
'^

:

;

Aurelius Victor, expressly sets forth the novel
character of this line as a fact very remarkable, in respect of its being one of princes of foreign extraction : ^
" Hitherto men of Roman or Italian origin ruled the
"
from after this time foreigners in extraction :
empire
noting at the same time the increased happiness that
And
accrued to the empire from the innovation.
what then the foreign country or province to which the
torian,

;

—

emperors might be ascribed, as to lineage and family,
after Domitian, and introduced and
Prior to which
kept up this golden age of the empire ?
Can
question another must indeed first be answered

live

that followed next

;

~

^
See Adams' Antiquities on tlie Jus imaginum,
The Julian emperors extended down to Nero Galba was of the Sulpician
:

Vespasian, Titus, Domitian of the Flavian.
3 So Suetonius.
The Roman jealousy on the subject of a noble native pedigree is illustrated by a law of the Emperor Claudius, recorded by this same his" Peregrinse conditionis homines vetuit usurpare Romana nomina, duntorian
Sueton. in Claud, c. 25.
taxat gentilia,"
• " Ipsum Domitianum ferunt somniasse gibbam sibi pone cervicem auream
cnatam pro certoque habuisse beatiorem post se laetioremque portendi statum

gens

Vitellius of the Vitellian

—

;

;

:

;

Reip.

Sicut sane brevi evenit, abstinentil et moderatione insequentium Priiici-

Suetonius in Domit. §23.
" Hactenus Romse seu per Italiam orti imperium rexere; hinc advense.
Nescio quoque an (Qu. annon ?), ut in Prisco Tarquinio, longfe meliores. At
mihi quidem audienti multa legentique plane compcrtum urbem Romam ex ternurum virtutc, atque insitivis artibus, prBecipu5 crevitse. Quid enim Nerva," &c.
Aurcl. Victor, Vita Domit. ad tin.

pum."
^

Apoc.
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they be all classed together under one and the same head
and family ? The answer to which latter question is,
that they may be so classed together because, in a man;

ner quite unparalleled in the subsequent history of the
Roman emperors, they were all connected as in the line
of one and the same family by successive adoptions.
Trajan was adopted by Nerva, Adrian by Trajan, Antoeach, as
ninus by Adrian, Aurelius by Antoninus
and
other
extant
memorials
of
antiquity
medals
their
illustrate to us, taking the name of his predecessor in
Thus, according to the wellvirtue of the adoption:defined Roman law of adoption, all were reckoned as of
Nervds family ; he being the head of the line. And
:

—

—

what Nervals own national origin and extraction

?

Dion

Cassius has an allusion to him, which, by a reader versed
in the Greek language and the Roman history, will be
readily understood as intimating that he was an Italiot,'^
or colonist of Greek extraction, settled in Italy. ^ His exact
Greek provincial origin, however, he does not mention.

But Aurelius Victor supplies the omission.

He

tells

In the following inscription, found on an ancient stone in Milan, and given
by Montfaucon in his Supplement, Antiquities of Italy, p. 18, the names of all
the five emperors are found thus associated together.
'

Imperatori Csesari
L. Aurelio Vero

Aug. Armcniaco
Medico Parthico
Max. Trib. Pop. vii
Imp. iiii. Cos. iii. P.
Divi Antonini Pii

P.

Divi Hadriani Nepoti
Divi Trajani Parthici Pronepoti
Divi Nervae Abnepoti
Dec. Dec.
i. c. " To the Emperor L. Aurelius, &c, son to the divine Antoninc, grandson
to
the divine Hadrian, great grandson to the divine Trajan, great great grandson to
the divine Nerva."
^ He says, Lib. Ixviii, that Trajan was the first emperor actually horn out of
Italy
and how Nerva did not overlook his merits, because he was neither an
Italian nor an Italiot, oti l^rip 6 Tpaiayos, aA\' hk IraKos eS' I t a A j a> t r; s
i.e.
not Italian, as all the former emperors except Nerva nor Italiot, as Nerva himself.
The allusion is plain. Compare Aurelius Victor before quoted.
So Ammonius distinguishes between IraXos and IraMwrrii, '2tKe\os and
;

:

;

•*

ItoAoi Kai IraKicorai Siacpfpticn. IraAot fiev yap ol apx7)Q(v tijv X'^'/"""
otKHfTes' lra\tuiTai Se ottoctoi tu>v 'EWrjvoov iirwKriffai' juera ravra.
To avro Kai
ent Toiv :i,iKi\taiTu>i'.
He is quoted to lliis effect in Dukcr's 'I'hucydidcs, Bonk iv.
2t(C€\ta)T»)s.

chap.

.58,

Grammar,

in

the Observations on the Scholiast; and by Matthiae in his Greek

§ 103,

on Nomina Gentilia.

^
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us/ (and most of our best known modern historians of
the earlier emperors of Rome repeat the statement,^)
that Nerva was in respect of family extraction a Cretan.

Yes

now

!

the

meaning of the how

in

the rider's

hand

is

And how

admirable, beyond
what the most learned of human artists or scholars would
have devised, appears now the point and the comprehensiveness of this device of the Divine Spirit
Had a
javelin or a sword been in the hand of the rider, so as
Vitringa would have had it, in case of his representing
Roman emperors, the weapon carried would have added
indeed

manifest.

!

precisely nothing either to

ness of the hieroglyphic

nate emperors

;

the

meaning or the

distinct-

the croivn sufficing to desigand the javelin and the sword, although
:

But by the
addition of the how (the how held in hand, observe, before
the crown was given him) there was actually prefigured
appropriate, not being distinctive of them.

the very provincialism of the family to which (first of
any families not of Italian origin) the empire was about
to be committed
and under whom, and whom alone
the symbolic horse was to assume and to retain the white
colour^ (the commencement of this before the close of the
:

self-same year of the vision, St.

John himself witnessed^)
its wars to go on

the nation to enjoy prosperity, and in

conquering and to conquer.
The passage from Victor Aurelius quoted Note 5
cnim Nervft Cretensi prudentior ? "
'

'^

So, for example,

Crevier, Lib. xviii. ad fin.

empereur qui ne fut pas d'origine Italienne.

p.

"

137 supra, goes on, " Quid
II

(Nerva) est

Sa famille

le

premier

^toit Cretoise."

He

refers to the accurate Tillemont as his authority.
Again the Ancient Univ. Hist. Vol. xv. p. 104 " Nerva was a native of Narni
ill Umbria;
but his family came originally from the island of Crete : so that he
was neither by birth a Roman, nor descended from an Italian family."
And the EncyclopeecUa Metropolitana, Art. Nerra Augustus " The Flavian
family left the throne of Augustus to the descendant of a Cretan colonist."
^ St. John's death did not occur till three years after the end of the 1st century
so that he must have lived through Nerva's reign, and witnessed the commencement of the reign and triumphs of Trajan.- In like manner Daniel lived
to see in the destruction of Babylon, and the supremacy and decree of Cyrus, the
beginning of the fulfilment of the prophecies of the future revealed to him.
;

:

;

—
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THE SECOND SEAL.
Seal is opened, and behold the white horse
The Roman nation no more aphas past from view.
pears under symbols indicative of prosperity or triumph.
red horse passes over the scene before the eyes of the
And
the colour of war and bloodshed.*
Evangelist
what bloodshed ? The explanatory W'Ords added informed him it was of civil war. As to the instrumental

The second

A

;

—

:

cause or ruling agency that v;ould introduce it, the emblematic rider must, as before, be supposed its personification
and again the presentation of the sword to him
to have been the badge to designate the class of agents
" There went forth another horse
that he represented.
:

red : and to him who sate thereon it was given to take
peace (tvjv et^wi^, perhaps the peace, the previously existing peace) from the earth, and that they should kill one
and there was given unto him a great sword."
another
Again I turn to Gibbon for such explanation as history may offer
and I find the bright period above described immediately and suddenly followed in his narrative
Just by one of a correspondingly sad
by what?
series of civil wars and bloodshed : a series begun in the
year 193 with the assassination of the Emperor Cornmodus, and continued almost uninterruptedly to the
defeat and slaughter of the Emperor Philip and his
army by the rival emperor Decius, a. d. 249.^
It may be well to glance in rapid view at the details.
The sequel then of Commodus' assassination first men:

:

—

—

'
nvppos, fiery ; or, as it is often explained, bloodij. So Hermas (B. i. Vision iv.
chap, iii.) " The Jicry and bloody colour ;" and Kpiphanius on the sardine stone
in the Apocalyptic vision, Uvpainos rip fiSfi kui ai^aroeiSrjs.
Compare Hesiod's
description of Mars, Ai/xari (ftoiyiKoeis aire ^oohs (vapiPwv.
- Dion Cassius notes the transition as one from
a golden to an iron age; and
so too Montesquieu and Gibbon, Schlcgc! a'hilos. of History, cli. x.) and Dcnina.
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was the elevation of Pertinax to the Imperial
month or two after, his murder *
then the setting up of Julian as his successor, and the
civil wars consequent, prolonged for four years, and
ranging from East to West over the extent of the Empire, through which the elder Severus fought his way to
tloned,

throne, and, within a

:

—

then,
after an interval of repose throughout the remainder of Severus' reign, wherein however,
" although the wounds of civil war appeared healed, yet
its mortal poison still lurked in the vitals of the constitution,"^ and indeed, hy Severus' undue elevation of
the military above the civil, a preparation was made for
after this, I
all the subsequent exaggeration of the evil,^
say, the murder of his one son and successor Geta by
the other Caracalla, and soon after of the latter by
Macrinus in the camp at Carrhse by the Euphrates :^
then, and in consequence, the civil war which crushed
Macrinus, and raised Elagabalus to the throne :^ then
after
a
Elagabalus' assassination at Rome :^ then,
partial
repose,
during
partial,
and
but
second interval of
the thirteen years of the reign of his successor the second Severus, the murder of that well-intentioned
Prince in the camp by the Rhine :^ then the civil wars
raised against his murderer and successor Maximin,
wherein the two Emperors of a day, the Gordians, father
and son, perished in Africa,^ and Maximin himself, and
his son, fell by assassination in the siege of Aquileia :'"
then the murder at Rome of the two joint Emperors
Maximus and Balbinus next set up by the Senate ;" and
quickly after that of their associate in the Empire, the
third and youngest Gordian, on the banks of a river of
other and holier associations, the river Chaboras :'" then
the slaughter of the next Emperor Philip, the last of our
series, togetlier with his son and associate in the Empire,
in the battle near Verona
which in the year a.d. 249,
as above mentioned, decided the civil war between him-

the throne

:"^

—

—

—

;

1

Gibbon i. 1C5.
and Montesquieu

^

lb. 199,

'

lb. 239.

"

lb,

183—195.

»

lb. 198.

« lb. 230.
'^ lb. 304.
'» lb. 299.
276.
Mb. 289.
'^ lb. 309.
It was by this same river Chaboras, or Chabor, tliat Ezekiel saw
some of the most glorious of his visions. Ezek. i. 1, x. 1.5, 8cc.

8

—

VOL. I._

lb.

c. 16.

»

lb. 214, 221.
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— Can

the history of any Empire on
annals such a fifty years of citizens
" killing each other," (to use the Apocalyptic language,)
self

and Decius.'

record present in

its

and of civil war and bloodshed?
But what the causal agency ? Speaking generally, it
was evidently the soldiery and its rulers, at Rome or in
who, in order to carry out their several
the provinces
:

objects of cupidity or ambition, used their

timately against their

countrymen,

power

illegi-

instead of against

and so originated, kept up, or renewed
For the assassins of Commodus and
the leaders in the civil wars ensuing, Severus,
Pertinax,
the murderers of Caracalla and ElagaNiger, Albinus,
balus, of A. Severus and Maximin, of Maximus and Balbinus and Gordian,
as well, finally, as the leader in the
war against Philip, were all military men ^ those whose
vocation was war, whose weapon the sword, and whose
profession generally designated by the phrase, having a
sword given them.^ So that Gibbon (i. 167) begins well the
chapter that follows his account of the murders of Cornmodus and Pertinax, (the same which proceeds forthwith to sketch the civil wars and bloodshed ensuing,)
foreign enemies

the deadly

;

evil.

—

—

—

:

with those singularly illustrative words, as best indicative
of his subject, " The power of the sword.''
And hence,
in a general way, the fitness of the Apocalyptic rider's

—

sword-badge; on the hypothesis of his figuring the soldiery,
or military power, as the cause of this civil carnage.
But, in truth, the Apocalyptic symbol seems to have
had a something in it yet more exactly significant of the
chief agents intended than even Gibbon's descriptive
phrase
there being formally depicted in it the presentation of the sword to the rider.
For, when thus
solemnly acted out before the Roman world, besides its
general designation of the military profession, this sym;

1
Gibbon i. 385.
So Hceren, speaking of Commodus' assassination "Tiiis was the first commencement of that dreadful miliiary despotiam, wliich forms the ruling character
of this period."
Manual of History, p. 439. (Kngl. Transl.)
^ So Statius, Domitian's cotemporary and friend, in his Silvae, v. 177, thus
addresses the young Crispinus, on his first receiving from the Emperor a com" Felix cui primum tradit Germanicus ensem :" an expresmission in the army
sion the same in sense as that in verse 16.5, "qui aquilas tibi nunc et castra

-

;

;

recludit."

:
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we speak of a meaning much more
The presentation of the sword

and particular.

was followed by the official bearing of the sword ; and the
bearing of the sword marked, not the duty of wielding it
against the foe, but the right of judicially using it
{the jus gestandi, as the Roman law expressed it, implying and signifying the jus exercendi :) ^
there being
this distinction between the badge of the sword thus
worn by one functionary, and the axe carried by lictors
before another, that the latter symbolized power over the

—

of

lives

Roman

Roman

citizens only, the

soldiers ;

the civil judicial

whether

power

former over the

of
with
com^se the emperors
lives

distinctively, or conjointly

also.^

— Of

by their imperatoria potestas, as first established under Augustus, and perpetuated under succeeding emperors, had in its fullest sense the power of the
sword, including all jurisdiction military and civil :^ and,
in token of it, they were wont to wear a small sword,
suspended in front, or at their side."* They esteemed it
And so
almost their highest imperatorial prerogative.
jealous were they of it that in Rome itself, and the
Italian district for 100 miles adjoining, they delegated
the power to but one individual, the Commander or
(a body of some
Prsefect of their own Prsetorian guard
10,000 or 16,000 men, first instituted by Augustus,
and that had by Tiberius been fixed in a fortified camp,
to overawe the city, just outside its walls, on the broad
themselves,

:

summit of
1

the Quirinal Hill:^)

So the ancient rule

tinian, Lib.

i.

is

— while

in the Provinces

expressed in the later Digest of

Roman Law

by Jus-

Tit. 18.

This will be immediately illustrated.
^ See Gibbon 1. 102, with the context.
" Iter ingressus
So, for example, Suetonius of the Emperor Galba, c. ii
est paludatus, ac dependente a cervicibus pt/gione ante pectus " and of Vitellius
c. 15 ad fin. " Solutum ^latere pugionem consuli primum, deinde illo recusante
magistratibus, ac mox senatoribus singulis porrigens, nullo recipiente, quasi in
xde ConcorditB positurus abscessit." This was on his abjuring the Imperial
Office and is mentioned, with an explanatory observation, by Tacitus also. Hist,
" Assistenti consuli exsolutum k latere pugionem, velut jus necis viiceque
iii. 68
civium, reddebat."
^ See Gibbon i. 168.
The Prcetorian Camp appears on a Roman coin given
in Montfaucon, iv.83.
The first Severus reorganized, and increased it to above
fourfold its former number.
^

*

;

:

;

;

—
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it, not to the Senatorian Proconsuls, but
those to whose
only to their own Military Lieutenants
care were assigned the Provinces least settled, and which
consequently maintained a large military force resident
functionaries appointed and removable at the emperor's
In either case the assumption of the
sole pleasure/

they entrusted

;

;

—

marked the power of the sword deleThus while the Senatorial Proconsul, when
gated.
entering on his provincial government, had but the badge
of lictors attendant, with the rod and axe intertwined as
of old in their fasces,^ it was the custom for the Imperial Lieutenant, on appointment to his province, publicly
to receive and assume the military sword, as well as
as also on the
cloak, outside the pomserium of Rome
Simitermination of his office to lay the same down.^
larly, and yet more notably, in Rome itself the Praetorian Prefect was on his appointment invested with the
sword by the emperor in person. An anecdote told by
Pliny, to the honour of his emperor Trajan, will be remembered by the classical scholar as a fit illustration of
and the scriptural reader will not forget St.
the custom:
Paul's illustration of it, when he writes thus to the Romans, even like an eye-witness to eye-witnesses, of a

sword-hadge

;

"*

Like the Legati of the ancient Proconsuls of the Republic.
" The Proconsuls of the Senate were attended by Lictors,
i. 103
the Lieutenants of the Emperor by soldiers."
^ So Dion Cassius, in a very important passage of his history, informs us most
clearly
himself an eminent military commander, as well as historian, of the
In his
earlier half of the 3rd century, or times described in the second Seal,
53rd Book, giving an account of Augustus' arrangement about the provinces,
both those which were to have avOvnaTovs, Proconsuls, appointed by the Senate,
and tliose which were to have avriTpaTriyovs, or Proprcrtors, appointed by the
Emperor, he speaks of the latter as ttji/ t€ rparicoTiKryi' toAtji' (popwras, Kat
^t(pos, oi's 76 KOt rpariccTas Si/faicoo-ai e^eTtv, e^oi'Tas" whereas the former were
neither ^i<pos -Kapa^wpvufxives, nor rpancoTiKj? €(t67jti xP'^h-^^'^^' adding, in explanation, A\\(f yap sSevi, are auBvnaroi, ere avTiTpaTr)y(fi, ere iirirpoTrcp ^i(pr\(popiiv
StSoTat, 01 1X7) Kat rpa.riun7]v Ttva airoKretvai f^ftvat vtvoniTac and further stating
that tliese badges of the Imperial Lieutenant's office, ttjs apxvs ancrrifia, were only
to be assumed by them, on appointment, outside of the Pomaerium of Rome, and
to be instuntly laid down on the cessation of office.
Pan. 07. On presenting the sword, as was customary, to the Prefect elect,
(" cum insigne polestatis, uti mos erat, pugioncm daret,") Trajan said, " Use it
And so Dion Cassius wiii.
if not, against me."
for me, if I shall reign well
33, and Victor in his Life of Trajan.
On the passage from Pliny, Bernepigcr has the note following; which, in confirmation of what has been above slated, it may be well to append.
"Praefccti
^

2

So Gibbon

;

;

'•

;

1

—
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magistracy and magistrate of high authority there, "
beareth not the sword in vain."

He

'

Thus, on the whole, we can, I think, scarcely doubt
but that St. John, like his brother Paul, would at once
recognize the rider's svmrd-investiture in the vision as
betokening either class of chief military commanders
alike the Praetorian Prcefects at Rome, and the Imperial
Lieutenants commanding the legions in the provinces
and consequently understand theirs to be the agency,
through which, in the second sera prefigured, the Roman
sword of office, itself a small one,^ was to become, as it
were, of exaggerated size and illegitimate use and the inflamed body politic to appear ensanguined all over with
the blood of civil carnage. Nor does there need any thing
more to perfect our proof of the fulfilment of the vision,
than to state that it was precisely these, the highest of
:

;

the Roman military chiefs, to whom the wars and the
The Praetobloodshed were almost altogether owing.
rians made the initiative, in the murders of Commodus
and Pertinax,^ and in then selling the empire to the

prastorio, prseter alia, insigne eratgladius, vel ensis, aut pugio (|i0os), quo donari
atque accingi solebat a principe quern nonnunquam et ipsi gerebant impera;

Siquidem soli principes et praefecti prastorio Roma: usum gladii habebant.
Eo autem merum imperium, et jus vitae ac
Reliqui magistratus togati erant.
Hinc g-ladium
cujus nota et signum gladius.
necis civium, ipsis tribuebatur
ponere est prsefecturS. praetorii se abdicare ut Tigellinus apud Plutarcb, in
GalbA."
In which Note Bernegger seems to me to have overlooked the original
and more proper power indicated by the sword-bearing, as Dion explains it,
viz. the power of life and death over the soldiery ; noting only that over the
The old jurisdiction of the Praetor in
citizens, which came to be included also.
criminal cases of life and death was not indeed, I believe, ever formally abrogated ;
but it was gradually superseded by the superior dignity of the Imperial courts.
Rom. xiii. 4 « yap eiKrj rriv /jtaxa'pav <popei. In which passage we ought to
mark the /xaxatpa, the same word for the sword as here, the ^opei, and the
transition from theplural, when speaking of apxovres, governors, to the singular,
Under this sword,
in speaking of the sword-bearing magistrate in Rome.
shortly after, St. Paul suffered martyrdom.
It would seem that there were then
two Prefects appointed by Nero, pro ilia vice, in place of Burrus. See Clement's Ep. c. 5, and Chevallier's note on it.
It was also a Praetorian Prefect under
the first Severus that condemned the Christian Apollonius to death, of whom
I have made mention, p. 2G suprk.
The Roman sword, jxaxatpa, as it is called here, by St. J'aul, and by Strabo,
but by Dion Cassius |i(fos,
was a short double-edged sword; so that a great
fiaxaipa would be evidently unnatural.
^ Lcetus, the Praetorian Prefect, was a joint conspirator with Marcia against
Commodus and he also fomented the discontent of the Guards against Pertinax,
tores.

:

:

—

'

;

—
—

;

—

'^

—

.

the result of which was that Emperor's massacre
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highest bidder
the three chiefest of the Imperial Lieutenants in the provinces,
Severus, Niger, and Albinus/
led in the civil v^'ars following.
After which, and in
the wars and murders consequent on the first Severus'
:

—

—

death, each took their share in the deeds of blood,
the Praetorian Prsefects much the most prominently
so
that indeed these latter have been marked out by Mon:

and others, as preeminently the revoluand in respect of their deeds of
blood, as well as of their power, like the Grand Visirs
tesquieu, Denina,

tionists of the sera

;

—

of Eastern misrule.^
The detail of their respective
shares in the matter will be seen in a brief historic abSuffice it here to call attention, in conGibbon's very important notification on the
subject, with reference to its bearing on the fate of the
Roman Empire. Like the apocalyptic figuration he exhibits it as that wherein we may discern the primary (sra,
*'
and primary cause and symptom, of its decline.
The
licentious fury of the Praetorian guards was the first
stract below.^

clusion,

to

symptom and cause of

the decline of the

Roman

Empire.''^

—

Their Provinces were Pannonia, Syria, Britain
all Imperial provinces.
Montesquieu sur la Grandeur ch. IC and 17 ; Denina Rivoluzioni d'ltalia
iii. c. 3.
Denina dates from the increase of the power of the Praetorian
" Allora," he says, "la Praefectura Pra:Prsefect by Commodus, A. D. 185.
toriana commincio k comprendere, come di propria ragion, tutta I'administrazione dell' impero, cosi civile che militare, come il gran Visirato appresso gli
imperatori Ottomani."
Gibbon dwells much on the increase of their power by
Sulpicius Severus, who augmented their numbers from 1G,000 to 50,000. Vol.
i. p. 200.
3 Macrinus, the assassin and successor of Caracalla, was a Praetorian Prefect.
(It is on this occasion that Gibbon writes, " The decisive weight of the Praetorian guards elevated the hope of their Prefects ; who began to assert a legal
claim to fill the vacancy of the Imperial throne." i. 224.) Again, Elagabalus
(Macrinus' successor) was murdered in a sedition of the Praetorian bands ; who
were also afterwards the murderers of Maximus and Balbinus. Moreover their
Prefect Philij), acting on the army generally, effected the conspiracy against the
younger Gordian, in which that emperor peri-hed.^-On the other hand Maximin,
the murderer of Alexander Severus, was one who held the first military command
in a provincial army
and Decius, who revolted against Philip, was an Imperial
Lieutenant though as an extraordinary functionary, and on an extraordinary
mission to the Maesian army.
The Praetorians' subsequent history was this. Both in regard of numbers and
powers, they were greatly reduced by Diocletian ; and by Co7i.it/mtlne the whole
body suppressed, their camp destroyed, and their Prefects deprived of military
authority, and confined to civil functions.
So Aurelius Victor, referred to by
Gibbon ii. ICi, 235.
* i. IC8.
The subject is noted in much the same way by Schlegel in his Philosophy of History, ii. 34, as well as by Montesquieu and Denina already referred
^

;

^

—

Book

:

;

—

J
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THE THIRD SEAL.

"And when he had opened the third seal I beheld,
and lo a black horse and he that sat on him had in his
hand a. pair of balances : " (such is the rendering of ^vyo^
and both from
in the authorized English translation
!

;

the associated notice of a chwnix in the hieroglyphic,
and yet more from the Roman usage of symbols, it is, I
" and I heard a voice in
doubt not, the correct one :)^

—

the midst of the living creatures

saying,

A

choenix of

The ancient historian Dion Cassius remarks on the change from the aera of
the Antonines to it, as a change from a golden to an iron age.
I had hoped to have illustrated the hieroglyphic of this Seal by a copy from
some ancient monument representing the presentation of the sword by a Roman
emperor to the Praetorian Prefect. But I have failed of obtaining one.
to.

1 The original word is ^nyos.
This Woodhouse and others after him translate,
from its other signification, a yoke : observing that it is always so used in tiie New
Testament and that elsewhere, where it is meant to signify a pair of balances,
there is generally added some other word in the context to suggest that meaning
;

as intended.
Now surely, as regards the latter remark, one might have thought that the
accompaniment of the word choenix would have been precisely all that the
Dean needed, to determine him in favour of the meaning of balances in the

As regards the former, if other words had been used in the
Testament in the sense of balances, to the exclusion of ^^70$, the argument
would have had weight in proportion to the frequency of those instances. But
the truth is there is no mention of balances in one single passage of the New
So that the value of the argument is just
Testament, unless it be in this.

passage before us.

New

nothing.
As conclusions of no little importance have been built in part on the critical
propriety of substituting the word yoke for balances in the translation of this
clause, it may bo useful to enter a little more fully into the Lexicographical
question.
There are five words in Greek that signify ^balance, rpvTavt], raXavrov, s-ad^iiop,
Of these none being used, as before observed, in the New
s-a6fios, and ^vyos.
Testament, (except it be in this passage,) it becomes us next to inquire what is
And the answer is that rpvTavr] is never used at
their use in the Septuagint.
that TaXavrop and TaBixwv, though used, are only used in the sense of
all in it
a weight (the latter answering to the Hebrew ^2^ ^ stone) ; that the use of
;

s-aOn'is also

is

confined

all

the usual rendering of .the

but constantly to the same sense of a weight, being

Hebrew Vpli772, and having

the meaning of a balance

once only, viz. in Isaiah xl. 12, where a second word, beside the usual one, was
needed in that sense. The usual, I may say the constant, word in the Septuagint
among others
for balance is ^vyos being so used some nine or ten times in it
in the above noted passage from Isaiah, nj €s-rj(r€ ra oprj s-a9/U(^, Kai ras va-nas
^07<j); in Prov. xi. 1, Zvyoi 5o\ioi, s-aO/jnov StKaiov; in Ezek. xlv. 10, Zvyos Sucaios,
:

;

L

2

—

;
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and three choenixes of barley for a
thou hurt not (or, rather, that
thou wrong not in regard to ) ^ the oil and the wine."
The intent of the symbols of this seal is less obvious
than of the others, and will require some considerable
thought and attention.
for a denarius,

denarius

;

and

see that

A

famine of the chief articles of food (whether litetaken or metaphorically) has been supposed by
nearly all interpreters to be denoted by them
their
opinion being grounded on these two suppositions
1. that the choenix spoken of was the Attic chcenix of
three half-pints
2. that the notice from the midst of
rally

:

;

—

;

the living creatures respecting the denarius, was a notification of the then average market price of the choenix

of wheat.

Now it is observable that the words uttered respecting the price of wheat, were words specifically addressed
to the rider, not to any other auditory
and this in the
way of precept and caution, not of general notification.^
;

fierpov SiKatov, x""''! Si/caio ; where, as here, the X"""! 's in association with it
also in Levit. xix. 3G, Hos. xii. 7, &c. &c.
Hence, if the idea of balances was
intended to be expressed in the passage before us, ^vyos would be of all others

the

fittest

word.

Thus a balance being a version of ^vyos

as legitimate and authorized, in the
sacred as well as the classic writings, as that of a tjoke, the associated notice of a
measure in the hieroglyphic, just as in that example above quoted from Ezekiel,
might of itself induce a preference of the former rendering. Besides which (and
I would beg the reader's attention to the fact) whereas in Roman usage,
to
which usage, as we have already seen, the apocalyptic symbols are strikingly
conformed,
the balance -holding was, as will be afterwards shewn, a very common
symbol, that of a yoke-holding was, if I am not mistaken, altogether unknown.
Nor is it so used in Scripture. In Jeremiah xxvii and xxviii we have an example
indeed of the prophet bearing i(pon his neck bonds and yokes, in type, passively
of the approaching oppression and captivity of Judah
but no where do we find
the holding of a yoke in the hand as a type, actii'ely, of oppressing.
Tov oivov /XT) aStKri(jr]s. ASiKfai in the first aorist, as well as in other tenses, is
often used absolutely for being unjust, or doing injustice.
So Rev. xxii. 11 ; 6
aSiKoiv aSiKfjaaTw tri, " He that is unjust let him be unjust still;" a passage in
which no accusative follows the verb. In cases where an accusative follows the
verb used in this sense, the accusative will be of the thing in regard of which
injustice has been done.
So the
in Philemon 18, ei n ire rjSi/cijae, " if he hath
wronged thee in any thing ;" and 2 Sam. xix. 19, jutj fivriaBrjs taa rjStKijffev d nais.
So Mede, I find, takes the phrase, Ne sis injustus ; also Junius, as Brightnian
says, and Arthur Dent.
^ It is evidently to the same individual that the first clause of the words from
the midst of the living creatures was addressed,
I mean that respecting the wheat
and barley, as the second which had respect to tlie oil and wine i. e. to the rider.
And as the latter was in its character cautionary, " See that thou wrong not
in regard to the oil and the wine,
" so, we may naturally infer, the former.

—

—

;

'

n

—

—

—

—

;
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But passing over this peculiarity of phrase for the present,
and passing over also the questionableness of what has
been said by commentators, in confirmation of their
above-noted interpretation, respecting the denarius as
the price of day-labour in the Roman empire at the time
referred to,^
I am willing to allow that, were the Attic
choenix the measure intended, the fact of the market
price of wheat being a denarius for the chcenix would
indicate a state of famine.^
But this assumption as to
a point which is the
the size of the choenix intended,
is precisely that of
foundation of their whole argument,
which a cautious enquirer must be most prepared to
question the soundness.
The truth is, as Scheidius observes in his edition of Lennepp's Etymologicum Graecum, that xom^, very much like the English word measure, by which our translators have here rendered it, is
from its etymology a generic word of any thing hollowed
out, into which any thing (as meted by liquid or dry
measure) may be put or poured,^ being derived from %«£»,
hisco
and hence was used sometimes generally and indefinitely, the representative of measures in the abstract,
as, for example, in the Septuagint translation of the

—

—

—

:

^ The inference has been drawn very principally from
what is said of a denarius as the day's wages in the parable of the labourers in the vineyard, Matt. xx.
2.
And no doubt it proves that such was the case in the Jewish province, and at
the time when our Lord spoke the parable. But it is somewhat loose to argue
thence to the general price of wages throughout the empire, and that at a period
quite different. As time went on, considerable changes occurred in the value of
Roman money. And even at the same period of time the price of labour, as of

other commodities, must have been greater in one part of the empire than another.
What if a person were to argue the average value of labour wages in England
from that, even at the same asia, in Ireland ? Moreover, the circumstance of
the place of labourer and operative manufacturer having been, in Italy and some
other parts of the Roman empire, almost entirely supplied by slaves, makes it
very difficult to ascertain the true price of labour there.
It may be said, indeed,
that the pay of common soldiers in Julius Caesar's time was a denarius, and in
Domitian's time restored to nearly that value (see Arburthnot's Ancient Coins,
p. 180 ;) and hence be argued that in the provinces generally the free labourer's
day wages may, about St. John's time, not have varied greatly from it. But,
after all, it is but a very loose approximation.
"
Though Vitringa says, pp. 344, 346, Not so much famiiie, as scarcity.
' " Figura omnis excavata in quam aliquid infundi vel inseri potest.''
Agreeable with which is the explanation of the word given by the Scholiast on Aristophanes, Pluto 27fi, as trav irfpicpepes.
From this generic sense of xoivi^ is
a word
derived x""'"'""'. 'n the meaning of the hollow or nave of a wheel
which, 1 may observe, answers somewhat singularly to the Roman modiolus;

—

;

—

—

:

i.

e.

the diminutive of X"'**'^ to the diminutive of modius.

;
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tenth verse of the forty- first chapter

of Ezekiel,

i.

Zi-yo?

" Let
there be among you a just balance, and a just measure
(of length ?), and a just chcEnix ;" and, when used
speci/icaliy and definitely, was applied not to one particular measure only, but sometimes to one and sometimes
to another.
This various use of the choenix among the
ancients has been already indeed observed on by Mede,^
and by others after him. And if it has not been with the
KCLi jj-tTpov

^iKcciot;,

^Katov

,

Koci

X'^ivi^

diKccia €^co

ijALV

rs /xer^f,

exactness, discrimination, or full authentication requisite,

whatever is wanting of exact information on the subject
has been supplied in an elaborate and conclusive disserto which I am happy to refer the
Memoires de I'Academie des Inscriptions,
The conclusion in which Mepp. 377, 401.

on the

tation

chcenix,

reader, in the

Tom.
moir

viii.

is

that three choenixes, besides the Attic, were used

Roman

Empire, bearing to the Attic the proporand 8, to 3, respectively
the last mentioned and most notable, because the one naturalized at
Rome, being one fourth of a Roman modius.^ Besides
which there was the choenix of the Septuagint translain the

tions of 4, 6,

;

—

His words are; " ChcEnix significat demensum diurnum, Vf/"''''P''^'5a, sed
admodum mensura. Variavit enim pro ratione gentium, locorum, et
horainum. Choenix militaris (ut minores choeniccs prEetermittam opilionum,
villicorum, vinitorum) quatuor fuit sextariorum.
Sed veteri Lcxicographo
Grseco-Latlno x""''! est semimodium, id est militaris duplum
imo Hellenistis, Ezek, xlv. IC, II, xo""l est butlms, amplissima Hebrscorum mensura."
(Apoc. p. 444.)
Who is tiie old Lexicographer referred to ? and what
the value of his authority, for the statement of there having been a choenix equal
to half a modius ?
I doubt its correctness.
As to the contradiction between the
first clause in the above quotation and all that follows, it scarce needs remark.
For if one particular and small chojnix of wheat, the Attic, was a sufficient day's
measure for a man's consumption, of course each larger choenix of wheat was
more than a day's sufficiency. In a Commentator like Medc, such a mistake 's
indeed surprising.
- The immediate subject of the Memoir is an inscription on a Roman standard
weight yet remaining in part as follows; " Imp. Ca;s. Vespas. G Cons
Mensurse Exactac in Caiiitolio p. x."
It seems that there was a correspondence
between tliis weight and that of the congius, filled with rain water, as a measure of capacity.
In the crau^sc of the Memoir the learned Academician observes
" Quatre mesures diflferentcs avoient le nom de choenice la plus petite, communen\ent appellee xo"''l Attirjue, avoit trois cotyles Attiques. La seconde en
avoit quatres.
On en coinptoit 6 ^ la troisiemo, et 8 a la quatrieme qui est
cclle dont Faniiius a parlecomme d'uncmesurenaturalisvc a Rome."
He afterwards traces the origin of all tiicsc different values of the choenix to different
^

incerta

:

—

—

:

—

—

:

:

standards of lenglli in different countries.
The following is the passage of Fannius

Rhemnius

referred to by him.

(I

may

"
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a choenix defined by them, in the only passage in
;
which they use the word definitely (Ezekiel xlv. 11.) as
equivalent to the tenth part of a Jewish chomer, or as
equal to an English bushel.'
What then ? Amidst this variety of choenixes are we
to suppose with some commentators that the word is
tors

5

Surely not.
here used in a manner at all indefinitely ?
Such a use of it would be altogether out of character
with the point and precision observable all through the

Apocalyptic prophecy.
Doubtless there is one particular
meaning of the choenix exclusively and alone intended.
And doubtless, also, although veiled hitherto, in a manner not unusual in sacred prophecy, under a word of
ambiguous meaning, yet some key has been provided to
indicate it.
Nor can I help suspecting, even prior to

more

particular investigation, that

like the indication that

we look

there

something

is

for in the circumstance

of there having been one of the choenixes especially and
adopted under the emperors at Rome, as a
Roman measure. In further proof of its being, as I say,
distinctively

observe that this Fannius was a learned grammarian of the times of Diocletian
and Constantine.)

"At

cotyle cyathos bis ternos una receptat
Bis quinae hunc faciunt drachmaj, si appendere velles
At cotylas recipit geminas sextarius unus
Qui quater ussumptus Grain Jit nomine x<'"''J
Adde duos xss fit, vulgo qui est congius idem."
:

:

:

is that the Roman chcEnix was equal to four sextarii, or
one-fourth of a Roman peck or modius. The choenix, like the Roman sextarius
or the English gallon, was used as a measure both for things dry and liquid:
and was applicable therefore to all the articles noted in the vision; alike to the
wheat and barley, the wine and oil. 'I'his important testimony of Fannius Rhemnius has, I believe, been hitherto altogether unnoticed by Apocalyptic commen

The purport of which

—

—

tators.
*

To SfKaroy to

which

is

yo/xep x**""!

said in the

same verse

"^T^n with the H, or

yo/j.€p,

where the Hebrew

•

to be equivalent to
is

for X"""! 's
an ephah.

equal to ten bushels

;

H^ « bath,
Now

the

and
chomer

and consequently the

choenix here used to one bushel.
Palladius [Octobr. tit. 14] mentions yet another choenix, a Syrian one.
" Tribus cadis unam floris mensuram, quam Syri chwnicam vocant, adjicies." He
does not state its capacity: but as the cadus was a measure of twelve congii,
and the congius near an English gallon, this Syrian choenica may have been of
considerable size, and perhaps the same as that of the Septuagint.
Is it not singular that, when there were so many different values of the choenix,
Woodhouse should have spoken of the Attic choenix as " that ancient universal

measure

?

—
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i.

may

observe that Facciolati, in
choenix, does not even
notice the Attic or other choenixes
but only (excepting
an allusion to Pailadius' mention of the choenica of
Syria) this choenix of Fannius Rhemnius.^
And seeing
distinctively

his Latin Lexicon,

I

on the v^ord

;

that the

Roman

people and

jects of the prophecy,

Roman

empire are the sub-

surely reasonable to infer that

it is

not the Septuagint or Syrian choenix, nor the Attic
Roman, is that which we might a priori
most naturally expect to be alluded to.
Besides which there is that on the face both of the
hieroglyphic in the vision, and of the Roman history of
the times also, which seems to reject alike the Syrian
choenix, but the

and the Attic choenix. The three prominent points in
the hieroglyphic symbols are the horse's colour black,
the constant emblem of distress and mourning,^
the

—

bearing a pair of balances in his hand, the constant sign of equity,^
and the cautionary or directive
words addressed to the rider against injustice and wrong,
of which we have been before speaking.
Now the
rider's

—

'
Facciolati, in liis quotation from Rhemnius, gives the reading of " Queis
quater assumptis," in the first instance, to the fourth line. In which case, cotylis
being the noun understood, the value of the Roman chcenix would be made by
him 2, and not 4 sextarii. He adds, however, as a different reading that which
1 have given above, "Qui quater assumptus ;" and which is given also in the
Memoir of the French Academician. In fact there is no doubt of this being the
true one the words of the fifth line (which Facciolati does not quote) being
quite decisive to that effect.
For they define the congius as exceeding the choenix
by two sextarii
and the congius is allowed, on all hands, to have been a measure of six sextarii.
- So atra curu, ater luctus, atrinnfunus, &c. But the meaning of the colour is
too notorious to need confirmation by examples.
Yet Mede, driven by historical verity from the idea of famine being denoted in the symbol, explains the
black as indicative of the severe justice of the emperors of the times intended
as if black ever symbolized rigid justice; or the colour of the horse ridden might
be explained as characteristic of the spirit of the rider.
In this explanation
Bishop Newton has followed Mede.
^ Multitudes of Roman medals, of every emperor almost and every province
of the empire, are extant, bearing the device of n pair of halunccs;
generally in
the hand of some one holding it, sometimes independent and alone.
And, excepting a few that are referable to the Goddess Moneta, and expressive of the ancient custom of weighing money, all, 1 believe, are in symbolization of equity.
Indeed many have the explanatory legend underneath, " .^quitas Augusti." See
Rasche on Bildnx, Tom. i. p. 10.30. Bishop Newton, in a curious manner, associates together two of the most opposite meanings, as if both indicated in the
symbol " The colour of the black horse befits the severity of their nature and
their name (i. e. of the twD Seven)
and tlie haUmces are the well known emblem of Justice, as well as an intimation of scarcity .'"
:

;

—

:

—

—

—

:

;
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Septuagint choenix, or wheat at a denarius (i. e. 7^) a
bushel, would indicate an sera of plenty which, though
not inconsistent with the balance-bearing of the rider,

and the equitable caution given him, is diametrically opposed to the black or mourning aspect of the Roman
horse nor indeed is there any such sera of plenty discover:

able in the

—Again

Roman

history, especially after the Antonines.

the Attic choenix, or wheat at l\d the

three

about 27^. a bushel, would indicate an
aera of famine which, though well agreeing with the blackness of the horse, would seem strangely to consort with
the rider's bearing the balance of equity,' and the cautionary admonition, not to injure or be unjust, given him.
Indeed this admonition would constitute a positive weakening, instead of strengthening, of the meaning, li famine were the main point intended by the hieroglyphic.
Nor, moreover, is there any thing correspondent with
such an eera of famine in the history of the times.
From
that is from the well-defined
the Antonines to Valerian,
period of the^r^^ Seal to that which I must anticipatively beg permission to call the as well and strongly
there was no famine
defined period of t\iQ fourth Seal,
of such note, protraction, and universality in the Roman
empire, as that it might be deemed characteristic of the
sera, and so fit to be made the subject of distinctive prehalf- pints,

i.

e.

—

—

figuration.

Thus do both the Septuagint and the Attic choenix
seem to be set aside and we are forced in a manner on
that other choenix which a priori we deemed the most
likely to be meant, from its being the one adopted among
;

Roman

measures.

In relation to which, the price of

wheat intimated, being a denarius for one-fourth of a
Roman peck or modius, i. e. about 10s. a bushel, might
Were an

sera of famine the main point intended
not expect a personification of Famine in
personification of Death in the rider of the horse of
of which Seal was to depict an eera of mortality ?
instance, as that by Cowper ;
'

might

we

to be signified in the vision,
the rider; just as there is a
the fourth Seal, the object

Such

a personification, for

He calls for Famine and the meagre fiend
Blows poisonous mildew from his shrivelled
;

And

taints the golden ear.

lips.

—
Apoc.
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6.

5,

very far from a

medium

price

;

i,

and

although indicative of dearness rather than of cheapness,
yet by no means indicate such dearness as to constitute
famine.

At the same time what the use and purport of an admonition respecting the price of corn, if thus insignificant alike of plenty and of famine, seems at first sight

And

indeed on other points in the symbol
Who the persons, bearing rule over the people, symbolized by the balanceholding rider,
wherefore admonished, and by whom,
how, though holding the balance of justice, their influence
such as to induce the blackness of distress on the aspect

inexplicable.

there rests a similar obscurity.

—

of the people,

—

finally,

hieroglyphic as a whole,

what the main intent of the
and how designative of some

notable cause and sera of further suffering and decline
in the empire, an eera following on that of the civil wars
of the second Seal, and preceding that of the pestilence

and mortality of the fourth,
yet in obscurity.

From

Roman

porary, with

emblematic vision, suggest
points
all

part,

when

I

all this, I say,

at

the very

itself to

sight of the

For

and

aeras,

that I

felt

constrained

had seen that the two
prominently set forth in Gibbon's

to look for light into history.

subjects

first

the Evangelist.

inadequately informed as I was on these
approached the investigation, it appeared

so enigmatical and obscure,

first

remains as

acquaintance, as a cotemsymbols and usages, the whole

meaning might probably,

my own

—

his

I

philosophic and picturesque history of the Roman Empire, corresponded admirably with those of the first and
second Seals
that namely of a striking prosperity in
;

—

the Empire, under a

new Imperial

and that subsequently of

symptom of

its first

line

after

Domitian,

marked cause and

decline, in the license of the Military.

And

thought, more likely than that his representation of the second cause and aera of decline should
correspond with that of the third apocalyptic Seal also?
As I looked, the clue was found.
Nor do I know any

what then,

I
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I can now better unfold the enigma to
by conducting him through the same
process through which my own mind was then led
first by reference to the general subject as developed in
Gibbon and then to the details, as they opened before
me in other and subsequent researches.

manner

in

which

the reader, than

:

;

The following then I found to be the second notable
cause of the decline of the Roman empire prominently
set forth by Gibbon, viz. the aggravated oppressiveness
of the taxation, consequent on a famous edict of the
Emperor Caracalla, and especially as administered by
the Provincial

Governors.

It

is

in his history of the

reign of Alexander Severus that he notices

—

it
a period
of repose intervening between the first sera of civil insurrections and bloodshed, and the second
and he addresses himself to it immediately after, and in connexion
with, his previous sketch of the fatal effects of the illegitimate power of the soldiery, and consequent civil wars.'
The following is an abstract of his statement.
;

:

—

—

In the original constitution by the Roman Republic
its conquered provinces, tributes more or less onerous
were imposed on them; the which, after the conquests
of Greece and Syria, had become, so abundant, as to
suffice to pay the expences of the government, and to
allow of the entire exemption of Roman citizens from
all taxes.
This exemption continued till the time of
Augustus who however, soon after his establishment
in the empire, declared the necessity of their again bearing a share also of the public burthens.
Thus thenceforward the provincials had their distinctive taxes to pay,
of

:

may be useful to quote the passage. " The dissolute tyranny of
the civil wars occasioned by his death, and the new maxims of
policy introduced by the house of Severus, had all contributed to increase the
ditngeroiis power of the armyThis internal change, which undermined the
foundations of the empire, we have endeavoured to explain uith some degree of
order and perspicuity. The personal characters of the Emperors, their victories,
laws, follies, and fortunes, can interest us no further than as they are connected
with the general history of the Decline and Fall of the monarchy. Our constant
attention to that great subject will not suffer us to overlook a most important
:"
edict of Antoninus Caracalla
i. e. as he proceeds to say, in connexion with the
subject of Roman taxation : of his digression on which I here give the abstract.
'

i.

254.

It

Commodus,

—

—
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(among

citizens

5,

whom

[part

6.

were included

i.

at this

time the Italians, and such other towns or individuals
as, like St. Paul, had become free of the empire) theirs :
the latter consisting of custom-duties and excise, (taxes
the more oppressive from the constant and pernicious
habit of farming them) and a heavy tax on legacies and
the former either of tributes of produce in
inheritances
;

kind, or a

money

capitation tax.'

During the era of Trajan and the Antonines, says
Gibbon, the mildness and precision of the laws, ascertaining the rule and measure of taxation, and protecting
the subjects of every rank against arbitrary interpretations, antiquated claims, and the insolent vexations of
the

farmers

of the revenue,

alleviated

the burthens,

But some thirty or
though they did not remove them.
forty years after the last Antonine, and ere the rider of
the red horse of civil ivar had run his full career, they
received, so far as the provincials were concerned, (and

Italy a few

years after, losing

its

distinctive privileges,^

was, like the rest of the empire, affected by it,) a sudden
and grievous aggravation. The emperor Caracalla issued the memorable edict with which his name is associated, by which the Roman City was made co-extenan edict not of liberality, as might
sive with the empire
at first have been imagined, but simply of avarice
for
it was clogged with the condition that the provincials,
thus admitted to Roman citizenship, should thenceforth
pay both their provincial tributes as before, and also, in
addition, the distinctive taxes of the Roman citizen.
The edict was compulsory, and fehe weight of taxation
" The great body
thus forced upon them intolerable.
:

:

of his subjects," says Gibbon, speaking of the results,
" was oppressed by the aggravated taxes; and every part
of the empire crushed under the weight of Caracalla's
* The Scripture reader may be reminded by mention of this provincial
money
" Is it lawful to give tribute (ktjvctop, the yearly
payment of Mark xii. 14
;

census, or poll tax) to Ca?sar? Bring me a denarius :" and Matt. xvii. 25;
"From whom do the kings of the earth receive custom or tribute? rt^tj n
Krjvaov."
^

It

was disfranchised by Galcrius.

Sec Gibbon

ii.

198.
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prolonged pause from civil
on the imperial notice
the rather as just then there had been raised to the
throne one,
and the only one for many years in those
whose
wretched times,
I mean Alexander Severus,
Alexancharacter it was to do justice and love mercy.
der mitigated the evil, and greatly reduced the proportion
But
of what was more properly the provincial tribute.
he did not,
do away with it
he probably dared not,
altogether.
It was the chief source of pay and largess
"
not I he," was his own language
to the armies.
to the mutinying troops at Antioch, " who bestow on
you the corn, and the clothing, and the money of the
provinces ? "
His administration was an unavailing
and for
struggle against the corruption of the age
what he did, and showed that he wished to do, he paid
"His prudence was vain his
the penalty of his life.
^
And not only so, but " his attempt
courage fatal."
toward a reformation did but serve to inflame the ills it
was meant to cure." After his death the evil soon again

iron sceptre."

war

it

forced

:

^

itself,

—

the

first

as before said,

—

—

—

—

Am

:

;

became

as oppressive as before.

Gibbon's account of the origin and recent
aggravation of the evil and he dwells upon it as constituting a /wr^/jer cause and (Bra of decline \n the empire.
The question for us is whether this may not have
been the very evil and sera prefigured in the vision under

Such

is

:

—

consideration.

Now, in the first place, thus much is obvious, that the
epoch well accords with the chronological position of the
hieroglyphic of the third Seal before us following closely,
as it did, on the sera of the Praetorians depicted under
;

1 i.
In the former passage be refers to Dion, Lib. Ixxvii, in proof.
219, 267.
See too his p. 280.
2 " The troops blushed at the patience with which they had supported the discipline imposed on them and determined to elect for their prince one (Maximin)
;

who would

assert their glory,

of the empire."

Severus.

ib.

i.

275.

and distribute among his companions the treasures
result was the assassination of the Emperor A.

The
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VI.

5,

[part

6.

i.

the second Seal, and preceding that of the mortality
under Valerian, the subject of the fourth.
Again, in regard to the state of the people as affected
by the evil spoken of, its accordance with the Mack colour
the sign of distress
of the horse in our hieroglyphic,
is also evident.
and impoverishment in the body politic,
Indeed, in the graphic description of Gibbon, the very

—

—

trope of the black colour of this third horse is adopted,
just as of the white and red
to illustrate his subject,

—

(we have seen) of the two preceding. In metaphorical
language less characteristic and striking than that of the
apocalyptic emblem, yet as regards the aspect under
which it represents the oppressed empire, not dissimilar,
he observes thus; " In the succeeding age the noxious

weed sprang up again with the most luxurious growth,
and darkened the Roman world with its deadly shade."

^

A

further

point

of agreement will

appear in

the

identity of those articles of produce on which the taxation fell, and those noted in the vision.
For the

former, like the latter, comprehended both corn produce, including wheat and barley, and also, from such of
the provinces as best produced them, wine and oil.'^
Moreover in the system of largesses, as about this time
acted on at Rome, they were all, or nearly all, included
and so the evil aggravated that we speak of. At first it
was otherwise. For a long time corn ^ only was dis-

—
;

tributed to the citizens.
The largess of oz7 given on one
occasion by Julius Caesar was an extraordinary donative,
and not repeated. Again, when Augustus was petitioned

i.2C8.
Barley, as well as wheat, is specified as among the tributes from Sicily by
Cicero in his Orations against Verres.
Columella (in his Treatise De Re RusticH, written about 42, a.d., in the reign of Claudius) speaks oi wine as exacted
from the Cycladcs, Gaul, and Portugal. See also Synesius and Cassiodorus in
Burmann dc Vectigal.
2 The laws ordaining this distribution of corn to the poorer citizens, gratuitously, or at a trifling price, were called Leges frumenturke, corn laws.
The
first was thcLft)' Seinpronia by the famous T. S. Gracchus.
Under the emperors
there was drawn up a Canon frumentarius, stating the quantity of corn that each
province was to pay. This corn was laid up in public granaries, both at Rome
and in the provinces from whence it was given out by the proper officers to the
people and soldiers.
'

-

—

;

:
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them with ivine, he declined.^ In the reign of
Septimius Severus, however, father to Caracalla, a largess of oil was again accorded and, after a short intermission under Elagabalus, the donative renewed and
established by Alexander Severus.
Shortly after which
wine was also granted to them by Aurelian.^ And thus
just about the time we speak of, not only had all the
four items of taxation mentioned in the vision come regularly into requisition from the vectigales or producepaying provinces, but three out of the four had received
aggravation from the system of largess above mentioned,
" We shall be too
and presently after the fourth also.
often summoned," says the historian, " to explain the
land-tax, the capitation, and the heavy contributions of
corn,- wine, oil, and meat, exacted from the provinces for
the use of the court, the army, and the capital.^ "
Here,
I say, is another correspondency with the symbols of
to supply

;

—

the seal before us.

But what of the agents

in these oppressions ?

and were

they persons such as to answer to the rider of the Hack
him to whom the charachorse as an impersonator ;

—

of being charged against injuring,
and charged as to price, in respect of corn, wine, and oil,
from the midst of the living creatures, secondly of bearThis is the next
ing in his hand a pair of balances ?
teristics attached, ^?*s^

question.

The agency, as already intimated, under the emperors,
was that of the provincial Presidents or Proconsuls^ To
them, as to the Praetors and Quaestors of the old Republic before them, was now entrusted in each province
'
He said it was sufficient to have provided aqueducts that furnished them
with good water. (Suetonius c. 42.)
Similarly it was said by Pescennius Niger,
about two centuries afterwards, to his mutinying troops in Egypt, " Nilum
habetis, et vinum quseritis?"
^ Vopiscus (a writer of the time of Constantius) says of Aurelian
(c. 28),
" Statuerat vinum gratuitum populo Romano dare ut quemadmodum oleum,
Ibid.
et panis, et porcina gratuita prjeberentur, sic etiam vinum daretur."
*
such as Pliny, for example, noted in a
Not excluding the Proprators
medal of the time of Trajan as " Legat. Propvsetor. Provinc. Pont." Spanheim
See
p. 566. There were also the Procuratores fisci, or Procuratores Ctesaris.
;

•*

—

Victor Epitome 150.
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5,

i.

—

Now,
the collection of the produce and the revenue.
respecting persons in offices of this nature, it could not
but be obvious that, as opportunities abounded for exmore especially in respect of the payments in
action,

—

kind, or of purchases in kind,^ when extra supplies, as
was often the case, were required by the sovereign
government at Rome, so it was to be expected that, unless rigorously checked, abuse of those opportunities
would follow. In early times this forced itself on the

—

Roman

notice of the

Senate and people

;

and precaution-

ary laws were enacted by them, laws adopted and added

They were styled laws
to subsequently by the emperors.
de repetundis, or against extortion and injustice on the
part of the provincial governors ^ and in their general
charges against injustice well corresponded, it will be observed, with the tone and spirit of the monition to the
Besides which, and with the same
rider in the text.
object of preventing injustice, particular precautionary
provisions were sometimes, in other laws, made against
especially by naming the price at which the governor
it
was to rate and purchase. I may cite as a specimen the
;

—

;

And really the expressions
Cassian frumentarian law.
it are so remarkably similar to the words pronounced

in

'
Middleton in his life of Cicero, speaking of Sicily, observes that the tenth of
the corn in all the conquered towns of Sicily belonged to the Romans which
was usually gathered in kind, and sent to Rome and that, as this was insufficient for the public use, the Prfetors had an appointment also of money from
the treasury, to purchase such further stores as were necessary for the current
;

:

year.

Money payments were, however, sometimes taken by the Governor, in lieu of
payments in kind "a method," says Gibbon, (iii. 8G) " susceptible of the utmost latitude, and of the utmost strictness and which, in a corrupt and absolute
monarchy, must introduce a perpetual contest between the power of oppression
and the arts of fraud."
* In the times of the Republic there were enacted the following laws de re:

:

petundis ;
U. C. 604 Lex Calpurnin ; by which trials for extortion were made one of the
four Qujcstiones perpetuse
Judicial Praetors,
i. e. one of the six
annually ciioscn, was through the year to devote himself to the
trial of these causes.
627 Lex Junia by which, besides the litis cBstimatio, and damages, the
officer convicted was to suflFcr banishment.
683 Lex Aciiia; by which no second hearing was allowed but which
was repealed i)rcscntly after by the Lex Servilin.
694 Lex Julia, by Julius Caesar of whicli there were above 100 heads,
some very severe.
:

—
—
—

;

;

;
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by the voice from the midst of
the four living creatures, so illustrative of their preceptive
and admonitory character, and of the use and meaning
in that character of the charge they contain as to the
price of corn,' as to seem like an actual comment of
in the apocalyptic vision

It having been enacted, at the
explanation on them.
instance of Cassius, that 800,000 modii of wheat should
be bought for the citizens of Rome by the provincial
authorities, the price to be paid for it (about the fair
market price evidently) was by the legislating supreme
government enjoined upon those authorities, in phrase
brief and simple, just as in the text; " A modius of
wheat for a denarius " ^ Such was at that time the
!

—

admonitory direction of the supreme government at Rome
such the naming of the
to the provincial authorities
And, forprice of corn, and the purport of its naming.
extortion,
against
general
laws
asmuch as both it, and the
were conceived in the spirit of equity, they might well be
considered as commands emanating not only from the
as
subordinate earthly powers ordained by God, but,
when
obligation,
the
he
felt
us
expressly
tells
Cicero
from Him that sate enentering on his Quoestorship,''
throned in the midst of the living creatures, even God
Himself^
The actual price of wheat, indeed, named in the Cassian law, varied greatly from the one mentioned here
the former beino- a modius for a denarius, the latter a
choenix, oy fourth part of a modius, for it. But it is to be
;

—

—

.

...

;

1

1
It should be observed that the genitive of price, as we have it in the text,
(xof*! crtTn Srjvapts) is applicable both to buying and selling;. It is used oihuyivg,
Acts vii. 16, wvtjtraro rifxris apyvpiov of selli7ig, Matt. xxvi. 9, *' This ointment
7)5uvaro wpaOrjvai iroWov" and is generally a term of imlue.
2 "Ex SenatCis Consulto, et ex Lege Terentia et CassiA,
pretium confrumento imperato, in modios slngulos, H. S. iiii " i. e. at a denastitutam.
.

;

.

Cicero in Frument. VerrinA.
3 He felt himself bound, he says, to do justice in the province " quadam rdigione." lb.
So Seneca, Epist. 94, on law : " Legem brevem esse oportet (juo
In Homer OefiiTes,
faciliusab impcritis teneatur, velut cmissa divinitiis vox sit."
And so
says Daubuz, signifies both the oracles of God, and the laws of a king.
"
acknowledged
less
be
no
Of lair there can
Hooker, in a celebrated passage
than that her seat is in the bosom of God," &c. Eccl. Pol. Book i.
"
Compare Numb. vii. 89 " When Moses went into the tabernacle of the
congregation, then he heard the voice of one speaking 1o him from off the mercyseat that was upon the ark of the testimony, from between the two Cherubim."
rius a modius.

—

;

;
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remembered that

as time went on, and the republic
passed into an empire, and the empire became settled
and mature, great changes took place in the value of
money, and by consequence in the price of corn also, at
Rome, and throughout the empire. Under these circumstances, changes proportionate, of course, occurred
in the amount of price dictated in the laws to provincial
governors, at which to estimate and to buy.^
Of the
average price at the exact period of the apocalyptic
vision, we have not, I believe, any record.
But we have
the elder Pliny's record of prices in /lis time
a record
and, as he died a.d. 79, two years
altogether authentic
only before Domitian's accession, not far removed from
the time we speak of. From this it would seem that the
then average price of wheat was about three times
greater than in the age of Cassius.^ Consequently, "One:

;

" Definito pretio, " occurs frequently in the Roman imperial laws. Elsethis is their language; " Frumenti pretium non justum statuere non
potest ordo cujusque civitatis."
Justinian Corpus Jur. Civ.
" The following is the statement
in Pliny (Lib. xviii. Cap. 10.) " Pretium huic,
annona media, in modios farinse xl. asses: similagini castratseoctonis assibusamplius: siligini castratfe duplum."
On which Arbuthnot thus comments. "He tells
us that the bread made of a modius of coarse flour cost 40 asses
of that which
was entirely purged from the bran, or very fine flour, 48 and what was made
of the flour of the siligo, or the finest of all, was double of the first.
If we proceed according to our English manner, it will make the peck of the cheapest or
household bread, 2s. C^d., that of the wheaten bread 3s. Od. 2|q., and tiie finest
5s. Od. O^q."
Now " the assize of wheaten biead in London is pretty near as 3
to 5 that is when wheat is 15d. the peck, the peck loaf is sold for 25d.
And, as
the price of the middle sort of bread, which answers to our wheaten, according to
Pliny, was 3s. Od. 25q,
reckoned according to the forementioned proportion, it
will make wheat per quarter at 31. 3s. Gd, as the common or middle price."
So Dr. Arbuthnot making the price in Pliny's time 2s for a peck or modius ;
consequently 6d., or snmeivhat less than a denarius (the denarius being worth
7|d), for one fourtli of a modius, that is for a Roman chcenix.
I may observe that the proportion existing in his day between the prices of
bread and corn still continues. Thus while I write, among the Prices Current I
find wheat at 74s. a quarter, and bread at 9d. the 41b. loaf.
Now, as a peck of
wheat weighs on an average about ISjlbs, (Arbuthnot, p. 89,) the weight of 32
pecks, or a (/uarter, is 18^ x 32lb., or .5921b.
Of which the present price being
74s. it is 74d. for one-twelfth of 5921b. i. e. for 491b.
Again, as the average
price of bread is 9d. each 41b., that of 491b. is about 1 lOd.
Hence the proportion between the prices of irheat and of bread appears to be as 74 to 110; i. c, as
37 to 55, or 3 to 5 nearly.
I notice this in order to obviate a possible objection
The proportion seems to be one in the nature of
to Arbuthnot's calculation.
'

where

.

—

;

:

—

;

—

1

;

—

things.

The

calculation of prices from Pliny's statement

may with advantage

be

made

directly in terms of the denarius ; the denarius, being, as it is observed by Arbuthnot, univcrsrlly, in classic writings, the equivalent to ten asses. Thus, if

we

take Pliny's 48 asses, or 5 dcnar'i. as the average price of a modius of bread,

1

"
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modius of luheat for a denarius " would have
been in Pliny's time the language of equity to provincial
and respecting barley, as it was usually twice
governors
" Two thirds of a modius of barley
as cheap as wheat/
The which prices, if we turn these
for a denarius "
fractions of the modius into choenises, will be found to
be not far different from the prices named in the text
that of wheat named by Pliny being somewhat less, that
third of a

!

—

:

!

we shall have b ^i =3 denarii^ as the average price of a modius of wheat ; and
consequently | of a denarius for one-fourlh of a modius i. e. for a Roman choenix. Or, if we take as the average price of the modius of bread the medium
between Pliny's extremes of 40 and 80 asses, i. e. 60 asses, or 6 denarii, then
the medium price of wheat resulting will be 6 x |=^'> or nearly 4 denarii the
;

modius; in which case the chosnix of wheat would be just about a denarius, the

same

price as in the text.
much to be regretted that commentators on the passage before us should
have given collectanea on the subject of the prices of corn from different countries, and different ages, mostly quite foreign to the point or time before them :
and selected ex parte, in order to make out a case of cheapness of wheat among the
ancients much beyond the truth. There is one quotation, however, given from
Martial; "Amphora vigessis; modius datur sere
a cotemporary of St. John,
quaterno " and Daubuz reasons as if the poet really intended to state four asses
It is

—

:

" It is mentioned," as Arbuthnot
a modius, as the then market price of wheat
observes upon the passage, "poetically
Of the authentic remaining notices of the prices of wheat in Roman history,
the most notable are those of Polybius, who reports that in the scarce times of
!

.'

the second Punic war wheat was at 1.5 denarii the medimnus, or -^ of a modius
for a denarius ;^of the Cassian law, B. C. 7.3, rating it at one denarius the moof Pliny.
dius
of Cicero, in his Verreian Orations, rating it about the same
and then, passing over the
A.D. 79, whose testimony 1 have above given
second and third centuries, of the prices in which I do not find an authentic
record,
that of the Emperor Julian in the middle of the fourth century, who
states, in his Misopogon, that the price of wheat was 5, 10, or 15 modii for an
aureus, according as it was a time of plenty or scarcity. Now the aureus equalled
"Whence," says Gibbon, "and from collateral sources, I
at that time lis.
conclude that under Constantine's successors the moderate price was about 32s.
i.e.
Prices probably attained their
just half the price of Pliny.
a quarter:"
maximum in the Roman empire about the end of the first century, or first half
of the second.
^
Such was the proportion after the ending of the famine in Samaria, (2 Kings
vii. I, 16.)
The same is noted by Cicero as the proportion in Sicily at the time of
" Quaternis H. S, tritici modium, binis
Verres' Prstorship (Lib. iii. in Verres)
as appears from statishordei."
It is the proportion also in our own country
the
tical tables of prices for the last forty-seven years, i.e. from 1790 to 1837
Daubuz broaches a curious theory,
exact average proportion being as 87 to 160.
to the effect that the comparative cheapness of barley noted in the vision, as comHis argument is quite uninpared with that of wheat, was a sign ot scarcity.
From the above-mentioned tables
telligible to me, and is indeed refuted by fact.
ratio
the
price
of barley to that of wheat
it will appear that the lower or higher
of
has no connexion either with the fact of plenty or scarcity.
In some of the
years included in the tables, I may observe, the comparative price of barley was
much lower than as 1 to 2 e. g. in 1816, it was as 1 to above 25. Fleetwood,
in his Cbronicon Pretiosum, gives examples of price from our earlier British history in some of which the proportion is as low as 1 to 3, the same as in the text,
;

—

;

;

—

—

—

—

—

;

:

;

—

—

:

;

M
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and the difference such only as
of barley a little more
might be readily accounted for, by supposing a small
advance of prices in the 16 years intervening, and from
:

the fluctuations in price common, in years closely succeeding each other, in every age and every country.
So that there M^ould be nothing in the price of corn
here specified, (i. e. as judged of according to the standard of price then current, which I believe to be the correct standard to refer to)' to indicate famine or even
indeed I
scarcity to St. John, in the sera prefigured
may say there would appear nothing at all remarkable
:

in the price, unless

it

—

was a somewhat disproportionately

high price of wheat, as compared with that of barley.^

But the form and tone of the words naming it would
fall familiarly on his ears as that of imperial laws, with
which, as a provincial of the empire, he could not but
be conversant.
And just as the monition of the Cassian law, when read or heard by a provincial in earlier
times, must have suggested to him the Republican
Prsetors or Qusestors as the party addressed, as well as
the supreme law as the addresser, so doubtless must this
have suggested to St. John the Provincial Governors as

—

addressed in it,
the real parties personated in the rider.
And this the rather, since to the
first
monitory clause, respecting the tvheat and the
barley, there was added another clause from the midst
of the living creatures, in the same spirit of equity, respecting the wine and the oil ; precisely the like to
the real parties

which was added

also in the

Canon Frumentarius

deli-

'
So in Is. vii. 23, " Wliere there were a thousand vines at a thousand silverlings it shall be for briars and thorns," the reference seems to be to the prices then
current, as an indication of the land's value.

^ Perhaps indicative of some extraordinary demand for the former, such as in
fact arose out of the vast procurations of wheat under Alexander Severus. He
laid up at Rome enough for five years' consumption.
The word used by histo-

—

rians relating to this is indeed, I hcWcve, frument urn, a word which would include
barley.
But as the procuration was for the citizens of Rome and the army, and
by the former barley bread was despised, and with the latter to be fed on barley,
" hordeo pasci," was a military punishment, we may safely conclude that the
procurations were in the far largest proportion of irheat.
Doubtless it was the despised barley bread on which tiie Saviour often fed.
"
have here five barley loaves," &c.
Did the early Christians think of this,
when they proscribed white bread as too luxurious ?

—

—

We

—

PlSf

THE ROMAN PROPR^TORS & PROCURATORS' EMBLEMS
of a Balance an Ear of Wheat. and
,

« r.orn -measure.

From

Spaiihei

*^

—
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SEAL.

vered to the Presidents of provinces by the Roman
Emperors.'
Thus from the earthly throne of justice and judgment,
and yet more from the original source of equity in the
Divinity himself,
even from Him of whom it is said
(Ps. Ixxxix. 14,) that "justice and judgment are the
habitation of his throne," and who has solemnly declared himself in his written law against all defrauding,
oppression, and wrong, ^
a voice went forth, charging
it on every provincial President and Procurator in his
In all
station, in no one point to defraud or oppress.
which we have recognized their resemblance, in respect
of one of his characteristics, to the third Seal's symbolic

—

—

—

remains to show their resemblance to him in
I mean of his holding in hand a
;
pair of balances.
And this is very obvious and striking.
Like Cicero, their great predecessor, the provincial
governors in profession recognized their duty, and the
And
rectitude and propriety of the rule enjoined them.
in testimony to this, and as their pledge of fulfulling it,
they were wont to strike coins, such as the reader sees
before him
stamped with the very symbol that the rider
bore,
that most familiar emblem of equity,
a pair of
rider.

It

respect of the other

—

;

balances.^
I do not mean to say, indeed, that by itself this symCoins with the
bol was absolutely distinctive of them.

same symbol were struck by others

also,

more

especially

by the emperors, in token of the equity of their government.
Therefore in the coins of the provincial governor
there were united, as in the specimen appended, other
See Burmann. de Vectigal. 30, 34.
"Thou Shalt not steal." "Thou shalt not defraud." "A just weight and a
just balance are from the Lord."
And, Deut. xxv. 13, " Thou shalt not have in
bag
divers weights;" (Hebr. a stone and a stone) one, heavy, to buy with,
thy
another, light, to sell with
but only " one stone,'' or one true weight.
3 The medals are copied from SpanheiraDeusuNumism. Diss, vi. p. 545, whose
explanation is to the effect given above.
In the first appears the curule chair,
the balance, the ears of corn, and name of the governor.
In the second medal
given there appear two figures, habited in the toga, sitting between two ears of
corn, and with the legend, " Ad Fru. Em». (Ad frumentum emcndum) exS. C."
In the third there is represented the modius filled with corn, as well as the ears
See also Raschc, iv. 37.
of wheat.
'

^

:

—

—

^
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especially the curide chair to mark their rank
and authority
and an ear of corn, and sometimes a
Ro7nan measure too, it might be, to signify the office
assigned them of making the public collections of corn.

devices

:

;

When

as
thus conjoined, the emljlems ivere distinctive
crown of the reigning
:

distinctive of them, in fact, as the

emperor, or
Perfect.

tlie

sword-bearing

Which being

at

Rome of the

the case, and

Praetorian

being the inten-

it

tion evidently of the Divine Spirit that in this, as in
each of the other three corresponding visions the parties
intended by the rider should be designated with absolute
distinctiveness, observe with what beautiful propriety
they have been all substantially interwoven with the
imagery of the hieroglyphic before us.
The balance
was that which might appropriately be held in the hand
of the rider.
There therefore it was figured. For the
curule chair his very position as a rider, being indicative
of authority and rule over the Roman people, was itself
a substitute.
And with respect to the wheat and barley
and the Roman measure also, forasmuch as the simplicity
of the hieroglyphic, which might only consist of a horse
and its rider, could not admit of their visible delineation^
the defect was supplied by that audible mention of them,
on which we have just been commenting, in the voice
from the midst of the living creatures.
have seen what were the professions of equity
with the governors.
But they were professions, from the
time prefigured in the vision, almost ahvays falsified and
the injunctions of the law to equity, however solemn, for
the most part altogether in vain. " Those," says Gibbon,

We

;

87,) " who had learning enough to read the orations
of Cicero against Verres, m\ght instruct themselves in all
(iii.

the various arts of oppression, with regard to the weighty
the price, the quality, and the carriage

and the avarice
of an unlettered governor would supply the ignorance of
'

It

may

;

illustrate the subject of the Seal, as well as

^

Gibbon's language here

that in Sicily, when the wheat procurations were required
from the islanders, the market price being not above one denarius the modius,
Vcrrcs exacted tlirce dcnaiil from some of them as a money equivalent for each
modius due. Cicero in Frument. Verr,
(|Uoted, if

we observe
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—

In the which we have the soluenigma that at first sight appeared so inexhow, under the influences of one that held the

precept or precedent."
tion of the
plicable,

balance of equity as his badge, the aspect of the Roman
horse did yet gather blackness.
For it was but in profession that he held the balance of equity.
The reality
of the case with him, as with Ephraim, w^as that described by the prophet, " The balance of deceit is in his

he loveth to oppress.''
The taxes, oppressive
as they were in themselves after Caracalla's aggravating
edict, were felt much more so from the iniquity of the
and as to the laws against extorlocal administration

hands

'

;

;

tion

and

many others which meet the eye
must be looked on rather as records of

injustice, like

in history, they

commission.
from the midst of the
living creatures bore, like all else, with perfect unity of
effect, on the main point intended in the vision.
It signified an sera in which justice itself would raise its
voice in vain for the oppressed
the black colour of the
horse indicating its ineffectiveness. The sera of Alexander
Severus, the same that was selected by Gibbon for his
painting on the subject, answers exactly in this point.
His was the last great struggle of equity against corruption in the Roman empire
and he made it in the
spirit of one who had studied and loved that golden precept of Christianity,
Do as ye would be done by ^
But, as we have seen, it was an unavailing struggle
and
his attempt at a reform only served to inflame the evil it
the crime, than preventives of

And

thus

we

see

how

its

the voice

;

:

—

!

;

was meant
It

to

is

to cure.

possible that the topic

some persons

may

at first sight appear

as of insufficient importance to

form the

—The

old Apocalyptic Expositor Tichonius, in his 6th Homily
on the Revelations, expresses very much the same view of the symbol on this
" Habebat stateram in manu, libram, id est examen sequitatis quia,
head.
dumfingit se justitiam tenere, per simulationem Isedit.''
^ " Leges
de jure populi et fisci," says Lampridius of him, (Ch. xvi.)
" moderatas et infinitas sanxit :" and in Ch. xlii
" Praesides provinciarum, si
male [egissent,] in quadruplum reddituri, prreter condemnationem aut peculates
•

Hosea

xii. 7.

—

:

;

aut repetundarum."
His admiration of Christian morality
will be noted by me again under the fifth Seal.

is

well

known; and
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these sacred prefigurative sketches.

say, in conclusion, that the objector will

meet with no sympathy from any whose authority is of
weight on the subject, either amongst the ancients or
The recorded opinion of the most sagathe moderns.
cious of emperors, philosophers, and historians, is united
More especially I
to mark the gravity of the evil.^

would

ao-ain direct his attention to the

manner

in

which

the philosophic historian of the Decline and Fall, in his

digression on the subject, just as in that on the Prseto-

seeks to impress on the
important bearing on the decline of
" The personal character of the
the Roman empire.
"
emperors," he says,
their victories, laws, follies, and
fortunes, can interest us no further than as they are
connected with the general history of the decline and fall
It is our attention to that great subof the monarchy.
ject, that ivill not suffer us to overlook the important
edict of Caracalla ; " ^ that is, in reference to its oppressive bearing, through the consequent aggravation of taxIn fact
ation, on the most vital interests of the empire.
the decisive testimony of history is unequivocal as to the
distress that, not immediately alone, but lastingly and
The agriculture of the
increasingly, resulted from it.
Preparation was made
ruined.
provinces was insensibly
under the next Seal,
we
shall
see
for famine ; which, as
rian

usurpations

reader's

mind

previous,

its

—

—

Of the former the
the ancients Cicero and Trajan.
misery resulting in a particular proat a time when taxation was less
vince through fiscal oppressions of this kind
oppressive, and the Praetors as a body less corrupt, than afterwards.
Trajan was wont to liken inordinate taxation, in its effects on the body politic,
to the enlargement of the spleen, which in the natural body causes atrophy.
" Exactiones improbans et detestans, fiscum lienem vocabat, qu6d eo ci-escente
artus reliqui tabescunt."
Hence his jealous watchfulness against it. Seethe
'

may

I

instance

among

Veneian orations give

a lively picture of the

;

younger Victor, Epit. p. 150.
In Justinian's time Procopius speaks of the taxation as a devouring pestilence
on the inhabitants.
As regards the moderns I will only further
This will suffice for the ancients.
exemplify in Mosheim. In his Church History he has one short chapter on the
and in it makes the evil treated of under this
incornmoda of the Roman cmj)ire
Part i. cli. i. § 2.
Seal the most prominent subject of the chapter.
- Quoted more fully Note 1, p. li")") supra.
Murphy, the translator of Tacitus,
speaks in the .same manner of "the rapacity ofthclmperial Procurators, as among
Ad Tac. Agric.
the causes that hiialiy wrought the downfall of the Empire."
and referring to Tac. Annul, xii. CO.
§ 34

—

;

—

:

—

'
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soon succeeded
and, in its ultimate consequences, rt
involved not the mere territorial desolation of provinces,
once the most fertile in the empire, but personal and
family distress also, such as to drive parents in numbers
to infanticide
indeed to an extent so unprecedented and
alarming as to force the notice of the legislature
of
which a remedial law of Constantine remains the remark:

:

;

and authentic monument.
Thus by any one that considers the end from

able

the beginning, this sera of Caracalla cannot but be regarded in
the same light in which it has been delineated by the
historian, as one of the introduction of fresh and
grievous morbific principle into the Roman body po-

under which it would indeed gather blackness.
then can doubt but that it was a subject deserving of prefiguration ? Or who that it was the very subject prefigured under the Seal before us ? For surely I may
say not a particular is there in the emblematic vision that
has not been shown to have had its correspondency in the
features, as noticed by me, of this period of Roman history.
litic,

And who

In truth, brief as

is

the description of the vision in the

whole subject of this long chapter seems to pass
embodied before us, as we once again read it *' When
text, the

:

^
In speaking of a humane law of Constantine, made early in his reign with a
view to remedy the evil, Gibbon observes as follows. "The horrid practice
of exposing and murdering their new-born infants was become every day more

frequent in the provinces, and especially in Italy.
It was the effect of distress
and the distress was principally occasioned by the intolerable burden of taxes,
by
and
the vexations as well as cruel persecutions of the officers of the revenue
against tlieir insolvent debtors.
The less opulent or less industrious, instead of
rejoicing in an increase of family, deemed it an act of paternal tenderness to release their children from the miseries of a life which they were themselves unable
to support.
The humanity of Constantine, moved perhaps by some recent and
extraordinary instances of despair, engaged him to address an edict to all the cities
of Italy and afterwards of Africa, directing instant relief to those parents who
should produce before the magistrates the children whom their own poverty would
:

not allow them to educate." Vol. ii. 250.
As regards the territorial desolation resulting, he speaks in another volume,
iii. 87.
He states that in sixty years after the death of Constantine, and before a
barbarian had been seen in Italy, an exemption from taxes was granted for
330,000 acres in the fertile province of Campania, that is for one eighth part of
the whole province, as being by actual survey ascertained to be desert
and he
ascribes it to the long impoverishing effect of fiscal oppressions, of the origin of
which this hieroglyphic marks the chief asra. It will be remembered that Italy
was reduced by Galerius, before the end of the third century, to a level in respect
of taxation with the other provinces.
;

—

;
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a black
he opened the thh'd Seal, I beheld, and lo
horse
and he that sat on it having a pair of balances
And I heard a voice in the midst of the
in his hand
living creatures saying, "A chasnix of wheat for a denarius, and three choenixes of barley for a denarius
and see that thou wrong not in regard to the oil and
!

;

!

luine

"
!

CHAPTER

IV.

THE FOURTH SEAL.
"

And when

the voice
see

!

name

And

he had opened the fourth Seal,

I

heard

of the fourth living creature say, Come and
And his
I looked, and behold a pale ^ horse
!

on it was Death and Hades followed after
him. And power was given to him to kill on the fourth
and with famine, and
part of the earth with the sword,
with pestilence,^ and with wild beasts, of the earth."
There is no research here needed to explain the
meaning of the symbol. The rider was not, as before,
that sat

:

—

the representative of human functionaries ^ndi rulers the
each
permitted agencies for good or evil in the empire,
characterized by their distinctive emblems, which, though

—

well understood at the time, might

now

^

require investiga-

tion to unfold them.
It was a symbol of meaning as obvious to the reader now, as it could have been then to the
.

^
X^upos first, grassy green ; also pale ; combining the two, Hnid. Its application to death in either of the latter senses is obvious and. frequent.
So
" Pallida mors ;" Horace. Compare x^'^P"" Sios, Homer. In these and such

examples the epithet of the effect is, by a metathesis, applied to the causal
In the text it is applied more appropriately totiie party affected. So the
emperor Constantius, father to Constantine, was called Chlorus from his jjaleness.
Hippocrates, in his 2nd Book on Prognostics, enumerates among the symptoms
of approaching death, the colour of the facial skin becoming thus green and black
TO xp^h'-o. Tov ^v/xTravTos irpoawTTOv x^^P"" "''* '''" M^^"'' fv.
"
So GavaTos ought here to be rendered, as most commentators observe. Its
use in this sense is borrowed from the Septuagint
which thus, in near thirty
places, renders the Hebrew "I^X a word translated in our English version, and
without doubt correctly, pestilence. So 2 Sam.xxiv. 13, 15; " Or shall it be
three days' pestilence?" where the Septuagint translates it davaros.
Other differences of translation from the received version will be noticed afterwards.
like

ag.ent.

;

;

—

•
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meant is expressly told us. It was the
Death ! To mark that it was the actual
and not, as otherwise it might possibly

king of terrors,
have been construed, the destroyer merely of political
existence,
his badge, if I may so say, was Hades, or the
grave, following him, the recipient with its opening jaws
of the victims slain by Death.
The commission was
given him, by the supreme arbiter of life and death, to kill
upon the Roman earth with all the four sore judgments of
God
with the sword, and with famine, and with pes-

—

;

—

and with the wild beasts of the earth and the
symbolizing the Roman people, appeared deadly
pale and livid under his influences
a hue symptomatic
of approaching dissolution.
An sera of terrible mortality, and to an extent scarce
precedented in the annals of human history, was here
evidently prefigured.
The question for us is, Was
such
there then
an sera in the Roman imperial history ?
And did it follow, as from the sequence of this vision
on that of the Seal preceding it might be expected to do,
at no great distance after the time of the second Severus?
The answer is soon given.
An era in the Roman history, following within twelve
or fifteen years after the death of Alexander Severus, is
so strongly marked by coincidence in every point with
tilence,

:

horse,

;

—

this terrible prefigurative

explain the six

one and

all

first

emblem, that interpreters who
Pagan Rome,

Seals of the history of

agree, I believe, in referring the fourth Seal

after them by Lowman, Newton, and others, passages have been quoted
from cotemporary authors well descriptive of its multiplied miseries.
For my own -part, having taken Gibbon

to

it.

as

my

By Mede and Daubuz, and

authority, in illustration of the former Seals, I

prefer taking

him

on

also

graphic an illustrator

?

this.

Who

And, after all, who so
him for extracting

like

and infusing it, conpaintings ?-7-He speaks then of

the spirit of cotemporary history,

centrated, into his

the period

own

from the celebration of the great secular games

by the emperor Philip, a.d. 248, to the death of Gal-

—
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268, as the twenty years of " shame and
He speaks of
misfortune, of confusion and calamity."
it as a time in which (mark again the correspondence of
his figure with the death-like colour of the horse in the
apocalyptic emblem) " the ruined empire seemed to ap-

lienus, a.d.

proach

He

the

last

and fatal moment of

its

dissolution.'"

of destruction con"
Every instant of time was
The sword !
suming it.
marked, every province of the Roman world was afflicted,
by barbarous invaders and military tyrants,'' the sword
depicts

the

agencies

various

—

from without, and the sword from within.^ Famine !
" Our habits of thinking," he says, " so fondly connect
the order of the universe with the fate of man, that the
gloomy period has been decorated with inundations,
earthquakes,

uncommon

meteors,

and a crowd of prodigies
Of none of these, let
rated."
ness,

there

a

notice in

the

preternatural

fictitious
it

apocalyptic

be

observed,

vision.

dark-

or exagge-

was

" But a

general famine," he adds, in correspondence with that
which had been predicted, " was a calamity of a more
serious kind " and (still expounding, though now
:

the vision of the third seal) that it was
" the inevitable consequence of rapine and oppression,
which extirpated the produce of the present and the hope
Yet again the agency of pestiof the future harvests."
Accordingly, though little
lence had been prefigured.
aware in what track he was following, he goes on to
" Famine," he says, " is almost always
notice this also.
followed by epidemical diseases, the effect of scanty and
But other causes must have conunwholesome food.
tributed to that furious plague, which, from the year
250 to the year 265, raged without intermission in every
province, every city, and almost every family in the
Empire." During a part of that time, he adds, 5000 per-

retrospectively

—

* The one associated in history
with the a^ra, so called, of the thirty tyrants
or usurpers the othfr with the captivity and sufferings of the Roman Emperor
which unhappy prince was taken captive by Sapor, king of Persia,
Valerian
and died in his captivity. At Nakshi Roustam there still remains a sculpture in
It is given in Sir K. Porter's Travels ia
tlic rock commemorative of the event.
Persia, Vol. i. p. 540.
;

;
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sons died daily in Rome, and many towns that had escaped the hands of the barbarians were entirely depopulated.
And, could we venture to extend the analogy of
Alexandria, where statistical tables were kept, to the
other provinces, " we might suspect that war, pestilence,
and famine had consumed, in a few years, the moiety of
the

human

species."

'

Truly the history must be allowed to agree with the
If the emblems were most terrific, the facts
of the history of the period we have been referring to

prediction.

appear,

if

There

is

possible, yet

more

so.

just one of the agencies of destruction

men-

tioned in the vision passed over without notice by the
historian, that of the wild beasts of the earth.
But

though unnoticed by him, it is not unillustrated.
For
a well-known law of nature that where the reign
of man fails, that of the wild beasts begins
and that
they quickly occupy the scenes of waste and depopula" I will not drive out the inhabitants from before
tion.
thee," said God to Israel, " in one year; lest the land
become desolate, and the beasts of the field multiply
against thee." ^
Within a few years after the death of
Gallienus, we have it on record that their multiplication
had been to an extent, in parts of the empire, that
made it a crying evil. " Quando cum feris bella," said
Arnobius, about the year 300, " et proelia cum leonibus
it is

;

Non

gesta sunt ?

ante nos

?

Quando

pernicies

po-

Non ante nos?"
He speaks of
times ?" ^

pulis venenatis ab anguibus data est?
'*

Was

it

not so before our

—

* i. 455.
It was during this pestilence, I think, that the infidel philosopher
Porphyry wrote bitterly of its incurability in consequence of Esculapius having
been alienated by the progress of Christianity. It was during it, also, that the
Christian bishop Cyprian, in his treatise " De Mortalitate," of which the very
title illustrates the imagery of this fifth Seal, comforted his brother Christians
suffering under it
reminding them that all things, even death, were theirs
that in this world they were strangers; and that death would but take them to
their home with Jesus.
The contrast is characteristic and edifying.
- Exod. xxiii. 29.
^ Adv. Gentes, Lib
1. p. 5.
Lugd. Bat. 1651. A writer in the Investigator,
vol. iv. p. 314, infers from 2 Chron. vi. 28, and I Kings viii. 37, that caterpillars
and locusts may be included in God's plague of noisome beasts hei'e, as well as
in Ezek. xiv. 15.
And, while quoting from Arnobius, I may observe, that he
notices locusts as one of the plagues then recently prevalent, p. 4.
;

;

—

—

—
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these ivild beasts as one of the plagues with which the
land had been recently afflicted, and of which Christians
were upbraided as the guilty cause his answer being
that the evil was not unprecedented, but what had been
:

—

Thus
before ever Christianity was promulgated.
In respect of this,
is the fulfilment recorded.
as of the three other agencies of destruction, the history answers the prophecy.

known

here, too,

It

remains to advert to a

critical

point thus far un-

The
noticed by me, and one of apparent difficulty.
sword,
) after the word
reader will observe the dash (
and
in the verse as printed at the head of this chapter

—

;

also

from the received version,
the substitution of the word on for over, and the

two

viz. in

placing

slight variations in

of the word

clause so corrected.

position

«Tr*

just as

kill

it

before,

instead

of

after, the

I have, in fact, translated the

most

usual,

and placed the

And

kill

pre-

ex-

the reason of

where it is in the original.^
doing so is connected with the critical difficulty just
a difficulty which, indeed, has been hitherto
alluded to
The clause,
stumbling-block
to commentators.
quite a
the authorendered
in
especially
as
sight,
more
first
at
rized version, seems to limit the power of the agencies of destruction under this Seal to the fourth part of
the Roman world whereas not a part of it appears from
history to have been, at the time referred to, exempted
Mede's proposed solution to the
from the scourge.
effect that " one third of the earth," in the Trumpets,
means all the Roman world, and consequently one
fourth, as here, nearly all, is evidently one that he is himself little* satisfied with
and with good reason. Indeed
assumption about the meaning of
it is founded on an
the third part, that, I doubt not, is altogether mistaactly

my

;

;

;

•

Kai

eSoOri avToii (^scria airoKTttvat

em

to rerapTuv

ttjs 7rjs ec {)ofx.(baia,

kui ev

twu 6t]piuv ttjs yris. Of wliicli the authorized version
is, " And i)Ower was given unto them over the fourth part of the earth, to kill
with sword, and with hunger, and with death, and with beasts of the earth :"
mine; "And power was given unto him to kill on the fourth part of the earth
with the sword,
and with famine, and with pestilenee, and with wild beasts of
the earth." For avron I read with Griesbach, avrtf-, " Power was given to him."

\ifj,(f,

Kai ev Oavarcfi, koi vtto

—
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ken.^ Daubuz, after noticing the difficulty the expression
had given him, suggests that it may mean the remainder
of men left, after three-fourths had been previously either
off, or converted to Christianity,
during the
operation of the events of the three preceding Seals.
Loivman, as usual, takes refuge in generalities
and explains it, as he would have explained the third, or fifth,
or any other such fractional portion, as a very consider-

carried

;

Bishop Newton and Hales make no attempt
in the emblem with the
universality in the history, but simply state it as they
able part.

reconciling the limitation

at

find

it.

Now

important, in order to a thorough satisfacmark this point distinctly,— that
the nature of the emblem (quite independently of any particular historical explanation of it) positively precludes
it is

on the

tion

subject, to

the idea of only one fourth part of the empire being affected by these plagues

for the ivhole body politic,

:

as

re-

presented by the horse, appeared in the livid paleness of
dissolution.
And thus we may be quite sure that there
is some way of explaining the phrase, without any such

and

Of

—

it.
And how so simply
by translating and stopping as above ?
God's four sore judgments, (as they are called in

local

limitation attaching to

easily,

Ezekiel,

as

xiv.

21,)

are described as in action at this

all

time in the devoted land.
Now from one passage in
Ezekiel, and another passage in Jeremiah, both admirably
illustrative of that under consideration, we infer that each
one of the four had, in the divine appointment, its
allotted localities of destruction, and allotted individual
victims.
The one in Ezekiel is this " Surely they that
are in the wastes shall fall by the sword ; and him that
;

'
See my remarks on it, Part ii, Chap, ii.
He also mentions the rendering in
the Vulgate Latin, (a translation made by Jerome early in the fifth century,) as
being, " on the four parts of the earth ;" inferring from it that Jerome may
have had the reading of to Tirpa^iov, instead of to reTapTov, in some of his manuscripts.
But in no Greek manuscript now extant is there any other reading
but rerapTou. Nor, indeed, if 1 mistake not, could such a reading as rtrpadiov
be admissible. For, like its equivalents a quaternion or a tetrad, TCTpaSiof requires a plural genitive after it
as, " a quaternion of soldiers ;" "a tetrad of
stars."
A tetrad of the earth would be a solecism.
;
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beasts

I.

to be de-

the forts and caves shall

That in Jeremiah " If they
Whither shall we go forth ? then thou shalt tell
them, Thus saith the Lord Such as are for pestilence
to pestilence; and such as are for the sword to the
sword ; and such as are for the famine to the famine
of the pestilence."^

die

;

say,

;

;

and such as are for the captivity

manner the sword,

like

the famine, the

the wild beasts had each

^

In

pestilence,

and

to the captivity.''

their allotted

fourth in the

Unto
desolations of the Roman empire under this Seal.
Death, sitting on the pale horse, there was power given
to kill on t\\Q. fourth part of the earth with the sword
and, as regarded the three other parts respectively, with
the other three plagues, " with/a/nme, with pestilence,
and with the wildheasts of the earth." Accordingly at
the appointed time, viz. in the third quarter of the third
century, and by each of the instrumental agencies specified, we have seen that he accomplished his commission:
accomplished it fearfully indeed.
;

—

CHAPTER

V.

THE FIFTH SEAL.

Thus

in a series of consecutive

— figurations

homogeneous

figura-

each one of a symbolic horse and
horseman, passing forth, as I suppose, over the Roman
tions,

landscape,^ and repeated in this homogeneous form until
the mind of the Evangelist must have become familiarized

with them, and

same

the
*

till

the obvious presumptive solution

principle of the three last

must have

on

illustrated

too Ezck. v. 12; "A third part of tlicm sliall
and with famine shall they be consumed in the midst of
and a third part shall fall by the sword round about thee and I will scatter

Ezek. xxxiii. 27.

Compare

die with tlic pcstilcncp,

thee

;

;

a third part into all the winds."
Jer. XV. 2.
I have here inserted the word pratilincc, instead of
" Tlie scene seems fixed by the yr\ in verse 4.
'•'

—

i/fV(f/7,

as before.

—
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and confirmed in His mind that which we have expounded
as the most simple and natural interpretation of the first,
in this series, I say, the imminent secular fortunes of
the great military empire of Rome had been prefigured
to St. John, as time would in its lapse unfold them
first, and under the legitimate rule of a neiv line of emperors, an sera of remarkable and protracted prosperity
next, under the abuse of the power of the
and triumph
sword, an sera of as remarkable civil warfare and bloodthen, on a scale suddenly enlarged, an sera of
shed
aggravated suffering from the iniquitous administration
and fiscal oppressions of them to whom rightfully apper-

—

;

;

;

tained the balances of equity, with a notice of the last
vain reclamations of law and justice against them, and

marked and

final triumph of official corruption
an sera characterized by the letting loose on the
devoted empire of God's four sore judgments, the sword,
the famine, the pestilence, and the wild beasts : under
which, at length, its very vitality seemed threatened, and
its pale and livid hue depicted it as at the point of disBut what, meanwhile, of the Christian church
solution.
About the time of the revelation being
?
and cause
communicated to St. John in Patraos, Christ's new and
heaven-born religion, as also the church gathered out of
the world professing it, had so far spread throughout the
empire, and so widely and prominently exhibited its ex-

the

;

lastly,

—

traordinary pretensions and effects, as necessarily to attract public observation,

and that not of the lower orders

only, but of the great and

the learned also, of philoso-

phers, statesmen, provincial governors, emperors.

Under

such circumstances, and long spared as it appeared the
empire would be, through all the subsequent varying vicissitudes of the first four Seals, would it profit, the Evangelist might think, by this prolongation of the day of
and both rulers and people direct their
its visitation
enquiries into the evidences that Christianity had to show
of heavenly origin, and, recognizing them, believe and
embrace it? That such would not have been the case
during the period of the Seals, as thus f;^.r opened, he
VOL. I.
N
;

—
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from the pictures of the secular forshown under them. For had Christianity been in reality and in the spirit embraced by it,
the red, the hlack, and the pale, would scarcely have
been, one after the other, the distinctive phases of the
Roman state. Christianity would have been to it as the
panacea of the evils of its social, as well as of its moral
Under its influence they that bore the sword
system.
would have borne it as God's ministers a terror to evil
and they,
doers, and the praise of them that did well
again, to whom the balances appertained, would have
" Truth would
administered with the balance of justice.
looked
and
righteousness
have sprung out of the earth,
the
four
instead
of
And
then,
down from heaven."
be
supposed,
land,
it
might
God,
the
judgments
of
sore
would have yielded its increase, and peace and plenteousThus much, I say, as it seems
ness flourished within it.
to me, St. .Tohn might have inferred as to the non-reception of Christ's holy religion during this period, from
the very prefigurations of the second, third, and fourth
But now, on the fifth ^e^r^ opening,
Seals themselves.
direct information was to be given him on the subject.
For the vision, while primarily depicting a crisis of the
church during a new and memorable sera which was to
might almost

infer

tunes of the empire

;

:

—

follow after that of the fourth Seal, retrospectively intimated also its condition and treatment in the Roman

empire during the period of all the four Seals preceding.
On this fifth symbolic vision we are now to enter.
And in doing so let me first and briefly call attention
to the new and difl^erent scenery now brought prominently into view, as connected with it.
Hitherto, as before observed, the figurations presented to the apostle may
be most probably supposed to have past over the land-

scape of the
ately related.

Roman

world, to which they more immedififth Seal was opened, ano-

But when the

and nearer part of that significant scenery was
development of the subject
prefigured.
The attention of the observer was directed
to something passing in the altar-court of the apocalyptic
ther

called into use, to aid in the
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vision as to constitute in fact an integral

and esunder the Jewish ritual, the
altar-court of the literal temple was the scene of what
was visible and 'public in the divine worship, and there
were seen the ministrations at the altar, the offerings
piacular, votive, and eucharistic, the varied lustrations,
the presentments of incense by the people worshipping,
and their solemn prayer and psalmody, led by the priests
and Levites ministering,
so in this symbolic temple it
might even a priori have been expected that the altarcourt, and what passed in it, would furnish the local scene
and indication of whatever had to be prefigured, as characteristic and important, respecting the visible worship,
from time to time, of Christ's true and faithful people.
And just such will prove the fact. We shall find associated hereafter with the scene spoken of the figurations
of all such matters as chiefly concerned church-worship
whether that of the church's thankso-ivings for signal
deliverances and mercies,
that of the saints' presentment to the High Priest of their profession, when such
presentment of it was distinctive, of the incense of prayer
or that of their consistent ministrations,
and praise,
when others might not be faithful in there ministering,
the

sential part of

Now

it.

as,

—

—

;

—

—

at the great altar
sacrifice

;

:

'

—

I

that standing

say at the great brazen altar of

memorial

in the

ple of Christ's piacular offering, as

emblematic tem-

constituting, to the

end of time, the very centre and essence of
Christian worship.

—Thus

in

all

true

the present case, as the

scene depicted was the altar-court, the voice heard one
thence issuing, they might be supposed to exhibit, here
as elsewhere, something notable, and characteristic of the
times, in respect of the Church's visible worshipping.
What then, we ask, was the thing now signified respectThe

figure of an altar is applied to the Cliristian Church by St. Paul, Heb.
10; " [J'e have an altar whereof they have no right to eat which serve the
tabernacle ;" i. e.
Christians, distinctively from the Jews.
The meaning of this symbol and its apocalyptic usage, a subject just touched
on in the text above, will be abundantly illustrated, as we proceed. See espe^

xiii.

We

cially

my comments on

Apoc.

viii.

3, xi.

N

1.

-2

—
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What the foreshown characteristic of the worit ?
ship publicly rendered by Christians to their Lord, in the
This
next notable sera after that of the fourth Seal ?
ing

—

the

is

"

1.

point for consideration.

first

When

he had opened the

fifth Seal, I

saw under

the altar the souls of them that had been slain for the
word of God, and for the testimony which they held.

O

they cried with a loud voice, saying, How long,
Lordj holy and true, dost thou not avenge our blood on

And

them that dwell on the earth ?"
Thus the scene now depicted in the altar-court was
one not of living worshippers, but dead the voice heard
It issued
not of psalmody or praise, but of suffering.
from beneath the altar; and came, as the sacred description tells us, from " the souls of them that had been
slain for the word of God and the testimony of Jesus :"
shadowy human forms appearing there, we may suppose,^
;

since v^hite robes are afterwards said to have been given

them

:

perhaps like those elohim seen ascending out of

There was presome notable ara of •persecution
church, from " them that dwelt on the earth,"

the earth in olden time by king Saul.^
figured,

evidently,

against the

Roman rulers and people they having been
up apparently, in strength to effect it, from the
destroying judgments of the Seal preceding
a persecution of virulence such that other visible worship and
and
witnessing for the faith would be now suppressed
this would alone remain to Christians, to offer themselves
e.

i.

the

;

raised

:

—

;

in sacrifice, in the cause, as well as after the example, of
their dying Master
or, as St. Paul expresses
pour out their souls in libation, at the foot of his
;

So Vitringa.

it,

to

altar.^

—

There seems a peculiar propriety in this description of the
under the altar, seeing that the animal soul {^vxn), or life, was,
observes,
supposed to be in the blood; (so Deut. xii. 23, Ini alfia erii/
as Daubuz
V ^"XV,) anJ that the blood was poured out at the base of the altar, or upon the
altar in the Jewish sacrifices, according as the victim was given for a sin-offering,
or a peace-offering. The Classics similarly connect the soul and the blood. So
Virgil, " Purpuream vomit ille animam ;" and Horace, " Non vanie redeat sanIn Psalm xvi. 10, ^uxn seems to mean the separate spirit,
guis imagini.''
'

>^vxai appearing

—

"Thou
Numb.

wilt not
V. 2,

leave

ix. 10,

my

soul

(tj/ux'?)

which defilement was communicated.
So Phil. ii. 17. Eyui fi (TTreroojuat
•'

in

Ezek. xliv. 25, ^vxv

is

Hades." In Levit. xix. 28, xxi. 1,
used of the dead bodi/, through
'"

1

firi

Sam.

xxviii. 13.

tj; Ovffta rrjs -irtaTews

v/xwu

;

and 2 Tim.

.
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of this the historical fulfilment is most striking.
was the probability of such an event, during the

Little as

desolating judgments of the fourth Seal just alluded to,

Roman empire was raised up from its state of imminent dissolution. " Oppressed and almost destroyed"
as it had been, to use Gibbon's language, "under the
deplorable reigns of Valerian and Gallienus, it was saved
the

by a series of great princes, Claudius, Aurelian, Probus,
Diocletian, and his colleagues
who, within a period
of about thirty years, triumphed over the foreign and
domestic enemies of the state, and deserved the title of
restorers of the Roman world."
It is observable, indeed, that although raised up in its integrity (saving that
Dacia, the acquisition of Trajan, was abandoned by Aurelian to the Goths) it was not in its unity
a quadripartite division under two senior emperors, the Augusti,
and two juniors, the Cmsars, having been instituted by
Diocletian, as necessary to provide against the difficulties
and dangers that now on every side claimed the imperial
:

^

—

;

attention.

So

that the dissolution

—

of the horse, the

symbol previously of the undivided empire, had, in fact,
The empire under its old constitution was
taken place.
" Like Augustus, Diocletian may be consino more.
dered as

the

—

founder of a new empire."'^
Still the
The empire revived in strength

restoration was effective.

But

it

only revived to exhibit, in signal display, the spirit

During the
of enmity to Christianity that animated it.
progress of its restoration, indeed, the Christian churches
But no sooner had the
enjoyed toleration and rest.
in fact, in the very same
restoration been completed,
year that that auspicious consummation was celebrated

—

by Diocletian

in his

triumph

at

Rome,

(the last

triumph

E7&1 yap r)57j (Twet>5ofjt.ai, " I am now ready to have my life poured out as in^
Compare also Rom. xii. 1, " Present your bodies a living sacritice :'
a libation."
and, with regard to the martyr's fellowship with Christ's sufferings, agreeably
with the figuring of their self-immolation as on the same altar that the sacrifices
typical ofChrist were offered on. Col. i. 24, 1 Pet. iv. 13, and Matt. xvi. 24, &c.
'
Gibb. ii. 1.
^ lb. ii. 114.
The epoch is an extremely important one, and strikingly noticed,
if I mistake not, in a later apocalyptic vision.
This will appear in my Part iv.
iv. 6,

—

Chap.

iv.
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that

Rome

ever saw)^ in

9,

that

[part

11.

10,

same

year, A. D.

i.

303,

the persecution that we speak of began.
It

was

early that year, in the royal palace of

Nicome-

and ominous councils began to be held between Diocletian himself, and Galerius, the eastern Caesar
previously nominated by him. Maximian, the other AuThe destrucgustus, though absent, concurred in them.
"Perhaps," says
tion of Christianity -was the subject.
Gibbon, " it was represented to Diocletian that the glorious work of the deliverance of the empire was left
imperfect so long as an independent people," (i. e. the
Christians) " were permitted to subsist and multiply in
it." Then the blow was struck. On the 23rd of February,
the mission of an armed force to destroy the great church
of Nicomedia, and burn the sacred books in it, was the
dia, that secret

—

a persecution
commencing the persecution
most universal, and the fiercest, that ever

signal for

;

the longest, the

yet raged against the Christians.

History, alike secular

and ecclesiastical, agrees in thus representing it and by
a remarkable coincidence, and as if on purpose to call
:

attention to the fulfilment in this persecution of the fifth

a chronological sera, dating
from Diocletian's accession, and, until the introduction
of the Christian (sra in the sixth century, of general use
Seal's prefigurative

among

vision,

Christian writers,

—

I

say this cera, though insti-

tuted for other and astronomical purposes, has received

J5ra of martyrs.
title from it,^ and is called the
Churches to be demolished, the Holy Scriptures burnt,
church property confiscated, the holders of religious
assemblies put to death, and Christians generally put
out of the protection of the law,
such were the heads
of the first edict.
Then followed others, imposing
penalties of imprisonment, tortures, and death, first
against the Christian bishops, presbyters, and other ecits

—

then against all Christians, if obstinate in
In this series of cruel edicts, Diocletian
" his intention of abolishing the Christian

clesiastics,

their faith.

declared

- ThesBia is still observed by the Copts and Ethiopians.
'
Gibb. ii. 157.
See Sir H. Nicholas' Chronology of History, p. 12.
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The fury of the populace readily, for the most
seconded the declared intention of the emperor.
And thus, with the partial exception of the western provinces, under the rule of the Csesar Constantius Chlorus,
(I say partial, for Spain and Britain too furnished many
victims,)^ Christian blood was shed throughout the extent of the Roman world.
And long before the nine or
ten years of the persecution expired, such had been its
effect that the three other emperors, Diocletian, Maximian, and Galerius, united to raise pillars commemoraname."

part,

tive of their success

;

on which

inscriptions,

still

extant,

recorded their vain boast of having extirpated Christiatiity."^
For church-service the Christians now met in
Their only visible public witnesscaves and catacombs.
ing for Christ was by martyrdom.
2. "How long, O Lord, dost thou not avenge our
blood on them that dwell on the earth ? "
In the words,
" How long," it was further implied to the Evangelist, as
I before observed, that although this persecution was the
first and only one noted in the prefigurative visions,
thus far exhibited, yet it would not be then a new thing
for Christian blood to be shed by them that dwelt on
the Roman earth, including, as the words signified, both
rulers and people
but only a continuance or repetition of the treatment long previously experienced by
them. To verify this is our next object.
And in doing
so I must crave permission from the reader not to hurry

—

;

over the investigation.
Christianity in the

A

Roman

sketch of the persecutions of

empire

is

almost necessary

Verulam, is commemorated as amongst the British martyrs of
this persecution.
Indeed Christianity is spoken of by some writers as almost
destroyed at this time in Britain. So Echard, ii. 550. Compare Euseb. V. C. i. 13.
^ The following are the inscriptions found on columns at Clunia, a Roman
colony in Spain. They are given by Lardner, vol. vii. p. 548
also in Walsh's
Book on Christian Medals.
1
Diocletianus Jovius et Maximian. Herculius Cses. Augg.
Amplificato per Orientem et Occidentem Imp. Rom.
Et nomine Christianorum delete
^

St. Alban, of

:

2

—

Qui Remp. evertebant.
Diocletian. Caes. Aug. Galerio in Oriente adopt.
Superstitione Christ, ubique deleta
Et cultu Deorum propagate.

;
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10,

9,

[part
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our entering into the feelings expressed in the words,
And, after
long," by the souls under the altar.
dwelling so much at length on the secular fortunes of
the Roman empire throughout the preceding centuries,
it seems scarce allowable not to pause awhile on the cotemporaneous and parallel history, as connected with it,
of the Church of Christ.
Do we wonder that this should be, as we find it, a
history in no little measure of resistance, persecution,
and suffering ? The wonder will cease with us when
to

"

How

remembered that Christianity was in
war of aggression on error, idolatry,
and vice, in all their forms and in all their

the glorious fact
its

is

very essence a

superstition,

workings

:

an aggression unprecedented in the world's

and begun at a time when, with growth of
ages, they had associated themselves with all the political
history

;

institutions, as well as the lesser individualities of domestic

—

and social life, and this in an empire the mightiest the
world ever saw.— During the supremacy of the three
preceding empires, the Persian, Babylonian, and GreThen it was ordered in God's
cian, it was otherwise.
Providence that religious truth should be in retirement
on the principle of seclusion, not publicity, and with selfpreservation as its object, not aggressive war and victory.
Hence it was shut up within the narrow limits of Judea,
as the religion of a nation, not oi mankind or the world ;
and by all its connected ceremonies, laws, and instiThe
tutions, prohibited almost from extending itself.
times of ignorance in the world at large God then winked
at.
But on the introduction of Christianity the case
" Go ye into all the world,
was directly the reverse.
such was
every creature,"
gospel
to
and preach the
who
had
come
as the
Him
his
apostles
by
charge
to
the
Saviour into this lost world and in it was declared
their commission to go forth and make war, though not
with carnal weapons, on evil and error in its every form,
" casting down all imaginations, and every high thought
that exalted itself against the knowledge of God." Could
it
be expected that man's corruption would not rise

—

:
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man armed,

?

it
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Or

that the strong

the Spirit of evil, the Prince of the darkness

of this world, when thus assailed in his very citadel,
would bear it without the acting out of the bitterness
of his enmity ?
It was from the -populace that the persecution of
Christian teachers and people began in the Roman Em-

This was to be expected.

pire.

not, like other wars,

the

first

—

instance,

on men

— the

The war was made

in the associated

mass

political body, the state, the

in

em-

but over men one by one individually
and, in
every case, the conquest sought was that not of the mere
profession, but of the heart.
It was sought there ; and,
pire,

;

in the case of
its

many,

it

was won

there.

self-denying lessons, and in spite of

its

For in spite of
outward cross

of persecution also, there attended the Christian faith
those high credentials of its truth and its divinity, and
that power and sweetness in its doctrine to convince the
reason, calm the troubled conscience, comfort the sorrowing heart, and satisfy its irresistible longings after
the knowledge of God, and after immortality, hitherto
amidst the speculations and vain boastings of philosophy
altogether unsatisfied, that with the sincere overcame
every obstacle ; and led them to join themselves in willing
union to that new and despised body of men called
Christians^ after the name of their Master crucified at
Jerusalem, Christ Jesus.
In every such case new tastes
and principles, and by consequence new habits of life, new
associations, and the relinquishment of the old followed.
Thus the family first felt it. There consequently began
the first outcry and opposition.
The members of a
house were divided, three against two, and two against
three.
Then it was felt in each little social circle then,
as the numbers increased of converts to Christianity,
in the towns and districts surrounding.
So from a
thousand centres the outcry rose, and waxed louder and
" These are they which turn the world upside
louder
down." The Prince of this world had his ready instruments to fan the gathering odium the Jews, scattered

—

;

;

—

;

—

—
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Roman

world, indignant at the thought of the
God being oifered to Gentiles ; ^
the Magicians who found their false miracles exposed
and confounded by true ones ; the Pagan Priests and
and, at length
trades that found their craft threatened

over the

truth and salvation of

;

the Philosophers too, indignantat their philosophy being
Superstition, with its dark and
exposed as foolishness.

unholy terrors, added to the feeling against Christians,
and gave it a deeper bigotry. As they had no idols, it
vilified

world,

them

disasters of the natural

dearth, pestilence, earthquakes,

charged upon them.

it

The

as atheists.^

— inundations,

It

was the anger of the gods

against the Christians.

From
up

the people the outcry

to the governors.

against Christianity rose

At first, like Gallio, they treated
Then other results followed. The

with indifference.
Jirst Imperial persecution of Christians, that by Nero,
was one of singular character and origin. It was not
an act of state-jealousy against them. They had not as
yet sufficient power or eminence to excite his jealousy.
Nor was it a persecution ordered against them for their
Of these, probably, he knew nopeculiar doctrines.
thing.
But it was a taking advantage of the odium
prevalent against the christian body in Rome, to fix
upon them the guilt of a then recent incendiarism of the
city
the excessive hatred they laboured under rendering
it

:

them the

fittest

class

on

whom

to

avert from himself,

Under Domitian,

the real criminal, that odious charge.^

the second Imperial persecutor, the case was different.

The numbers had now
his jealousy, being

so increased in

the empire, that

awakened by informers against sundry

classes as plotting treason, (crimen majestatis,) naturally

directed itself against Christians

among

others.

Besides

his Dialog, chm Tryph. p. 234 (Ed. Colon. lf)86)
Oi;
aA\' avSpas tKAfKTSS eic\e^afj.fvot Tore ano 'l(p8aa\rifi
€|fT«/^i|/oT€ eis iraaav Trjv yr]v, XeyovTes alpeaiv aQtwv xP'S''ot>''<"' Tti(pavdai, Karakeyovres re ro.vra antp xaB' rifxoov oi ayvoHvrts T]iJ.as airavTes \(yov(Tiv.
^ So in the Account of Polycarp's INlartyrdom, § 3
Atpe rovs aBtovs.
' So Tacitus, Annal. " Quos per flagitia in visos vulgus Christiauos appellabat ;"
adding, as his own judgment on Christianity, the words "cxiliabilis superstitio."
1

So Justin Martyr

in

:

fiovov Se 8 /iSTej'07)(joT€,

;

—
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was said that this aspiring
So the jealous emperor

a kingdom.^

slew, in the person of his

own

uncle Clemens, the Chris^ banished the only surviving apostle of the Christian faith to Patmos ; and
tian of noblest blood

summoned

and rank

;

the nearest surviving relatives of

Him

the

But he found the lastmentioned poor men
heard that it was a kingdom not
of this world
and dismissed them with contempt.
Thus far St. John himself had beheld the progress of
persecution.
Soon after, on Nerva's accession, Christians, among other sufferers from Domitian's tyranny,
were set free. Against Christians, as Christians, no
Christians called their King.
;

;

law as yet existed.^
this time however, or soon after, the effect
on the public habits and feelings had become so striking,
and constituted a social phsenomenon so entirely new,
and on so vast a scale, as necessarily to arouse both the
The
curiosity and the anxiety of the ruling powers.
governor of Bithynia, the younger Pliny, wrote to the
Emperor Trajan of the temples being in disrepute, and
almost deserted in his province^ from the influence of
and, at the same
the body of men called Christians
time, of the popular fury being such against them, as to
charge them with every crime,'^ and violently to call for
their punishment, though on examination their morals
direct

About

;

seemed

to

him

to be singularly virtuous

and innocent.

persecution of
In Trajan's rescript, the law was
It had long prevideclared respecting them.

This was an

in

sera

history of the

the

the Christian church.
first
^

So Justin Martyr

;

Koi

v/xeis

aKovcravres ^acriAfiav irpoaSoKaivras

rj/j-as,

aKpnws

®€ov KeyovTUii'. Apol. ii. p. 58.
Dion Cassius, Lib. 67, in narrating Clemens' execution by Doraitian, and the
banishment of his wife Domitilla, in a passage already referred to ( p. 48, 64
suprk), thus remarkably describes their crime; Enijvex^V 5e afj,<poiv fjKK'nfj.a
adeoTriTOS' v(p' 7)S Kai aAAoi es raruv lovStitccv Tjdjj 6|oKe\AovT€STo\Aoi KaTeSiKacrOr]ffav KM ol fxiv amdauov ol Se twv yovv ovcriwu (Teprjdricrav 7] 5e AofxniWa
virfpooptffdr] ixovov €is Xlav^arepnav.
Of Clemens' execution, I may observe, Die
apOpaiirivov Keyeiu rifias vnei\r](paTe,

fifxccv

rr\v /xira

2

uses the
•"*

word

/caT€(r^a|e

;

the same that

is

here applied to the martyrs.
still in force against them.

Bishop Kaye, however, thinks that Nero's law was

Tertull. p. 115.
*

So Justin Martyr and others

banquets, &c.

tell

of charges

made

against

them

of Thyestean

—
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ously been recognized,

Roman

9,

Cicero

10,

[part

11.

i.

as a principle in

tells us,

no gods were

to be worshipped " nisi public^ adsciti," unless admitted and reOn this Maecenas had
cognized in the public law.
strongly counselled Augustus to insist, as a preservative principle to his empire. And on this, Trajan seems
now to have formed his rescript. It was true that in the
subsequent admission of the Egyptian gods and religion
into Rome, a principle of tolerance had been acted on
inconsistent with the former law and the Jews' religion
too had become a religion recognized in the empire,
and under legal protection, a " religio licita." But the

the

legislation, that

;

peculiarity of Christianity that

demand other

to

treatment.

I

before alluded to seemed

Both the Egyptian

—

religion,

and that of the Jews, were national, religions for the
people of those two nations distinctively and not proselyting, not aggressive, at least to any marked or danBut in the phsenomenon now before
gerous extent.
;

him he beheld
selyting,

a religion, as before said, essentially pro-

essentially

blished in the empire

aggressive on
;

and

the paganism esta-

in its pretensions challenging

and marching on to be universal. His inquiries must
have represented the christians as a numerous and rapidly
increasing body of men in the empire, separated in spirit
and in habits from the common mass of Roman citizens:
a body neither Roman nor barbarian, but sort of " genus
tertium," as Tertullian tells us the christians were re-

—

being indeed in the empire, but not
o/the empire; and constituting an imperium in imperio, a
civitas in civitate ju^t according to that Apocalyptic figure,
v/hich depicted them as a holy city, locally associated with
the great city of this world, but not blending with it,^
The mysteriousness of their religious faith made them of
course the more objects of suspicion
no visible temple, altars, images, or sacrifices appertaining to it, so as to

proachfully called:

;

—

—

Bishoj) Kaye expresses doubt as to Tertullian's underTertullian De Spec.
standing of this reproachful appellative of Christians.
Neander explains it as
meaning tiicy were neither Roman nor Jew. But it seems to me more agreeable
to Roman phraseology, which divided the world into Romans and barbarians, to
explain it as 1 have done.
'
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:

of their union

In Trajan's rescript, the law was thus far mildly deno inquisition for Christians
by the public officers ; but that, when brought in regular
process of law before the governor, and tried by the test
of sacrificing to the gods, the recusants should suff^er
punishment.
The rescript, I say, may have been thus far
mercifully intended, as a protection of innocent Christians against the violent seeking out and tearing them
from their homes by the popular fury. Yet as it constituted Christianity in itself a religio illicita, a faith criminal to adhere to, it furnished a ready plea under which
Christians might be thenceforward accused and punished,
whensoever the ruler was unjust, or the populace enclared, that there should be

raged, and the governor (like Festus) willing to do
a pleasure.

So

in

many

parts

it

even

now

them

operated.

Souls of martyrs were gathered from one place and
Ignatius, the venerable bishop
another under the altar.
In the full triumph of faith
of Antioch, headed them.
he journeyed to Rome, his appointed place of martyrdom.
" Wherefore," said he, " have I given myself up unto
The nearer I
death, to fire, to sword, to wild beasts ?
am to the sword, the nearer to God. When I am among
In the name of Jesus
the wild beasts I am with God.
Christ I undergo all, to suffer together with him." Such
was his joyous language on the journey, addressed to
little after writing it, his
the church at Smyrna.^

A

and in the great amphiaccomplished
theatre at Rome, amidst the brutal shouts of the assembled myriads, he was thrown to the lions.
Now began the apologies of Christians. Quadratus
and Aristides were the first to appeal in behalf of the

journey was

:

1 This obstinacy of christians is particularly noted in Pliny's letter as criminal.
Their Y>ecu\\a.Y unitedness must also have been very obnoxious to Trajan, who had,
only a little before Pliny's letter promulgated a general law against eraipeta/, i. e.
wssociutions, or clubs, of whose affiliation and meetings he was jealous.

-

c. 4.
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then afterChristian body to Trajan's successor Adrian
And both
wards, Justin Martyr to Antoninus Pius.
Adrian, in the spirit of equity, issued his rescript against
punishing Christians for any thing but pohtical crimes
and the first Antonine yet more decidedly, though not
;

;

uniformly with success, protected them against violence.
But with the second Antonine the face of things was
He adjudged Christianity to be a direct crime
changed.
against the state

;

enjoined inquisition against Christians,
if they refused sacrificing,

the application of torture,
and, if still obstinate, death.

the stake,

—

The

wild beasts, the cross,

these were the cruel forms of death that

Many

met

now

gathered under the altar
among others the souls of Polycarp, of Justin Martyr,
and of the faithful confessors of the church at Lyons.
Then the white horse passed from view.
As the period of the red horse succeeded, and when,
amidst the civil commotions ensuing, they that shed
Christian blood had it given them in a measure to drink
which
blood, the church enjoyed a temporary respite
lasted through the reign of Commodus, and to the com-

the faithful.

were

:

—

;

mencement of

that of Sulpitius

Severus.

But, shortly

a law of the last named emperor, forbidding conversions to Christianity under heavy penalties, while it
after,

indicated the increasing progress of that divine religion
in the empire, did also, as Christianity could not but be

aggressive and proselyting, revive persecution against

The brunt

of the persecution

Africa and Egypt.
presbyter, rose

Apology of
suff^ered

up

And
as

fell

Tertullian, the Carthaginian

their apologist.

the insults

it.

on the churches of

and

He

tells

in his

injuries that the Christians

" How often," says he, addressing the
under.
in Proconsular Africa, " do ye use violence

Governors

against the Christians, sometimes at the instigation of
private malice, sometimes according to the forms of law
often also do the common people attack us in their
!

How

rage with stones and flames

'

!"'

Apol.

cli.

But, as he had said before,
50.

,
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" Truth wonders not
that she

at her

own

She knows
must find
that her origin, her home,
condition.

a sojourner upon earth

is
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that she

;

enemies among strangers
her hopes, her dignities, are placed in heaven." '
And
then again; " Call us, if ye will, by names of reproach,
sarmenticii, semaxii,
names derived from the stake
to which we are bound, and the faggots with which we
are surrounded when burnt to death
These are but our
ornaments of victory, our robe of state, our triumphal
:

—

—

!

chariot."

Under

"^

tkh^d Seal, and

the

when

again, in

God's

righteous retribution, the people that had so long instigated the malice and the rapacity of unjust provincial
governors against Christians, had their lot darkened by
the letting loose of that very rapacity

—

and

injustice

on

time the same voice in the imperial
government that called, but all ineffectually, for equity
in the general administration, called, but still as inefAlexfectually, for equity specially towards Christians.
ander Severus confessed his admiration of Christian
morality, and of Him too who had been its first and
divine teacher.^ On a particular occasion he even recognized the Christians as a lawful corporation,'* and proBut it was
tected them at Rome against their enemies.
Martyrs were
a protection partial only and transient.
The name of Hippolytus, bishop of Porto,
still slain.
stands eminent among them.
Moreover, the former laws
And, after
against Christians remained unrepealed.^
his death, his successor Maximin renewed the imperial
themselves,

at that

persecution against them ; the rather as against a body
His edict was directed
which Alexander had favoured.
specially against the bishops and leaders of the Church.
1

lb.

Ch.

2

1.

ibch.

50.

worship," says Gibbon, " was openly professed
and practised among his household " and he adds that he had placed a statue
of Christ in his domestic chapel, ii. 450.
* He assigned to the Christian Church at Rome a piece of ground, which they
disputed with the corporation of restaurateurs.
^ This appears from his minister Ulpian's work, Ue Officio Proconsulis
in
3

"

A

purer

faith, as well as

;

;

which a

collection of Rescripts against

stit. V. 12.

Christians

is

noticed by Lactantius, In-
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It animated the heain its eflfects it went further.
then priests, magistrates, and multitude against Chris" Smite the shepherds,
tians of every rank and order.
and the sheep shall he scattered."
The actual martyrdoms unto death had not indeed
thus far been very many i. e. as compared with the
So Origen declared
multitude of the Christian body.
There had been
near the middle of the third century.^
enough to show man's bitter enmity against the truth,
enough to exhibit the glorious sustaining power of
If not more, it was His doing who
Christian faith.
Moreover if the martyrs
could shut the lions' mouths.

But

;

were not so many, the confessors who suffered in
But while
other ways for the faith were innumerable.
Origen made this statement respecting the past, he
added, in a remarkable passage respecting the future,
that the tranquillity then prevailing was not to be exslain

pected to continue
Christianity,

:

that the

irresistible

progress

of

and the impression generally prevalent as

to the downfall of the established religion necessarily
consequent thereon, and together with it untold disasters to the empire,
that this would soon again revive

—

and that it would then rage
with an intensity, probably, greater than ever
conclu" But we are ready for it Christ has overding thus
come the world."
Such was at that time the anticipation of Origen
and very soon it had its fulfilment. The period of the
fourth Seal succeeded to that of the third.
It was seen
by the emperor Decius that if the heathen state religion were to be preserved, the Christian must be crushed
that the two could not long consist together.
Thereupon he made his decision. He determined on crushing
Christianity.
Like those of the second Antonine, his
edicts commanded inquisition of Christians, torture,
the flames of persecution

;

:

;

—

:

"^

;

;

—

'
See Gibbon ii. 427.
See Ncander's Church History, Rose's Translation, p. 127
the excellent
author whom I have chiefly followed in the above sketch of the persecutions of
Christianity.
Compare Gibbon's celebrated chapter xvi, on the same subject.

"

;

—
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Then was the consternation great.
of Alexandria, Dionysius, expressly records
church had now lost much of its first love.
death.

some
latici

The bishop
For the
There were

it.

there were many faithless
the libeland the acta facientes ;
professors who at the

apostacies

;

:

—

same time dared not confess, yet dared not apostatize,
and bribed the magistrates with money to spare them the
conflict.
But now Death on the pale horse, having received his commission, had entered the empire.
The
sword of the Goths, one of his appointed instrumental
agencies, struck down the persecuting emperor.
His
successor Valerian, presently after, animated by the same
spirit, renewed the persecution.
It was against the
bishops and presbyters, those that led on the Christians to
and the Christian assemblies, that which
the conflict,
supplied the means of grace that strengthened them to en-

—

—

—

dure

it,

—

that the

Then

imperial

were

edicts

now

chiefly

was that the bishop of Carthage,
Cyprian, confessed among others, and was added to the
glorious army of martyrs.
But God again interposed.
As Decius by the Gothic sword, so Valerian had his

levelled.

it

—

And

reign cut short by the Persian.

Gallienus, his son

and successor, trembling under God's sore judgments,
though still as before unconverted, sensual, hard-hearted,
issued for the first time (A. D, 261) an edict of toleraTheir churches and burial grounds
tion to Christianity.
were now restored to Christians their worship permitted.
Though the popular outbreaks against the disciples were
;

by no means altogether discontinued, Christianity was
legalized.

were the persecutions of Christians in
During
empire, prior to that by Diocletian.
the progress of the gradual restoration of the empire,
which commenced soon after Gallienus' edict of toleration, (for the emperor Claudius, the first of the restorers,
succeeded him in the year 268) the toleration continued.
Christian worship
Christian churches were now built
might be held in public the symbolic altar-court of the
Such, in

the

brief,

Roman

;

:
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Christian temple, to use the Apocalyptic figure, was
But no sooner was the restoraopened to general view.
tion completed than an sera began, as we have seen, under
the new Seal, which was emphatically, and beyond any
Persecution broke out afresh
other, the cera of martyrs.
after its slumbering,

like

a giant refreshed with sleep.

former pertorture,
death;
imprisonment,
confiscation,
secutions
and
churches
churchagainst
a special vengeance
with the new feaassemblies, bishops and presbyters
holy Scriptures, ^
against
the
war
of
ture super-added
that guide and source of strength to the suffering church,
by the destruction of which, it was now rightly judged,
" When he
Christianity might best be destroyed.
had opened the fifth Seal, I saw the souls of them that
were slain for the word of God, and for the testimony
which they held." Some there were, yea many, faithless
under the terrors of the persecution many traditores,
that betrayed their trust, gave up the Holy Scriptures,
and helped to prompt the persecutors' boast of having
It

combined
;

—

in itself the bitternesses of all the

—

;

—

;

extirpated

Christianity.

But the

faithful,

the faithful

The Bible was preeven unto death, were many also.
indeed a special provision had been previously
served
made in God's providence for its preservation ^ and
the church continued to witness for the word of God and
the gospel of Jesus.
But let us advert to what remains of the vision.
;

—

:

—

3. "How long, O Lord, holy and true, dost thou
not avenge our blood on them that dwell on the earth ?"
During the progress of these persecutions the feeling
*
So Eusehius, H. E. viii. 2 .... ras Se ypa<pas a^aveiv irvpi yiveffdat rrpoffruTTovTa. He had previously said, Tas Se ev6e8s Kat legas ypatpas Kara fitffas
ayopas Trvpi KapaSiSop.evas avTots eireiSoixtv o(/)0oAjwois. And so Lactantius, M. P.
12; "Qui dies cum illuxisset, repente ad ccclesiara profectus ciim ducibus et
tribunis et rationalibus venit; et, revulsis foribus, simulachrum Dei quaeritur,
Scripturae repcrtse inconduntur."
^ The copies, as well as versions, of the Scriptures had been so much multiplied in the empire, that the most severe inquisition could no longer be attended
with fatal consequences. See Mosheim, iii. 1.1.5. The learned Origen hadavailed
himself of the previous tranquillity to make his famous Edition of the Old Testament in six versions, called the Hexapla. See Lardner, ii. 327, 473.
;
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with the martyrs themselves, at least the earlier martyrs,
that for the most part overpowered all other feelings,
was that of joy and gratitude at being permitted the privilege of partaking in Christ's sufferings, and after his

example offering themselves,

(like bufnt- offerings, not
piacular indeed, but of self-devotion,') on the altar of

God. Witness the recorded language of Ignatius and
of Polycarp, on occasion of their martyrdoms language
alike beautiful, and most illustrative of the Apocalyptic
imagery under which their martyr- deaths were here depicted.^
Afterwards however, as the clause in the vision
just quoted may perhaps suggest to the reader, there were
mingled at times with this joyous gratitude other thoughts
and feelings. They knew that God would not leave
them unavenged and spoke to each other, and to their
persecutors, of a coming vengeance.
So, for example,
in the persecution last before Diocletian's, the African
martyr Marianus.
"As if filled," we read, " with the
prophetic spirit, he warned his persecutors, and animated his brethren, by proclaiming the approaching
avenging of his blood." ^
;

;

Compare

Note 3 p. 180 supr^.
Roman Christians ch. 2, an Epistle written
having
Rome, after his
been seized and bound " like a choice
ram for sacrifice,* by the ferocious soldiery," begs them, as the greatest favour
they could do, not to interpose to prevent his being poured out as a libation to
God on his altar crirovStacrBrji'ai @eq), ws en Ovcria^ripiov fToifj.ov en.
As to Polycarp, the whole passage in the Acts of his Martyrdom, to which I
refer, (ch. 14) is so beautiful in itself, and so illustrative of the points specified
" Having put his hands behind him, and
above, that I cannot but transcribe it.
being bound (to the stake) as a ram (chosen) out of a great flock for an offering,
and prepared to be a burnt -sacrifice, acceptable unto God, he looked up to heaven,
and said O Lord God Almighty, the Father of thy well-beloved and blessed Son
Jesus Christ, by whom we ^have received the knowledge of thee
the God of
angels, and powers, and of every creature, and (especially) of the whole race of
just men, who live in thy presence
1
give thee hearty thanks that thou hast
vouchsafed to bring me to this day, and to this hour
that I should have a part
in the number of thy martyrs, in the cup of thy Christ, unto the resurrection
of eternal life, both of soul and body, in the incorruption of the Holy Spirit.
Among whom may I be accepted this day before thee as an acceptable sacrifice ;
as thou hast before ordained.
For which, and for all things else, I praise thee,
I bless thee, with the eternal and heavenly Jesus Christ, thy beloved Son
to
whom with thee and the Holy Ghost, be glory both now, and to all succeeding
'

St. Paul's similar figurative language given

2 Ignatius, in his Epistle to

on

the

his journey to

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

ages,
^

Amen."

" Ibi et Marianus, prophetico spiritu jam repletus, fidenter ac fortiter pra^diproximam justi sanguinis ultionem ; variasque saeculo plagas, vclut de cceli

cnbat

* ws Kpios

iTrtariixos.

Acts of Ignatius' martyrdom.

O

2
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it is in fact the seeming cry of the martyred saints,
voice
the
of their blood in the earsof the survivors, those
living Christians of the period w^hom St. John here as

—

But

—

what is said
from the ground of the blood
of AbeP points out as the precise meaning of the symAnd by these, the attenbolic language of the clause.
dant and surviving multitudes of the christian body, the
cry of the blood of their martyred brethren was construed as in harmony with their own feelings, and as
calling for vengeance, speedy and destroying vengeance,
on the murderers. The which vengeance the church
of the third century did for the most part, like Marianus,
expect and look for.
Mark, for example, the language
ofTertullian and of Cyprian :^ language surely too maledictory,* and hardly in unison with the spirit of Stephen,^
elsewhere represented,'

that the analogy of

in Scripture of the crying

or of Polycarp.^

But, behold, in contravention of such

was delayed through one, through two
centuries and more, from year to year, from reign to
reign. Christian blood was again and again shed by their
enemies, specially in this last and most terrible perexpectations,

it

jam culmine, minabatur; luem, captivitatem, famem, etc. Quk preedicatione
non tantum gentilibus insultabat fides martyris, sed etiam fratribus vigorem
semulandi virtutes praeci nebat." Acta St. Jacobi et Mariani, ap. Daubuz, p. 279.
'
See p. 102 suprk. This view of St. John will be illustrated at large under
- Gen. iv. 10, compared with Heb. xii. 24.
the Sealing Vision.
So TertuUian ; " You are fond of spectacles. Expect the greatest of spec•*

and eternal judgment of the universe. How shall I admire, how
laugh, how rejoice, how exult, when I behold so many proud monarchs groaning in the lowest abyss of darkness; so many magistrates, who persecuted the
name of the Lord, liquifying in fiercer fires than they ever kindled against the
Christians," &c. De Spectac. c. 30.
And Cyprian ; first to the Roman Judge : "
are sure that whatever we suffer
will not remain unreveiiged
and that the greater the injury of the persecution,
the heavier and juster will be the vengeance "
also to his Christian Brethren,
Ep. 58 " Christ is coming to avenge our suflferings :" and again, " O that day
when the Lord shall have begun to reckon up his people, and, recognizing the
merits of each by the rule of his divine omniscience, to condemn our persecutors
to the burning of the penal flame, and grant to ourselves the reward of our
devotedness and faith." pp. 192, 125.
* Augustine, however,
(on Matt, v.) suggests in apology for this cry, (which he
explains as uttered by the martyrs themselves,) that it might have been a cry
against the Roman kingdom of xin, rather than its living comtituents : " Nam
ipsa est sinccra, et plena justitiaet misericordia, vindicta martyrum, ut evertatur
^ Acts vii. 60.
regnum peccati, quo regnante tanta perpessi sunt."
" Pray," wrote Polycarp to the Philippians, at the time when Ignatius was
passing onward to martyrdom, " for kings and princes and magistrates, even
those that persecute and hate you." § 12.
tacles, the last

We

;

:

;

•'

—

EL- \1

EPITAPH

IN THE

CATACOMBS OKA MARTYR

SLAIN IN DIOCLETIAN'S PERSECUTION.

E.P.S

AT ROME
MARTYR'S VASE OF BLOOD, IN THE CATACOMBS

From

BoLilelta.

—
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Then the voice seemed to them
wax louder and louder and, with a tone of mur-

secution by Diocletian.
to

:

muring and impatience mixt in it, as well as of suffering,
yea with almost an impeachment of God's attributes
of holiness and truth, for having so long spared the
guilty, and left his saints to suffer,
to cry, " How long,
Lord holy and true, dost thou not avenge our blood
on them that dwell on the earth ? " In the Catacombs

—

—

—

at

Rome, whither

cealment

in that

the persecuted Christians fled for con-

day of trouble, memorials

still exist,

the

most impressive and affecting, both of the martyrs then
slain, and of their hlood crying as it were from beneath
the ground against them that shed it.
I allude to monumental tablets still extant there, (such as the Reader sees

now

with inscriptions rudely sculptured to
size not infrequently
beside them, inscribed with the single but significant word,
Sanguis, (Blood I) whereinto had been poured, as would
seem, what the Christian bystanders could collect of life's
ebbing fluid at the scene of martyrdom.^
Did there not
seem to them to be, as it were, a voice, a cry, in that
simple word against their murderers ?
Now methinks, when such thoughts arose, it should
have been considered by the early Christians much more
than was usually the case, that towards nations, even as
towards individuals, the divine long-suffering is an attribute which must needs magnify itself, as well as the divine justice and holiness.
Long had been Jerusalem's
experience of this ; and even the heathen Nineveh felt it
also.
If, after the time when Christianity and the glorious gospel of the Lord Jesus had been fully brought
before the consideration of the Roman people,
a time
which I have dated as about coincident with that of the
giving of the Apocalypse, or close of the first century,
if, I say, after this, a period of prolonged prosperity and
peace,
that of the luhite horse,
was appointed to the
their

before him,)

memory

:

and vases of small

—

—

—

'
The engravings are from Boldetti.
Another vase has Sanguis, more full)',
In one vase of this kind, a stain, or clot, of what seemed to be dried blood, was,
1 believe, tested and proved by chymical analysis, to be real human blood.
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empire, and with it the most favorable opportunity for
the calm consideration of the evidences and claims of
what was there in this
the holy religion offered them,
but what accorded with the usual acting of God's Pro-

—

vidence towards men individually, yea, and which
they themselves had each one probably experienced ?
Or, again, what was there but accorded with his usual
forbearance, if, when this period of the white horse had
passed unimproved. He had ordered that those of the
red, and the black, and the pale that succeeded, should
be periods of attempered suffering and punishment, just
such as might best force the sufferers to consider the
heavenly message
of punishment, but not more ;
not of destruction ? As to his own persecuted people,
the Christians that in that vast empire were as sheep
in the midst of wolves,
had He not so overruled the
times of their bitterest persecutions, the Decian, for example, and those of Valerian and Diocletian, as that
they should fall on the Church when confessedly corrupted,^ and needing something to stay the increasing
corruption ?
Had He not moreover in some measure
blessed those persecutions, to their purification and recovery ?
If so, instead of there being any failure in
all this of his faithfulness and truth, it was but the
very acting out and expression of those attributes towards
them.
And so indeed some, like David of old, felt it.
;

—

"

I

—

—

—

know,

O

Lord, that thy judgments are right, and

that thou of very faithfulness hast afflicted

me."

4. But mark the progress of the vision.
"And
white robes were given unto every one of them
and it
was said unto them that they should rest yet for a little
season, until their fellow servants also, and their brethren,
that should be killed as they were, should be fulfilled.''
Such was the voice heard by St. John (still in his representative character) defining the time of the judgment which those martyrs seemed to call for as thus far
:

'
The cotemporary statements of Clemens Alexandrinus and Cyprian, and
retrospective statements of Eusebius, (e. g. H. E. viii,) are express to this effect.

;
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approximate, that there would only intervene before
it the period of the slaughter of another and distinct body
of martyrs, similarly witnessing of course for the word
of God and the testimony of Jesus.
I say another and
distinct body : for the very singular symbolization cotemporarily of the presentation of white robes to all
and each of those that had appeared in this vision under
the altar, constituted a marked sign of separation between its martyrs, and those that were to come of which
sign more under the Head following.
For the present
let us confine our enquiry to the chronological intimation
here given as to the time of the desired consummation
and see how it was fulfilled in the case of those whom
at this point in the drama St. John represented.
It is assuredly very striking and instructive to observe
with what earnestness of interest the fathers of the early
Church, throughout the whole era of Pagan persecution
referred to,
as Justin Martyr and Iren^us, for example,
Tertullian and Hippolytus,
searched into the inspired
predictions handed down to them.
These were to them
However they
no unmeaning, no profitless writings.
may have been in doubt with regard to some particulars
of the future, there was a certain great outline that they
found clear in divine prophecy and both in this, and in
the views that it opened to them throughout of God's
care and kindness to his Church, they found an admirable stay to their faith, together with counsel, encouragement, comfort. So that there was fulfilled to them,
even thus early, what was written, " Blessed is he that
readeth, and they that hear, the words of this prophecy."
It was specially the prefigurative visions in Daniel and
the Apocalypse of the quadripartite symbolic Image and
four symbolic wild Beasts, and the predictions in St.
Paul and St. John respecting the Mail of sin and the
;

—

—

:

—

Antichrist, that fixed their attention.
inferences,

future ?

And what

as to the things then present
First,

they

judged with one consent

Daniel's fourth wild Beast symbolized the
pire

;

as

also that the little

horn of

their

and the things
that

Roman Em-

this wild Beast, or
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its equivalent the last head of the Apocalyptic Beast,
symbolized one and the same antichristian power as St.
Further
Paul's Man of Sin, and St. John's Antichrist.
in
its
then
existing
Empire,
they judged that the Roman
state, was the let or hindrance meant by St. Paul, stand-

and that
ing in the way of Antichrist's manifestation
dissolution
Empire's
the
place
on
take
would
its removal
among which, or
into a new form of ten kingdoms
cotemporarily with which, Antichrist, the Man of the
Apostacy, would forthwith arise, and reign over the Roman world and empire in this its latest form ; Rome itself and its empire having been revived to supremacy
Moreover they were agreed that this Antiimder him.
christ would persecute the Christian Church with a fierceand thus that there would
ness altogether unparalleled
be a second series of Roman persecutions, and a second
perseries of martyrs slain under Roman oppression ;
secutions that would only terminate in Christ's coming
Once
and taking vengeance, at the end of the world.*
;

:

:

—

—

-

It

may be best

to quote or abstract

from

the Christian Fathers referred to in

their chronological order.
1. Justin Martyr.
In his Dialogue with Trypho, p. 336 (Ed. Colon.) he speaks
of Christ's coming again in glory orav Kai 6 ttjs a^rosacrlas avOpooiros,
6 Kai
Aa\aiv, ctti tijs yr]s avofia roKiJLy]ari eis
tov ''ti3/is'ov
rifjLos Tovs ^picTTiavovs' thereby identifying Daniel's Little Horn of the fourth Beast,

—

t^aWa

em

that " spoke great things against the Most High," and St. Paul's Man of Sin, or
Man of the Apostacy also noting his lawless persecution of Christians living at
the time, and his succession and destruction by Christ's glorious advent.
2. IrencBus.
In his Work on Heresies, B. v. ch. 25, this ancient Father says
"Daniel novissimi regni finem respiciens, id est novissimos decern reges in quos
cornua dicit decem
divideretur regnum, super quos Filius perditionis veniet,
nasci Bestiae, et alterum cornu pusillum." Again, ch. 30, after commenting on
the predicted number of the Beast, 666, and mentioning as a probable solution
the word AaTsjws, (probable because of this being the name of the /as^ of the four
kingdoms, or Roman, then reigning, " quoniam novissimum regnum, hoc habet
vocabulum, Latini enim sunt qui nunc regnant,") he goes on to say " Scientes
hunc numerum, sustineant* primiim quidem divisionem regni in decem post
deinde, illis regnantibus, et incipientibus augere suum regnum, qui de improviso
advenerit, regnum sibi vindicans, et terrebit pra^dictos, habens nomen continens
praedictum numerum." Thus he explains the Latin or Roman Empire, then exand its division into
isting, to be the fourth and last of Daniel's great kingdoms
ten kingdoms to be the event immediately preceding the manifestation of Antichrist: who, whencesoever originating, (and Irenajus had the impression of his
being a Jew in origin) was yet someway in the result to be a Latin man, and the
ruler of the Roman Empire in its last form.
;

—

—

;

—

;

;

;

* That is. Let them patiently ivnit ; the verb sustineo being used in the same
sense here by Irenaeus, as by TertuUian in a passage which will be given in a

subsequent Note.

:
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more, as to the tirne of the vengeance on Rome, and its
Empire,
that great vengeance so graphically described in
Apoc. xvi, xviii, when the vials of God's wrath should
be poured out thereon, and " in her should be found
the blood of prophets and saints, of all that had been
slain on the earth," and the saints should be told " to
reward her as she had rewarded them, and in the cup
which she had filled to fill to her double," this time
they inferred to be very nigh at hand.
For nothing,
they reasoned, prevented Antichrist's development but

—

—

the intervention of the Roman Empire in its then existing state, ^ which state they thought would pass away
speedily; and that then Antichrist's predicted short-lived
reign, and his persecution of but 3l years would follow,
and be succeeded instantly by Christ's second coming and

3.

Not

consummation.^

the

Tertullian.

phecy

—In

add that certain consider-

Resur. Carn. ch. 24, commenting on St. Paul's prohe thus writes; " ' Nisi veniat abscessio primo,' hujus
Then on the clause, " He that letteth shall let until he be taken

in 2 Thess.

utique regni."

to

ii.

his

—

3, 4,

away," he expounds his sense of

this let or hindrance, by the question, "Quis
Romanus status ; cujus abscessio, in decern reges dispersa, Antichristum
superducet." Then, after further comment on the same prophecy, he turns to
the Apocalyptic passage now under consideration ; his comment on which will
be given in a Note |)resently.
4. Hippolytus.
In Hippolytus' Treatise on Christ and Antichrist, given in
Combefis' Bibliothtca Patrum, (Paris Ed.) there is a full exposition of Daniel's
symbolic visions of the quadri-partite Image and the four Wild Beasts; and,
like others before him, he explains the three first Empires to be the Babylonian,
Persian, and Macedonian, (the last-mentioned divided, he says, into four parts on
Alexander's death, like the four heads of the Leopard in vision,) the fourth the
Roman, then existing and reigning " in its iron legs." And what then, he adds,
remains for accomplishment but the division of the iron feet of the Image into
its ten toes,
the growing out of the fourth Beast's head of its ten horns : Ti
TreptAenrerat kpixrivivaai Tj/xtv Siv ku>paK€V (5 Xlpo<priT7is, oAA' 77 to '%'''' '"'«"' toSwi'..
KOI Ta Sewa Kepara.
.
Upon, and from among which ten horns, he judged that
the Little Horn of Antichrist would arise.
Again ch. 49, he says of the last
" This is the fourth Beast, whose head was wounded
state of the Roman Beast
and healed again, because 'of its being destroyed or dishonoured, and resolved
into ten diadems. And Antichrist, being a man of resource, will heal and restore
it
so that it shall again revive through the laws established by him."
'
Tertullian, in his Apology, ch. 32, writes thus expressly to that eflfect
"Vimmaximam universo orbi imminentem, ipsamque clausulam saeculi acerbitares horrendas comminantem, Romani imperii commeatu scimus retardari."
And again Ad Scap. ch. 3 ;. . " Imperatoris, quem sciens k Deo suo constitui,
necesse est ut ipsum honoret, et salvum velit cum toto Romano Iraperio, quousnisi

—

—

—

.

—

;

;

.

.

que seculum stabit tamdiit enim stabit."
" Justin Martyr
thus speaks of Antichrist as at the doors, and of his destined
continuance for 3^ times, in his Dialogue with Trypho, p. 250 Ts fiKaa-rprifMa
:

:

Kai ToXfxrjpa fts rov

'T\f/iffToi>

pats ovtos, 6v
Which term he
fxrivvei.

fieWovTO? \a\fiv TjSrj «7rt

6v

Kaipov Kai Kaipovs Kai ijjUifru Kaipov StaKaOe^eiv AarirjA
says the Jews incorrectly calculated on the princi[)le of a prophetic time

meaning
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ations of the age of the world, as if not far from 6000
began now to enter into their reasonings, and con-

years,

—

Thus
firmed them in the idea that the end was near.'
did the voice of divine prophecy, as their minds apprehended it in those times of fiery trial, correspond most
exactly with the voice which fell on St. John's ears in the
100 years, and consequently the 3i times being 3.50 years he himself evidently
regarding them as literal years.
Similarly TertulUan, De Fug. in Persec. (Ed. Pamel. p. 974,) writes, " AntiAnd again, inhisDe Spectac. ch. 30, " Quale spectachristo jam instante."
culum in proximo est ;" with reference to the destruction of the persecuting
powers at Christ's coming. In another place. Adv. Marcion. v. 16, he speaks of
the Marcionist heretics then teaching as the precursors of Antichrist.
Cyprian repeatedly dwells on this topic of the nearness of Antichrist and the
consummation. So De Exhort. Mart. " Quoniam pressurarum et persecutionum pondus incumbit, et in fine atque in consummatione mundi Antichrist!
tempus infestum appropinquare jam coepit." Again Ep. .59; " Antichristi propinquantis;" Ep. 61, " Imminente Antichristo ;" Ep. 67, " Deficiente jam
mundo, atque appropinquante Antichristo ;" Ep. 58, " Scire debetis, et pro certo
tenere, occasum seculi, atque Antichristi tempus, appropinquare :" De Unit.
Eccl. i, " Appropinquante jam fine seculi." Yet again, De Mortal, i. 157, " Regnum Dei caepit esse in proximo;" and once more, Ep. 58 " Venit Antichristus,
sed et supervenit Christus
grassatur et saevit immicus, sed statim sequitur
Dominus, passiones nostras et vulnera vindicaturus." The end of the last citation, has been already quoted, p. 196, as illustrative of the voice that seemed to
issue from the souls of the martyrs in the Apocalyptic vision.
Besides the above more eminent Fathers I must observe that Judas Syrus, a
cotemporary of Tertullian's, spake also of Antichrist's manifestation as near;
(so Euseb. H. E. vi. 7, and Jerom. V. I. 52 :)
moreover that the Christian
pseudo-Sybil, at a time yet earlier, predicted (B. viii.) tliat the third Emperor
after Adrian would be the last Roman Emperor, and the 948th year of Rome,
or A. D. 196, be the fated year of Rome's destruction, and the consummation.
Tov fiera. rpeis appeal, TravuTarov riixap €;^oi'Tes.
1.
:

;

:

—

—

2.

Tpis Se rpiaKoaifis Kai TeacrapaicovTa

Kai.

Moipa

oictu

\vKa0avTas, oTav aoi Sufffiopos
fiia^oixevr]' reov avofxa. irArjpwcracro.

nXrjpcoffeis

^|j?

Hippolytus

is said by Photius to have thus reasoned, and so to have fixed Ancoming and the world's end at about the year A. D. 500. (See Lardner
ii. 425.)
But some doubt has been thrown on this fact by^ more modern critics.
See the Preface to Hippolytus' Treatise in the Bibl. Patr. Max.
^

tichrist's

In the Preface to his De Exhort. Mart. Cyprian also thus writes, " Jam sex
annorum pasne complentur." But this notice of the 6000 years is in
reference to Satan's long experience as man's tempter.
In the curious Tract however De Pascha Computus, attributed to Cyprian, and
appended to the Oxford Edition of his Works (1682), a Tract which, whether his
or not, is fixed by the notice of Arrian and Papus as Consuls at the time at
which his computation ends, and other evidence, to about A. D. 243, an expectation is expressed of the consummation, and its judgments on the wicked,
occurring at the end of the 6000 years, then according to Cyprian, near expiring.
" Ecce, Dei gratift, qu^m pracclara et admirabilia nobis ostensa sunt per annos
xlviiii.
Qui anni kcontrario infidciibus, et persccutionem servis Dei facientibus,
millia

—

—

magnam demonstrant superventuram

calamitatem. Qu<1 autem ratione videaet injusti ab initio seculi conversantur,
sex dicbus est consummatus
quibus supi)letis bencdictus est dies septimus
illc scilicet supcrventurus sabbati fcterni.
In his itaque dicbus ab initio non

mus.

Hie enim mundus,

quo

in

;

justi

;
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Seal's vision, as if addressed to the

martyred souls
"It was said to them that they should
rest (waiting their avenging and reward)
yet for a little
season, until their brethren, which should be killed as
they were, should be fulfilled."
Indeed this very passage of the Apocalypse was cited and commented on by
them, as in part, and conjunctively with the other prophecies, their authority for this expectation and hope.^
It of course needs not to say that in regard to this
last point, I mean the time to which they looked for
their final avenging and reward. History, the great interpreter, has proved them wrong.
In fact the phrase
" yet a little season," just like the word " quickly " elsewhere used by our Lord respecting the time of his coming,-^ was one of larger or less duration according to
the standard by which it might be measured.
And I
may remark here, what I shall have occasion to remark
perhaps more than once again, that the phrases used in
prophetic scripture of the time of the consummation,
fifth

under the

altar.

'

tantum Diabolo et angelis ejus, sed et omnibus peccatoribus k Deo ignis est
prseparatus."
The 49 years mentioned refer to some supposed mystical inti-

—

mation in the seven Hebdomads of Daniel.
These are the earliest applications, I believe, of the world's supposed nearness
to its seventh millennary, in proof of the nearness of the consummation
an
argument which, in the course of our Apocalyptic exposition, we shall more than
once have again to recur to. They were all based on the Septuagint' s m\inda.ne
chronology. Of which however there were different versions
Clemens Alexandrinus (Strom, i. 21) making Christ's birth A. M. 5626, others earlier; and the
expectation prevailing (so the Computus) that God would shorten the days.
Lactantius, who belonged as much to the time of the sixth Seal, as to that of
the fifth, or more, will be quoted in a later Note.
'
So Cyprian, De Lapsis p. 129, explains the phrase; saying that the souls under
the altar are bade in it " requiescere ac patientiam tenere."
Compare Daniel
xii. 13, " Thou shalt rest, and stand in thy lot at the end of the days."
" Etiam in Apocalypsi Johannis ordo
- So Tertullian, De Res. Carn. ch. 25
temporum sternitur, quern martyrum quoque animae sub altari, ultionem et
judicium fiagitantes, sustinere didicerunt ut prius et orbis de pateris angelorum
:

—

;

—

:

:

plagas suas ebibat, et prostituta ilia civitas h decem regibus dignos exitus referat,
et bestia Antichristus, ctim suo pseudo-prophetS,, certamen ecclesiae Dei inferat,
atque ita, Diabolo in abyssum interim relegato, primse resurrectionis prserogativa
de soliis ordinetur dehinc, et igni dato universalis resurrectionis censura de libris
judicetur."
And again, in his Scorp. adv. Gnostic, ch. 12; " Quinam isti tarn beati victores, (Apoc. ii. 7,) nisi propria martyres ?
Illorum etenim victoria quorum
etpugnse; eorum vero pugns quorum et sanguis. Sed et interim sub altari
martyrum animse placid^ quiescunt, et fiducia ultionis candidam claritatis
usurpant, donee et alii consortium illarum glorice impleant. Nam et rursus innumera multitudo, albati, et palmis victorise insignes, revelantur, (Apoc. vii. 9,
&c.) scilicet de Antichristo triumphales."
Apoc. xxii. 12, Sec.
•*
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i-

were purposely so framed as to allow of a duration
shorter or longer being attached to them, and so of the
church in each age looking for its Lord's advent as not
Admitting (what was generally understood
far distant.
to be the fact) that the great destroying vengeance on
persecuting Rome was not to take place at the breaking
up of its empire into ten kingdoms, but after their rise and
Antichrist's cotemporary rise and I'eign over them, there

was needed,
still

in

order to decide the length of the time

to intervene before that catastrophe, (so as indeed I

have already hinted,) the decision of the two preliminary points following; 1st, w^hat the interval before the
empire's breaking up into its last decemregal form, and
Antichrist's cotemporary or immediately subsequent man^

2ndly, what the length of the 3^ predicted
years of his persecuting reign, and whether to be under-

ifestation

;

—

But on these
stood literally, or of a much longerperiod.
questions it is not my present business to enter. Suffice it
to have shown that the Christian church and Fathers
passed through and out of the period of the fifth Seal,
and of the persecutions referred to in it, with the distinct
conviction impressed on their minds, even as by a voice
from heaven, that there only needed to be completed
another and different series of martyrs, viz. those to be
and that then, without further
slain under Antichrist
delay, their Redeemer would surely manifest himself, and
execute final vengeance on their enemies.
;

5. In the meanwhile there was to be fulfilled, in regard to the souls of martyrs already under the altar, the
fact symbolized by their investiture with white robes,
just when the voice under this Seal ended speaking.
A
symbol certainly very remarkable
Explained forensically, or with reference to persons condemned or arraigned
!

as criminals,

where,

it

signified

their justification.

So

"The

else-

white robes are the justification of the
saints."^
Incase of this investiture occurring in the
inner sanctuary, or before God, so as in the passage just
'

\i.

70 supra.

-

5(Ka(ft)/uaTa,

Apoc. xix.
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High Priest Joshua
would imply justification in
the sight of God.
But where the scene was the open
altar-court,
^just as their dejection there under the altar
indicated the condenanation and execution of the Christhe case of the

cited, or again in

described in Zechariah,^

it

—

tian

saints

as

criminals before the world,

vestiture with white

— so

their in-

on the same public scene must be

construed to imply their as public justification before the
world, and in the view of their fellow-men.

— But

how

How

could there be a public recognition of these
martyrs' righteousness, begun even before the opening of
the sixth Seal, and that great revolution which it was to
signify ?
^Yet the fact was even so.
Before Lactantius had yet finished that famous treatise De Div. Inst,
so ?

—

wherein he repeated, as its latest echo by the Church
under Rome Pagan, that same prophetic voice that we
have noted in the writings of the Fathers of the third
century that preceded him,^ an edict of the persecutor
Galerius was issued, (an edict agreed to by two of the
other Emperors,) confessing, by implication at least, to
the wrong he had done the Christians, putting an end
to the persecution, and entreating the Christians to pray
It was surely very remarkable as an exact
for him.^
1

Zech.

iii.4, 5.

Lardner shows satisfactorily that the publication of Lactantius' Institutes
must have been between A. D. 306 and 311 probably about the latter epoch.
In his Book vii. ch. 16, he speaks of the predicted destruction of Rome as
near " Romanum nomen quo nunc regitur orbis (horret animus dicere, sed
dicam quia futurum est) tolletur de terrS.; et id futurum brevi condones prophetarum denunciant." And so again in the same Book " The thing itself
declares the fall and ruin of the world to be at hand
except that while the city
of Rome is in safety, nothing of the kind need be feared. . For it is that state
which as yet upholds all things. We should beseech the God of heaven if at
least his decrees may be delayed
lest more speedily than we suppose that hate2

;

:

:

:

.

.

;

ful tyrant come :" (sc. Antichrist.)
Afterwards, and as I think, after the victory of Constantine, to whom he dedicates his Book, and the establishment of Christianity, hesuggested that the interval of 200 years might still intervene before the consummation
the 6000 years
of the world (of which I have spoken as noticed by Hippolytus and Cyprian)
having then, according to theSeptuagint chronology, their termination. But on
this I must not now dwell
as it rather belongs to the ffira of a later Seal.
^ Galerius' celebrated Edict of Toleration was issued by him in his last illness,
A. D. 311. It is given in full by Gibbon, ii. 485, and will be noticed by me in
my next Chapter. " In consequence of it," says Gibbon, "great numbers of the
Christians were released from prison, or delivered from the mines. The confessors, singing hymns of triumph, returned to their own countries."
;

—

;

—
Apoc.
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fulfilment of this clause of the Apocalyptic vision.
Nor was it less notable at the period itself as a sign of

For it was a confession of the moral triumph
the times.
over Paganism, while the latter was in all
Christianity
of
and thus might
its imperial power and supremacy
;

almost seem to portend, sooner or later, even a political
And hence indeed it appeared, with
triumph following.
regard to the slaughter of Christian saints by the Roman Pagan emperors, that whereas the varied calamities
depicted under the three preceding Seals, were causes
and symptoms of the decline of their empire, this too,
which was prefigured under the Jifth Seal, although
altogether overlooked in that character by the infidel
was, in perfect consistency with the dramatic
historian,
unity of the Seals, another cause and symptom of it,
even yet more remarkable and influential than the others ;
indeed that it was the immediate cause, as well as

—

—

—

—

precursor, of itsfall.

CHAPTER

VI.

THE SIXTH SEAL.

And

beheld when he had opened the sixth Seal,
was a great earthquake. And the sun
and lo
became black as sackcloth of hair and the moon became as blood and the stars of heaven fell unto the
earth, even as a fig-tree casteth forth her untimely figs
when she is shaken of a mighty wind. And the heaven
departed as a scroll when it is rolled together
and
every mountain and island were moved out of their places.
And the kings of the earth, and the great men, and the
*'

!

I

there

;

;

;

rich

men, and the chief captains, and the mighty men.

The

subject of the justification of the martyred Christians, symbolized by the
white robes given them on the apocalyptic scene, may be illustrated by a somean earlier ara of the Imperial history, that of Pertinax's
what parallel case
It is thus related by Gibbon, i. I(i2.
accession.
"The unburied bodies of murdered senators (for the cruelty of Commodiis endeavoured to extend itself beyond
death) were deposited in the sepulchres of their ancestors
their memory uas
justified ; and every consolation bestowed on their ruined and afHicted families."

m

:

—"
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and every bondman, and every freeman hid themselves
in the dens and in the rocks of the mountains
and said
to the mountains and the rocks, Fall on us, and hide us
from the face of Him that sitteth on the throne, and
for the great day of His
from the wrath of the Lamb
wrath is come, and who shall be able to stand ?
Apoc. vi. 12
17.
Thus, as on the fifth Seal's opening, the Evangelist's
eye had been directed from the terrene landscape to the
nearer altar-court, so now it was directed back from the
altar-court to the terrene landscape : with which landscape the temple and holy city adjoining were, as before
and which seems to have appeared
observed, associated
with its seas outspread,^ as well as land, and with its
It
heaven, or sky, and heavenly luminaries above it.
represented evidently the Roman world ; that in which
the christian church had already planted itself, and with
which its future fortunes were, in God's providence, to
And as the
be most closely connected^ even to the end.
temple and holy city fitly symbolized th.Q faith and worship of Christians through an atoning and mediating
Redeemer, (the same that the Jewish temple, altar, sacrifices, and priesthood had ever while standing prefigured,)
and their polity, as the aspirant and constituent memso was the earth outbers of the kingdom of heaven,
spread in vision as fitly emblematic of those it represented,
as of a people in taste, principle, and feeling belonging
" of the earth," as St. Paul expresses
only to this world
;

:

—

;

—

;

and earthy." ^ The heaven above it, we must remember, was its own jirmaraental heaven, or sky
being altogether distinct from that spiritual unchanging
heaven constituted by the Divine Presence in the inner
temple.
According to the usual scripture use of such
terms, it was to be considered as representing the ruling
department in the polity and its luminaries as the actual
rulers and governing powers therein.^
it, '*

;

;

In verse 14 the islands are specified as visible.
"
See p. 102 supra.
This will be illustrated at the close of this chapter.
^

^
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Now ere the sixth Seal was opened, these luminaries
appeared fixed in the sky, and the earth at rest and still.
But behold, on its opening, the whole scene in agitation
The
great and sudden earthquake shakes the earth.
mountains and the island- rocks sink beneath the shock.
The sun becomes black, the moon blood-red as in total
The stars fall from the heaven in which they
eclipse.
were before shining, even as figs from a fig-tree in a windy
Kings and generals, freemen and slaves, (the
tempest.
dress probably in a measure distinguishing them,') appear
!

A

men panic-struck, and seeking to caves or
And this
holes in the rocks wherein to hide themselves.
was chiefly observable, that in the cry which St. John
in flight, as

—

heard uttered by them, no earthly foe was named as their
They spoke as men conscious that
object of terror.
Jesus that was crucified was their conqueror and their
foe.
They called on the rocks to hide them from Him
who sat upon the throne, and from the wrath of the Lamb.
The general intent of this vision does not seem to me
It surely betokened
to have been difficult to understand.
some sudden and extraordinary revolution in the Roman
empire, which would follow chronologically after the sera
of martyrdoms depicted under the Seal preceding ; a revolution arising from the triumph of the christian cause
over its enemies, and in degree complete and universal.
No partial change would answer to the strength of the
nor, again, any mere overthrow
symbolic phraseology
of the persecuting emperors by other milder and more
tolerant but still ^ea^/ien emperors.
Nothing less would
answer it than a destruction of Paganism itself through;

A

'
distinctive servile dress was not actually enjoined on slaves by the Roman
law.
In fact, when a law of that purport was proposed, it was negatived as dangerous, because it would have revealed to skives their numbers ; which, according to the most probable calculation, equalled that of freemen in the empire ;
and under the early emi)crors amounted to perliaps sixty millions.
(See SenThe emperor Severus was similarly
eca de Clemen, i. 24, and Gilibon i. 06.)
dissuaded afterwards from enjoining a distinctive dress on the different ranks and
Yet a distinctive dress
classes in the empire. (/El. Lampridius de Severo, p. 27.)
was customary as appears from the phrase in common use, servilis habitus, serSo Eusebius and Lactantius sjjcak of Maximin disguising himself
vilis vestis, &c.
Euscb. V, C.
after his defeat in a slave's dress, oiKers trxiM". "servilis vestis."
i. F>8
Lactant. M. P. 47.
The dress of emperors, officers of state, and soldiers
,

:

was

also distinctive.

—

—

—

—
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out tbe empire, before the progress and power of Christianity
or, at least, a sweeping from their high places
in it of Pagan powers and authorities
and this, not
through the gentle progress of opinion, but with circumstances of force accompanying, such as to strike those
;

:

—

—

Pagan opposers with consternation and dismay. Let us
look then to history to see whether, so interpreted, the
vision received its accomplishment.
Doubtless, according to mere human probabilities, it
must have appeared most unlikely that such a consummation should be brought about, and at such a time
a time when christians constituted but a small minority
of the population,^ and when, by the long previous persecution, they had been reduced apparently to the lowest
point of depression.
But unto Him who ruleth all things
after his will, both in heaven and on earth, what are dif:

ficulties,

what are improbabilities,

to frustrate the

accom-

Rather, as has
plishment of His declared purpose ?
been often and most truly observed, man's extremity is
God's opportunity. That precisely at the time depicted
the time following on the sera of the
in the vision,
a revolution of the character
Diocletian martyrdoms,
described took place in the Roman empire, is one of the
most memorable and most astonishing facts of history.
The cotemporary writers seem lost in admiration when
they speak of it ^ and, in the calm estimate of modern
philosophy, it has lost nothing of its character of the

—

—

:

marvellous.^
Lactantius writing at this precise epoch, says, " Quoniam pauci utuntur
i. e.
that few comparatively had embraced the Christian
Instit. i. 1.
So also Gibbon ii. 371 who estimates the Christians as
religion.
not more than a twentieth part of the population before the conversion of Con'

hoc

ccelesti beneficio :"

;

stantine.
- Eusebius again and again speaks of the deliverance
and triumph of the
church through Constantine's victories, as most extraordinary, and beyond

—

Trapa5o|oTaTa iriirrft
"irapaSo^OTara (pois r)ixiv KaTaXaixirov upTtvrjS'
expectation;
^5rj iropa rots irXeuTTots aTro<\/vxeiTris irpoffdukias' &c.
uTTo Ka>aTavTLV8 Mo^ei/Tios"
viii. 16, &c,
Hist. Eccies. ix. 7
9
3 Dr. Adam Clarke, on this passage in the Apocalypse, observes
The final
destruction of Jerusalem, and the revolution which took place in the Roman
empire under Constantine, were the greatest events that have ever taken place
Of course
in the world, from the flood to the 18th century of the christian aera."
he means events of a politico-religious nature. And if he had only added tlte

—

—

;

;

VOL,
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P
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And whose

then the agency employed ?
When God
instruments appear ever ready
for his service.
Behold, as in the olden times He raised
up Cyrus, in order to be the restorer, agreeably with foregoing prophecies, of his captives from Babylon, so now
from the far west, for the deliverance of his church in
the Roman Empire, as hei'e promised, He raised up
Constanfine.
Already that Prince was known as a favourer of the Christians,^ ere he bore down from the
Alps against Maxentius, the son and successor of the
persecuting emperor Maximian.
Then in a manner most
extraordinary, and most illustrative of the prophecy under
consideration, he avowed his espousal of the christian
cause, and of that of Him whom the Christians worshipped, the crucified One of Nazareth, the Lamb of God.
From as early a date as that of the great battle with
Maxentius, according to the decisive testimony of both
Lactantius and Eusebius, he adopted the cross as his
distinctive military ensign.^
That object of abomination
to the heathen Romans^ was seen " glittering in the helmets, engraved on the shields, and interwoven into the

is

about to

act, the fittest

Reformation as a third to his list, it seems to me that his estimate of their unparalleled importance must have approved itself to every one's considerate judgment.
'
This was his character, indeed, from the beginning of his reign. Gib. iii. 243.
It shews the estimation in which christians regarded him at that time, that while
the persecuting edicts of Diocletian and Galerius were in full operation in other
parts of the empire, Lactantius should have dedicated to him his work on the
" Divine Institutions;" a work published apparently, (so we may infer with
Lardner, as observed p. 205, from internal evidence) between the years A. D. 306
and 311.
* " Commonitus est in quiete Constantinus ut coeleste signum Dei notaret in
scutis, atque ita proelium committeret.
Fecit utjussus est; et transversa X
litera summo capite, circumllexo Christo, in scutis notat.
Quo signo armatus
cxercitus capit ferrum."
Lactant. M. P. 44.
Eusebius (V. C. i. 31.) states
and how,
that Constantine himself wore the sign of the cross upon his helmet
on his entering Rome, after the battle and victory, he ordered the cross to be
j)laced in the right hand of the statue that was about to be raised to him, with
" Hoc salutari signo vestram urbem tyrannical
the follovving inscription on it
dominationis jugo liberatam servavi. &c."
After his estabHist. Eccl. ix. 9.
lishment as sole emperor, the soldiers wore it on their shoulders. So he states
himself in a letter to Sapor, the Persian king. V. C. iv. 9.
^ " Nomen ipsum crucis absit non modo h. corpore civium Remanorum, sed
ctiam k cogitatinnc, oculis, auribus."
So wrote Cicero in his oration for Rabirius, ch. .5.
And what a comment does it furnish on St, Paul's magnificent exclamation, made in the midst of the Roman Empire, when that Empire was in its
height of power and glory,— " God forbid that I should glory, save in the cr«/M

—

;

;

—
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banners of his soldiers.'" The Emperor's own person
was adorned by it, wrought of richest materials, and
with finest workmanship.
Above all in his principal
banner, the labarum,^ he displayed at its summit the same
once accursed emblem
with a crown of gold above it,
and the monogram of the name of Him who, after
bearing the one, now wore the other.
We may be sure that the question was in every mouth,
Why so strange an ensign ? And let it not be forgotten, that besides other reasons to impress him,
as
the excellence of the doctrine, the virtues of the professors, and other internal and external evidence of the
there might have been mention
truth of Christianity,
made of a mysterious vision of a cross of jiame just
before seen on the sky, in the night watches, by the
and how he had been warned in the
western emperor
vision, by a voice from heaven, to adopt that ensign of
the cross, with the promise added that through it he
Scepticism, as we know, has been
should conquer.^
;

—

—

;

disbelief of this asserted fact.
unable to resist the force of
solemn declaration to Eusebius of its

frequent in expressing

For

my own

Constantine's

part I

its

am

of our Lord Jesus Christ, by whom the world is crucified unto me, and I unto the
1 Gibbon, iii. 257.
world."
- The labarum is described by Eusebius V. C. i. 31, as also in the passage given
I add Prudentius' description
in the Note just above from Lactantius.
(in
Symmach. ii. 486.)
Christus purpureum gemmanti textusin auro
Signabat labarum, clypeorum insignia Christus
Scripserat
ardebat summis crux addita cristis.
:

:

append an engraving of it from a medal of Constantius, with its famous
motto circumscribed. It seems that fifty men were specially appointed to guard
I

v. C.

it.

ii.

8.

Compare Mosheim's

critical but candid discussion of the story (Cent. iv.
Part i. i. 9.) with Gibbon's sceptical critique, iii. 259.
Mosheim's conclusion is
vision
cross
was seen by Constantine in a dream before the battle
that the
of the
with Maxentius, with the inscription, " Hac vince." This agrees with Lactantius's account, " Commonitus est in quiete, &c.;" given in a preceding Note:
an account written by Lactantius very soon after the defeat of Maximin, and
before Licinius' apostacy to Heathenism, and first war with Constantine; as appears from the concluding chapters of the work.
It may help to guide the reader's judgment on the question whether the vision
was a truth or an imposture, to compare it both in its own nature, and in the
time and manner of its announcement by Constantine, with some other asserted
for
vision of a similar character, such as was proved in fine to be an imposture
instance, the vision of the golden lance so famous in the first crusade.
3

;
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time, as well as solemnity of his state-

— a time when nothing

was to be gained by the
was made vvhen life was drawing to a close,
and, moreover, the whole character of Constantine, so
little prone either tojcredulity or to deception,
seem to
fiction, for it

—

—

me

alike to forbid its rejection.

explains

to

us

the fact

If true,

satisfactorily

it

of his adoption of the

its

miraculousness, surely the case,

from

importance might seem

if ever,

cross

and as to
was one that

as his ensign, otherwise all but inexplicable

;

supernaConstantine was
the first crusader ; and, with better reason than the
Princes of the eleventh century at Clermont, might feel,
as he prosecuted the war, that it was " the will of God."
" By this ensign thou shalt conquer."
Such was the
tenor of the promise.
And well, we know, was the
promise fulfilled to Constantine.
Army after army, emperor after emperor, (for since Diocletian's division of it
there were, according to the prophetic intimation, several
cotemporary emperors, or " kings of the earth, ") ^ were
its

tural intervention of the Deity.

to call for the

—Thus

^

routed, and fled,

warriors;

and perished before the cross and

— Maxiraian,^ Maxentius,

its

Maximin,'^ and, after

pagan cause, Licinius. A bas-relief
on Constantine's triumphal arc at
Rome,^ represents to us the terror of Maxentius and of
his apostacy to the

still

"

remaining,

"

said the Inscription on his triumphal Arc, of the
See Montlaucon iv. 108.
So Gibbon, ii. 1G9, after noting Diocletian's change of the government;
" Three or four magnificent courts were established in the various parts of the
empire, and as many Roman kings contended with each other for the vain superiority of pomp and luxury."
^ Maximian had been indeed previously besieged, taken, and imprisoned by
Constantine.
But as a heathen and persecuting Emperor, defeated by Constantine after the latter's known favour to the Christians, (see Note 1. p. 210} it
seems not unfit to insert his name with the others.
* 1 include Maximin's defeat in tills list, although accomplished by Licinius;
because Licinius was at that time in strict alliance with Constantine as a joint
champion of the christian cause. So Eusebius speaks of the two together, as
at this time Svo QtocpiKui', and tells how Licinius seemed only second to Constantine in understanding and piety.
Eccl. Hist. ix. 9, 10.
* It is given in Montfaucon vii. 42C
and represents Maxentius's army drowning, while pursued by Constantine and his army, in their passage across the Tiber.
This destruction of Muxentius and his host in the Tiber is compared by
Eusebius to that of Pharaoh and the Egyptians in the Red Sea: and, to express
" They sunk
the Christians' triumph, he adopts the words of the song of Moses
'

Instinc.iu

Divinitalis

;

expedition against Maxentius.
^

;

—

;
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army, in their

flight across the

the battle of the Milvian bridge.^

Tiber after defeat in
similar consterna-

A

And this was chiefly
attended the others also.
remarkable,
that it was not the terror of their earthly
There was a
victor's w^rath that alone oppressed them.
consciousness of the powers of heaven acting against
tion

—

them above all, the
For the war, in each
;

crucified

One, the Christians' God.

felt to be a religious war.
In the persecution just preceding, the emperors Diocletian and Maximian had struck medals of themselves in
the characters and under the names of Jove and Hercules,

case,

was

destroying the serpent-like hydra-headed monster Chris^ and these titles of Pagan mythology had been

tianity

;

When
adopted in the same spirit by their successors.^
fortified
by
went
Maxentius went forth to battle, he
*
against
heathenism
the champion of
heathen oracles ;
When Maximin was
the champion of the cross.
about to engage with Licinius, he made his vow to Jupiter that, if successful, he would extirpate Christianity.^
When Licinius, again, was marching against Constantine and his crusaders, he, in public harangue before the
soldiers, ridiculed the cross, and staked the falsehood of

—

Christianity

on

his success.^

Thus,

in all these cases,

of defeat must have been aggravated by a
sense of their gods having failed them and of the power

the

terrors

;

—

It is observable that neither in the basthe mighty waters." &c.
on the arc of Constantine, nor in the medals with the labarum, do the
In the triumphal arc this is
soldiers' shields appear marked with the cross.
accounted for by the circumstance of the sculptured figures on it having been
taken apparently from other triumphal Roman monuments of more ancient date.
As to the fact itself, it seems authenticated beyond reasonable doubt.
'
In a famous picture of this battle by Le Brun the labarum, or banner of the
n-oss, appears so prominent among the standards of the Constantinian array, and
the consternation of the defeated Pagan Romans before it so strikingly depicted,
that it might almost be deemed a comment on this part of the sixth Seal's pre-

like lead in
relief

figurations.
2 Tiie medal of Diocletian as Jovius, striking down with his forked lightning
of
a wretch whose form ends in the folds of a serpent's tail, is given in Walsh
that of Maximian as Herculius, smashing with his club a seven-headed hydra, a
copy is given in a later Part of this Work, on Apoc. xii.
3 See the passage from Lactantius quoted Note 2, p. 215 infrk,
* Lactantius M. P. 44.
lb. 40. " Tum Maximinus votum Jovi vovit, ut, si victoriam cepisset, Chris:

—

•'

tianorum nomcn extingueret funditusque deleret."
.''
V. C. ii. 4, 5.
Elsewhere Eusebius calls Licinius' war against Constantine
a dio/xaxia, or war against God.
V. C. ii. 27, 28.
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of heaven being with Christ, the Christians' God,
against them.
It was observed that wherever the labarum, the banner of the cross, was raised, there victory attended.
In the war against Constantine, after Licinius' apostacy, " Licinius," says Gibbon, " felt and
the sight
dreaded the power of the consecrated banner
of which in the distress of battle animated the soldiers
of Constantine with invincible enthusiasm, and scattered terror and dismay through the ranks of the adverse
All this must needs have deepened the imlegions."
Besides which there are to be remembered the
pression.
recorded dying terrors of one and another of the persecuting emperors.
dark cloud seems to have brooded over
the death-bed of Maximian, if not over Diocletian's also.
The report was, that oppressed by remorse for his crimes,
he strangled himself.^ Again, Galerius had from an
agonizing and awful death-bed evinced his remorse of
;

^

—

A

conscience, by entreating the Christians in a public pro-

God

clamation, to pray to their

And Maximin

soon

and body, confessed

after,

his

(i.

e.

in similar

guilt,

Christ) for him.^

anguish of mind

and called on Christ to

compassionate his misery.'* Thus did a sense of the
wrath of the crucified One, the Lamb of God, whom
they now knew to be seated on the throne of power, lie
heavy, intolerably heavy on them.
And when we combine these terrors of the death-bed with those of the lost
battle-field,— which latter terrors must have been experienced alike by officers and soldiers, each active partizan in the persecution and the war, including low as

—

'
iii. 258.
Eusebius states that Licinius, on joining battle, bade his soldiers
take care to avoid assaulting Constantino's great banner of the cross.
- Gibbon seems to think that Maximian was put to death by Constantine, and
that the report published abroad of his suicide was untrue.
But he has not
substantiated his representation.
Nor indeed is his disbelief of the reports of
Diocletian having put an end to his own life, or died raving mad, sufficiently authenticated.
See his Vol. ii. p. 177, 212. See the other view in ' Rome under
Paganism and the Popes,' ii. 8.3.
^ The edict is given in full by Eusebius, Ecc. Hist. viii. 17, and I.actantius, M,
Near the conclusion is the clause, " Juxta banc indulgentiam nostram
P. 34.
dcbebunt Deum suum orare pro salute nostrfi." His death was by a horrid
disease like that of Herod described in the Acts
viz. being eaten by worms.

—

—

;

^

" Tunc

Dcinde

dcmum.

riuasi

.

.

.

Deum

videre crepit candidatis ministris desojudicnntcm.

toimentis adactus fatebatur

;

Christum subindc deprccansct plorans
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slaves
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as well as the freemen,

short that are particularized in the sacred vision,

all in

— when,

we consider the terrors of these Christ-hlaspheming kings of the Roman earth, thus routed with their

I say,

partizans before the christian host,

and perishing, there was

and miserably

flying

surely that in the event which,

according to the usual construction of such scripture
figures, might well be deemed to answer to the symbols
of the prefigurative vision before us
in which vision
kings and generals, freemen and slaves,^ appeared flying
and seeking to the caves of the rocks to hide them ;
to hide them from the face of Him that sate on the
throne of power, even from the wrath of the Lamb.
Thus, under the first shocks of this great earthquake,
had the Roman earth been agitated, and the enemies of
the Christians destroyed or driven into flight and con:

—

Thus, in the political heavens, had the
sun of pagan supremacy been darkened, the moon become eclipsed and blood-red, and of the stars not a few
But the prophecy
been shaken violently to the ground.
had not as yet received its entire fulfilment. The stars
of the pagan heaven had not all fallen, nor had the
sternation.^

ut suimet miseretur."

Lactantius M. P. 45. Similarly Eusebius, (E. H.

'EuSiKojs TivTO. T7JS KXTO,

T8 XpiCTB

ix. 10.)

TtapoivLas X"P"' ^/J-oKoyrjffas iradeiv, tijc vJ/uxI"

a(ptr)(7iv.
^ Informations were frequently laid against the Christians by their slaves.
So
Tertullian in his Tract. Adv. Gent. c. 7 ; "Tot hostes ejus quot extranei : et
And
aemulatione
Judaei,
ex
quidem proprii ex
natura ipsa domestici nostri."
again ; "Quid ? cum domestici eos vobis produnt ?
Omnes h. nuUis magis prodimur." With reference to this notice of slaves in the vision, it is not unworthy
of notice, that one of the persecuting emperors (Maximin) after his defeat, put
off his imperial insignia, and disguised himself in a slave's dress, the better to
prosecute his flight, and elude the conquerors. V. C. i. 58. M. P. 47.
" every bondman and every freeman," is to be restricted
^ The expression,
of course, to those engaged in the war against the Christian side. This ampliSo Jer. xxxiv. 1 ; "When Nebuchadnezzar and
fication of phrase is common.
all his army, and all the kingdoms of the earth of his dominion, and all the
people fought against Jerusalem " and Matt. iii. 5 ; "Then went out to him

—

—

:

Judea, and all the country round about Jordan, and were
baptized of him in Jordan," &c.
" Nunc qui adversati erant Deo jacent qui templum
^ So Lactantius M. P.
sanctum everterant ruina majore ceciderunt qui justos excarnificaverant ccelestibus plagis et cruciatibus meritis nocentes animas profuderunt."
And again,
ad fin. " Ubi sunt modo magnifica ilia et clara per gentes /or(o;?/OT et Hemdioriim
cognomina quae primttm a Dioclete ac Maximiniano insolenter assumpta, ac
postmodum ad successores eorum translata, viguerunt ? Ncmpe delevit ea Dominus, et erasit de terra."

.Jerusalem,

and

all

:

:

;

G
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heaven itself been altogether rolled up like a scroll, and
vanished away.
On Constantine's first triumph, and
after the first terrors of the opposing emperors and their
hosts, though the imperial edict' gave to Christianity its
full rights and freedom, yet it allowed to the heathen
worship a free toleration also.
But very soon there
followed measures of marked preference in the imperial
appointments to the Christians and their faith.
And, at
length, as Constantine advanced in life, in spite of the
indignation and resentment of the Pagans, he issued
edicts for the suppression of their sacrifices, the destruction of their temples, and the toleration of no other
form of public worship but the Christian. ^ His successors on the throne followed up the same object by
attaching penalties of the severest character to the public
profession of Paganism.
And the result was that, before the century had ended, its stars had all fallen to
the ground,^ its very heaven, or political and religious
system, vanished, and on the earth the old pagan institutions, laws, rites, and worship been all but annihilated.

The

interpretation

that

I

have given to the various

given by Lactantius and Eusebius.
also § 16, on a probable exception in the execution
of these anti- pagan edicts in favour of certain philosophers and generals.
It is from the circumstance of the temporary le^al toleration of Paganism by
Constantine, and its subsequent partial toleration in act, that the chief argument has been drawn against the application of this prophetic vision to the
" How
politico-religious revolution in the Iloman empire under Constantine.
'

-

Mosheim

iv.

It is

1. 1. 7.

— See

could it suit the times of the early Christian emperors in the Roman Empire,"
say Vitringa, Cuninghame, and others, " considering that Pagans were still promoted to the highest dignities of the state ? What necessity for them to call on
the rocks to cover them ? "
Certainly none
nor have the words been applied
to them. But would the objectors have us forget the introductory wars through
which the revolution was effected, and the terror and dismay of the vanquished
heathen emperors and their armies, whose terror the vision seems especially
to picture V
Alter this, Heathenism .tid>sist('d for a while in the great cities, but
never morejtourixhed. It now received the name, in fact, oi Paganism, as heing
only known in pagi, villages.
As to the toleration of Pagans in office, it was
the infre(iucnt exception, not the rule.
It may be well for the reader to compare, on this subject, the prophecy of
Babylon's overthrow by the Persians, noticed in the two next pages, and respecting which the same objection might be made.
* To 8f iTiffiiv rovs a^fpas, Kat toi/s SoKnuvrns ai'ai (jyicrrjpus tvi KOJi-iif irjirreii/'
says Arethas.
;
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symbols of this Seal has been illustrated and confirmed,
by one and another interpreter, from the similar use of
similar figures in other passages of prophetic scripture.
Thus, to show how, from earliest times, the symbols of
the sun, moon, and stars were used of rulers, so as I
have explained them, a reference has been made to Joseph's dream, (Gen. xxxvii. 9,) in which the sun and
moon are expressly interpreted of the chief heads of a
nascent nation,
the stars of its inferior heads.
To
illustrate the meaning of an earthquake, and the consequent convulsions and changes in the firmamental heavens and their luminaries, there have been quoted passages
from Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and others, in which the
symbol is used of political revolution in a state or kingdom, of the subversion of its institutions, and fall of its
governing powers.
So in Jeremiah's vision, (iv. 23,) of
the destruction and desolation of the Jewish kingdom by
" I beheld the land, and lo
the Babylonians
it was
without form and void and the heavens, and they had no
light.
they trembled,
I beheld the mountains, and lo

—

—

!

;

;

!

and the

hills

moved

lightly.

1 beheld,

and

all

the cities

thereof were broken down, atthe presence of the Lord, and
by his fierce anger."
So in Ezekiel, (xxxii. 7, 8, 1 1 ,) of

kingdom by the king
" When I shall put thee out, I will cover
of Babylon
the heavens, and make the stars thereof dark
I will
cover the sun with a cloud, and the moon shall not give
her light.
All the bright lights of heaven will I make
dark over thee, and I will set darkness upon thy land,
saith the Lord."
And so again in Isaiah, (xiii. 9, 10,
it
17,) of the overthrow of Babylon by the Medes
being said that " the dav of the Lord should come
against it, with his wrath and fierce anger
and that the
stars of heaven and the constellations thereof should not
give their light, and the sun should be darkened in his
going forth, and the moon should not cause her light to
shine." ^
In which passages, besides the more promithe overthrow of Pharaoh and his
;

:

:

;

Compare too Amos viii. 9, Zeph. i. 14, 1.5 in which latter passage the time
Judah's destruction is spolien of as " the great day of the Lord."

'

;

ol
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nent parallelisms with the Apocalyptic imagery in the
symbolic changes noted of the heavenly luminaries, it
will be well, I think, to observe also what is said of the
presence of the Lord as manifested, though acting by
human agency : and again, of the day of the Lord and
his fierce anger being shown in the subversion of the
former political government, and the dethronement and
destruction of its political governors, even in cases where,
after the first shock of the catastrophe, it does not appear that the conquered generally were treated with any
particular oppression, or the yoke made very grievous.
Finally, to illustrate what is said of the pagan hosts
" hiding themselves in the dens and rocks of the mountains, and saying to the mountains and rocks, Fall on
us, and hide us from the face of Him that sitteth on
the throne," &c, a reference has been made to Hosea's
prediction ^ of the Israelites thus calling on the mountains to cover them, and the hills to fall on them, under
the terror and calamities of Shalmanezer's invasion.
To which we may add what is told us, historically, of
the Israelites hiding in such rocky caverns, whensoever,
as in the times of Saul or of the Maccabees,^ the enemy
might have gained possession of the country. All
which being put together, there will not, I believe, remain a single symbolic phrase in this prophecy of the
sixth Seal, unillustrated, or with the interpretation referring it to a political revolution, such as has been given,
unconfirmed, by similar figures in other prophecies, to
which the scriptural context has itself already furnished

—

—

a similar interpretation.
Since, however, in regard to not a

little

of the phra-

'
Hos. X. 8; "The thorn and the thistle shall come up on their altars; and
they shall say to the mountains, Cover us, and to the hills. Fall on us! "
In
which passage, as in the vision of the sixth Seal, the falling on them is evidently
meant of the caverned or hollowed hills, falling, not to crush, hut to hide.
Similar to this is the language in Luke xxiii. 30; " Then shall they begin to
say to the mountains, Fall on us, and to the hills, Cover us! " with reference,
first, to the sufferings in the siege of Jerusalem, and further, also,
as appears
from the word " begin," to the sufferings of the dispersion afterwards.
- 1 Sam. xiii. (i;
1 Maccabees ii. 28, 36.
Compare also 2 Ksdras xvi. 28.

—

—

—

—

;;
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seology of the prophecy there is in so far a resemblance
to what is said elsewhere of the catastrophe of the last
great day of judgment, as to have induced with many a
suspicion, with some a full conviction, that such must
it may be usebe the reference and meaning also here,
ful, with a view to the reader's clearer and fuller persuasion, to look a little more closely into the subject
and to add vet a further observation or two, on the internal evidence derivable, ^rs^ from the language of the
prophetic description, as compared with that of other
prophecies confessedly predictive of the last convulsions,
secondly, from its relative position in the series of the
in support of the meaning that I
Apocalyptic visions,
have attached to it.
And,^r5^, it should be distinctly understood that the
expressions here used respecting the earthquake, and
the phenomena in the sun, moon, and stars, cannot

—

—

be interpreted literally, or as referring to those physical
changes in the material earth and firmament of heaven,
which other prophecies lead us undoubtingly to expect
The clearest
at the consummation of the great day.
literal description of these physical changes is perhaps
that given in 2 Pet. iii. 10;
" The day of the Lord
shall come as a thief in the night, in the which the
heavens, (or the firmament, Gen. i. 7, 8,) shall pass
away with a great noise, and the elements shall melt

—

with fervent heat

also,

and the works that

burned up."
no hint is given

in the vision of the

the earth

:

are therein, shall be

gration, like this,

Now

^

of a confla-

" Lift up your eyes to the heavens, and look upon the
'
So in Isaiah li. 6
earth beneath
For the heavens shall vanish away like smoke, and the earth
and they that dwell therein shall die in like manshall wax old like a garment
ner."
In that remarkable chapter, Isa. xxxiv, there seems to be a description
both of the political and the physical revolution occurring at the end the former
very analogous to the language of the sixth Seal|; but with a notice also of that
which is the grand characteristic of the consummation, the burning' of the mystical Edom, or Rome.
" The indignation of the Lord is upon all nations, and
his fury upon all their armies. He hath utterly destroyed them. The mountains
shall be melted with their blood.
(Compare Rev. xiv. 20.) And all the host of
heaven shall be dissolved
and the heaven shall be rolled together as a scroll
and all their host shall fall down as a falling fig from the fig-tree. And the
streams thereof (of Edom) shall be turned into pitch
and the dust thereof into
brimstone
and the land shiill become burning pitch
it shall not be quenched
night nor day,'' &c.
:

1

;

—

:

—

—

;

:

;

:
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Moreover in such a conflogation neither
sixth Seal.
would the sun become black as sackcloth, nor the moon
the stars fall to the ground.
taken
metaphorically and as
The expressions must be
changes,
like
political
those in the other
referring to
There seems
parallel prophecies just before referred to.
to me a physical necessity for this, from what is said ;
as well as almost a necessity from what is not said
besides the necessity arising from the requirements of symbolic language, in a confessedly symbolic prophecy.

appear blood-red

;

still less

,

:

may remain

that, though referring
and changes, it may be the political changes attendant on the last great consummation.
For that there are to be then, and in connection with
the great final catastrophe of the earth's drama, extraordinary political commotions and revolutions, is a
truth revealed both in the Apocalypse itself, and in many
Still the

suspicion

to political revolution

other of the sacred prophecies.'

This

I

fully

allow.

But I think internal evidence is here, too, not wanting,
to shew that it is not these that are intended in the
For, let but the description of the earthquake of the sixth Seal be compared with that of the
xvith chapter of the Apocalyptic book,
which latter is
allowed on all hands to be the description of the great
and how is it possible but
Jinal political revolution,
sixth Seal.

—

—

that an

mind will be struck with the
^
The earthquake of the xvith
" there never was any like
that

unprejudiced

marked

differences ?

chapter

is

so great,

since the time that

it

"a

men were on the earth
And whereas

;

"

—

-this,

most
prominent points of accompaniment and result in the
former case are the tripartite division of the great city,
Babylon receiving the wine-cup of God's anger, and a
simply,

Such,

great earthquake."

the

and the corresponding prophecies in
Such, perhaps, Hag. ii. 6, Heb. xii. 26, and Joel ii. 10.
I say on
unprejudiced mind. One who is not unprejudiced writes thus:
" The revolution of this sixth Seal is the same as that again mentioned on the
sounding of the seventh Trumpet, xi. ID, and more particularly described under
the seventh Vial; (xvi. 17
21 ;) between which, and the sixth Seal, there is a
remarkable similarity." Cuninghame, p. 3.5. Of this similarity let the reader
judge after comparing the two descriptions together, as here set before him.
'

I

believe, are Matt. xxiv. 29,

Mark and Luke.
-

—

;
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Roman

earth,
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on the inhabitants of the
one nor another of these is

falling

to neither

the least allusion, in the description of the earth-

there

—

Were the one, indeed
us.
but a notice in brief, as it were, the other the description
in detail, the omission and the difference would not be
so remarkable.
And thus it seems to me very possible,
and even probable, that the earthquake noticed on the
sounding of the seventh Trumpet, at the close of chap,
xi, may be the same in brief, as that of chap, xvi in detail, on the effusion of the seventh Vial.'
But in the
quake of the sixth Seal before

vision of the sixth Seal the description

is

as detailed

and

indeed more so, than that of chap. xvi.
Thus my conclusion /rom simply comparing the descriptive language in the two passages is this,
that they
pourtray different and distinct earthquakes
that of the
sixth Seal the less, that of the seventh Vial much the
greater
although at the same time it is allowed that the
former may be possibly in a certain sense typical of the
full,

—

;

;

in the

latter,

character,

lowing.

same way that

often

is

in

a less event, of the

—Which premised, when we consider

further in respect of
lyptic series, its

same

scripture typical of a greater fol-

its

relative position

the vision

in the

Apoca-

connexion with, and chronological

—

se-

when we
other five Seals,
think how exactly every successive epoch of change in
the Roman Pagan Empire, with its characteristic causes
quence on, those of the

and symptoms, from the time of Domitian's death,
of the

close

cletian

first

and Galerius,

been depicted,

all

at the

century, to the persecution by Dioat the

beginning of the fourth, has

in order, in the consecutive visions of the

successive Seals preceding, and find ourselves thus brought

by them

to

the very eve of the great politico -religious

—

the time of Constantine,
I say, when,
with the evidence of this its position and context, we
consider the vision of the symbolic earthquake repre-

revolution of

Two

19, with
the mention of the temple in heaven being previously
opened secondly, the great hail mentioned as a concomitant in the one case and
the other. Compare also xv. 5.
^

characteristic notices serve to identify the earthquake of xi.

that of xvi. 18:
;

first,
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—

it seems to me
sented on the opening of the sixth Seal,
that all doubt as to its intended application is absolutely
precluded ; and that it cannot but be the prefiguration

—

Nor let me omit to obof that wonderful revolution.
serve, in further confirmation of this explanation, that
the infidel illustrator of the Apocalyptic prefigurations
not here, as usual, to add his corroborative testi" The ruin of the Pagan religion," says Gibbon,
"is described by the sophists as a dreadful and amazing
prodigy, which covered the earth with darkness, and restored the ancient dominion of chaos and of night." ^
fails

mony.

CHAPTER

VII.

THE SEALING AND PALM-BEARING VISIONS.
"

And

after these

things I saw four angels standing

on the four corners of the

earth, holding the four winds

wind should not blow on the
the sea, nor on any tree.
And I saw
ascending from the east, having the seal
God. And he cried with a loud voice to
the four angels, to whom it was given to hurt the earth
and the sea, saying, Hurt not the earth, neither the
sea, nor the trees, till we have sealed the servants of
of the earth,
earth, nor on
another angel
of the living

so that the

And I heard the number
our God in their foreheads.
of them which were sealed
and there were sealed
144,000 out of all the tribes of the children of Israel.
Out of the tribe of Judah were sealed 12,000. Out of
the tribe of Reuben were sealed 12,000, &c.
;

After this I beheld, and, lo, a great multitude, which
no man could number, of all nations, and kindreds,
and people, and tongues, stood before the throne, and
before the Lamb, clothed with white robes, and palms
in their hands
and cried with a loud voice, saying,
Salvation to our God which sittcth upon the throne,
and unto the Lamb.
And all the an";els stood round
;

'

Gibbon

v.

123,

—
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about the throne, and about the elders and the four living
creatures, and fell before the throne on their faces, and
worshipped God, saying, Amen
Blessing, and glory,
and wisdom, and thanksgiving, and honour, and power,
and might, be unto our God for ever and ever. Amen
And one of the elders answered, saying unto me. Who
are these which are arrayed in white robes ? and whence
came they? And I said unto him. Sir, thou knowest.
And he said to me, These are they which are to come' out
of the great tribulation, and they washed their robes,
and made them white in the blood of the Lamb. Therefore are they before the throne of God, and serve him
day and night in his temple and he that sitteth on the
throne shall dwell among them.
They shall hunger no
more, neither thirst any more, neither shall the sun
light on them, nor any heat.
For the Lamb which is
in the midst of the throne shall feed them, and shall
lead them unto living fountains of waters
and God
shall wipe away all tears from their eyes."
apoc. vii.
:

!

:

;

Thus the^rs^ of these two connected visions opened
with a representation of four destroying tempest-angels,
just now under temporary restraint, but destined ere
while to desolate the Roman earth
the which earth
appeared tranquil again after the earthquake, and with
^
its luminaries shining in the new firmamental heaven
presently after which, as if on some premature threatening of the Angels to execute their commission of
judgment, another and mightier Angel, rising from the
East, in loud voice uttered his inhibition against it,
until he should have sealed God's servants on their foreheads.
Who were meant by these tempest-angels, and
by and what their temporary restraint, are points best
" The threatening
explained as usual, by Gibbon.
tempest of barbarians,'' he writes (iii. 97), in his sketch
:

—

:

—

—

^

01 epxofiivoi.

obvious in part from verse 1 of this chapter, where the wind is
spoken of as not blowing on the land or the sea in part from verse 12 of the
next chapter, where the sun, the moon, and the stars are implied to have shone
during the three first Trumpets on the Roman earth.
'

This

is

;

[part
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of the empire after the Constantinian revolution, " which
so soon subverted the foundations of Roman greatness,
was still repelled or suspended on the frontiers." As to
the Sealing Vision, it lay not within his province to exand indeed it meant much more, if I mistake
plain it
not, than even professed Apocalyptic expositors have
Wherefore such a commission of
hitherto supposed.
wrath against the empire, after the glorious religious
revolution just effected therein, and the triumph and esTo this, I believe, the
tablishment of Christianity ?
Sealing Vision gave answer, by hinting a wide-spread
apostacy begun in the professing Church.
And what
the safeguard of the true Church against it ?
The
For it figured, if I
vision answered this question also.
mistake not, a revelation of grace then to be given,
which would be to it an antidote and preservative from
These I regard as the two
essential instealing error.
main points signified in the vision and that its chronology ranges from Constantine's estabhshment of Christianity to the reign of Theodosius.

—

:

—

;

1.

§

It will

INTIMATIONS OF APOSTACY BEGUN.

be interesting,

\

think, and

what follows,

may

serve as

the

suspend for a few
and look
of
the
prophecy,
moments our investigation
into the state of things and feelings in the now christianized empire, as cotemporary history represents them.
When heathenism had been cast down from its supremacy, and Christianity established in the Roman world,
the changes consequent were immense and universal.
Now throughout its vast extent, the cross once so despised was every where in honour,* and the preserving
and conquering virtue celebrated
that every where atbest introduction to

to

'^

'

" Attends gloriam crucis ipsiiis," said Augustine (in Psalm xxxiv), somelater than the epoch spoken of; "jam in Irontc regum crux ilia fixa est cui

what

inimici insultaverunt."
-

TO

(juTri()iov

a7)ix(wv a favourite expression of Eusebius.
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tended it.
Now the righteousness of the slaughtered
martyrs that had been gathered under the altar, was

acknowledged

in public edicts

homes

restored to their

;

and the living confessors
from the mines and

in triumph,

dungeons where they were

suffering.^

Now,

instead of

vaults and catacombs for the sacred assemblies of Christians, and other hiding places shut out from the light of
heaven, to which, like their earlier christian brethren,^
they had been reduced during the late persecution, there
arose in the cities and towns churches of magnificence
;

was celebrated with a pomp corresponding.
Now, instead of desertions and apostacies from
the christian body, such as had been the case with not a
few under the fiery trial, the daily accessions to it were
innumerable. Candidates in throngs applied for baptism
and at the Easter and Pentecostal festivals the newly
baptized neophytes, in their white vestments, grouped
conspicuous around each christian sanctuary.^
Now,
moreover, under imperial auspices, the christian professing church catholic was gathered for the first time in
Representatives attended from
oecumenical council.
every province, and nation, and tongue in the vast empire.
The palace gates were thrown open to the holy
delegates.
The emperor bowed in respectful deference

and the

ritual

;

de Vit. Const, ii. 29, 30, &c.
on the subject of the church edifices of the early
"It was long," says
christians; also Burton's History of the Church, p. 317.
the latter, "before the intolerance of their enemies allowed the Christians to
Few, if any,
enjoy the light of heaven, whilst engaged in their sacred duties.
religious buildings seem to have been possessed by the Christians, till Alexander
Severus decided a case brought before him in their favour." 'I'he case decided
by Alex. Severus in their favour, has been before alluded to; p. 191. Alter
Gallienus' edict of toleration, the christians began to erect more convenient
and spacious edifices (Euseb. Hist. Ecc. viii. 1)
and, in some cases, not devoid of
grandeur; as, for example, the great church of Nicomedia, which was destroyed
at the first breaking out of Diocletian's persecution.
3 The white dress of the neophyte, or newly baptized, was worn eight days by
him, then laid up in the church. See Bingham's Antiq. xii. 4. 1.
We read, about the end of this century, of 30C0 just baptized by Chrysostom's
presbyters at Constantinople, being attacked by the soldiers wh\le \evxeiiJ.uv8i'T€s,
i. e. in their white dress.
Again, we read of a law of Theodosius the Second,
prohibiting the celebration of public games during the Easter-week, as being the
week through which the neophytes baptized on the Easter Sunday (which Sunday was then one chief season of baptism, W^hit-Sunday being the other,) wore
their white robes, lb. xx. 6. 1. 1.
These, though exemplifications of a later
period, may yet illustrate to us the neophytes' numbers and conspicuousness.
^

^

See Mosheim

ii.

Id.

2. 4.

8,

—

;

VOL.

I.

Q

—
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before them.*
If in the use of his power he was to the
church as a nursing father, his behaviour was respectful
as that of a son.
at the exultation that was felt at
time by many, perhaps by most, that bore the
or at their high raised expectations as
Christian name
to the future happy destiny of the Roman, now that it had
It seemed to
been changed into the Christian nation ? ^
them as if it had become God's covenanted people, like
Israel of old
and the expectation was not unnatural,
an expectation strengthened by the remarkable tranquillity which, throughout the extent of the now re-united
empire, followed almost immediately on Constantine's
establishment of Christianity,^
that not only the temporal blessings of the ancient Jewish covenant* would
thenceforth in no small measure attach to them, but even
those prophesied of as appertaining to the latter day.
Hence on the medals of that sera the emblem of the
phoenix, all radiant with the rising sun-beams, to represent the empire as now risen into new life and hope, and
its legend which spoke of the happy restoration of the
times. ^
Hence, in forgetfulness of all former prognostications of Antichrist and fearful coming evils, the reference by some of the most eminent of their bishops
to the latter day blessedness, as even then about fulfilling.
The state of things was such, Eusebius tells us, that it
looked like the very image of the kingdom of Christ.^

Can we wonder then

this

:

:

—

—

'

" All former

V. C.

Hi. 7, 10, 15,

&c.

were forgotten. There was a self-abandonment to the
enjoyment of the present good things and the expectation of future." So Eusebius concludes his Church History
x. 9.
2 With reference to this Eusebius quotes, from Ps. xlvi. 9, 10, "Come and
see the works of the Lord, what wonders He hath wrought on the earth
He
maketh wars to cease unto the ends of the world." He adds " And now a day
of cloudless serenity shone on the Church."
also De Laud.
Hist. Ecc. x. 1
Const, cli. xvi. There is a medal of Constantine, struck in the 20th year of his
reign, and therefore somewhat later, commemorative of this remarkable and
2

evils

:

!

;

—

;

long protracted tranquillity, hearing the legend Beata TranquilUtas.
* It was natural to compare what had been said of the rests given to Judah
under the pious kings Asa and Jehoshaphat, 2 Chron. xiv. 1, 5, 6, 7, and xx. 30.
* A copy is given from Spanhcim, p. 245.
" " The event surpassed all words.
Soldiers with naked swords kept watch
around the palace gate. But the men of God passed through the midst of them
without fear, and entered the heart of the palace. The bishops sat down at the
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The city built by the emperor at Jerusalem, beside the
new and magnificent church of the Holy Sepulchre,
the sacred capital, as it were, to the new empire,- might

—

—

be perhaps, he suggested, the neiu Jerusalem, the theme
of so many prophecies.^
Yet again, on occasion of the
opening of the new church at Tyre, he expressed in the
following glowing language not his own feelings only,
but those, we may be sure, of not a few of the congregated Christian ministers and people that heard him
" What so many of the Lord's saints and confessors before our time desired to see and saw not, and to hear,
and heard not, that behold now before our eyes
It
was of us the prophet spake when he told how the wilderness and the solitary place should be glad, and the
desert rejoice and blossom as the lily.^
Whereas the
church was widowed and desolate, her children have now
enlarge thy borders
to exclaim to her, Make room
The promise is fulfilling
the place is too strait for us.
all
to her, In righteousness shalt thou be established
and great shall be
thy children shall be taught of God
the peace of thy children."
:

—

!

!

!

:

:

-^

Alas what a total contrast to these anticipations did
the true prospective of the future offer, as here set before
St. John in vision
a vision, we saw, of four tempest1

:

—

emperor's table, and the rest all around him. It looked like the image of the
very kingdom of Christ, and was altogether more like a dream than a reality."
v. C. iii. l^.
' V. C. iii. 33 ;
Kar' avro to aajTriptOv fiaprvpiov fi yea KanaKeva^eTn 'lepairo!XrjjU. avTi-rrpocTonros ry iraAai fSouifievri.
.zaxa ttov TavrrjV ovaav rrjv Sia twv
,

.

K{KripvyixiV)]V Kaivnv 'lepoucraArjjW ^r ircpi fxaKpoi Koyoi,
fivpta Si tvQeou Trvevnaros Oeain^ovTes avvfivovaL.
See also iv. 40, respecting the
dedication of this Church of the Holy Sepulchre.
Kpo(pr]TiKii>u 6e(nruTfj.aTcov

—

So Eusebius,

ei^avQei Sos Kpivov.
His application of these prophecies to his
express.
Tavra trpovaXai irepL rifimv ty If pats ^i8\ots KaT(fii^\nTO.
^ Hist. Eccl. X. 4. pp. 310
314.
Some authors of comparatively modern
times have advocated views not dissimilar from those of Eusebius.
Grotius and
Hammond, for example, date the saints' millennial reign from the establishment
of Christianity in the Roman empire by Constantine.
So also the venerable
Foxe ; see his Book of Martyrs, vol. ii. p. 722, 720. It is certainly, after all
that has past since, a most extraordinary theory.
It is to be observed that Laclantius, in bis " Divine Institutions, " still, like
the Fathers before him, dwells on the expected coming of Antichrist, and the
evils consequent.
But this seems to have been written before Constantine's
overthrow of the Heathen and persecuting emperors. See p. 205, Note 2.
-

own

times

is

—

—

Q

2
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angels prepared, like the evil angels once
Egypt,- to desolate this self-same Roman

I.

loose on
earth with

let

soon as a temporary restraint laid on them might
be withdrawn.

fury, so

But what the cause of the coming judgments ? Considering that the whole system of Paganism had now
high places, and the empire been
Christendom, the severity might
surely appear strange, and such as to need explanation.
And would it not then be given to St. John ? Was it
not declared, " The Lord will do nothing but he revealeth the secret to his servants the prophets ? " ^
In truth
that declaration was not forgotten.
The cause of the
coming judgments was not hidden from his prophet in
Patmos.
In the figuration of the sealing vision immediately following, and certain explanatory statements that
accompanied it, there was both given him a clear general
intimation that sufficiently accounted for them
it
being to the effect that the great mass of the professedly
christianized people of the Roman Empire would be at
the time figured Christians in profession only
and further a certain more particular, though obscurer intimation was also thrown out, if I mistake not, as to the peculiar character of this their unsoundness in the faith
vanished from

changed into

its

Roman

—

;

:

;

to the effect that

it

the characteristics

would

exhibit, in

some form or other,

of an incipient
proceed to unfold each of

(properly speaking)

antichristian apostacy.^

—

I

Psalm Ixxviii. 49; "He cast upon them the fierceness of his anger, wrath,
indignation, and trouble, by sending evil angels among them."
On the figuration itself of the tempest-angels, let me make the four following
remarks.
1, The /our winds may be considered as representing a// the winds.
Compare Ezek. xxxvii. <>, Dan. vii. 2, Matt. xxiv. 31. 2. Their ahgel-directors
may be compared with the imaginary gods of each wind, as depicted in the .^Eolian cave of Virgil.
holding, may be understood probably, not in
3. KpaTsures,
the sense of reslraining, so as by Mr. Cuninghame and others; but in that of
holding, so as we might hold a weapon of war, for use.
So Rpa/rnv Sopv, ffKvraKr)v, ro^ou, &c
2 Chron. xxv. 5, 2 Sam. iii. 29, Jer. vi. 23.
(Septuag.)
For
the commission to injure, implied in verse 3, belonged evidently to the same
four angels that held the winds in verse 1.
4. The particle lua in verse 1
(" that it blow not") seems to be meant in the sense eventualiler, as Schleusner
expresses it; that is, as signifying the event or result, not the desire or design.
'

—

—

—

;

—

^
^

By "

Amos

iii.

antichristian properly speaking,"

7.
I

mean

in

a sense corresponding

:
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these prophetic intimations, and the illustrations that
history furnishes of their truth, under distinct Heads.

1.

— an

The GENERAL AND MORE OBVIOUS INTIMATION
intimation, I said, to the

effect that the great

:

maRo-

jority of the professedly christianized people of the
man earth would be at this time Christians in profession
only, but in heart earthly, as before.

That

was intimated will be found to follow
from the sealing Angel's wordsj " Wait till we
have sealed the servants of God," compared with certain statements added afterwards as to the number of the
sealed, and their relation to the earth's inhabitants
presuming one thing only viz. that by the twelve tribes
of Israel, (including of course the 144,000 sealed out of
this

instantly

—

;

them,) we are to understand the then professing Christian
body; not the Jews, and their twelve tribes, literally taken.
Hence my first object must be to establish that important
premise and presumption.
Now, supposing the chronological position of the
sealing vision here given to be correct, as following after
the Constantinian revolution, the historical proof of
this being the true interpretation of the symbol would
seeing that there is no record of
be in itself decisive
any remarkable conversion of Jews then occurring.
But
besides, and altogether independently of this consideration, it is to be observed that there exists in the prophecy itself internal evidence abundantly sufficient to
set aside all idea of literal Israelites being meant, and to
show that the appellation is figuratively used of proFor not only long before the revefessing Christians.
lation in Patmos, and even while the literal Jerusalem
was yet standing, had St. Paul taught the Gentile Christians to appropriate to themselves the name and privileges
of Israel,
even as those that were Abraham's seed,^ those
that were by adoption of the commonwealth of Israel,^
;

—

—

at p. C8 applied most properly to the term Antichrist
sumething in Christ's place.
- Eph. ii. 12, 13, 19.
Gal. iii, 29.

with that which
that

is,

I

showed

substitulini^
1

:
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and those that had been grafted into the true Jewish
while the literal Jews themselves, having re-

olive-tree,

jected their Messiah, were to be regarded as branches
broken off,"
but further, in the primary vision shown

—

to St.

John

in

Patmos,

(I

mean

the vision figuring " the

things that then were,") our Lord showed that this was
for He not
to be the Apocalyptic sense of the term
merely exhibited the Jewish sanctuary and its candlesticks,
:

to typify the then existing Asiatic Gentile churches, but
himself expressly so interpreted the emblem ;^ and moreover interwove, in his several addresses to them, other
similarly christianized Jewish figures and even appellations ^ all as if expressly to prepare St. John,* (so as
observed in the Introduction to this Commentary,^)
for attaching confidently and at once a similar Christian
meaning to such Jewish imagery and appellations as
might occur in the subsequent Apocalyptic visions, on
things future.
Thus directed, and by Christ Himself
as the interpreter, it was unhesitatingly presumed by me,
in my anticipative sketch of the Apocalyptic scenery,^
that such was to be the intent of the Jewish temple and
city apparent in vision.
And the precise accordance of
historic fact with the Apocalyptic figuration, so construed,
in the first and only example of Jewish scenery that has
:

,

—

— —

19Not without intimation added (let me observe) of the
indeed danger, of their falling away from the spirit of their profession
as Christ's anti-typical Israel even like the Jews, the typical Israel of old. So
" Now in these things they were our types :" (for so, I conceive, the
1 Cor. X. 6
clause, TavTa Se rviroi 7]ixoiv iyivr)Q7](rav, is to be construed, understanding Kara
before Taura:) where the context sets fortli the sundry unfaithfulnesses of the
ancient Israel in the wilderness, as examples for the warning of Christians.
In" If God spared not the natural branches," &c.
deed so too Rom. xi. 21
^ Apoc. i. 20.
And so too the term angel used by Him for bishop; a term
derived from the Jewish synagogue.
See Note 4 p. 75 suprk.
Figures ; as Apoc. ii. 20, " Thou sufferest that woman Jezebel, which calleth
"
herself a prophetess," &c
iii. 12,
I will make him a pillar in the temple of my
God, and i will w rite upon him the name of the city of my God, which is netv
Jerusalem :" appellations ; as Apoc. ii. 9, and iii, 9, "that say they are Jews,
and are not." See on this my Note 4 p. 74 suprk with the explanation given
in which not Vitringa only, but also Mede, I see, (on Apoc. vii,) coincides
" adeo ut psevdo-christiani in Epistolis ad ecclesias pseudo~j udeei audiant."
* With admonitions included
which implied, just like those of St. Paul, that,
although they had assumed the plice and the name of the ancient Jews, the
Christian Churches might yet similarly become corrupt and rejected. E. g. Apoc.
" Repent, or I will come quickly, and remove thy candlestick," &c.
ii. 5
' P. 74 suprli.
« See p. 100.
'

Rom.

xi. 17

l)0ssibility,

;

;

—

—

;

—

•*

;

—

:

;

;
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to the vision of the

souls under
have added confirmation in the reader's mind to the correctness of my
presumption
confirmation, I may say, that will be
found to gather strength each step as we proceed, from the
equally clear correspondence with historic fact of all other
^ not
Jewish visible imagery, so construed, yet to come
to add from the failure also of all attempts at consistently explaining it, on the principle of a literal Jewish
application.^
And if Jewish inanimate visible symbols
are thus to bear a Christian meaning, it would surely
be nothing less than a palpable and gross inconsistency
not to affix a Christian sense also to the personal appellayet occurred,

refer

(I

the temple-altar,) cannot but already
'

:

—

;

A

confirmation strengthened by the fact of the understanding of the vision
this sense, and self-application of the Jewish figure, by the Christian martyrs
of the aera figured
See p. 203,
for example by Ignatius, Polycarp, and others.
suprk.
TertuUian (adv. Marcion. iii. 23) thus specifically expresses himself on
" Abstulit Dominus ^ Judfea Spiritum Sanctum, qui
the symbol in question
thereby
cedificat ecclesiam, templum scilicet, et doraum, et civitatem Dei "
noting the literal Jews' exclusion from answering to the figure of the temple, and
the substitution for them in that respect of the Christian Church.
- As in the explanations of the incense-offering scene, Apoc. viii. 3,
that of
that of the
the voice from the four corners of the golden altar, Apoc. ix. 13,
measuring the temple and altar, Apoc. xi. 1, 2, that of the 144,000 seen with
and that of the new Jerusalem, Apoc,
the Lamb on Mount Zion, Apoc. xiv. 1,
xxi,
besides the present vision.
^ There are two classes of interpreters who have attempted this
the one
consisting of those who would make part of the Apocalypse fulfilled in the destruction of the ancient Jerusalem
a class stopped, and excluded at the very
outset, by the simple date of the Apocalypse, compared with the declaration
that the prophecy was to prefigure things subsequent to that date (see p. 50
suprjl)
the other of those that regard the whole Apocalypse to be as yet unfulfilled
a class similarly shut out, as I have before oljserved, by the declaration
that the visions of the Book were to refer to things that would happen in con(See p.
tinuous succession next after the state of the church then in existence.
110.)
And here let the further difficulty be marked that meets either class on the
the
the
fifth
first
(as
Lee,
explain
martyrs
of
The
&c.)
point now referred to.
that
Seal, seen under the altar, to be the Christian martyrs of the first century
The others (as Burgh, &c.)
is, explain a Jewish symbol to signify Christians.
make indeed the 144,000 sealed Israelites to be the converted Jews of the last
though depicted as the whole body
days as also the 144,000 of Apoc. xiv. 1
that had the mark of God in contradistinction to those that bore Antichrist's
mark. But the New Jernsalem of Apoc. xxi, (albeit with " the names of the
twelve tribes of the children of Israel" on its twelve gates, just as specifically as
here,) they are constrained to explain as the whole Church of the redeemed.
The reader must further bear in mind that God's servants is a term here used as
equivalent to the 144,000
a phrase apocalyptically applied to those for whose
those whom Antichrist would oppress
edification the Apocalypse was given,
(So Apoc.
and murder, and those who are to be rewai-ded at Christ's coming.
And is it only to
i. 1, xxii. 6,
xix. 2, ii. 20,— x. 7, xi. 18, xix. 5, G, xxii. 3.)
converted Jews of the last day that these things, predicted of the 144,000, apply ?
^

ill

;

—

;

:

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

;

:

—
;

—

—

;

:

:

—

—

—

:
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of Israel.

— Let me just add,

[part

I,

ere I pass on, that there

and names of the tribes
two
purposely framed
seem
might
which
enumerated,
here
to point out the intended apphcation of the term to the
In
christian Israel, and the exclusion of the Jewish.^
the first place, there is an intermingling of the tribes
sprung from the hond-woman with those sprung from
an arrangement suited only to the
the free-woman
Christian dispensation, in which there is " neither barbut Christ is all, and
barian, Scythian, bond nor free
In the next place Levi is here inserted in the
in all."
a token of his not being detached from
twelve tribes
the rest by any peculiar office, as under the Jewish dispensation •? in other words, of the Israel intended being
one in which there would be no longer anything of the
peculiarities in the order

are

;

;

;

^

p. 112

suprL

of the sons of Jacob is given according to
primogeniture: those of the same mother only being placed together; and the
sons of the freewomen, Leah and Rachel, taking precedence before the sons of
their respective handmaids, the bondwomen Bilhah and Zilpah.
The relation of the order in this list to that here given in the Apocalypse, will
be best seen by their juxta position. In that from Genesis subjoined, L. R. B.
Z. are the initials of the four mothers.
2

In Gen. xxxv. 23, &c. the

Gen.

list
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ancient peculiarity of the Levitical priesthood, and consequently one in which the Levitical ritual would be

"For the priesthood being changed,
of necessity a change also of the law."
My premise established, I next observe, as to the relation of these twelve tribes of Israel and the 144,000
sealed ones, that they are not identical, (so as many have
represented the matter,^) but the latter an election out of
the former.
It is not said of the 12,000 sealed from
Judah that they constituted the tribe of Judah, but that
they were sealed out of that tribe ; or, again, of the
144,000 that they constituted the twelve tribes of Israel,
but that they were sealed as an election out of them.-*
Where the preposition en, or out of, stands after any
such verb as sealed, between a definite numeral and a
noun of multitude in the genitive, sound criticism requires, doubtless, that the numeral should be thus construed, as signifying not the whole, but a part taken
out."^
Which being so, the twelve tribes, the larger body,
in all its tribual completeness, must necessarily signify
the whole christian professing body in the Apocalyptic
the latter God's true servants
world, or Roman empire
In the figurative language of the Apocalypse,
out of it.
done

away.

there

'

is

—

;

of Judah's precedence is given, 1 Chron. v. 2
"Judah prevailed over his brethren, because of him came (or was to come) the Prince."
On Dan's omission in the apocalyptic list, curious speculations have been
founded by some of the fathers, as if it were an intimation of Antichrist's being
of that Jewish tribe.
It seems to me reason sufficient that, to make room for
Levi's insertion, which was important, the omission of some one tribe was
needed so as in the genealogical series, 1 Chron. iv, v, &c; where indeed Zabulon
also is omitted.
It is observable that Dan, from the time of the Judi^es even to
the captivity, continued in idolatry.
So Judges xviii. 30.
;

:

—

1

Heb.

"

Many

^

eccppayuTfxfvoi eK

*

The following passages may serve

vii.

12.

have called the 144,000, the sealed

tribes.

But

Traffrjs cpvXris vloiv IcrparjX' e/c (pvXTjs

see Note 1, p. 237.
leSa i/S'x'^'oSes &c.

Exod. xxxii. 28 Kai
3000 of, or out of, the people :"
eireaov tj Icrparj\ TptaKovra X'AioSes" " There fell of Israel, or out
1 Sam. iv. 10
of Israel, 30,000:" Judges xx. 35; AmpQupav e/c t« Beviafj-iv eiKocn Kat irej'Te
Numb. i. 21 v eTri(TK€\pis avTwv €k ttjs <pv\n\s 'Pe/Srjv TccrcraXiAiaSay, &c
paKovra Bvu x'A'otSes, &c
"42,500 (of the age of twenty and upwards) out of
the tribe of Reuben." So, again, in the latter half of the chapter we are consi"
dering
I looked, and behold a great multitude out of every nation, and tribe,
and people, and tongue;" €k navros edP8S, Kai (^vKoov, nai \aaiv, &c. and in
ch. vi. 1'; " When the Lamb had opened one of the seals," fxiav e/c rwv irrppaytSon'.
So Matthiaj says " E/c serves to denote a choice out of several objects," &c.
Greek Grammar, Blomfield's Trans), p. 996.
fireffav (k

tb XaB

eis rpicrxiAfss

avSpas'

as illustrations.

" There

;

fell

;

:

;

;

;

:

—

;

^
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the one was the professing Israel, the other the Israel
For just as under the Jewish
of God, or true Israel.
dispensation, so under the Christian,
Israel that

were of Israel

:" (a TravTf?

"All were not

lo-pa-^x bi el la-fa.fj'k-)

God

had out of each his election of grace.
And what then the proportion of the faithful to the
It was intimated
nominal, the true to the professing ?
that they would be but few in the comparison. This appears from their number being stated as only 144, (jOO
out of all the tribes of Israel
whereas the population
:

of the twelve tribes, or ^oiieKafvXov, at the time when
they were united as a kingdom under David or Solomon, the standard, I conceive, to be referred to,
answering as the Church now did to Israel settled under
regal government,^
must have amounted altogether to
some six or seven millions.- According to which standard the proportion indicated was not more than one to
fifty ; according to any, a proportion but small.
Besides which, there was to be inferred from the prophetic language not only an intimate connection, but an
impending if not entire identification of these twelve
professing tribes, in respect of spirit as well as of constituency, with the inhabitants of the Roman earth.
have
seen above that the 144,000 were an election out of the
twelve tribes.
Now it also appears that they were an
election out of the inhabitants of the Roman earth.
For in the saying, '* Hurt not the earth till we have
sealed the servants of God on their foreheads," it is implied that, but for the sealing, these servants of God
would have been subject, like others, to injury from the
tempests
and consequently that, in respect of the
locality of their habitation, they were mingled among
the inhabitants of the devoted land.
Hence, as both the

—

—

We

;

Not

wiien however the number o{ men in Israel above
46) was some 600,000, and whole population consequently near two millions or above twelve times 144,000.
- In Joab's numbering of the people
under the reign of David, 1,000,000
were found to be the number of the men of war. So 2 Sam. xxiv, 9; or, as
1 Chron, xxi. .5, 1,470,000
and this exclusive of Levi and Benjamin. The which
implies at least six millions for the whole population.
Now under Christ (Gal.
^ Sec Note 1.
iii. 28) male and female are alike to be reckoned.
'

to its wilderness state

twenty years old (Numb.

3,

i.

;

:

:
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inhabitants of the Apocalyptic earth, and the twelve Apocalyptic tribes of Israel, did alike include, and were alike
distinguished from^ God's servants, the 144,000, the two
fornner must have been either identical, or the twelve

have constituted a notable part of the earth's inFor the present, as the three parties are separately noted, it might be that the identification was not
tribes

habitants.

complete. But in the next chapter, just before the bursting of the tempests, 1 must observe anticipatively that two
only are alluded to,
the inhabitants of the Roman earth,
and the saints or sealed ones ^ so that by that time
the identification had been evidently completed.
But in
what way ? Not so much (so the designation adopted
showed) by the Roman world being absorbed into the
church, as by the professing church being assimilated in
spirit to the world.
The mass of the professing Israel,
exclusive of the sealed ones alone, were thenceforth designated (just like the Roman heathen population before)
as the inliabitcmts of the earth :
that is, according to
the sense of the term in Apocalyptic phraseology, as in

—

:

—

spirit earthly,

and of the

earthJ^

Such was the tenor of the general intimation given to
St. John, as to the state of religion in the Roman empire, after its destruction of Paganism, and first public
and mark its verification
profession of Christianity
in history. First it has been already shewn from Eusebius,
how, after the overthrow of the Pagan emperors and supremacy by Constantine, the Roman people in multitudes,
nor
and at length in the mass, embraced Christianity
must we fail to remember also how the christian body
thus enlarged, imperially headed, and ere Constantine's
:

—

:

death recognised as the chief constituency of the Roman
end of the century as its only constituency,^) did themselves adopt the figurative designastate, (indeed ere the

'

viii. 3, 5.

See at p. 102 supr^, the reference to Apoc. viii. 13, and Jerom's remark
on tile uniform bad sense in the Apocalypse of the inhabitants of the earth.
* Before his death laws were passed constituting heathen worship illegal in
the Roman empire.
About the end of the century, as observed in a former note,
the profession of the heathen religion was styled Paganism, or the religion of
"
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tion in this Apocalyptic vision, and exult in the application

nationally to themselves of the appellative Israel,

and of the predictions too respecting Israel's final glory.
Further, the accounts handed down to us of the religious state, at this time, of the mass of the professedly
christianized inhabitants of the Roman empire, do too well

—

correspond with the prophetic intimation, in their testito the general and grievous lack of vital practical
godliness among them.
Even Eusebius, notwithstanding his earlier glowing anticipations of good,^ confesses
in later life the multitude of hypocritical accessions to
the church.^
Similar to which are the representations
of other cotemporary Fathers, as Gregory Nazianzen for
not to add those of candid and learned moexample
derns, such as Mosheim,^ Neander,^ or Coleridge ^ and
the ready and multitudinous professions of Arianism in
the Empire, on the Arian Constantius' accession,^ furnoXXo* kK-^tom
nished corroborative proof clear and public.
" Many are called, but few chosen " was a
oXiyot €KX€Kroi.
saying now markedly true, according to the best testimony. Hitherto the distinction between the professing

mony

;

:

;

and the

outward Israel and the Israel of God,
had indeed existed always, was yet during

true, the

— though
the three

it

first

—

centuries

much

less observable,

in conse-

quence of the repression of hypocritical professors in great
measure by the general disfavour of Christianity, and its
frequent and sharp persecutions.^ But now that the sunshine of prosperity, and of imperial recognition and favour, had beamed on the Church visible, and men abused,
as they are wont, the bounty of God, and the christian
ordinances of man thereunto conforming,^ the distinction
pngi, obscure villages.
that there were then no

And

in

423 A. D. a law of Theodosius the 2nd states
in the empire.
See p. 226 suprk.

more pagans

aXiKTOv Twv

eKKXrjmav

'

to XptTtavoov «7rtirAar«j
a Book written after Constantine's death.
o-xw''''5'<'/i«'''«"' ovofxa. V.C. iv. .54
*
3 iv. 2. 3, 17, &c.
See the quotation from him under the next Head.
* See the reference to him in the Comment on Apoc. viii. 3.
-

iip(iiv€iav

rrjv

viro^uofievaiv, Kai

;

^

See Mosheim

iv. 2. 5.

14.

selection of faithful confessors under Pagan Rome for
the one and only Apocalyptic picture of the christian body, during the period of
the five first seals, as being the most characteristic one.
^ The duty of a christian sovereign to favour, promote, and, establish Christianity in his dominions, seems clear being the same, only on a larger scale, as that
^

Hence probably the

:
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became too prominent to escape cotemporary
just as it had long previously been

and historic notice
foreshown by God

;

in the visions of

Patmos.

Thus much on

the more obvious and general Apocaon this point, given to the Evangelist
John. Nor let me proceed further without suggesting to
the reader the extreme importance of his marking the distinction just noted, between the Apocalyptic Israel and
its 144,000
both with a view to his right understanding
of this prophecy, and his right understanding also of the
origin and history of certain doctrinal changes and errors
lyptic intimation

;

in the professing church.

—As

the neglect of observing what

to the Apocalypse,

from

speak of, commentators
of eminence have fallen into what I cannot but call the
grossest misconceptions
nor is it possible, without
:

I

^

of a christian head of a family. Would they who speak against Constantine's establishment and patronage of the christian church, carry out their principle, bond
Then, if the duty be clear, to argue from the
fide, in their own families ?
It is arguing from the abuse of a
evil resulting is evidently unsound argument.
thing, right and good in itself.
It is allowed, and the history of the three first
centuries has shewn it, that the church flourishes best under persecution, least
under prosperity. But would Constantine, arguing from results, have been right
Hereafter, in discussing Apoc. xi. 1, we may perhaps see the
in persecuting?

—

—

—

judgment exprest on this matter.
who designates the 144,000
For example, Mede

divine

as the "ecclesia gentium
notice of the tribes themselves.
Others, as Daubuz and Bishop Newton, interpret the sealed ones, or 144,000,
of the Jews admitted by baptism into the visible church about the time of Conthe palm-bearing multitude of the Gentile converts in the Roman emstantine
Daubuz even supposes the sealing angel from the east to represent Conpire.
But if all these were alike to be preserved, who were the excluded ones
stantine
from the benefit of the sealing, and on whom the injury from the tempests was
The Jews, or unbaptized heathen in the empire ? Certainly not the/orto fall ?
mei' : and, as to the latter, both Daubuz and Newton represent the angels as only
beginning their tempest blasts against the Roman earth and its inhabitants about
the beginning of the fourth century ; when, except in obscure villages, no unbapThe inconsistency is palpable.
tized heathen were to be found on it.
The difficulty of their explanation meets them again in another form at chapter ix. 4, where the locusts are commanded to hurt those only " who had not
To be consistent, they ought to interpret
the seal of God on their foreheads."
But, finding this imposthese also, as unbaptized heathens in the empire.
sible from the history, they now interpret the expression, and I doubt not corThus they are forced on that
rectly, of apostatizing, though baptized, christians.
distinction between the true a,nA the mere professing christians, on which I have
insisted
and which, if applicable to the sealed and the unsealed in ch. ix, must
be also applicable to them in ch. vii. Moreover in Apoc. xiv. 3 they make the
144,000 to be the whole faithful Church ; though in Apoc. vii. it was only its
Hebrew section. Vitringa and Mr. Digby more justly explain the 144,000 as
'

;

catholica, figurata typo Israelis

;

" omitting

all

;

!

;

—

the faithful ones out of the professing church.

—
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using the key it offers, to enter at all into the spirit of what
remains of the sacred prophecy. For the distinction described was not a mere temporary but an abiding one. The
whole subsequent history of the christian church, as time
,

in its lapse evolve it, was prefigured in what follows
of the Apocalypse under the two great divisions which this
the one, the great body of prodistinction recognizes
fessing Christians, the inhabitants of the Roman earth,
and constituency of the Roman state or city, who are
represented as departing farther and farther from spirituality and the truth, notwithstanding the checks of
God's severe chastening judgments, until at length inthe other, the little body
volved in complete apostacy
of his elect and sealed ones, the constituency of the holy
who,
City, and worshippers in His temple and presence

would

:

—

'

:

—

;

though approved and sheltered by God from real evil,
are yet described as having to pass through great tribulation, suffering persecution very soon from the professing
world, and being trampled down, vilified, murdered
until at length, the time of their vindication having come,
they appear under a designation that has reference evi;

dently to this their original constitution, I

" the

called,

and chosen, and

their Lord's final triumph.

faithful,"

— As

^

mean

that of

to participate in

to the other point, the

Old Testament prophecies of Israel's
the Church visible, in its earthly state,

application of the
final

glory to

under

Xho^ present dispensation, ^.nA. previous to Christ's
coming, is, if I mistake not, to be regarded as an innovation now first made on primitive doctrine
the earlier
Fathers having indeed applied, like St. Paul, the scriptural promises about Israel to the Christian Church, but
only in respect of its true constituency of real believers
nor looked for their grand fulfilment till the end of the
Church's pilgrimage at Christ's second coming, and introduction of a better dispensation.''
The innovation is
:

;

They

onward by notices in chapters viii. 5, 13 ix. 4, 20, xi. 2,
the fully developed apostacy, headed by Antichrist, alluded to in
^
chapter x, and descrihed in cluipter xiii.
Apoc. xvii. 14.
3 The cailier Fathers in any application of the name and privileges of Israel to
the Christian Church visible, made it in the spirit of charity ; trusting that those
'

are traced

9, 10, &c. into

,

^
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one the more observable, as it was perpetuated ever afterwards in the professing Church, prepared the way for

Rome's

antichristian appropriation of the prophecies of

the latter day, and

day.

still impresses by its distant echoes not
Protestant Christian bodies of the present
must hasten to my second Head.

among

a few

—But

I

11. The more
particular but obscurer intimation GIVEN to St. John
to the effect, it was
said, that this general unsoundness and defection from
:

the faith, would possess in

—

the characteristics

it

of an

incipient antichristian apostacy.

Assuredly, considering that the defection and the diswas to be thus continuous and important, it might
have been expected that not the mere/ac^ of its existence
and the consequent and contrasted /or^wnes of the two
tinction

would be here and elsewhere notified in the prophecy
but that there would be information given as to
the primary and subsequent most characteristic causes
and features of it, now and afterwards developed, and
so of the chief steps and ceras of the progress of the
Such is the
corrupted church into complete apostacy.
method constantly adopted by the Spirit in its biograof a Saul for example,
phical portraiture of individuals,
a Jehu, an Ahah; selecting the most characteristic traits,
and important steps and epochs, in their spiritual history
and downward progress, for exhibition and it seems to
me the only method by which the great moral lessons
of the subject, whether in retrospective or predictive
classes,
:

—

:

who

So
joined their body, depressed and persecuted as it was, were sincere.
Clemens Romanus (Ep. c. 29.) " Let us therefore come to Him with holiness of
mind, loving our gracious and merciful Father, who hath made us partakers of
His people Jacob became the portion of the
his election for thus it is written
So again
Lord, and Israel the lot of his inheritance. " (Deut. xxxii. 8, 9. Sept.)
Justin Martyr (Dial, cum Tryph. pp. 3.52, 360) in answer to Trypho's question,
TTeTreicrdai
outs
traPTOs
yevas
aips/J-ivas
Aei^as
tss
oiro
says
'Tfiets lapariK ere
tovtovs Kai
rt) $ov\7] Sia Tov Xpis'ov, [ov km IaKco/3 KaKiL Kai IcrpariX ovofia^ft)
laKoo^ Kai l(rpai)\.
And again p. 3.55, Uavres 6i Si' avrov (Xpirou) rw Uarpi
Trpoff^evyovres evXayrj/jievos I(rpa7j\ ert.
In another place (Apol. i. 25. 23.) he
thus limits his meaning to //'we Christians; O'l S'av fxt) evpiaKcovrai ^louvns ws
;

:

;

;

:

e5i5a|e (6 Xpiros), yva/pi^fcBwcrai'

TOV XpiTov 5i5a7;uaTa.

—

fjirj

ovres Xpis-tauot,

Kav

Xeyuffi dia yXiaacr-qs

ra
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Nor, I think, if with
himself to a closer
apply
person
kind
a
thoughts
examination of the Apocalyptic prophecy, will he fail
of becoming convinced that these notices do in fact
and that before the fuller descriptions of the
exist in it
Roman apostacy, first in ch. xi, then more at large in
chapters where it is drawn out
chapters xii and xiii,
chiefly with reference to Antichrist's heading it after its
there occur three distinct references to its
completion,
operation on the mass of the inhabitants of Roman
Christendom, as beginning, advancing, and then comBut it is by intimation and implication chiefly ;'^
pleted.^
in that method of allusive contrast, of which I spoke in
my Introduction.^ And as this principle is one as new
in its application as it is important in its results, and
this is the first out of my three chief applications of
it, it may be well for me, before proceeding, to expand
the explanatory hint given in the introductory notice
history, can be duly set before us.

of this

;

—

—

;

and very briefly to illustrate its nature and its truth,
In either class
alike from divine and human writings.
we shall see how often and how naturally in the definition of the right, dogmatic writers make specific and
pointed, though silent allusion, (always condemnatorily
of course,) to something wrong and erroneous opposed
thereto at the time figured.

begin with Scripture.

I

— When Ezekiel then speaks of

one that " hath not eaten on the
mountains, hath restored to the debtor his pledge, hath
spoiled none by violence," Sac,* who does not see that
he wrote the description allusively, and in condemnatory
contrast to principles and habits quite the contrary, by
which the great bulk of the Jews were than characterAgain, when St. John in his first Epistle writes
ized ?
in one place of Jesus being the Christ,''
in other places
of Jesus Christ having come in the flesh, come not by
water only, but by water and blood,'''
and again, of the
the righteous

man

as

—

'
'^

The

s&y
apostacy.
I

5

—
—

chap, vii
the other two \n Apoc. viii. 3, x. 1, &c.
hecause in Apoc. ix. 20, 21, there is a (/»•«< notice of the
See pp. 112, 113 suprJk.
Ezek. xviii. 6, &c.

first in this

chif'Jiy,

:

''

1

John

V. 1.

•*

c

Ih. iv. 2, v. G.

J

—
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knowledge of things the most precious being communi-

—

can the critical reader
cated by Christ to true Christians/
help seeing a pointedness in the statements such as might
lead

him

to suspect

an intended, though silent allusion to
Under which suspicion if he

certain contrary doctrines?

look into history, it will fully confirm his suspicion by its
account of the Gnostic heretics then abounding teachers
who maintained that Jesus was a mere man, and not
the Christ ; (the Christ, a divine yEon, having indeed
entered the man Jesus in the water of baptism, but left
him at Calvary ere his baptism in blood :) moreover
they
that they only were the yvuq-iKot, or knowing ones,
only the teachers that had attained to knowledge in
divine things, and that possessed the key and the power
In short, as Michaelis justly obof communicating it.
serves,^ the scope and point of these verses of the Epistle
are not fully to be discerned, without this historical
;

—

—

illustration.

Then turn we

to

human

writings.

And

here so co-

pious are the illustrations, that we can scarce refer to any
Code of legal enactments, any Creeds, Acts of Councils,
or Articles of Faith, without finding the principle exemSays the Nicene Creed, " I believe in Jesus
plified.
Christ of one substance with the Father :" not merely
marking therein the true belief, but marking it contradislb. V. 20, ii. 20, 3, iv. 13, 8, iii. 2, 5, 14, v. 15 :— " We know that the Son
God is come, and hath given us an understanding to know Him that is true."
" Ye have an unction from the Holy One, and know all things." " We know
that we know Him, if we keep His commandments." " We know that we dwell
''
He that
in Him, and He in us, because He hath given us of His Spirit."
loveth not, knoweth not God, for God is love. We know that we have passed
"
we
because
love the brethren."
If we know that He hearfrom death to life,
" We know that
eth us, we know that we have the petitions we ask of Him."
He was manifested to take away our sins, and in Him is no sin." " We know
that when He shall appear we shall be like Him, for we shall see Him as He is."
1

of

—

St. John adds, ii. 26, "These things have I written to you concerning,"
&c. &c.
(or with reference to) "them which seduce you."
Contrasted with this, how poor and vain is all the boasted knowledge of the
I am reminded myself by it of Cowper's beautiful contrast
wise of this world
of the unlettered and poor christian widow with the great Gnostic of the French
Revolution, Voltaire
" Yon cottager who weaves at her own door.
Pillow and bobbins all her little store,
Just knows enough,
no more, her bible true
truth the brilhant Frenchman never knew."
!

:

—

—

:

A

2

Introduction to the

VOL.

I.

New

Testament, Chap. xxx.

R

3.
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tinctively to that of the homceousian Avians,

I.

who would

be similar indeed to the Father's,
Says the Athanasian Creed,
but not one and the same.
" Though God and Man, yet not two, but one Christ ;"
and again, " One not by confusion of substance, but by
unity of person :" therein primarily defining " the catholic and right faith ;" but not without distinct allusive
contrast to the Nestorians and Eutychians, doctrinists
who were supposed to hold, the one that Christ had two
persons, the other that Christ had but one substance or
nature.'
And so again, and once more, (not to extend

have Christ's nature

to

—

—

the illustration beyond what

is

necessary,) the Articles of

Take, for examChurch of England very generally.
ple, the vith on the Sufficiency of Scripture, thexith on
Justification by Faith, the xivth on Works of Supererogation, the xixth on the Church, the xxvth on the Sathe

craments, &c, &c,
laid

down

there

— not only

on these

is

the true Christian doctrine

points, but

it is

allusive contrast all along to the contrary

doctrines of the

Church of Rome.

stated in direct

and erroneous

Even on

a first peruof them, a discerning person can scarcely fail to see a
certain pointedness in the phraseology, which might
make him suspect that some such allusion was intended;
and then, on instituting inquiry, and turning to expositors like Bishop Burnet, he finds his suspicions verified,
and, point by point, the peculiar force and value of the
Article thereby illustrated.
sal

The

truth of the allusive expository principle thus

established,

we

confidently

and more

shall be prepared to apply

intelligently

to

it

both more

the Apocalyptic

vision now before us.
Nor, in order to this, is more
needed than that we consider on the one hand the description of the 144,000, or true Israel, God's servants
or sealed ones, here figured, and any thing pointedly set

forth in their description

;

on the other, that of the out-

^
It is in fact known from these very allusive condemnatory references to
Ncstorius and Eutyches that the Creed, though called Athanasian, was composed
near a century after Athanasius the Council of Ephesus convened against the
former having been held A. D. 431, that of Chalcedon against the latter, 451.
:
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Israel, the

body of the professing church of the

period depicted, in regard specially of these same particulars, as given in history: and then, comparing the

two together, judge whether the contrast be such, and so
pointed, as to indicate a designed reference in the Apocato its historically developed counterpart.
In the Apocalyptic vision, then, the figurative sketch
given of the true Israel points not merely to the distinctive mark imprest, but also to the concomitant initiation
and first numbering of its constituent members in the holy
body
in all which the acting of the Lord Jesus, we

lyptic picture,

:

most prominent in the pican Angel ascending from the east that is
and the seal he bears characdescribed as sealing them
shall
ture.

soon
For

see, is the feature
it is

;

God.
the seal of the living, or life-giving
Now the seal designates evidently that " Holy Spirit of
God, whereby believers are sealed unto the day of redemption ;" ^ while the angel's delegation from the life-giving
terized as

*

God, and ascending from the east, as evidently intimate
And both these
and light with him.
characteristics, and his registering the sealed ones, and
his bringing life

language too to the tempest-angels, alike indicate him
no created angel, but the Angel of the covenant,
For to what Angel but Him belongs
the Lord Jesus.
the symbol of the " light of the world," the " day-spring
from on high visiting us ? " ^ Of what other Angel is it

his

to be

the prerogative to baptize

and

seal with the Spirit

;"*

or,

This use of the word living, especially when applied to God or Ciirist, is
So "I am the living bread," John vi. 51 called in verses S.""), 48,
" The bread of life." Compare also John v. 57, Acts vii. 38, Heb. x. 20 &c.
- Eph. iv. 30.
"On whom, also, after
So also in the same Epistle, i. 13
that ye believed, ye were sealed with that Holy Spirit of promise, which is the
earnest of our inheritance, until the redemption of the purchased possession:"
Greek, Ef & eacppayicrdriTe rq) Tlvevnart r-qs enayyeXias' marking, I think, Christ
as the sealer, the Spirit as the seal imprest. (See Macknight.) And, again, 2 Cor.
" He who stablisheth and hath anointed us is God who hath also sealed
i. 22
us, and given the earnest of the Spirit in our hearts."
3 John viii. 12, Luke i. 78.
In the latter passage the Greek word for the dayspring is avaroKy].
In 2 Cor. iv. 6 the illumination of the soul is ascribed to
God " God, who commanded the light to shine out of darkness, hath shined in
our hearts, to give us the light of the knowledge of his glory in the face of Jesus
Christ."
But what God docs, Christ, as God, of course partakes in.
" He it is which baptizeth with the Holy
* So John i. 33, Matt. iii. 11, &c
"
Ghost:
also Eph, i. 13, quoted in Note 2 just before.
1

common.

;

:

;

;

;

—

:

;

R
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have given him to
but Him
appertain to number names in that register which

as the Father hath life in Himself, so to

have

Himself ?

life in

To what angelic Being

'

does it
proves eventually to be the Book of Life : ^ or to whom
else to stay the destroying angels, and in the plural language of Divinity to say to them, " Hurt not till we
Him, then, as the Author of their
have sealed ? "^

— By

God's servants, the 144,000, are represented
as individually noted, indeed chosen out,^ from amidst
the mass of the professing Israel, while coincidently illumined and quickened under his influences then as sealed
by Him with the Spirit, and numbered, without a single
salvation,^

:

one's

omission, in the register of the true Israel, the

Book

of

Life.

—Thus

initiated

and

sealed,

the

mark-

bearing on their foreheads implies the consistent open
Compare verse 24 also John i. 4 " In Him was life, and the
men " &c. and John xvii. 2 " Thou hast given him power
over all flesh, that He should give eternal life to as many as thou hast given him
and this is life eternal, to know thee, the only true God, and Jesus Christ whom
thou hast sent." Indeed the whole history of Christ's people, as intimated in John
xvii, may be most fitly and profitably compared with the history of the 144,000,
^

life

John V.
was the

26.

:

light of

;

;

;

:

as traced in the Apocalypse.
- The 144,000, in their full number, are noticed in chap. xiv. 4, 5, as the firstalso, allusively, as the Lamb's bride, " being virfruits to God and the Lamb
Again, "the called chosen and faithful," evidently the same body, apgins."
pear, as already observed, partakers in Christ's final triumph. Thus the issue
with all is salvation. They prove to have been all members of " that church of
the first-born, whose names are written^in heaven,'' spoken of Heb. xii. 2.3.
Compare Ps. Ixxxvii. f>, Rev. xiii. 8, xvii. 8, xxi. 12 and also more especially
the following passages ; Rev. xxi. 27, where the saved are said to be " written in
Rev. iii. 5. ; "I will not blot out thy name from
the Lamb's book of life "
the book of life " and Ezek. xiii. 9, "They shall not be in the assembly of my
people, neither shall they be written in the register of the house of Israel."
Which last passage should be collated with the preceding vision (so parallel with
in which the sealing angel- priest is reprethis in the Apocalypse) of Ezek. ix
sented with an ink-horn, as the registrar of God's servants in apostate Jerusalem.
3 On this staying of the destroying angels compare 2 Sam. xxiv. 16, and Ezek.
ix. ,5, 6; where the act is spoken of as Jehovah's.
On the plural, axpi-s (T(ppayicrufxfv, ""Wait till we have sealed," compare Gen. i. 26, " Let us make man in our
"
image
also Gen. iii. 22, xi. 7
and Isa. vi. 8 ; " I heard the voice of Jehovah saying, "Whom shall / send ? Or who will go for us ?" Commentators
are generally agreed in explaining the use of the plural, in these collated passages,
as the indication of one of the persons of the Holy Trinity ; and Vitringa here
makes the same inference from it. Let mc add that Kimchi, on Zech. xi. 5, refers
;

.

:

;

:

:

—

:

:

—

to Job XXXV. 10, "Where is God my makers," and Psalm cxlix. 2, " Let Israel
rejoice in hisinakers ;" as passages where the plural is similarly used.
* Elsewhere successively we shall find this same Angel of the Covenant dejiicted, in similar contrast to ojjposed antichristian errors, as the Angel- Mediator

and the Angel -Justifier. So
* They are called in Apoc.
passage already referred

to.

viii. 3, x. 1.

xvii. 14,

" the called, chosen out, and faithful;" a

—
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testimony of a holy profession and
their being indeed,

what they are

life,

witnessing to
Lord's ser-

called, the

So that this description of the origin, concomiand moral consequences of the sealing with God's
answers well to the two characteristics elsewhere

vants.
tants,
seal

attached

to

it

:

—

recognition of his

first,

own

hy

God ;

" The Lord knoweth them that are His " secondly,
holiness in the appropriated ; " Let every one that nameth
:

—

name

In the preof Christ depart from iniquity."'
amidst the threatened and quickly coming
judgments, this sealing is represented as a preservative to
the

sent world,

—

a preservative of the aggregate body, in
the sealed ones
completeness, from destruction ; ^ a preservative of
Their parthe individuals constituting it from real evil.
:

its

ticipation in Christ's final

chosen, and

triumph as " the called, and
mention other intermediate

faithful," (not to

Apocalyptic notices of their history,) is described elseAnd in the here appended and connected vision
where.^
of the palm-bearers, (the sealed ones being included, as
I shall afterwards shew,'* in the palm-bearing multitude,)
a glimpse is given of the results beyond this world.
They are depicted as appearing in the divine presence in
the white garments of justification, having washed and
made them white in the blood of the Lamb,^ (a whiteness

—

—
—

as victorious, though
recognized by God and angels;)
and beginning that
brought out of great tribulation,
song of thanksgiving to their Saviour God, which will

never end.

Such

the figurative sketch of God's servants, the

is

(a figuration that will remind us
of Ezekiel's not unparallel figurative vision of God's servants, and their sealing, when the destroying tempests
were about to burst on Jerusalem,^ though the latter

true Israel, here given

:

and is less full and particular :)
and respecting which it now remains to see whether (just
as Ezekiel's seems to have depicted God's preservative

varies indeed in detail,

1

^

white

&,c."

Mede ad

* p. 269.
^ Apoc. xvii. 14.
loc.
" they washed their garments and made them
So that the white was their colour while in this world*
" Ezek. ix. 1
7.

2 Tim.

It is said

ii.

19.

^

in the past tense,

—

—
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of his faithful feiv

'\n

Israel, in

contradistinction

to the universal assurances of preservation given

though then apostate, by

I.

to the

and prohere
too
an
intended
be
not
and
may
phets/ so) there
much more particular though allusive contrast, to the
character and prospects of the mass of the professing
nation,

Israel of the Constantinian sera.

now look

us

To judge

of

this,

let

outward church,
cotemporary history.

at the portraiture of the

the professing Israel, as given in

And

their priests

here, in a

manner somewhat remarkable, it is
members that our atten-

specially to the initiation of its

is directed, I may almost say forced, by its promiThis was of
nence in the historic records of the sera.
And in so far as this
course by the rite of baptism.
outward rite was concerned, we find that all was done in
order.
They were regularly admitted by the bishops
and presbyters into the congregation of the visible
church. The crowds of adults^ thus admitted by baptism,
after Constantine's accession to the supremacy, have been

tion

It was quite a feature of the times.
And
thus far it was well.
But, what of the neophytes' personal looking iu faith to Jesus, as the soul's life and light,

already noted.

to secure the spiritual blessings shadowed
out in the sacramental rite ? Of this, and of the doctrine
On the other hand, it is
inculcating it, we read little.
scarce possible for a student of the church history of the
times not to be struck, as he reads, with the exaggerated
and unscriptural notions then widely prevalent of the virtue attached to the outiuard baptismal rite, as if in itself
that is, when duly performed
sufficient to secure them
by the ministering presbyter ; or, as in Levitical phrase,
and with Levitical functions attaching, he was now generally called, the ministering ifpev^^ sacerdos, or priest ?^
Throughout the whole of the preceding century, and even

whereby alone

:

—

Ezck. ix. 9, xiii. 7
Compare Jer. vii.
10, &c.
beg the reader to mark this. We have here
with the difficulties of infant baptism.
'

"

1

4, xxiii. 17, xxix. 8,
little

&c.
comparatively to do

' It is much to be regretted that the same word priest should have come in our
language to be used for both the Grcrk word TrpfcrlivTepos, ))rest))ter, and the
very different word Upevs the latter properly a sacrificing priest, as in the Jewish
or in the heathen ritual.
:

1

—
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preparation had been making for these views by
honour on it. Besides its
earlier title of xsTfov TraX;77eve3-<«?, it was now entitled, as
earlier, a

the accumulation of titles of

Bingham

tells us, (xi. 1,)

the

a-fpocyi,;,

fvXccKTrjptov, afdccpa-tat; ivhvfj.a, aurvipiov;

xa^f^KT/n, Kvpie, (puno-i^ot;,

the Seal, the Lord's mark,

the illumination, the phylactery or preservative, the investiture of incorruption, the salvation. In the language of

an eminent bishop of the day " It was the ransom to captives, the remission of offences, the death of sin, the regeneration of the soul, the garment of light, the holy seal indissoluble, the chariot to heaven, the luxury of Paradise,
the procuring of the kingdom, the gift of adoption."
The
partial counteractives that had previously operated to prevent the abuse of similar unguarded expressions by earlier
Fathers of the Church,^
the counteractives, I mean,
not of mere doctrinal cautions, (such as were still indeed at times addressed to candidates, neophytes, and
the Church generally, though by no means, either in
frequency or in evangelical clearness of doctrine, according to the exigency of the case,) but that of a stricter
probationary discipline, and yet more of persecution from
ivithout,^
these were now either wholly or comparatively
inoperative. A magical virtue, as it has been expressed,
was too generally thought to attach to the rite and
that not only were all sins ipso facto washed away by it,*
;

^

—

—

;

*

And so again, very similarly, Cyril's cotemporary
Gregory Nazianzen, who in his fortieth oration writes

Cyril Cat. Lect. Introd. 16.

in the fourth century,

thus of baptism
Aoopov KaXaixev, x^P'O'M't, XP"^H''^> <pi^Ti(T/u.a, acpOapatas evSvfia,
KsTpov iraAiyyevecrias, <T<ppayiSa, Ttav otl rt/xwv.
" Baptism is called grace,
^ E. g. by Clement of Alexandria, about A. D. 200.
washing, because by it we wash away our
illumination, perfection, washing
sins; grace, because through it there is remitted the punishment due to our
sins; illumination, because by it that holy saving light is beheld through which
we behold God perfection, because in it there is nothing wanting.
2 Mr. Faber, in his valuable Work on the Primitive Doctrine of Regeneration,
"In early times, during the
p. 123, thus notes both these counteractives.
period of vehement persecution, few would become candidates for baptism,
who were not deeply impressed with the necessity of seeking a refuge from
the wrath to come
and the Church was careful to admit none to the holy rite,
save those who had passed through the probationary state of catechumens
and might be justly hoped to have given the required answer of a good conscience to the legitimate interrogation propounded solemnly at the font."
* So
Cyril above.
Again Athanasius speaks of it as naQapriKov iraa-ris olas
5r/7roTe ttfiapTids' a passage quoted by Faber, p. 168: and Ephrem Syrus, on
;

:

;

:
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as by an amulet, averted.'— The ceremonies
superadded
to the simple form prescribed and pracnow
tised at its original institution added to this impression.
The custom is recorded how the candidate turned to
the ivest, while priestly words of exorcism were uttered,
by which it was supposed that he was now- at length
delivered from the dominion of the Prince of darkness ;^
then to the east,^ as to receive, together with the bap-

but

all evils,

And
tismal immersion, the illumination of the Spirit.
then he was enrolled in the church register, as being of

A

crown was borne
the christian Israel.
token of his victory over sin and the world ;
a white dress put upon him, as on one washed from sin,
and robed for immortality and moreover, as Gregory
Nazianzen tells us, he was led up before the altar in
token of the beatific vision of the life to come, and received with psalmody, as in foretaste of the hymnings of
Thus were all the constituent members of
the blessed.'*
the

number of

by him,

in

:

—

Dan.

xii.

9, 10,

explains " the

many

to be

made white,"

as " baptismi lavacro

dealbandos."

way of speaking of the pardon of sin in baptism, Clemens Alex, had,
And so (not to mention others) the Council of Carseen, preceded.
thage, under Cyprian, called it inthilgentia dwina ; a term famous afterwards.
Says Bingham, " The true ancient proper notion of an indulgence is God's
In this

we have

—

pardoning sin by the ministerial application of his sacraments." It was in fact
In them it signified, 1st, remission of
a phrase borrowed from imperial usages.
punishment due 2nd, remission of tribute due. See Capitolinus, in Antonino
and the Codex Theodos. Tit. De Indulgentiii.
Pio Amtmanus Marcel, xvi. 5
On its virtue as a phylactery Cyril says " The blessed John discourses
;

;

;

'

;

much concerning this chrism :" (that used in baptism:) " for this holy thing is a
Cat. Lect. xxi. 7.
spiritual presenntive of the body, and safeguard of the soul."

And

similarly Basil says of

it

M.-q a-KoKecr-rts

;

to (pvAaKTtip

iop.

Clement, in his history of the youth that was reclaimed from his apostacy by
St. John, furnishes a notable example.of the manner in which, in Clement's view,
this notion of the preservative power of baptism might be abused. He says that
the Bishop neglected the young man after his baptism, trusting to its prophylactic
virtue

:

v(p7)Ke

(pvAaKTripiov

tjjs

TrXetofos

eiris'Tjo'as, Ttiv

eTrifxeKetas Kai

7rapa<pv\aKris

,

iis

to re\etov avra

acppa'yi^a rou Kvpiov.

- Ncander
(p. 35G) says that the first unetiui vocal trace of exorcism in baptism
found in the Council of Carthage A. D. 250, mentioned above. Sotoo Mosheim.
^ This turning to the East was a custom early applied to prayer.
So Tertullian notes the practice in his Apology, ch. xvi. And Clemens Alexandrinus thus

is

E7re» Se yevfOKia Tj/xfpas eiKcov rj avaroXT], KaKfiOev to (pais av^sTai, fK
it
Kai tois iv ayvoia mi\ivSovfJi.(vois avertiAi yvtatreiios
(TKOTus Kaixi^av to Trpcarov,
aKridaas 7]fj.epa, koto Aoyov to 7)Ai8 npos tijv iwOtvrtv avaToXriv al f uxoi' Stromal,

cxjjlains

:

aWa

vii. p. 8.56.

Mosheim

ii.

2. 4. 7,

notes

its

—

superstitious tendency.

Bingham, ch. xiii. Vol. iv. p. 226. Mosheim notices the crown worn by the
neophytes, and its understood typical intimation of their victory over the world
and sin. " Initiati, corona candidfuiue veste ornati, domum revertebantur. liia
victoiife de mundo vitiisque partic, htcc innoccntitc acquisitoe signum erat."
••
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the twelve tribes of the antitypical Israel initiated into

the Christian

Church

;

thus unguardedly its consequent
After which initiation,

blessings intimated to them.

title of €kuktoi, or chosen, (a title already
attached to them from the time when they were accepted
by the bishop as fit candidates for baptism/) they were
further designated as ayjo* and Trtro*, the saints and faith-

besides the

For, as Bingham says, with reference to the
of the church as early as the century under
consideration, " The names of dyiot, tii^-oi, €K\eKrot, saints,
believers, elect, names which occur frequently in ecclesiastical writers, signify not any select number of Christians, (as now the words saint and elect are often used,
to signify only the predestinate,) but all Christians in
general, who were entered into the communion of the

ful.

practices

church by the waters of baptism."

And now
tion

is it

needful that

parallel,

which,

I

draw the reader's

or rather contrast in the

the parallel,

to

^

atten-

way of

point by point, meets the eye between
of the general professing church

this historical picture

catholic of the sera of Constantine,

—

— specially

in respect

of their initiation,
and that of the 144,000, the election of grace chosen out of them, as in the Apocalyptic
vision sketched to us ?
In the ecclesiastical phraseology
of the times,
a phraseology continued, it is to be observed, from Constantine's time downwards,
the former w^ere the elect, holy, and faithful. In the divinely
inspired language of the Apocalypse these same titles
elect, holy, faithful are attached to the latter, and to
them distinctively and alone. ^ The former, we read,

—

—

—

^

"

—

was

Bingham

iii.

16.

century that Christians were divided into faithful
and catechumens, the initiated and unitiated. See Waddington, Eccl. Hist.
The appellation of 017104, holy, or saints, is often thus distinctively applied to
Christ's " peculiar people."
A notable instance, the first after this chapter, occurs chap. viii. 3, and will be there noticed.
In Rev. xix. 8 the saints are identified with the white-robed;
"The white robes are the righteousness of the
saints."
Other examples occur xiii. 10, xiv. 12, xi. 18, xx. 6, &c. As regards
the other appellation, elect and faithful, we find it (as already observed) distinctively applied in Rev. xvii. 14, to the partakers in Christ's final triumph.
i.

2.

It

in the third

•*

—

They are
faithful.

called the

kAtjtoi

/cat

ewAeKTot Kai

iricrToi,

the called, and chosen, and

—
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claimed to have been marked with what they call the
it was the seal
Lord's seal and mark upon the forehead
of water- baptism, impressed on them by the officiating
presbyter, and perfected with the chrism of the confirming
Bishop;^ this last being deemed an essential point. ^ The
latter are here represented as marked with God's true
even the seal of the Holy Spirit's
seal on the forehead
baptism, and as applied by Christ himself.
The/ormer,
looking to the east at the time of baptism, were supposed
and perhaps by angelic ministration
to receive from it,
at the font,^
both life from the death of sin, and
spiritual illumination.
The latter are here symbolized
as receiving those heavenly gifts in reality
and this
through the ministry and the spiritual revelation of
Himself to them of the Lord Jesus,"* that only true
Angel from the east, the day-spring from on high, the
life and light of each dead soul.
'^Tho. former
we read
further, after receiving the mark of the baptismal seal,
were enrolled by the priests in the diptychs or registers
of the earthly church catholic, the professing Israel.^
The latter are here described as numbered and enrolled
by Christ in his own register of the Israel of God ; an
enrolment of names the same as that which is elsewhere
called their being written in heaven.
The/ormer, in
:

;

—

—

—

:

—

,

—

The Presbyter only baptized by permission from the Bishop. The Bishop's
confirmation, of which anointing was the sign, was then administered soon after
baptism. See Bingham. (Hence the word christening, i. e. anointing.)
^ See Cyprian's 73rd Epistle on this point.
He strenuously insists on the in^

and even uselessness to spiritual good, of baptism administered either by
heretics or unauthorized persons; and on the necessity of the Bishop's adding
his confirmation to it. " Intelligimus non nisi in ecclesi^ Praepositis, et in evangelicA lege ac dominicA ordinatione fundatis, licere bajitizare, et remissam peccatorum dare. ... Qui baptizantur Praepositis ecclesiae offerantur, et per nostram
validity,

orationem ac manfts impositionem Spiritum Sanctum consequcntur, et signaculo
Dominico consummanlur." Cyi)rian urged the necessity in such cases of rebap" Quicunque ab adultera et profana aqua veniunt, abluendi sunt et sanctism.
tificandi salutaris aquae veritate."
Rome allowed the baptism but equally with
Cyprian required episcopal confirmation. So the Roman Bishop Stephen ; and
Cornelius, as quoted by the Oxford Editor of Cyprian (p. 202) from Eusebius
'056 roov Koi-Kuv ervxf ^v XPV fJ-cra^a-ix^avfiv, re re ff(ppayiadr)vai vwo re unaKOira'
rovrov 5e jurj rvx'^" "''^^ "'' '^"^ ayiov nufvfiarus eruxf ;
" Angelus baptismi arbiter," &c. Tcrtullian de Baptismo. c. 6
referring
See the whole passage in Bishop Kaye's
to the angel at the pool of Bethesda.
Tertullian, p. 433.
The baptismal water is called by Cyprian, "the water of
* Compare 2 Cor. iv. 6.
Ep. 63.
eternal life," as meant Joh. iv. 14, vii. 38.
* Tertullian De AnimA, c. 40, quoted by Bishop Kaye, j). 449, sjicaks of the
baptized as those that were no more numbered in Adam, but numbered in Christ.
;

;

**

;

—
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the outward act of baptism, had, as they supposed, a
The latter
phylacterj/, or amulet of defence from evil.
are here represented, in vision, as alone

and already pos-

sessed of the one real phylactery from evil ; even in his
recognition and care, who stays the angel of destruction
their defence, and, as in Lot's case, shews that He
can take no step in the way of judgment until He has
The former are defirst provided for their security.
scribed to have made display before their fellow-men of
their ivhite garments, as those who by the act of baptism,
even as if it had been the blood of Christ,^ had been
both justified from guilt, and made innocent and holy.
The latter are represented, in the second and appended
vision, as having the white garments of their justification
recognized before God and his holy angels in heaven
but as made white through another and a different wash-

in

—

;

ing, the

washing from the fountain opened on Calvary,
Lamb. Finally, the former are described
in their white robes, and with crowns of victory,

—

the blood of the
to us as

introduced into the inner sanctuary of the Christian
temple
and there, as the a-u^oiAsvoi, or saved o?ies,^ received with psalmody, in anticipation of the heavenly
Nor ought I to omit in the
ending of their pilgrimage.
parallel, how, as the year rolled round, they were wont
in palm-bearing processions to resort to the churches,
on the festival substituted in the Christian Church for
not without similar anthe feast of Tabernacles ; and,
triumph,
to place
salvation
and
of
personal
ticipations
:

—

—

—

palms that symbolized it on the altar, and hymn
their hosannas :^ or, again, how the custom had grown
up, at the time we speak of, to go forth with palms and
their

" The neophyte emerged from the waters of baptism in a state of perfect
The dove, (the Holy Spirit) was constantly hovering over the font,
and sanctifying the waters to the mysterious ablution of the sins of the past life.
.... The w'rt^er itself became, in the vivid language of the church, the Wood of
Christ."
Milman, Hist, of Christianity, iii.427.
- Cyril, Cat. L. Intr. 15.
Compare Gregory Nazianzen's TTji/dcaura aa)Oi)<Toncu,
" then I will be saved ; " in the sense of, " then I will be baptized."
3 The iriffrot, or church members, including the baptized of the preceding Easter, bore palm-branches in procession on the next return of the Easter festival.
For its fourteen days of festival, then the chief season in the church for bapand
tism,
included the week before Easter Sunday, as well as the week after
'

innocence.

—

—

—

;

—
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with hosannas, to give greeting to the bishops and presbyters of the church, the earthly operators of their supposed salvation.^ The sealed ones, on the other hand,
are here symbohzed, as the real

o-&.'^o//,evot, or saved ones
;
and, like the palm-bearing Israelites at the feast of Tabernacles, celebrating, although not till after a long interval of tribulation, the actual triumphant accomplishment of their earthly pilgrimage then as received into
the heavenly presence amidst the hymnings of angels,
and rendering their hosannas of salvation alone to their
;

Saviour

God and

After

two

these

to the

Lamb.

of which parallel between
and supposing what, after all that

consideration

the

classes,

has passed, the reader will, I trust, be fully prepared
to allow me, viz. -first, that the sealing vision apperthus began with Palm Sunday, which was called also Dominica Competentium,
from candidates for baptism then offering themselves. On which Sunday, as we
learn from Epiphanius, there was already begun in the fourth century, and
celebrated with much pomp, the same pulm-bearing festival, which continued
(See the Homily of this Father sis ro
afterwards through the middle ages.
It was the substitute in fact in the Christian Church for the Jewish
Baia.)
(see Lev. xxiii. 40 :) the
Feast of Tabernacles, and its palm-branch bearing
time of the celebration being however changed from the autumnal equinox to
end
the
of
Jewish year, to the beginning, in consequence
the vernal, i. e. from the
of what passed at our Lord's entrance in the paschal week into Jerusalem somewhat like the change of the seventh day sabbath to th& first.
Epiphanius, in his Homily on the day referred to, speaks as if the whole pro;

:

as the Daughter of Zion, in Judaic figure simiApocalyptic vision,) might expect to partake of the benefit of
Christ's triumph: the Church ou/ceri ai/xari ^ovKikui (pvpcvixevT], aXA' alfiaTi
deiK(f) aipiiayt^oixeur]' diUd in its service imitating the songs and stations of

fessing Christian

body (designated

lar to that of the

angels.
festival there was a similar union of the commemorative and
They commemorated their ancient dwelling in booths in the wilderness, and subsequent triumphant entrance into Canaan.
They anticipated
Messiah's giving them further and greater triumphs
whence, in accompaniment of their palm-bearing, their shouts in the language of supplication, " Ho-

In the Jewish

anticipative.

:

sanna

1

Save Lord

!"

Vaiesius, in his notes on Eusebius, (Book ii. c. 23,) mentions that it was
manner of the christians of those earlier times thus to meet the bishops
and presbyters with hosannas and palm-branches. He quotes from the monk
Antonine's Jerusalem Itinerary, whose journey appears to have been made just
" Ibi venerunt
before the death of Constantine, a decisive passage to this effect.
mulieres in occursum nobis, ciim infantibus, palmasin manibustencntes; etprostrata" pcdibus nostris plantas nostras unguebant, cantabantcpie lingua aegyptiacft,
psallentes antiphonam, IJenedicti vos k Domino, benedictuscjue adventus vester!
^

the

—

in excelsis "
Well might Jerome, (on Matt, xxi.) soon after express
alarm at this appropriation to the earthly ministers of the church of what belonged to its heavenly head only. " Videant ergo episcopi, et quantumlibet
sancti homines, cilm quanto periculo dici ista sibi patiantur, si Domino, cui ver^
hoc dicebatur, pro crimine impingitur." It was indeed a sign of the times

Hosanna

!

!

—

;
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tains chronologically to the times following
tico-religious

revolution under

that the 12 tribes of Israel,

on the

Constantine,

poli-

secondly

and the 144,000, mentioned

designate respectively the visible professing Christian Church in the Roman Empire, and Christ's true

in

it,

—

Church, the election of grace, gathered out of it,
I say,
granting this, is it conceivable that the sketch here
given us of the latter, in regard specially of their initiatory constitution as Christ's peculiar people, by his own
enlightening, and sanctifying influence, can
have been drawn without distinct reference to that which
history tells us characterized the former ?
Or, again,
if thus drawn in designed contrast, can it have been so
drawn for the mere sake of point and eifect by the heavenly limner; or without the implication of his solemn
condemnatory judgment on both the doctrinal system,
and the church characterized thereby, to which his
sketch of the 144,000 stands so markedly opposed
the church that of the mere outwardly professing, and
the doctrine that
outwardly or ecclesiastically initiated
of the ex opere operato efficacy of the initiatory sacrament ?
To my own mind both the one supposition and the
The Apocalyptic picture canother seem inconceivable.
not, I think, but have been drawn antithetically to the
ritualistic system and doctrine of the times referred to.
For, just as in all the other figurations of this wonderful
book, we see the spirit of the age indicated in it
lifegiving,

:

;

The very age and body of the times.
Their form and pressure.

And

in the allusion there is necessarily implied the signi-

though silent sentence of God's Spirit, in condemnation of the system and doctrine.
Nor indeed without
reason.
For it involved no trifling error. Its spirit and
ficant

—

its

efl^ect

was

essentially antichristian

;

as tending to a

practical supercession of Christ, (although by that

which

should have directed to Him,) in his blessed and glorious
character of the life and light of the soul.
So has been proved each point proposed in my second
Head. Nor let me pass on without noticing the deep

—

—
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power of the error, and, in the event, its
permanency in the church visible. Instead of
an ephemeral existence, like that of many other errors,
in one and the same age rising up, flourishing, and
passing away, the well known protests of the Anglican
and other reformed Churches against Romish doctrines,
self-rooting

inveterate

of the ex opere operato
of baptism
to have
the initiatory
efficacy of
in
the
christian
church,
and as
itself
as deeply rooted
of
cirrespecting
the
initiatory
rite
that
as
perniciously,
cumcision, so earnestly and so forebodingly denounced
by St. Paul, in the Jewish.^ They exhibit it in the 16th
century, after full 1200 years and more of prevalency, as still manifesting in professing Christendom all
It proved, in
its original vigour and strength for evil.
fact, to be one of the essential constituents of the great

prove

this

error

doctrinal

rite

^

predicted anti-christian apostacy, that was to last for
and of which the one grand object and characages
:

teristic,
its

master spirit of evil,
with admirable unity of purpose,

ever followed out by the

originator,

and

' Let it be well
observed that the doctrine of the Anglican church as to the
grace following the baptismal rite is pointedly opposed to that of Rome. The
former says in its Articles, that no Sacrament is of use, but " to them that receive it worthily," and in its Catechism, that repentance and faith are essential to
On the other hand, the doctrine and
its right recipiency. (See Note 4 p. 256.)
spirit on this point of the Church of Rome is well illustrated in what passed at
the first discussion of Cardinal Cajetan with Luther in which one of the things
which the Cardinal required above all things to be abandoned by Luther, and to
which Luther above all other things was resolved to adhere, was this statement,
that, in order to benefit from tiie Sacrament, there must be the exercise of faith
See Merle D'Aubigne's History of the Reformation, i. 437,
in the recipient.
But in tliis I am anticipating.
439. Engl. Trans.
2 See his epistle to the Galatians,
passim ; and of
" the foolish Galatians,"
Thus, as against the doctrine of sacrathat to the Romans, chaps, iii, iv, &c.
"Blessed is the man
mental justification or forgiveness of sins, Rom. iv. 8
Cometh this blessedness on the circumto whom the Lord will not impute sin.
For we say X.\\a.t faith was reckcision only, or on the uncircumcision also ?
oned to Abraham for righteousness. How was it then reckoned ? When he was
Not in circumcision, but in uncircumin circumcision, or in uncircumcision?
And he received the sign of circumcision, a seal of the righteousness of
cision.
And against resting in
the faith which he had yet being uncircumcised " &c.
" That is not circumcision which is outward in
the mere outward form, ii. 28
the flesh but circumcision is that of the heart, in the spirit, and not in the
In these and similar passages, who that considers the subsequent
letter :" &c
history of the Church can suppose that the Eternal Spirit, speaking by St. Paul,
had only as her object to guard the ciiurch against judaizing errors then prevalent ? and not rather to guard it against similar errors which He foresaw would
prevail, and with yet longer and more pernicious influence, in reference to the
christian corresponding sacrament ?

—

:

—

—

—

;

:

;

;

—

—

;
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—

while retaining the christian name, and
to be this,
professedly exalting Christ and his institutions, practically to set Christ aside out of the christian system, from

was

and

first to last, in one

I

have spoken of

all

this

of his

offices.^

baptismal error as one pecuof Constantine : not in-

liarly characteristic of the times

deed overlooking the third century, as that in which it
but resting on the fourth as that in
began to appear
;

which

it

was most

fully

and largely developed,

after that

the subversion of the Pagan power in the Roman empire
had made the way open and easy to the profession of

In illustration of this historic fact I have
fathers of the third
and fourth centuries, the various exaggerated titles of
honour and superstitious ceremonies which had been then
superadded to the simple title and ritual ordained by the
Lord Jesus. And perhaps these might of themselves
suffice as evidence of the chronological propriety of the
Christianity.

noticed,

from eminent and approved

In order, however, that no suspithe reader of my having strained
the unguarded expressions of a few church writers of the
day, construed too harshly a harmless ceremonial, or
given an exaggerated view either of the prevalency or
it
perniciousness of the error at the time spoken of,
apocalyptic picture.

cion

may remain with

—

be well that I set before him the opinions, on the
point in question, of a few modern ecclesiastical histoTo berians, who are generally known and approved.
gin then with Milner ; this is the judgment pronounced
by him on the prevalent religion of the day, after the
" There
establishment of Christianity by Constantine.
was much outward religion, but this could not make

may

men

saints in heart

and

life.

The

true doctrine oi jus-

1 Various occasions will occur afterwards for illustrating further from history
the development, in this point of view, of the apostacy, and of Antichrist, its
For.the present let me only add Dr. Arnold's opinion, exprest on
destined head.
the modern revival of that particular perverted doctrine of the fourth century,
which has been the subject of this Section " I call all this Judaizing a direct
idolatry.
It is exalting the Church and the Sacraments into the -place of Christ
as others have exalted Christ's Mother, and others in the same spirit exalted
circumcision." Life, Vol. ii. p. 74.

—

:

—

——
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was scarce

to be

seen
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and that of

;

much lost, or external baptism placed
Dean Waddington speaking of the prein its stead."
" The original
ceding, the third century, thus observes
real conversion very

:

had already undergone
The symbol had been gradually ex-

simplicity of the office of baptism

some

corruption.

alted at the expense of the thing signified

:

the spirit of

to be lost in the /orm."'

the ceremony was beginning
Mosheim, while noting the multiplication of rites and
ceremonies in the christian church during that same century, specifically in the matter of baptism, attributes this,

as well as other nascent superstitious notions
tices,

very

much

and prac-

to the corrupting influence of the plato-

nic and oriental or gnostic philosophy, which, about the
middle of the century, had partially infused itself into

A

the church.^

living

the subject he handles,

writer, not

unconversant with

designates

the religion of the

Constantinian sera as "a religion of sacraments :'' ^
and quotes in confirmation a striking passage from the
celebrated Boethius's Compendium of Christian Faith,
(a work in date somewhat later) in which, as the grand
means of man's recovery from the evil, guilt, and condemnation consequent on Adam's fall, he declares that
Christ has granted to us remedial sacraments ;
" just
as if the sacraments," says Mr. Taylor, " when duly accepted from the priest's hand, were potent drugs, or chemical antidotes, infallibly dispersing the poison inherited
from Adam " Neander,
in terms often so simihir
to those of Bishop Burnet in his exposition of the Articles of the Church of England, that but for the greater
warmth and feeling of the former, one might almost

—

—

!

doubt whether

it

was the German historian

illustrating

the corrupt doctrine of the church catholic of the third

and fourth centuries, or the English prelate that of the
Romish church in the sixteenth,"* again and again la-

—

p. 33.

- iii. 2.4. 1,4, &c.
Early Christianity, p. 247. See also p. 191,235, <^c.
* Neander, p. 315, &c.
So Bishop Burnet on Art. xi. p. 152 *' The doctrine
of sacramental justification is justly to be reckoned among the most mischievous
errors in the Church of Rome. ... It is as if the sacrament were of the nature of
charms," &e. Again on Art. xxv " We look on all sacramental actions as ac'

3

;

;

—
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what he designates as the opus
then germinated and in vogue,
more especially in respect of baptism, and the idea of a
'*
magical effect and charm attaching to the rite.
Oh !"
"
that men had not so soon confused the
he exclaims,
divine thing and the sign which represented it
and had
not wished to bind the work of the Spirit on the outFinally both he and Bishop Kaye,
ward sign "
the
latter in his learned sketch of the church in the age of
Tertullian,^ and thus with reference to as early a period
as the beginning of the third century,
notice a practice
then introduced, and in the fourth century prevalent, (I
mean the delaying of baptism to the death-bed, ) that furnishes the most striking possible illustration of the real
nature and evil working of these notions respecting baptism ; and show that the (pocpfjuzKnai, the magic charms of
They did this, says
the APOSTACY, had already begun.
rnents the prevalency of

operatum doctrines,

—

;

^

!

—

—

—

ceptable to God only with regard to the temper and inward acts of the persons
to whom they are applied, and cannot consider them as medicines or charms,
which work by a virtue of their own." And he quotes 1 Pet. iii. 21 " Baptism
saves us; not the putting away of the filth of the flesh, but the answer of a good
" The doctrine of Rome represents them
conscience towards God." Again
as so many charms ; which may heighten the authority of him who administers
^
Neander, p. 361.
them, but serves to extinguish or deaden all true piety."
" The teachers begun," (i. e. in the age of Tertullian,) " by in- p. 247, 8.
Unfortunately,
sisting on the necessity of repentance and amendment of life.
the effect of their exhortations upon the minds of their hearers was frequently
counteracted by a fatal perversion of the doctrine of the church respecting the
In every age the object of a large portion of those who call
efiScacy of baptism.
themselves christians has been to secure the benefits without fulfilling the condiWhen therefore the proselyte was told that
tions of the christian covenant.
baptism conferred upon him who received it the remission of all his former sins,
he persuaded himself that he might in safety defer the work of repentance," &c.
The learned prelate speaks of this as a " pervcrsionof the doctrine of the Church.''
And, doubtless, many cautions are to be found in Cyprian, Origen, Cyril, &c.
Yet while so much was made of the ceremonial, and while language was common
on the subject such as in the passage that Bishop Kaye quotes from Tertullian,
(De Pcenitent. ch. 6,) " Neque ego renuo divinum beneficium, id est abolitionem
was not the perversion a nadelictorum, inituris aquam omnimodo salrum esse,"
tural one ?
The suggested difficulty of a man's obtaining baptism in case of his
"Quisenim tibi, tam infidse poenitentiffi viro, asperginem
being impenitent,
unam * cujuslibet aquae commodabit, " was not likely to be of much counterIt is also observable that the qualifications now insisted on were
active force.
faith in Him with whom
mostly i-epentance and amendment, not evangelic faith ;
personal communion is essential both to the beginning and the continuance of
;

:

—

—

—

spiritual

life.

* Let the reader observe, in passing, this proof of baptism having been sometimes administered by sprinkling, as early as the second century.
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Neander, in order that they might the longer give themselves to sin
and yet, " in the hour of death, being
purified by the magical annihilation of their sins, might
It was in fact, in estihe received into eternal life."
mation and in practice, the extreme unction ^ of the day.
;

'

After the establishment of Christianity in the Roman
The
empire, this practice became, as I said, prevalent.
emperor Constantine himself offers us the most illustrious
example of it.
Notwithstanding his conversion to
Christianity full

20 years

before,

his baptism to his death-bed.

account given us of
the reader's perusal.

it

in
I

I

and more, he deferred
subjoin the affecting

^ and commend it to
append also a medal struck, as

Eusebius

;

^ The following note of Gibbon is too illustrative of the subject to be omitted.
" The Fathers who censured this criminal delay could not deny the certain and
victorious efficacy even of a death- bed baptism.
The ingenious rhetoric of Chrysostom (Ep. ad Hcbr. Hom. xiii.) could find only three arguments against these
prudent christians.
1. That we should love and pursue virtue for her own sake,
and not merely for the reward. 2. That we may be surprised by death without
an opportunity of baptism. 3. That although we shall be placed in heaven, we
shall only twinkle like little stars, when compared to the suns of rigliteousness
who have run their appointed course with labour, with success, and with glory."
He adds " I believe this delay of baptism, though attended with the most
pernicious consequences, was never condemned by any general or provincial
council, or by any private act, or declaration of the church." iii. 274.
^ When the whole empire had become Christian in profession, and baptism
consequently came to be administered almost universally to infants, this ceremony of baptismal extreme, unction was cut away from the superstitious ritualist.
At first the ministration of the Lord's Supper might take its place. It was not
till the xith or xiith century that the Romish ceremony of extreme unction, as a

—

;

—

seventh sacrament, came into vogue.
The account is thus given by Eusebius. On finding his health declining,
Constantine gathered the Bishops around him, he relates, and declared his
wish to have the rite administered. " 'This,' said he to them,
is the time so
long looked for by me, thirsting and praying that I might partake of the salvation
of God.
This is the time of my enjoying the seal that confers imtnorfalitij.
1
had wished to have partaken of this washing in the streams of Jordan, where
the Saviour was baptized as an example to us. But God, who knows what is best,
has ordered that it should be here.
Now then let there be no hesitation. If the
Lord of life and death will that my life be prolonged, and it is once settled that
numliered
I be
with his people, I promise I will lay down to myself a rule of life
becoming.' Then they, after the usual ritual, imparted to him the holy mysteries.
And thus Constantine, alone of Roman Emperors, in the Churcli of the
Martyrdom of .Icsus, was regenerated and made perfect and, having tlie divine
seal impressed on him, he rejoiced in spirit, and was filled with heavenly li<^hl.
Then, after tiie other ceremonies, he put on a dress of irliite, bright as the light
for he would no more touch the purple
and, raising his voice, he thanked God,
and spoke of his liappiness, as having been thought worthy of immortal life.
Tlien, having admitted some of the geiurals and captains of his troops into liis
presence, as they wept around him, and wished liiin years of prolonged life, he
answered them that he had now been made partaker of that which was indeed
the true life
that none but himself could be aware of the blessings he had re•*

'

—

:

:

.•

—
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would appear, on the occasion.^ The charitable hope is
most allowable, and it is one which we will fondly cherish,
that his error was forgiven him
and that the
spiritual grace of the sacramental rite, and all the blessings of the gospel covenant, were in this case really im-

—

—

;

parted to the dying neophyte, even as to one in sincerity
of heart repentant and believing.
And thus we may

look with a melancholy satisfaction to the one and the
other, as reminiscences both of his conversion to the
truth, and of the wonderful triumph of Christianity over
heathenism, effected so greatly through his instrumentality, in

the

Roman

empire.

But we must

also painfully

look to them as reminiscences of the manifestation and
acting, even then, of this earliest unfolded feature of the
mystery of iniquity.^ It is indeed in this view chiefly
that I have inserted the medal.
It may serve as a memorial to us of the first cera, and, as Gibbon would
say, of the first symptom and cause (here allusively preintimated to St. John) of the antichristian apostacy.

Oh

how was

it, we may well say with Neander, that
soon confused the divine thing with the sign
which represented it
And how was it that they did
not even then perceive the real nature and portentous
evil of the doctrine
Surely, had they profited by the
light of scripture and its holy prophecies, as by a light
shining in a dark place, they would have recognised,
through the obscure mistiness of the moral atmosphere,

men

!

so

!

!

ceived ; and that he was fain to depart and not delay his passage to God
All
this took place in the Pentecostal festival :" (i. e. the fifty days between Easter
)
and Whitsunday, the chief season of baptism at that time
" and on the Pentecostal Sunday itself, the seventh Lord's day from Easter, at the noon-tide hour
of the day, by the sun, Constantine was received up to his God." V. Civ. 61
64.
'
Some have suggested that tlie BAP on the legend may be a mistake for BRP.
(See Rasche i. 1452), But for this there is no authority
and if the legend be
correct, it is only explicable of Constantine's being Naliis Baptizaliis or Natus
Baptismate, '' born again by baptism."
So Baronius, Ducangc, &c, explain it.
2 Let me observe that the Emperor Valentinian, in the latter half of the fourth
century, furnished another example of the operation of the same erroneous view
of the baptismal rite
but in his case death overtook him before Ambrose, whom
he had sent for to perform it, arrived. Ambros. De Obit. Valentinian.
Let me further observe that Ambrose, in noting Constantine's l)af)tism, tells
how " Baptismatis gratia, in ultimis constitutus, omnia jjcccata dimiserit ;"
without any remark on the error of thus delaying it. De Obit. Theodos. vii. 37!

—

:

—

:

—

:
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the awful features of the instealing phantom, and the

enemy of man animating and guiding
Apparent
Numina.

But

the

dirse fades,

it.

inimicaque Trojse

word of God (though not

as yet forbidden)

was

still not studied or explained with the same simplicity and
Silently and slowly an
singleness of mind as once.

advance had been already made to that which was essento the successful establishment of the Apostacy, the
In the undue reference
supercession of the written word.
to supposed apostolical unwritten tradition^ an almost
In the
coequal standard of authority had been set up.
philosophy of the Alexandrian Platonics, an engine had
begun to work, which, through allegorizing, did away
In the
with much of its true and simple meaning. ^
discipline of the secret it was made a part of the religious
system to hold reserve, except to the baptized or initiated,^
on certain of the gospel verities especially on one the
most glorious of all, and against which, as the great
object of justifying and saving faith, the Apostacy was
tial

;

to direct

its

bitterest enmity,

— I mean

the vicarious and

Once more,
by the falsitas dispensativa it was deemed permissible,
and even meritorious, for approved ends to pervert
propitiatory atonement of the

Son of

God.'*

some of the earlier fathers, unguarded statements will be found on
Thus Ire7ia:iis, although in i. 1. 15 noting the preference of Mn?/;ri<<en
traditions to Holy Scripture as a characteristic of heretics, and in ill. 2 saying of
them, " Cum ex Scripturis arguuntur in accusationem convertuntur ipsarum
Scripturarum, quasi non recte habcant, et quia non possit ex his inveniri Veritas
qui ncsciant trnditionrm, non enim per literas traditam illam sed per vivam
vocem," does yet soon after himself make appeal to the tradition kept by
'

Even

in

this point.

—

—

the Bishops of the Church.

And

Tertullian,

De Cor.

Mil.

iii.

3,

thus asserts

" In traditionis obtentu exigenda est, inquis, auctoritas scripta.
Ergo quacramus an et traditio non scripta non debeat recipi." And then, having
limited the cases in v\hich unwritten tradition was of authority to such as
authority.

its

Scrijiture had not determined, (" Si nulla Scriptura determinavit, certfe consuetudo corroboravit, qua; sine dubio de trnditione manavit,'') he exemplifies in the
baptismal rite; in which sundry things then done that had not been enjoined in
Scripture, as three dippings, tasting milk and honey, and abstaining for a week

from the usual ablutions, &c, were, he thought, thereby sufliciently sanctioned.
Yet the very limitation shows that Tertullian was mainly sound on this point.

—

See Riddle's Christian Antiq. p. 71.
' See Burton's Church History, cb. xiv.
^ nefivijixevoi.
This too originated in the Alexandrian School. See Bishop Kayc's Tertullian,
He concludes " Having already given our opinion respectpp. 35, 250, 251.
i ng the
mischievous consequences which have arisen to the church from the
'*

;
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that the true and

only source of life, light, and justification to the soul
should have been more and more forgotten.
No wonder that the doctrinal error should have crept in of mistaking the form for the spirit, the outward for the inward,
the instrument for the original and effectual agent, the

means

for

the object

No wonder

and end.

that the

have begun
to interpose between the people and Christ.
Indeed it
must never be overlooked, in our view of the first germinating of the Apostacy, that It was very much to the
neglect of the spirit of the written word, even while it
was outwardly had in honour,^ that all this was owing.
priesthood

too, as well as the ritual, should

—

Hence the superstitious exaltation of the ceremonial.
Hence the misapprehension of the character and functions of the clergy that ministered in

it

;

the forgetting

that in the christian Israel Levi mingles with the other

eleven tribes

;

^

and changing of the communion

table into

countenance lent by the writings of Clemens Alcxandrinus to the notion of a
disciplina arcani, we shall now only express our regret that Protestant divines,
in their eagerness to establish a favourite point, should sometimes have been
induced to resort to it."

The disciplina arcani," says Lardner, iv. 231, "was unknown to Justin
Martyr, Tertullian, Minucius Felix, and other primitive Christian writers."
*
See Gilly's Vigilantius, p. 269.
Augustine's strong reprobation of this as
advocated by Jerom, both appears in his letters xxviii. 3, Ixxxii. 21,addrestto
Jerom himself, and abundantly elsewhere. Mosheim is unjustifiable in classing
him with others his cotemporanes, iv. 2, 3, IC.
- So more early Origen, and a little later Jerom and Chrysostom.
3 Basnage ad ann. 100, quoted by Lardner, iv. 212, says that this Judaizing
language about the christian clergy and sacrament had not come into vogue in
" Germana virorum apostolicorum
the earlier half of the second century
scripta,
dementis scilicet, Polycarpi, Justini, vocabula pontificis, sacerdotum,
l.evitarum, Christiano clero significando nunquara usurparunt
neque magis
Clementinas setatis est vocabulum Ouaiarripiov, altare, ad eucharistiffi mensam
indicandam." These earlier fathers applied the Judaic sacerdotal figure, like
St. Paul,* rather to the whole Christian body.f
But the innovations had hngun

—

:

—

—

:

—

* Hebr. xiii. 10 ; " We (i.e. all Christians,) have an altar, whereof they (viz.
the Jews) have no right to eat that serve the sanctuary."
t E- g- for Ignatius' view on this point see the quotations given p. 17 suprk.
He uses the figure of being ivithin the altar (of the antitypical altar-court) as a
figure not of the local ministering position of the Christian clergy, but of churchmembership generally. So too Justin Martyr.
Again Irencpus speaks of all believers as priests, in the Levitical or sacerdotal
And
sense of the word. So iv. 20, " Omnes justi sacerdotalem habent ordinem."
again v. 34, " Ostcndimus in superiore loco quoniam Levitce et saccrdotes sunt
discipuli omnes Domini." The offerings that bespeaks of were the offerings given
by the whole early Church at the Lord's supper ; as the whole Jewish Church

—

^
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commemorative supper into someSo did instealing
thing Hke the sacrifice of the mass?
Judaism, hy the infusion of its spirit into the rehgion
which had subverted it, furnish one primary principle of
the altar, and of the

the Apostacy

more
in

;

and Heathenism,

too,

(of

which much

hereafter,^) find occasion, even thus early, to enter

and

assist.

And

—

object of the Apostacy with
the obscuration

—

and
together they helped forward,
that which was the grand
effect,

with singular union of

him who devised

it,

viz.

and supercession of Christ Jesus.

ANTIDOTE TO THE APOSTACY, IN THE REVELATION OF THE DOCTRINES OF ELECTING GRACE.

§ II.

In the preceding Section I considered the Sealing
Vision chiefly in regard of what we might judge it to

have implied, as to certain tendencies to an antichristian
apostacy, and the germinancy of certain errors of a ritu(see Mosheim ii. 2. 4. 4 :) and Cyprian continuterm sacerdos to the Christian minister; e.g. Epist. i. " Singuli
diviiio sacerdotio honorati, et in clerico ministerio constituti, non nisi allari et
sacrijiciis deservire debeant," &c. Again in the Canons 24, 29 of the Council of
Carthage, held under his presidency, the Lord's Supper is called sacramentum
allaris, and the words used, "ut panis etvinum offeratur."

evcn before the third century

:

ally applies the

* Mosheim (iv. 2. 4. 8.)
says that in the fourth century the elevation of the
sacramental elements prepared the way for their adoration soon afterwards.
- See Part ii. ch. 1, Part iii. ch, 3 &c.
^ See Neander, i. 385.

" Novi testamenti oblationem, quam ecclesia ab aposmundo offert Deo, ei qui alimenta nobis preestat, primitias suorum munerum in novo testamento :" citing Malachi's prophecy, "From
the rising of the sun to the setting, incense shall be offered, and a pure offering."
Compare iv. 34, where he says that God " dedit populo praeceptum faciendarum
oblationum, ut disccret Deo servire sicut etideo nos quoque offerre vult munus
ad altare frequenter sine intermissione ;" explaining the altar meant by him
thus "Ergo altare in cccVis ; illuc enim preces nostrse et oblationes diriguntur
ct tciiijilum; quemadmodum in Apocalypsi Joannes ait, ' Et templum Dei in ckIo
apertum est.' "' &c. (Apoc. xi. 19).
need not, I think, except on this head Clemens Romatius : because his reference, ch. 36, to Christ as the Christians' High Priest, and chs. 42, 44, 47, 54, 57
to presbyters and deacons, (for the contexts show, that by the eniaKoiroi of ch. 42
were meant jireshyters,) as if the only ecclesiastical rulers in the Corinthian
Church, seems to show that the three Levitical orders mentioned by him ch. 40,
just as the Jerusalem and the altar mentioned ch. 41, were meant literally oi
the old Jewish system.
TertuUiuii, too, though he sometimes speaks Levitically of
the Christian ministry, does yet in a well-known passage (De Exhort. Castit.
" Nonne et laid sacerdotes
ch. 7) apply the sacerdotal figure to all Christians
sumus? Scriptum est, Rcgcs nos et sacerdotes fecit," &c.

offered their first-fruits
tolis accipiens in

:

universe

:

:

;

We

—

;
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which would unfold themselves in the
Empire, (an intimation fully verified

Roman

the ecclesiastical history of the times referred

shortly after the great Constantinian revolution.

I

to)

must

now

call attention to the more direct prophetic import
of this sealing vision, and of its intimately related sequel
of the palm-bearing vision ; an import signified by the
circumstance of its having been seen by St. John, not
as a mere individual, but as one sustaining a representa-

—

tive character on the apocalyptic scene
that is, as impersonating Christ's true Church of the sera prefigured,
or rather its more eminent and influential ministers ;
such ministers as were the apostles' succesors not lineally
alone, but also in doctrine and in spirit.
Here will appear the Lord's own antidote against the instealing
apostacy.
That the Evangelist saw, heard, and acted too as a
representative man on the scene of vision, I have already
hinted in the Introduction,' and in the vision of the souls
under the altar, ^ have applied and exemplified the idea.
It is here first however that its exceeding importance
will appear, as a principle of apocalyptic interpretation.
Which being so, I think it may be well before proceeding to pause a moment, and illustrate the nature and
truth of the principle by examples from the older prophecy.
It is to be observed then, as remarked long since by
Irenaeus,^ that the ancient prophets fulfilled their oflice
of predicting, not merely in the verbal delivery of predictions, but by themselves seeing, hearing, and acting
the things in type, which were afterwards to be seen,
heard, or done by others in reality.
In every such case
they were to be considered, as they are called in Isaiah *
:

—

•
2 pp,i96— 204.
p. 102.
" Non enim solo sermone prophetabant Prophetse, sed et
Lib. iv. ch. 37.
visione, et conversatione, et actibusquos faciebant, secundiltn id quod suggerebat
Spiritus
quae quidem videnda erant videntes, quge vero audienda erant

^

:

serraone prseconantes, qua; vero agenda erant operatione perficientes ; universa
vero prophetic^ annuntiimtes."
* Is. viii. 18
" Behold I and my children are for signs and for wonders in
Israel, from the Lord of Hosts."
On which Patrick observes, " The word
mophthim, translated wonders, signifies here more properly types oi\figicres."
;
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and Zechariah, ^ n\"isi^, mophthim, that is figurative or
representative persons.
They might thus symbolize, it
is evident, any of the different parties to whom the pro-

—

phecy might relate.
Thus when Isaiah went barefoot,
and without his sackcloth upper garment, for three days
or years, it was for a sign of the men of Egypt and Ethiopia soon walking similarly unclothed, as captives to the
king of Assyria.^ When Jeremiah made yokes, and
wore them on his neck in public, he typified, as he dethe kings and people of Moab, Edom, Tyre,
Sidon, that were soon about to come under the yoke of
the king of Babylon.^
When Ezekiel, having portrayed
on a tile the city Jerusalem, laid siege thereto by casting
clared,

up a mound, setting a camp, and planting battering
rams against it, he figured, as was evident, Nebuchadnezzar and his besieging army."*
Again when, as described elsewhere, he publicly prepared his

by day
and then
carried the stuff forth thereby, as those that flee from
captivity, he represented the Jews seeking to escape on
the capture of Jerusalem by the enemy.^
And most
generally indeed it was these, their oivn people, that they
for

removing through the wall

in such cases typified.

—In

all

stuff

in the twilight,

the above examples,

ever, the prophets acted the symbolic part assigned

howthem

open walk of life, and amidst the observation of
people around them.
In order to complete the
parallel with the case of St. John hearing, speaking, and
acting symbolically or representatively, as we presume

in the

the

him
show

have done in the iVpocalyptic visions, we must
that the ancient prophets acted as mophthim, even
while rapt in vision.
Nor are cases of this character
to

wanting.
Take, for instance, the notable example given
beginning of Isaiah's prophecy.
In that early
vision with which he was favoured of Jehovah upon a
throne high and lifted up,^ we read of his being solemnly

in the

'

iii.

8

Compare
it

;

where the word

also Ezek. xii. 11;
be done to them."
*

Is.
*

is

—

rendered in our version, men wondered at.
1 am your sign : like as / have done, so shall

" Say

XX. 2.
See Vitringa or Bp. Lowth in loc.
* Ezek. xiii. 3—7.
Ezck. iv. 1, &c.

^

Jer. xxvii. 2, &c.
«

Is.

vi. 1,

&c.

—
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commissioned as a prophet, (after previous purification,
through the appHcation of a hve coal from the altar,)
and then receiving the charge, " Make the heart of this
people fat and their ears heavy ; lest they see with their
eyes, and convert, and be healed."
On which the question and answer that followed,
"Then said I, Lord,
how long? and He answered, Until the cities be wasted
without inhabitant, and the land be utterly desolate,"
shewed that the terms of the commission extended to
times long subsequent to the prophet's own life, even up
to the destruction of Jerusalem
and so had reference not

—

;

to Isaiah himself only, but to the succession of Prophets

long after

:

—

that prophetic line of which, as

from the epoch of

Israel's casting

measured

off in Isaiah's

days,
properly be regarded as the representative
and head. Again in some of the latter chapters of
Isaiah's prophecy, especially the 63rd and 64th, another
notable exemplification occurs.
Rapt into future times,
Isaiah

may

—

own personHis mind and soul being thrown, as it were,
into that of the Jewish people, as it will be developed
at the crisis of their restoration, whatever he sees, hears,
the prophet seems here almost to lose his
ality.

or speaks, is as their impersonator.
It is in this
character that he sees and speaks with the Redeemer

coming from Bozrah

in this that he mourns over the
then state of Jerusalem, " Zion a wilderness, Jerusalem
a desolation, our holy and beautiful house burned up
with fire ; " in this that he expresses both remorse for

the

past,

;

and concomitant relentings and penitential

—To which add

yet again the case of Ezekiel prophesying to the dry bones in the valley^^of vision, at which
prophesying the bones began to move and come together,
all in type of Israel's latter day restoration, at the voice
of Gospel-preachers, Ezekiel's successors in the prophetic
ofiice,^
and I think, we shall have all that can be needful to satisfy us on the soundness of the hermeneutic
prayers.

principle in question.
'
Ezek. xxxvii.
referred to.
For

— See another and

remarkable example in Zech. iii. 8, already
it was in the vision which Joshua the High Priest had of the
Angei Jehovah that he was told, " Hear now, Joshua, thou and thy fellows are
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thus established,
with reference to

application to the visions of the Apocalypse, that
important to the understanding of other Scripture
prophecy, it must be preeminently so in the Apocaseeing that whereas other prophetic visions were
lyptic
insulated and detached, those of the Apocalypse form a
continuous chronological series
so that at each chief
crisis in the history of the true Christian church and
ministry, we must expect St. John in his seeings and doings to enact a varying representative part, accordantly
with the seeings and doings of those represented by him
Thus the principle will be no
at each sera respectively.
barren one, such as it has been in the hands of the older
interpreters Tichonius, Primasius, Andreas of Ccssarea,
Amhrosius Anshertus, &c
and of certain modern
expositors too of eminence, as Vitringa and Daubuz, who,
though recognizing the principle, have yet altogether
failed to work it out with consistency or advantage. In
the present Commentary the reader has already seen its
use and truth, on a minor scale, in the vision of the
In subsequent parts he will find
souls under the altar.
results much more new, striking, and
it applied with
important, towards the elucidation of the prophecy. Most
of all this will appear in the Angel-vision of Apoc. x,
xi.
Next in important results will be its application in
the case of the very interesting vision now to be conits

if

:

:

;

sidered.

John saw as a symbolic or representative
beg the reader's careful attention to my argument) and the vision seen by him was one figurative, so
as was here the case, not of events cognizable in real
life by mortal eyes, or the actions on the mundane scene
of a visible Providence, but of certain invisible and
For,

man,

if St.

(I

—

After which followed the prophecy of the
moplithim ;"
i.
e. figurative men.
Branch, and then the vision of the golden candlestick and two olive trees to
whicii latter it will be necessary to revert when considering the account of the
two Witnesses, and Apoc. xi. 4. In Dr. McCaul's edition of Kimchi on Zechariah, there is given a very interesting explanation of the prophecy in Zech. xi,
of the shepherd priced attiiirty pieces of silver, on this same principle.
:

—
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by Christ himself, then
must have indicated a perception,
part of such apostolic men of the depicted ara as

spiritual actings

on

his people

the apostle's seeing this

on the
he was then impersonating of those selfsame spiritual
and, supposing the actings figured to
actings of Christ
have been not for the particular age or occasion only,
but a specimen of what He carries on constantly, then
their perception in some remarkable manner, at the time,
of Christ's character, actings, and offices so exemplified.
Further, where the vision might be exhibited with the
superadded circumstance of an efflux of light arising
therewith on the Apocalyptic scene, (so as seems here
implied to have been the case,') then the additional fact
must be regarded as presignified thereby of this doctrinal
revelation concerning Christ being one of notoriety, and
that would be attended with light to his Church, corresThis premised, we
pondently, at the sera prefigured.
have only, with a view to our application of the principle in the present instance, 1st, to consider ivhat was
the doctrinal truth implied in the emblematical figurations of the sealing and the palm-bearers, now exhibited
2ndly, to show from the actual history of
to St. John
the gera represented, that, in point of fact, a light and
revelation did then beam on Christ's true Church accordant with it,
,

:

—

;

(a

I. The DOCTRINAL TRUTH actcd out in the two Visions.
As to the sealing vision, the figuration of an Angel
divine Angel, we saw, even Jesus Jehovah) that had

God, descending with his acon the Apocalyptic scene, choosing
out of professing Christendom a certain fixed but small
number, as the objects of the blessings of his mission,
the seal of the life-giving

companiment of

light

'
Implied in the Angel's coming from the East ; a light illustrating, we must
suppose, both the individuals specially concerned in the Angel's ministration,
and the scene generally. Compare the similar figure in the prophecy of Zecharias, Luke i. 78, " Whereby the dayspring from on high hath visited us, to
give ;.light to them that sit in darkness; "—a figure applicable alike in a more
general and a more special sense
in general to the world
in specialty to the
Church and the saints.
:

;
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of spiritual light and life in the first instance, and
then of the impress of God's own seal on their foreheads,
the last in token of his appropriation of them as his
servants, and for an amulet to preserve them both in the
aggregate as a living succession in this world, and indivia figuradually unto eternal salvation in the next world,
tion depicting all this could surely signify no other doctrinal truth but that of the Lord's own sovereign grace,
Himself choosing, enhghtening, and quickening his true
servants, (contradistinctively to any mere outward Chris-

viz.

—

—

tianization by baptism or profession,) and protecting
and preserving them even to the end.
1 have expounded the preserving virtue of the sealing

intended to include not only the preservation of a
continued living succession of the sealed ones, on this
world's theatre, but also their spiritual preservation
And, in proof of
individually to ultimate salvation.
this double sense being meant, I might appeal to the
fact of the fulfilment of either point being markedly depicted, in the actual course of the long series of ApoFor not merely are
calyptic prefigurations following.
election of grace,
ones,
God's
sealed
or
these 144,000,
succession, undeexisting
a
still
as
afterwards
alluded to
four
first
Trumpets,' (in
of
the
tempests
by
the
stroyed
contrast with the perpetual succession, generation after

as

generation, of what are called the inhabitants of the earth,
or children of this world,) alike at the opening of the
judgments of the fifth Trumpet,^ and also both during,
of the fearful tempests which, on the soundings of the
fell upon the Roman earth,
(viii. 7, &c.) with those which the four angels of the winds
trees,
pictured in this seventh chapter were, just before that Seal's opening, spoken of
the commission of these latter being (so soon as the time
as destined to cause,
is almost too obof respite was ended) to " blow on the earth, trees, and sea,"
^

four

The correspondence
Trumpets,
sea, and uliy,

first

after the seventh Seal's opening,

—

—

vious to need suggestion to the reader.
2 On the fifth Trumpet sounding, the scorpion-locusts, that constituted its woe,
are said to have had the charge given them to " hurt only those men that had
a charge implying that there were
not the seal of God in their foreheads: "
others on the scene of action who bore that seal's impress, and were not to be

—

hurt.
I may further intimate here, what will be more fully shown in the sixth chapter
of the Second Part of my Commentary, that there appears to be an allusion to
the /our tempest-angels of the Sealing Vision, as still commissioned and in action

:
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and up to the close of, the Beast Antichrist's reign,*
but
on the blast of the seventh Trumpet, as all,
both dead and living, being about collectively to receive
further,

reward, on Christ's taking the kingdom
the identity
of the rewarded ones of that final Trumpet with the
sealed ones of chap. vii. being evidenced by their having
attached to them the same designatives, elsewhere attached to the 144,000 also,'^ of God's saints and ser:

vants.^

— Moreover

sealing

was here

same twofold saving result of the
and at this time foreshown to St.

the

too

John, in the immediately consecutive vision of the palmhearers
a vision which I have previously presumed,*
and shall now show, to be one prospective ; depicting in
figure the final heavenly happiness of all the aggregate
of the sealed ones, and implying the previous continued
preservation on earth of their line and succession.
I must stop for a moment or two to prove this.

—

And 1 st, the identity of the palm bearers there depicted
with the sealed ones of the sealing vision just preceding
appeared hence, from their being alike of the class of
God's

faithful

and redeemed servants, and

ated, in respect of their time of mortal

of great tribulation

;

alike associ-

life, w^ith

— a tribulation however

an

alluded

sera

to

one vision as about beginning, in the other as
past.
The predicated difference of number (for the palmbearers were a number numberless, the sealed ones first
sealed only 144,000,) did not affect this their identity
in the

;

under the sixth Trumpet, in a passage (Apoc. ix. 14) hitherto I believe altogether misapprehended
and, if so, an almost implied recognition, there also,
of the still continued co-existence of those sealed ones whom, throughout the
whole course of the tempest-angels' destroying desolations, the latter were
charged not to injure.
" I looked, and lo a Lamb stood on Mount Zion, and with hira
'
Apoc, xiv. 1
144,000, having his Father's name written on their foreheads."
This is in
contradistinction to the mass of the Apocalyptic earth's inhabitants, that had the
Beast's name and mark on their right liand or foreheads (xiii. 16)
and consequently, in respect of time, a symbolization synchronous with the Beast's reign.
" till we have sealed the servants of God in their foreheads."
^ Verse 3
In
viii. 3, just after the sea'ing and palm-bearing visions, the "prayers of all the
saints," evidently mean those of the sealed ones.
So too xiii. 7, 10, xiv. 12, &c.
^ Apoc. xi. 18
"The time is come that thou shouldest give reward unto thy
servants, the prophets, and the saints, and them that fear thy name, both small
and great :" in which passage I think the expression, " thy servants," was intended to include not the prophets only, but the rest of the saints, also specified.
:

—

;

;

;

:

—

'

p. 245.
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being accounted for from the circumstance of the

it

I.

dif-

which the two visions related,
and consequent necessity of the former comprehending

ferent periods of time to

—

various generations of the latter
a circumstance this
which was further clearly implied to St. John in the stated
^

:

fact of the palm-bearers

having been gathered

in

great

beyond the limits of the Roman world, out of
all nations and tribes and people and languages ;^ whereas
at the time of the sealing, and of the restraint of the tem-

part from

the christianization of the Roman world
was represented as but just and scarcely complete.
2. That the figured beatitude of the palm-bearers was
that of the heavenly state, appeared from its being represented to consist in admission to the vision of God, and
eternal exemption from all sorrow and trial
the figures

pest-angels,
itself

—

:

—

used to depict it, moreover, being precisely those figures
that are used elsewhere in Scripture of the saints'
heavenly blessedness
alike that of a band of Zion's
pilgrims arrived out of the weary wilderness in their
Canaan of rest, and rejoicing over it in the Feast of
Tabernacles;^ and that too of Paradise restored, so
glowingly and beautifully applied by Isaiah and other
prophets, in their pictures of the glory of the latter day.*
:

expositor Berengaud explains the passage. " Per
qui in ecclesia Dei singulis temporibus laborant, designantur et
quia in comparatione reproborum exigua est turba electorum, non immerito
numero 144,000 designantur. In cselesti vero beatitudine, ubi singulis temporibus ex omnibus gentibus tribubus et linguis congregantur, tanta corum cfficitur
multitude, ut nullo numero comprehendi possit."
2nd Ed.
* The same was afterwards beautifully illustrated by the form of the heavenly
Jerusalem, a later symbol of the same collective body of the redeemed in their
heavenly glory
it being a cube whose height and
length and breadth were
equal
whereas each living generation of the scaled ones was but a square number, viz. 144, or 12 times 12, chiliads.
See Apoc. xxi. 16.
3 Compare Lev. xxiii. 34
4.3 ; "The fifteenth day of the seventh month shall
be the feast of tabernacles :.. .. And ye shall take you branches of palm-trees,
and shall rejoice before the Lord seven days :. ..And ye shall dwell in booths
seven days, all that arc Israelites that your generations may know that I made
the children of Israel dwell in booths, when 1 brought them out of the land of
Egypt." Compare too Isa. xii. 3, " With joy shall ye draw water out of the
wells of salvation :"
a figure drawn from the same festival.
On the early martyrs' tombs in the Roman catacombs palm-branches were
often sculptured, in token of their then heavcidy triumph and joy.
See an exam|)le from Bokletti in the I'.pitaph given in the Appendix to this Volume.
*
So Isa. XXXV. 1
10; " The wilderness and the solitary place shall be glad
And the ransomed of the Lord shall return, and come to Zion
for them, &c, &c.
*

So,

144,000

I

now

find, the ancient

electi,

:

—

:

;

—

,

;

—

—

—
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—Hence

3rdly, (I mean as inferred from the palm-bearers'
numbers, extended local origin, and translation out of the
great tribulation into heavenly blessedness,) the necessity of the vision being one far prospective in its character
that is, supposing the chronological place of these
connected visions of the tempest-angels, the sealing, and
the palm-bearers to be that which I have assigned to
them viz. at the period just preceding the burst of the
Gothic tempests over the Roman Empire.
But here the objection meets us, (and it is one which
absolutely needs an answer) that the alleged fact of the
Vision being thus prospective and anticipative,
of events
still far distant, not of events of the time assigned to the
vision,
is a fact unprecedented, perhaps unparalleled,
in the Apocalypse.
Indeed, I doubt not, it is this difficulty which has contributed, beyond any other, to induce
belief with many in views different from my own of the
Apocalyptic structure views such as to allow of the sixth
Seal, (with its sealing and palm-bearing Visions,) as well
as the last Trumpet and Vial, reaching to the time of the
end.
Now that this structure cannot be the true one,
follows as a necessary consequence from my explanation
:

—
;

—

—

;

of

that precedes

e. if correct, as I trust the reader
not to note other clear evidence
against the theory, which will however be given by me
fully elsewhere.'
And I have now to add (and I beg

all

will

have deemed

the reader's

i.

;

it

:

most particular attention to

it)

that there

mistake not, in the palm-bearing vision itself
an internal mark, clear and distinct, though hitherto unobserved by expositors, indicative of the Vision being
necessarily so as I explain it, one prospective and anticipative of a distant future. The mark is this,
that there
is no change in the general Apocalyptic scenery during its
exhibition, correspondent with that new state of things
which is to be introduced at the actual time of the consummation, and of the saints entering on their heavenly
exists, if I

,

—

with songs, and everlasting joy upon tlneir beads they shall obtain joy and gladness, and sorrow and sighing shall flee away."
So also Isa. xxv. 8, &c.
^ Viz. in my Exaii.ination of
the Scheme in the Appendix to the present Volume.
:
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The emblematic

inner temple, depicted
visions first openApocalyptic
before St. John on the
continued
in view as the
afterwards
ins:, and which
with
scene,
its twenty-four
the
foreground
of
perpetual

blessedness.

presbyters and four living creatures, the representatives
of the separate spirits of the just, in their time of wait-

ing and expectation, around the throne of God and of
the Lamb,' still continued throughout this palm-bearing
Vision in the heavenly foreground, just as before nor is
:

a hint given of any happy change taking place cotempoThere the angels
rarily in the visible terrene landscape.

of the winds seem to have remained still each in his
quarter
all ready as before to let slip the winds in their
;

fury, the

Almighty restraint upon them
Whereas when the occasion came

instant that the

might be removed.

true order of time, the actual reaconsummation, there was instantly
a
a corresponding change in all the visible scenery
change such as not the propriety alone, but indeed the

for representing, in

its

lization of this blessed

;

Instead of the re-

very necessity of the case required.

presentative presbyters and living creatures then observ-

ing any more their posture of quiescent waiting, new
thrones were seen set, and on them the King of Kings,
the Lord Jesus, took seat, together with all the saints,

whom

these presbyters and living creatures had hitherto

represented,

for his

assessors. ^

Moreover the

New

Jerusalem appeared descending upon earth, with the
visible glory of God enlightening it
a glory then no
longer hidden within a temple-wall's covering ^ and
there was a new heaven and a new earth, the former
things having passed away."*
So that the palm-bearing
;

:

—

however great the peculiarity of the

vision,
not,

—

I

say positively, could not,

— depict the

case,
saints'

could
con-

summation of blessedness

at the real time of its accomcould only be, so as I have supposed it,
a prospective vision of the final salvation of the sealed

plishment.

'

^

and

It

See pp.

86—92.
And I saw no temple

Apoc. xxi. 22; "
tlie

Lamb

are the temple of it."

Apoc. xx.4.
Lord God Almighty
Apoc. xxi. 1.
-

therein

;

for the
*
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given anticipatively to St. John.
Why such a vision here alone,
and not elsewhere, the answer will be found in the circumstance of St. John seeing it as a symbolic or represen-

ones of the mystic

Israel,

If the question be asked,

—

man

importance, and almost necessity,
complete figuring of
as will soon
period intended, to
revelation
given
at
the
doctrinal
the
those whom he here thus symbolically represented.
This difficulty cleared up, I have only to add a brief
remark on yet two other particulars noticeable in the
tative

;

and of

its

appear, in order to the

The one regards

palm-bearing vision.

"These

the great,

they that are to

are

the great tribulation,''^

the appellative

come out of

applied to designate that from

which the palm-bearing pilgrims would have emerged.
On which I may observe that this appellation, the great,
appears to be a term of comparison with some other
and that it is explained
previous and lesser tribulation
as simply as satisfactorily by the prophetic announce;

ment addressed in the vision of the fifth Seal to the
souls under the altar, that they should wait " until their
brethren, that were to he slain even as they, should be
completed " seeing that those words implied a second
term of tribulation, as well as second body of martyrs,
to succeed after that of the persecutions of Pagan Rome.^
The other is as to the reason assigned in St. John's
hearing by the palm-bearing company for their attaining
This shewed most strikingly
to heavenly-blessedness.
that it was felt to be not for any works or righteousness
of their own or of other men, but simply through divine
saving grace, and by virtue of the application of the
cleansing blood of Jesus
their cry being, " The sal:

—

:

—

be ascribed unto our God which sitteth upon the
throne, and unto the Lamb " and the statement, " They
washed their robes, and made them white in the blood
of the Lamb, followed by, " Therefore are they before
vation

^

;

'

eK TTjy

—

0An|/6c<)s

ri)s fiijaXris.

See p. 199 &c. supra.
Perhaps " the great" might imply its being the lon^
tribulation also ; as in the case of that of the Jews.
Compare Matt. xsiv. 21.
with Luke xxi. 24.
^ 'H ffa)T7)pia, " The salvation ;" i. e.the salvation just experienced by us.
'
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I.

the throne of God, and He that sitteth on the throne
shall dwell among them," &c.
On the whole, the main doctrinal truth figured in the

palm-hearing vision, seems to have been that of the assured final blessedness and salvation of those that should
then, and in every after age, answer to the sealed ones,
also that
in other words, of God's election of grace
of these there would be a number numberless, gathered
out of every clirae and nation, as well as out of many a
that they would be brought to the frusucceeding age,
ition of their heavenly joys not till after the lapse of a
and would feel themgreat, perhaps long tribulation,
I think too St.
selves saved only by redeeming grace.
John's reference to one of the presbyters on the meaning
of the vision, (certainly a remarkable circumstance,) might

—

:

'

—

—

—

be further meant to indicate the scriptural source of the
doctrine thus manifested
in other words, that it would
:

be derived from the scriptures of the twelve apostles
the same that, as I conceive, were symbolized by twelve
of the twenty-four Presbyters, as the heads of the New
Testament Church.'
:

are now prepared for looking into history, to
whether there was of all this any actual fulfilment at
Between the completion of the Conthe eera prefigured.
stantinian revolution and bursting of Gothic tempests
on the Roman earth, while they threatened, but were
yet withheld, as if by some direct interference of Divine

Thus we

see

—

Providence,
true

— was

there a revelation

Church, or to any one of its more

made

to

Christ's

influential ministers,

of the doctrines of electing saving grace, accordant
with the emblems of the two consecutive and intimately
connected visions of the sealing and the palm-bearing ;
a revelation so notable, and with such important light
resulting to the Church, both then and in the troublous
times that followed, as to evidence its fitness for so pro-

—

1 Compare
Augustine on Psalm cxxi. §2,9: whevR he speaks of the twelve
apostles occupying twelve thrones in heaven and of the invitation to the heavenly Jerusalem addrest to men on earth by those who have already entered it.
;
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minent a prefiguration in the visions of the Apocalypse
We ask the question, and the answer is given in one word,
Augustine. This was to be the subject of our Second

j*

—

Head
II.

viz.

;

The HISTORICAL FULFILMENT.

then, Augustine s cera, doctrinal views, and
preeminently Messed influence, as reflecting the chief light
given to the Church throughout the long dark ages that
I

repeat

it

followed, measured by the Gothic Saracenic and Turkish woes, down even to the Reformation, all concur to
point out his history and teaching, as an exact and most

remarkable fulfilment of these remarkable visions.
I. As to the chronology of Augustine's life, the dates
He was
of its chief epochs may be stated as follows.'
born near Hippo, in North Africa, A. D. 354, during the
a time when (to quote Gibbon's
reign of Constantius
very illustrative words yet a second time) " the threatening tempests of barbarians, which so soon subverted the
foundations of Roman greatness, were still repelled or suspended on the frontiers." He went to Rome, and thence to
;

Milan, A. D. 383, 385 just a year or two after that the
fatal battle of Adrianople had, agreeably with the prefiguration, established the Gothic hosts on the Roman
earth, and shown their preparedness, like as with fierce
also while Theodosius, raised
tempests, to overwhelm it
up by a most extraordinary intervention of Providence
for the purpose, was enabled, still just agreeably with
;

'^

:

the prophecy,

(through the very instrumentality in part

of the Gothic chiefs themselves,)-^ effectually and at once
I
I
follow tlie dates given in the Life prefixed to the last Volume of the
Benedictine Edition of Augustine Paris, 1836 to which Edition my subsequent
references are made.
^ " J saw four angels standing on the four corners of the earth, holding the
Compare Jer. xlix. 36, " Upon Elam I will bring the four
four winds,' &c.
winds from the four quarters of Amrfn ; " where the four quarters of heaven seem
marked as their original locations and Ezek. vii. 2, " An end is come on the
four corners of the land ;" said of it when the woe had actually arrived there.
3 So long as Theodosius lived, they joined th€ir Prince Athanaric in saying that
they wished no other king than him.
Compare the prophetic expression, " Angels
though theje were the angels
holding the four winds that it should not blow," &c
I have
of the winds themselves, and destined to desolate the Roman earth.
:

;

—

:

—

;

T

2

m
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There and then he heard the Bishop
to arrest them.
and was converted, and baptized.
of Milan, Ambrose
In 388 he
This was between the years 385 and 387.
was^ in 39 1 ordained Presbyter,
returned to Carthage
and in 395 Bishop of Hippo, near Carthage ; the last
His episcopate and
just after the death of Theodosius.
At
life continued for near thirty-five years afterwards.
length, just when the tempests that had during that time
been desolating the European or land provinces of the
empire, crossing the sea, began to make their ravages
the great
felt in the African transmarine province elso,^
work assigned him by his Divine Master (that same
which we suppose prefigured in the visions under consideration) having been completed,
even as if the tempest's reaching him had been the signal preordained of
his death, he w^as taken from the evil to come, and fell
asleep in Jesus, A. D. 430.
;

;

—

—

2. As to his doctrinal views, they were, as all know,
emphatically and pre-eminently those of divine sovereign
grace;
grace predestinating, electing, preventing, quickening, illuminating, adopting, saving
saving alike from

—

;

dominion and all other real evils of this life,^ and
saving unto the end.
So copious is he on this subject,
and so much is it his own, that his name has in fact
sin's

been associated with
his

own,

in

it

in all subsequent ages

;

—

I

mean

contradistinction to other cotemporary or

preceding human teachers of theology.
For from the
time of Justin Martyr, downward, this doctrine had been
by the doctors of the Christian Church very partially propounded and obscurely taught.^ The manner in which

—

the Note 1, p. 228 shown that Kparevras need not signify restraining. But
possibly the historical fact just noted may justify and explain that rendering.
" Hurt not the land, nor the sea, till we liave sealed, "<fcc. Apoc. vii. 3.
'
- This is illustrated in Note
1, p. 280.
So Milner, p. 297, remarks that Chrysostom, in commenting on that passage
Not of him that willeth, nor of him that runneth,' &c, " introduces the doctrine
of freewill in the same manner as most of the Fathers who spoke of it at all from
the days of Justin, and observes that the irliole is said to be of God because the
greater part is."
At p. 276 he remarks the same of Ambrose. Compare too

'

'

—

TertuUian adv. Marc. ii.
as one of the earlier Fathers referred to by Milner.
In Mr. Fnbcr's historical Work on the Primitive Doctrine of Election, the
."i,

—
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he was himself both prepared by Divine Providence to
understand and feel its truth and value, and the manner
in which by the same Providence he was led zealously
and effectively to advocate it, alike deserve notice. Born
of a Christian mother, and at one time anxious while a
boy for Christian baptism^ (it was on occasion of a dangerous illness,) his wish was strangely not complied with ;
the danger of sin after baptism, according to the current
superstitions of the day, constituting an objection in the
minds of his parents.^ So that he grew up into life
not even by baptism, or outward profession, a Christian.
In the course of his youth and early manhood that followed, he tells us in his Confessions how he was led captive by his lusts
and then how, in the desolation of a
mind dark, restless, and unhappy, he wandered into speculations on man's formation, and the origin of evil ;
and at length in the sensual and fatalistic doctrines of
Manicheism,^ doctrines which alike did away with all
idea of holiness and love attaching to God, and of
moral guilt and responsibility attaching to sinful man,
sought refuge from himself, but in vain.
It was in
this state of heathenism, sensuality, hardness of heart,
and philosophic pride and darkness, that he visited
Milan, and heard, and was converted to Christianity
being so plucked like a brand out of the burning, and
;

—

—

:

made

to feel in his

own

experience, while yet unbaptized,

the truth of God's free, sovereign, electing grace and

patristic noi'elty of the Augustinian doctrine is the very foundation of his

arguMr. F's Work itself, just objection might, I conceive, be made both
against its fundamental principle, and many of its details; against its view of
Scriptural election, and its view of the doctrine on that point of the Church of
England. Its fundamental principle, I may observe, (as well as that of Mr. Faber's sister Works on Regeneration and Justification,) is the appeal to pitre pri-

ment.

—As

to

—

mitive consenting antiquity, for the right sense of doctrinal Scripture.
But,
waiving other difficulties and objections as to the primitive and the consenting",
where the pure antiquity, if the leaven of the apostacy was to begin its insidious
working in the Church visible (as I believe it was) even from apostolic times ?
On the Church of England doctrine of election, see Note 1, p. 286 infrk.
*
So he tells us in his Confessions i. ii ; " quia videlicet post lavacrum illud
major et periculosior in sordibus delictorum reatus foret."
^
sketch of this doctrine, very much drawn from Augustine, will be found
in a later portion of this work.
See Part iii. Chap, vii and the paper connected
with it in the Appendix.

—

—

A

;

—

:
^
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love.

— And thus he began,

wards,

(in

fact ere the

[part

VII.

we

find,

very

early

I.

after-

fury of the barbarian tempests

had yet been let loose on Roman Christendom,) both to
preach, and to write, on this subject of God's free electing grace.*
But at first less prominently and distinctly.
few years afterwards the diffusion of the Pelagian
heresy of free ivill drew from him argumentative and
and, under his
copious dissertations on the subject
direction, ecclesiastical Councils were induced solemnly
to condemn the Pelagian error, and to recognize the
Further, on occasion of Alaric's
doctrines of grace.^
capture of Rome, A. D. 410, the heathens that remained
having cast reproach on Christianity, as if the cause of
the catastrophe, and Christians too been disappointed
and in bitterness, such as had entertained hopes and
opinions, like Eusebius before them,^ that there would

A

:

—

Roman Empire in the
and professed Christianization,
he
was led to write his great work on tlie Oiiy of God ;'* the
object of which was to distinguish this city, commonivealth, or kingdom of God, from ih^city, commonwealth
or kingdom of this ivorld, alike in respect of its constiattach a preservative virtue to the

—

fact of its political

tuency, character, privileges, present state, home, destiny

—

its

constituency, the whole body](not of the circumcised,

many of whom though called
were not chosen,^ but) of the predestinated and elect by
or baptized, or professing,

' See,
for example, his Exposilio quarundam Propositionum ex Epistola ad
Rnmanos, written while he was yet a Presbyter. In later years, when charged
with innovation on the doctrines of grace, election, and perseverance, he says
that he v,T(/<e on the subject as early as the beginning of his bishoprick, A. D.395.
Sec the Paris Benedictine Edit. Tom. xiii. col. 1434, 1435 also col. 1353, 1354,
&c in his Treatises on tlie Predestination and Peneverance of the Saints.
^ So the Councils of Carthage, held A. D. 4 2 and 41f).
See Harduin, i. 1214,
and for Rome's primary anti-Pelagian declaration, Hard. i. 1255 also Moshcim
V. 2. 5. 23, 24.
Milner, p. 322, notes, as I do, God's Providence in the matter.
2 See pp. 220, 227 suprh.
^ De Civitate Dei.
Our word citij can scarcely convey the idea that ciiitas
does, of a community, or state, made up of its citizens.
^ So, for example, in C. I), xviii. 49, headed, " De indiscreta multiplicatione
Ecclesiae, qua in hoc saeculo multi reprobi miscentur electis." &c.
Also ib.51.2;
" Multi sunt intua qui corda pi^ vivcntium suis perditis moribus cruciant."
In C. D. XX. 7. 3, he distinguishes between the regenerate (by baptism), and the
elect (the citizens of the Jerusalem above)
saying that the former are often seduced by the devil, i. e. to perdition, the elect never. See too, Vol. iv. 2508, in
;

:

1

—

;

;
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God's sovereign grace their character that of the love
of God, contradistinctively to the love of self and this
world ;^ their privilege, that of being enlightened, quickened, sanctified, and saved by the same divine grace,
their state in this vmrld that of
even to the end
pilgrims and strangers, with warfare and tribulation here
^

;

;

appointed them ; but with the assured hope of being
all gathered at length to their heavenly home, In the
In short it was the very embodying
Saviour's presence.
of the idea of the 144,000 elect sealed ones of the Apocalyptic vision into a corporate form ; and both historically with regard to the past, and prophetically with
regard to the future, the tracing out of their fortunes in
this world and the next, contradistinctively to those of

—

Even in
the kingdom of this world, and its citizens.
regard of details, his description of this body of the elect
agrees most exactly with that of the symbolic visions unHe speaks of them as not merely elect
der consideration.
Israelites,"^ but specifically as God's twelve tribes of
election out of Israel's twelve professing tribes ^ and
He
also as of the constituency of tlie New Jerusalem.**
;

on 1 John ii. 18, § 5, " They went out from us because they were not
" " Multi qui non sunt ex nobis accipiuntnobiscum sacramenta, accipiunt
baptismum, et quidquld in sacramentis Sanctis est, ipsius altaris communicationem accipiunt nohiscam, et non sunt ex nobis." Again De Correp. et Grat.
" Fuerunt ergo isti ex niultitudine vocatorum ex
c. 21, 22 (Vol. xiii. 1297)
paucitate electorum non fuerunt."
Also Epis. 93, Vol. ii. 366, &c., 8iC.
" Fecerunt civitates duas amores duo ie/venam scilicet amor
'
C. D. xiv, 28
sui, usque ad contcmptum Dei ; ccelestem vere amor Dei, usque ad contemptum
And on Psalm Ixiv. § 2 " Duas istas civitates faciunt duo amores Jerusui."
salem facit amor Dei
Babyloniam facit amor seculi " adding, " Multi cives
Sed novit
sancta^ matris Jerusalem cupiditatibus Babylonia corrupti tenentur.
Doniinus, conditor Jerusalem, quos cives ejus prsedestinaverit, quos vidcat adhuc
(Vol. v. 898.)
So too in
sub dominatu Diai)uli, redimendos sanguine Christi."
the Treatise De Gcncsi ad Litt. si. 20. (Vol. iii. 452.)
" Israel nomen electionis est: " Psalm cxiii. § 2,
- So on Psalm xlix.
§ 14;
" NuUus Christianorum se a nomine Israel arbitretur alienum " C. D. xx. 21,
" Fratres electorum Israeiitarum." &c.
3 On Psalm cxxi, "Thither the tribes go up," § 8
"Duodecim tribus erantpopuli Israel
sed erant ibi mali, eterant ibi boni. Quid est tribus Domini ? Quae
cognoverunt Dominum. Ex ipsis enim duodecim tribubus malis erant ibi boni
his Tract

of us

;

—
;

;

:

;

:

:

:

;

:

;

;

et ipsa erant grana inter illas tribus, quae inter paleas com;
Axcenderunt autem non cCim paleis sed tribus purgatae, electse,
quasi tribus Domini."
Again on Psalm cxxxiv. § 7, he distinguishes the " Israel
Dei," or " Israel pertinentem ad Deum."
* " Civitatem sanctam Jerusalem, quae nunc in Sanctis fidelibus est diffusa per
terras " C. D. xx. 21 -.—including, as another part of its citizens, the saints and

de bonis tribubus

mixta sunt.

:

;
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God's sealed ones, from real

injury by the Devil, or any of his instruments.*

He notes

number definite,'^ and answering, while on
earth, to the Apocalyptic 144,000 ^ moreover as one,
though small in comparison at any given period with the
number of the reprobate,* yet in itself and in the aggregate
very large indeed, (for more than once he quotes in proof
the very words of the imlm-bearincj vision,) as a number
numberless.^
He speaks of them as to be gathered out
of all nations and kindreds and tribes ; ^ and of the remaining time consequently of the Church's pilgrimage
the number as a

:

;

" Est in cgelo seterna nostra Jerusalem, ubi sunt cives nostri anangels above
geli,"&c. Ps.cxxi.§ 2.
*
" Diabolus, princeps impise civitatis, adversus peregriC. D. xviii. 51. 1
nantem in hoc inundo Civitatem Dei, vasa propria commovendo, nihil ei nocere
permittitur :" and in C. D. i. 10 he particularizes, in stating that the good had
lost nothing in the taking of Rome.
Again in Tract 50 on John xi. 55, he says,
" Signum Christi h. nobis repeliit exterminatorem, si cor nostrum habeat Christum habitatorem," with allusion to the destroying Angel of Exod. xii contrasting this with the mere outit-ard signature in baptism; " Qukm multi habent in
In his Sermon
fronte signum Christi, et corde non recipiunt verbum Christi."
156. IT), he speaks of the Spirit of adoption, with which true Christians are
sealed, as their arrhabo ox pledge of salvation.
- K. g. Epist
18G. 25; " Certus est ergo Dei prasscientise, definitus Humerus,
multitudo sanctorum quihus diligentibus Deum omnia co-operant\ir in bonum.
Quosenim praedestinavit," &c. Also De Corrept.et GratiS., 40 " Numerus sanctorum per Dei gratiam Dei regno prsdestinatus, donate sibi etiam usque in finem
perseverantia illuc integer perducetur, et illic integerrimus jam sine fine certissimiim servabitur adhaerente sibi misericordia Salvatoris sui, sive cira convertuntur, sive ciim praeliantur, sive cum coronantur."
' De Doctr. Christ, iii. 51
"Centum quadraginta quatuor (mille), quo numero significatur universilas sanctorum in Apocalypsi."
Epist. 93. 30, &c.
* E. g. in his Sermons, 249, 250, on the narrative of the disciples fishing, given
3
in John xxi.
11 ; Vol. vii. pp. 1500, 150G.
In this world, he says, speaking
of the mixed number of fish through which the ship was near sinking, the
Church (the visible Church) has in it many bad; " Turba turbavit ecclesiam :"
then, with regard to the 153 fish drawn to land, that it represents the collec" Tunc contive body of the true saints, gathered together at the resurrection.
grcgatio sanctorum crit; divisiones hereticorum non erunt.
Pax erit, et perfecta unitas.
Nemo minus, nemo plus erit. Integer numerus crit. Sed valde
pauci sunt, si 153 tantum sunt. Absit il nobis ut tot soli sint in h&c plebe
quanto magis in uriiversS. ecclesi^ Dei. Apocalypsis ipsius Johannis Evangelistje
ostcndlt visam fuisse tantam multitudinem sanctorum, et in \\\k ffiternitate felicium, quantam numerarc nemo possit. Et tamen omnes ad numerum istum
pertinent, 153."
So too Kpist. 93. 30 where also (after the clause referred to
in my last Note) he refers to the palm-bearing vision's number numberless
" Millia quaj numerarc nemo potest videntur in Apocalypsi, in stolis albis pal:

;

—

:

:

;

:

;

•*

—

—

—

:

—

;

misque victriuibus."
''

C. D. xix. 17

lalitate

;

" Hicc cselestis civitas (vel potius pars ejus quae in h4c mordum peregrinatur in terrft, ex omnibus gentibus cives

|)eregrinatur)

evocat, atque in

omnibus

linguis pcregrinam colligit societatem."'

;
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tribulation, including specially that of Antichrist's

as probably by no means so short,
or near its ending, as Hesychius and others, like many
of the Fathers before them, had been led to expect.^
He
describes them, moreover, as washed and made white
through the alone cleansing blood of Jesus :^ and, yet
once more, as in their heavenly blessedness destined to
realize, like the Apocalyptic palm-bearers, alike the type
of Israel's rest and festival- keeping in Canaan, after its

predicted persecution,

'

long and weary wilderness-wanderings,"* and also the Paradisiacal emblems in the Old Testament and Apocalyptic
So on Psalm
With the constant

22; Cujus tribulationis ? Nostrse peregrinationis."
of an antichristian world, in Augustine's sense of anti'
christian, viz. as opposed to Christ, (so he explained the prophetic phrase,) and
with the crowning tribulation of Antichrist's persecutions andreign, ere the close.
"MartjTum numerus complebitur Antichristi temporibus:" Vol. xiii. 999 these
martyrs being the y?«a/ complement, he says, of the nximher afterwards to be
killed, referred to by the souls under the altar.
So also C. D. xxi. 26. 4, &c.
^ So Epist. 93. 31
" Ecclesia, quae per omnes gentes crescit, in frumentis Dominicis conservata est et usque in finem, donee omnino gentes omnes etiam barbaras teneat, conservabitur."
Also Epist. 197
199, referred to by me in alater
Chapter; expressing his conviction of the world not being then very near its
end, because the Gospel had not then by any means been preached to all nations.
See Part ii. ch. iii. infrk.
^ " In Apocalypsi, revelante Angelo, Joannes vidit turbam multam quam
dinumerare nemo poterat. Hanc requirens qusenam esset, responsum accepit.
Hi sunt qui laverunt stolas eorura, et Candidas eas fecerunt in sanguine Agni.
Jam agnoscis, anima Christiana, quemadmodum et tu ex iilo sanguine eflficiaris
Candida; " &c. Vol. ix. p. 1004. ^I'he Benedictine Editors doubt this Treatise
being Augustine's.
If not, it was the treatise of an early Augustinian
and
agreeable with Augustine's own doctrine. So on Psalm ciii. §1.6; " Anima decora esse non potes, nisi confessa fueris fcEditatem ei qui semper pulcher....
Dicitur de Ecclesia, Qua est ista qucF. ascendit dealbata ? Dealbata quia non per
se alba.
Acccdit gratia dealbans. Primo nigra fuisti, sed facta es alba ex gratis
"
the grace of him " qui pro impiis moreretur."
And again on John xix.
illius
See too his remarks in C. D. x. 22, 24,
34, " Quid isto sanguine mundius?"
and on Psalm cxxix. § 3 where he descants on the Christian's propitiatory pro" With thee is propitiation."
vided of God
with all this contrast Tertullian's explanation of the Apocalyptic cleansing ;
" Multitudo albati, et palmis victoriae insignes, revelantur, sc. de Antichristo
triumphales; sicut unus de Presbyteris, ' Hi sunt qui veniunt ex ilia, pressura
magnA &c.'. . . Vestitus enim animae caro sordes quidem baptismate abluuntur
Compare too
maculae vero martyrio candidantur." Scorp. adv. Gnostic, c. 12.
Ephrem Syrus, cited Note 4, p. 247 suprk, Also Ambros. de Myst. cap. 7.
Apol. David cap. 12, to the same effect.
* So Tract xxviii
on John vii. § 9, "The Jews' feast of tabernacles was at
hand :" where he compares the Christian's course through this world to Israel's
through the wilderness and observes that as Christ's time, so the Church's
time for celebrating that festival, is not till its arrival in a better world. Vol.
iv. pp. 2002, 2003.
So again on Psalm Ixxii. .5 " Quidquid in eremo passus est
ille populus, et quidquid eis Dcus largitus est, significationes sunt rerum quas in
solitudinc hujus vitae ambulantes in Christo, quserentes patriam, accipimusad
consolationeni."
'

xlix.

trial

:

—

;

;

—

—

;

;

—

—

;

:

.

;

—

;

;

—
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Such were Augustine's doctrinal views of grace ; doctrines derived not from patristic doctors, but, as he tells
us, from the Scriptures tiiemselves, and revelation of the
Holy Ghost :^ and to prefigure which revelation, regard-

—

ing as it did the future as well dispresent, the saints'^naZ
perseverance to salvation as well as their election by
grace,
there was needed not the sealing vision alone,

—

now will see, but the prospective vision of the
palm-hearing sealed ones, (noted elsewhere as " the called
and chosen^ and faithful,") in their final triumph also.
Indeed I must beg the reader, ere he passes onward, just
to pause and think with himself, whether he can possibly imagine any two symbolic figurations that would
more exactly symbolize the doctrinal revelation made to
Augustine, than these two exhibited at the exactly correspondent epoch in the Patmos visions, to the representative man St. John,
the reader

3. Finally, I have to observe on the manner in which,
through the divine overruling providence, it was both
suitable and effectual, even beyond Augustine's own in^

C. D. XX. 26.

quando

1

;

homines

" Illud teuipus nulli tempori

comparandum

est nisi

prasvaiicationem innoccntissiin& felicitate vixerunt."
This of their freedom from sin. Then he applies Isaiah's pro"
phecies:
Per Isaiam, inter ccetera qua; ibi de sanctorum beatitudine per allegorias et a:nigmata exequitur," &c, referring to Isa. Ixv, and in C. D. xxii.3 to
Isa. xxvi, &c.
See too the exquisite passage in his De Cantico Novo, ad fin. Vol.
ix. 1000.
^ " Locus qui promittitur tam pacatae ac securoe iiabitationis ccternus est.
ubi erit vcracitcr populus /i7'aeZ. Hoc enim nomen interpretatur Videns Deum."
" In illo regno quas bona accepturi sumus
Rcrum omnium quanta sciential ubi Dei sapientia de ipso suo fonte potabitur." &C. C. D. xxii. 24.
XX. 17; " In Apocalyjjsi obscure nmltadicuiitur. Veruni in his verbis,
Absterget Deus omnes lachrymas ab nculis eoium, et mors non crit, neque luctus,' &.C, tantA luce dicta sunt de seculo futuro, et immortalitate sanctorum, ut
nulla debeamus in litteris sacris legere manifcsta, si ha:c praeteritnus obscura."
^ While faintly referring to tl'.ree of the Fathers as liavin;; held the doctrine
" Jstam praedestinabefore him, he rests on the Scriptures as his true authority
tionem quam secundum Scripturas defendimus."
De Praedest. et Persev.
•'
Praedestinatio jiracdicanda est, quemadmodum cam Sdcin Sciiplura evidenter
elocpiitur."
Writing to Prosper and Hilary, ho says that God will reveal the
doctrine to them that pray for it.
See Faber on Election, p. 123,
lb. i. 1.
priini

Paradiso ante
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tentions, as an antidote with the faithful against the baptismal, as well as other corruptions of the age.

—

In so

about it was concerned, Augustine's
direct object was not correction of the baptismal and
ritualistic errors, now more and more prevailing, but of
the Pelagian doctrines of man's free-will, merit, and inherent inborn power for working out his salvation.
Indeed, though he distinguished carefully, as may be seen,
between baptismal regeneration and the regeneration or
to which last personal faith in
conversion of the heart,^
Christ was deemed by him essential,^
though conscious,
from observation of men around him, that the baptized
did not in the majority of cases profit unto spiritual
life,^ as well as of their abuse of the baptismal rite,
and on the other hand conscious from his own experience,'^ (as well as from the examples of the Ethiopian eunuch and others,^) that spiritual life might be
far as controversy

—

—

" In baptizatis infantibus prsecedit regenerationis sacramentum

*

;

et

si

Chris-

—

tianam tenuerint pietatem sequetur etiam in coide conversio
quibus rebus
ostenditur aliud esse sacramentum baptism!, aliud conversionem cordis."
Add" lUud (sacramentum baptismi) sine isto (conversione cordis) potest esse
ing
in infante, et hoc sine illo potuit esse inlatrone," &c.
ContrkDonat. iv. 31, 32.
" Nothing is more evident," says
89.
See on this Faber on Election, pp. 82
Mr. Faber, p. 86, " than that what A tigusHne in the case of baptized infants styled
conversion, is precisely that moral change of disposition whicii Calvin universally
and in all cases denominates regeneration." The same is illustrated in Mr.
Faber's Work on Regeneration, pp. C7, 209 &c.
^ " Sic enim caro nostra regenerabitur per incorruptioncm, quemadmodum
est anima nostra regenerata \kt fidem."
C. D. xx. 5. 3. Also Epist. 217. 10
" Veracissima Scriptura dixit, omne quod non est ex fide Yteccatum e&t
&,c.
"
Adding
Nihil sic agit Princeps tenebrarum ut non credatur in Deum, nee ad
Mediatorcm credendo veniatur." To which effect our Homily on Faith also
cites Augustine.
^ " Si non nascitur ex Spiritu nisi qui veraci conversione mutatur, omnes qui
ScECulo verbis et non factis renunciant non utique de Spiritu, sed ex aqua soli
" In illis sunt quos Apostolus, jam per sncramentum
nascuntur." And again
Noin Testamenti natos, adhuc tamen dicit, animales non posse percipere quae
sunt Spirit{ls Dei." Contra Donat. i. 24. See too the extract given Note 1 p.
280, and others in Faber on Regeneration, .57 &c.
* Here we
may mark the importance of the fact of his conversion taking place
before baptism.
So he describes it distinctly in his Confessions, Books viii, ix.
" Was it my will, or words, or deeds that have done it ? No, but thou Lord,
good and merciful, and thy right hand, looking at the depth of my death, and
exhausting the abyss of corruption from the bottom of my heart. In a moment
I bowed my neck to thy easy yoke, Christ Jesus my helper and Redeemer.
Thou
ejectedst tliose delightful vanities, O^my true deliglit, and enteredst in their room.
I communed with thee, my light, my riches, my Saviour, my God.... I had
tasted the internal eternal life."
Afterwards follows an account of his baptism,
* Acts viii. 37, x. 47.
but with no particular remarks on it.
:

;

—

—

;

:

;

;

''

,
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begun before and independent of baptism, yet did he
entertain a high opinion of the benefits often conferred

by baptism, or rather by the Divine Spirit in baptism
that is, if rightly performed, and followed by faith in the
recipient.'
And thus it was that his doctrine of electing
preserving grace obtained a general sanction and credence in the professing Church, Rome itself assenting,^
;

tended to make
independent of the ecclesiastical system of salvation, which Rome cherished, as well as of Augustine's
more spiritual and scriptural system,) such as the eloquence, talents, episcopal authority, and weight of character, with which God had endowed this his eminent
(the rather because pure Pelagianism

men

servant and instrument, influential as they were, would
But who
by themselves doubtless have failed to obtain.
does not see the contrariety of this system of salvation

—

by grace,

— God's

ow^n

individual,

direct, electing,

—

and

saving grace,
to a system of salvation
begun by the opus operatum of the priest in baptism,
and carried on simply by the saving virtue of church
ecclesiastical

* On infants he considered that it conferred justification from the birth-sin
derived from Adam, its guilt and its condemnation. So C. D. xxi. 16. (In which
sense, I presume, our Augustinian Homily also speaks of justification in baptism,
not in any other.)
With regard to other sins, Augustine adds, that so soon as
the child may be of age to understand God's commands, the conflict must begin:
and that sins are not really overcome " nisi veree delectatione justitiae, in Jide
Christi."
In the case of adults he considered that not only did </iisjustification
from original sin accompany the sacrament, but much inward spiritual grace,

—

provided the recipient came in faith.
Mr. Fahcr in his Work on Election, p. 89, observes on this Augustine's distinction between the cases of infants and adults.
And would it not be well, let
me ask, in questions concerning the saving efficacy of baptism, and its necessary
prerequisites, to argue rather from the case of adults to that of infants, than
vice versA,
from the more plain to the more obscure ? For example, (if I may
be allowed the illustration), in Geometry we reason from the rectilinear to the
cnriniinear. What holds true always of inscribed rectilinear figures, however its
bounding right lines may in length be dimitiished, in number increased, until at
length approximation is made to the curve,
that we argue must hold in the
curve itself.
Similarly since, in the case of adults, faith (personal faith) must
needs accompany baptism to make it effectual, and this holds of the youngest
adults, if only the age be rational,
the same, we may argue, must hold proportionally in the baptism of still younger children and infants also, in order to its
being effectual to spiritual life and salvation:
i.e. that faith must be then so
implanted in the germ, if the child become at that moment in the largest sense of
the word spiritually regenerate, that, in proportion as reason is developed, /at<A
shall be developed also.
' So Pope Zosimus.
Sec Augustine's Life. Also afterwards Pope Celestine.

—

—

—

—

—

—
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—

In fact the contrariety
ceremonies, church observances ?
and Rome (though
of the two systems was quickly felt
;

still

professedly reckoning Augustine in

its list

of saints)

eschewed very soon its former direct approval of his
doctrine, and substituted virtually a mongrel system of
ecclesiastical semi-Pelagianism}
And so, as the barbarian tempests from the North
were ravaging the Roman world, a twofold stream of
doctrine was perpetuated in the Church visible through
the ages following
the one the ritualistic ecclesiastical
doctrine of religion, the other the Augustinian spiritual
;

—

In chapters that will follow

doctrine of saving grace.

I

have to note, on the one hand, the names of many
in the middle ages, professedly of the Romish Church,
who fed on this spiritual doctrine as on heavenly food,^
and found in it a blessed antidote to the ritualistic forand,
malism in vogue, down even to the Reformation
shall

;

on the other, to observe how Rome more and more
shrunk from, and hated, and opposed it.^ Indeed I
might trace both Rome's opposition to it, and God's
blessing on it, even beyond the Reformation. Witness the
histories of Luther,* of the Jansenists,^ and indeed of
' Take for example the extract
following from Pope Gregory Ill's Judicia
Congrua Poenitentibus, written about the middle of the eighth century. Hard,

1871.
" Prima est remissio qua baptizamur in aqua, secunda caritatis effectus, iertia
eleemosynarum fructus, quarta perfusio lachrymarum, qiiinta afflictio cordis et
corporis, sexta emendatio morum, septima intercessio sanctorum, octava fidei
meritum, nona conversio et salus aliorum, decima indulgentia et remissio nostra!"
" In my Chapters on the Western Line of Witnesses.
' E. g. in the case of Gottshalk, which will be noted subsequently.
^ He was an Augustinian monk
and Augustine's writings united with the
Bible to help him to the discovery of evangelic truth.
5 See in Harduin, xi. 1C34, Pope Clement XI's condemnation, A. D. 1713,
of the 101 Propositions of Jansen, mostly taken from Augustine: from which, as
being eminently illustrative of my subject, though in respect of chronology long
anticipatory, I must here beg to extract.
The Pope selects for condemnation among other propositions of Jansen the
iii,

;

following

:

Quid aliud remanet animge quae Deum atque ipsius gratiam amisit nisi peccatum et peccati consecutiones, superba paupertas, et segnis indigentia, hoc est
generalis impotentia ad laborem, ad orationem, et ad omne opus bonum.
2. Christi gratia, principium efficax boni cujuscunque generis, necessarium
est ad omne opus bonum
absque ilia non solum nihil fit, sed nee fieri potest.
.5.
Quando Deus non emollit cor per interiorem unctionem gratiae suoe, exhortationes et gratise exteriores non inserviunt nisi ad illiud magis obdurandum.
1.

:
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—

a church in its doctrines
our own Ano-lican Church
(we might ahuost say) half Augustinian, as well as half
Lutheran though with an Augustinianism moderate as
the Apocalyptic figuration which I suppose to have
symbolized it omitting all deeper mysteries of the doctrine, and asserting simply its grand spiritual truth of
the Lord's marking out from amidst the professing
to be preChurch of an individual election of grace
:

:

;

^

;

8.

Nos non pertinemus ad novum

foedus nisi in

quantum

participes

sumus

ipsius novas gratisc, quee operatur in nobis id quod Deus nobis prEecipit.
14. Quantumcumque remotus k salute sit peccator obstinatus, quando Jesus
se ei videndum exhibet lumine salutari suss gratiae, oportet ut se ei dedat, occurrat, sese humiliet, et

adoret Salvatorem suum.

et eum sanat, sequfe ac corpus, soli sui voluntate.
2C. Nullae dantur gratiee nisi per fidem.
27. Fides est prima gratia, et fons omnium aliarum.
28. Prima gratia quam Deus concedit peccatori, est peccatorum remissio.
29. Extra ecclesiam nulla conceditur gratia.
72. Nota ecclesiie Christianae est qu^d sit catholica, comprehendens et omnes
angelos caoli, et omnes electos et justos terrae, omnium sseculorum.
73. Quid est ecclesia nisi coetus filiorum Dei, manentium in ejus sinu, adoptatorum in Christo, redemptorum ejus sanguine, viventium ejus Spiritu, agentium
per ejus gratiam, expectantium gratiam futuri Stcculi.
7.5. Ecclesia est unus solus homo compositus ex pluribus membris, quorum
Christus est caput, vita; unus solus Christus, compositus ex pluribus Sanctis,

25.

Deus illuminat animam,

quorum

est sanctificator.

80. Lectio sacrEC Scripturje est pro omnibus.
This enumeration ended, the Bull condemns them as " falsas, perniciosas,
impias, blasphemas, hajresim ipsam sapicntes,'' &c. &c.
So, says Ranke, iii.
iy9, speaking of this Bull Unigenitus, " the Jansenist doctrines of sin, grace,
justification, and the church, even in their mitigated expression, and sometimes
as literally taught by Augustine, were denounced as heretical."
Gibbon, vi. 24, when observing on the affinity between Augustine and Calvin,
remarks justly also on the secret repugnance of Rome to the former. And Mr.
Newman, in his work on Romanism, p. 93, notes that in an Edition of Augustine published at Venice, the publishers speak of having " taken care to remove
whatever might affect the minds of the faithful with heretical pravity."
" They
'
I refer, of course, to its Art. xvii. On Predestination and Election.
which be endued with so excellent a benefit of God (predestination to life) be
called, according to God's purpose, by his Spirit working in due season
they
through grace obey the calling they be justified freely they be made sons of
God by adoption they walk religiously in good works and at length, by God's
mercy, they attain to everlasting felicity."
'
Compare the Collect for All Saints' Day " O Almighty God, who hast knit
together thi7ic elect in one communion and fellowship, in the mystical body of thy
son Clirist our Lord:" where the sense of the word elect, as meant by our Church,
is fixt by its choice of the very passage under consideration for the Gospel
I
mean Ajioc. vii. 2. &c, with its 144000 sealed ones and palm-bearing company.
Mark too the Augustinianism of the Anglican Church doctrine in its Articles
In Art. xxix, on the inefficacy of the sacraix, X, on Original Sin and Fnewill.
ment in ca^e of wicked partakers, Augustine is expressly cited. The writings of
Cranmer, Hooper, and others of the real founders of our reformed Church,
abound with references to Augustine.

—
—

:

:

:

:

;

;

;

—

^
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served, through sanctification

and sprinkling of the blood
of Jesus, unto everlasting life.
Which being so, and the Augustinian light the chief
that still, long after its first brighter orient beams,

glimmered through the dark ages,^ down
burst of Gospel sunlight at

to

the Reformation,

the out-

cannot
but pray the reader, in conclusion, to mark the admirable
prophetic truth and propriety wherewith the Apocalyptic
Revelation, ere passing onward to depict the Gothic
I

and desolation of the Roman
sera, with its two lightshedding visions from heaven of the sealing and the
palm-bearing, to depict it.
The peculiarity and distempests' irruption into

world, paused at this precise

tinctiveness of the figuration will appear to us yet more
remarkable, on finding, as we go forward, that there
was depicted afterwards before the Evangelist no other
vision of light from heaven, but only of tempests, and
woes, and sins, and of Christ's two witnesses witnessing
until at length, just in the midst of the
in sackcloth
second or Turkish woe, the same divine Angel in yet
more glorious vision appeared descending to illuminate
the scene, with the sun-light beaming from his face, and
a rainbow encircling his head
which vision will be
shown to have designated wdth equal, or even greater
accuracy of delineation, the outburst and successive
epochs and events of the glorious Reformation.
The one
picture is in fact the counterpart of the other.
Nor can
either the evidence of their meaning what I have expounded them to mean (strong as it may have already
appeared in the present case) be fully appreciated, nor
:

:

—

'
Augustine's cotemporary Paulus Orosius, in the Preface to his Histor)',
speaks of the light shed on the Church and Christendom by the first ten Books
just then published of the Dc Civilate Dei, in figurative language singularly correspondent with the Apocalyptic symbol
"Quorum jam decern orientes radii
mox, ut de specula ecclesiasticie claritatis elati sunt, toto orbe fulserunt."
^ " It is evident that real Christianity, notwithstanding its nominal increase
under the emperors, must soon have been extinct if God had not interposed with
a second great effusion of his Spirit. This involves the private life of Augustine,
The effects of this diffusion of the Spii it were solid, though never brilliant.
The light from Augustine's writings never broke out into a vivid extensive flame,
but shone with a moderate brightness at first, and afterwards glimmered through
many ages, down even to the Reformation." Milner, v. 2, 3 also v. y.
;

—

;
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the admirable suitableness of the two symbolized revela-

— the one the
mere
—
apostacy, with
worse
enthral a
conscience, — and

tions themselves of gospel-truth to combat,
incipient antichristian apostacy, with

earthly

scheme of

its

ecclesiastical

other the perfected antichristian

more seemly
salvation,

yet

the

its

fearful
than earthly terrors to
by consequence their suitableness to preserve to the Lord
a true Church in Christendom, unless they be considered
and compared together each with its own proper com;

ment and

illustration in history.

PART
APOC.

VIII.

II.

1.— IX.

20.

SIX FIRST TRUMPETS.
THE DESTRUCTION OF THE WESTERN EMPIRE BY
THE GOTHS OF THE EASTERN EMPIRE BY
THE SARACENS AND TURKS.
;

A. D. 395

— 1453.

CHAPTER

I.

THE HALF-HOUr's SILENCE IN HEAVEN, INCENSEOFFERING, AND TRUMPET-SOUNDINGS.
"

And when

he had opened the seventh Seal, there was
And
an hour,
and to
I saw the seven angels which stood before God
them were given seven trumpets. And another angel
came, and stood at the altar, having a golden censer
and there was given unto him much incense, that he
should oifer it with the prayers of all the saints,^ upon
And the
the golden altar which was before the throne.
prayers
of
with
the
smoke of the incense, which came
angel's
the
out
of
God
before
the saints, ascended up
hand.
And the angel took the censer, and filled it with

—

silence in heaven^ about the space of half

—

:

:

—

And there
of the altar, and cast it upon^ the earth.
And the seven
were voices, and thunderings, &c

fire

*

and

e7€»'6To
its

(Tiyr)

eu

rcjj

apav(f.

I

shall presently

have to observe on this clause,

rendering in our translation.

^ eii rriv yr)v.

VOL.

I.

I

- -navTwv Twv aytwv, with the articleprefer to render the preposition by upo7i, rather than into.

U
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angels which had the seven trumpets prepared themselves
to

sound."

— Apoc.

viii.

1

—

6.

So began the Second Part or Act of the great
In the sealing Vision, just preceApocalyptic Drama.
ding, intimation had been given to St. John that almost
immediately after the dissolution of the Roman Pagan
Empire, and its conversion into one professedly Christian, there would ensue in it the rapid development of an
antichristian Apostacy. But could it be v^\\.h.o\xt judgments
from heaven following ? To this question an associated
figuration of threatening tempest-angels, prepared to desolate the Roman earth, already then gave answer. It is
the evolution of that figuration that constitutes the Act
The scenic representation
of the Drama now opening.
which heads the present chapter was its introduction.

—

"And when He

opened the seventh Seal, there was
hour."
What might be the meaning of this halfhour^s silence in
heaven, is here the inquirer's primary question.
I.

silence in heaven for about the space of half an

Of

course, noticed

seventh

or last

to their

own

calypse, in

as

it

is

in connection

with the

Seal's opening, Expositors have regard

several theories of the structure of the

the explanations that they offer of

it.

Apo-

Of

those who suppose the Book to consist of a triple series
of prefigurative visions, (chronologically parallel with

each other, and each reaching to the consummation,)
corresponding with the three septenaries of the Seals,
the Trumpets and the Vials,
the one class, viewing the
seventh Seal and its figuration of the half hour's silence
as the ending of the first series, expound this silence to
signify the millennial rest of the Church, following on the
final convulsions and revolution designated, as they presume, by the earthquake, &c, of the preceding sixth Seal.
So, for example, Vitringa.^
But how can we suppose

—

Somewhat
commencement
'

some

similarly the ancient expositor Tichonius makes it signify the
of the saints' eternal rest ; and Dede, the peace of the Church in
brief interval !)et\veen Antichrist's destruction and Christ's second coming.

—
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a repetition, after the
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seventh Seal's opening, of that

which had been depicted, as they judge, in the palmOr, again, how can
bearing vision before lis opening ?

we suppose a half-hour's silence in heaven to figure the
joyous active rest of the Church in the Millennium ?
Another class of the advocates of a triple parallelism of
structure,
who, however, make the first series to end
with the visions of the sixth Seal, those of the sealing
and palm-bearing inclusive, and the 5ei;e«i/i Seal to comprehend the seven Trumpets, and so, with its opening
vision, to begin a new and second series,
these, I say,
explain the silence as a pause in the heavenly representations ; a pause simply significative of this break of
separation between the two parallel series of prophecies.
So Archdeacon Woodhouse Cuninghame and others.^
But surely in such case the silence ought to have occurred
before, not after, the opening of the seventh Seal
before, not after, the commencement of the new series
besides that, in that case, there ought to have been a
similar break of silence elsewhere also, to mark the break
between the second and the third series.

—

—

,

,

;

:

I pass to those expositors (as Mede, Daubuz, and
Bishop Newton) who adopt what I conceive to be the
correcter view of the Apocalyptic structure i, e. who not
;

only regard the Trumpet septenary of visions as included
in the seventh Seal, but also regard this new septenary
as chronologically consecutive on that of the six Seals preTheir view is to the effect that the half hour's
ceding.
silence in heaven figured the Church's silence in prayer before the Trumpet's sounding, during the incense-offering
by the angel-priest, noticed in a verse thatfollows stating,
in support of this view, that the Jews w^ere wont to pray
silently in the court without, while the priest (like
Zechariah, Luke i. 10) went within the temple to offer
For,
incense.
But here too we cannot find satisfaction.
:

^rst, the silence is not represented as accompanying, and
connected with, the angel-priest's offering the incense
;

Somewhat similarly ChytrsBus, Avetius, and Bullinger explain it, (so Foxe
says in his Eicasmi,) to be a mark of transition from the Seals to the Trumpets.
'

U

2

—
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but as preceding, and pointedly separated from, the
latter action, by the act of the seven angels that stood
before God, having the seven Trumpets given them,
Secondly, it seems incredible that the
which intervenes.
expression " silence in heaven,'' should be used, not of
a silence in the Holy of Holies, which here distinctively
figured the heaven of God's presence, but in the templeAs to Dauhuz's further notion
CGurt simply and alone.

—

that this silence

may

also signify the peace of the worship-

ping Church after Constantine's establishment of Christianity, the inappropriateness of the emblem in any such
besides that there would be then
sense must be obvious
a repetition, under this new and inapt emblem, of what
Mr. D. considers as the subject also of the much more
apt palm-bearing vision, that preceded the seventh Seal's
opening.
Can we then in no wise find what may satisfy us ? I
trust that by careful attention to the prophetic phraseology, and facts of the correspondent history, we shall
arrive at a solution alike simple and satisfactory.
" There was silence in heaven ;" eyexero o-jy^ ev ru npavcc.
The word heaven, we must observe, is one often used
in scripture and elsewhere of the aerial firmament,^ as well
as of the invisible heaven, the seat of God's manifestation.
Again, silence is used as often of the stillness of inanimate
nature.^ Which being so, the complex phrase silence in
heaven might fitly, should the context suit, be interpreted
to meRn stillness from stoi'ms in that firmamental region.
In fact Pliny, St. John's cotemporary, so uses the precise
phrase '' silent e ccslo ;'-^ nor does the usage of the He:

—

So Matt. vi. 26, " the fowls of heaven ;'' xvi. 2, " The sky (or heaven, npavos)
red;" James v. 18, " the heaven gave rain ;" Apoc. xi. 6, " These have power
to shut heaven, that it should not rain," &c
also vi. 14, &c.
^ E.g. in Psalm cvii. 29, " He maketh the storm a calm, so that the waves
thereof are still;" where the Hebrew word for calm is literally ,s/7e»ice
and
again in Jonah i. 11, " that the sea may be calm unto us;" where the literal
Hebrew is, " that the sea may be silent to us." Similarly write the Greek classical authors, as Theoc. ii. 38;
HriSe orj^a /xtv irovros, myaivTi S'arjTot"
'

is

;

.•

—

And

Latin

;

as Virgil Eclog. ix

Et nunc

On
3

57,

omne

tibi stratum silet ccquor.
which last Ileync observes, " Silere solenne de ventis cessantibus."
Nat. Hist, xviii. 28.
So Ovid, " Silet humidus aer." Metam. vii. 187.

—
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—

What then our present connot in the vision just preceding that we
were told oi the four winds being remarkably restrained
from blowing ; in other words, (to use Pliny's phrase)
of there being a remarkable silence in the firmamental
heaven ?
Surely then it might seem natural, if there
be nothing in its position to negative the idea of connexion with what precedes, so to understand the phrase
here. 2
But does not the intervention of the seventh
Seal furnish this precise negative, it will be said ; the
tempest-calm being before the seventh Seal's opening,
the silence in heaven after it ?
The answer is to be
found, if 1 mistake not, (unless an alternative explanation be adopted, of which more ere I conclude my
argument,) in the Evangelist's constant use of the Greek
aorist, after the idiom of the Hebrew, to signify the
pluperfect;^ which last-mentioned tense itself never,
I believe, occurs in the Apocalypse.
Thus in Apoc.
xi. 10. e/3affay*o-ai' has the scuse " had tormented ;" for
the witnesses were then dead of whom it is spoken.
In x\poc. XX. 4. 'upoa-eKW'^a-ccv mcaus " had worsMpped ;"
for the Beast to whom the worship was given had, at
the time to which the verse applies, been destroyed. In
brew scriptures
text ?

Was

disagree.*

it

—

Apoc.

xxi. 1,

we

read,

"

earth, for the first heaven

where the Greek is
And, once more,
aorist

as

di

eysvero,

I saw a new heaven and new
and first earth had past away"

'nap-/iK6(,

in

or, as

John

i.

Griesbach reads,

10, the very

avriXOoi,.

same verbal

that occurs in the clause before us, is used
the world, and the world
; " He was in

pluperfect

—

had been made by him," eyevero li avTa: the sense being,
not that it was made by him when or after Christ came
into the world, but that it had been made by Him before.
Hence it seems perfectly legitimate to construe the aorist
1 Compare Psalm Ixxvii.
" The sky sent forth a souad the voice of
17, 18
thy thunder was in the heaven."
2 Since writing this I see that Grotius explains the phrase similarly; "Factum
est silentium in cselo
id est venti illi, de quibus actum suprk vii. 1, quievere."
3 Take as examples in the Hebrew Gen. xii.
1, " Now the Lord had said to
Abram;" as our translators, according to the exigency of the context, have
rendered the prasterite and Exod. xi. 1, where the context evidently requires
the pluperfect sense also
"Now the Lord had said to Moses."
;

:

:

;

:
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In which case
he opened the
seventh Seal there had been silence in heaven for about
the space of half an hour :"— thereby not merely allowing the idea of a connexion between this silence in heaven
and the stillness of the threatened tempests previously
noted, but almost implying it.
Thus there only remains to be considered the period
during which this silence of the winds of heaven must be
supposed to have continued, before the seventh Seal's
opening, as transferred from vision to real life. I conceive
then its specified half-hour to have been literallij the time
(for where the formal phrase of mystic time ?) during
which the calm lasted, measured on the scale of the one
which, with its 24
Lord's day mentioned Apoc. i. 10
hours, is thought to have been the time of the represenI speak of it as a day of
tation of the whole visions.^
24 hours, because it is to be inferred from the ecclesiastical history of the early Church that the Lord's day
kept by it, like the sabbath by the Jews, was one consistFurther, it
ing of all the 24 hours of the natural day.^

fyivero in

the

the

same pluperfect sense

translation

will

be,

"

here.

And when

;

is

my

impression,

as will be explained afterwards, that

the period prefigured in the Apocalypse, from St. John's
time to that of the Millennium, might be somewhere
about 1800 years, or with the Millennium inclusive

about 2800

;

the prefigurations of which, with the ex-

ception of the supplemental Part, will appear to have
And allowing some four or six hours
been consecutive.
for the time of this supplemental part being more succinctly represented,

and

also

for that of dictating the

*
So Ansbert " Hanc revelationem, sicut ipse Johannes fatetur, un^ Dominicaa
Lib. viii. ad Apoc. xviii. ].
resurrcctionis die in spiritu elevatus meruit videre.'
- Augustine (Horn. 221, de Tempore), after noticing tiie apostle's change of
the holy day of rest from the seventh or Jewish sabbath to the Lord's day, adds,

that therefore " k vesper^ diei sabbati usque ad vesperam diei dominici soli
Bingham too observes that "the first service in the eardivino cultui vacemus."
So Tertullian,
lier times began at midnight, and lasted often till break of day."
DeCor. Mil. 3, speaks of the Christians' " antetucanis ccetibus." Elsewhere, with
reference to the hindrances to their church-meetings from persecution, he says,
" If fearful to meet by day, "habes noctcm." And again, in his Apology, ch. 2,
be refers to Pliny's description, Ep. 97 "Soliti stato die ante lucem convenire;
caripenque Christo, quasi Deo, diccre secum inviccm."

—

;
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seven churches, there will remain some

eighteen or twenty for the representation of the main

continuous series of visions.

And

if

this

were on a

scale of time, and proportion were at all observed between the time prefigured and the time of the prefiguring,

then an hour of that Lord's day that the Evangelist was
might be considered in a general manner
as answering to some 140 or 150 years prefigured, and
half an hour consequently to some 70 or 80.
Thus explained, the chronological intimations conveyed in the half hour's firmamental stillness, and respite from the threatened overwhelming tempests in the
vision, will be found to correspond sufficiently well with
the state of things in the Roman Empire during the 70
years that intervened between Constantine's final victory
over Licinius, followed by the dissolution of the Pagan
heaven, A. D. 324, and Alaric's revolt and invasion of
the empire, consequent on Theodosius' death, A. D. 395.
That is with one proviso, a proviso essential to the
viz. that the period
satisfactoriness of the explanation
spoken of be divided into two, from Constantine to
Valens' death, and from Valens' death to that of Theodosius ; and that the intersecting epoch of Valens' defeat
by the Goths in the fatal battle of Adrianople_, an epoch
pointedly marked, as I conceive, in Apoc. vii. 1, be distinctly noted.
During all the first period, (a period the
commencement of which was celebrated by Lactantius
and others, and illustrated by the Constantinian medal
before spoken of,)
the tempest-angels of the vision
had not established themselves within the Roman fronin the Spirit,

—

:

^

tiers.

The Goths

especially either

remained inoifensively

within their own territory, according to the tenor of their
treaty of submission made A. D. 323 with Constantine
or, if marauding bodies either of them, or of other bar:

' With the legend Beata Tranquillitas.
See p. 226 suprk. Lactantius writes
of the same ; " Restitute, per orbem tranquillitate,. . . nunc post tantas tempesDe M. P. 1. Lactatis violentos turbines placidus aer et optata lux refulsit."
tantius' reference is chiefly to the previous tempests of persecution within the
empire. The medal doubtless referred chiefly to stillness from wars, alike from
without and from within.
.

—
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barians crossed the frontier, as was the case sometimes
during the reign of Valentinian, they were driven back
Even Sapor, the
almost instantly into their own land.
after repelling Julian's war of
was unable to make impression within the
To
proper Euphratean frontier of the Roman Empire.

celebrated Persian King,
aggression,

use Gibbon's language again, "The threatening tempests
of barbarians were still repelled or suspended on the
But, in the events which attended and
frontiers."
caused the death of Valens, a fearful change occurred.
whole nation of the Goths, under terror of the
threatened invasion of their Dacian country by innumerable hordes of Huns that had issued from the depths
of Chinese Tartary,^ having implored permission to cross
the Danube, were received into the Roman world, never
thenceforward to quit it ^ rose up a military host against
and, after the
the Romans, on some insult or injury
slaughter of Valens and his army in the fearful battle of
Adrianople, A. D. 378, stood before the world, connectedly with other of the frontier barbarians,^ like the
tempest-angels seen by the Evangelist on ih^ four corners
of the land, the evidently prepared instruments for efBut an Almighty and invisible
fecting its desolation.
arm even then at once arrested them. *' Hurt not the
land, &c, till we have sealed the servants of God in
The respite was prolonged. The
their foreheads."
Theodosius was
fiimamental stillness was renewed.

—

A

;

;

—

^

Gibbon's descriptive language should again be marked.

Speaking of the

news brought to Valens respecting tliis Hunnish immigration into the transDanubian countries, he says the report was communicated to him that Dacia
" was agitated by furious tempest." iv. 379. The tempest angels were then
advancing to their posts on the frontier.
- It is now thirty years, says Claudian, writing, A. D. 404 on the Gothic war.
Ex quo jam patrios gens hgec oblita Triones,
Atque Istrum transvecta, semel vestigia fixit,
a.

Tiireicio funesta solo.

supposing that the Goths left the Roman territory after
is inexcusable," says Gibbon, " since it disguises the
The
principal and immediate cause of the fall of the Roman Empire." iv. 443.
tempest-angels, then fixed upon the soil, were its appointed destroyers.
^ Here again I must (juotc Gibbon.
Speaking of the Emperor Gratian's consideration of the critical state of the empire after V'alens' death, he says, " .4

Montesquieu's error,

in

the defeat of Valens, "

formidable tempest of
provinces of Gaul."

tlii'

iv.

—

lurbarians of
420.

Germany seemed ready

to burst over the

—
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Providence for the purpose.

Goths partly defeated, partly conciliated, submitted to
He renewed substantially the treaty and alliance
him.
made with them by Constantine. So Schlegel observes ;^
" When Valens perished in the Gothic war, Theodosius
contrived to conclude an advantageous peace with that
people
and renewed the armed confederacy with the
Goths which Constantine had formed. The Goths declared to Theodosius that so long as he lived, they wished
Nor did the barto have no other king but himself."
;

The Persians
barians elsewhere violate the frontier.
especially, though before flushed and insolent with victory, now strangely
And Bishop Newton ^

for peace and friendship.^
thus amalgamates the two periods
of tranquillity from external war, as substantially one,
though without any object in prophetic interpretation

sued

my own " This period (of tranquillity) we may
suppose to have continued, with some little intermission,
from the reign of Constantine to the death of Theodosius,
about seventy years."
Such is the solution that I myself incline to of the
At the same time the
half-hour s silence in heaven.
like

:

alternative solution

while

still

open

is

to

him who prefers it,
mean stillness from the

explaining the silence to

—

threatened tempests, as before,
yet to interpret the halfhour on the prophetic year- day scale, as but a very short
interval, even as of afeiv daysA
In which case the verb
eyevero will be coustrued in its usual imperfect sense
and
the clause signify that after the opening of the seventh
:

Seal (a prophetic epoch answering in either solution to
that of the death of Theodosius) there was, or was continued, stillness from the tempests only the space of a few

days,

So

when seven trumpet-angels appeared on

the scene.

that in either case the term of respite, the stillness

before the storm, was figured as brought to

an

end

Philosophy of History, Vol. ii. p. 54.
speaking of the thing as most extraordinary ;
vi. 444
and of the peace then made with Persia as one which the whole East still, says he,
" tranquillissimc fiuitur" when writing thirty years after.
' End of his Comment on the Sealing Vision.
A half-hour on the year-day scale equals 7^ days. In the prophecy the time
was defined to be «j rinMpiov, about a half- hour.
'

^

•*

So Orosius, B. P. M.

;

—
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seventh Seal's opening.

For the trumpets then given to the seven angels were
evidently trumpets of war from God and judgment and
the previous check on the threatened tempests, and the
Just accorSpirits riding them, thereupon withdrawn.
dant with which (if I may anticipate for a moment) is
" The fourth century,''^ says
the record of history.
Hallam,^ speaking of the same precise period, ^^ set in
;

storms."

—

But wherefore these judgments ? Already, we have
had been hinted in the Sealing Vision
of good cause existing for their threatening, in its allusive intimation of some antichristian apostacy having
then begun among the inhabitants of Roman Christendom. In the Incense Vision, prefixed under this Seal
to the trumpet-soundings, we shall find explanation, if I
seen, explanation

mistake not, of the reason of God's proceeding to execution of the threat against it ; as against an empire in
which the respite was unimproved, the sin unrepented of,
This is the next point, to
the apostacy in progress.
consider, and a most important one
and, as before, we
must, in order to its right understanding, first analyze the
vision itself, then trace the fulfilment in history.

—

:

II.

1.

The 5cmc vmow,

—

then,

was

"And

as follows.

another Angel came,"
i, e. after the delivery of the seven
trumpets to the seven trumpet-angels,
" and stood at
the altar having a golden censer.
And there was given
to him much incense, that he should offer it with the
prayers of all the saints upon the golden altar before
the throne.

And

the

—

smoke of

the incense which

came

with the prayers of the saints, ascended up before God
out of the Angel's hand."
After which follows
"And
the angel took the censer, and filled it with fire of the
altar, and cast it upon the earth
and there were voices,
and thunderings, and lightnings, and an earthquake."
Such was the vision. To understand that its significancy was to the purport that I stated, it only needs
:

:

1

Middle Ages, iii.307.
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carefully to three points
his position at

;
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the angel priest

the altar ere receiving the

the persons described as offering incense
through Him, in contrast with others who did it not.
And whom can
First, the angel-priest ministering.
we scripturally suppose to be hereby intended but the
Lord Jesus P For He is " the great High Priest over
In that
the house of God passed into the heavens."

incense,

He was expressly represented as acting on the
mystic temple- scene, at the opening of the Apocalyptic
visions.
Nor is the angel-title here ascribed to the
ministering priest inconsistent with our supposition ;
seeing that this priesthood was but one of the functions
An argument conof Christ as Angel of the Covenant.^
firmatory of this interpretation is derived, by Sir I. Newton 2 and others, from the specification of the censer as
For
a golden one that was used by the angel-priest.
they state, from the Rabbins, that the High Priest alone
the common
used a golden censer in the Jewish ritual
Besides which there is yet
priests using one of silver.^
another confirmatory argument, and which I cannot
pass over in silence, deducible from the vision in Ezekiel
a vision of which the first part was noted by me as
ix
strikingly parallel to the Apocalyptic vision of the
sealing ;
and of which the concluding part is as strikingly similar to that we are now considering.
In
Ezekiel it is the same person, clothed in the linen garb
of the priesthood, that had been previously marking
character

—

;

—

:

—

"*

^
Compare what is here said of the incense ascending up out of the Angel's
hand, with the description of the Angel of the Covenant ascending in the flame
Judges xiii. 20.
of Manoah's sacrifice.
2 " On other days it was the custom of the priest to take fire from the great
altar, in a silver censer.
But on the day of expiation the High Priest took the
Sir Isaac is referring this to the
fire from the great altar in a golden censer."
high priest's ministration on the great day of expiation only. But as no mention
is made of the angel-priest going further than the altar of incense, entering the
Holy of Holies, or performing other of the rites peculiar to that day, we do not
seem warranted in using the statement of the Jewish Rabbins further than I have
done.
^ In the Apocalyptic temple, created angels appeared often habited as priests,
and officiating as priests but, I think, no where as performing the functions of
high priest, or the proper sacerdotal functions of sacrificing and incense-offering.
^ See
p. 245 supr^.

—

;

:
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God's servants on their foreheads,^ who is described as
afterwards coming into the sanctuary, to make report of
the fulfilment of his commission, and then taking the
fire from between the cherubim, and scattering it over
What then the natural
the apostatized city Jerusalem.
inference, but that here,

too,

— immediately

consequent

—

the
present vision is on that of the sealing,
Angel who now goes into the Holy Place, and afterwards takes of the altar-fire to scatter over the apostatias the

Roman Christendom, is the same as the
Angel of the former vision, whom we saw reason
to conclude was the Lord Jesus
He having past into
the sanctuary, we may suppose, from acting out one of
his characters before St. John, in the illumination and
sealing of his own people
and, ere he scatter fire on
the earth, stopping in another, viz, in his priestly and
zing land of
sealing

—

;

mediatorial character,

(still

and present the prayers of

before St. John,) to receive

his people.

The next thing to be here noted and explained is the
Angel's representation, at the opening of the vision, as
standing with his censer beside the altar, to receive the
incense of the people offering
i. e.
beside the great
" He
brazen altar of sacrifice in the temple-court.
;

stood,'*

it is

given him."

said,

" at the

The

and much incense was
was that of the officiating

altar,

position

under the Levitical law, v;hen about to exercise
ministration
and it arose out of the divine
ordinance that forthwith, on receiving the incense of
the worshippers, he should take burning coals from off
the altar, place them on his censer, and carrying them
at the same time as the incense into the sanctuary, apply

priest

the same

:

the sacred fire to the incense to make it burn, after
laying it on the golden altar before the veil.
The which
particular in the ritual
ant, indeed essential.
tration

was

was insisted on
Other fire than

as

most import-

this in the minis-,

called " strange fire :" and, for offering in-

*
From comparing Ezek. ix. G, " Come not near any man upon whom is
mark," with Ezek. xxi. 3, "I will cutoff from thee (the land of Israel)

my
the

righteous and the wicked," I infer that in t/iis case, as in Apoc. vii, the guaranteed salvation of the scaled ones was from spiritual and real evil.

—

—
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cense with such strange fire, Nadab and Abihu, though
sons of Aaron, were struck dead by God upon the spot.
The true reason for all which particularity was that a deep
and holy mystery was shadowed forth in this ordinance

of the Mosaic ritual viz. that except by association
with the meritorious atoning sacrifice of the Lamb of
God, and the application to them of its purifying and
propitiatory virtue, the prayers and praises of his people
could never rise up acceptably before the mercy-seat.
Now then in the symbolic vision before us, the Angel's
standing by the altar receiving the incense of such as
;

offered

that in

indicates

it,

their case this essential,

in

There was the
order to acceptableness, was attended to.
association of Christ with their oifering, in his two-fold
of sacrifice and ofpriest.
anti-typical character and office,
Just as the true Christian's privilege is elsew^here stated ;
"
have an advocate, (an intercessory priest) with

We

the Father, Jesus Christ the righteous

and He

;

is

the

propitiation (the propitiatory sacrifice) for our sins."*

And thus we are led to inquire, thirdly, who were, and
who were not, the offerers that gave Him incense ? This
is

a question soon answered.

offered

—"
it

;

was "

the saints" that

the 144,000, the sealed ones.

e.

i.

It

we

— and

—

It

was

be marked)
these alone. There is evidently an allusive contrast here
(just as before in the sealing vision) to those that were
not the Lord's saints, as pointedly not present, and not
partaking in the action.
Indeed the inhabitants of the
these,

all these,"

read,

(let this

earth, generally, (for " the earth,"

mentioned in verse 5
God's wrath and judgment, implies its
inhabitants,) may be almost said to be expressly noted in
as the object of

contrast, as not participating.'^

But how not

participating ?

— On

Was

it

to be inferred

compare Numb. v. 8,
and again Ezek. xliv.
passages which show that it was in his character of
27, irpo(xoi<reaiv tXatr/jLou
an atoning sacrifice that Christ has here the term applied to him. So too 1 John
iv. 10, " He sent his Son to be a propitiation (tAatrfMov) for our sins."
^ A similar contrast occurs in a later prefigured period of the apostacy, Apoc.
xiii. 7, between the inhabitants of the earth that worshipped the Beast, and the
^
1 John ii.
where the ram

I,

2.

of the

the iXaafios,

atonement

is

(propitiation,)

called Kpios re tKaff/xa

:

saints {ayioi) against

whom

the Beast

made deadly war.

;
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had forsaken the altar-court, and virtually at
renounced the offered privileges of Christ's atoning

that they
least

and Christ's mediatorship ? Such in truth
a meaning fully
seemed the meaning of the symbol
notable
use of the
and
most
subsequent
confirmed by a
in
later
chapter.^
Indeed,
sense
a
same
same symbolin the
in
the
altar-court,
what
passed
the
depicted
vision
as the
scene of what used to be visible and public in the ancient
Jewish worship, it seemed implied that this forsaking of
the altar-fire and the High Priest of the altar, by the
mass of the inhabitants of Roman Christendom, would
be characteristic, not of their j}ni7a^e worship and devosacrifice

;

—

tions only at this time, but of their public w^orship also

— insomuch

:

even publicly, Christ's saints would be
now peculiar in availing themselves simply and sincerely
of his mediation, and of his propitiatory atoning sacrifice.
that,

But how, and for what, could they thus have forsaken
? For the answer to this question we must recur, as
proposed secondly, under this head, to history.

Him
2.

And

indeed the history of the times at once answers
For it tells how the invocation of saints and

the inquiry.

new means of propitiating God, had now
vogue among the inhabitants of the Roman
and how they were thus quick relapsing, though
world
under the Christian name and profession, into a Christ-renouncing idolatry. This was in fact the second great step of
the anti- christian apostacy
and one that specially deserved observation, as being that whereby the invisible
world itself became allied with the visible in strengthening it.
Hear Dean Waddington's account of the strange
lapse of the professing Church into it. " The Christians
of the ante-ISficene Church," he says, " shunned with
horror every approach to the abomination of idolatry.
So definite and broad was the space which in this point
separated between Christianity and Paganism, that it
martyrs, and

come

into
;

;

—

" Rise, and measure the temple, and the altar, and them
^ Via. Apoc. xi. I
that worship in it: but the court without the temple (including its worshippers)
cast out, for it has been given to the Gentiles."
See Part iii. Chap. vi.
;
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seemed impossible that a compromise should be effected
between principles so fundamentally hostile. Yet the
and a reconciliation, which
contrary result took place
:

century could not easily
have been imagined, took place before its termination.
Enthusiasm respecting the martyrs easily passed into
Those who had sealed a Christian's faith
superstition.
by a martyr's death were exalted (it was thought) above
the condition of men, and enthroned among superior
Those
Superstition gave birth to credulity.
beings.
who sate among the powers of heaven might sustain by
Hence
miraculous assistance their votaries on earth.
It was inculthe stupid veneration of bones and relics.
cated that prayer was never so efficacious as when offered
And as to the kind of pubat the tomb of some saint."
sketch of Gibbon.
the
graphic
resulting,
take
lic worship

in the beginning of the fourth

.

'

.

.

—

m

" If
the beginning of the fifth century Tertullian or
Lactantius had been suddenly raised from the dead to
assist at the festival of some popular saint or martyr,
they would have gazed with astonishment and indignation at the profane spectacle which had succeeded to the
pure and spiritual worship of a Christian congregation.
as the doors of the Church were thrown open,
they must have been offended by the smoke of the incense,^ the perfumes of flowers, and the glare of lamps
and tapers, which diffused at noon-day a gaudy, superIf they
fluous, and in their opinion a sacrilegious light.
approached the balustrade of the altars, they made their

As soon

way through the prostrate crowd consisting for the
most part of strangers and pilgrims, who resorted to
:

the city on the vigil of the feast, and

who

already

felt

the strong intoxication of fanaticism and perhaps of wine.

Their devout kisses were imprinted on the walls and
and their fervent
pavement of the sacred edifice
prayers were directed (whatever might be the language
;

^
History of the Church, p. 115. See too Neander, p.331 Mosheim, v. 2. 3. 2;
and Le Bas' sketch of the church of the fourth century, taken from Chrysostom,
;

in his Life of Wiclif, p. 7, &c.
-

Tertullian (Apol. 42) declared that even trading in incense
it was a thing burnt on heathen altars.

cause

was

sinful

;

be-
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of their church) to the bones, the blood, or the ashes of
the saints, which were usually concealed by a linen or
They frequented
silken veil from the eyes of the vulgar.
obtaining from
of
hope
in
martyrs
the tombs of the
spiritual, but
of
sort
every
intercession
their powerful
.[In
case of the
blessings.
temporal
of
more especially
.

.

fulfilment of their wishes] they again hastened to the
martyrs' tomb, to celebrate with grateful thanksgiving
their obhgations to the memory and relics of those
The walls were hung round with
heavenly patrons.
eyes
symbols of the favours which they had received,
and hands and feet of gold and silver and edifying
pictures, which could not long escape the abuse of indiscreet or idolatrous devotions, represented the image,

—

:

-

the attributes, and the miracles of the tutelar saint."
Such is Gibbon's graphic sketch. It occurs in a

chapter thus significantly headed, " Destruction of Paganism, Introduction of the worship of saints and relics
among the Christians ; " and which. I beg the reader to
observe, is placed, in exact chronological accordance with
our incense-vision, between the epoch of Theodosius*
death, A. D. 395, with which, as I suppose, the seventh
Apocalyptic Seal opened, and that of the Gothic revolt

and

first

irruptions A. D. 395, 396, the fulfilment,

I

fur-

ther conceive, of the immediately following earthquake,
Nor, I am
lightnings, &c. of the Apocalyptic vision.'^

—

he who candidly consults the most
persuaded,
authentic memorials of the times ^ fail to acknowledge,
that whether as regards the main fact asserted of saint
and martyr-worship having now come in, (even as of
beings who both chiefly exercised the intercessorial office
between man and God, and were God's chief executive to
will

favor the supplicants addressing them,"*) or as regards the
> V. 134.
= Ch. xxviii.
would strongly recommend the reader, who wishes thus to form his own
judgment on the subject, to read Dr. Gilly's very interesting, picturesque, and
a Volume in which
instructive Volume, entitled J^igilantius and his Times
and the ecclesiastical
certain illustrative documents of this nature are embodied

3

I

:

;

prevalent at the close of the fourth century as truly as strikingly set fortli.
(Faulinus, Rishop of Nola,
See generally Dr. Gilly's Chapter on Paulinus
and " the delight of his age," as he was called ;) and particularly the specimens

spirit
''

;

.
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was paid/

inserted by him of the many natalitial odes addressed by Paulinus to St. Felix,
his avowed patron saint, and the domino'dius of the church and monastery built
by the former to him. The following from the first, second, and eighth odes, and
of the dates A. D. 393, 394, 400, are fair samples, and sufficiently illustrative. .

Vcctus in aathereum sine sanguine Martyr honorem,
O pater, O domine, indignis licet annue servis.
Seu placeat telluris iter, comes aggere tuto
Esto tuis seu magna tui fiducia longo
Suadeat ire mari, da currere moUibus undis iic.
Et maria intravi duce te, quia cura pericli

1.

.

.

;

:

2.

Cessit amore
Semper eo et

8.

tui.

.

.

terris te propter tutus, et undis.
Sancte, precor, succurre tuo ; scio proximus adstas,
Et de contigu^ missis hunc auribus sede
Audisti Felix fletum infelicis alumni.

Indeed the worship of St. Felix was a matthe same in prose as poetry.
So that the Roearnestness with him, the very business of his life.
manists (Baronius and others) may well cite Paulinu5 as an authority for saint(Gilly, p. 80.)
worship.
Pope Damasus, who died A. D. 384, had however preceded Paulinus in this
invocation of St. Felix.
In the B. P. M. xxvii. 84, among some of his Carmina, I
find the following.

And

ter of

all

De Sancto Felice.
Corpore, mente, animo, pariter de nomine felix,
Sanctorum in numero Christi sacrate triumphis.
Qui ad te soUicitfe venientibus omnia preestas,
Nee quendam pateris tristem repedare viantem,
Te duce servatus, mortis qu6d vincula rupi,
Versibus his Damasus supplex tibi vota rependo.
in the same category the well known name also of Sulpitius
In his Epist. 2, after speaking of the death of Martin of Tours, he
thus refers to the departed monk as his ever-present guardian, intercessor, and
" Non deerit nobis ille non, non deerit.
Intererit de se sermocinantiJiope.
quod que jam hodi& prsestare dignatus est, videndum
bus, adstabit orantibus
Spes
se in gloria su&. ssepe prgebebit, et assidui benedictione nos proteget.
superest ilia sola, ilia postrema, ut quod per nos obtinere non possumus, pro
" Illinc (from
nobis orante Martino mereamur." B. P. M. vi. 356. Also Ep. 3
Abraham's bosom) nos, ut spero, custodiens, me hsec scribentem respicit, te legentem." lb. 357. So too Gregory Nyssen of Meletius, " Intercedit pro nobis et populi erratis " A. D. 381
and Synesius, (Bishop of Ptolemais in
Libya, A. D. 410,) in his Hymns
B. P. M. vi. 157 &c.
'
Saints' relics were so in demand that monks hawked them for gain. August.
Oper. Monach. 36.
Hence the saint-worshippers were called cinerarii by Vigilantius and others.
Of course what were saints' bones, what those of persons
less holy, was often doubtful.
In one case Martin extorted, it is said, a confession
from the demon, that the bones adored were those of an executed malefactor, not
saint.
See Gilly 53, 146, 210; and compare Mosheim iv. 2. 4. 5. Pompous
translations of the bodies or bones of supposed saints formed another visible variety in the actings of the same superstition at this time.
We have Gregory
Nysscn's funeral oration on the translation of Meletius' body to Antiocii, (" ecclesiam vectus ad suam, thesaurus ingens,'') A. D. 381. Jerom, in his Book
against Vigilantius, alludes to the more celebrated transfer of Samuel's bones to
" Episcopi cineres in serico
Constantinople, A. D. 406, by the Emp. Arcadius.
et vase aureo poi tavcrunt^ omnium ecclesiarum populi occurrerunt Sanctis reliquiis, tanta laetitiEL &c."
And in 416 followed that of St. Stephen's to Africa.
Pictures of saints too were now introduced.
Paulinus introduced them at

And

I

must add

Severus.

;

;

;

—

;

:

;

;

—

Si.

VOL.

I.

X
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theJictitio us miracles that supported it/ or the pilgrimages
and the revellings with which it was accompanied,^

—

say in respect of

all

these points the candid investigator

am

persuaded, be forced to acknowledge that
sketch is here, as usual, literally
correct.
It was not a mere few of the population, or
simply the lower and less instructed, that thus deserted
Christ Jesus, the one only appointed Mediator between
God and man, for other and imaginary mediators and intercessors.
The highest and most influential of their
bishops and doctors, Pope Damasus, Gregory Nyssen,
Paulinus, Sulpitius,^ (I'nay I not add Jerom ?) these led,
and the multitudes followed.'* And when (not to speak of
will, I

Gibbon's

Nola

historic

Sulpitius at Piimuliac; these latter being pictures of St. Martin and
;
Paulinus.
Gilly 52, 86.
A picture of Christ was destroyed in a church by their
coteraporary Epiphanius
as tending to idolatry.
'
See Gilly, p. 187, for specimens of the reported miracles of St. Felix also
p. 443. See too, p. 02, tlie account of the manner in which, among the three
crosses found buried in the earth of Mount Calvary, the true one was discovered
to Helena, by the miracle of its raising a dead man to life.
- In the year 395, the year when Vigilantius visited
Paulinus at Nola, there
was a grand feast in honour of St. Felix. " The people," says Paulinus, '' assembled in such crowds that there was no counting them. It was a dense multitude, urged on by one vow and object.
I.ucania, Apulia, Calabria, Campania,
Latiura, poured in their population: worshippers came from Capua, Naples, and
even Rome. You might suppose it was Rome itself rising before you, not Nola."
Then, on the manner of keeping the feast; " Oh that they would offer up their
vows of joy with more sobriety tiiat they would not be quaffing wine within the
sacred precincts. Yet some allowance must be made. Simple piety fancies that
the saints will be pleased with the offerings of fragrant wine poured on their
tombs," &c. Gilly, p. 216.— See too Augustine's Ep. 22, 29, written AD. 392,
395, describing and denouncing the excesses.
I add an earlier example from Gregory Nyssen's life of Gregory Thaumaturgus,
a celebrated bishop of the middle of the third century.
"When Gregory perceived that the ignorant multitude persisted in their idolatry on account of the
plea'^ures and sensual gratifications (corporeas dclectationcs et voluptates) which
they enjoyed at the Pagan festivals, he granted them permission to indulge
themselves in the like pleasures, in celebrating the memory of the holy martyrs;
hoping that in process of time they would return of their own accord to a more
virtuous and regular course of life."
I quote from Mosh. ii. 2.4. 2; who adds that
by this permission, as it appears from the context, Gregory allowed the Christians
to dance, sport, and feast at the tombs of martyrs and to do every thing at their
festivals which the Pa^^ans were accustomed to do in their temples, during the
festivals in honour of their gods.
The same policy was pursued afterwards by Pope
Gregory I ; and it is to be traced in the missions of the Romish church in Japan,
China, India, &c, even to the present time. See of late years the Abb<!' Dubois'
work on the Indian Missio'i.
The Rev. H. Wilberforce, in his late Prize Essay, (p. 2) alludes to Gregory's
success in the conversion of the Pagans of his diocese to Christianity. The ab ve
extract will show that his example is not exactly one to be either admired or
followed.
3 See the Notes p. 305.
Compare Mosheim v. 2. 3. 2.

—
;

:

;

—

;

—
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discerning and scriptural Christians, of whom
presently,) alike the Manichsean heretic, and the

certain

more
Pagan

sophist, (of

which

latter class still a

few remained,)

objected and ridiculed the heathenish character of the

— when Eunapius

new

Pagan exclaimed in 396,
" These are the gods the earth now-a-days brings forth,
men called marthese, the intercessors with the gods,
tyrs ; before whose bones and skulls pickled and salted,
the monks kneel, and lay prostrate, covered with filth
and dust, "
and the Manichsean Faustus, A. D. 400,
"Tou have but exchanged the old idols for martyrs,
and offer to the latter the same prayers as once to the
former, " ^
what was the defence put forth for the
Church by its chief and most influential champions, such
as the monk St. Jerom ? ^ He did but, while most loudly
worship,

the

—

—

^

—

—

disclaiming the charge of idolatry, both admit, and indeed contend for, just such a veneration and view of dead
saints and martyrs, as was essentially anti- christian. For
throughout the whole of his two treatises, in answer to
while
the charge of saint-worship and martyr-worship,
not one word was said about Christ's being our great
mediator and high priest, not one word expressive of
jealousy for his honour, or to show that He was not to
the whole strength of this
be superseded in the oflice,'*
church-advocate's oratory w^as expended in magnifying the
asserting, as he
dead saints and martyrs in question
did, their ubiquity,^ influence with God,^ and powder to

—

—

:

The year 396 is his date of the Lives of the Sophists,
borrowed.
Similarly wrote Maximus the grammarian of
the saint-worship prevalent, A. D. 390. See Augustine, Epist. xvi, Vol. ii.
2 " Vertitis idola in martyres,.
quos votis similibus colitis."
^ Both Jerom's Letter and Treatise against Vigilantius, the one of the date
A. D. 404, the other 406, are given in full by Dr. Gilly in chapters xvii and xviii.
* I pray the reader to mark this.
The contrast with Augustine, when speaking on the same subject, as will soon appear, is most striking.
^ " Do you put them in bonds? " says he to Vigilantius, in reply to his asser" Are they not with the Lord,
tion that they had a fixed place appointed them.
If the
of whom it is written. They follow the Lamb whithersoever he goeth ?
Lamb is everywhere, they who are with the Lamb must be believed to be everywhere. And since the devil and his angels wander over the whole world, shall
martyrs be cooped up ? " Gilly, p. 398.
^ Moses, he argues, obtained pardon for 600,000 men, while alive
and Stephen
besought forgiveness for his persecutors. After being with the Lord, shall they
1

Lardner,

viii.

66.

whence the extract

is

—

.

.

.

;

less prevail ?

X
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;
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hear and answer suppliants, even to the extent of mu'acleworking in their behalf ^ as also to punish neglectors,
and torture demons.^ In short he asserted a relation
between men and them which, if not that of worshippers
and the worshipped, was yet that of clients and patrons ;^
patrons invested with the chief intercessory and mediatorial, as well as chief ministering functions, between
God and man. A view this which could not but involve
practically the supercession of Christ, in his character of
the one Mediator, to whom was given all power for the
help of his saints, alike in heaven and earth:
^as well
as in that also (which could not be separated from the
former, and was equally noted in the Apocalyptic vision,)
of the propitiatory meritorious sacrifice ; whereby alone
sinful man's incense-offering could be pnirified, and made
acceptable before God.
I say which could not be sepaFor how was Christ a prevailing Advocate with
rated.
the Father, except as being Jesus Christ the righteous,
who had made atonement for our sins ? * And how,
in the counter-system, could departed saints be supposed
successful mediators, except as having a stock of ??im^,
Besides which, human
sufficient to propitiate God ? ^
;

—

—

—

" Answer me this, How is there such efficacy of signs and miracles in this
^
most worthless dust and ashes ? " &c. Giliy p. 408.
"
The unclean spirit which compels you to write these things, has often been

—

give you my advice: eater the churches of the
I
racked by this trashy dust.
martyrs and you will then be burnt with invisible flames, and confess what you
now deny." lb. 409.
^ I add an illustration from Prudentius, Depi '2,1 e<pavwv , Hymn 8: written
about A. 0. 40.5, with the precise title oiimtrons given to the saints ; in which,
indeed dishowever, C/irw< is just mentioned, though not as \.\\& intercessor
(Lardner, v. 5.)
tinctly as not one to be addressed by sinners.
;

:

Iiidignus, agnosco et scio,
Quem Cliristus ipse exaudiat
Sed per patronos martyrea

medelam conscqui.
Compare Is. liii.
I.

;

Potest
•

1

5

.loh.

ii.

So I'auhnus, of

11, 12.

St. Felix (Giliy, 53)

:

Sancta sub a'ternis altaribus ossa quiescunt

;

munera Christo,
IJt dum
Divinis sncris atiimac jungantur odores.
casta pio referantur

Or, as the French translators
Les OS sont cnfermecs sous I'enclos de I'autel
Ou, quand s'offrcau Seigneur I'holocauste immortel,
L'odeur de ses rcrtus, en tons lieu.K reverses,
Se joint au doux parfum des offrandes sacr^es.

—

;
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merit was now needed, such as might propitiate the saints
(for an anti-chrlstian system of merit like this, once begun,
knew no ending ;) especially of ritual devotion (or rather

tombs, and of church-gifts and almswas all strange fire now with the oferings. God's own ashes of the altar-Jire, as well as God's
own High Priest, were, according to the Apocalyptic
figuration, forsaken by the mass in Roman Christendom.
Oh sad apostacy of the Church from that which was
its proper and glorious
office, (I mean the directing
each sinner's soul to personal communion with Christ
as its Mediator, atonement, and Saviour,) into a system
whereby it became more and more the instrument of interposing each sacred thing between Christ and the soul
whether the sacraments,^ or church-ritual, or tradition,
or the dead saints, or the living priests
Surely had but
God's holy written word, construed in the simple unperverted sense,
been taken for its guide and rule,
neither example, nor church authority,^ nor traditional
observances,^ would have availed so to lead it wrong. No
doubt the seeds of martyr-worship were early sown.
They were sown as innocently as unconsciously. What
more allowable, as well as natural, than that when the
early martyrs fell under the enemies of the faith, their
remains should be regarded as precious, and their remembrance be kept up annually, on the returns of those
their birthdays into eternal life ? ^
Again, what more
rioting)

'

at their

So

deeds."'^

that

it

!

—

;

!

—

"*

'

*

See Note 2 p. SOo
and especially Augustine's Ep. 29, there referred to.
Without alms-deeds, says Chrysostom, how can the incense be accepted
;

?

See the first section of my chapter on the Sealing Vision.
^
See, for an example of the perversions of Scripture by Jerome, that which
has been already noted, of the A], ocalyptic passage about the 144,000 that follow
the Lamb whithersoever he gceth.
In its true meaning we shall hereafter sec,
I doubt not, that it has no reference whatsoever to dead saints after death, but
lo saints while still living.
But Jerome held the falsitas dispensativa, spoken of
See for specimens Gilly, l^'J, 267.
p. 260 suprk.
^ Jerome urges this
" Was the Emperor Constantine guilty, and the Emperor
Arcadius, and all the bishops sacrilegians and fools, who carried the ashes in silk
and in a golden vessel ? Does the Bishop of Rome act amiss, &c, and the Bishops
of the whole world," &c.
Tills consideration hampe:'ed even Augustine.
'
Even as early as Ignatius' martyrdom we see the tendency in CliristiPiUs to
an undue estimate of the value of these relics. " Parts of his holy remains,"
it is said in the Acts of his Martyrdom, eh. 13 ad fin. " vvcre taken to Antioch,
^

:

''
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solemn commemtombs ;^ and then the inquisitive searchings into what their state in the world of
spirits
and then the persuasion that they were still
living and conscious, and with the same interest about
surviving Chiistian friends, that ere while on earth
prompted them to intercessory prayer ? Once more what
more natural (but ah here began the danger of speculating on things secret, here the trenching on the great
Mediator's office) than the speaking to and asking their
What said
prayers ? Alas nature's was no safe guiding.
as well as natural, than the

innocent,

their

services at

orative

;

!

!

Was

it not just such a stealthy developbeginnings that had been predicted
of the great apostacy? "The m^/s^er?/ of iniquity," said
And were not omiSt. Paul, " doth even now work." ^
nous words spoken in Scripture about the worship of
doemons, or deified dead men, as one marked feature of
As it was, and these holy
the unfolded apostacy ? ^
warnings being neglected, other and human checks to the
mere grosser excesses of the incoming superstition were
Nay, even the graver check of the canon of the
vain.
Council of Laodicea, which forbad the worship of angels,^
those the people invoked as
was altogether ineffectual
intercessors, being departed saints not angels. Andherein
indeed appeared the master-hand of Him that was from

the Scripture ?

ment from

earliest

—

:

—

,

and

laid

up

in linen, a treasure past price to the

Church

:

Oriaavpos ari/irjToi, vtto

ixaprvpi x°-P^'"'S, tt) ayia eKK\7}<na. KaraX^i.'pQwTa.
too in a very illustrative passage in the Acts of Polycarp's

T9JS ev

T(f)

martyrdom,
ra riixicurfpa hiBoov TroAuTeAaic, /cat ^oKijxwrepa vrrtp
Xpvfftoy, OTa outs, aireOf jj.e6a uns kul cKoXsdov t)V evOa uis Svvaroy rifxiv cvvayofxivois (V ayaWiaan Kat X^'^Q^ irape^ei d Kvpios eiTiTe\eiv Trjf ts (xaprvpia avrs rjfxipav
yfvf6\iav, (is re rrjv tuiv i)Q\r]Koruv ixvrijxriv, KUt twv ixeWovTwv a<TK7]aiv re Kai eroi-

So

ch. 18

;

'Hfiets t€ aveXofievoi

In ch. 17 the Narrative speaks of holding fellowship with his holy flesh,
ayiw avre (TapKiK<fi. Yet not in tiie way of worship, it is said, but
commemoration. Tstov p.tv {\pisrov) TTpo(rKvvep.(v, tss 5e fiaprvpas ayanvfuev.
'
So Cyprian Ep. xxxix " Palnias Domini et coronas illustri passioue merueSacriticium pro eis semper offcrimus, quoties martyrum passiones et dies
runt.
anniversaria commcmoratione celebramus."
Also Ep. xii.
^ It was not the gospel-doctrine and church that was to be a thing of development, so as some would now have it in Rome and at Oxford but the apostacy.
3 Apoc, ix. 20
"They repented not of uorshipping daemons:" in which
clause the word doemons will be amply discussed, and the sense here given justified, when we come to the passage.
• Canon SS
a 5e» Xpinaj/ey iyKaTaKtiirnv rriv eKK\T)(nav re ©es, Kai airitvai,
Ktti ayyf\8s ovona^tiv, km avva^m iromv. This Council was held A. D. 372.
fiaaiav.

KoivuvrieraL rca

;

;

;

:

—
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first ever directing the course of man's corruption,
though under a Christian profession, into the great AposThe angels, having nothing material about them,
tacy.
could not be so well visibly connected with certain particular ecclesiastical localities,* as the dead saints, whose
bodies must needs have each their own place of sepulnor consequently so associated with the priestly
ture
functionaries of the martyrium, or church built over it.
On the other hand, in the latter case, and supposing the
saint to be the effectual intercessor with God, who so

the

;

saint's favour as the priest that

effectual a helper to the

watched the

saint's relics ?

Hence

a copartnership in the
now unfolded at the

anti-christianism of the apostacy, as
closing in of the fourth century

;

a copartnership between

the visible world and the invisible, the earthly priest,
the heavenly martyr.

So

that indeed

the priests

and

came

even thus early, as well as the departed saints, to' be
viewed as and entitled mediators.'^ And hence too, more
and more, a superstitious awe among the people of the
and a regard to them and to the monks,
clerical body
not only as the specially holy and elect, ^ but as those
who had the dispensing of the favor and the wrath of
Not to add, what could not but follow also,
heaven.'*
an awful increase of pride and vanity among the clerics f
of pride altogether the most contrary to their Master's
spirit, and their Master's charge.
;

^
It will be observed in regard of the angel-worship forbidden in the Laodicean
Council, that Christians left the churches for it.
- fi^aiTui.
a term used not infrequently by the Greek fathers of the latter half
of the fourth century.
So Paulinus called his monastic associates " fraternitatem electorum Dei:"
and Jerom, comparing his own monastics at Bethlehem, and their poverty,
fasts, and self-mortifying austerities, intimates even to Paulinus that these only,
;

•*

and such as these, were the

elect

;

saying, "

Many

are called, but few chosen."

Gilly, 175, 248.

Compare God's definition of the elect, as the chosen, quickened, illuminated by
divine grace. See pp. 244, 278. Also observe how at the end of the fourth century
these very doctors did thus confess that the evidence of being made holy, elect,
and faithful simply through the baptismal rite, was insufficient and untrue.
* The Emperor Theodosius II, when excommunicated by a monk, dared not
Milner, Cent. v. Ch. xii.
taste a morsel till the excommunication was removed.
^ Gilly
(p. 23), in his sketch of Martin of Tours, mentions how in presence of
the Emperor Maximus, he passed his drinking cup to a Presbyter before handing
it to the Emperor
so marking that church officers ought to take precedence of
all secular dignitaries.
So the Romish Editor of Sulpicius' Life of the Saint j
:
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So had

the Apostacy advanced, just as preintimated In
the vision before us, yet another and a mighty step in its
anti-christian course.
And here let the reader again*

stop and think whether he can imagine to himself an emblematic vision that could more exactly suggest by allusive
contrast the characteristic error of the time, as well as more
truly the contrasted faith of the saints, than this in the
Point by point the parallelism might be
Apocalypse.
drawn out by us, just as before.^ But indeed Gibbon
It needs but to put his picture
has saved us the task.
of the professing world's worship at this epoch, and the
Apocalyptic of the saints' worship, side by side, to be

—

So the error
struck with the perfectness of the contrast.
was now established and, like the former, it was abiding.^
Well then might the prophecy speak henceforward
of the mass of the inhabitants of Roman professing
Christendom under the same title as of its heathen popu" The inhabitants of the earth." For
lation previously
Heathenism had indeed now joined with Judaism, by
:

—

;

its

idolatry, as before by

its philosophy,'*'

in corrupting the

Alike the infidel
Christianity that had overthrown it.
Mildert speak of
Van
Christian
Bishop
Gibbon and the
To
use the words of
empire.
in
the
revived
heathenism as
Coleridge; "The pastors of the church had gradually
changed the life and light of the gospel into the very suand thus
perstitions they were commissioned to disperse
paganized Christianity in order to christen Paganism."^
;

had not thus become blinded to, andforsaken,
and divine High Priest and Intercessor.
" There was given to the Angel much
Far from it.

But

all

their only true

incense, that he should offer
saints

upon the golden

prefiguration.
picture,

And does

as well as

its

it

with the prayers of

not history verify this

allusion ?

"Whom

—

all the

So

altar before the throne."
its

the

direct

shall I

look

dignior."
See too in Sulpicius' Dialogue!. 14, a
Dij^nitat sacerdilMa rej^l
lively skctcli in detail of the foolish vanity and pride of the Gallic clergy generally
.1 sketch that might perhaps apply to other and later ages also.
^ See p. 254.
^ See p. 262 suprk.
- See p. 249 and seq.
pp. 253, 282.
:

—

'

'

Quoted by

Gilly, p. 26'J.
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my Mediator,"

said Augustine, A. D. 400, just when
forsaking of Christ was manifested at Rome and
Nola, at Primuliac and Bethlehem "
shall I look
to as

all this

Whom

;

my

Mediator ? Shall I go to Angels ? Many have
tried this, and deserved to be the sport of the illusions
that they loved.
A mediator between God and man
must have the nature of both. The true Mediator,
whom in thy secret mercy thou hast shown to the humble,^
the man Christ Jesus, hath appeared a Mediator between
mortal sinners and the immortal Holy One
that by his
divine righteousness he might justify the ungodly.
He
was shown to ancient saints that they might be saved by
faith in his future sufferings, and we by faith in the same
sufferings already past.^
How hast thou loved us, O
Father, delivering up thy Son for us
for whom he, our
priest and sacrifice, was subjected to death.
Well may
my hope be strong in such an Intercessor."^
Yes it is no doubt true that Augustine was not altogether uninfected with the prevalent superstitions about
to as

;

:

!

departed saints

for he credulously believed in miracles

:

wrought by their
commemorative

services, in

their praying for

charity

and even joined in the established
which mention was made of
the living.^
Alike his humility and his

relics;*

made him

credulous.

The

living authority of the

Church, the opinions and practices of friends, and ritualistic tradition even from men like Cyprian,^ so far swayed
him.
But what he did was with such views, and such
explanations to his people and the public, as showed his
regard to Christ, as the Christians' only and all perfect
mediator, to be just as clear, direct, and influential as
our own.
When consulted by Paulinus on the state of
'
The vision of Christ as High Priest appeared to St. John still in his representative character ; representing in the present case the faithful ones of the

Augustinian sera.
- Observe Augustine's view of the intent of the Levitical altar, sacrifices'*
priest, and ritual;
the precise symbols in the Apocalyptic vision.

—

3 Confessions, B. x.
C. D. xxii. 8.
Cyril gives us the prayer then offered after consecration of the holy communion "
offer these sacrifices in memory of them that have fallen asleep, that
God by their prayers and intercessions may receive our sui)plications."
' See Cyprian, quoted before. Note
Also Note 3, p. 314.
1, p. 310.
•*

^

:

We
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their knowledge, and the functions
they might exercise in behalf of those they had left behind, he stated explicitly that he did not believe they

the departed saints,

were present at their shrines, or knew what passed
on earth at the time excepting only what they might
hear from other souls more recently departed from earth,
or by communication from God: moreover, as to miracles
said to be done by them, that these might probably be
by angelic ministration, even though under the martyr's
Between which confessedly doubtful and
semblance.^
restricted views, as to the saints knowing, hearing; and
acting, and the viewsof Paulinus and Jerom, what a contrast and how comparatively innocuous in such case the
belief that whilst in the separate state departed saints pray
I mean innocuous as to diverting the eye from
for men
Christ And thus when any question arose about the mediator and High Priest that was to make man's oiferings acceptable to God, we have seen how clear he was, and
how strong. In his sermons on the saints' commemorations he still as expressly stated the same opinion.^
In his answ^er to Faustus the Manichsean, (while allowing
;

:

;

!

much

evil in the

rated)^ he

matter that the Church unwillingly tole-

added with regard to the honour paid by him

1 See bis Treatise De
briefly abstracted, p. 87

Cur4 Gerend^ pro Mortuis

—

:

from which Dr. Gilly has

90.

"

Non martyribus sacerdotes offerunt. Absit. Deo offerTom. viii. 1625
untur." Again 1685; " Pro martyribus non oratur: tarn enim perfect! exierunt
neqae hoc in se, sert in illo cui capiti
ut non sint suscepti nostri, sed advocati
Jlle est enim vere advocatus unus, qui interpcllat
perfccta membra cohseserunt.
pro nobis sedens ad dextram Patris."
"

;

:

Faustum B. xx. c. 21 "Aliud est quod docemus, aliud quod sustinemus
quod prsecipere jubcmur, aliud quod emendare prEecipimur, et donee emendemus tolerare compellimur.''
3

In

;

;

aliud

" I cannot approve the new practices,
In his Kpistle to Januarius he says
But it grieves
neither dare I censure them too freely, lest I should give offence.
me that so many salutary precepts of Scriptine should be held cheap, while our
Therefore as to all those customs
religion abounds with commandments of men.
which are not contained in Scripture, ordained by Counciis, or sanctioned by the
laid
Tliey burden religion with
aside.
church,
they
ouglit
to
be
tradition of the
However the church, surrounded
servile usages which God intended to be free.
though not what is
as she is with chaff and tares, may endure many things
lie adds that the votaries of sup rcontrary to Christian faith and practice."
And in his JJe
stition silenced and neutralizi:d the efforts of true reformers.
Mor, Cath. Eccl. i. 34 " Follow not the crowds of the unwaiy who in th. ir very
For
religion arc superstitious, so as to forgot what they have promised to God.
I know that there arc many adorers (adoratores) of sepulchres and pictures of
;

—

;

saints," &c.

;

;
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to departed saints, that it was but of the same nature as
was paid to them when alive, though warmer in degree ^
and that the saints themselves would repudiate any higher
worship, as more hateful to them than even drunkenness
itself at their feasts.^
So that in this, as in every other
point, the holy Augustine was as eminently and essentially christian,
as eminently with the eye and heart
;

—

—

directed

to

Christ, as

the alone Mediator, propitiatory

— as

and High Priest,
was eminently and essentially
sacrifice,

the prevailing system

It was a
dwell on. ^ And he declared that whosoever directed men to another mediator
would be antichrist.^
Nor was Augustine as yet so singular in his views and
feelings. " There was viiuch incense given^to the Angel."
Multitudes doubtless under his influence, as well as

anti- christian.

subject indeed he delighted to

others elsewhere under other teaching, united in offering the incense of their prayer and praise simply through
the mediation and propitiatory atonement of Jesus. May
we not trust that the promoters of the Laodicean Council, however timid and partial in their restriction of the
crying evil, were yet influenced by sincere regard to
Again of Jovinian may we not hope the same?^
Christ ?
Aye, and even of not a few clouded on this point, and superstitious ? Most of all we must note " the Protestant
of his age ''Vigilantius : ^ one that was more prominent
than Augustine himself in the direct act of protesting
against the prevalent superstitions ; and w^iom we may
' "Colimus martyres eo cultu dilectionis et societatis quo et in h^c vit^
coluntur sancti homines Dei ^ sed illos tanto devotius, quanto securius post certamina superata." Contra Faustum xx. 21.
^ lb. just as in a passage quoted in Note 3
p. 314.
^ So again C. D. viii. " Ad consequendam vitam beatam non tali mediatore indigere hominem qualis est dsemon (sc. bonus), sed tali qualis est unus Christus."
And so again in the vith and ixth Books of the C. D. copiously ; and again,
very strikingly and beautifully, in the C. D. x. 22, 24.
So Tom. xii. p. 93, (on I John ii. 1, " We have an advocate with the Father,
&c,") he says " If John had said, If any man sin / will pray for him (as Farmenianus in one place makes the Bishop the mediator between the people and
God) who would tolerate it of faithful Christians ? Who not view him rather as
" Quis sicut apostolum Christi, et non sicut antiAntichrist than an apostle? "
chiistum intueretur ? "
^ Milncr, Cent. v. di. x.
« Gibbon v. 126.
''

'

;

'

;
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Gilly to have done this not in the
mere way of protesting against false mediators, but as
himself seeing, and worshipping through, the true one.
And what the result of their so offering ? It was indiThe Covenant-Angel received their
cated in the vision.
" and the smoke of the incense, which came
offering
with the prayers of the saints, ascended up (accepted)
Yes they might
before God out of the Angel's hand.''
some at least, like Vigilantius, be cast out and reviled as

well believe with Dr.

^

:

!

heretics

^

by their fellow men

:

but they were accepted

VigiLintius was so remiukably the Protestant of the times when he wrote, that
it would be wrong not to qaore what is recorded of his protestation.
In his Letter then to Riparius, Jerom says that Vigilantius called those who
received the martyrs' relics cinder-gatherers and idolaters (cinerarios et idolatras)
also that Vi^lantius abominated the vigils, or night-watchlngs, kept by
pilgrims at the shrines of the saints on their festivals.
In his Book against Vigilantius, wr/ttcn after receiving copies of his writings,
he again states him to have denied that the sepulchres of the martyrs were to be
Also he quotes him as having
venerated, and to have condemned the vigils.
written thus : " What need is there for you with so much respect not only to
honour, but even to adore, and in your adoration to kiss, dust folded ui> in a linen
Under the pretext of religion we see a custom introduced into the
cloth ?
churches which approximates to the rites of the Gentiles, viz. the lighting of
multitudes of tapers even when the sun is yet shining. And every where men
kiss in their adoration a small quantity of dust folded up in a little cloth, and
Men of this stamp give great honour forsooth to
deposited in a little vessel.
the most blessed martyrs; thinking with a few insignificant wax-tapers to glorify
those whom the Lamb, who is in the midst of the throne, enlightens with all
the brightness of his majesty."
Again " The souls of the apostles and martyrs have settled themselves either
in Abraham's bosom, or in a place of refreshment, or under the altar of God ;
and they cannot escape from their tombs, and present themselves where they
And ; " So long as we are alive we can mutually pray for each other
please."
but after we are dead the prayer of none for another can be heard ; especially
since the martyrs pray ineftectually to obtain vengeance for the shedding of their
Again ; " Do the souls of martyrs love their ashes, and hover round
blood."
them, and be always present, lest if any suppliant should jierchance happen to
draw near, they could not hear him in consequence of their absence ?" Finally,
it was his saying
"that the miracles said to be done in the churches of the
martyrs were profitable for the misbelievers, not for the faithful ." *
l^esides which Vigilantius protested against the system of celibacy and monachism : against the former by asserting that it led to incontinence against the
latter by saying, " If all should shut themselves up, and live in solitude, who will
serve the churches? Who v\ill win the men of the world?
will exhort sinners to virtue?"
Further, he deprecated sending money to the monks at Jerusalem, &c ; deeming it better to attend to the poor of his neighbourhood.
- Vigilantius is still in the Roman list of heretics.
1

:

;

;

Who

* Dr. Gilly thinks Vigilantius' meaning in this to be, that when true faith
in the heart, the internal evidences of the truth were sufhciently convincing,

was
and

there was no need of a show of miracles (p. 443). But might he not rather mean
that it furnished occasion to the heathens against Christianiiy, seeing that they
could not but see the falsehood ? Just such was the case of Eimapius, the Pagan
sophist quoted, p. 307 supih.
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before God.

— But

on the

3l7

on the eart/ily ones, the
judgment must follow.
" The Angel took the censer, and filled it with fire of
and there
the altar, and cast it (the fire) upon the earth
were voices, and thiinderings, and lightnings, and an
earthquake.
And (then) the seven angels that had the
rest,

neglectors of Christ the Saviour,

:

—

seven trumpets prepared themselves to sound."

Reserving my explanation of the historical fulfilthe earthquake thunderings and lightnings, here
spoken of, to the next chapter, let me, in what remains
of the present, add a few observations on the probably
intended significancy of the trumpet-soundings now pretrumpet-soundings under which, in sevenfold
paring
succession, the judgments fore- doomed were about to be
III.

ment of

;

represented to the Evangelist.

For, since

we

are told

^

it was by God's own appointment that trumpets
were made and used in the ancient Israel, as also that
their uses were all expressly defined by Him, and these
uses of them to be made in the Jewish temple, by
and since in the apocapriests that " stood before God,^

that

—

lyptic visions the temple was similarly the locality of the
trumpet-blasts, and the trumpet-angels similarly desigtherefore we seem
nated as those that stood before God,
v^'arranted in supposing an analogy between the two
cases ; and that a significancy attached to the trumpets

—

in

the latter case not dissimilar from

them

what attached

to

in the former.

Now under the Levitical law the uses of the priestly
trumpet were of a twofold character. 1st, and as regarded
the Israelites, its use was to proclaim to them the epochs
the sabbaths, thenevv^ moons, the new
of advancing time,
on these summonyears, and annual or other festivals

—

;

besides
ing the congregations for praise and prayer
which it served also, whilst they sojourned in the wilderness, to proclaim each forward movement of the camp,
:

and thus
1

to note their

Nuirib. X.

1—10.

advancing steps towards the end of
2

Deut. x.

8.

—
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—

2ndly, during war-time, and as retheir pilgrimage.'
garded their enemies, its use was to proclaim war against
those enemies, as from God Himself: the trumpets blown
by his priests against them being a declaration that the
Lord had taken up Israel's cause as his own cause, and

He would fight for
And it seems to me

that

Israel.^

that of these two kinds of uses,
apply not the one only, but both, to the emTo his
blematic trumpet-soundings in the Apocalypse.
emerged
indeed
out of
to
the
144,000,
own Israel,
the Egypt of Pagan oppression, but having still the
tribulation and long pilgrimage of the wilderness to pass
each trumpet angel's sounding, like the hourthrough,

we may

—

—

on a chronometer, might be regarded as a
chronological epoch in the prophecy, a note of advance
Such, for instance, is the
towards the consummation.
chronometrical use made of them in the vision of chapter
strikings

X in which the light-bearing Angel, that descended
and stood w-ith his feet on land and sea, when he
would distinguish the true time of the consummation
from the wrong, thus expressed his meaning " He
sware by Him that liveth for ever and ever, that,"
not in the days of the sixth Trumpet-angel, under which
:

;

his descent took place,

the mystery of

was one thing

—but "

God should
signified

to

in the days of the seventh,
be finished."
This, I say,

St.

John by the successive

trumpet-soundings. And just as to him by the figurative
trumpet- clangs, so to the saints from time to time living,
in so far as understanding might be given them,
by
the voices of the actual events prefigured, as one and
then another, they pealed upon a startled world. ^
Fur-

—
—

—

—

'
See besides Numb. x. 1
10, already referred to, Levit. xxv. 9; Ps. Kxxxi.
3; &c. Also 1 Cor. xiv. 7, 8.
Jer. li. 27
Zeph.i. 16, &c.
" When He blowcth a trumpet, hear ye." So Vitringa "Clan3 Isa. xviii. 3
gores tuba?, qui praeccdunt Dei juHicia in Romanum imperium, significant ilia
Dei judicia fore notal)i!ia, niagiuini in mundo cditura esse sonum, omnium suscitatura attcnlionem, et per universum mundum per famam vulganda, &c."
It is remarkable that Ammianus Marcellinus, the most eminent historian of
the times wc speak of, adopts, as Mcde has appositely remarked, the very same
figure of Irumjicl-soundings to mark the threatcnings of war (which however did
not then fulfil themselves) in an earlier period of the reigns of Valentinian and
;

;

—

;
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ther, since during all this time there was a state and a
people in open opposition to the truth and the true Israel, therefore the successive trumpet-soundings might be
considered, also, as the repeated proclamations of war
from the Lord Himself against them.
Indeed this
is the meaning most prominently marked in the trumpet-soundings of the Apocalypse
as it is the use most
frequent of the figure in other scriptures.
Let me just
add that, supposing the trumpets to have been blown in
the temple of vision, like those in the ancient temple of
Jerusalem, " over the burnt-offerings and peace-offerings" on the great altar,' then it must have looked like
an intimation that the cause, thus espoused by God, was
espoused as the cause of those who had made a covenant
with Him by sacrifice
and as against them specially
that had forsaken that holy covenant.
There were to be seven Trumpets sounded, and under
the seventh Trumpet seven Vials poured out.
The
numeral resemblance of these to the seven Trumpet-blasts
;

—

;

sounded on seven successive days against the ancient
and which were followed on the seventh day by
seven compassings of its w^all, till on the last the
wall fell down, and entrance was given to Israel into
that first city of the promised Canaan,^
this interesting
resemblance, I say, has been noted by Vitringa, and other
apocalyptic commentators after him.
It almost seemed
as if some power were marked out hereby as the New
Testament Jericho whose domination opposed, and
whose overthrow would introduce, the saints' enjoyment
of the heavenly Canaan.
And if so, what power but
Jericho,

—

;

that of

the

antichristian apostacy ?

and perhaps confirmatory of

—

It

is

observable,

this view, that in the an-

cient Jewish Feast of Tabernacles there was kept up a
constant commemoration of the above noted manner of
Valens. "

Hoc tempore,

buccinis,

excitee gentes saevissimae limites sibi

univcrsum orbem Romanum bellknim canentibus
proximos persultabant.'' Lib.
xxxvi. 4. This was with reference to the invasions of the empire by the Northern barbarians, 364, A.D. But it was not yet God's time for his trumpet's
sounding. The invasions were all repulsed. See p. 224 supra.
'
^ Joshua vi. 3
16.
Numb. X. 10.
velut per

—

—
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fall of the ancient Jericho ; and this with a certain
reference to the future, in the ritual, as well as to the
past.
On seven successive days, (according to the divine

the

ordinance) a palm-hearing procession, with trumpets
and, on
blowing, were then wont to visit the Temple
the last of the seven, seven times to compass the altar,
still sounding the trumpets, and chanting Hosanna !
Now as the cry of Hosanna was, as I have elsewhere
;

^

observed, supplicatory, signifying Save Lord, it seemed
to refer to some enemy yet to be conquered by Messiah

some Jericho yet to be overthrown.
must St. John himself have taken part in
And thus when he saw prefigured an
this ceremonial.
earthly antichristian power to which the duration meted
out was that of the seven trumpet-soundings, and under

for his people,

Many

a time

trumpet the seven vials out-pouring, the
it, and the application, could scarce fail
Of the fall of the first or Canaanitish
to strike him.
Jericho, the commemoration was in that Jewish Feast
of Tabernacles of which I v^^as just speaking.
Of the
fall of the second, the celebration was to be in the antithe seventh

remembrance of

—

typical

same

heavenly Feast of Tabernacles, yet future
that
John had a little while before seen antici:

that St.

and to which the eyes of the saints
have ever since been directed, as the scene of blessed

patively in vision

consummation

;

to all the evils of the wilderness,

the persecutions

and

to

and opposition of every enemy.

CHAPTER

II.

THE FOUR FIRST TRUMPETS.
"

And

the angel took the censer, and

of the altar,

were voices,
earthquake.

filled it

with

fire

and cast it upon the earth
and there
and thunderings, and lightnings, and an
And the seven angels which had the seven
:

trumpets prepared themselves to sound.
'

See Goodwin's Moses and Aaron, and

Home's

Introduction, on this Festival.

:
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angel sounded, and there followed hail
mingled with blood, and they were cast upon
the earth; and the third part of the trees was burnt
up, and all green grass was burnt up.
And the seand as it were a great mountain
cond angel sounded
burning with fire was cast into the sea
and the third
part of the sea became blood
and the third part
of the creatures which were in the sea and had life,
died
and the third part of the ships were destroyed.
And the third angel sounded and there fell a great star
from heaven, burning as it were a lamp, and it fell upon
the third part of the rivers, and upon the fountains of
water
and the name of the star is called Wormwood
and the third part of the waters became wormwood ; and
many men died of the waters, because they were made
bitter.
And the fourth angel sounded and the third
part of the sun was smitten, and the third part of the
moon, and the third part of the stars so as the third
part of them was darkened, and the day shone not for a
third part of it, and the night likewise."
Apoc.viii.5
12.

and

first

fire

—

:

:

;

;

:

;

:

;

—

The
first

four

Seals,

marked

first

Trumpet

visions, like those of the four

are connected together by certain

features

—

of resemblance

;

strongly

and which are here

of such a nature as to make it desirable to consider the
four visions together.
They depict the destructive action of a series of tempests, successively affecting the third
part of the Roman earth, third part of the sea, third
part of the rivers, and third part of the firmamental
luminaries. By English Protestant interpreters they have
been generally explained, and I doubt not truly, of
those successive invasions and ravages of the Goths,

which ended in the subverWestern Empire. At the same time there
has been as to the details, and the apportionment of its
part in the Gothic ravages to each one of the four
chiefly in the fifth century,

sion of the

Trumpet-visions distinctively, such a remarkable difference of opinion,
scarcely two commentators, 1 believe,
explaining them alike,
as to have thrown discredit, in
VOL. I.
Y

—

—
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the opinion of not a few, on the Gothic application altogether ; and to have shown that the principles on which
we are to form a distinctive and particular application of
To
the several figurations, need still to be established.

—

this point, then, let us first direct

§ 1.

our attention.

ON THE principles OF INTERPRETATION APPLICABLE TO THE FOUR FIRST TRUMPET-VISIONS.

Now on the preliminary question whether these four
Trumpet-visions were intended, or not, to prefigure the
Gothic irruptions, the reader who has thus far followed
and agreed with me, will soon see reason not to hesitate.
Considering that we were brought by the visions of the
six first Seals to that period of the

Roman

history

when

and Christianity was established under
and that the connected
Constantlne and his successors,
visions of the threatening tempest-angels, the sealing, and
the palm-bearers next ensuing, (the latter figuring at once
the then first marked unfolding of the apostacy, and the
cotemporary Augustinian counteractive revelation) advanced our position to the Gothic Insurrection under Valens, and its wonderful restraining by Theodosius,
a restraint of which the instant ending at Theodosius' death
might seem to mark a new and fateful epoch, just such as
considering, I
to answer to the seventh Seal's opening,
say, that in comparing the parallel course of the prophecy
and the history, we were thus brought by the apocalyptic
visions to the precise epoch of the commencement of the
great Gothic irruptions into the Roman empire, and that
then, (just after a preliminary figuration strikingly though
allusively Indicative of that sera's crowning sin of saint
and martyr-worship,) the symbols in vision next following were such as well to suit those Gothic devastations,
being the symbols of trumpet-sounding from on
high, and an earthquake with thundering and lightning,
then of tempests, volcanoes, and meteors, successively
cast upon the Roman earth,
it seems almost Impossible
to doubt but that the latter were intended as a prefigura-

Paganism

fell,

—

—

—

—

—
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There are two further coincidences
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The one is,
evidence of the truth of this conclusion.
that as the Gothic ravages terminated in the extinction
of the Western emperors and empire, so the fourth
Trumpet- vision, the last of the series, depicted the pardarkening of what were the well-known symbols of
The
the sun and the heavenly luminaries.
other, that as the Gothic desolations were succeeded, after
a half century's interval, or rather more, by the Saracen
invasions, so the fourth Trumpet-vision was succeeded,
after a forewarning notice which might well correspond
a vision
with that interval, by the fifth Trumpet-vision
demonstrably prefigurative, as I doubt not to prove, of
that very Saracenic woe.
The which preliminary point being settled to our satisfaction, we come next to the question of the right
particular application of each one of the four visions
to the one particular irruption of the Goths really corFor that some such particular application
responding.
is intended, and that distinctive marks are given in the
The divine selection
visions to fix it, we cannot doubt.
of the symbols, being the best possible, must needs, as we
might feel assured a priori, be precise and distinct: and
their precision and appropriateness in every one of the
apocalyptic visions that we have hitherto considered, has
The
very strikingly illustrated and confirmed the fact.
tial

rulers,^

—

;

only doubtful question
tended.
The question

—

is

as to

the distinctive

—

mark

in-

narrowed by the important fact,
to which notice has been called already, of the fourth
is

vision of the series almost obviously prefiguring

(if

the

of the
Western Caesars. So that it is only in the cases of the
former three, that we have need to seek out the distinctive

general

reference

be

admitted)

the extinction

characteristics.

And now then, as with this view the reader considers
the three Trumpet-visions in question, this will, I think,
very soon strike him,
'

See

my

— that though there

may

be,

and

observations on these symbols, under the sixth Seal, p. 217, supr^.

Y

2
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something partially characteristic of each

is,

particular invasion in those of the symbols, respectively,

that prefigure the powers invading,

I

mean

the hailstorm,

—

and the blazing meteor, yet that the
measure of similarity of character between them, as
being all alike figures of hostile and desolating armies,
is such as to preclude thejn from furnishing any decisive
distinction.^
And thus he finds himself forced to look
the

volcano,

to other stated particulars in the several visions, for the

marks he

is

in search of

;

specially to their designations

of the locality or geographical division in each case in-

—

vaded : the which indeed, from the singular and
marked character of the phraseology that defines them,
appear expressly intended to fix the attention of the
" the third part of the trees, and of the land,"^
reader
" the third part of the sea/' " the third part of the
;

rivers.'

^

But behold Commentators of high name interpose
and tell us that there is nothing of local or geographical
meaning in these expressions
that they are all mere
figures.
"The Roman universe," says Mede, (and he
is followed in the spirit of his exposition by many, perhaps by most expositors of note,)^ " is compared to the
;

;

—

^ Thus Vitringa observes in
his Preface, that " the burning mountain cast
into the nea might, of itself, indicate either the evils which the Jews suffered from
the Romans,
tb.ose which the Western Romans suffered from the Goths,
or

—

—

the Eastern Romans from the Turks."
'
So Griesbach and Scholz to rpiTov
;

ttjs

^tjs

being added to the to rpirov

Tuiv SevSptev.
^ Mr. Faber suggests a geographical distinction of a different kind; viz. with
reference tu the quarters (not on which the tempests were to fall, but) from
which they were to blow. This is founded on the hypothesis of each one of the
four tempest-angels corresponding with one of the four trumpet-angels ; and of
their blowing one by one singly, in the first four trumpet-visions, then ceasing;
a supposition that takes for granted what should be proved, as to the separate
action of each of the four tempest-angels
not to add that it is inconsistent
with the much longer commission which it seems probable (as I have hinted p.
268, in my chapter on the se:ding vision) attached to them.
And even waiving
these objections, how imlistiiict would be the distinction proposed; because there
is nothing to fix tiie order in which, in such case, the winds should blow.
Mr.
Faber's order of North, South, West, and East, is altogether arbitrary ; as indeed
would be any other.
• So Mr.
Cuninghume says (p. 49) "All interpreters of note agree that this
universe is to be considered symbolical."
There is, however, a variety, as might
be expected, in the application.
V'ilringa sy.'^s; "By the earth is meant the
Roman empire; by the sea, the barbarous mtions separated from them." DauInz jays " The sea means the multitude of the population the rivers the small

—

;

—

;

;

—

;

—
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mundane

system, which consists of earth, sea, rivers,
heaven, stars; the system or constitution of the empire
having as its earf/tthat which is the base and foundation,
as it were, of the whole polity
as its sea, that amplitude of rule which circumscribes its earth, as the natural
land is circumscribed by the natural sea
its political
;

;

rivers also

which flow from and into the

sea,

viz.

the

provincial magistrates," &c.
And then, as to the third
part, whether of land, sea, or rivers, he expounds it to
the luhole Roman earth; as constituting, he says,
about one third of the known world, at the time of the
Evangelist.^
Who can wonder that by interpreters who
have adopted any such principle of interpretation, the
visions of the three first Trumpets should be applied
with equal facility and plausibility to one as to another
of the Gothic invasions ? For the very distinctiveness of
these symbols in the sacred text is annihilated by their

mean

and a meaning so nearly common attached to them, that, whosoever or whensoever the invader, in so far as any one of the three designated objects
might be disturbed by the invasion, whether the figuit must
rative earth, figurative sea, or figurative rivers,
needs be that the two others would be thereby disturbed
interpretation

:

—

—

also.

Of the meaning of the third part I shall speak presently.
But let me first ask, what can be the reason for thus
setting aside the natural

and geographical sense of these,

expressions, land, sea, rivers ?

It

has arisen,

I believe,

from an opinion that whenever any one prominent part
of a prophecy is clearly symbolic in its language, the
rest ought to be interpreted in a symbolical or figurative
Fa^er thinks that by the sea is to be understood " the people
empire, distracted by former wars ;" although in another place,
(Sacred Calendar iii. 260,) he interprets it as " the largest nation of the Roman empire." " The rivers and fountains," he explains to be the numerous Gothic kingdoms of the Roman world when divided.
This may suffice.
'
So also Dauhuz, Bp. Newton, &c. Loivmun interprets it to mean a great
part.
Mr. Cuninghame, alter a lengthened discussion of the subject, confesses,
(p. G2) that if the question were put to him, why the proportion of one third of
the symbolical universe should be the limit affixed to the effects of the four
Trumpets, he cannot answer. (My references are to the last editions of Cuning-

remaining part,"
of the

Roman

—

hame and

Faber.)
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such an example as that

that in this present case the land,

mentioned ought to be construed symbecause the burning mountain, tempest, and
meteor are so.
This opinion, which seems to have prevailed widely among commentators, is evidently of too
great importance, and, if true, of too extensive application,
not to demand an immediate inquiry into its correctness.^
I have put the question restrictedly, viz. as applicable
to an example involving local terms, like that before us,
because really as regards the general question, the mixture of the literal and the symbolic is so palpable and so
frequent in prophetic scripture, that it seems quite needless to detain the reader by citations to prove it.
He
can scarce open a page in either this or other sacred
prophecies, without seeing examples.
Nor will he find
any Commentator, whatever his predilections in favour
of taking all literally or all symbolically, that has been
able fully to carry out his rule into practice.^
It is indeed almost, I believe, an impossibility.
Thus it is the
limited question of the admissibility of literal localities,
and a literal geography, into prophecies generally symbolical that seems alone to need illustration.
Nor will
it detain us long to furnish it.
The best proof seems to be that of examples from other
prophecies where the mixture spoken of is unequivocal.
I will therefore cite two.
The first is from Ezek. xxvii.
26 ; " The east vv'ind hath broken thee in the midst of the
seas."
In this passage. Tyre is symbolized as a ship,
and Nebuchadnezzar as the destroying wind that shipwrecked it
yet, symbolical as is the general phraseolosea,

and

rivers

bolically,

—

:

'

the

—

Thus Archdeacon Woodhouse, when objecting
fifth

to the usual interpretation of

Trumpet, as having reference to the Saracens, says;

"To make

out the

Commentators are obliged to apply the prophetic characters sometimes in a bonowal, sometimes in a litvrnl sense wliich I suppose is unwarranted
They ought all to be applied in the same sense." So too. in a measure, the Reinterpretation,

;

viewer of Keith's Signs of the Times, in the Investigator, iii. 271.
- Woodhouse is probably one of the most consistent
advocates of the wholly
figurative principle, Burgh of the literal.
Yet the latter often and confessedly
deviates into figurative interpretation
the former sometimes into literal ; e. g.,
in his explanation of the horses and the Euphrates of the sixth Trumpet.—
And
so too, 1 see, Dr. Park,
;

CH,
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gy, the chorographic phrase, "in the midst of the seas,"
designates the hteral locahty of the situation of Tyre,

and " the East"

tiiat

of the

kingdom of Nebuchadnezzar

with respect to it.
I the rather select this example, because it illustrates the manner in which the locality from
whence a threatened evil is to issue, is often, by the
peculiar appropriateness of the emblem, intimated in
scripture metaphors
as well as that on ivhich the evil
is to fall.
That the meaning I have attached to the
emblem, as thus significant, is not undesigned or fortuitous, will appear from its frequent and distinctive use
elsewhere to the same effect.^
The second example that
I shall cite is from chap, xxxii of the same prophecy.
Here Pharaoh, king of Egypt, and his people and power,
After
are figured under the symbol of a crocodile.
which comes the clause following: "I will water with
thy blood the land wherein thou swimmest, even to the
Of
mountains, and the rivers shall be full of thee."
which, the meaning is plain.
The waters of the Nile
being wont to overflow from mountain-chain to mountain,
which, form the Egyptian valley, and, except at floodtime, to separate at the Delta into many difl^erent streams,
;

—

—

the prediction

made was

that these literal rivers, this

should be tinged with the blood of Pharaoh

literal land,

^ For
instance in Ezek. xix. 12; "Thy mother (Judah) is like a vine, &c.
But she was plucked up in fury she was cast down to the ground the east
wind dried up her fruit." And again in xvii. 10, a passage very similar. So
also in Jer. xviii. 17, and Hosea xiii. 15.
In all these cases the emblem that I
;

:

speak of, the east iinnd, is appropriate both ^"g-2<?'rt/irf/?/, (with reference to the
general picture,) &nA geographically, with reference to the situation of Babylonia
and Assyria as lying east of Judcea. So in Isaiah xli. 2, Abraham's coming out
from Mesopotamia or Babylonia to Canaan is spoken of as his coming from the
east
and in Matt. ii. 1, the wise men from Babylonia are called the wise men
;

from

the east.

be observed that as the Babylonians entered Palestine from Damascus
and the north, they are sometimes spoken of as coming from the north. So
Jer. i. 13, 14
"I said, I see a seething pot, and its face is toward the north.
Then the Lord said unto me, Out of tlie tiorih shall an evil break forth upon
all the inhabitants of the land."
But no where is such a figure as a whirlwind from south or W'crf applied to Nebuchadnezzar or the Assyrians, though
winds quite as suitable to cause shipwreck as the cast wind. Compare Isa. xxi. 1,
and Zech. ix. 14
in both which the whirlwind from the south is the figure
and
it is used in the one case of Persia attacking Babylon, a city north of it ; in the
other of Judah attacking the Greeks, whose Asiatic cities (as Antioch &c,) were
It is to

;

;

situated north of them.

;
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— And here too

I have had a reason for
from the additional parallelism that
the example offers to that before us
in that, though
the land previously spoken of means the literal land of
Egypt, and the rivers its literal rivers, yet the sun, moon
and stars are in the very next verse used figuratively of
its governing authorities
just as is the case in the
symbols of the fourth trumpet, as compared with those
of the three former.
For these are the words of verse 7 ;
" And when I shall have put thee out," (i. e. out of the
water,) " I will cover the heaven, and make the stars
thereof dark
and I will cover the sun with a cloud, and

his people.

the selection

;

viz.

:

—

;

;

moon

All the bright lights
of heaven will I make dark over thee, and set darkness
upon thy land, saith the Lord."
Thus much on the admixture of the geographically or
locally literal with the figurative, in the phraseology of
other Scripture prophecies.
To which let me add, that
in the Apocalyptic prophecy itself there are localities
specified, as we shall see, both general and particular,
which must necessarily be interpreted literally as localities.
So, for example, in passages like that in chap,
xii. 12, where it is said, '^ Woe to the inhabitants of the
earth and of the sea ! "
For unless the land were the
literal land, and the sea the literal island-studded sea,
how could they have inhabitants ? And again in ch. ix.
14, where the Euphrates spoken of must needs mean
the literal Assyrian river
supposing that proof can be
given satisfactory, (of which 1 do not doubt,) that the
judgments figured under the sixth trumpet were those of
the Turkish woe.
the

shall not give her light.

;

remains that we investigate the meaning of " the
" a question certainly more difficult.
;
It has
been mentioned that many commentators interpret the
phrase as one designative of the whole Roman world, or
perhaps of some large but indefinite portion of it.
The
unsatisfactorincss, however, of all such indefinite explanation is evident.
To say nothing of other inconsistIt

third part
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encies in it, it makes one of the most strongly marked
phrases of designation in the whole apocalyptic prophecy,
it
one used seven times here and twice elsewhere,

—

—

makes

this, I say,

therefore that they

who

thus interpret should be them-

and shew,
interpretation
Mr. Cuninghame, that they have only given it,

selves dissatisfied with
like

No wonder

altogether unmeaning.
their

;

because of not perceiving any threefold division of the
Roman world, such as in their opinion to answer to the
conditions of the prophetic clauses.
That the earth or
world spoken of in the Apocalypse means the Roman
earth, or world, cannot I think be doubted
being a use
of the term frequent in other scriptures,^ (not to say in the
best profane writers also,^) and already satisfactorily exAnd that
emplified in earlier parts of this prophecy.^
some actual threefold division of the empire is intended
by the phrase may be regarded, I conceive, as indubitable.
The only question is, what ? And though it be a question
;

—

it be remembered, that it is
one on which we do not enter without a hint to aid us.
For from the fourth trumpet-vision's exhibiting the third
of the sun as eclipsed, in symbolization of an event which
we saw reason anticipatively to regard as the extinction
of the Western emperors, the inference follows that
whatever the other two of the apocalyptic thirds, the
Western empi?'e must needs have been one,
indeed the
one intended all through the present vision.
And this seems of itself sufficient reason why the
natural tripartite division of the Roman world into
European, African, and Asiatic,
the same that has

confessedly difficult, yet, let

—

—

* E.
g. Luke ii. 1 ; " A decree from Caesar Augustus that all the world should
be taxed."
^ E. g. Dionysius Hal. Lib. i. ad init.
'H 5e "Pa>ixaia>v iroXis airaffris fxey apxei
yrjs, dffr] fj,7i ai/efj,0aTos ert, naffris Se Kparei BaKaaayjs, &c. And Ovid Fasti ii. 683 ;

Gentibus est aliis tellus data limite certo,
Romanae spatium est urbis et orbis idem.

would have been needless to quote authorities on a thing so notorious, except
Mede's suggestion.
" How long dost not thou avenge our blood on
^ As under the fifth Seal
them that dwell on the earth."

It

for

;
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been suggested as an alternative by Vitringa/ and subsequently adopted by Mr. Faber and others,
should be
set aside.
For, at the time we speak of, the Western
empire,
that over which the Gothic and Vandal invaders extinguished the Roman government,
instead of
embracing the whole of the European provinces, agreeably with this natural division, and no more, comprehended in itself only four European provinces, I mean

—

—

Britain,

—

Gaul, Spain, Italy, (the addition of Noricum

and Pannonia being, as I shall presently observe, doubtful,) and at the same time comprehended the province of
Africa.
The same objection seems decisive against that
political trisection of the empire which was made, on
the death of Constantine, between his three sons Constans, Constantine, and Constantius
and which other
expositors, as Messrs. Frere and Irving, have imagined
to be here referred to.'^
For the western third then included the provinces of Britain, Gaul, and Spain only
both Italy and the African province being detached from
it.
Supposing my presumption respecting the fourth
trumpet-vision's meaning to be correct, it must be re-

—

;

;

" Nihil probabilius qukm per tertiam terrse partem vel esse intelligendam
tribus majoribus terrje partibus, Asi4, Africa, vel EuropA, in quas olim
non terram tantum k geographis, sed Romanum quoque imperium, sub titulo
orbis terrarum, divisum fuisse ex numis constat
vel majorem aliquam Romani
Imperii partem &,c." Which latter alternative is that which he actually adopts.
—Mr. Cuninghame objects against Mr. Faber as inconsistent with himself in
carrying out his theory of the natural trisection.
Dr. Keith's interpretation of
this point I am quite unable to comprehend.
He no where states clearly what
tlueefold division he intends: and when he does make a statement, seems soon
after to contradict it.
Thus at the commencement of his exposition of the
fourth Trumpet, he sj)eaks of one tidrd part as " the transalpine provinces,"
i. e. Britain, Gaul,
Spain of another third as the maritime province of Africa ;
and then of Italy as a third third. Afterwards, in the same chapter, p. 285, he
seems to speak of the Constantinopolitan empire as yet another third, or two
thirds.
Then in capitals he thus marks an historical extract respecting the proceedings of Odoaccr and the Hcruli, after that the Western empire had been ex" one third of those ample estates, to which the ruin of
tinguished by them
Italy is originally imputed, was extorted for the use of the conquerors."
The
confusion in his exposition on this important point is the more to be regretted,
because from his interpreting the great localities of land, sea, and rivers literally,
for the most part, he has advanced the nearest, as it seems to me, of former interpreters to the true interpretation of the four first Trumpets.
I say /or the
most part : for I must allow that the words in Italics and Capitals, introduced
somewhat profusely by him, cause here, too, confusion: and give some ground
for the objections of his Reviewer in the Investigator, Vol. iii.p. 271.
^ And so too Cresscncr more early, and Bicheno.
^

unam ex

;

—

;

—

;

;

—

;
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Western third, like the
Western empire overwhelmed by the Goths, should comprehend at once the African province, and the four
trisection

intended,

that

its

provinces also that have been specified in Europe.
And thus we find ourselves forced on that earlier and
only other legitimate trisection^ of the Roman world,
' It may be satisfactory to the reader to see a statement of all
the succesbive
legitimate divisions of the Roman imperial world. I therefore subjoin it, arranged
chronologically.
It will be seen from it, that there were no tripartitions except those specified in the text. Other divisions were into/o«j', two, and once six.

A. D.
290 Division into four Prsefectures by Diocletian : the 1 st. Italy and Africa";
2nd. Asia and Thrace
3rd. the Rhine frontier, and three Western Provinces; 4th. the Danube frontier and lilyricum.
This quadripartition continued till the death of Constantius A. D. 306
when Constantine having succeeded him in the West, Maxentius being emperor at Rome, Maximian, (who had resigned) resuming the purple, and
two subordinate emperors, instead of one, being made by the Eastern Augustus Galerius, (viz. Licinius for the government of Illyricura, and Maximin for the government of Syria), for the first and last time,
308
The Roman world was divided between six emperors. This continued
311 till the death of Galerius. That same year war arising, the result was the
Jirst tripartition of the empire,
that between Constantine, Licinius, and
Maximin, spoken of above.
313
On Maximin's defeat and death the Roman world was bipartitioned between Constantine and Licinius. Licinius had the East and lilyricum.
;

:

—

—

314
324
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350

On
On
On

—

Licinius' first defeat, lilyricum was transferred to Constantine.
Licinius' death, the empire was reunited under Constantine.

Constantine's death there was a tripartition again ; that between his
three sons, Constantine, Constans, Constantius.
After civil wars, and the death of the two other brothers, Cotistantius
again reunited the Roman world. The monarchy continued after his death
under Julian, and then Jovian. On whose death,
The celebrated bipartition was made into Eastern and Western, by Valentinian and Valens.
The Western empire included the whole of lilyricum ; the Eastern Thrace and Mcesia. (See Gibbon iv. 242.)
On Gratian's appointing Theodosius Eastern Emperor, after the death of
Valens, as the Gothic war was to be Theodosius' care, the lUyrian Prefecture was dismembered, and the Dioceses of Dacia and Macedonia added to
Thrace Asia and Egypt, as Theodosius' portion.
On Maximus' defeat and murder of Gratian, Theodosius arranged temporarily with the usurper Maximus that he should confine himself to the
countries beyond the Alps, leaving to Gratian's brother Italy, Africa, and
Western lilyricum. Gib. v. 13.
For a year or two Theodosius (Valens' successor) reunited the Empire.
Then on his death it was at length finally partitioned into Eastern and
Western, under his two sons Arcadius and Honorixis : the Illyrian Prtefecture being divided between them, nearly as now between the Turks and
Germans.
Noricum, Pannonia, and Dalmatia belonged to the West
Dacia, Macedonia, (the other half of the Illyrian PrEefecture,) to the
East.
Gib. v. 138.
The result was very speedily a total separation of the two empires. Gibbon observes that about 410 A. D. such was the absolute separation of the
two monarchies, both in interest and affection, that Constantinople would
rather have obeyed the orders of the Persian than of the Latin Court. v. IGl.

—

364

379

385
387

394
396

—
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and just

It was at that
before the establishment of Christianity.
memorable crisis when, Galerius having died and Maxen-

of the Tiber, the Roman world
under the dominion of the three emperors
And what then
Constantine, Licinius, and Maximin.
the partitioiiment of the provinces, as they at that time

tius perished in the battle

found

itself

them respectively ? To Constantine, we read, there
attached Gaul, Spain, Britain, Italy, Africa;
to Licinius the vast Illyrian Prsefecture, which coincided with,
and embraced, the rest of Roman Europe
to Maximin
So that as regards its
the Asiatic provinces and Egypt.
fell to

;

Western

third, at least, this trisection precisely

answers to

and the presumption seems reasonable that it may answer otherwise, and be indeed the very
trisection here intended.
The presumption is strengthened from the fact just before alluded to, of its being
(excepting on the temporary arrangement w^ith the

that of the Apocalypse

;

—

usurper Maximus) the only other political trisection of
the Roman empire on record.
Because, if it be not this
trisection, w^e seem to have absolutely none to which to
refer the Apocalyptic expression.
And it is yet further
strengthened by the circumstance of there being a direct
and striking reference to it at its first forming, (as I
must beg permission anticipatively to take for granted,)
in a vision chronologically anterior to the four Trumpets,
though in the Apocalyptic arrangement placed after them
I mean that of the travailing woman and the dragon
in the xiith chapter.
In truth, it was in the course of
researches into the meaning of what is there said of the
dragon, or Roman Pagan power, " drawing with its tail
the third part of the stars of heaven," that I was first
led to notice the division that we speak of.
Now wheresoever, in reference to the earlier history of an empire,
any territorial or political division has been fixed on for
pointed notice and figuration by the prophetic spirit, it
is his habit, as Sir I. Newton has I think observed, still
to refer to it
until some new and fundamental changes
may have been arrived at in the prophecy, such as to

—

;
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for distinctness sake, or other rea-

new

division.

Passing over the mere
an objection.
temporary changes of division which occurred in the
Roman empire between Constantine's time and that
of the Gothic invasions, there occurred one, it may be
said, just before the irruption of the Goths, so memorable on many accounts in history, and so permanent, as
to have constituted precisely such a new and fundamental change, as, according to Sir Isaac's rule, might be
expected to obliterate the old division, and to be the
one thenceforward noted in the prophecy.
I mean, of
course, the division into Eastern and Western, which
was first made under Valentinian and Valens, then
finally and for ever under Theodosius' sons, Arcadius,
and Honorius
a division not into three parts, but two.
And at first the difficulty seems a formidable one. Indeed for a time it seemed to myself so serious^ as to make
me pause and hesitate on the whole subject. On more
careful consideration, however, not only did light dawn on
the difficulty, but reasons appeared Sifrony and rao'&i satisfactory why, notwithstanding the new bipartite division
of the empire into east and west, the old tripartite division should be still adhered to
and this even throughout the range of all the six first Trumpets.
For, first, I perceived, as to the de jure bipartition of
the two empires, that it was not by any unshifting, or
nearly unshifting, line of demarcation
so as that the
Western empire might be spoken of throughout as one
and the same half, and the Eastern empire again as the
other half, always the same.
So far as the territory
of the original l//z/nari i/uVcZ was concerned, essential
changes took place in the line of separation, subsequently
to the division under Arcadius and Honorius
just as
had been the case indeed in the bipartite divisions before.
arises

;

—

—

,

;

;

;

I

say

it

was thus variable

world was

before.

For when the

Roman

bipardtioned between Constantine and
Licinius, the Illyrian Prsefecture was attached to the
Eastern empire but, after the first war between them,
first

;
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was taken from the East, and added to the West.^ When
a bipartition was next arranged between Valentinian and
Valens, it was all again attached in the same manner to
But on Valens' death and Theothe Western empire.^
Prsefecture was dismembered,
the
dosius' accession,
Dacia and Macedonia,
including
half,
Eastern
and its
It was this last that was
East.^
the
to
Gratian
by
added
the line of separation settled on in the bipartition between Arcadius and Honorius, to which our difficulty
Yet we find that, some ten years after,
chiefly refers.
the Western emperor claimed jurisdiction over the whole
:"^
of lUyricum, " according to its true and ancient limits
and about 20 years still later, a new arrangement was
made between the two emperors, by which the whole of
the Western Illyricum was ceded to the Eastern empire.
This took place A. D. 425.^ It was the final line of
bipartition, and one to which I shall again have to call
it

—

—

—

Thus the staple, if I may
the reader's special attention.
territory appertaining
legitimate
permanently
so say, the
original third
Constantine's
still
was
respectively,
each
to
for the Western empire,

the Eastern empire.

and Maximins original third for

— In

every case,

I

should observe,

the latter included Thrace.

Secondly,

I

could not but perceive also, while tracing

the de facto histories of these three respective divisions
of the Roman empire, that the fortunes of the intermediate or Illyrian third could not be considered as involved

^ Gibbon iv. 422.
^ n,. v. 234.
See the tabular view p. 331.
lb. vi. 7. This partition was made between Theodosius 2nd, and Valentinian
"The emperor of the East acquired the rich Province of Dalmatia, and
the 3rd.
the dangerous sovereignty of Pannonia and Noricum ; which had been filled and
ravaged for above twenty years, by a promiscuous crowd of Huns, Ostrogoths,
Vandals, and Bavarians."
He refers to Count Buat, a laborious investigator of
and which he
the antiquities of those times, as his authority for this Treaty
1

*

—

;

—

considers quite satisfactory. Yet it would seem that still the Western emperor
For in an embassy to Attila he sent
revived his claim to one of its provinces.
Gibbon vi. 92. So
the civil and military governors of Noricum as his envoys.
who says indeed that the comi^laint of
also Sismondi, Roman History, i. 160
Attila had reference to things embezzled in a church at Sirmium ; a town situIn A.D. 453, again, the emperor
ated a little south of the modern Belgrade.
Marcian granted all Pannonia, as far as Vindobona (Vienna), to the Ostrogoths,
The ecclesiastical juvhdict'ion oi the Eastern Illyricum was a point similarly
disputed between the Roman and Byzantine Sees.
:

—

I

—
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Western or Eastern empire
needed

(I

may

say

;

but,

absolutely

needed) to be considered separately.
Already this was
in part the scene of the earlier occupation and devastations of the Goths after the battle of Adrianople. Nor
did the peace that they made five years after with Theodosius cause any effectual alteration in their occupancy
" The vast regions they had ravaged," says Sisof it.
mondi, " were abandoned to them, if not in absolute
sovereignty, yet in terms little at variance with their independence." Thus they had already stood up, like a
living wall of separation, between the two divisions of
the empire which were most properly Roman in their
population
a view which both Ambrose and Jerome
Yet more was this the case after Alawell illustrate.^
ric's and the Goths' first revolt on Theodosius' death,
and overrunning of the southern part of this same Prsefecture ; Alaric being thereupon constituted, (as I shall
afterwards again have to mention,) Master -General (in
fact independent Prince) of Illyricum.
And it was precisely at this epoch, as I conceive, not before, that the
first Trumpet sounded.
Nor was it at this time only that the Illyrian, or intermediate third, was thus separated in its history and
fortunes from the other two-thirds.
The same continued
the case afterwards.
In the 6th and 7th centuries the
Bulgarian power was formed
and the result was that
" Msesia, during the middle ages, was broken into the
barbarian kingdoms of Servia and Bulgaria."^
In the
9th century, Macedonia and the eastern Illyricum were
inundated by Sclavonic hordes, by whom the whole
region is said to have been Sclavonized ; ^ and which
were thus not in language only, but also in government,
:

;

—

Lib. x. 10, writing A. D.386, nine years before Theodo"Nosquoquein II ly rico exules patriae Gothorum exilia fece;
"
runt
with reference to the Gothic hordes driven through terror of the Huns
across the Danube and wliich, after conquering Valens, occupied, though as subjects to Theodosius, much of Illyricum.
Jerom, Ep. 91 ad Ageruch. written
A. D. 409, says that for thirty years the Goths had been occupying and desolating
- Gibbon, i. 37.
Pannonia.
* eaKAa^aiB-n iraaa t]
Constantine Porph. Them. ii. 6.
X'^P't^

^mirose on Luke,

sius' death, says
:

;
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—

Finally,
separated from the Greek Empire.
Franks in their crusading expeditions

later, the

severed the southernmost of the Illyrian provinces from
the Greeks, and long occupied them.— I the rather mention this last act, in tracing the distinct and separate
history of the Illyrian Prtefecture, hecause it carries us
down to the times of the Turks; and shows that the

which we have spoken, was most
fitly used even under the 6th Trumpet in the prophecy
the easseeing that it was but the " third of men,"
against whom the commission of the Eutern third,
phratean horsemen could be properly said to be given.
tripartite

division of

^

—

—

:

Thus the result of our investigation has been to show
that on general grounds, and wdth reference to the general tenor of Roman history, at and subsequent to the
time of the Gothic invasions, instead of the tripartite
division that I speak of, being a -division inappropriate
to make use of in the prophetic prefiguration of those
events and times, because of the notable bipartition of
the empire into Eastern and Western that had taken
place a little previously, it was precisely the most approIt only remains to see
priate that could be chosen.
whether it will suit the details of the three first trumpetvisions, as we have already seen it does those of the
And when we shall have completed the comfourth.
parison of these details with the details of the history
corresponding, I trust that on this point also the reader
will find himself equally satisfied.

§

2.

HISTORICAL

EXPOSITION OF THE
TRUMPET-VISIONS.

FOUR

FIRST

In order to enter in this part on our comparison of
the prophecy and the history to the best advantage, it

we should endeavour to
were, in the situation of the Evanvaried imagery of the successive

will be peculiarly desirable that

place ourselves, as
gelist,

and

see

it

the

'

Apoc.

ix. 16.
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visions as

far

particularly, I

possible so as he

as

mean, as each

saw them:
and

locally affecting,
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— more
locally

of the Roman
world that same Roman world that seems to have been
extended in living though miniature landscape, beneath
and around him, with its triple divisions of territory
with,

associated

its

assigned

portion

;

marked therein, and their respective boundary lines,
whether of river, sea, mountain, or desert.
All this,
though the unassisted human eye could not comprehend
it,
-the prophetic eye might, as usual with the prophets,
or indeed the natural eye, as with Christ in his temptation,^ be strengthened to discern.
And need I suggest
what an advantage it must have afforded to St. John all
through, towards the right understanding of the visions?
Much of that to which a laborious train of reasoning
has already thus far conducted us, would have been
manifest to him, as I conceive, at a glance.
And as in

—

regard to what has preceded^ so in regard to what is to
follow also ; above all in figurations such as we are now
entering on where distinctive symbolic details are com;

and the most distinctive part of the
geographical origin or progression.
Hence
the importance to those who have not had it given them
to be eye-witnesses, of calling the imagination in aid,
paratively scanty,

symbol

is its

the manner I suggested.
To facilitate this a Map
has been appended with thei/wee great divisions, which
we have seen reason to suppose alluded to, distinguished
upon it by different colours and in regard to which sevein

;

:

ral territorial divisions

may be

each one included

er, that

or

it

Roman

one also

sea,"^

own

its

as well as

its
its

well to remind the read-

third of the Mediterranean

third of the land

;

and each

characteristic stream of the three great

8; " The Devil taketh him up into an exceeding high mountain,
all the kingdoms of the world," &c.
On which Milton says in
his Faradise Regained, iv. 40 ;
'

Matt.

iv.

and showeth him

By what strange
Of
Of

parallax, or optic skill
vision multiplied through air, or glass

telescope, were curious to enquire.
" The Mediterranean was often spoken
of by the Romans as their sea, " mare
nostrum." Hence when the word sea was used by itself, this would be the
meaning attached to the word by them.
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Danuhe, and Euphrates. In
order yet more to aid the imagination, I shall make the
attempt, before entering on historical events and fulfilment, to describe the imagery of the successive visions,
so as I conceive it to have passed over the landscape of
the Roman world before the eye of the Evangelist
always taking care that there shall be in this no unlifrontier rivers, the Rhine,

:

—

and nothing inconsistent with
censed play of the fancy
that faithful adherence to the written descriptions which
is due to every word of God's Holy Book.
I have
already hinted that it is to one and the same Western third
of the Empire that I apply alike all the four first Trumpetvisions
its land territory, its maritime dependencies,
its frontier rfyer- valley and fountains, its sun and stars.
This the unity of these four visions seems to m.e to require.
;

—

;

—

I. The
imagery of the preliminary altarscene IN THE APOCALYPTIC TEMPLE, AND OF THE
FOUR FIRST TRUMPET VISIONS CONSEQUENT.
Behold then the Angel- priest has come forth from of-

fering the incense of his faithful ones in the inner temple

;

and

hand, but emptied of the sacred embers
with which that incense had been kindled by him

his censer in
fire

—

before the Holy

One: and see he moves straight back
again to the great altar in the altar-court, and takes again
of the same burning embers, and fills the same censer
with them
only now not to bless, but to destroy. For
;

having

!

—

ashes from the temon the despisers of his
proffered mediation and atonement in the world below
filled it,

ple-height,

that

—

he scatters
they

may

tiie fiery

fall

;

the world professing but apostate.
passes without signs of recognition in

Not an

instant

heaven and on
by the animate and the inanimate creation,
of this devoting of the land to a curse.
Forthwith from
the cloud of glory there issue thunderings and lightnings
and see, they are responded to by the bursting of tempests (the four angel-forms darkly seen careering in
them) over the central provinces of Illyricum, Greece,
and Epirus
the first that same district which they had
earth,

alike

—

:

;

;
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sometime before overhung, murky and threatening. The
Roman earth quakes simultaneously through its vast extent
and the faces of men gather blackness
some
from present suffering, all from forebodings of greater
evil to come.
But look to the temple again. See the trumpetangels are preparing themselves to sound
and therewith
the more definite evolution of the divine judgments to be
defined, and to proceed.
Which is the first grand des:

;

!

;

tined scene of suffering ?

—

The first Angel sounds his trumpet:
same tremendous tempest as before, black
with other clouds from the cold hail-generating countries
beyond the Danube,^ and charged with lightning and hail,
appears driving westward.
''The third of the land,'"
1st

and

Trumpet.^

lo the

or continental provinces of the

Roman
The

empire,

Asiatic

is

Western division of the

declared the fated scene of ravage.

continent and maritime province of Africa

are to remain

unharmed by

and the European
Empire mostly to escape.

the storm

provinces, too, of the Eastern

:

The

skirts of the storm discharge themselves, as it passes
forward, on the Rhaetian hill-country.
Then quickly
towards Italy. As it sweeps across the
its course is
Italian frontier, other terrific thunder-clouds from the
distant north-west quarter of the heaven succeed and intermingle with the first.
Once and again the almost
united tempests spread in devastating fury over Italy, be-

yond the Alps and the Apennines.

Then

dividing, a

part impelled yet further south bursts with terrific light-

nings directly over

the seven-hilled imperial city, and

passes thence to the southernmost coast of Bruttium be-

yond.
A part, driven backward, takes a westerly course
over the Rhine into Gaul, and nirand wide devastates it
then, crossing over the Pyrenjean chain, pours its fury
on the Spanish provinces nor spends itself till it has
:

'
Kai b irpioros ayyeXos effaKnia-e' Kai eyevero y(a\a^a kui irvp fieniyi.i.eva aifiUTi,
Kai e^\riOr] eis rriv yr)V Kat to Tpnov ttjs 7?}S- Kareiccnj, koli to rpcrov tcoj' SevSpuif
KareKarj, km ttos x''P'''os xAaipos xaxficaTj.
-'

On

the cold of ancient

Germany,

Z 2

sec

Gibbon

i.

346.

—
;
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reached the far shores, west and south, of the Atlantic
and the Mediterranean. Thus has the entire continental
division of the western empire heen involved in its ravaThroughout the whole the lightning-fire runs along
ges.
the ground, even as in the plagues of ancient Egypt
burning in wide-spreading conflagration country and
town, trees, and pasture. And there are signs too, not to
be mistaken, of the destruction of life, as well as of vegetation
for blood appears mixed with the fire and hail.
Slowly at length the storm subsides destroying, however, even in its subsidence. The desolation that it leaves
The land was as the garden of Eden before
is frightful.
it.
It remains a wasted wilderness.
pause ensues.
Then presently
2nd Trumpet.'
there is heard another trumpet-blast of judgment.
Now is the visitation of the Western third of the Mediterranean sea, and the islands and trans-marine province
included in it ^ a part hitherto unscathed and safe.
Behold yon giant mountain-rock, blazing with volcanic
fires, that upheaved from the southernmost point of
Spain near the straits of Gades, and cast into the sea,
Mark how the waters of
looks like Etna in its raging
The lava pours
the midland sea are agitated by it
down the mountain-sides. The igneous stones and ashes
of the volcano are scattered for hundreds of miles all
round, on sea and mainland, coasts and islands ^ first

—

:

;

—A

;

!

!

;

Kai

'

b SevTipos

OaAaaaav

TTjf

ayyiXos

nai tyevfTo

rwu KTHT/MTUV TMV

fv

TTj

effa\in(Te' Kai

ro rpnov
da\a(Tcrri

opu? fueya irvpi Kaio)Xivov e$\ri67} ets
atfia' Kai airfdave to rpirov
exovra xj/vxas' icai to rpiTov tuv ttXuioiv
cijs

tjjs

Ta

6aKa(T(ri]s

SifcpOapr],

The sea was a word used by the Romans to include the islands and maritime
So Facciolati " Mare intcrdum est regie maritima et insulae maris "
" Ad mare missus est, ut Cypris ct Phocnicibus naves
quoting Nepos in Cor. 4
longas imperet:'' and Tacitus Hist. i. 2; "Plenum exsiliis mare."
So in
Scripture "the sea," is used for " the strength of the sea," i. e. Tyre, Isaiah
-

coasts.

;

;

;

—

xxiii. 4.
^ This is no exaggeration of the extent of volcanic action, seen in nature.
Dion Cassius (L. Ixvi) relates that in the eruption of Vesuvius in which Pliny lost
his life, the ashes reached Africa, Syria, and Egypt, and filled the air above
Rome. Cassiodorus, describing an eruption of the same volcanic mountain in
the time of Theodoric, says " Per totam Italiam cngnoscitur quando ilia indignatio commovetur.
Volat per mare magnum cinis dccocttis, et terr(-nis nubibus
excitatis transmarinas quoque i)rovincias pulvcreis guttis compluit."
B. P. M.
157.
xi.
In more modern times during one eruption of Etna, an area 1.50 miles

—

;

1

—
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on the coast of Africa, then on that of the opposite
continent, from the Atlantic straits, all along up to the
Ships appear set on fire hy them,
head of the Adriatic.
at sea and in the harbours, and light the water with their
Blood marks the loss of life accomconflagrations.
Over the
the same as in the former vision.
panying
is
whatever
devastations
whole maritime scene of its
had
life,
destroyed.
whatever
habitable appears desolated,
" The third part of the sea became blood
and the third
;

;

part of living creatures^ in the sea" (i. e. those that were
in the third part of the sea) " died ; and the third part of
ships was destroyed."

—

3rd Trumpet.2 The volcano has not yet fully spent
when another of the angels sounds his trumpetWhich the new scene of judgment ? " The
clang.
(Western) third of the rivers," it is said, " and the founIt begins where yon mighty river to
tains of waters."
the North forms the ancient limit between barbarian
Germany, and the Illyrian or middle Prsefecture of the
Mark the portentous meteor that
Roman empire.
glares over it ; like a blazing torch trailing its red line
And see
of light ^ behind it in the Northern sky
where the Teiss, pouring itself into the Danube, marks
the central point of the base of the great Illyrian Prsefecture, there suddenly it descends, and blazes, and taints
itself,

—

!

!

circumference

in

is

said to have been covered with a stratum

of volcanic sand

and ashes twelve feet deep. In the year 1783 a current of lava sixty miles
And in 1815 Mr.
long, and twelve broad, was formed by a volcano in Iceland.
Bakewell states that

in

the eruption of the volcano of

smoke and ashes darkened the sky for 300 miles round
explosions was heard in Sumatra 970 miles distant.
Ponces

;

Sumbawa

the clouds of

and that tlie sound of the
See Memoire sur

les iles

and Bakevvell's Introduction to Geology, p. 342.
Compare 1 Tim. iv. 4 irav Kriff/xa Ka\ov and James i. 18; ojs
KTiaixa.
Trau KTifffj-a 6 erif ev tu epav(f, Kai €V
airapxv '^'"V KTiafxaricv. Also Rev. V. 13
TTj 7j?, Kai eirt Tr]s 6a\aaair)s a ert, 7]KB<Ta Aeyovras, &c.
In St. James the word is
;

'

;

;

evidently used of intelligent creatures.
- Kai o rpiTOS ayy€\os ecroAirifre" Kai enecrev tK ra epavH aTTjp fieyas Kaiojxivos
ais Aa/xTTai' icai eir^aev eiri to rpiTov rccv -noTa^oiv, Kai eiri ras ir-qyas uSarajt'" Kai
TO ovofxaTB acTTipos Aey^rai 6 A\l/iv6os' Kai yivnai to TpiTov eis ai^/ivQaV Kai noWoi

—

avdpwirwy airsdavov eK toiv vSaTcuv, oti iirtKpai/Brjffav.
It is to be observed that the
limiting epithet, a third part, applies to the rivers only, not to the fountains of
waters.
^ "
great star blazing like a torch."
This designates a wie/eor, as distinguished from one of the starry luminaries. So Virgil, iEn. ii. 694,
de ckIo lapsa per umbras
StcUu facem duccns mult^ cum luce cucurrit.

A
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with its sulphureous exhalations the downward course
But it was the same Western
of that ancient river.
third of the Empire, as before, that was in this case
And
too to taste specially of the bitterness of the w^oe.
mark how, in fulfilment of its mission, the meteor tracks
the course of the upper Danube, and then reaches and
moves along the Rhenish frontier-river of the Western
Empire blazing over and poisoning its waters down even
Thence again unquenched it
to the Belgic lowlands.
is repelled, as
rises ; shoots in rapid course westward
if by some counter electric force, and as from a region
on which it behoved not that it should permanently
then in southerly direcshed its mahgnant influences

—

;

;

;

on the fountains of the European waters, there
where the Alpine snows are dissolving from their eternal
glaciers.
Wheresoever it has fallen, the rivers and
and the
their tributaries have been poisoned by it
dead and dying of those that drink them appear lying
" For the name of that star is Wormon the banks.
wood ;^ and many died of the waters because they were
made bitter." So having done its part, it shoots back
towards the Danube
there blazes for a moment longer,
and is extinct.
4th Trumpet.^ The vision has past ihefourth angel
sounds. Hitherto, though its land, its sea, and its frontier
river and fountains of waters have been desolated, yet the
5Mnhas still continued shining on the Western empire, as
before. But now at length this too is affected. To the extion falls

—

;

—

;

—

;

tent of a third part of
falls

its

orb,

it

suffers eclipse.

over the Western empire.

—

Then

The shadow

the night super-

venes.
And see the eclipsing influences act on the
luminaries of the night also.
Presently the Western
third of the moon becomes echpsed ; and of the stars
'

Compare

Jer. xxiii. 15

;

"I

will feed tliem \vitl>

wormwood, and make them

waters of gall " i. e. in the afflictions of the Babylonish captivity.
The metaphor is not uncommon. In Aixtar, the Arabic Romance, we find it
" Death served them with a cup of absinth by my
applied, as here, to death.
sword."'
Hamilton's Trans, iii. 129.
- Kat 3 TeropTov a^^eAox (aaXirifft' nai eTrAijoTj to rpnov th r]\tH, Kai to rpnov
Trjs ije\7}vr]s, km to rpnov rccf as'epuiv' iva (TKOTtaBi) ru ipuoi' avTwy, Kai i) rjfitpa
(li

ink

tlic

Hr] (f)atpij

70 Tpnov

;

airrrjs,

Kai

t]

i'u| uixotws.
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the syaibolic firmament,

scattered over

that third of the

So

Roman

that are in

all

sky, are darkened also.

And

closes this fourth vision.

then another angel,

from the seven trumpet-angels, breaks upon the
By his solemn and loud
continuity of their succession.
cry in mid-heaven of^ " Woe, Woe, Woe, to the inhadiverse

bitants of the

earth,

from the voices of the trumpet-

angels that have yet to sound," he occupies the seer's
attention for a while, v^ith a warning voice of judgments

come and seems to intimate also a certain break,
and perhaps change of character, between the judgments
gone before, and those that were to follow.
yet to

;

I conceive, may have been the manner in which
phaenomena of the successive visions passed before
there being added nothing but what is
the Evangelist
if we suppose the same to have
consistent with, and,
been geographically represented before him, in no little
measure implied in, the brief descriptions of the visions
And what, let me ask, would be the natural,
in the text.
the almost necessary interpretation he would attach to
them ? Surely, considering the character of the symbolic
figures, both in themselves, and as illustrated by their
use in other prophetic Scriptures,' he would construe
them as prefiguring the ravages of some terrible invaders
from Northern Germany: invaders who would desolate

Such,

the

:

—

—

—

—

"The Lord hath a mighty and strong
The tempest. So Is. xxviii. 2
which, as a tempest of hail and a destroying storm, as a flood of mighty
waters overflowing, shall cast down to the earth with the hand." This was said
o{ Shalmanezer a.nd the Assyrian invasion.
And again of Gog; Ezek. xxxviii.
" Thou shalt ascend, and come like a storm
thou shalt be like a cloud to
9
cover the land thou, and all thy bands, and many people with thee."
" Behold I am
2. The volcano or burning mountain.
So Jeremiah li. 25
against thee, O destroying mountain, saith the Lord, which destroyest all the
earth.
And I will stretch out mine hand upon thee, and roll thee down from the
rocks, and will make thee a burnt mountain."
This was said of Babylon. It is
compared, says Dr. A. Clarke, " to a burning mountain which, by vomiting continual streams of burning lava, inundates and destroys all towns, villages, fields
&,c, in its vicinity.. So had the Babylonish government set the nations on fire,
deluging and destroying them by his troops
till at last exhausted &c, it is extinguished "
becomes an extinct volcano.
3. The meteor, or star biasing as a lamp or torch.
"With this we may compare
wliat is said of the invading kings of Syria and Israel in Is. vii. 4; " Fear not,
neither be faint-hearted, for the two tails of these smoking fire-brands
for the
fierce anger of Rezin with Syria, and of the son of Remaliah."
'

one

1st.

;

:

—

:

;

:

—

;

—

;

;

—

:

—

;
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European continental provinces of the Western
then its maritime provinces, islands, and fleets
in the Mediterranean
a fresh and dreadful scourge
being super-added, commencing on the Illyrian Prsefecture, but soon to ravage the Western provinces watered
by the Rhine also, and the Alpine regions, the local source
of the European waters
followed, finally, by the extinction of the imperial dynasty of the West, and soon
the

first

empire

;

:

—
;

—

after of its subordinate rulers also.

must have been

his interpretation.

— Such,
It

conceive,

I

remains to see

how

the figurations were fulfilled in the progress of the
Gothic, Vandal, Hunnish, and Ostrogothic desolations.
This was to be my second Head.
II.

The historical fulfilment.

And,

in

demonstrating

this,

need

I detail at

any length

the history of the five great destroyers of the

—

Western

empire,
the two first associated nearly as one in the
time and scene of their devastations under the first

Trumpet
the

first

The

:

—

I

mean of alaric and rhadagaisus, in
then of genseric, attila, odoacer ?

instance

;

has been often repeated by expositors, as well as
hIstoi:ians.
brief sketch will suffice.
'We have first
tale

—

A

what may answer to the introductory earthquake thunderings and lightnings, that
followed on the malediction signified by the altar-fire cast
on the Roman world;
then the fulfilment of ^Ae four

to trace in their history

—

Trumpet-visions themselves.
1. The introductory thunderings lightnings and earthquake.
The epoch of the seventh Seal's opening answered (in my view), as before said, to that of the death
of Theodosius. And how long did the silence in the
firmamental heaven, the stillness from the long threatened
tempests, last after it?
He died Jan. 17, A. D. 395 ;
and before the ivinter had ended, says Gibbon, the
Gothic nation was in arms.
So that it was an interval
rather of days than weeks.
For It needed but the circulation of the news to rouse the Goths among the farms
occupied by them in the Illyrian and Meesian Pro-

—

—
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Then, said the prophecy, " to the seven (war-denouncing) angels, there were given seven trumpets :" and
the history, that the Goths armed forthwith, with threat
of war against the Roman empire.
But not before
there had been enacted in the empire, alike what might
answer to the sainta' incense-offering figured in the Apocalyptic temple, and the implied Christ-renouncing counter-worship of the men of the apostacy.
For then was
precisely the sera to which our ecclesiastical sketch of the
preceding chapter relates, the sera of 395, 396
when
Augustine, just entered on the Episcopate, was in doctrine
and life setting forth Jesus as the propitiation and mediator, as well as life and light, of sinful men
and Vigu
lantius too (not to speak of other faithful ones) was previnces.

—

:

;

paring for his protestant stand against the inrushing suwhile Sulpitius, Paulinus,
and apostacy
Jerom, Gregory Nyssen, Martin of Tours, and other such,
were too prominently countenancing and helping forward
those superstitions, to the neglect and forsaking of Jesus.
And so then in 396 the first fearful tempest burst (a
tempest characteristic as well as introductory of all
that followed) on the central and hitherto unravaged
provinces of Thessaly, Greece, Epirus, and the Peloponnese, under the devastation of Alaric and the
The land trembled before them in terror. " The
Goths.
deep and bloody traces of their march could be traced,"
we are told, " by the traveller many years afterwards."
Well had the pious emperor Theodosius been taken, like
another Josiah, from the evil to come.
And well had
there been strange convulsions of nature, and earthquakes,
and elemental storms, and tempests, just before his death,
(portents renewed this very year,) such as to cause general forebodings of evil being at hand. For so Ambrose,'
and Jerome ^ tell us and the Chronicles of the time
perstitions

:

—

;

" Hoc nobis motus terrarum graves, hoc juges pluviae minabantur, et ultr^
^
solitum caligu tciiehrosior deiiuntiabat, qu5d clemenlissimus Imperator Theodosius excessurus esset ^ terris.
Ipsa igitur excessuin ejus elementa mserebant."
De Obit. Theodos. ad init.
^
This was when Vigilantius was with him, in 396. There was then an eclipse
as well as earthquake
and Jerom says, " Obscurato sole omnis mundus jam
:

jamque venturum judicem

forraidaret."

Gilly's Vigilantius, 304, 307.
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It was like nature's own
confirm their statements.^
as
alarum, with men's voices of alarm responding
well as the furnishing by nature of the very portents
used symbolically of the events and epoch, in the Apo;

calyptic vision.

The Ti'umpetswere to be sounded
already detached Illyrian Praenot
the
specially against
Empire, against Italy,
Western
the
against
fecture, but
which
Alaric had to prein
pause
was
a
It
and Rome.
"
The
trumpet-angels
task.
mighty
the
for
himself
pare
prepared themselves to sound." And see the wonderful
2.

Then was

manner

in

a pause.

which

this

was

facihtated.

By

the infatuation

of the emperor Arcadius, he was made Master- General of
the Eastern Illyricum f and so furnished with arms for
their destruction from the Romans' own armouries. Thus
he occupied himself four years in preparation for his great
Seated in authority in the centre of that vast
enterprize.
Prsefecture, which since the days of Valens had been
very much occupied by the Goths and other barbaric tribes,
therCj on the verge, as it were, of the two empires,
he had but to meditate, like an eagle of prey, on which of
the separated halves he should fall of the devoted carcase ;

—

The Gothic chieftains elethen to seize, and to devour.
vated him on a shield and solemnly proclaimed him King
On their part, as well as otherwise,
of the Visi-Goths.^
was complete.
His course was
then the ^rs^ Trumpet sounded.
to Italy.
As he told an Italian monk afterwards,'^ " he
felt a secret and preternatural impulse, which directed,
his preparation

And

" MarChronico siio auctor est profligato Eugenio terram continuis motibus,
a mense Soptembri ad Novembrcm usque, in quibusdam Europae regionibus
quassatam fuisse anno ( A. D. 394) qui Theodosii mortem antecessit."
Marccllinus also notes in bis Chronicle the earthcjuake and portents of 39G
" Terrae motus per dies plurimos fiiit, coelumque ardcre visum est:" i.e. in
^

The Benedictine Editor of Ambrose notes on the former extract

;

cellinus in

;

the year next after Theodosius' death.
- So Claudian, Eutrop. ii. 213

;

Vastator Achivre
Gentis, et Epirum nupcr populatus inultam,
I'racsidct lUyrico.
"
lb. 254.
Gibbon v. 189.
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and even impelled

his

march

to the gates of

Rome."

—As

trumpet sounded, and his march advanced, terrible
omens and prognostications, we read, preceded him.
" The Christians," says Gibbon,^ " derived comfort from
So
the powerful intercession of the saints and martyrs."
he notes again the very cause, prefigured in the Apocalypse,
Thrice, in fulfilment of his
of the coming judgments.
destiny, he descended from the Alps on the Italian plains
marking his course each step, as the awe-struck historians
of the times tell us, in country and in town, with ravage,
conflagration, and blood till the gates of Rome itself were
opened to the conqueror, and the Gothic fires blazed
around the capitol.^ In the mean time other destroyers,
of a kindred race and origin, had extended their ravages
to the trans-rhenane provinces. Between Alaric's first and
second invasions of Italy, Rhadagaisus, from the far
north of Germany, with a host of Vandals, Suevi, and
Burgundians, burst, "like a dark thundercloud from the
Baltic,'' as Gibbon graphically describes it,^ on the RhseWith slaughter and difficulty
tian and Italian vallies.
they were repulsed by the Roman general from near FloBut it was only to bend the course of the vast
rence.
remnant westward and overwhelm the provinces, till
then flourishing and fertile, of Gaul and Spain. Blood and
conflagration here marked each step of their track just
The burning of
as that of Alaric in Greece and Italy.
trees and herbage, as well as of cities, is pathetically
his

;

;

—

;

;

'

lb.

193.

" At their entrance through the Salarian gate, they fired the adjacent houses
The flames,
to guide their march, and to distract the attention of the citizens.
'^

whicli encountered no obstacle in the disorder of the night, consumed many private and public buildings : and the ruins of the palace of Sallust remained in tiie
age of Justinian a stately monument of the Guthic conflagration." Gibbon v. 317.
3 V. 214.
The chronological intermingling of the invasions of Italy by Alaric

—

and Rhadagaisus

will

appear from the following tabular sketch.

A. D.

396 Alaric's invasion of Greece.

400—403 His

(Gibbon v. 190.)
first invasion of Italy.
406 Rhadagaisus with 300,000 Vandals from the Baltic, marching by way
Italy.
Defeated and killed under the
Upper
Danube,
invades
of the
walls of Florence, the remains of his army retire from Italy, and cross
the Rhine into France.
409 Second siege,
408 Alaric's first siege of Rome.
410 Third siege and capture. In the same year followed Alaric's death.

—

—
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" The
by the chronicles of the times.
"
spread from
consuming flames of war," says Gibbon,'
the banks of the Rhine over the greatest part of the
The scene of peace and
seventeen provinces of Gaul.
and the
plenty was suddenly changed into a desert
distinguish
prospect of the smoking ruins could alone
A
the solitude of nature from the desolation of man."
particularized

;

given of the desolation of Spain.^
And the desolators entered, never to retire. *' This
passage of the Rhine," he adds, " by the Suevi, Vandals,
and Burgundians, who never afterwards retreated, may
be considered as the fall of the Roman empire in the
The barriers which had so
countries beyond the Alps.
long separated the savage and the civilized nations of
the earth were, from that fatal moment, levelled with the
similar description

—

ground."

The

is

^

era of Alaric and Rhadagaisus,

—

—

that

is

of the

first

embracing some
10 or 12 years, from A. D. 400 to about A. D. 410
though, as the ravages of the provinces were not then

Trumpet,

is

to be considered as chiefly

;

discontinued, we may perhaps consider the vision before
In that latter
us to embrace a period somewhat longer.
year the Vandals had extended their conquests to the
straits of Gades
and Alaric, having accomplished his
destiny, and reached in his desolating course the southernmost coast of Italy, while meditating still further conquests,^ which were intended however for another hand
and another Trumpet,
was arrested suddenly by the
:

''

—

—

His royal sepulchre, we are told, adorned
with the spoils and trophies of Rome, was built in the
midst of the bed of the river Consentia in Bruttium
and the secret for ever concealed by the massacre of the

hand of death.

;

'

3

lb. V. 224.

lb.

225.

—Daubuz notices

to a hail-storm, (De

"

lb.

352.

Claudiari's comparison of Alaric
Bell. Get. v. 173.) as in the Apocalypse

and

his

Goths

:

Grandinis aut morbi [nimbi ?J ritu, per devia rerum
I'riccipites, per clausa ruunt.
"To defend himself from the Goths, the son of Theodosius knew no other
expedient than to let loose on Italy the barbarians, and to point the storm of invasion towards that quarter." So Schlegel Philos. of Hist. ii. 54
using the
" Gibbon, v. 352.
^ Gibbon, v. 329.
same Apocalyptic figure.
:

:
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prisoners employed in constructing

:

it

— the

mingled with the fire and the
judgments of the first Trumpet.
blood

tliat

hail,

last Italian

under the

To the Vandal genseric was allotted the conquest
of the maritime provinces of Africa, and the islands : all
in short that belonged to the western empire in the
Mediterranean; and which Alaric (as just alluded to) was
prevented attempting by death.
It belonged, I say, to
Genseric; " a name," observes Gibbon, "which, in
the destruction of the Roman Empire, has deserved an
equal rank with the names of Alaric and Attila.'^ It was
In the course of
in the year 429 that he entered on it.
the 18 years preceding, no new invasion had broken on
The desolation of Gaul and Spain
the Western empire.
and other districts, was, as just observed before, not
but it was rather by the w^ars of
indeed discontinued
Goths against Goths, than of Goths against Romans.
:

meanwhile, having been evacuated soon after
death by the Goths under Astolphus, had
and Africa, the
partially recovered from its ravages
granary of Rome and Italy, had continued to flourish
But now its time was come. Inintact, as before.
vited, under the influence of temporary infatuation,
by Count Boniface, governor of the province, Genseric, in the year above-mentioned, transported thither
his Vandals from Spain across the Afric sea
a force
ready, like that burning volcano which, ere his course
was run, convulsed Auvergne,' for the work of deItaly,

Alaric's

:

:

—

* The terrible eruption of tliese volcanoes, which in their extinct state have
become so celebrated among modern geologists, took place A. D. 468 4G0. Both
Auvergne and Dauphine were convulsed by the accompanying earthquakes, and
the face of nature changed in their immediate neighbourhood. The Rogation

—

days after Ascension Day, which still remain in our church ritual, were then
instituted by Mamertus, Bishop of Vienne, with a view to deprecate God's wrath.
The account is given- in a letter of a cutemporary, Sidonius Apollinaris, and a
Rogation Homily of Alcimus Avitus, the next Bishop of Vienne, still extant
B. P. M. vi. 1008, ix. 591. It has been lately noticed in the Quarterly Review.
And let me add to what is there stated, that the kind of deprecatory rogation
that was in use, appears sufficiently from the conclusion of Sidonius' letter
in
which he speaks of one martyr's body fortunately found wiiole by Mamertus, and
the head of another martyr, and both transported to Vienne
and begs, in consideration of this last being of Auvergne, that he and his neighbours of that district
;

;
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under the former Trumpet, fire
blood in the desolation of the
unhappy province of Africa.^ In the second year of the
invasion, A D. 430, the siege of Hippo was formed and
while it was advancing, (how can I omit noticing the
struction.

^Then,

as

did indeed mingle with

—

:

Augustine, its sainted Bishop, was gently reevent?)
leased by death, and joined to the white-robed company
This was on the 28th of August,
before the throne.
A. D. 430. Then was Hippo taken, and burnt; and
With the capture of which,
then in 439 Carthage.
The whole province was subjected to
resistance ended.
the Vandals, and finally severed from the Western empire,

—Thus

a part of the prefigurations of the second

— But

Trum-

and the insular
provinces of Sicily and Sardinia, still remained to the
Western empire of the destruction of which the proFor it said, "The third
phecy seemed to speak also.
of
the
creatures
which
were
in the sea, and had life,
part
died
and the third part of ships w^as destroyed." Was
this too fulfilled by Genseric ? Mark what followed after

pet had been

fulfilled.

its

ships,

;

;

Finding himself shut in to the
south by the desert, Genseric, we are told, cast his eyes
to the sea, and determined to create a naval power. And
then " the fleets (the Vandal fleets) that issued from the
the capture of Carthage.

the empire of the Mediwas conquered by them, and Sardinia, and the other Western isles ^ all that was in the
third part of the sea
a division of it comprehending

port of Carthage again claimed
terranean."

Sicily

:

;

—

both

that vast basin of the western Mediterranean
included between the straits of Gibraltar and Sicily, and
the part which, expanding beyond, sweeps round the
south-west of Italy to form the deep gulf of the Adriatic

;

— the sea-third

answering

to the land-third of the

" Pro componsatione deposcinius ut nobis
saint's patronage.
inde veniat ])ars patrocinii, (|uia vobis hinc rediit pars patroni."
'
So Miiller, General History, i. 401 "Genseric wasted it all with fire and
the sword." And Gibbon vi. 181 ; Genseric determined to "reduce Mauritania
He burnt the villages, and poisoned the springs."
to a desert.
2 Victor Vitensis expressly says that Genseric had Sicihj, Sardinia, Corsica,
Majorca, Minorca
B. P. M. viii. 076.
See too Gibbon vi, 14C; and Sismondi,
Roman History, i. 172.
might share the

;

;
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Western empire. The coasts, moreover, of Spain, and
Gaul, and Italy, the latter as far up as the head of the

When asked
" Leave the determi" they will transnation to the winds," was his reply
port us to the guilty coast, whose inhabitants have
provoked the divine justice." Twice, on occasions alike
memorable, the Roman navies, with vast preparations,
But sud^
were collected to destroy the Vandal power.
denly and most disastrously in the harbours of Carthagena and Bona, when the eyes of the Romans were
fixed on them with hopes raised to the highest, they were
in the latter case by fire-ships driven
utterly destroyed;
Adriatic, were mercilessly ravaged by him.

by

his pilot vi^hat course to steer,

:

—

—

among them

in

the obscurity of night.

So

that the

The fire
remainder of the prediction was fulfilled also.
of the Vandal volcano might not spend itself, until not
only what was habitable in the Western sea was destroyed,
those that nabut " the third part of the ships" also
vigated the sea-third of the Western empire.
;

—

In the mean time, and long ere the extinction of
the volcano, and death of the tyrant of the sea Genseric, (which was not indeed till the year 477,) yet another
plague was commissioned against the devoted empire ; I
mean the scourge of God, the king of the Huns, Attila.
Alone of conquerors, ancient or modern, he united at
this time under his sway, the two mighty kingdoms of

Germany and
their course

Scythia.

and

their

For the Huns had advanced
conquests, since the time

when

them in the days of Valens, to the
The
furthest limits, West and North, of Germany.
kings of the Ostrogoths and Gepidce were among Attila 's
and a crowd of vulgar kings watched
subject princes
his nod.'
Superstitious awe concerning him added to his
power.
He was deemed something greater than human.
*'
The barbaric princes could not presume to gaze with
steady eye on what they deemed his divine majesty.^'
How much less his enemies
He was in their eyes like
the Goths fled before

;

!

'

Gibbon

vi.

4C.

:
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the baleful meteor that even then blazed in the heaFor the first eight years
vens, boding ruin and war.'

from his accession (which was in A. D. 433) he had
been occupied with other wars in Germany, Persia,
Then, descending on the Danube, he fixed
Scythia.
the royal village near where it takes its great bend to
the southward, not far from the modern Buda ^ crossed
and, tracing its course
it to attack the Eastern empire
Marcianopolis,
retired not
as
as
far
downwards in blood,
had
acknowledged
empire
(A.D.
44G)
until the Eastern
him lord of the lower Danube. " The Huns," says
But it is
Gibbon,^ " were masters of the great river."
Western
third of
of
the
same
river-frontier
specially the
other
Trumpets
the
refer,
that I
which
to
the empire
Accordingly,
suppose chiefly intended in the present.
about A. D. 450, in fulfilment of a treaty with Genseric, he moved against the Western provinces along the
upper Danube reached and crossed the Rhine at Basle,
and thence tracing the same great frontier stream of the
West down to Belgium, made its valley one scene of
desolation and woe burning the cities, (of which Strasburg, Spires, Worms, Mentz, Andernach, Treves, Tongres,
Maestricht are specially particularized,) massacring the
until, at
inhabitants, and laying the country waste
length, having left that valley, which had been marked
out as one destined scene of his ravaging, and advanced
farther into the interior, his course was arrested, and he
was repulsed in the tremendous battle of Chalons. And
whither then, when thus forced to retrace his steps, did
he direct them ? Whither but to fall on another destined
scene of ravage, " the European /oM?i^«ms of waters,'' in
:

;

—

:

;

:

—

—

" Stella quae crinita dlcitur per pluiimum tempiis aidens appaiuit. Bieda
1
et Attila fnitrus, muUarumque gentium rcges, lllyricuin Tliiaciamque dcpopu-

So Marcellinus' Chronicon on A. D. 444, and Attila's first mention.
lant."
Idatius in his Chronicle adds a notice of other meteoric portents; especially
of fiery northern lights, like flashing spears, in the year of Attila's invading Gaul
"

signi ostcntis qua;
"

The

mox

ingenti exitu perdocetur."
B. P. M. vii. 1235.
is still visited hy visitors from Buda.
See Travels by
" About four miles hence, on some high ground,
p. Gl.

village of Attila

Rev. C. B. Elliott, Vol. i.
Alt Buda, or old Buda, known to the ancients under the name of Aquineum,
where Attila held his court. Few or no vestiges are now to be seen of that
a
savage conqueror's abode."
Gibbon vi. 69.
is
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Then AquiPavia, Verona, Mantua, Milan, Turin, felt his vengeance. "From the Alps to the Apennines," says Sigonius, " all was flight, depopulation, slaughter, slavery, and
the Alpine heights and Alpine vallies of Italy.

lela,

Many

despair."

fled to the

low and marshy islands

mouth of the Adige, Po, and Brenta,

And

at the

as their only safe re-

has seen the fair Venice, may do well
has seen in it the memorial of the
terrors and ravages of that scourge of God, the Hun
Attila.^
But what further of his course of devastation ?
Surely, with Italy all defenceless before him, one might
have expected that, like his predecessor Alaric, it would
have continued on to Rome and the far coast of Bruttium.
fuge.
to

he

remember

who

that he

—

Instead of this, behold an embassy from the Western
emperor Valentinian, accompanied by the venerable Romish bishop Leo the First, was successful at this point in
and, having granted them peace,
deprecating his wrath
and leaving bands only of Heruli and Ostrogoths in tlie
Tyrolese country intermediate, he repassed the Alps, and
retired,
Wherefore a result, humanly speaking, so unMethinks we may see the reason. The prediclikely?
tion had expressly marked the term of Attila's desolating
" the third of the rivers, and the fountains
progress
of waters."
Already Attila had made bitter, besides the
surplusage of more Eastern scenes, the river-line of the
upper Danube and Rhine, and the Alpine fountains of
waters. Many had died, and still continued to die, that
drank of the waters, through famine, disease, and pesti" Thus
lence.
This being done, his course was to end.
far thou shalt go, and no further." Returned from Italy,
he recrossed the Danube
reached the royal village between it and the Teiss
and there, the very next year,
was suddenly cut off by apoplexy.
This occurred
the empire and
A. D. 453. So the meteor was extinct
power of the Huns broken.
The woe of the third
Trumpet had passed away.^
:

—

;

—

;

;

;

>

For authorities see the Univ. Hist.

xvii.

152—155 and

Gibbon is not so particular and detailed in this part
- The solution of this
Trumpet is mainly the same

VOL.

I.

2

A

Miillcr's Hist. i. 403.
of his history as usual.
as that tirst given, I believe,
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4. Thus was the final catastrophe preparing, by which
the western emperors and empire were to become extinct.
The glory of Rome had long departed its pro;

the territory
vinces one after another been rent from it
and its maristill attached to it become like a desert
;

;

and its fleets and commerce been
Little remained to it but the vain titles
annihilated.
and insignia of sovereignty. And now the time was come

time possessions,

when

these too

should be withdrawn.

Some

twenty

and much less
from that of Genseric, (who, ere his death, had indeed
visited and ravaged the eternal city, in one of his
maritime marauding expeditions, and thus yet more
prepared the coming consummation,) about this time,

years or

I

more from the death of

Odoacer,

say,

chief of

remnant of the host of
of Italy,

—

the

Attila, left

interposed with his

Attila,

Heruli,

—

a

barbarian

on the Alpine

command

frontiers

that the

name

Roman Emperor

of the West should be
abolished.
The authorities bowed in submission to him.
The last phantom of an Emperor, whose name Romulus
Augustus was singularly calculated to bi'ing in contrast
before the reflective mind the past glories of Rome and
and the Senate sent
its present degradation, abdicated
away the imperial insignia to Constantinople professing
to the Emperor of the East that one Emperor was sufficient for the whole of the empire.
Thus of the Roman
imperial sun
appertained to the
that third which
western empire was eclipsed, and shone no more.
I say
that third of its orb which appertained to the western
empire for the apocalyptic fraction is literally accurate.
In the last arrangement between the two courts, the whole
of the Illyrian third had been made over to the eastern
division.^
Thus in the west " the extinction of the empire" had taken place j^ the night had fallen.
Notwith-

and the

office

of

:

;

—

'

:

—

—

by Whiston, then adopted, in whole or in part, by the commentator Dr. Gill (see
the notice of his prophetical sermons in the Investigator, Vol. iii. 272,) and subsequently by Mr. }3icheno and Dr. Keith.
*
It should be remembered by the reader that, " on the division of the empire
into East and West, an ideal unity was scrupulously preserved." Gib. x. 152.
The imperial sun was one. The same is indeed implied in the Senate's address.
^ See above, p. 334.
' The expression of Gibbon vi. 226.

—
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however, it must be borne in mind that
of
the Roman name had not yet entirely
the authority
Senate
The
of Rome continued to assemble, as
ceased.
usual.'
The Consuls were appointed yearly, one by the
standing

eastern

this,

Emperor, one by

Italy

and Rome.

Odoacer

himself governed Italy under a title, (that of Patrician)
And, as
conferred on him by the eastern Emperor.
regarded the more distant western provinces, or at least
considerable districts in them, the tie which had united
them to the Roman empire was not altogether severed.^
There was still a certain, though often faint, recognition

The moon and

of the supreme imperial authority.
stars

might seem

reflected light.

still

to

shine on the west, with a

the

dim

In the course of the events, however,

which rapidly followed one on the other in the next half
Theodoric the
century, these too were extinguished.^
Ostrogoth, on destroying the Heruli and their kingdom
at Rome and Ravenna, ruled in Italy from A. D. 493 to
and on Belisarius'
526, as an independent sovereign
and Narses' conquest of Italy from the Ostrogoths, (a
conquest preceded by wars and desolations in which Italy,
and above all its seven-hilled city, were for a time almost
made desert,^) the Roman senate was dissolved, the
:

For example we
536 sending deputies,

in
it assembling in 500 A. D. to welcome Theodoric
conjunction with those of the Pope, clergy and people,
in 54fi temporarily broken up
to invite Belisarius to the deliverance of the city
then restored,
by Totilas' banishment of its members on his capture of Rome
and at length in 552 finally abolished, as a body exercising political functions,
by Narses. Gibbon vii. 30, 223, 368, 370, 377, 389.
E. g. the Emperor of the east conferred on Clovis the title of Consul and
'

find

;

in

;

;

"^

Patrician.

See Gibbon

—

126, on the sequel.
The Lombard invasion of Italy followed
and Narses' conquests, A.D. 568.
See Gibbon, vii. 370, &c. Marcellinus (referred to by Gibbon) states in his
Chronicon that after Totilas had taken, partly demolished, and then evacuated
Rome, carrying off the senators with him, the city remained for forty days deso" quadraginta aut amplins dies Roma fuit desolata, at nemo ibi hominum
late
nisi hestiee morarentur."
Then occurred Belisarius' visit from Ostia lie having
cut his way with 1000 horse through an interposing division of the Gothic army,
" to visit with pity and reverence (as Gibbon says) the vacant space of the Eternal City " that same visit of which Mr. Mylie, the Roman Catholic Prie'st, in
his " Rome Pa^an and Papal," (ii. 196,) has given so striking a desciiption.
Of the manner in which Mr. M attempts to con.strue this as the fulfilment
of the apocalyptic prophecy of Babylon's final destruction, which Babylon he
would have to mean Rome Pagan, a fuller notice will be taken hereafter. For
the present let me suggest that though many coi'ert Pagans still cuiained in Rome.
•*

viii.

after Belisarius'
*

;

—

,

:

i

2 A

•>
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consulship abrogated.
Moreover, as regards the Barbaric princes of the western provinces, their independence
of the Roman imperial power became now more distinctly
averred and understood.
After above a century and
half of calamities unexampled almost, as Dr. Robertson
most truly represents it,' in the history of nations, the

—

a statement couched under the
statement of Jerome,
very apocalyptic figure of the text, but prematurely pronounced on the first taking of Rome by Alaric, might
be considered as at length accomplished ; " Clarissimum
terrarum lumen extinctum est " ^ "The world's glorious sun has been extinguished " or, as the modern
Poet has exprest it, still under the same Apocalyptic
imagery,

—

;

:

She saw her glories

not even one
and dark night.

till

So ended

star

by star expire

star remained, to

^
;

glimmer on the vacant

the history of the Gothic period.

every point in

the

fulfilled in

And

So did

four Trumpet-visions

appear
with it ends this division of our
subject.
For a while the prophetic scene shifts and
we shall be called presently to look Eastivard, to see
the judgments of God there fulfilling.
On returning
West again afterwards, it will be to contemplate the
Roman empire revived in its old capital under a new
aspect, and as it were a new head.
And then a history
and a fate will be found attaching to it, according to

—

it."*

first

:

during this century and a half of Gothic desolations, yet the mass of its inhabitants
were professed Christians their service the only religious service publicly celebrated
and their prayers addressed not to the deified dead men of Paganism,
but to saints, or deified dead men of an antichristian Apostacy.
'
Charles V, pp. 11, 12: "If we were called on to fix a period most calamitous, it would be that from the death of Theodosius to the establishment of
the Lombards."
- Quoted Note 1 p. 364.
» childe Harold, Canto iv.
* Let me observe, in concluding, that the exposition of the four trumpet;

;

visions here given generally resembles Dr. Keith's : there being excepted the interpretation of the third part, of which mention has been made before ; and the
connexion of Attila with the river Rhine, a point altogether omitted in his exposition.
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word of prophecy, (in part fulfilled, in part still
one more remarkable, the other more

unfulfilled,) the

which we have just been tracing

awful, than even that

of the ancient Goth-subverted

Rome.

CHAPTER

III.

FOREWARNINGS OF COMING WOE.

And

flying through
beheld, and heard an angel
the midst of heaven ; and saying with aloud voice, Woe
Woe, Woe, to the inhabitants of the earth, by reason of
*'

^

I

of the trumpets of the three angels

the other voices

which are yet

to

sound

"
!

Apoc.

13.

viii.

This vision, occurring as it does between the fourth
Trumpet-vision and the fifth, corresponds with that period of time which intervened between the extinction of
the last rays of the old government at Rome, and the
an interval of
rise of Mahomet and the Saracens
:

—

which we may date from Justinian's death, or the Lombards' establishment in Italy,
and which was chiefly memorable
A. D. 565 and 570
in Rome and Roman Christendom from the Pontificate
which closed it of Pope Gregory the Great. ^ It is a
period of transition from what we may designate as the

some 40 or 45

years,

;

ancient to the

more modern

division of

Roman

history

;

Griesbach reads aera instead of a'yyeXe, an eagle instead of an angel. And
On
the external evidence of Manuscripts is decidedly in favour of his reading.
the other hand the internal evidence of Scriptural analogy, with which Griesbach
indeed, as it seems to me, even more
did not concern himself, is as decidedly,
For no where in the Apocalypse is the proclaiming function
so,
against it.
being
any
but
an angel or the divine Spirit.
assigned to a bird, or indeed to
may compare chap. xix. 17, and xiv. 6, 8, 9. In the first of these passages a
proclamation is made not by, but to, tlie fowls that fly in mid-heaven and for
what? to fulfil their proper functions of (/erownng-^esA. In the secowiZ the proclaiming agents in mid-heaven are thus described '' I saw an angel flying in mid" And anoheaven, having the everlasting gospel to preach, and crying," &c
ther ungel followed, saying " &c.
I therefore do not hesitate to retain our
'

—

—

We

:

:

:

—

translators' reading ay-yiXe.
-

Pope from A. D. 590 to 604.

:
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As
both as regards the West and the East.
notable, and indeed noted by historians.^
With regard to the vision before us, it is to be observed, that the warning-cry of the coming woe was
made not by an angel in the inner temple, the councilchamber of the Eternal One,— but by an angel flying
through the midst'of heaven. Hence we may infer, I conceive, agreeably with the analogy of other such Apocalyptic visions, that it was not a mere private intimation
to the evangelist of what yet remained to be foreshown
respecting the coming future, but signified that which
would have its fulfilment in some forewarning signs in
real life, publicly observed by men at the time prefigured:
just, for example, as the very parallel proclaiming cry of
the angel that appeared afterwards flying in mid-heaven,^
may be shown to have had facts clearly answering to it
So that we must not
in the correspondent historic aera.
be satisfied to pass onward, without looking into the history of the times here referred to, and seeing whether
there was in them any thing, and what, that might be
regarded as a warning- voice of calamities impending:
a warning voice audible, and fit to strike upon the minds
of men, throughout the length and breadth of that which,

and

such

this

it is

—

—

—

—

from the professed christianization of the Romano-Gothic
kingdoms, might in regard of the West, as well as East,
still called Roman Christendom.
Nor, as it seems to me, does it need more, in order to
our perceiving the thing we seek for, than that we should
throw ourselves, as it were, into the times spoken of;
and identify our thoughts and our sympathies, for the
moment, with those of the age. I purpose, in what

be

—

follows, to speak of the signs of the times,

might
flective

strike foreboding

men

generally

and

2ndly, as

:

1st, as

they

minds of rethey might aff"ect the

fear into the

'
So Hallam, with reference to the Eastern empire. " The appearance of Mahomet, and coiKiiiests of his disciples, present an epoch in tlie history of Asia
even more important and definite than the suhversion of tiie Roman empire in
Europe. Hence the houndary line between the ancient and modern divisions of
Byzantine history will intersect the reign of Heiaclius.'' Middle Ages, i. 162.
Apoc. xiv. 7.
-'
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minds more particularly of the discerning among God's
men such as St. John himself specially
true servants
represented, that had the seal of God on their foreheads,
and whose judgments of things were formed by the rule
of God's written word.
I. And let me begin with observing on the solemnity
of the aera, and the solemn prognostications connected
with it, from its following immediately on the close of
that mighty revolution, the fall of Rome s ancient empire.
Escaped from so terrible a wreck, it might have been
natural perhaps for the survivors, independent of any
peculiar causes of apprehension, to look with awe into a
dark and uncertain future,^
But to regard it in this
;

—

point of view merely, will be altogether to underrate the
awfulness of the crisis.
The reader has already seen

how, on the sure warrant of Scripture, the destruction
of the Roman empire had been all along looked forward
to by the early church as an event fraught with consequences most peculiar and most awful.
He will not
have forgotten the predictions of Antichrist as to come ;
—how his manifestation was understood to be connected
with the dissolution of the Roman empire, its dissoten kingdoms
and
that persecutions,
and judgments very fearful were to follow,
and after them the end of the world. He will remember
how the fathers of the second, and then those of the

lution

into

;

calamities,

third century, construed the

and hindrance

to

*caTe%ov

Antichrist's

then existing empire of

Rome

consequently, with which

^
;

of St. Paul,

manifestation,

— the
— the

and the intense

let

as

interest,

continuance was regarded
by them, the alarm with which its apprehended fall.
" We pray for the emperors and the empire of Rome,"
said Tertullian, in a passage already in part quoted
" for we know that convulsions and calamities threatening the whole world, and the end of the world itself,
its

;

So Dupin,

speaking of the apprehensions of some at the time
" Whenever there have been great revolutions, Christians have
easily persuaded themselves that the end of the world was approaching."
2 See pp. 200, 201
where Justin Martyr, Ireneeus, Tertullian, and Uippolytus
are quoted to this effect.
^

referred to says

V. 123. in
;

;

:
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back by the intervention of the Roman empire."'
so again, just after the termination of the third
century, Lactantius : "The fact itseh^ plainly assures us
Only while the
that thin^^s will ere long totter and fall.
are kept

And

Rome

is safe, there seems reason not to appreFor that is the state which as yet props up all
The same conviction continued afterwards
things."'^
through the fourth century, as we learn from the consenting statements of the Latin fathers and the Greek,
of Cyril and Chrysostom, Ambrose'^ and Jerome :

city of

hend

it.

—

—

'^

Apol. c. 32
quoted Note 1, p. 201 suprk.
^ Div.Inst. vii. 25
quoted more fully Note 2. p. 205 suprk.
^ That is, if we may reckon on the Comment, on the Epistles given under Ambrose's name, but which is rather the comment (in part at least) of a cotemporary of Ambrose, perhaps Hilary of Rome, (see the Benedictine notice) as fairly
representing his opmions.
See the next Note.
*
It will be useful nn more than one account, as well as interesting to the
reader, to subjoin a somewhat copious abstract of the opinions of these eminent
fathers of the fourth century on the great cognate prophecies respecting the Antichrist, of Daniel, St Paul and the Apocalypse, involving the point alluded to.
It will be a sequel to that given at pp. 200, 201 of the sentiments of the earlier
fathers, Justin Martyr, Irenseus, Tertullian, Hippolytus, Cyprian.
1. Cyril; ordained Bishop of Jerusalem, A. D. 350, died 385.
He, like the Fathers before him, explained the four wild Beasts of Dan. vii to
he the Babylonian, Persian, Macedonian and Roman empires, and identified the
fourth Beast's little horn with St. Paul's M/'i of Sin, and St. John's. Anticlirist
further he judged that the time of his coming was to be when the times of the
then Roman empire were fulfilled, {Srav vAr]pu>9co(nv oi Kaipoi rcov 'Pwfiatwi'
Pci.(Ti\(ias,) and it was dissolved into ten kingdoms, kingdoms rising up cotemponineously, but in different places that then Antichrist (" some great man raised
up by the devil") falsely calling himself the Christ, and so seducing the Jews,
would by magical arts and false miracles seize on and usurp the power of the
Rom.in empire, eradica'e three of the ten kings, and subjugate the other seven
that at first mild in semblance, and the abolisher of idols, he would afterwards
show himself as God, sitting in the Jewish temple, (" for God forbid it should
be that in which u)e are;") and for three years and a half persecute the Church
finally that the apontacy St. Paul spoke of as Antichrist's precursor, meant a
rrli^iu/fn apostacy, " from the right faith, from truth, and from good works.''
^

;

;

—

;

:

—

:

(So

Catecli. xv.)

Ambrose ordained Bishop of Milan A.D. 374, died 398.
The only prophetical notices on the i)oint proposed in \^hQ genuine writings of
this Father, are those in his Comment on Luke xxi. 20
Book x, § 15 18. He
there (like Cyril ) explains the apostacy of St. Paul to mean an apostacy from true
religion: {h.\crk rcligione plerique lapsi errore desciscent :")
that it would
2.

;

—

;

—

be the Jewish inner or mental temple in which Antichrist would sit and that
then, seizing on the kingdom, (I presume the Roman kingdom or supremacy,)
he would claim himself a throne of divine authority " sibi divinaj vindicet solium
;

:

potestatis."
In the Comment on 2 Thess.

ii. of the Pseudo- Ambrose, the hindrance to Antiis explained to be the Roman empire; its dedction {aitoraaia) or abolition, being the occasion of his appearance ; and that he would then
restore freedom to the Romans, " sub suo nomine :"
that the mystery of iniquity,

christ's manifestation

—

spoken of by St. Paul w;.s Nero's persecuting sf-irit against Christians, which still
afterwards had continued to actuate succeeding Pagan emperors down to DioclS'
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and solemn thoughts as to the coming future crossed
the minds even of the earlier of those fathers, as they
and Julian
ipsum Deuin

tlan
et

3.

finally that

;

he would " in

domo Domini

in sede sedeat Christi,

se asserat."

Chrysostom

;

ordained A. D. 380,

made Bishop

of Constantinople 398,

died 407.

He too (on Daniel) expounded Nebuchadnezzar's quadripartite Image, and
Daniel's four Beasts, as the other fathers. " The days of those kings," said of the
lime of the stone being cut out, he explains as the days of the Romans _ and that
in smiting and destroying the Roman kingdom it would destroy the others too, as
included.
He says; "As Rome succeeded Greece, so Antichrist is to succeed
Rome, and Christ our Saviour Antichrist." Also in his Horn, iv on 2 Thess ii,
he made the Roman Empire to be the let or hindrance to Antichrist's manifestation meant by St. Paul (rsT'es-ii' t) apxo V 'PffJi-aiKr]' orav ap6r} fK fieasroTf eKeivos 77|€r) and explained the temple in which he would sit, to be rather the Christian churches every where, than the Jewish temple.
The mystery of iniquity he
thought might be the persecuting spirit already working in Nero in St. Paul's
time.
4. Jerom; ordained A. D. 378, died 420.
On Dan. ii he expounds the gold, silver, brass, and iron of the symbolic Image
to be the same four kingdoms as the other fathers
the stone cut out of the
mountain without hands being Christ born of a virgin whose kingdom, upon the
(Jestruction of all the other kingdoms, was finally to fill the whole earth.
The
breaking of the iron legs into ten toes, part iron, part clay,
he explained of
the weakness of the Roman empire at the time he wrote,
about A. 0. 407, according to the Benedictines " Ut in principio nihil durius, ita in fine rerum
nihil imbecillius
quando et in bellis civilibus, et adversiim diversas nationes,
aliarum gentium barbararum indigemus auxilio.''
On Dan. vii. he explains the
four Beasts of the same four empires ; the four heads of the third or Macedonian
Beast indicating its subdivisions, on Alexander's death, into the kingdoms of
Ptolemy, Seleucus, Philip, Antigonus. On the divisions of the fourth or Roman
he writes ; " Ergo dicemus, quod omnes scriptores ecclesiastici tradiderunt, in
consummatione mundi, quando regnum destruendum est Romanum, decern
futures reges qui orbem Romanum inter se dividant et undecimum surrecturum
regem parvulum, qui tres reges de decern regibus superaturus sit: quibus interfectis etiam scptem alii reges victori colla submittent :"
adding that this eleventh
king is to be a man, with Satan's spirit indwelling, the same as St. Paul's man of
sin: also that the Roman empire is to be finally destroyed on account of this
" Idcirco Romanum
Antichrist's blasphemies, and with it all earthly kingdoms.
dekbitur imperium quia cornu illud loquebatur grandia. In uno Romano Itnpe-

—

;

—

:

;

—

—

—

:

—

;

;

—

propter Antichristum blasphemaiitem, omnia simul regna delenda sunt
et
erit, sed sanctorum conversatio, et adventus
This was written between 407 and 410 A. D.
Filii Dei triumphantis."
Furtlier, on Jer. xxv (written A.D. 416) he explains the let or hindrance in the
way of Antichrist's manifestation (2 Thess. ii) to be the then existing Roman
empire: "Eum qui tenet Romanum Imperium ostendit nisi enim hoc destructum fuerit sublatumque de medio, juxta prophctiam Danielis, Antichristus ante
non veniet:" adding that St. Paul did not mention this, for fear of stirring up
persecution against the then infant Christian church.
In the Queestio xi ad
Algasiam, he says very similarly as to X\\c let ; " Nisi prius Romanum delea-

rio,

;

nequaquam terrenum imperium

—

:

—

tur imperium. ... nisi fuerit desolatum," that Antichrist would not come: he
also explains the mystery of ini'juity, even then working when St. Paul wrote, to
be the evils and sins with which Nero then oppressed the Church, and prepared
for Antichrist

the airos-aaia or apostacy to be a political apostasy or defection
of the nations from the Roman empire, " ut omnes gentes quae Romano Imperio
subjacent recedant ab iis;"
that Antichrist's stlf- exaltation over all that was
called god, &c, meant, " ut cunctarum gentium deos, sive probatam omnem et
Mcram religioncm, suo calcet pede :" and that the temple he would sit in would
:

—
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Much more
watched the premonitory signs of the times.
when, as the fifth century opened, the Gothic inundation swept over the Western empire, and soon tempora'

" in ecclesia, ut verius
at Jerusalem, but the church
arbitramur."
It should be observed in the above that he makes a two-fold
destruction of the Roman empire the one its desolation and dissolution by a
breaking up into ten kingdoms, introductory to Antichrist's manifestation the
other its total final destruction, to take place on account of Antichrist's blasnot be the temple

;

—

:

:

phemies at Christ's coming.
Finally, on Dan. xi. he explains that Antichrist is to rise from the small nation
then
at first to be low and despised, and not have royal honour
of the Jews
through fraud, falsely pretending to be the chief of God's law and covenant, and
falsely pretending to chastity also, so to obtain the supremacy, break and subdue
the Roman people opposing him, and gain (what no Jew ever gained before) the
empire of the world " Faciet quia simulabit se ducem esse foederis, hoc est
legis et testamenti Dei :" and that he will then fight against the holy covenant.
5. Augustine, C. D. xx. 19, 23, notices and agrees in Jerom's view of the
four Beasts, and as to the identity of the fourth Beast's little horn with St. Paul's
man of sin and St. John's Antichrist. He explains the apostanj in 2 Thess. ii of a
religious apostacy ; indeed, (expounding the abstract of the concrete) as the
apostate Antichrist himself; "Nisi venerit refuga primdm, utique a Domino
Deo :" also as to the temple he would sit in, that it seemed to him dubious whethat at any rate it
ther it meant Solomon's temple, or the Christian Church
could not be an idol's or dcemons temple; because (hat would not be called God's
way, might not
or
hindrance
Antichrist's
further
that
the
let
in
temple
absurdly be taken to mean the Roman empire, though he professed his own ignorance in the matter: that as to the ten kings the number might be perhaps iwi/ethat the mystery of iniquity might
finitelij meant, ten for the whole number
be said of Nero's spirit and actions although the idea of his personal resurrecor, as others thought, that it might signify the unsound
tion was absurd
and bad in the professing church, (" ficti et mali in ecclesii)," until grown to a
finally that it
number sufficient to make up a great people for Antichrist
seemed to him doubtful whether Antichrist's miracles would be pretended only,
;

;

:

—

:

:

—

—

:

—

;

;

:

—

or real.
1
Cyril (ubi suprk) spoke of the wars without, and the religious schisms,
divisions, and mutual hatred of Christians within, (which last seemed to him to
be the working of the mystery of iniquity,) as signs that Antichrist's manifestation was near at hand,
l^e noted too the fact, (or supposed fact) of the gospel
having been then nearly preached over the whole world, as a further corroborative
proof.
This was about A. D. S.'^O or 360.
Ambrose too (writing about A. D. 386, so the Benedictines date it,) on Luke
xxi. 9, referred to the then recent wars, especially those of the Goths against the
Romans (in which Valens perished) and which had resulted in their occupation
of lllyricum, as well as the rumours of wars, pestilences, &c, as evidence that
the world was near its end. " Verborum autem cselestium (sc. When ye hear
of wars and rumours of wars,' &c.) nulli magis quslm nos testes sumus, qiios
mundi finis invenit. Quanta enim prcelia, et quas opiniones acccpimus piseliorum
Chunni in Alanos, Alani inGothos, Gothi in Tayfalas et Sarmatas insurrexerunt.
Nos quoque in Illyrico exsules patriae Gothorum exilia feccrunt; et nondutn est
Qua: omnium fames, lues pariter bourn atque hominum, &c
finis.
Ergo quia
inoccasu seculi sumus, pnccedunt (luredam a^gritudines mundi. ^Egritudo mundi
est fames, segritudo mundi est pestilentia, asgritudo mundi est pcrsccutio." Lib.
Again § 14, he refers to the then recent cinistianization of the Goths
X. § 10,
and Armenians, as proofs of the Gospel having been preached over the world;
"Praedicetur evangelium ut saeculum destruetur
sicnt prsecessit in orbc terras
Evangelii praidicatio, cui jam Gothi et Armenii crcdideri'nt
et ideo mundi
finem videmus."
'

!

!

—

:

—

;
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as well as the provinces,

itself,

could not be but that an unusual awe and apprehen"Judge
sion should fill the minds of reflective men.
e," said Sulpitius Severus, from his retirement at the

it

foot of the Galhc Pyrenees, "of the precipice that is
This was said near about the time of the
before us "
!

Vandal irruption into Italy and Gaul; (an irruption which
must still further have evidenced to him the truth of
his previously expressed conviction that the breaking up
of the iron legs of the Roman empire into its ten toes of
iron and clay had then begun ^) and in connexion with
his record of the solemn declaration of Martin of Tours,
made some eight years before, that Antichrist was even
;

then born, and in his nonage.^

And when Alaric

threat-

'
This occurs in the second Book of his Sacred History, written, as he tells us
afterwards, fifteen years after Priscillian's execution, (an event of the year 385,)
and consequently A. D. 400, or 401. The passage is a remarkable one. Speaking of the iron legs of Nebuchadnezzar's symbolic image, he says " Crura ferrea
imperium quartum idque Romanum intelligitur, omnibus ante regnis validissi;

mum. Pedes vero partim ferrei, partim fictiles, dividendum esse Romanum regnum, ita ut nunquam inter se coeat, prsefigurant. Quod eeque completum est,
Liquidum jam non ab 'uno imperatore, sed etiam k pluribus, semperque inter se
aimis aut studiis dissentientibus, res Romana administratur. Denique commisceri testum atque ferrum, nunquam inter se coeuntem materiam, commistiones
humani generis futurse h. se invicem dissidentes significantur. Siquidem Romanum solum ab exteris gentibus aut rebellibus occupatum, aut dedentibus semper
pacis specie traditum constat;* exercitibusque nostris urbibus atque provinciis
permixtas barbaras nationes, et praecipue Judaeos inter nos degere, nee tamen in
mores nostros transire, videamus. Atque haec esse postrema tempora Prophetse
annuntiant."
- " Qubdautem haec ab illo audivimus," says Stilpitius, i. e. that Antichrist was
even then born, and in his boyhood, " annus octavus est. Yos autcm aestimate
Moreri gives
ialog. ii. 16.
quo in praecipitio consistunt quae futura sunt."
the different opinions of learned men as to the time of Martin's death, with
and concludes himself on Nov. 400 as the true
dates varying from 396 to 403
Baronius' date is 402. So that reckoning the time of Martin's expressdate.
ing his opinion to have been near his death, the time of Sulpitius recording it
would be about A. D.409. M^ith which date well agrees Jerome's mention of
the work in his commentary on Ezekiel ch. xxxvi, as then recently published
" Nuper Severus noster in Dialogo cui Gallo nomen imposuit " this commentary being written about A.D. 410. Sulpitius Severus, who was Martin's
disciple and panegyrist, lived retired after his death, as before, in Narbonensian
Gaul.
See the notice of him p. 305 supra, and in Gilly's Vigilantius, ch. 3.

—

I

—

;

;

:

—

* The allusion is evidently to the occupation of the Illyrian provinces by the
Goths, begun under Valens, some by forcible seizure, some by surrender on the
])art of the Roman emperors
the same that Ambrose alludes to in the ex:

tract given in the

—

Note preceding, and Jerom also some years

later;

see

Note

i,

This being the commencement of that overflowing of the Roman empire
by the Goths, vihence the Gcthico-Romano kingdoms afterwards rose, Bishop
Newton was hardly, I th'nk, so incorrect in quoting him, by way of illustration
to his exposition, as Mr, Maitland would make him.

p. 335.

;
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ened, then attacked, and at length took Rome, the graver
voice of Jerome cried once, and again, and again, from
his monastery at Bethlehem; " The Roman world rushes
to destruction,

and we bend not our neck

—The hindrance —

way

in humiliation:

removing, and
"
" In that one city the whole world
we heed it not
But the impression at this time proved
hath fallen."'
premature.
As the inundation retired from cento be
tral Italy, both Rome and the Roman empire, though
nor,
mutilated and broken, remained still standing
moreover, amidst the flux and reflux of its agitated
waters over the Western provinces, could the forms of
the expected ten kingdoms be as yet seen clearly emerThe
gent.
Still events seemed hastening to the crisis.
Bishop of Salona, Hesychius, during the interval between the judgments of the first and second Trumpet,
asserted his deliberate conviction that the end of the
world was near at hand
specially with reference to
Daniel's prophecy about the destruction of the fourth or
Roman beast, and the commotions and distress of nations then apparent ^ nor did the ohjections of Augusin Antichrist's

is

:

—

:

—

;

;

on Alaric and the Goths' revolting on Theodosius' death,
and invading Greece, in his Epist. 35 ad Heliodor. " Ubique luctus, ubique gemQuid putas nunc animi habere Corinthios, Athenienses, Lacedaemonios,
itus.
Arcadas, cunctamque Graeciam, quibus imperant barbari. Romanus orbis ruit
'

First A. D. 396,

tamen cervix nostra non flectitur.''
Secondly A. D. 409, after the great Vandal irruption into Gaul, in his Epist. 91
adAgeruch. " Verum quid ago ? Fracta navi de mercibus dispute. Qui tenebat de medio fit et non intelligimus Antichristum appropinquarc, qucm Dominus Christus interficiet spiritu oris sui.'' Then, after describing the barbarians' overrunning and desolation of all between the Alps and Pyrenees, Rhine,
and Ocean, (" Quadus, Vandalus, Sarmates, Halani, Gepide*^, Heruli, Saxones,
Burgundiones, Alemanni, et hostes Pannonii,'' and the statement of Pannonia
having been ravaged for thirty years, the anticipatory warning cry follows, " Quid
salvum erit si Roma perit ? "
(Mark the number ten in Jerom's Gothic list.)
Lastly A. D. 411, in his Prolog, to Ezekiel " Roniana: urbis obsidio nunciata
est.
Atque ita consternatus obstupui ut tuhil aliud nisi de salute omnium
cogitarem. Postquam veroclarissimum terrarum omnium lumen extinctum est,
imo Romani imperii truncatum caput, et, ut vcrius dicam, in und urbe totus
orbis interiit, obmutui et humiliatus sum."
et

;

;

Let me observe that he had as early as A. D. 398, (in his exposition of Matt,
xxiv, "The gospel must first be ))rcached &c,") intimated that he thought that
" Siijnum Domini adventfis est evangelium in toto orbe praedinearly fulfilled.
care, ut nuUus sit excusabilis
([uod aut jam completum, aut in brevi cernimus
:

complendum.

Non

cnini puto aliqucm remansissc

gentem quae Christi nomen

ignorat."
"
See his epistle to Augustine (of the date 419 A. D.) numbered 198 in the
Benedictine E'lition, On " the signs in the sun and moon, and distress," &c, he
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weigh with him, more than with Ambrose and Jerome
it.^
Scarce \a.ter Evagrius from his monastic retirement in Gaul urged the signs of the times
" The Roman emperors are driven from their kingdoms:
wars rage all is commotion Antichrist must be at
hand." ^ While Theodoret, from his more distant bishopric in Syria, calmly re-asserted, that it needed but the
resolution of the Roman empire, into ten kingdoms,
and
then Antichrist would be revealed, and the fearful consequences apprehended follow.^
So when, at length, in
the quick succession of events, and under the judgments
of the fourth Trumpet, first the office and name of
Roman emperor in the West had been extinguished by
Odoacer, and then, about A.D. 550, those of Consul
and Senate by the generals of Justinian, when in this
manner each final vestige of Rome's ancient imperial
ruling power had been swept away, and moreover bartine

before, against

;

:

:

—

—

—

baric

kingdoms had

up out of

risen

its

ruins in the pro-

—

number,
there
seemed scarce room for doubting that the crisis had
arrived, and that the awful events and judgments so long
vinces, perhaps to the very

says

predicted

'<

Ea quae patimur confiteri et poena compellit, si forte non curat voluntas
uno tempore et signa in cselo, et pressuram gentium in terris, ab hominibus videri et sustineri manifestum est. Nullam patriam, nullum locum nostris
;

;

nam

in

temporibus nonaffligi aut humiliari certum est; sicut dictum

est, PrtE timore ut
expectatione quae superveniant universo orbi," &c.
^
Augustine's Letters are numbered 197, 199. Augustine's chief objection,
(besides that it was not for men to know the times and seasons) was that the
gospel was not yet preached to all nations
which Christ said must first be, and
that then the end should come.
To which Hesychius answered what St. Paul
had said of the Gospel having been preached, even in his time, to every creature
under heaven.
^ The Author, as would appear, of the Consultatio Zachcei et Apollonii ; a treatise of about the date 420. " Ardet bellandi furor regna regnis confligunt insus-

—

;

:

:

picabiles sceptris

justarum sedium Augustas depellunt. Adde prodigiorum

ineffa-

minas, &c. &c. ^Estima utrum hoc ferre diu saeculum possit. . Adesse
confestim suprema (et AntichristumJ dignoscimus."
Dacherii Spicilcg. i. 39.
On the author and tlie date see the Monitum prefixed to the Treatise, with its
Postscript by Dacher's later Editor
also the Histoire Litteraire de la France,
biles

:

Tom.

ii.

p. 2.52, referred to

by Mosheim

v. 2

3. 7.

Theodoret explains the four kingdoms and the little horn,
as the preceding fathers.
In St. Paul he expounds the apostasy as Antichrist, he
being the great apostatizer from the truth; the let as the Pagan idolatrt/, thfi.t
was to be removed to make way for his worship the mystery of iniquity as the
heresies of apostolic times, preparing for him
the temple as Christian Churches,
in which he would usurp the TrpoeSpeia, as if God.
Theodoret wrote after 431
A.D. See Dupin, iv. 94.
^

In Daniel

ii

and

vii,

;

;

—
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From Rome, prosanticipated were indeed at hand.^
issue unspeakably
to
trate and ruined, a voice seemed
world to heai
whole
the
solemn, and which called on
"
earth,
by reason of
the
of
Woe to the inhabitants
it
;

now impending

the calamities and judgments even

"

!

There was a chronological characteristic of the rera,
that tended not a httle, with some, to confirm these
It was
awful forebodings respecting the coming future.
of
time
the
years
from
600
and
500
between
now
the
of
chronology
the
according
to
and,
birth
Christ's
:

Septuagint, then generally received in Roman Christendom, either somewhat more, if the standard of the Alexor somewhat less, if that of
andrian copy were taken,

—

—

than 6000 years had elapsed
other copies,'^
from the Creation. Now, not among the Jews only, but
among the christian Fathers also, the idea had been
certain

and Irenseus downwards,^
was to be the millennium of
a consummation great and
the triumph of the church:

entertained, from Barnabas
that the seventh millenary

—

but to be preceded immediately by the last
grand outbreak of evil under Antichrist, and the desIt was under this conviction,
truction of the world.
and in reliance on the accuracy of the Septuagint chronology, as I have indeed already before intimated,'* that
Hippoljjtus, bishop and martyr in the reign of Alexander
Severus, had gone so far as to predict the year of the

glorious

;

1
In the Oxford Tracts on Antichrist, (No. 83 of the Series, p. 24), the following statement is made. " Another expectation of the early Church was that
the Roman monster, after remaining torpid for centuries, would wake up at the
end of the world and be restored, &c." I presume the writer refers to the wild
idea mooted by some that Nero would rise again, to act the part of Antichrist.
But instead of " the early church " embracing the
(See Note 4, p. 70 suprk.)
idea, it was but a few individuals, and none of great eminence
the view of
Chrysostom, and men like him, only referring to Nero's spirit, not person. (See
the abstract pp. 360 362 suprk.)
Moreover even the Sybil's wilder notion
had to do with the Beast's head, an individual not the beast or empire collectively, so as the Oxford writer, in order to suit his argument, would represent
it.
The idea of irs " lying torpid for many centuries," was an idea the most
alien, if 1 mistake not, from patristic expectations.
' Sec Hales' Chronology, i. 212
also Gibbon ii. 302.
' Barnabas, Ep. xv, Irenaeus, v. 28, &c. For a full list of patristic authorities
on this point see Mr. Gresweli's work on the Parables, Vol. 1. p. 340,
• So Photius
informs us. See the Note 1 p. 202 suprk.
:

—

;

:
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In precise acworld's ending, and fix it at A. D. 500.
cordance with whom the learned Lactantius, at the
commencement of the fourth century, gave his opinion
that the

coming of Antichrist, and commencement of
much more than

the millennium, would not he delayed

And

200

years. ^

after

under Constantius,

Eustathius oi PsJi\i\OQ.\i, exiled soon
in writing on the Hexaemeron of
the Creation, asserted, " There wanted but 469 years
from Christ's resurrection to the end of the 6000 years,
and commencement of the Sabbath "^ so fixing its com;

about A.D. 500. Once
rion in the year 402 thus wrote
"It now
about
years to the end of the sixth chiliad
of which the ten kings must arise, Babylon

mencing epoch

still

:

;

ing

fall,

more Hilawants 101
the closing:

now

Antichrist arise and be destroyed by

coming, and so the

saints'

reign-

Christ's

sabbath millenary begin."

^

—

The opinion was recognized and sanctioned by Jerome,
about the opening of the same century ; and indeed as
evidenced in part by yet another kind of proof.
For He
connected that saying of St. John, " It is the last hour,"
with our Lord's parable of the labourers in the vineyard,
hired each one, successively, at each of the twelve hours
he inferred that the whole allotted period of
in the day
man's probation, from the creation to the world's end,
might be resembled to the day's twelve hours
that,
this period being otherwise known to be 6000 years,
each mystic hour of the twelve must answer to 500
and consequently that St. John's last hour, inyears
cluding of course the whole time of the gospel-preaching
:

;

;

to the Gentiles, from Christ's
consummation, would extend

to

behold, as events progressed,

that epoch of

birth

or ministry to the

500 years

—

But
500 A. D.

only.'*

- B. P. M. xxvii. 34.
Div. Inst. vii. 25.
" A passione Domini Christi anni
Duratione, B. P. M. vi. 376
compleautur necesse est 470, ut concludatur summa VI mille annorum. De quibus transierunt 3C9. Restant itaque anni 101, ut consummentur anni VI (sc.
mille ;) qui anni non ante compjcntur nisi prius, prop^ ultimum, reges decern
exierint in mundum, et filiam Babylonis quae nunc obtinet de medio tulerint &c."
The Tract is curious but has been hitherto overlooked by prophetic writers.
* " Siqrtidem in consummatione
sseculorum, in reprobationem peccatorum,
per hostiam suam Salvator noster apparuit, et undecimi hor4 ad conducendos
operarios venit,
complete ejus passione Johannes loquitur Novissima hora est.
1

3

De Mundi

;

;

—

;

—
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consummation came not. It might h
It
that there was some small error in their calculation.
might be that the 500 years were to be measured froi.
the first gospel-preaching to the Gentiles, not from the
incarnation.
It might be that the true date of Christ's
birth was earlier than the Alexandrian copy of the Sepperhaps, as Sulpitius Severus, A. M.
tuagint made it,
5419;' in which case 531 A. D. would end the age,
and world or, as Augustine calculated it, A. M. 5350
in which case it would be A. D. 650 before the sixth
If so, there was
millenary would have its completion.^
still reason, on this account, as the sixth century was
passed, and the

v'

—

:

;

look with awful expectations
Augustine's theory respecting the
Apocalyptic millennium, as commencing from Christ's
first advent and Satan's partial binding by the gospel,^
For, both by himdid not do away with the impression.
millennium
of time was
this
followers,
self and his
remained
what
at
Christ's
birth
mean
only
supposed to
duration.^
world's
the
Thus
chiliad,
or
the
the
sixth
of
chronology of the times was still that which might
naturally add strength to the forebodings of coming evil.

advancing

to its close, to

to the future.

The

— Even

outv.'ard

state

and aspect of things was not of a

gloom of such prognostics.

nature to dissipate the
In sex millibus enim annis,

si

In

quingenti anni per horas diei singulas dividantur,

novissima hora consequenter riicatur tempus fidei gentium." On Micah iv.
Augustine notices the same argument. Alluding to the words, " It is the
" Quod nonnulli sic accipiunt, ut sex annorum millia
last hour," he says
constituant velut unum diem, eumque in partes, velut horas, duodecim partiantur
ut sic quingentos annos postremos hora videatur habere postrema.
In quibus annis jam Johannes, inquiunt, loquebatur, quando novissimam horam esse dicebat." De Fine Sa;ruli, Ep. 199. 17.
'
Sulpitius Severus dates the consulship of Stilicho (which was A. D. 400) at
A. M. 5819 so making A. D. .'iSl to be the time of the end of the sixth chiliad.
B.P. M. vi. 371.
See Hales i. 212.
Eusebius' Cltronicon dates Christ's birth still earlier, viz.
A.
5200; so making the sixth chiliad to end A. D. 800.
^ De Civit. Dei, xx. 6, 7. Augiistin ended his work A. D. 426. His millennary
view will be given more fully at the end of this Work.
* C. D. XX. 7. 2.
So too in 'lichonius' and Andreas', Apocalyptic Commenand in Primasius' written
taries, written probably about A. D, 400, and 500
about 550. The_^r.v< (Horn, xvii.) says, " Mille annos dixit, p<irtem pro toto.
Hie rcliquias mille annorum sexti diei, in quo natus est Dominus et passus, intelligi voluit." The last speaks of the " posteriora tempora," of the sixth chiliad as
then evolving. 15 P. M. x. .331
also v. f)2o.
;

;

;

M

—

;

.

;
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the wars and agitation of the new-formed
kingdoms had by no means subsided. The
Lombards, a fresh and barbarous Gothic horde, had
(it was in
but recently come down from the Danube
the year A. D. 570 ;) and, with the somewhat remarkable
exception of Rome and a connected district, seized
In the
upon, and established their kingdom in Italy.
East the Avar Tartars, having, in their flight from the
Turks of Mount Altai, tracked the course of the Huns
from the Caspian to the western Euxine and Danube,
subjected and made tributary the Sclavonic Bulgarians,
their immediate predecessors in the work of devastation,
destroyed, (conjointly with the Lombards) the Gepidae
of Hungary and Pannonia, and settled down into a
kingdom in those provinces in their place, there hung

West,

the

Gothic

;

—

—

now

prepared to burst at any
moment, so far as human foresight could discern, on
the eastern empire, and (with the Persians, perhaps,
from the Euphrates co-operating) to sweep it away,
as the western empire had been swept already, from the
The eye of the Roman contemplatist
face of the earth.
Yet more, there was that
could find no light there.
which might alarm it in turning from the inflictions of
man to those of God. The historian commemorates
" the comets, earthquakes, and plagues, w^hich astoMore recent
nished and afflicted the age of Justinian." ^
researches have only aggravated this view of the porAnd as to
tents then manifested in the natural world. ^
the miseries experienced, they were almost unexampled.
The plague especially is described as having for 52 years,
from 542 to 594, infected the greater part of the emMany cities of the empire were depopulated and
pire.
like a

dark thundercloud

;

—

made

desert.

In various country-districts the harvest

and vintage withered on the ground. At Constantinople
5000, and at length 10,000, died daily. At Rome, in
a solemn procession for imploring the mercy of heaven,
80 persons dropt down dead within an hour, from the
'
Gibbon, viii. 142.
See a notice on this point in an Article in
the Quarterly Review for Oct. 1844, already referred to p. 349.
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Procopius relates that
infection of the pestilence.^
the triple scourge of war, pestilence, and famine, 1

human race were
Were not the
Justinian.

millions of the

reign of

—

II.

by
00

exterminated in the
visitations very

much

what Hippolytus the martyr had noted as to precede the
Under judgments somewhat similar,
world's ending ? ^
during the mortality of the fourth Seal, the venerable
Cyprian thought that he discerned the signs of decaying
Were the
nature, and of a world near its dissolution.^
signs less portentous or significant now ?
'^

There was one who was emphatically the man of the
the most sagacious, the most observed, the most
influential
I mean the bishop of Rome, Pope Gregory the Great.
We know what, on a general contemplation of the state of things around him, he thought.
" Believing," says
His forebodings are on record.
Dupin, " that the Roman empire was within a finger's
age,

—

;

—

breadth of its ruin, and participating in the idea that
world's end, he came to
it was only to end with the
and
the conviction that the last judgment was at hand
in many of his letters expressed this his conviction."
The impressiveness and weight of such declarations
from such a man, and at such a time, need scarcely to
must remember, too,
be suggested to the reader.
that of all modes of publication at that time, in regard
specially of things religious, that by the Pope's letters
missive was the most diffusive,^ as well as the most in;

We

'
Gibb. viii. 159. This was from a local pestilence. Dr. Baron, in liis I,ife of
Jenner, i. 193, expresses the opinion that this plague was the small -pox ; which
unquestionably about the same time attacked the Abyssinian army besieging
Mecca, A, D. 568. In the next sentence I quote Procopius as corrected by Gib" Seethe
bon, vii. 424.
quotation from him p. 202 suprk.
3 De Mortalitate.
See p. 202 suprh. He concludes ; " Cernimus ccepisse
gravia
scimus imminere graviora."
* In an Epistle of Queen Radcgunda to the Bishops of the district, written
A. D. 567, on the formation of lier monastery, the phrase used by her, " Mundo in
finem c.urrente," indicates the vulgar belief. Harduin iii. 369.
* Thus of one of Gregory's successors in the papacy a few years afterwards,
1 mean Pope Martin, enthroned A. D. 649,
we read how, after holding a Lateran Council against the Bishop of Constantinople, he sent its canons, " per
omnes tractus orientis et occidentis, et per manus orthodoxorum fidelium disseminavit." Summa Concil. p. 293.

—

;

—

1
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Thus throughout the length and breadth of
Christendom, from England in the far north-west, to
Constantinople, Antioch, and Alexandria in the east and
south, his warning voice was directed, charged with presage of the dreaded evil.
Was it not like the angel
flying in mid heaven
that cried, " Woe, Woe, Woe,
to the inhabiters of the earth, by reason of the judgments
about to come?" We may take his warning-cry to
" We know from the
king Ethelbert^ as a specimen.
word of Almighty God that the end of the world is at
hand, and the reign of the saints which shall have no
end.
In the approach of which consummation, all
fluential.

^

;

nature must be expected to be disordered
seasons
deranged, wars raging, and famines, and earthquakes,
and pestilences. If not in our days," he concludes,
" we must expect it in those following."
Nor in his warning-cry of the judgments precursive
of the world's ending being at hand, did he omit the
warning of Antichrist being at hand also.
He connected the one awful apprehension with the other in
his forebodings, just as had been done by most of the
;

^
I have preferred the reading angel to eagle for the reasons stated at the
beginning of this chapter. But let me observe in passing, should any one get over
the difficulty of supposing a work of proclamation consigned to such an agency,
and, on account of its superior external evidence, wish to adopt the reading eag-ie,
that the eagle still continued to Papal, as to Pagan Rome, a characteristic ensign.
" Prae2 This letter to King Ethelbert is given by Bede, p. 84.
(Kd. 1838.)
terea scire vestram gloriam volumus quia, sicut ex verbis Domini Omnipotentis
agnoscimus, praesentis mundi jam terminus juxtk est, et sanctorum regnum ven-

turum est, quod nuUo unquam poterit fine terminari. Appropinquante autem
eodem mundi termino multa imminent quas antea non fuerunt videlicet immutationes aeris, terroresque de coelo, et contik ordinationem temporum tempestates, bella, fames, pestilentiae, terrce motus per loca.
Quae tamen non omnia
;

nostris diebus vcntura sunt, sed post nostios dies subsequentur."
Dupin particularizes other passages in Gregory's Letters to the same effect
viz. Lib. ii. Ind. 2, Ep. 62
Lib. iii. Ep. 24 ; Lib. vii. Ind. 2. Ep. 128, Sec.

;

;

Fleury thus states Gregory's strong persuasion on this subject Vol. viii. 102,
dtoit effectivement persuade que la fin du monde etoitproche
et en regardoit comme ies preliminaires tant d'incursions de barbares, tant de
guerres et de calamites publiques, dont son siecle etoit afflige.
II en parle en
toute occasion et ne rcpete rien plus souvent, dans tous ses discours et toutes ses
lettres, que la venue du juge terrible, et la rigueur de son jugement."
In regard to Rome itself, he repeated the prediction of St. Benedict
a prediction interesting, as shewing that the expectation of the earlier fathers as to
the peculiar fate of Pcome, and which was derived from Scripture, was still kept
" Roma a Gentilibus non exterminabitur
up
sed tempestatibus, coruscis turbinibus, ac terrcB motu, in semet ipsl marcescet."
Compare
Dialog, ii. 15.
Lactantius, vii. 1.5, .^-c. on the final fate of Rome.
;

on A. D.595. " U

;

;

;

:

;

2

B 2

—
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Fathers of the church before him.

—A

II.

notable occa-

sion had arisen to call forth the public declaration of his
The Patriarch
sentiments and his fears on this subject.

of Constantinople, John the Faster,

had just then

as-

— though not, we may be
meaning of the words, — of Univerthe
assured,
Gregory, —
indeed Pope
Bishop} Against

sumed

the

title

in

to

himself,

full

this,

sal

as

—

him,
raised his most solemn
Pelagius just before
written
and published at difIn
letters
protestations.

from 590 (or rather, including that written
from 580) to nearly the end of
the century, and addressed to the Greek Emperor, the
Empress, the Patriarchs of Constantinople, Antioch,
and Alexandria, the Bishop of Thessalonica, and many
others,^ he declared before Christendom, that whosoever
in his elation of spirit, called himself, or sought to be
called, universal bishop, or universal priest, that man was
the likeness, the precursor, and the preparer for Antithat he bore the same characteristic of boundchrist •}
that the tendency of his
less pride and self- exaltation
assumption, if consented to, was that which was the
grand object of Antichrist, viz. to withdraw all members
of the church from its only true head, Christ Jesus, and
^
to attach and connect them in the stead w'ith himself ;
ferent times,

pontificate,^

in Pelagius'

—

;

—

1 Mosheim vi. 2. 2. 1.
The title had been, it seems, in the century preceding
addressed to Pope Leo by certain oriental correspondents, but not adopted subsequently thus far by his successors.
In disputing this title with Gregory, John
the Faster is assimilated by Baronius to the apostate Angel rising against the
most High God
a comparison, says Dean Waddington, p. 154, not far removed
from blasphemy.
- Gregory, then a deacon, was Pelagius' delegate on this occasion to Constantinople
and from the similarity of the Papal protestation, then given in by him,
to those that he wrote and published afterwards, it has been conjectured that
Gregory was probably himself the composer of it.
3 The reader will find copious extracts from these letters of Gregory in Daubitz, ad loc. p. 393, &c.
He was indeed so struck with Gregory's protestations
and warnings on Antichrist's near approach, as to have explained the woe-denouncing in the vision altogether of them. In the which notice he was preceded
by Parens.
* "Ego fidenter dico quia quistniis se universalem sacerdotem vocat, vel vocari
desiderat, in elatione sua Antichristum prrecurrit, quia superbiendo se cceteris
pra;ponit."
Ep. to the emperor Maurice Lib. vi. Ep. 30.
* " Frater et co-episcopus noster Johannes, mandata dominica, &c. despiciens,
eum per elationem praecurrerc conatur in nomine
ita ut universa sibi tentet
adscribere, et omnia quae soli uni capiti cohasrcnt, videlicet Christo, per elati-

—

;

—

:

;

:

—
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— moreover

that in so far as the priesthood might have
acquiesced in it, there had heen prepared an army not of
soldiers indeed, but of priests, to assist him in carrying
It was stated or implied in
out that design into eifect.^
his letters that he regarded the title spoken of as the name
of blasphemy connected with the ten-horned beast in the
Apocalypse ; ^ the self-exaltation manifested above all
his fellow-men, as that predicted of the man of sin
St.
Paul's epistle to the Thessalonians ^ and the consenting

m

;

as that departure from the faith, and that
apostacy, which was predicted also in the same epistle,

thereto

and in that to Timothy.* As to the Greek Patriarch's
having so acted, he said that it surprised him not
that
he only saw in the fact prophecy fulfilling and recognized
:

;

close at hand.^
Unhe could not but the rather raise
his protesting voice
and that not as in a personal
cause, but in that of God and of the whole church
earnestly hoping that, when revealed, Antichrist might
not find that which was his own in the principles, or
even in the titles, of the priesthood.^

in

it

a sign of Antichrist being

der which persuasion

;

:

"onem pompatici sermonis, ejusdem Chiisti

sibi

studcat

membra

subjugare.''

Lib. iv. Ep. 36.

" Omnia enim quae prsedicta sunt fiunt. Rex superbiae prope est; et (quod
sacerdotum est pragparatus exercitus."
Pareus (p. 306, Engl.
I read exercitus for exitns, with Pareus and Daubuz.
"
Most copies have, Ejcitus sacerdotum est prseparatus. But the
Ed.) says
words that follows in Gregory show that it cannot be so viz. Because the
clergy war and strive for mastery and advancement, who were appointed to this
end, to go before others in humility."
^ " Absit h. cordibus christianorum nomen istud blasphemiae." Lib. iv. Ep. 32.
Compare Apoc xiii. 5; " There was given to him a mouth speaking blasphemies."
^ The " in elatione su^," and " per elationem," are in evident allusion, as
'

dici nefas est)

;

'

:

'

Mornay, to the " exalting himself," virepaipea clause, let me
crefiaa/J-a, of 2 Thess. ii. 4
but
observe, which has been sometimes construed as alluding simply to God
of which the meaning,
as inferred from the expression Xiyo/xivou Oeov, and the
added word aefiacrixa, or Augustus, seems rather to be tlie high secular authoCompare John x. 35 and see also Stephens' Thesaurus on
rities of this world.
<rej8a(T;ua. — The whole prophecy will be discussed in a later part of this Work.
"
1 Tim. iv. 1
In the last times some shall apostatize from the faith," oTrotrrriffovTat rrjs TriaTfus- where the verb is one cognate with the tioun in 2 Thess. ii.
3; " Except there come the apostacy." Gregory had said. Lib. iv. Ep. 39; "In

Daubuz observes from Du

fifpov

eiri

Plessis
iravTa Kfjoixevov Oeov tj

—

:

—

;

—

:

''

;

vocabulo consentire niliil est aliud quh.ni fidem perdere."
" Propinqua jam esse Antichrist! tempera designatur." Lib. iv. Ep. 34.
" Antichristus juxtk est." Lib. vi. Ep. 28. &c.
® " Studios^ cupio ne proprium quid inveniat, non solum in nioribus, sed
etiam nee in vocabulo, sacerdotum."' vi. 28.

isto scelesto
*
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Oh sagacious and most true observer sagacious in
perceiving that the effect of any such allowed and recognized pretensions to a universal episcopate would, as
regards meyi, involve the prostration beneath it of all
as regards
authority, secular as well as ecclesiastical
!

!

;

Christ, the withdrawal of the church into apostacy

—
—

from

But what then,
its only true Lord and head
thus pressed as it
when, in spite of this declaration,
had been on the attention of Christendom, thus dispersed, thus repeated, and even enregistered in the
this very title was,
canon-law of the Romish Church,'

Him,

!

—

conferred on, and
assumed by Gregory's own successor in the Roman
episcopate, the Greek emperor himself conferring it
assumed by him, not in its restricted meaning, as by the
Eastern Patriarch previously
but in its full and plain
meaning of universal episcopal supremacy over the whole
professing church on earth, and as a title thenceforth
never to be abandoned ^
Surely the fact was one calculated to excite both the ponderings and the misgivings
of thinking men
and to awaken inquiry whether the
dreaded phantasm, the very Antichrist of prophecy,
might not even then have been brought into existence
in the world, albeit under a form in some respects little

within 10 or 15 years after,

officially

:

—

;

!

:

expected

;

and,

lowing in his

if so,

with fearful

evils, doubtless, fol-

train.

But the idea thus suggested will be better judged
remarking on the awful prognostics in the
religion of the times, as viewed by men such as St. John
then specially represented them that kept the commandments of God, and judged of things by the unerring rule
In the definition of which persons I add
of his word.
the second characteristic to the first, because from the
II.

of after

;

^ Pelagius' remonstrance is extant, says Daubuz, " in the Collections of the
Councils, and inserted into the Collection of the Canon Law, and elsewhere."
Moreover many of Gregory's Epistles for example, those to the Bishop of
Thessalonica,
were circular.
2 It was conferred by the Emperor Phocas, A. D. 606.
The grant itself, and
the epoch constituted by it, will be recurred to in another part of the work.
Vid. on Apoc. xiii.

—

—

—

:
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human mind, the speciousness sometimes of error, and the undue influence of example and
authority, it is too lamentably notorious in churchhistory that many good men have erred in judgment on
points most important, and thereby unintentionally
infirmity of the

—

helped forward the cause of evil and error.
As to the
sentiments of these wiser few on the point we speak of,
we can scarcely fail to judge correctly, if we glance with
them at the then general state and aspect of religion ;
including a brief retrospective view of its history and
progress during the century and a half of the Gothic revolutions and settlements preceding.
In other and earlier parts of this apocalyptic comment,
the instealing into the church visible of the great Apostacy has been already set before the reader, in respect of
its two earliest unfolded principles and features ; both
as prefigured in the prophecy, and as fulfilled in the
historic times corresponding;
those namely of the middle and the close of the fourth century.^
It was on
account thereof that God's judgments were represented

—

commissioned against Roman Christendom
and hence accordingly that fearful burst upon it of the
symbolic tempests of the four first Trumpets, of the fulfilment of which we have just traced the progress.
And
what then the moral eff^ect resulting ? Did God's judgments in the Gothic woe in any measure effect their intended end
and lead to the energetic expurgation of
those apostatizing errors from among them, by the
people of Roman Christendom
either in the Eastern
Empire M^hich from afar, though itself not altogether
unscathed, witnessed the woe, or the Western which was
convulsed by it, and at length subverted ?
Far from it.
Throughout the century and a half, or two centuries,
during which the judgments from God had gone on fulfilling their commission, the evil had also gone on advancing. New superstitions and corruptions were added
to the old
and the old became more deeply rooted in
the church, and confirmed.
The baptismal sacrament

in vision as

—

;

:

—

;

'

See Part

ii.

Chap.

vii. § 1,

and Part

ii

Ch.

i.

I

.
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was still ministered and regarded as that which operated
with the mysterious efficacy of a charm to men's salvation
and much of the same mysterious vivifying influence, ex opere operato, ascribed to the other and more
awful sacrament.^ The saints and their merits were still
invocated and set forth, and this even in the authorized
liturgies, as the most powerful mediators, and best plea,
with God
and their relics and pictures more than ever
venerated and worshipped.
Alil^e in the West and in
thejEa^^ the practice had now become all but universal.^
And who more influential than Gregory himself in finally
fixing it?
In his Sacramentary it is the saints' merits
and the saints' intercession that are set before the worshipper as his ground of hope.^ And when the Christian
Bishop, Serenus of Marseilles, seeing the idolatrous wor;

;

' Alike Ambrose, Gregory Nazianzen,Chrysostom,and other fathers of the close
of the fourth century, already then used such strong language about the character
and effect of these " tremendous" mysteries.as might well awe men's minds into
a very superstitious view of the sacrament and also pave the way for the transubstantiatioii o( the middle age.
These views and this language continued in
;

vogue afterwards; not the simpler and more scriptural views of Augustin. The
latter viewed the Lord's Supper as a commemorative rite, though with grace accompanying it to the faithful participant. See his Epist. xcviii. 9, Contik Faust.
XX. 18, 21, Contrk Adimant. xii. 3, Doctr. Christ, iii. 24, and in Psalm iii. I.
refer the reader to an elaborate review of the origin and progress of the doctrine
of Transubstantiation in the American Bibliotheca Sacra, No. 1
2 Mr. Palmer, in his valuable work on the Origines Lilurgicce, i. 278, notices
the freedom of the ancient Oriental Litanies from the invocation of saints; and
that it was not admitted into the Roman Litany till the seventh century. But, in
fact. Litanies of this character had been long before chaunted in the East ; as on
the memorable occasion of Nestorius' condemnation at Constantinople, A.D.431.
"Along order of monks and hermits, carrying burning tapers in their hands,
chanted litanies to the Mother of God." Gib. viii. 295. Mr. P. suggests further
that where that invocation of saints was practised, it was rather " prayer made
to God /or the intercession of saints," than direct invocation o/them. I suppose
he means through the saints so as in Pope Gregory's Sacramentary. But
surely, even so, neither the guilt nor the folly of the supplicants were diminished
thereby
for it was a worship that involved the supercession and neglect of
Christ, (just as depicted in that most striking Apocalyptic figuration of the incense-offering scene, Apoc. viii. 3
5, (alike in his character of man's propitiatory
atonement, and man's one great and divinely-appointed Mediator !
Fleury ascribes Gregory's settlement of the Roman worship, to the year A. D.
599. His septiform Litany seems to have been instituted in 590. Cave, Hist. Lit.
I extract the following from
the Sacramentary. " Memoriam vcnerantcs
fmpiimis gloriosse semper Virginis Marix.
sed ct omnium sanctorum tuorum
quorum meritis prccibiisque concedas ut in omnibus protcctionis tuK muniamur
:"
auxilio
adding, however, the formal and now almost valueless saving clause,
"per Christum Dominum nostrum." Compare Cjril's private explanation to
the same effect, p. 313, Note 5.
See also Gregory's own extraordinary report about the relics of St. Paul to
the Empress Constantina
in e.\cmplitication of his superstition on that head.

—

—

;

;

—

•''

.

—

;

.

.

;

I
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ship paid them by the people, cast out the saints' images
from the churches of his diocese, Gregory took part with

the people against him and, (though not indeed without
protesting against the actual worship) yet ordered that
:

which entailed

it, the retention of the images.'
which, another error and corruption, long
covertly instealing into the church, had just now by the
same Pope Gregory been authoritatively established,

Besides

all

which was likely on peculiar grounds to excite the alarm
and the misgivings of each Christian contemplatist
mean the error of purgatory. It was an error not un;

—

connected with that of saint-invocation ^ust before mentioned
as it similarly related to the inhabitants of the
invisible world, and rose indeed from the same source.
For the foolish minds of men having transgressed the
limits of the written word in their speculations respecting departed saints, what was there to prevent the extension of those speculations to the state of other departed
ones,
of those that could not be considered saints at
The solemn church-prayers for the
the time of dying ?
dead,^
though originally only applicatory to martyrs
and others of the Christian brethren departed in the
Lord, and in such case confined to thanksgiving for
;

—

—

their past faith

and victory, and supplication for the

speedy hastening of the Lord's coming, and therewith
of the perfect consummation of the saints' bliss in body
and soul reunited,^ had in process of time been extended to embrace more doubtful characters,
indeed
all departed professedly in the faith -^ and opinions had
been broached by learned and eloquent fathers in the

—

—

So by the Church, as once by Gnostics, Christ as God-man was set aside.
See on this subject generally a brief digest of patristic testimony in Riddle's
Christian Antiquities, pp. 37 7
394 also Mr. Hall's Book on Purgatury.
^ Such is Dr. Burton's general view of the early church's prayers for the
dead it being understood that the Christians of the second century, and part of
the third, expected that the saints' resurrection would precede that of the wicked,
taking place at the Millennium
also, according to TertuUian, that during the
MMlennium the order of the saints rising would be in order of merit. " Obla" Pro animS, ejus orat,
tiones pro defuncUs, pro natalitiis, annua die facimus."
et refrigerium ei postulat, et in primA resurrcctione consortium."
"Modicum
quoque delictum mora resurrectionis luendum." So TertuUian De Cor. Mil. 3, De
^

^

—

:

:

;

Monogam.
*

10, De AniraS, 58.
The prayer after consecration

of the sacramental elements, Cyril of Jcrusa-

—

;
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fourth century, though doubtfully and indeed self-contradictorily, that in cases even of men deceased in sin
(unless aggravated cases) these prayers of the Church

them mitigation,

if not
But, if so, must
there not be some purifying Jire to burn out their sins
perhaps applied as heathen poets and Platonists set
forth, instantly after death ;'^ and which possibly a
passage in St. Paul^ might have meant, though otherSo, during
wise indeed explained by the fathers?*
the century and a half or two centuries preceding, the
foolish minds of men had been darkly intruding into
things not seen,^ those secret things that belonged to

might perhaps

avail to obtain for

remission, of the judicial punishment.'

:

—

the Lord God;^ and preparing further meanwhile, by
increased credulity in relics and miracles and

their

on this point that the priestdebased by superstition, might for gain
And now behold, as
or for ambition palm upon them.
the sixth century closed in, Pope Gregory arose to fix

visions,

hood,

for any delusions

itself also

We

offer these sacrifices in memory of all that
tells us, had these words ; "
have fallen asleep," ^c; i.e. in the communion of the church: consequently
those about whom charity might entertain hope, in all hope's various degrees.
1 So especially
Chrysostom. " They," the wicked, " are not so much to be
lamented as succoured with prayers and alms. For not in vain, does he who
stands at the altar when the tremendous mysteries are celebrated, cry. We offer
unto thee for all those that sleep in Christ. The common propitiation of the
and we may obtain a general pardon for them by our
whole world is before us
prayers and alms." Again he says, " That prayers were made for all deceased
in the faith (i. e. professedly ;) and that none were excluded from the benefit but
catechumens, dying in a voluntary neglect of baptism."
Epiphanius in one passage said that prayer should be made even for sinners
The same inconin another, that after death there can be obtained no help.
sistency attaches to Ambrose and Augustin, supposing certain passages adduced
by Romanists from the latter to be genuine. But some of these we know are not
genuine
(see Hall :) while many other passages in Augustin arc express to the
effect that after death there is no change. So, e. g. Epist. 199. 2 ; " Qualis quisque moritur talis in die illo judicabitur."
- See Hall on Purgatory, Introduction.
3 " Every man's work sliall be made manifest
for the day shall declare it
because it shall be revealed by fire, and the fire shall try every man's work, of
what sort it is.
If any man's work shall be burned he shall suffer loss
but he
liimself shall be saved, yet so as by fire." 1 Cor. iii. 13.
* See the patristic expositions
Origen, Jerom, and Augustine
in Mr. Hall.
thought that the apostle meant the fire of temporal tribulation before death
which even Gregory I. liimself allowed might be the sense. Lactantius, Basil,
Ambrose referred it to the general conflagration at the day of judgment Gre-

lem

.-

—

;

:

;

.

.

.

;

;

;

gory Naziamen, ChrysoUom, and Throduret, to hell itself. In the judgment Augustin thought it not unlikely that sincere but inconsistent Christians might
have temporal suffering to go through.
* Col.ii, 18.
* Deut. xxix. 29.
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truth of a purgatorial fire immediately after death.'
It was on the evidence of superGermanus, Bishop of
natural visions and revelations.
Capua, had himself seen the soul of Paschasius the deacon boiling in the hot baths of St. Angelo ^
could calculate the depth of superstition into which the
purgatorial doctrine, thus established, was likely to lead
authoritatively the awful

!

the people ?

Who

the

effect that it

—Who

must have on the

position and influence of the priesthood ?

And

indeed

power gathered

it

me

the influence and
from the accumulated
three centuries, was a point that

seems to

that

to the priesthood,

superstitions of the last

could scarce fail to impress deeply the mind of the discerning Christian.
Ever since the commencement of
the Apostacy, each successive step of departure from
gospel-truth into superstition and error, had been of a
nature to give and to increase to them an illegitimate,
unscriptural, and most pernicious power ; in substitution
for that better and hallowed influence assigned them in
God's own holy word.-^ The sacramental error, as I have
before stated, tended to make them viewed by the people
not only as God's honoured instruments of good, by
bringing men outwardly into covenant with him who was
the soul's life ; but almost as the efficient cause of life
and salvation.* The saint and relic-worship, requiring
attendance as it did at the churches enshrining those
relics, which were under their care, suggested the necessity of securing the priest's co-operation and favour,

who was

the supposed saint's chief intimate, as well as

chief voucher.^
'

substitution

by Pope Leo, about

" De quibusdam levibus culpis esse ante judicium purgatorius

dus est."
"

The

igius

creden-

Dial. iv. 39.

lb. 40,

3

See Hebrews

xiii. 7, 17, 1

Tim.

v. 17,

&c.

says Chrysostom, "had power
to remove the leprosy of the body or rather to examine only the cleansed, (o7ra\Kay^vTas,) and not any power to cleanse (aira\AaTT6ij'") and you know how that
office was contended for. Whereas Christian priests have received authority not
to remove the bodily leprosy, but the corruption of the mind; not merely to
verify the removal, but to remove it entirely :"
anaWarreiv nravreXuis. De Sa•*

See

p.

261 supr^.

"The Jewish

priests,"

;

;

cerdot. ch. vi. § 190.
5 See p. 3 11 .—I might say canonizer ; only that it was not till the tenth century
See Mosheim x. 2. 3. 4.
that the canonization of saints was actually solemnized.

—
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century, of private confession to
and nmoreover
the church,

—

priests, instead oi' public in

the extension

ii.

somewhat

later of the virtue of indulgences

granted by them, to the remission oi guilt, as well as of
these, which were further innovations brought
in before the epoch of our text, had also each immensely
And the doctrine o? purgatory,
added to their power.
which now followed, as we have said, put a climax to it.
For if the former had made them masters of the consci-

penance,^

—

ences, and almost fate, of the living,^ the latter represented them as masters in no little measure of the fate
of those dear to the living among the dead. It had given

them, what Archimedes wanted, another world on which
to fix their lever ;^ and with it they might move this.

A

fearful to contemand celibacy of
monasticism
the rather, as the
plate
ties, could not
from
other
detaching
them
the clergy,
ambition
into the
directing
their
effect
of
the
but have
only line open to it, that of ecclesiastical power ;* and
this when (in no little measure from the same cause)
their morals and their knowledge were almost alike deAs to its use it would be all necessarily
based and low.^

power such, and so derived, was
:

1

—

work De Inventor, viii. 1, (published A. D. 1499),
Romish doctrine of indulgences, as afterwards developed,

Polidore Virgil, in his

refers the origin of the

the remission of the guilt of sin, as well as of its temporal
i. e. as including
punishment, to the time of Gregory I. For the assignment of which late date to
Bingham, vi. 595.
it, his Book was put into the Index espurgatorius.
2 On the injunction by Pope Leo, Dean Waddington, after noticing its connexion buth as effect and cause with the increased immorality of the times, has
" But another consequence which certhe following important observations,
tainly flowed from this measure, and which, in the eye of an ambitious churchman, might counterbalance its demoralizing effect, was the vast addition of
influence it gave to the clergy.
When he delivered over tlie consciences of the
people into the hands of the priest, when he consigned the most secret acts and
of
individual
thoughts
imperfection to the torture of private inquisition and
scrutiny, Leo had indeed the glory of laying the first and corner stone of the
papal edifice that on which it rose and rested, and without which the industry
See too Moshcim,
of his successors would have been vainly exerted." p. 126.
V. 2.4. 3.
but was, about A. D.390,
Tlie practice existed earlier in the Eastern church
Sozom. IL E. vii. 16. It was
discarded in consequence of abuses resulting.
however soon restored, and has been ever since continued. See Waddington
on the Greek Church, p. 52.
^ Aos we s-y.
I use, I believe, Mr. Hume's striking simile.
* So the Koran, ch. ix, charges it against the Christians of Mahomet's time
" They take their priests, and monks for their lords, besides God." Sale ii. 8
* See Mosheim, vi. 2. 3. 1.
also i. 36.
;

;

:

;

—

;
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but, by the

interposition of living priests, just as of departed saints,
to shut Christ

more and more out of

view.

that as a doctrinal system of anti-cliristianism,

Insomuch
theApos-

tacy might seem to have been nov^^ almost brought by

its

and guide to perfection and only to need
the superposition of one single individual heading it, to
For which and whom, on a
constitute Antichrist
than Gregory had taken,
evidence
much larger view of the
the Christian contemplatist's conclusion would be that
the priesthood were prepared, even like an army, (I use
Gregory's own strong language,) to abet and aid him
i.e. supposing that, as so long expected, the aTrofaa-ia,
should be but his itpo^pofA-oi;,^ and he should indeed at
secret deviser

;

!

—

;

length appear.
Finally,

— as to Antichrist, —

it

seems to

me

that

when

considered in their history, character, pretensions, local
site, and relation to the too generally apostatized church
and priesthood in Christendom, there was that in the

and the bishops of Rome which might well have appeared to the reflecting Christian, as wearing to this
awful phantasm of prophecy a most suspicious likeness.
Considering that, while the apostacy was progressing,
these bishops had been too uniformly its promoters and
inculcators, and that now, when it was all but brought
to maturity, Pope Gregory had most zealously (though
not altogether consistently)^ identified himself and his see
with its whole system, alike with its infusions of Judaism
and of Heathenism, its enforced clerical celibacy and its
monasticism, its confessional and its purgatory, its saint,
relic, and image worship, its pilgrimages and its lying
considering that the seat of the episcopate
miracles,^
thus heading the Apostacy was Rome, the fated sevenhilled city, the seat of the Beast in apocalyptic prophecy,
and place to which all the Fathers had looked as that of

see

—

Antichrist's supremacy,

— Rome
See

so

singularly freed, by

3G0.
"
I refer to the often apparent mixture of piety with his superstition.
' 1 may refer to Dean Waddington's Church History, pp. 149
l^G, and 210
212, for an excellent summary of Gregory's acts, policy^ and character.
1

Cyril, &c.

p.

—

—
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means of the very wrecking of its empire, from the "let"
long time controlling it of the Roman neighbouring
imperial power, and then, by Belisarius' and Narses'
conquests, from the subsequent but short-lived let of
Italian Gothic princes similarly near, and controlling,*
considering that the power of the keys was now understood in the West to attach individually to but one bishop,
successor and representative,
of old supposed) to the body of priests or bishops,
and the fact of St. Peter's having visited, and been martyred and buried at Rome, to have determined that repreconsidering that in
sentative to be the Roman bishop,
Imperial city
revived
now
consequence the bishop of the
might
world
the
long
as
was indicating pretensions, so
differChristendom
over
empire
spiritual
continue, to a
ent from, but far loftier than, that of Pagan Rome, and
had not merely accepted and assumed the before-mentioned title of Universal Bishop, given by the Emperor,'^

viz. to St. Peter's episcopal

not

(as

—

but accepted and assumed the yet loftier title, distinctively
ascribed to him a little earlier by the Italian bishops and
priesthood in Council, of Christ's or God^s Vicar on
the very characteristic predicated of the Mari
earth, ^
of Sin by St. Paul, and identical title, only Latinized,
considering that bewith St. John's term Antichrist,
sides the priesthood thus taking part to elevate him, the
people also of the western branch of the apostatizing
church acquiesced in it, (like the multiplied " fcti et

—

—

Herulian ?ind Ostro-Gothic dynasties, each of which embraced
kingdoms, and exercised royal power over it. See Mosheim, vi. 2,
The Lomhard kingdom, which followed after Narses' final conquests, had
2. 2.
nothing to do with Rome which was then a dependency (though very much independent in action) of the Constanlinopolitan Exarchate or Vke-royalty of Ravenna.
Other results of Belisarius' expedition were but transient.
The existence of such a man as Gregory at this conjuncture, to take advantage
of it, was assuredly a very remarkable coincidence.
^

I.e. of the

Rome

in their

:

—

- The
appellation of Pope, or naTroy, hitherto the general designation of
Bishops, in the West as well as the East, was now by an order of Gregory I,
applied exclusively to the Bishop of Rome. Baronius Annal. ann. 107G, n. 31.
Ennodius in his Apolog. pro Synodo, on occasion of the contest A.D. .503
between Symmachus and Laurentius for the papacy, wrote, " Vice De/ judicare
Pontificem ;" and the Roman Council adopted it.
See Mosh. vi. 2. 2, 4 Hard,
ii. 983.— I say in the text distinctively, because the phrase ascribed to him,
or
something similar, had been early ascribed to bishops generally. So in unguarded
phrase even Ignatius, that the bishop was ustottov ©fs. Also Cyprian Epist. 03.
—So early was the train begun to be laid.
•*

;
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had spoken of, as perhaps what
order to Antichrist's development)^ and

specially the kings of the

new-formed Gothic kingdoms,

thus adding power throughout the west to his name and
office,
considering all these resemblances,! say, in place,

—

time,

titles,

might not the thought have well

character,

occurred to the reflecting Christian of the day, that the
bishops of Rome, regarded in their succession and line,
might possibly be the very Antichrist and Man of Sin
predicted; the man whose incoming was to be with lying
miracles, who was to sum up in himself as their head,
to uselrenseus' expression, all the particulars of the long
and to be in short, as Justin
progressing apostacy
Martyr called him, " The Man of the Apostacy ?^
No doubt there was in Gregory himself much respecBut this
tability of character, and semblance of piety.
Pagan emperbrs and unchrisconstituted no objection.
;

had often been personally respectable and
Hippolytus, and Cyril, and other fathers had exprest an
opinion that Antichrist would at first, (under direction
of the evil Master-Spirit inspiring) in order the better
tian heretics

:

seduce men, wear that deceptive guise.

to

again, such a view of Antichrist^

was

No

doubt

in this point differ-

ent from that of the earlier Fathers, that they had looked
to see him in one single individual. But here they might
For the apostle St. Paul's own
very possibly be wrong.

Roman

imperial succession that
under the
manifestation
was to be the let to Antichrist's
who
letteth,^)
(o
Ko.nx^t'.
he
figure of an individual man,
similarly
be
might
phrase
the
man
sin
showed that the
of

language designating the

—

Once more, if the 1260 days, or
a living succession.
three and a half years, predicted of Antichrist's continuance, would seem in such case to be too short a period,
various late learned expositors, e. g. Primasius, had suggested what might be a solution of the difficulty, and
p. 362 supr?l.
working of Satan with lying miracles," &c.
So Irenseus. " The man of
2 Thess. ii. 9.
se recapitulans apostasiam."
the apostacy" is Justin Martyr's title to Antichrist. See p. 200 supra.
* 2 Thess. ii. 7.
3 See pp. 201, 3G0 suprk.
'

-

*'

Whose coming

— " In

is

See

after the

—

—
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one well accordant with Scripture usage viz. that the
days in prophetic formulae might have a mystic and extended meaning; indeed, as Primasius in one place stated,
that each day might prohably symbohze a year}
But however this might be, and it is a subject that
we shall have to discuss elsewhere, of one thing he must
have felt assured, viz. that the state of the bishops and
priesthood, and church generally, alike in east and west,
:

—

—

Antichrist the Eastern Patriarch
to enact the character as the

(for even as regarded

much prepared

was
Western, could he but have accomplished it) I say the
ecclesiastical state alike of East and West, was such as
Already,
to call for the signal judgments of God.
there was
excepting the ^ow, the religious murders^
not a single one of the catalogue of sins enumerated
under the sixth Trumpet, as the cause of that woe and
of the woe preceding,^ that had not, at the close of the
sixth century become markedly characteristic of the
professed christian church and clergy. There was the
worship of dcemons, or saints canonized, and of images
or idols of gold, silver, brass, stone, and wood, which
could neither see, nor hear, nor walk ^ and there were
the sorceries, or lying charms and miracles
and there
were the fornications, and priestly religious thefts.
And
must not all these have seemed to an enlightened Christian to cry to heaven for vengeance ?
Of the causes of
coming woe against Judah and Jerusalem specified by
the ancient prophets, and of those afterwards specified
just as

—

;

;

—

'
Comment in Apoc. xi. 3, 9 B. P. M. ix.314. The important year da;/ question will be fully discussed elsewhere. See on Apoc. xiii
where the whole subject of the papacy being the predicted Antichrist will also come under review.
" The rest of the men, which were not killed by these plagues,
- ix. 20, 21
yet repented not of the works of their hands, that tiiey should not worship daemons, and idols of gold, and silver, and stone, and of wood, which can neither
see, nor hear, nor walk.
Neither repented they of their murders, nor of their
sorceries, ((paQ/xaKacov) nor of their fornication, nor of their thefts."
I shall fully support the application of the word daimons, made in the text
above, when we come to the consideration of the passage here quoted.
In an expedition of the Romans into Persia, A. I). ,589, a miraculous image
of Christ ; one said to be made by higher hands than of man, was carried before
the army. Gibbon, viii. 180, observes that this was the first example of what
were afterwards common, the axeipoTroijjroj Christian images; "1 had almost
said," he adds, " idols."
In these cases tiie sorceries and the idols were combined in one and the ancylia of Rome Pagan outdone in Rome Christian.
:

;

;

•'

—

;

a

:
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it

now
was

determined rejection, of his own
blessed gospeLdispensation long offered it, that the Lord
Jesus had finally denounced woe ngRinst Jerusalem
denunciation of which that maniac prophet's cry, which
Josephus describes to us, of " Woe, Woe, Woe to the
for its

rejection,

its

—

and the temple," was but the echo.
And if woe
was then boded against Jerusalem, how not, at this fearful crisis of its apostacy, 8.ga.mst Roman Christendom also?
Surely the very air must have seemed vocal to each
thoughtful Christian, into which ascended the incense
of its Christ-denying worship and blasphemies.
And
though to the West perhaps, if his suspicion were right
respecting Antichrist, a temporary freedom from the woe
might be allowed, in order to admit of Antichrist's development and the fulfilment of Scripture prophecy, yet
sooner or later the woe must be expected to embrace it:
so that the forewarning cry, not unlike that of the apocalyptic angel in mid- heaven, would seem to sound aloud
"^

city

in his ears.

Woe, Woe, Woe,

of the apostate

Roman

earth

against «// the inhabiters
^

!

for example the following from the Old Testament : Isa. v. 1 ; " Woe to
that call evil good, and good evil, that put d.irkness for light, and light for
darkness," &c
Isa. xxx. 1 ; " Woe to the rebellious children that take counsel,

Take

'

them

:

but not of me and cover with a covering, but not of my spirit :" Jer. xxiii. 1
" Woe be unto the pastors that destroy and scatter the sheep of my pasture :"
Ezek. xiii. 3 " Woe unto the foolish prophets that follow their own spirit, and
have seen nothing:" Hos. vii. 13
"Woe unto tiiem for they have Ikd from
me though I have redeemed them, yet they have spoken lies against me :"
Hab. ii. 19 " Woe unto him that saith to the Wood, Awake! to the dumb stone.
Arise, it shall teach
it is laid over with gold and silver, and there is no truth
at all in the midst of it."
And from the New Testament Matt, xxiii. 13; " Woe
unto you scribes and piinrisees, hypocrites for ye shut up the kingdom of heaven
against men; ye neither go in yourselves, nor suffer them that are entering to
go in Woe unto you hypocrites, for ye devour widows' liouses,'' &c. Jude 1 1 ;
" Woe unto them! for they have gone in the way of Cain, and run greedily after
the error of Balaam for a reward."
- Josephus, De Bell. Jud. vi. 63.
' Jerom (Ad Dardanum) observes on this expression as one always used in a
bad sense in the Apocalypse. " Uhicumque habilator terra; legitur, et priora, et
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

!

—

:

:

:

media, et extrema tractemus, et liquido scripturarum poterit regula comprobari, semper habitatores terras peccatores appellari
de cjuibus in Apocalypsi
Johannis illud exemplum est, Vse habitntoribus terrocl"
So also Ambrose Ansbertus.
How this sense arises out of the figurative chaiacter of the Apocalyp'ic
scenery, has t)een noticed in the introduction; pp. 101, 102.
Compare the expression, " They that dwell in heaven,'' used of the saint«, Apoc. xiii. 6.
:

—

VOL.

I.
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IV.

THE FIFTH, OR FIRST WOE, TRUMPET.
" And the fifth angel sounded and I saw a star fallen
from heaven unto the earth and to him was given the
And there arose a smoke
key of the bottomless pit.
and
out of the pit, as the smoke of a great furnace
the sun and the air were darkened by reason of the
smoke of the pit. And there came out of the smoke
And unto them was given
locusts upon the earth.
:

:

:

And
power, as the scorpions of the earth have power.
it was commanded them that they should not hurt the
grass of the earth, neither any green thing, neither any
tree
but only those men which have not the seal of
God in their foreheads. And unto them it was given that
they should not kill them, but that they should be tormented five months and their torment was as the torment of a scorpion when he striketh a man. And in
those days shall men seek death, and shall not find it
and shall desire to die, and death shall flee from them.
And the shapes of the locusts were like unto horses prepared unto battle
and on their heads were, as it were,
crowns like gold. And their faces were as the faces of
men and they had hair as the hair of women and
their teeth were as the teeth of lions.
And they had
breast-plates, as it were breast-plates of iron
and the
sound of their wings was as the sound of chariots of
many horses running to battle. And they had tails like
unto scorpions
and there were stings in their tails
and their power was to hurt men five months. And
they had a king over them, which is the angel of the
bottomless pit whose name in the Hebrew tongue is
Abaddon but in the Greek tongue he hath his name
Apoc. ix. 1
11.
Apollyon.
;

:

;

:

;

;

;

:

;

:

;

—

The

—

interval of forewarning depicted in the last vision
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and the trumpet, sounding again

;

in

the apocalyptic temple, gave sign to the apostle of judg-

ment

as afresh in action,

threatened woes

as about

and of the
to

any particular division of the
bitants

marked out

begin.

Roman

first

of the three

— We

do not find

earth and

its

inha-

expressly in this vision, either for

exemption.
But, from the comparison of a
statement made in it with an apparently contrasted
statement in the vision following,— the one in verse 5 of
it might
the chapter before us, the other in verse 15,^
have been inferred, I think, that the same third that
was to be destroyed under the sixth Trumpet, i. e. the
Eastern third, was to be under this a principal sufferer.
Under the
Hitherto this division had nearly escaped.
first and third Trundpet, though the European provinces
of the Greek empire had suffered, yet neither by Alaric
nor Attila had Constantinople been violated,^ or the war
Again, though all open
carried across the Hellespont.
and exposed by sea to Genseric, when master of the
Mediterranean under the second Trumpet, yet the
" The
Eastern coasts had been never visited by him.
to
the
limits
of
the
confined
Vandals
was
fury of the
Western empire." ^ The same exemption continued
afterwards.
The extinction of the imperial sun in Italy
and the West, was an event by which the tranquillity of
Constantinople and the East was little affected. Through
including the reigns of
the 50 years that succeeded,
Zeno, Anastasius, and Justin, ^-the silence of its annals
evinces the general freedom of the Greek empire from
Under Justinian it even put
external war and suffering.
on the aggressive
and, both in Africa and in Italy, was
infliction or

—

—

—

;

crowned with success great and astonishing.
that the desolating irruptions

made

It is true

into the lUyrian pro-

vinces by the Bulgarians about the middle of the sixth
" And to them (the locusts) it was given that tliey should not kill
^
Verse 5
them, but that they should be tormented five months." Verse 15 "The four
angels were loosed, which were prepared to kill the third pait of men.''
" It will be remembertd that Constantinople and the Thracian district adjoining were parts of the Eastern third.
See pp. 331, 334,
3 Gibbon, vi. lg<J.
;

:

2 C 2
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century, and by the Avars at

the reverses that might be.

—

its close,

But

[part

11.

into

II.

were ominous of
the Asiatic third

and Egypt,

proper, comprehending Asia Minor, Syria,

The Hellespont was still to that dithey reached not.
and, towards the East
vision its guarantee Northward
and the Euphrates, the 100 years peace with Persia, concluded in 444 A. D. by the second Theodosius, and,
;

two of war,^ renewed A. D. 551 by JusBut now at length its hour was come to be
tinian.
For of its time of reprieve it had made no
judged.
Throughout the two centuries reviewed in the
profit.
last chapter, its religion had been sinking deeper and
after a year or

—

In the history of its theologideeper into superstition.
which constitute perhaps
and
synods,^
controversies
cal
the most peculiar feature in the Greek ecclesiastical annals of the period thus retrospectively glanced at, we
Rather, even when
seek in vain for the Christian spirit.
most zealous and agitated for the letter of orthodoxy,
the spirit of the apostacy may be discerned as that which

most deeply moved the people.^ And therefore judgment must visit them. The first bitterness of the first
woe must fall on the Eastern third of the Roman world.
But what the scourge, and whence ? Was it from
the Avars now established, as we have seen, on the lower
Danube ? Or from the Persians, ready at any time apparently to break in from the Euphrates upon the Eastern
^ A war of longer continuance
branched off into Colchis and Armenia but
with this the Greek provinces in Asia had no concern.
2 The chief Councils in this period were that cf Ephesus, A. D. 431, against
Nestorius, in which it was concluded that there attached to Jesus Christ butojje
person ; and that of Chalcedon, A. D. 451, against Eutyches, in which it was concluded that there attached to Christ two natures. These were the third and fourth
General Councils. The decisions of these, and of the two General Councils of
Nice and Constantinople preceding, respecting Christ's nature, were said to be
;

briefly

comprehended

in four

Greek words

;

viz.

that Christ

is

God and man

tt\r]dcos, Te\eia)s, aSiatpercos,

affvyx^rtus.
Nestorius' assertion that the Virgin

It was
Mary ought not to be entitled
BfOTOKos, Mother of God, but rather Xpis-oro/cos, Mother of C/uist, which first
inflamed the passions of the priests and populace at Constantinople, and throughout Egypt and Asia Minor :— i. e. zeal for the Virgin, who was already the object
of their worship, not for Christ. Of the feeling at Ephesus, where the Council was
^

Dean Waddington says; " Popular tradition had buried herat Ephesus ; and
inhabitants had readily transferred to her the worship which their ancestors
oflFered to Diana." Eccl. Hist. p. 182.

held,
its
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?
There was, in fact, an irruption, as the new
century opened, by the Avars.
And there was a suc-

provinces

cession of invasions, from 61

to

]

62

I

A. D.^ very desola-

ting and terrible, by the Persians under Chosroes.

But

the former was transient, and confined, as before, to the

European

And on Chosroes

limits.

the tide of

war and

victory was, after that ten years, fearfully rolled back by

Heraclius

:

indeed, ere a very few

plished their annual revolution,

swept away from the earth. ^

— the same

But

this

was by another

that was, as here predicted,

instrumentality

;

to scourge the

Greek empire

repeat, that avenging

more suns had accom-

the Persian empire was

scourge

And what

also.
?

The annals of

then,

I

the se-

venth century declare it to us, in characters so glaring
and terrific that he who runs may read them. And, if
I mistake not, it was indicated to the Evangelist also,
in a manner scarce less intelligible, by means of the
symbols, the locally characteristic symbols, of the prefigurative vision.
But this is a species of evidence, and
involves a principle ^f interpretation, which it may be
well to set forth in a distinct preliminary Section.

—

§

1.

THE

LOCAL

APPROPRIATENESS
SYMBOLS.

OF

SCRIPTURE

—

and 1 think it may
Let me then remind the Reader,
be well worth his while to pause for a few moments on
the topic, ere proceding to examine the imagery of the
vision before us,
that the symbols and hieroglyphics of
Scripture prophecy are not of that locally indefinite character, for the most part, as simply to indicate qualities,

—

' In the four or five years preceding, which included the reign of Phocas, the
Persians had been engaged chiefly in reducing the Roman fortresses on the other
side the Euphrates
and so, thus far, had not carried their invasions within the
more proper limits of the empire.
2 It was about the year 616 A.]), that Chosroes, like a second Sennacherib,
when Heraclius earnestly supplicated for peace, returned the blasphemous answer :
" I will never give peace to the Roman emperor, till he has abjured his crucified
God, and embraced the worship of the Sun."
It was in 621 that the tide of success was for ever turned against him
and in 636, after he had himself miserably
perished, that the Persian monarchy was annihilated by the Saracens.
;

:
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in the selection

II.

what we may

to

Many images there are incall geographical propriety.
deed, and these too useful and striking to be left out of
the language of symbolic prophecy, that belong alike
such as (to borrow examples from
to every country
Apocalyptic visions already analyzed) those of the luminaries of the heaven above, and the tempests and the conOn the other hand, as
vulsions of the earth beneath.^
whether we regard its plants
there are many varieties,
and animals, or the dress, visible customs, or assumed
insignia of the inhabitants,
by which, in the wise appointment of the world's great Creator and Governor,
;

—

—

one country under heaven is in a measure distinguished
from others, so, where these characteristic objects afford
suitable
it is

emblems of the things

to be signified of a people,

the general habit of Scripture to select

them

for its

The beauty of this local appropriateness of
purpose.
the Scripture imagery, wheresoever the locality may have
been stated, must doubtless have often struck the literary
and observant reader.

Again where it
and it is

the unexplained prophecies,

—

is

unnamed,

as in

to this point that

—

the mind may
1 here wish to call the reader's attention,
reason on the imagery ; and, with no slight measure of
confidence often, argue from the symbol to the country
symbolized.
might almost do this when glancing
at the graphic comparisons, that are sometimes used by
uninspired writers
writers such as are both intimate
with the countries spoken of, and select in their choice
of figures.^
But the habit of Scripture to make use of
locally appropriate imagery is much more marked than
that of any uninspired writer.
Moreover that which I
am here proposing to argue from is in the form of sym-

We

;

—

'
Yet even to them, as we have seen in the chapters on the four first Trumpets, a local ajipropriateness may be attached
in the one case hy the intimation
:

—

some

peculiar division of the heavenly luminaries ; in the other by a statement
of the quarter of the compass from which in any particular case the tempest
might blow. The latter either directly, as where the wind is called the East

of

wind; or indirectly, as where the tempest is spoken of as one bringing hail, and
See pp. 327, 339, 342.
so from the North.
- I may first exemplify from the earliest of the classic poets. Homer.
A student
need but

visit

the Troad, as the author himself can testify, to be struck with derealization before his eyes of one and another of Homer's

light at the perpetual
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not of mere comparison.

Hence

bolic impersonation,

the force of the inference

is

in its case greater in pro-

portion.

In order to judge of the strength of the argument
thence arising, it seems necessary that the reader should
satisfy himself as to the strength of this Scripture habit,
if I may so call it.
I shall therefore beg him, in the
present Section, just to cast his eye with me over some of
its symbols ; and to observe how strikingly, whether the
figure be borrowed from the botanical world or the zoological, or from the appearance, dress, or other visible
characteristic of the inhabitants of a country, the local
appropriateness that I speak of still marks the selection.
He will find that the symbolic pictures are indeed for

most part pictures drawn from

the

life.

on the very scene. The following may serve as specimens
from the natural scenery, the zoology, and the works of man.

similies,

alike

B.

E.

456.
87.

HuT€

E\duvr'

Among modern

anyr}'

asKa poiiv eKeSa<7cre ytcpvpas,
or'

eTTL^piari

Aios

o/xISpos'
iiKiju

\eipioeaaav leifff
'Cs 5' avefios axvas (poptei iepus ko9' aAcoay,
AvSpccv KiKfj-uvTuv, ore re t^avOt) Arifir]Trip
Kpivrj, iireiyofxiuoov ave/xccv, Kapirov re Kai axvas,
Ai 5' vTToXevKaivovrai axvpiJ-iai.
Aei'Spe(f>

when

bcTT

e^aiTLvrjs,

TerTiyeacTiv eoiKOTes, aiTe KaB'

151

E. 499.

—specimens

TTVp a'C5r]\ov ciriipXeyei aaittTOv v\y)v

Ovpeos ev Kopv<pris, enadev Se re (paiverai
.... iroTaixcfi ir\7]dovTi eoiKccs
Xei/xappu},

r.

;

€(p€^ofjLePoi oira

Poets, illustrations may be found innumerable.
Goldsmith draws his comparison from
.... those domes where Caesars once bore sway.
Defaced by time, and tottering in decay,

For example,

it is of the Italians, and especially the Romans, as we might expect, that he
speaking.
"When he says.
Dull as their lakes that slumber in the storm,

—

it is

is

—

of Holland.
1 need but to name Walter Scoit's Lady of the Lake, Moore's
Rookh, &c. to suggest to the reader's own memory multitudinous other ex-

Lalla

amples.

Among historians, Gibbon is preeminent in this, as in all that regards the graphic and picturesque.
Hence when we read in his history of ambassadors
gathering " as numerous, according to the Arab proverb, as the dates that fall
from the maturity of a palm-tree,'' a reader acquainted with his manner may
infer pretty surely that the scene is Arabian.
And, again, when he says, "As
in his daily prayers the Mussulman of Fez or Delhi still turns his face towards
the temple of Mecca, so, though the excursive line may embrace the wilds of
Arabia and Tartary, the historian's eye shall be always fixed on Constantinople,"
an impression will be given, and he will not find himself mistaken in it, that
the subject that is illustrated by such a comparison must be Mahommedism.

—

—

—

—

;
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II.

us notice examples of emblems from plants.
find
then Judah that is to be symbolized ?

1st, let

Is

it

We

the olive, the Jig-tree, and the vine selected to symbalize it ^—fruit-trees, because the point and moral of
the comparison had reference to its religious culture by
:

God, and consequently expected fruitfulness but all
and of these the vine most
of the country
frequently, as being of all others, perhaps, the most
characteristic of its mountain produce indeed, as such,
And as
particularized in Judah's blessing by Jacob. ^
;

fruit-trees

:

;

Of its
of Israel nationally, so of particular classes in it.
loftiest
the
Lebanon,
princes and high ones, the cedar of
of the
of the trees of Israel, is the frequent symbol
in
the
fairest
palm,
perhaps
beauty of its holy ones the
other
respect
of
in
is
the
case
The same
the land.^
;

—

So when Egypt is the subject to be illusthe particular point its weak and faithless
and
trated,
friendship to the Jews trusting in it, the 7'eed is the
that characteristic produce of the
symbol chosen
Nile banks. Or when a Babylonish dependency, then the
that of which Zion's captives told as growing
willow
countries.

'^

;

—

" The Lord called thy name a green olive-tree, fair,
The olire, Jer. xi. 16
and of goodly fruit." Again Rom. xi. 17 " If some of the branches be broken
off, and thou, being a wild olive tree, wcrt grafted in among them, and with
them partakest of the root and fatness of the olive tree " &c. Also Isa. xvir.
ThQjig. In Matt. xxi. 19, the fig-tree described as cursed by
6, xxiv. 13. SiC.
Christ, is allowed by all commentators, I believe, to be a symbol of the Jewish
So too Joel i. 7 " He hath barked
barren, and at length, accursed nation.
my fig-tree " and Hosea ix. 10 &c. The vine. Psalm Ixxx. 8 " Thou hast
brought a vine out of Egy(>t; thou hast cast out the heathen and planted it." &c.
" The vineyard of the Lord of Hosts is the house of Israel, and the
Isaiah V. 7
men of Judah his pleasant plant." Also Jer. ii. 21 Ezek. xv. 2; Hosca x. 1 ;
Matt. xxi. 33, &c. &c. In Abimelech's Parable, Judges ix. 8, &c. we have the
three, the olive, the fig-tree, and the vine, united.
"
" Binding his foal to the vine, and his ass's colt to the choice
Gen. xlix.
'

;

;

;

:

;

—

;

;

;

;

—

H

;

vine."
3 So Ezek. xvii. 3, 22, quoted in the next paragraph ; Zech. xi. 2; 2 Kings
In one passage, viz. Ezek. xxxi. 3, a foreign king, the Assyrian,
xiv. 9, &c.
perhaps in the enlarged use of the figure
is also likened to a cedar in Lebanon
as any high cedar perhaps from the Assyrian having, in the height of his power,

—

:

;

So he boasts, Isaiah xxxvii. 24.
possessed himself, for a while, of Lebanon.
So in Psalm xcii. 12 " riie
in some examples the cedar and palm are united.
righteous shall flourish as a palm-tree : he shall spread abroad as a cedar of
Lebanon.''
* 2 Kings xviii. 21
Isa. xxxvi. 6; " Dost thou trust upon the staff of this
" They have been a staff of reed to Israel."
bruised reed? " Also Ezek. xxix. 6
;

;

;

Compare

Isa. xix. G

;

Exod.

ii.

3.
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" A great eagle came unto
by the rivers of Babylon.
Lebanon, and took the highest branch of the cedar.
He cropped off the top of his young twigs, and carried

He

took also of the seed of the
he placed it by
And it grew,
great waters, and set it as a luillow-tree.
and became a spreading vine.''^ It was Jehoiakim, king
of Judah, that was the top-most branch of the cedar.
It was Nebuchadnezzar that was the eagle that cropped
it, and carried it to
Babylon.
It was Zedekiah that
was the seed of the land, and consequently a vine in
the prophetic imagery
but which was planted as a
willow-tree; i. e. as a prince dependent on, and to be
supported by, the king of Babylon.
into a land of traffick.

it

land, and planted

it

in a fruitful field

:

:

us turn to emblems from animals.
that Judah is so symbolized.
For its
relation to God is that which is most constantly and prominently dwelt on in what is said of Judah and thus
the illustrative emblems required, are in character such
rather as those already noticed
or perhaps that of a city
dedicated, or a virgin affianced to Him ^ not of a wild
animal.
Still there occurs at times occasion for the
animal symbolization
and then the zoology of Judah
furnishes the emblem.
Thus is it Judah conquering ?
The figure is that of the Zion, such as might rise up from
the swelling of Jordan " Judah couched as a lion who

Next

2.

let

It is less often

:

;

;

;

:

shall rouse

him up

?

"

:

Or Judah

by her

foolishly snared

That of the dove, so common in the land as its
constant requirement in the Jewish sacrifices assures us:
" Ephraim is a silly dove." Or Judah apostatizing ? Then,

foes ?

may

;

dromedary is the figure impatient of the
and bent on regaining the wilderness of its preference.^
Of other nations the animal class of svmbols
it

holy

be, the

;

city,

—

—

'
Ezek. xvii. 3, &c.
Compare, on the willow, Psalm cxxxvii. 1, 2.
In the Apocalypse, the church too,
as we have partly seen already, and
shall see more as we proceed,
is figured in both of these emblematic characters.
^ The lion. Gen. xlix. 9
Isa. xxix. 1, margin, &c. The dromedary, Jer. ii.23.
The dove, Hosea vii. 11 also Luke ii. 24, Matt. xxi. 12, &c.

-

—

;

:

—
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[part

ii.

And see the suitableness. The symbol of
was that of the eagle that might have built his eyrie
as he that
in the mountain-rock;^ the very image,
Idumean
cities must
or
other
Petra
has seen pictures of
frequent.'

is

Edom

—

be aware,

— of
The

habited.

the high rocky excavations that they in-

not less cha-

ivild ass of the desert is the

symbol of the Arabs ; " Tshmael is a man, a
wild ass:''^ and the crocodile, the dragon of the
racteristic

Nile, that of

there

is in

Egypt^

— In

passing to Daniel's visions,

that of the four wild beasts,

leopard, and monstrous

— symbols

compound

that

— the

lion, bear,

made

the fourth,

representing, according to the all but universal
consent of commentators, ancient and modern, the four
successive heathen and persecuting powders of Babylon,
there is in this vision, I say, if
Persia, Greece, Rome,
nothing distinctive of the countries, yet nothing inconsistent with the usual Scriptural local propriety of selecFor the lion was a native of Babylonia the bear
tion.
of the Median mountains
and the leopard, as we may,
I think, infer from the hints in the old notices of that
country,
of the forests of Pindus and Macedon.^
It

—

—

;

;

—

Compare Peter's
down from heaven are

Acts x. 12 in which the animals in the sheet let
expressly said to have typified heathens.
" O thou that dwellest in the clefts of the rocks, that holdest
^ Jer. xlix. 16
the height of the hill, though thou shouldest make thy nest as high as the eagle,
So Numbers xxiv.
yet I will bring thee down from thence, saith the Lord."
Sketches, such as I allude to,
21, of the Kenite, and Jer. xlviii. 28, of Moab.
may be seen in Laborde, in Finden's Scripture Illustrations, or Keith's Fulfilment of Prophecy.
^ Gen. xvi. 12 ;
S"1Q. The former word is the wild ass in Job xxxix. .5.
'

vision,

;

;

—

—

D1W

Ezek. xxix. 3 ; " lam against thee, Pharaoh, king of Egypt; the great
dragon (crocodile) that lieth in the midst of his rivers," &c. On which see
Scheuchzer. So also Psalm Ixxiv. 13, and Isaiah li. 9. Bochart asserts that
Pharaoh means crocodile in Arabic, which language has many Egyptian words in
it
and he blames Josephus for saying it meant king. It was inserted, I may
add, on the Roman coins, on the conquest of Egypt, as its fittest symbol.
Egypt is elsewhere symbolized as a heifer ; Jer. xlvi. 20, 21
with reference
apparently to the worship of the bull Apis. And it is observable that Diodorus
Siculus notices the habit of the ICgyptian kings to wear about the head, irpoTofJtas
ravpwv icai dpaicovruiv, arjixeta ttji apxv^- Biblioth. i. p. 39,
" So Jer. I. 17, UDticcs the lion as of Bahylon.
Xenophon, in his Cyropaedia,
Bk. V. notices tlie hear as one of the vT^ld animals of the Median mountains.
And as Herodotus speaks of lions being found in his time between the Achelous
and the Nessus, i. e. in the countries of Epirus, Thessaly, Macedonia, Tlirace,
and Homer speaks continually of his Greek heroes as clothed in leopard skins,
we may with probability infer that, as the lion, so the leopard was in the earlier
days of Greece in its forests and mountains. As the lynx is of the leopard genus.
''

—

;

;

—
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was the wide range, over many countries^ of these and
other savage animals, such as might fitly represent persecutors of God's people, that would seem to have here pre-

On the other hand,
cluded a choice locally distinctive.
another vision of Daniel, that of ch. viii, the nature of
the comparison allowing it, we find selected as the symbols, animals directly characteristic, though in a different
way from any yet noted, of the powers symbolized ; that
For the symbols
is of Persia and Macedon, respectively.
are those adopted by the nations themselves as their insignia : stamped, as such, by the one and the other on
and in one case, at least, and
their respective coinage
perhaps in both, the origin of one of its names to both
I mean the ram the symbol of
country and people:
Persia, and the goat of Macedon.'
The example last given being that of symbols not
otherwise locally characteristic only, but self-applied
as characteristic by the inhabitants of the countries
in

;

—

names of the region Lyncestis, the town Lyncus, and the river Lynccsappurtenances of Macedonia, may not improbably have been derived
from sone legend connected with tlie lynxes of the country, (See Ovid, Metam.
lynsa Ceres fecit, "J may not the leopard have been choV. ad fin. " Lyncum.
sen partly on this account as the representative of Macedon ?
Dr. Keith, in his "Signs of the Times,'' i. 15, speaks of the "four-winged
leopard as the identical emblem which was engraved on the shield of Alexander."
But, in reply to my inquiries, he informs me that he has been unable to find his
though believing (I fear erroneously) that the
authority for the statement
authority exists. He proposed to cancel the statement in subsequent editions.
Three of these destroying beasts, and periiaps the fourth also, are particu" I will be to thee as a Uo7i : as a leopard by the way
larized in Hosea xiii. 7
meet thee as a bear bereaved of whelps the wild beast
I will
will I tear thee

and

as the

tius, all

.

.

.

;

;

:

:

shall tear thee."
'
Engravings are given in a later part of this work, on Dan viii, from Calmet;
The ram is stated to be from the Hunter Collection.
Taylor's Edition, Vol. 5.
Mionnet gives a copy of the gont, also; whicli is not uncommon. As to names,
that of the Macedonian capital, Mgce, of its people MgeadcB, and perhaps its
sea Mgean (or g-oai-sea) arose from Caranus, the first king ot Macedon, being
With reference
directed, according to an oracle, by a flock of goals to its site.
to which same circumstance Alexander's son by Roxana was c&WeA Mgus, son of
the
affinity
between the
Mede notices this, p. 473 and also, p. 474,
a goat.

—

—

;

word

v"*S, a

ram, and Q7^27, Persia.

observed by Heeren in his Researches, that all the great empires of Asia
to have been founded either by mountaineers or nomad tribes, which invaded and overrun tlie more wealthy regions. Such, he says, was the origin,
It is

seem

among others, of the Persian empire, the Parthian, 6i.c. If so, the ram was a
The symbol continued in use under
natural emblem, of the Persians, as nomads.
the Sassanides. Ammianus Marcellinus notices it as a part of the insignia of
king Sapor: (xix. 1:) " Aureum capitis arietini figmentum interstinctum lapillis
pro diademate gcstans."

—

——
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symbolized,
occasion,

—

might naturally proceed, were

I

to

[part

^11.

1

notice

other

self-adopted

II.

the

it

national

em-

whether derived from animals or other objects/
and whether designative of the people themselves col-

blems,

or of certain ranks or offices of note among
that have been likewise, with its usual beautiful

lectively,

them,

—

appropriateness, adopted and applied by sacred Scripture.

Such, for example, are those

striking symbolizations
(and more striking, I think, there could not be) that have
occurred to our notice under the three first Seals of this
And indeed I wish, by this
Apocalyptic prophecy.
passing retrospective notice of them, to connect the emblematic imagery of the parts already discussed of the

Apocalypse, as well as that of those which remain,
with this general view of the character, and the argu-

ment from it, of Scripture emblems.
more immediate object is to prepare

symbols of the fifth Trumpet.
on to suggest just one other

fuller appreciation of the

And

I shall

But my present
the reader for a

therefore hasten

class of symbols,

locally

significant,

rectly illustrative of the vision I

the class of the prosopopccpia.

am

—

more

that are

referring to

;

I

di-

mean

In the which class, the

symbolic figure exhibited being in the human form, occasion is taken to notice distinctive points,

—

whether in respect
Srdly, in the personal appearance,
of dress, armour, or otherwise,
of the people symbolized.
Take, as a first example, that beautiful personification of Judah given in Ezek. xvi, as a woman-child
saved at the birth, and brought up through childhood

and youth by her God, then affianced to Him, but
Here, in the dressing
soon faithless and apostatizing.

up of the prosopopeeia,

there are certain details of per-

sonal appearance naturally brought into the description ;
the woman-like growth of hair, the anointing with

—

oil,

the

white and broidered apparel, the jewels,
known Roman

and

wluch is used to symbolize
a ship, the
the Roman power, Matt. xxiv. 28, L\ike xvii. 36, and Apoc. xii. 14
emblem that we still see on the Tyrian coins; and which is used to symbolize'
'

Such

as the eagle, the well

ensi.;n,

;

Tyre, Ezek. xxvii. &c.

—
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and commentators, not
other personal ornaments
without reason, as it seems to me, have assigned an
emblematic meaning to them, as significant of the spiritual privileges and graces conferred by God on Israel.'
:

However

may

and whether they were intended
merely appendages to
the general emblematic picture, in one thing we cannot
this

be,

to be emblematic themselves, or

be mistaken, viz. that these characteristics of' appearance and dress in the female personified, were drawn
from the appearance and dress of the noble ladies of Israel
that is, that the details of personal appearance
portrayed in the hieroglyphic were those of a portraiture
:

—

drawn from

A

life.

of the same
but with this
addition, that besides the
female personifications of
Judah and Israel, the neighbouring heathen with whose
idolatries they
associated,
both the Assyrians and
others,
are here also in a manner symbolized
viz. as

second

example, and one precisely

character, will be found in Ezek. xxiii

—

:

—

;

The description paints them as cavaliers,
goodly young men, girded with girdles, and with

their lovers.
all

turbans of dyed attire, or it might be crowns, on their
heads ^
a description that must be noticed afterwards,
as containing in it points of resemblance very striking
to certain of the details in the imagery of the fifth Trumpet.
But there is no need at present of further dwelling
:

—

—

'

13

;

The spiritual application of such figures is beautifully intimated in Psalm xlv,
" The king's daughter is all glorious within." Compare also what is said in

1 Pet. iii. 3, of the spiritual adorning of the christian female; and in Rev. xix.
meaning of the white robes of the saints. In the passage from Ezekiel,
though the articles of dress and ornament may be all shewn to have been worn
by Israelitish ladies, and the anointing with oil, &c. &c. to have been customs
familiar to them, yet there is, in regard of much that is said, such an applicability to the Tabernacle, its priesthood, and its services, that the Targum understands the whole as having reference to them.
"
See verses 15, 42. In the latter verse the Sabeans from the wilderness are
mentioned among Aholibah's lovers, " which put bracelets on their hands, and
crowns on their heads." It is a question among commentators whether this was
on their own heads and hands, or on those of Aholah and Aholibah. But the context seems clearly to favor the former meaning: because one only of the two women is mentioned either in this verse or the two verses preceding; and thus the
plural pronouns seem scarcely explicable, but of the Sabeans.
This conclusion
is confirmed by the mention of the head-covering of Aholibah's lovers in verse 15.

8, of the

—
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on

this

example, as

it is

— 11.

[part

II.

so similar to the former.
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1

therefore proceed to

A

third example, different from the other, and indeed

but which may yet parmistake not, be connected with the class I
speak of
I mean that of the symbolic image of gold,
silver, brass, and iron, seen in vision by Nebuchad-

somewhat
tially,

peculiar in character

;

if I
:

nezzar.

In this there were figured to himself, and to the prophet Daniel, those four kingdoms that, rising round Judah as a centre, and all connected with it, were in succession, and each in image-iovm., (i e. associated with and
upholding iclolatry,y to hold the empire of the civilized
world, until the establishment at the last of God's own
kingdom. It has been the all but universal opinion of
commentators, both ancient and modern, that the four
kingdoms, thus prefigured, were the Babylonian, Persian,
Greek, and Roman.
And with reason. For the succession of these four great empires is a plain historical
fact, recognized by the most learned heathen writers, as
well as christian.^

And

the suitableness of the

component

'
This explanation of the meaning of the image-form is I think the correct
one; and not, as Lowth, Newton, and others explain it, that it was a mere form
of splendor; the result, in his dream, of Nebuchadnezzar's own view of the glory

Thus the hieroglyphic of this vision will well harmonize
of mighty empires.
with that of the four wild beasts, under which the same four empires were afterwards figured to Daniel. In the one was figured idolatry invested with power;
The fact that idolatiy
in the othei its persecuting spirit against God's saints.
should be thus associated with, and upheld by, the whole succession of dominant
most singular to preconsummation,
was
a
fact
powers in the world, even to the
In chap, xiii of the Apocalypse, the mandict, but which has yet been fulfilled.

—

ner in whicli idolatry was to be associated with the last form of the image, 1
mean when in its ten toes, is expressly and won.lerfully illustrated. See my
Chapter on the linage of the Beast.
2 Of the heathens I may mention, 1. Dioni/sius of Halicarnassus ; who expressly including the Seleucida^ and Ptolemies in the Macedonian dynasty, as mere
branches of it, speaks of the Perso-Median empire as followed by the Macedonian,
the Macedonian by \.\\q Roman : 2. Tacitus; (Hist. v. 8) who prefixes the As''
syrian to the Perso-Median
Dum Assyrios penes, Medosque et Persas, oriens
who regulates his Canon by this same succession of the four
fuit :" 3. Ptolemy
empires.
From the Fathers ample quotations have been already given to the same effect;
showing especially that they regarded the Roman empire as the fourth of Daniel's
Jerom says it was the view of all previous ecclesiastical writers.
propiiecies.
I believe Porphyry was the first to suggest the Seleucida;; as a distinct empire
his object in whicli was obvious, viz. to escape from the cogency of the Christian
But, with all
Gro/iMS subsequently adopted the idea.
arguinent from prophecy.
his learning, Grotius is little to be depended on in explaining prophecy.
;

;

:

:
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metals of the image to symbolize them, in regard at
splendour of the first and the iron
strength of the last, is obvious, and partially confessed

least of the golden

—

Besides which illustration from quaeven by Gibbon.'
lities, it has been further and appositely observed by expositors, that there was in one case a visible resemblance
between the nation symbolized and the symbolizing
metal
inasmuch as the very appearance of the warrior
Greek was characterized by his brazen armour.^ Now
the same kind of illustration, it appears to me, might
be carried further.
In comparison of the appearance of
the Greek (or indeed of the Roman) battalia, the splendid adornment of the Persian with silver or with gold
(the Babylonians having at this time been absorbed and
included in the Persian empire) was very characteristic,
and often observed on. It was noted on occasion of the
battle of Platsea, in the grand review of Xerxes, and on
and was but the result
the fields of Issus and Arbela
and expression of that superiority in wealth which
;

'^

;

" The arms of the Republic advanced with rapid steps to the Euphrates, the
Danube, the Rhine, and the ocean: and the images of gold, or silver, or brass,
that might serve to represent the nations and their kings, were successively broken by the iron monarchy of Rome.'' vi. 407. Similarly Schlegel, speaking of
"It was as if the iron-footed God of
the Roman empire, Phil, of Hist. i. 337
Again, Lord
tear, so highly revered by the Roman people, bestrode the globe."
Byron, speaking of the Roman legions, calls them, " the men of iron.
strength),
seems
alluded
to
in
the
prophecy;
The \ery name Rome {'pwfxri,
"The fourth shall be strong as iron." Such an allusion to name is quite acand that this was the origin of the word Rome is
cording to scripture custom
So SoHnus in his Polyhistor, and Festus in Rosuggested by profane authors.
mam which latter observes that it was sometimes on this account called by the
'

—

;

:

;

Latin equivalent, Valentia.
^ So Homer speaks of the Axoio'
x^^'^'X''''''"'*^) continually.— So Herodotus
(ii. 152) of an oracle respecting men of biass, x"^«f°' aj/Spes, fuHilled by the
From the same circumstance
landing on the coast of brazen-armed Greeks.
Palsephatus explains the story of iEolus surrounding his city with walls of brass
and Strabo (p. 723) relates a legend, that the Chalcidean Greeks of Euboea
were so called from having been the first to wear brazen armour.
^ So at Platoea in Masistius's case; Herod, ix. 12.
In Xerxes' Review the
same historian relates, vii. 83, that the Persian troops, over their other accoutrettoAAoc
kul a^Qovov exovns
splendidly
adorned
with
gold
ments, were
xp^c"^
eveTrpeTrov, At Issus, Alexander bade his troops behold the " aciem hostium auro
purpuraque fulgentem." Curt. iii. 10. The same at Arbela Justin, xi. 13. I may
observe that long after, and when the Sassanidan kingdom of Persia was just
about to fall under the Saracens, the same national characteristic was observable.
The golden armour of the Persian general was the prize of his victory to Ileraclius.
Gibbon, viii. 241. After Alexander's conquest of Persia the Macedonians imitated the Persians, in this point as in others.
Curt. viii. 8.
:

;

—

—
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shewed

itself also in their

1

—

[part

11.

it.

general appearance and habits

the Roman battle array,
discovered v;orking,' at least for
military purposes, was as observable as the gold and silver in the Persico- Assyrian, or the brass in the Grecian.

of

On

life.

the other hand in

iron, a metal of later

they worshipped as their father, was not, as
with the Greeks, the brazen,^ but the iron-armed Mars.^
It was early inculcated on them by their generals, that
iron armour, not goW and silver, as with more luxurious
nations, was the proper guise of the Roman soldier.*
And when, in the progress of their conquests, even

The Mars

oriental kings

describes
iron.^

it

had been subjected

to

Rome,

the poet

as the subjection of the purple to the Latian

— Thus

we

correspondence in the metals of

see a

the image with certain characteristics in the visible appearance not of one only but of all, of the respective

—

Nor was the image-form in which they were
combined an objection to this their national distinctivebecause the idolatry that these kingdoms succesness
sively exhibited and enforced was but as part and parIt was the golden splendor of himcel of themselves.
self and his empire, that Nebuchadnezzar would have
homage done to, in that golden image that was set up in
The same was the case with Darius
the plain of Dura.^
and the Seleucidse.^ Finally it was Rome's own iron
people.

;

*

This fact seems the groundwork of Hesiod's statement in his Ep7a, 149.
Tois S'ljv x't^f
H-^" Tevxea, xa\K€oi Se re oiKor
P^oAkodS' epya^ovTo' fteAos S'sk effKe aidripos.

f

Lucretius asserts the same fact Lib. iv. 5.
Posterius ferri vis est serisque rejievta
Sed prius aeris erat qukm ferri cognitus usus.
So also Pausanias, Laconia, iii. 3.
^ Homer, II. v. 704, 859, &c
x"^'*^''^ Apjjy.
3 " Mars ferratus," is in Rutil. Itin. &c.
Statius figures even his palace as of
iron ; Theb. vii. 43.
" Ferrea compago laterum ferro arcta teruntur
Limina fcrratis incumbunt tecta columnis."
* " Docti a ducibus erant horridum militem esse debere
non cffilatum auro
Livy, ix. 40.
This was on occasion of
et argento, sed ferro et animis fretum."
the Samnitc army appearing in gold and silver armour.
* Lucan, vii. 228
" Atque omnia Latio quae servit purpura ferro."
® " It was designed to represent Nebuchadnezzar himself, or the genius of his
Tliou art this head of gold.""
empire, nccor;ling to Jerome, supported by Daniel
Home's Introduction, vol. iii. Geogr. Index, p. 17.
7 Vid. Dan. vi, 1 Mace. i. 4!, kc.
;

:

;

;

;

;

'

;
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which the consciences of men were
it allowed of no other

to

bow down, when

worship but that of

And now we

its

idolatrous state-religion.

be better prepared to go forward
in our subject.
The particular feature of personal appearance, observed on in the last example, will not be
without its use in illustrating a part of the imagery of
the 5th Trumpet.
The two previously noted under the
same head, being examples in which the figures porshall

trayed are living existences, will yet

more

illustrate

it.

And when

with these there is conjoined in the reader's
remembrance the class of animal hieroglyphics noted
under a former head, he will find himself furnished, I
think, with all the parallelisms that he could desire, to
help him to a right appreciation of the point and meaning of what I may call the prima facie nationally distinctive symbols of the vision.

THE SYMBOLS OF THE FIFTH TRUMPET ANALYZED,
TO SHEW THE ORIGIN OF THE FIRST WOE.

^ 2.

We

now

proceed, as proposed, to the consideration of
It was a vision
fifth Trumpet vision.

the symbols of the

portending woe, as we are told, to the
its

inhabitants

apostatized

whence, and how originating,
" The fifth angel sounded

from the heaven

to the earth

Roman

earth and

and what the woe,

;

is

:

and

thus described.
I saw a star fallen^
and to him was given

— and
;

x\nd he opened the
of the bottomless pit.
out of the pit,
smoke
bottomless pit
and there arose a
And there came out
as the smoke of a great furnace.
And unto them was
of the pit locusts upon the earth.
given power, as the scorpions of the earth have power.
And the shapes of the locusts were like unto horses
prepared unto battle.
And on their heads were, as it
the key

:

VOL.

I.

2D

:
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were, crowns like gold.

1

— 11.

And

[part

II.

their faces were as the

and they had hair as the hair of women
and their teeth were as the teeth of lions. And they
had breast-plates, as it were breast-plates of iron
and
the sound of their wings was as the sound of chariots
of many horses running to battle.
And they had tails
like unto scorpions
and there were stings in their tails.
And it was commanded them that they should not
hurt the grass of the earth, neither any green thing,
neither any tree
but only those men which have not

men

faces of

:

:

:

;

—

;

the seal of

God

in their foreheads."

The quotation above given includes all the chief emblems of the vision ; and in them an intimation,
both
as respects the people commissioned, their new and
false religion, their commission to destroy, and their primary prophet and leader, of the origin of this woe to
Christendom. These I propose to discuss in the present
Section
reserving for another what remains of the

—

—

:

prophecy
and which had relation rather to the subsequent progress, and history, of the emblematic locusts.
;

I.

KuA first,

would originate

as
;

country and people whence it
point for which the Section pre-

to the

—a

ceding will have prepared us.
For while, by the admixture of human similitudes in the hieroglyphic with the
bestial, it was shewn that men were the destined scourge,
not literal ivild beasts, as in some of the ancient prophecies,
there was further indicated, as I am persuaded, and
in the manner illustrated by the examples in that Section,
the very country and people intended.
Thus in regard of the animal resemblances. As the
ground-work of these, if I may so say, in the hieroglyphic, there appeared the locust
with the following
marked peculiarities, however, that it was in look, movement, and sound like the horse, in teeth like a lion, and

—

—

—

in the tail

The

—

like a scorpion.
Now the
thus prefigured were obvious.

and poison-sting

qualities of the invaders

locust't'orm

indicated their

swarming

in

numbers

P.-tOZ.

THE

APOCALYPTIC

A Sketch

fi'om

combination

of

S C

OR F

I

N^

-L

C U S

T

imagination, illustrative of the possible
tlie

details

of

the

Apocalyptic symbol.

—

^
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being in their migratory progress
and moreover,
except from some special preventive check, such as in
this case, the prophecy foretold, would be actually given,
being wide wasters of the herbage and vegetation.^
The horse-like appearance seemed to imply that they
would be hordes of cavalry the likeness to the lion,
that they would be savage destroyers of life
and to
the scorpion, that of those in Christendom, whose lives
they spared, they would be the tormentors, even as with
a scorpion's poison-sting."*
All this, I say, seems obBut, passing this for the present, let us look to
vious.-

numberless

;

^

their

far-ranging, and irresistible

rapid,

;

—

;

;

—

what the

see, as suggested,

local or national indications

On

doing so we shall find, I
doubt not, that they pointed the Evangelist, and that
not obscurely, to Arabia and the Arabs.
First, and chiefly, the locust, the ground- work of
So the sacred history
the symbol, is peculiarly Arabic.
" It was the east wind,"
of ancient times informs us.
^ from
it says, " which brought the locusts" on Egypt
which the inference arises, that the country they issued
from must have been that which, in all its extent, lies
Such too, in modern
east of Egypt, that is Arabia.
times, is the testimony of Volney " the most judicious,"
in these

animal symbols.

:

;

"The
Syrian travellers."
inhabitants of Syria," he observes, " have remarked that
^
locusts come constantly from the desert of Arabia."
Lebruyn, from the convent at Rama, gives the same report.^
and
Besides that the very name for locust,
similarity of names is a thing not unattended to, as we
have seen, in scripture symbols,^
I say the very w^ord
as

Gibbon

"of

him,

calls

—

—

So Nahum

"Make

—

many

as the locusts."
In the Arabic
"I shall command these
comparison used similarly
armies, numerous as the locusts :" &c. i. 6. Also iii. 73, &c.
- Verse 4.
^ ^g j^ Exod. x. 15, Deut. xxviii. 42, &c. &c.
s
" Chap. xx. Sect. 5.
^ Vol. ii. 152.
Verse 5.
Exod. x, 13.
* For examples of the paronomasia in Hebrew see Stuart's Grammar, pp. 193,
194.
I select one example from Jer.
11, 12; "What seest thou, Jeremiah?
*

iii.

poem Antar, we

15;

thyself

find the

;

•*

i.

And

1 said,

Then

a rod of an almond-tree, "Tpli?.

said the Lord,

Thou

hast well

word, to perform it." In the New Testament
we have the notable example. Matt. xvi. 18 " Thou art Peter, nerpoy, and upon
this rock, irerpa," &c.
See too the same in the words for ram and Persia,
seen

;

for

I

will hasten,

'~^yW

my

;

—

Note

5, p, 395.

2

D

2
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names of the one and of
and

ciation

radicals not

in

n^-is (arbeh), of an

[part

11.

Hebrew

for locust might almost to an
the

—

ear suggest

II.

Arab:

the other being in pronundissimilar

Arab ^nn^'

(arbi).

;

— of

the locust

And

indeed the

is one used in other and earlier scriptures,
usual appropriateness, to designate the numbers
and character of an invading Arab horde.^ Again, as
of the locust, so of the scorpion, the native locality was

Zocw5^simile

with

its

—

by the Jews considered the Arabian desert.
Witness
Moses' own words to the Israelites, on emerging from
" that great and terrible
it, after forty years wandering
wilderness wherein were fiery serpents and scorpions."^
And who knows not, if facts so notorious be worth
mentioning, that it is Arabia, still Arabia, that is regarded by naturalists as the original country of the
horse ; and that its wildernesses are the haunts also of
;

—

lion ?^

the

—The

zoology

of

the

hieroglyphic

is

all

Arabian.

Next

as to

what was human

symbolic locusts
their hair

:

in the

viz. their faces

appearance of the

men,
women, with

as the faces of

as the hair (the long hair^) of

crowns as of gold on their heads, (or, it might be goldadorned turbans,^) and breast-plates like iron breastSo

*

n2"1^

Arab

the

desert

is

a desert; and, with the definite article prefixed, the desert, i.e.

between the Dead and the Red Seas.

In this case the

27 is

the

But these two letters are frequently interchanged. See Gesenius' Hebrew Lexicon on ji^.
* Judges vi. 5
" They (the Midianite Arabs) came as locusts for multitude :"
where the Hebrew word is the same rQ"lS incorrectly rendered grasshoppers
initial

letter

;

in the

Hebrew

for locust,

the

J^.

;

;

our translation.

in

The Hebrew for icorjoion ^"IpP (akrab), is still retained in the Arabic. "The
most remarkable creature," says Mr. Buckingham, in his account of the desert
East of Orfah, " was a large black scorpion, called in Arabic akrabee." Travels
^

Mesopotamia, p. 140. Its bite or sting, he adds, is generally fatal.
* " Her speech," i.e. of Arabia, "could diversify the 500 names of a lion."
Gibbon, ix. 240. It is the constant emblem of valiant warriors in Antar.
^ 1 Cor. xi. 15; " Doth not even nature teach that if a woman have long hair
in

it is

a glory to her

len's, Jolin xii. 3.

"Cut

off thine

Micah

i.

:

is given her for a covering."
So Mary Magdashort was a mark of mourning.
So Jer. vii. 29
Jerusalem, and take up a lamentation :" and similarly

for her hair

To cut

hair,

O

it

;

16.

And

the same among other nations. So Clemens Alex, observes, Pjedag. Lib.
'O Qtos Tr\v fifv yvvatna 7\6i\((T(v ei^'ai avTO<pw\ tt) Kofiri imopt), iia-irep
eiTirov Tjj x"'''"' ya.\jpoixtvr\v.
(Paris Ed. 1629).
ws Tf<pavoi 6/jLoioi XP"<^V- T'lC word Tf<pavos is the usual rendering in the
Septuagint of tl\e Hebrew nilD37
and they are both used not merely of royal
p.

iii.

224

;

*•

:
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The qualities and character indicated, are here
too sufficiently plain. There was indicated man-like courage, but united apparently with effeminate licentiousness;^
plates.^

somewhat singular

a combination

also invulnerability

:

—

and splendid and constant victory.
But, for the
present, what I would wish chiefly to inquire into is,
in war,

here as before, the local signijicancy of these features in
the symbol
and whether any, and what particular na;

might seem

tion,

like this, as

be figured by them.
seen, the portraiture

supposed to be drawn from

rally
all

to

we have

the particulars specified,

and

teristic

what

distinctive.^

it

is

life

:

For

in cases

may be gene-

and, considering

assuredly very charac-

—Applying

this

test then,

by

said of the faces as faces of men, (i. e. with beard
or moustache,) the Goths and other kindred barbarian
is

tribes are

set aside

:

the faces of these being very sin-

gularly noticed by a cotemporary of their earliest incursions, Jerom, as having faces shaven and smooth, like, as
compared with the Romans', " to women s faces.
Again,
while from the usual habits of both Greeks and Romans
in the empire, that which is perhaps most remarkable in
"^

the described appearance,

women

viz. the hair

—

as the hair of

(not to add the turban head-covering also) was

abhorrent,^

— there were two great neighbouring nations,

crowns worn by kings, but of ornamented turban-like circlets for head-covering,
such as on festival days were worn by Jewish women. So Ezek. xvi. 12, " I
put a beautiful crown on thy head :" (Hebr. nTt23?, Sept. retpavoy :) some encircling covering " made of fine linen, silk, or gold intermixed with the same;"
also in the striking passage, Ezek. xxiii. 42, which will be
says Greenhill ad loc
noticed more particularly in the Text presently afterwards.
The more usual Hebrew word for the mitre, or turban, is r|'^31J,or its cognates;
:

the Greek (lupa, or KiSapis. But the two are united, Ezek. xxi. 26, (Hebrew,
verse 31,) " Remove the diadem
take off the crown."
dwpuKas ws dwpuKas (TiSripas. 'ihe word is repeated in the Greek.
^ This seems inferable from tiie hair being as the hair of women, and the turban the head-dress, -conjointly. So Suidas sSeis Konrjrris oris s \p7)vi^eTat, quoted
by Daubuz and again, GrtKvfxnpos 4 -ncpvos. Compare Cicero's description of
Clodius;
" P. Clodius a niitra, a muliebribus 3oleis,".&c. De Harusp. Resp. 21.
One single one of tliese very characteristics is noted by Strabo (Lib. iii.
p. 232) of the Lusitanian mountaineers, as sufficiently distinctive, viz. having
flowing hair like women
^aQeiau KaTaKex^/^^^oi ttjv KOfiri^, ywaiKcuv SiKriv. (Ed.
Casaub.)
;

'

;

—

;

•*

;

*

"

['"cemineas incisas facies praeferentes,

virorum

et

bene barbatorum fugien-

In Isa. viii.
Tom. iii. 75.
from the Apostle's question, addressed to the

tia terga confodiunt."
^

This appears

Corinthian
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think but two, with whose national costume and
and the other points of description
Of
well suited
I mean the Persians and the Arabs.
the Persians, alike in the earlier times of their history
and the later, the appearance is nearly thus represented,
both by historians, and upon ancient coins and bas-reliefs

and

I

habits both these
;

And of the Arabs, of whom I must
remaining.'
speak more fully, as being the people indicated apparently by the points previously considered of the hieroglyphic,-— of them descriptions are given yet more exactly
So Pliny, St. John's coagreeing with that before us.
temporary at the close of the first century, speaks of the
Arabs as wearing the turban, having the hair long and
uncut, with the moustache on the upper lip, or the
that " venerable sign of manhood," as Gibbon,
beard f
still

—

Arab phraseology, calls it.^ So Solinus describes
them in the third century ;* so Ammianus Marcellinus in
in

the fourth

:^

so Claudian, Theodore of Mopsuesta,^ and

Greeks, 1 Cor. xi. 14; "Doth not even nature teach you, that if a man have
long hair, it is a shame to him ?/' Just lilce their poet Phocylides, 290; Aptreffiv
SK 67reo(/c6 KO/xrj.
Originally tlie Greeks wore their hair long, as Homer describes them, KaprjBut the custom very much past away before the PeloponneKofxowvres Ax^'ot.
sian war, as the Elgin marbles show us. And afterwards mingling in the Roman
empire, the Roman customs in this respect seem to have prevailed among them.
Among the Jews the same habit, as to the hair, seems to have prevailed : for
when the Nazarite let his hair grow long, it was as a badge peculiar to himself.
Absalom, 1 conceive, cherished his hair somewhat in the spirit of Clodius ; as an

—

effeminate man. See 2 Sam. xiv. 26.
on
As to the beard, it was sometimes worn by the Romans, sometimes not
but never tlie turban, or mitre.
this point the heads on Roman coins, &c. vary
1 The beard, the long
hair, and the turban, are seen on tlie Darics of the
Achoemenides, and on the rock-engraved bas-reliefs of the Sassanides. See
Mionnet for the one, and the Plates in Sir R. K. Porter's Travels for the other.
So Herodotus describes the Persians as both KOfxrjTai and ixiTpoipopoi in the lat1 have used
ter respect contrasting them with the Egyptians; vi. 19, iii. 12.
the word nearly, in the text above, because with the Persians neither the/iirpa,
nor the bushy form of wearing the hair, were so voman-like as with the Arabs.
The Lydians and Phrygians were anciently bonnetted. But after being long
absorbed into the Roman empire, it is probable that their better classes, as of
The long-haired Franks, and
the Greeks, adopted Roman costumes and habits.
other German or Gothic barbarians, tliough resembling the hieroglyphic in this
other.
See for one illustration Note 4 p. 405.
one point, are excluded by every
2 " Arabes mitrati degunt, aut intonso crine.
Barba abraditur, pr(Eterquam in
h€ec
intonsa."
Nat.
Hist. vi. 28.
Aliis
labro.
et
superiore
3 ix.23'i, 238.
" Plurimis crinis intonsus, mitratn capita, pars ras& in cutem barba."
c. 53
* " Crinitus quidam a Saracenorum cuneo." xxxi. 16.
" On Jer. x ; " Saracenos ait comam fronte quidem detondere, retro autem
:

:

—

;

—

—

''

:

—

-
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of the last of which writers the
acquaintance with the people he wrote of must have
as he passed most of the latter
been most familiar
years of his life at Bethlehem, on the borders of the
Arab desert. This was about two centuries before the
Yet once more, in the age
great Saracen irruption.
immediately preceding that irruption, and which indeed
included Mahomet's childhood, the same personal portraiture is still given of the Arab.
In that most characteristic of Arab poems, Antar, a poem composed at the
time I speak of,^ we find the moustache and the beard,
the long hair flowing on the shoulder, and the turban
also, all specified.^
And let me add, in regard to the
turh an- crown, it happens most singularly that Ezekiel
(xxiii. 42,) describes the turbans of the Sabsean or Ketu" Sabseans from
rite Arabs'* under this very appellation
the wilderness, which put beautiful crowns upon their
Jerome,^ in the

fifth

:

;

—

;

heads :"^ and, still as singularly, that even the emblematic resemblance of them in the vision to crowns or diadems, they being spoken of as like gold, is one that has
Of the four pecubeen made by the Arabs themselves.
liar things that they were wont in a national proverb to
specify as bestowed by God upon the Arabs, the first was
that their turbans should be to them instead of diadems.^
inlonsam demittere." So Valesius, on the above passage from Ammianus Marcellinus, reports Theodore's testimony
adding also Claudian's " Hunc mitrd
redimitus Arabs."
We may coniiiare Herodotus' statement, iii. 8, (ceipoi/rat
'virorpoxaXa, kui wepi^upsvTat rus KpoTa(j)8s, with the first clause in Theodore.
'
Jerom, in the life of Malchus, says " Ecce subito equorum camelorumque
sessores Ismaelitee irruunt, crinitisvittatisque capitihus."
The above authorities
are given by Bishop Newton from Mede, &c.
" See the Preface
In the
to Mr. Hamilton's Translation, from which I quote.
reign of Haroun Al Raschid, copies were by his order compared, and so a correcter copy formed.
It was the Ossian of the Arabs, but more genuine.
" He adjusted himself properly, twirled his whiskers, and folded 2ip
i. 340 ;
" His
his hair under his turban, drawing it from off his shoulders."
i. 169
hair floiced down his shoulder, iii. 117
"Antar cut off Maudi's hair in revenge
&x\A insult." iv. 325
We will hang him up by his hair." ii. 4 " Thou foul
vioustachio'd wretch !" &c. &c.
* So Forster
making these Sabaeans the descendin his Geography of Arabia
ants from Abraham and Keturah
tribes which intermingled with the Ish:

;

;

—

•*

;

;

;

;

:

;

maelites.

Sec Note 2 p. 415.

Hcbr. H'^l^V, Greek s-e^avov, as before. *See p. 397, Note 2.
was a usual saying among them, that God had bestowed four peculiar
things on the Arabs
that their turbans should be to them instead of diadems,
tiieir tents instead of walls and houses, their swords instead of intrenchments.
*

^

"

It

;
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The testimonies thus quoted refer to three out of the
four points of personal appearance noted in the vision.
And on the fourth, that of the locusts appearing breastplated with iron, both Antar, the Koran, and the history
of Mahomet and the early Moslem Saracens, will also
In Antar the steel or iron cuirasses of the
satisfy us.
Arab warriors

among God's

are

noticed.^
In the Koran,
Arabs, their coats of mail for

frequently

gifts to the

And in Mahomet's
defence are specially particularized.^
history we read expressly of the cuirasses of himself and
Individual Arabs, no doubt, like
his Arab troops.^

—

more

the one

early noted by

Ammianus

Marcellinus,*

might not seldom astound the foe by their " naked bravery."
And hence by some it has been fancied the geneBut the Saracen policy was the wearing of
ral habit.
The breast-plate of iron was a feadefensive armour.
-''

ture of

description

literally

answering, like the three

Arab warriors of the 6th or 7th century.

others, to the

Thus, on the whole, the country whence the woe was
might seem almost fixed by these concurrent
symbols to Arabia. And, turning from prophecy to
history, if we ask whether there was then, about the times
of Heraclius, and the opening of the seventh century, any
correspondingly destructive irruption of Arabs on Roman Christendom, the agreement of fact with the preto originate

and their poems instead of written laws." Preface to Antar, p. xi on the
authority of Abulfeda, Pococke, and others.
'•
^ ii.
203
A warrior immersed in steel armour." ib. 42 " 15,000 men
armed with cuirasses, and well accoutred for war." i. 23 " They were clothed
" Out of the dust appeared
iii. 274
in ii'on armour and brilliant cuirasses."
horsemen clad in iron." Also ii. 145
i. 238, 176,
&c. &c.
" God hath given you coats of mail to defend you in your wars."
2 ii. 104
3 Seven cuirasses are noted in the list of Mahomet's private armoury.
Gagnier iii. 328
334.
In his second battle with the Koreish 700 of the little army
are spoken of as armed with cuirasses
&c. Gibbon, ix. 296, 300, 304.
similarly in the first Saracen irruption into Syria, under the first Caliphate,
among the spoils of the defeated Roman army described as " inestimable to the
Arabs," and as the instrument to them of new victories, we find particularized
innumerable suits of the richest armour. Ib. 391, 405.
' xxxi.
IG.
Such was Dgrar, described as so formidable to the Christians of
;

;

—

—

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

—

Gib. ix. 389.
tenth century disdained the tiaked brain this point, where he deviates from the

Syria, in Ockley's History of the Saracens.
*

Gibbon

x.

145

:

" The Arabs

in tlie

very of their ancestors."
Gibbon
Apocalyptic description, incorrect.

is
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mighty Saracen invasion

the chief topic of the history of that century.

is

II.

But

it

further said of the locusts prefigured

is

that they issued out of the smoke of the bottomless pit,
or pit of the abyss ;
the pit having heen just opened pre'

and the smoke ascending thereupon, out of it, as
What might this mean ?
a great furnace.
And does it apply to the origin of the Saracen invaders
just mentioned?
The point is one strongly marked in
the hieroglyphic, and evidently, most important.
The word a^uaa-o^, abyss, answers in the Septuagint
most generally to the Hebrew ninri. It is the same
word that is used of the deep on which the primaeval
darkness rested, in Gen. i. 2
and which seems to signify, most properly, that depth or hollow of the earth
which is the bed of the ocean-waters, though often
viously,

the

smoke of

;

used also of those waters themselves.^
By an easy extension or change of meaning, it came to signify sometimes that deeper depth, in which opinion, if not
Scripture, placed the receptacle of the departed ; at
least of the departed wicked.
So it is used, for instance, in Ezek. xxxi. 17, where it is rendered hell by
" They went down into hell with him,
our translators
unto them that be slain with the sword ;" and it is thus
connected with the supposed habitation, or rather desIn the New Testament
tined habitation,^ of evil spirits.
this seems to be the more general use of the word.
In
Luke viii. 3 1 , the abyss into which the devils entreated that
they might not be sent, seems directly contrasted with
the sea into which they precipitated the swine, immedi;

'
(ppeap T8 a^vaas.
" The waters made him (the cedar) great, the deep set
Ezek. xxxi. 4
"
him on high
&c. So again Job xli. 32, of the crocodile stirring up the waters ;

^ e. g.

;

;

where however the Hebrew word

is

different.

Probably this latter is the more correct expression. At present the evil spirits seem to have the range of our earth, and the power of the air.
See Mede
this
on
subject, Disc, iv
and compare Luke viii. 31, alluded to above, Job i. 7,
1 Pet. v. 8, Eph. ii. 2, John xiv. 30, Matt. xxv. 41, Apoc. xx. 3, 10.— But this
docs not prevent allusions to the locality beneath, as the source of what is hellish
" The tongue is set on fire oi hell : "
noiu on earth. Thus St. James says, iii. 6
3

:

;

vKo

T7)S yeivvTjs.

Compare John

viii.

23.

—
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And in tlie
ately after entering and possessing them.
passing over those two passages that speak
Apocalypse,
of the Beast from the abyss, in chapters xi and xvii,

—

—

there
where its meaning might seem more equivocal,
remains that other at the beginning of chap, xx, in
which the sense of the word, as signifying the prisonI mean
place of evil spirits, can scarcely be mistaken
that in which an angel that had the key of the abyss,
;

—

described as seizing the Devil, that old serpent, and
him into the abyss, and there sealing him up.

is

casting

In the present case the word fpeap, or pit, ("pit of the
that is added, confirms this as the meaning.

abyss,")

For it signifies evidently an opening in the earth, a shaft
of communication, as it were, between the earth and
And it is yet more conthe infernal region beneath.'
firmed by the notice of the smoke, as of a great furnace,
For in every case in Scripture where
ascending from it.
the smoke as of a furnace is described as rising from,
out of, or beneath the earth, ^ the context shews that it
So in the case of Sodom
is the smoke of penal fire.
so in
so in that predicted of the mystic Edom in Isaiah
Thus, on the whole,
that of the Apocalyptic Babylon.
the observer could scarce be mistaken in interpreting this
smoke from the pit of the abyss as an emanation from
the pit of hell
i. e. as some system of error and fahe
religion thence originating
originating, it would seem,
all on a sudden
and of which the effect would be, almost instantaneously, to darken the moral atmosphere,
and dim the imperial sun in the firmamental heaven.
Which being the thing predicted, we have again to
recur to history, and to enquire,
1st. whether, about
the opening of the seventh century, there arose any

—

;

^^

:

;

—

—

:

;

—

So Jer. xli. 7, !', a 4ry
" Thou, O God, shall
them into the pit of destruction :" <ppeap ttjs Sia<f0opos. Compare also
Psalm Ixix. 15; " Let the ;ji7 shut her mouth upon me:" where the cognate
word "IMIil is used.
answers continually to the Hebrew "112, a pit.
Psalm Iv. 23, where the word is used metaphorically

(ppeap

*

pit

;

cast

;

—

^ When f/ftoiv; the earth, as for instance in the case of Mount Sinai, Exod. xx,
the smoke and the fire were simply the accompaniments and indications of the
presence and majesty of Jehovah.
^ Gen. xix. 28
Isa. xxxiv. 9, 10
Rev. xix. 3.
;

;

—
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hellish and false religion m Arabia, in its manner of development sudden, and in strength such as almost at
once to darken Christendom
2ndly, whether it was
out of it that the Arab invaders before mentioned issued
;

forth to be a

And

woe

to the

—

Roman

world.

both of these questions who knows not the answers ?
Who knows not of the sudden rise of Mahommedism in Arabia just at the very time we speak of?
that

fraud
a

lie,

to

—

most extraordinary invention of fanaticism and
which being, as it was, from beginning to end
in its pretensions superseding the Gospel of the
;

Lord Jesus,

God

in its doctrines inculcating views of the blessed

dark, cruel, and unholy,

tem of

pride,

and

in

superstition,

ferocity,

morals a sys-

its

sensualism,

—

indi-

cated too well to any one that had eyes to see, that it had
indeed its origin from hell, and was an emanation, like

the pestilential

abyss

?

—

smoke

in

the vision, from the pit of the

Again, who knows

not the fact that

it

was

after embracing Islamism that the Saracen cavalry hordes

Roman Christendom and yet
more, that they were imbued from this very source with
the qualities that the symbols in the vision indicated ?
For there is indeed a perfect fitness in the representation
of the symbolic locusts as issuing forth, all formed in
character, out of the smoke from the pit of the abyss.
burst forth in fury on

;

It was the religion of Mahomet in fact, that made the
Arabs what they were.^ It was this that for the first
time united them in one, in numbers countless as the
locusts ; this that gave them the locust-like impulse to
speed forth as its propagandists over the world
this
which imparted to them, as to lions of the desert, the
;

irresistible

which,

in

destroying fury of fanaticism
case

of their

'^

;

this further

conquering the provinces of

" The Aiabs, or Saracens," says Gibbon ix. 351, " had languished in
'
poverty and contempt, till Mahomet breathed into those savage bodies the soul
of enthusiasm."
^ " The religion of Mahomet" says Hallam, " is essentially a military system.
The people of Arabia found in the law of their prophet not a license, but a command to desolate the world." Middle Ages, ii. 165. It only needs to read the
ixth chapter of the Koran to see the justice of this statement.
Schlegel yet
more exactly depicts the spirit after the Apocalyptic picture calling it " the in-

—

:

—
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more at large, had already prepared in them a scorpionlike venom of contempt and hatred wherewith to torthis, finally, that made
ment the subject christian
them the e-rjXvuirpoi described that added sensualism to
:

—
:

suggesting indulgence of their lusts in
and bidding them look and fight for a heaven of

their ferocity
life,

;

—

So that here, too, there was no one
beyond it,
Saracen character and history did
the
point in which
prophetic
emblems.
It was the same,
not answer to the
lust

—

Illdly, in respect of the commission said to be given
to the Apocalyptic locusts

:

the positive commission, to

hurt the men that had not the seal of God on their foreFor,
heads ; the negative, not to hurt the grass or trees.
as regards iho. former, what do we read in the Koran but
that Mahomet understood and declared his mission to be
against idolaters
and that he urged his Saracen followers against the men of Roman Christendom, as being
Again, as regards the latter, the very
of the number ? ^

—

;

—

was put on the destroying
—prophecy
was commanded them that
"

restriction that in the

career of the locusts,

It

they should not hurt the grass of the earth, neither any
fernal spirit that produced that antichristian combination of spiritual and temPhilos. of Hist. ii. 76, 93.
poral authority &c " " the new power of hell.''''
Let me add that, besides the general religious fanaticism that animated them
in battle, there were two principles inculcated in the Koran that exercised a
predestination;
mighty influence to this effect on them: first, the absolute belief
secondly, the ambition of a croum of martyrdom on the field of battle, as that on
which the joys of the Mahommedan paradise were promised to follow. Gibbon,
ix. 297.
In the Koran, ch. 5, the Christians of the Roman Empire were distinctly
charged with worshipjjing the Virgin Mary as God. And in ch. 9, it is said of
" Verily many of the priests and monks
the priests and monks specifically
devour the substance of men in vanity, and obstruct the way of God." Sale's
Koran i. 141, 132, ii. 8. Sale explains the first charge against the priests, as
having reference to their fradulent gains by the sale, exhibition, and false miracles attached to relics.
What has been already said pp. 30.5, 37G, 384, might well suffice to justify
But I add the following, as referring to the exact epoch
this charge of idolatry.
we speak of, and as what Gibbon could not omit in his sketch of the rise of Ma"
The Christians of the seventh century had relapsed into a semhommedism.
their public and private vows were addressed to the relics
blance of Paganism
and images that disgraced the temples of the East and the throne of the Almighty was darkened by a cloud of martyrs, saints, and angels, the objects of
popular veneration." Gib. ix. 2G1.
;

m

'

;

:

:
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—

green thing, neither any tree,"
had its precise counterpart in the Koran. The often quoted order of the Cahph
Aboubeker, issued to the Saracen hordes on their first
invasion of Syria, " Destroy no palm-trees, nor any fields
of corn, cut down no fruit trees, nor do any mischief to
cattle," was an order originating not from the individual
character of the Caliph, but from the precept of Mahomet.'
It was dictated to him not by motives of mercy,
but of policy.
And the policy was soon evidenced in the
rapid formation of flourishing kingdoms out of the countries conquered by the Saracens
a formation that but
for this never could have been.
But what I wish here
to impress on the reader's mind is its distinctiveness as a
characteristic of the Saracens. For let him but mark the
extraordinary contrast that they herein presented to other
conquests and conquerors.
For example, in the invasions of the Goths, Huns, and Vandals, the desolation of the trees and herbage was a striking feature.^
The epriixiai, OY dcscrt places, that abounded in the provinces conquered by them were long a memorial of it.^
Hence in the Apocalyptic prediction of the Goths, the
wasting of the vegetation by them is made a distinct
in that of the Saracens before us
feature of prophecy
there is the foreshowing of the direct reverse.^

—

;

;

it, ix. 311 ; " In the siege of Tayaf, 60 miles from Mecca,
violated his own laws by the extirpation of the fruit trees."
It is curious that, while I am writing, a modern illustration of this law should meet my
eyes.
In the Evening Mail of Dec. 25, 1839, there occurs, in the Correspondence
from Circassia, the following passage. " My host and a man from Semez were
disputants ; the latter maintaining the impropriety of burning the corn, the former
its necessity in the present emergency.
Our guest said. It is contrary to the infunction of our Book, the Koran."
Compare the merciful ordinance in Deut. xx. 19; for what was dictated by
policy in the Koran, was dictated by mercy in the law from Sinai : " When thou
shalt besiege a city a long time, in making war against it to take it, thou shalt
not destroy the trees thereof by forcing an axe against them for thou mayest
eat of them, and thou shalt not cut them down
for the tree of the field is man's
life .
Only the trees which thou knowest that they be not trees for meat, thou
shalt destroy and cut them down."
'

So Gibbon notices

—

Mahomet

:

:

^ "I shall not be easily persuaded," says Gibbon, vi. 21, " that it was the
common practice of the Vandals to extirpate the olives, and other fruit trees, of

a country where they intended to settle."
But his authorities are against him
his own narrative in fact embodies the fact.
See pp. 347, 350 suprl..
^ See the strong statements to this effect, from Muratori and others, in Robertson's Charles the 5th, Vol. i, Note 5, E.
Theophanes, in his Chronographia, notices that the government of Persia on
:

and

''

;
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IV. But who, or what, that fallen star to whom the
Here is a
key was given wherewith to open the abyss ?
difficulty that by some has been thought almost fatal to
the Saracenic solution. Various indeed, as Dr. Hales remarks, " have been the queries of commentators (i.e. of
those who agree in this general application of the vision)
concerning this star." By some it has been interpreted of
Nestorius, with reference to his heresy that prevailed at
that time in Syria and the countries adjacent by some of
Sergius, a Nestorian monk, who is said, but on doubtful authority,^ to have furnished religious instruction to
;

Mahomet.

Mede

explains

most always unhappy

from heaven

;

in

it

of Satan

:

his explanations)

Lowman

the opener of the pit of the abyss on this

occasion, as he was the sealer up of Satan in

commencement of
and,

Willett,

(al-

of an angel

the Millennium afterwards

them,

after

it
:

at the

Pareus,

Cuninghame, Faber, and

others, of the Bishop of Rome ; as being then completely
fallen into apostacy
Keith of Chosroes, king of Persia
:

by his fall, consequent on the victories of Heraclius, removed the obstacle of effective Persian resistance, and so opened the way to the successes of the
Saracens quickly following.
On the other hand Daubuz,
Bishop Newton, and Hales expound it of Mahomet."^
And certainly, unless Mede's interpretation be admitted,
against which there lies the serious objection that
Satan is never represented in the Apocalypse as a fallen
as having

—

—

—

it is to my mind inconceivable how the figure
could with the least plausibility be referred to any other.

star,

If, I

repeat, the

bolize

smoke from

the pit on

its

opening sym-

Mahommedism, Mahomet, and none

but he,

must be regarded as the opener. All this probably
would be allowed, even by the disagreeing expositors
above alluded

to,

but for the unsatisfactory explanations

conquest by the Saracens, was regulated by an actual survey, not only of men,
but of cattle and plants of the earth ; avdpuiruv koj kttjvwv koi (pvruu. lb. 375,

its

The

act

was

characteristic.
'

Gib. ix.'.^59.

need not of course give Vitringa's explanation of the star, as he expounds
this Trumpet of the Goths
or Woodhouse's, who, as strangely, or yet more so,
expounds it of the Gnostic heretics.
-

I

;

:
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of Mahomet's resemblance to di fallen
says the star must be considered as
a meteor, and so fitly symbolizing Mahomet as a false
Proj3het.
But it is plain that the emblem is not a meteor
or wandering star, such as is used in Jude to symbolize
false teachers ; but simply a firmamental star, and one
Hales offers no exat the opening of the vision fallen.
planation.
Daubuz supposes it was meant of Mahomet,
hitherto offered

star.

Thus Newton

emperor Heraclius. But,
was not the liege lord of the
the next, had he been so, the re-

as heading rebellion against the
in the first place, Heraclius

Arabs of Mecca

;

in

belliousness of one of his dependents could not constitute

the rebel a fallen star.

And what

then ?
Is there no explication of the diffistatement of Dean Woodhouse correct,
" that by no interpretation, literal or figurative, can the
crafty enthusiast Mahomet be said to have fallen from
heaven " and so, notwithstanding all that has preceded,
the very Saracenic solution endangered ?
By no means.
The reader will find, I believe, that the explanation is
Is the

culty ?

;

very simple.

Bearing

in

mind

that a star, as all agree,

indicates properly a prince or ecclesiastical

therefore a fallen star a prince degraded from

ruler, and
supremacy

and power, he will only have to look with attention
Mahomet's early history to find it.
Let it be remembered then that Mahomet was by birth
^

into

of the princely house of the Koreish, governors of MecOriginally the principality had been in the hands

ca.^

—

Compare, "There shall come a star out of Jacob," Numb. xxiv. 17; and,
art thou fallen from heaven, Lucifer, son of the morning," Isa. xiv. 12
said of the fall of the King of Babylon.
In Antar the same figure appears
" The chiefs were stars in the eyes of the beholders." iv. 366.
^ In Mr. Forster's recently published and learned work on the Geography of
Ai-abia, an admirably clear and satisfactory view is given of its colonization,
grounded on evidence scriptural, classical, and that of modern researches. He
traces it from six different sources, as follows.
1. Cuah and his sons, who,
before the confusion of tongues, colonized the coast of Bahrein and Oman along
the Persian Gulf, and the north-east part of Hadramaut.
2. Joktan, the fourth
from Shem
(brother to Peleg, in whose days, Gen. x. 25, was the confusion of
tongues ;) whose settlements occupied the interior, Nejd and thence in time extended to Hadramaut and Yemen, where the Hamynrites preserved the name of
Hamyar, grandson to Joktan. 3. Ishmnel, whose twelve sons were heads of
twelve tribes, and their names still traceable through the peninsula the chief
'

"

How

—

;

—

;

;

—

;

—
:
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But one of the Koreish had bought
from them the keys^ of the Caaba, and that which went
which from
with the keys, the principality of Mecca
him descended lineally to Mahomet's grandfather, and
was, in fact, in his hands at tbe time of the grandson's
Now this principality and government was one
birth.
Of the many
of no small eminence among the Arabs.
small states into which Arabia was divided at this time,
" most seem to have looked up to Mecca," says Hallam,^
" as the capital of their nation, and chief seat of their
Nor could this eminence of the fareligious worship."
mily have been unknown to the Romans. For, although
with the vast interior desert of Arabia they had little
concern, and almost as little acquaintance, yet with the
frontier tribes,
whether on the Syrian border, or the
Euphratean, or along the coasts of the Red and the
Erythrean seas, comprehending both Hejaz, of which
Mecca was the capital,^ and Yemen further south, with
of the Jorhamites.

;

—

—

these frontier tribes they were well acquainted."^

on the Red Sea

coast,

Indeed
not very far from Medina, they

being the Nabatheans and Kedarites the latter the acknowledged progenitors of
the Koreish and Mahomet. These (under the general names of Ishmaelites, or
Hagarenes) stretched from the wilderness of Sin and Sinai across the neck of the
Arabian peninsula, so as at length to invade the Cushites of Bahrein. 4. Abraham's sons by Keturah, who intermixed with Ishmael across the neck of Arabia
the most remarkable tribe being the Midianites ; the Sabseans (mentioned in
Ezekiel xxiii) another.
5. Esau : whose descendants bore the name of Edomites
and Saracens, (the latter meaning the children of Sarah,) and occupied the
desert nearest to Judaea ; among them Amalek. On Amalek's destruction it would
seem that a division, fleeing under Omar, made a final settlement in Arabia Felix,
where they were known as Homerites. 6. Tiie tribes of ^-Jd, son of Uz, son of
Aram, son of Shem. So Arabian tradition, though the Scripture does not mention them.
It is of them that the famous Hamyaritic Inscription speaks; decyphered lately and most ingeniously by Mr. Forster.
'
Gibbon ix. 246, says " The tribe of Koreish, by fraud or force, had acquired
the custody of the Caaba. The sacerdotal office devolved through four lineal
descents to the grandfather of Mahomet. The family of the Hashemites, whence
he sprang, was the most respectable and sacred in the eyes of their country."
Again p. 257 "Mahomet was educated in the bosom of the noblest race of
Arabia."
* Midd. A. ii. 162.
Mecca is the Macoraba of Ptolemy "the second member
of which word," says D'Anvilie, (Gcogr. ii. 9) " is made use of to designate a
great or principal city."
' Keith, by mistake, represents Mecca as in Yemen ; and reasons, and grounds
his exposition of the fallen star, on that supposition.
* The Arab tribes on the iSj//-um frontier often entered into alliance with the
Romans as did those on the Euphratean with the Persians. It was probably
this fact that caused Daubuz's mistake, noticed in Page 414 preceding.
;

—

—

—

;

;

—

;

;
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had a custom-house only a few years before the birth of
Mahomet.' And besides the maritime traffic that connected the Arabs of those parts and the Syrian provincials, there were caravans that twice a year travelled between Mecca and Damascus.
Thus, I say, the elevation
of Mahomet's ancestors as the Governors of Mecca, must
have been well known to the Romans. As Gibbon says,
" The grandfather of Mahomet, and his lineal ancestors,
appeared in foreign and domestic transactions as the
princes of their country." ^
They were in the view of
the Syrian Greeks as among the stars on the horizon of
the political heaven.
But just after his birth his father
died; and, very soon after, his grandfather also: and
the governorship of Mecca, headship of the tribe, and
keys of the Caaba, passed into the hands of another
branch of the family. His prospects of greatness seemed
all blasted by their deaths.
He found himself, so he
recounted his own history afterv;ards, a neglected and
destitute orphan.'*
Though by birth a star on the horizon of the political firmament, he was now, at the opening of the seventh century, a star fallen to the ground;
and must so have appeared to the Romans and Syrians,
when, in the character of servant of the widow Cadijah,
he came to traffic in the markets of Damascus.
But thoughts were even then working in his mind
which were to raise him to an eminence (a bad eminence
indeed:!) immeasurably higher than that of Prince of
May not I say (so to the point is each trait in
Mecca.
the Apocalyptic prophecy) that the fall of the star was
-^

—

'
"Justinian," says Gibbon, ix. 230, "relinquished a palm country of tea
days journey south of Elah (Procopiiis Bell. Pers. i. 19)
and the Romans maintained a centurion and a custom-house at a place in the territory of Medina."
Cave thinks that the Partus Romanus of which Hippoltjtus, of whom we have
more than once spoken, was Bishop, was not the Italian Portus, at the mouth of
the Tiber, but that so called, and also Adami now the British Gibraltar of the Red
This by its name Aden, or Edeii, gave the title of Arabia
Sea.
Hist. IJt. i. 67.
Felix to the country of which it was the capital on the coast of Yemen.
;

;

2 ix. 234.
meteoric star is similarly represented as blazing in the
firmamenr, its locality being just on the borders.

^ Attila's

tical
*

"She

(Cadijah), believed in me, said

my wants when
from Abulfeda.

relieved

328

;

VOL.

I.

I

Roman

poli-

Mahomet, when men despised me; she
Gibbon ix.

was poor and persecuted by the world."

2 E
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probably the very cause of all that followed afterwards?^
Methinks had he not lost the keys of the Caaba, the
holy place of the Pagan religion of his ancestors and
But lost
countrymen, he would have sought no other.
loss and
brooding
on
his
mind
with
a
and
as these were,
fall, when another key, likely to lead to his re-ascendancy,
that of a new and false superstition, was by the father of
The secret
lies presented him, he eagerly grasped it.
cave of Hera, three miles from Mecca, to which he withdrew each year, and where he consulted, says Gibbon,
" the Spirit of fraud or of enthusiasm, whose abode was
not in the heavens, but in the mind of the prophet,"
has not inaptly suggested itself to interpreters as the
mouth, as it were, of that pit of the abyss whence the
pestilential fumes and darkness were seen to issue.
Then at length he declared his mission first privately ;
For a while the elders of the
three years after publicly.
city, and uncles of Mahomet, affected to despise the presumption of an orphan.^ They chased him from Mecca.
His flight marks the Era of the Hegira. But soon fortune
"After an exile of seven years, the fugitive
changed.
missionary was enthroned as the prince and the prophet
^
(too) of his native country."

—

;

Thus does

this

point in the emblematic description,

just as the three before considered,

answer precisely to

the history of the origin, and the originator, of the

hommedan imposture

And

Ma-

only add,
that
this
Section,
the
very
emblem
of
in conclusion of
the key, here figured as given him, might almost seem
to have been selected in allusive contrast to its counterpart in the Koran.
In the latter the key of God is
asserted to have been given to the false Prophet
that
which was to open to believers the portals of the true
Hence it was borne by his
religion, and of heaven.
in

Arabia.

I will

;

" The injustice of Mecca and the choice of Medina transformed the citizen
'
So says Gibbon
into a prince, the humble preacher into the leader of armies."
(ix. 322,) of later operating causes.
' Ancient Universal History, xviii. 411, &c.
3

Gibbon,

ix.

308.

.

KEY ON

I'HE

ARCH OK

JIIK

CATK OF .IISTICE

IN

THE ALHAMBKA

Kri)m Miii-phys

Aili.iiiil)ri

;
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at least by those of them who
achieved the western conquests of Islam,
even as the
holy cross by Christians, as both a religious and a na-

followers subsequently,

—

emblem :^ and the sculpture on the proud Gate
of Justice in the Moorish Alhambra still retains and exhibits the symbol.^
But the Apocalyptic vision more
truly represented it as the key of the abyss : and the

tional

smoke

from the abyss, on

that rose

his

opening

it,

as

the fumes and the pestilential darkness of hell.^

§

PROGRESS OF THE FIRST WOE,
AND FULFILLED.

3.

AS PREDICTED

In what precedes, we have examined the chief symbols
of the prophetic vision
and seen their suitableness to
figure the rise of Mahommedanism, and of the Moslem
Arabs, in the seventh century.
It remains that in the
history of the Arab invasions of Christendom we trace
the fulfilment of the other intimations given respecting
them intimations in which was foreshown what was
most material in their subsequent progress and history.
;

;

'
See Essais sur I'Espagne by M. Peyron, forming the third Vol. of a Translation of Travels in Spain by Chevalier de Bourganne.
At page 189, he says
" The Koran continually speaks of the keij of God which opened to them the
gates of the world and of religion.
So in the Koran ; ' Did not God give to his
legate the power of heaven which is above, and fire which is beneath ? With the
key, did he not give him the title and power of a porter, that lie may open to
those whom he shall have chosen ? " '
;

The following form of renunciation of Mabommedism, enjoined by the Greek
Church on a convert to Christianity, and which is given in Nicetas' Saracc nica,
Bibl. Patr. (Ed. in four vols. Paris 1624), Vol. ii. p. 286, thus alludes to Mahomet's
pretended key of heaven
Ka\iav Koj uTTotrx^o'"' th

••

Avadtfiari^a) rr^v napa tois ^apaKrjvois anoKpv<pov SiSaak K e id bx" f avrov yivrjcreiTOai t e

McottyueS" rjTis (pTjai

Ilapa5€i(Ts.
' The key was

also an armorial bearing of the Andalusian Moors. So Peyron,
ubi suprli.
When they crossed from Africa into Spain, it was on their standard and was thus, with a double significancy perhaps, sculptured on the archway of the Alhambra. An engraving is given.
3 Let me note from the Koran another contrasted representation to that before
us, which has struck me.
Mahomniedism is Aere denounced as an imposture
emanating from the smoke of the pit of hell. In the Koran, ch. 77, 1 read; " Woe
be on that day (the day of judgment) to those that have accused the prophets of
imposture. It shall be said to them. Go into the shadow of the smoke of hell
which shall ascend in three columns, and not shade you against the flames."
;

Sale

ii.

470.
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There was indicated, as well by the hieroglyphic
as by the words of explanation accompanying, that

to the Arab cavalry hordes, thus gathered to the smoke
of the hellish exhalation, there would be opened a fearone in which
ful career of conquest over Christendom
they would fly, as it were, with locust-wings, destroy
what opposed them with the strength of lion's teeth, and
torment the Christians subjugated as with the poison of
a scorpion-sting. And was there then a correspondence
with this in the facts of the subsequent Saracenic history ?
It was in the year 629 that the Saracens first issued
from the desert into Syria, with proclamation of war
They appeared, and they retired
against Christendom.
But in 636
it was but the omen of what was to follow.
they returned to prosecute their mission in earnest
and
behold within less than three years Syria was subdued.
When Damascus had fallen, and then Jerusalem, the
unhappy Heraclius, with tears of anguish, bade farewell
He saw it was lost to his crown
to the Syrian Province.
irretrievably.
The Patriarch of Jerusalem, yet more
unhappy, had to attend the victor Caliph through it. He
muttered as he passed on, " The abomination of desolation is in the Holy Place!" And soon, as if to remind
the christian remnant of the fact, there resounded that
voice of the Muezzin, from a mosque erected on the site of
Solomon's temple, which, except with brief intermission
during the reign of the crusaders, has since then never
ceased.^
The subjugation of Egypt followed quickly
on that of Syria; then, some 20 or 40 years after,
that of the African Province;
then, at the beginning
of the eighth century, that of Spain.
All this, within
the limits of Roman Christendom
and cotemporaneously,
though without those limits, and consequently
without the sphere of the Apocalyptic prefigurative vi;

—

:

;

—

—

—

—

:

' The Muezzin
began with Mahommedism. He is mentioned expressly in
the capitulation of Jerusalem. " The Muezzin," said Omar, "that calls the
faithful to prayers, shall not stand on the steps of the Church of Constantine."
The minareh, it may be observed, was not erected till 690 A. D and then
first at the great Mosque of Damascus.
D'Herbelot iii. 157. Hence the Muezzin's Btanding in Omar's time on the church steps.
;
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that of Persia in the second quarter of the seventh

century, and

Oxiana
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at

that of North-west India

the

commencement of

in exemphfication of the

and of Trans-

the eighth.

rapidity

— Let us

and extent of

conquests and destructions, two historical statements.
The one, that in the ten years of Omar's Caliphate, from 634 to 644, the Saracens had reduced to his
obedience 3,600 cities or castles, destroyed 4000 churches,
and built 1,400 mosques for the exercise of the religion
of Mahomet.
The other, that at the end of the first
century of the Hegira, the Arabian empire had been extended to 200 days' journey from East to West, and
reached from the confines of Tartary and India to the
" Over all which ample space,"
shores of the Atlantic.
says Gibbon, " the progress of the Mahommedan religion diffused a general resemblance of manners and of
opinions :" ^
over all which ample space, we may add,
the venom of the scorpion-sting of their conquerors was
made to rankle in the breasts of the subject Christians.
For indeed the bitter contempt and hatred flowing out
from the Moslem faith towards them could not but be
felt perpetually.
It was marked in the very terms of
appellation. Christian dogs and infidels.^
The enactments of the Capitulations granted them were their every
day remembrancers of it.
Deprived of the use of arms,
like the Helots of old, and with tribute enforced as
their annual life-redemption tax,
with a different dress
enjoined them from their masters, and a more humble
mode of riding, an obligation to rise up deferentially
in the presence of the meanest Moslem, and to receive,
their

—

—

—

and gratuitously entertain for a certain time, whosoever
of them when on a journey might require it,
such were

—

1 Gibbon ix. 501.
Christian dogs, ye know your option, the Koran, the tribute, or the
sword." Such was Caled's characteristic address to the Romans before the
battle of Aiznadin.
Such, near 200 years after, that in the letter of the Caliph
Haroun Al Raschid to the Emperor Nicephorus; " Haroun Al Raschid, Commander of the Faithful, to Nicephorus, the Roman dog," &c. In later years
" What care I
it has been the same from the Turks, and from the same cause.
whether the dog eat the hog, or the hog eat the dog ? " was the Vizier Kiuperii's
answer to the French Ambassador, on his informing him of Louis XlVth's victories over the Spaniards.
Eton's Turkey, p. 110.

2

"

Ye

—
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marks o? personal degradation ordained

in the Capitoken of the degradation of
their religion,
that to which, notwithstanding all their
there
superstitions, they clung with fond attachment,
was the prohibition to build new churches, to chime the
bells in those retained by them, or to refuse admission
into them to the scoffing Moslem, though they regarded
his presence as defilement.'
Add to which, the inducements to apostacy, operating to an incalculable extent,

the

tulations.

And

—

then,

in

—

on the young and thoughtless in families more especially,
and then the penalty of death against their returning to
the christian faith, the insults moreover to christian females, and thousand undefinable injuries of oppression
and how could it be but that the bitterness of their lot
should be felt, and the poison rankle within them, even
as in other days with the Jewish captives in Babylon, so
as to make life itself almost a burden ? ^

—

;

And now we

shall be better prepared to consider,

Ildly, What is said of the locusts having a king over
them, " the angel of the bottomless pit ; whose name in
the Hebrew tongue is Abaddon, but in the Greek
tongue hath his name Apollyon." By Mede this angel
is

And Daubuz

explained as meaning Mahomet.

notices

a curious fact, as corroborative of that interpretation

mean

that not only during

his

:

I

myriads
" as both

life-time did the

of the Arab Moslems acknowledge Mahomet
and their king," ^ but that, even after his
death, they who succeeded him in the headship of the
Saracens and of Islamism, the commanders of the faithful, considered and called themselves Mahomet's Caliphs
their prophet

'
The above is extracted from the Capitulation of Jerusalem granted by Omar
a document given by Al Wakcdi, and copied into the Modern Univ. Hist. i. 429.
Compare Gibb. ix. 499 ; who lias erroneously puxt-dated these degrading
;

—

enactments 200 years.
^ " And in those days shall the men seek death, and shall not find it, and
shall desire to die, and death shall flee from them."
Verse 6. A statement,
of which the meaning is made clear by the parallel one in Jcr. viii. 3
where it
"
is said of the Jews taken captive to Babylon
And death shall be chosen,
rather than life, by all the rc-idue of them that remain of this evil family, in
all the places whither I have driven them."
It is a strong proverbial expression
^ Gibbon ix. 3.'>4.
of great wretchedness.
;

;

1
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or Vicars.^

—The

in the Apocalypse,

seem

is,

wherever angels are mentioned, they

have been the angelic spiritual agencies, good or

to

bad,^ by whose unseen instrumentality

human

affairs are

We

may, however, by a modification of the
interpretation reconcile it in a measure with the proper
apocalyptic use of angel, and carry out its point and force
much further viz. by supposing not Mahomet personally
affected.

;

to be intended,
Spirit in the

but the Spirit of

mouth of Ahab's

evil that, like

the lying

prophets,^ inspired him,

and of whom Mahomet was but the mouth and instrument.
And then, and as so interpreted, we see not
merely a singular fact predicted, but one of important
bearing on all the main points of the prophecy.
For
the prediction v/as to this effect,
that wheresoever the
Arab locusts might travel in their career of conquest,

—

—

would carry the false religion of Mahomet with
however long, be ruled by its laws, and
Now this was not a result neactuated by its spirit.*
cessary, or to have been anticipated a priori.
By no
means. The Go^/uc invaders that conquered and settled
there they

them

;

there, for

Roman

empire, embraced, almost immediately
of the conquered, and so were rapidly
amalgamated into one people with them. The same was
the case with the Saxons afterwards, the Hungarians of
in the

after, the religion

the tenth century, and other invaders.
diction noted the fact respecting the

so in the case of the Saracens
their conquests,

all

was

But

it fulfilled.

in countries the

as the pre-

symbolic locusts,

Through

most remote, the

Koran, the book dictated by the Spirit of the abyss to
Mahomet, was the code of religion and of law that governed them ; and the Caliphs, invested with civil power,
>

^

In Apoc.

^

1

we

Ibid. 329.

Dragon's angels, as well as God's.
Kings xxii. 21,23. It is well to remember that tlie Spirits of evil, as of
good, have an individuality of work and office, as well as of person.
As to the
name here noticed, it simply marks character ; just as in Mark v. 9 " Our
xii. 5,

find noticed the

—

—

;

name

Legion, for we are many.'V
" It is not the propagation, but the permanency of his religion, that deserves
our wonder. The same pure and perfect impressions which he enjoined at
Mecca, are preserved after the revolution of twelve centuries by the Indian,
African, and Turkish proselytes of the Koran." Gibbon, ix. 350.
''

is
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were invested simply in virtue of their religious character and office, as Caliphs or Vicars of the false Prophet.

— And hence,

in fact, the perpetuation of their character

For
as destroyers to Christians.
of that Spirit of the abyss, their king, was
Destroyer.
Such it appeared in the doctrine of the
through
the

this period

name

Book

such on the

;

field

And when we

of battle.

sider not only the destruction of bodily

life

con-

resulting, but

from the poisonous doctrines
of Mahommedism, surely the suitableness will be allowed
bv all, of the name thus given him. Oh what a contrast,
(it is one that even Gibbon cannot help alluding to)

also the destruction of soul

^

what a contrast in character, doctrine, and results to
men, between the Spirit that animated mahomet and
his Koran, and that of him and his Gospel, against whom

Mahomet
Jesus

!

set himself,

— the one

—

the Prince of Princes, the

the Spirit of Peace

other the Abaddon, the Destroyer
III.

But there was a term and

—

Lord

and Salvation, the

^
!

limit prescribed to these

a limit as to effect,
a limit as to time.
They
;
were not to kill the men of Christendom, so as were the

locusts

agents under the second woe

body

f

i.

e.

to annihilate

them

but only to torment them.
And this was to be for the defined period of 150 days.
These are the next points for investigation.
as a political christian

And

first,

;

as to the limit in effect.

— When the reader

consults any carefully written history of the Saracens, he
will be almost sure to find the notice of their successes
succeeded b) a notice of certain remarkable checks that
they received after a while
the consequence of which
was the preservation of Christendom, both in the east,
and in the west. And he will find, intermingled with
these statements, expressions of surprize and admiration, at checks such as these occurring after so long
;

'
ix. 295.
Professor Lee compares Dan. viii. 23, 24, " A king of fierce countenance, and
:"
that shall destroy wonderfully
a description verj' similar, though the Hebrew
* Apoc. ix. 15, 18.
word there is not "ISS, as here.

-

—
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—^Thus, as regards

the eastern empire. Twice did the Saracens, in the pride

and plenitude of

their

power, attack the vital part of that

division of Christendom, by besieging Constantinople

—

1st, in

the seven years siege, which lasted from

;

668

—

to 675
2ndly, in the years 716
718, when Leo the
Isaurian was on the imperial throne.
Alike on either
occasion they were unsuccessful
and obliged to retire,
defeated and disgraced, as they had never been before.
;

;

Similarly, in the west, after that the Visi-gothic empire

Spain had been

but destroyed, A. D. 711, in the
and when, its remnant and only germ
of re-vivification being with Pelayo in the mountains of
Asturias, the Moorish Saracens, flushed with victory,
attacked, in order completely to destroy that remnant, their
former success forsook them.
They were twice repulsed
with great loss, and gave up the enterprise.
Again, and
yet more remarkably, in the year 732, when Abdulrahman and his Moorish Saracens had prolonged a victorious
line of march above 1000 miles, from Gibraltar to the
Loire, " adjudging to the obedience of the Prophet
whatever yet remained of France or Europe, and in the
full confidence of surmounting all opposition either of
nature or of man,"^
at that crisis, when, as Gibbon
declares, "it appeared impossible for France to avoid
subjugation," and in which case all Europe would probably have fallen, and as regards our own island,
" the interpretation of the Koran be now taught in the
in

all

fatal battle of Xeres,

—

schools of Oxford, and her pulpits demonstrate to a cir" The calm historian, who strives to follow the rapid
'
So Gibbon x. 2
course of the Saracens, must study to explain by what means the Church and
State were saved from this impending, and as it should seem, inevitable danger."
And Hallam, Middle Ages, ii. 3, 169. " These concjuests, whicii astonish the
careless and superficial, are less perplexing to a calm inquirer than their cessathe loss of half the Roman empire, than the preservation of the rest,"
tion
- Gib. X. 21, 23.
Sismondi, ii. 48. In Vol. ix. p. 483, Gibbon thus notices,
further, the design of the Moorish conrjueror Musa against all Christendom " to
extinguish in Gaul and Italy the declining kingdoms of the Franks and Lombards to preach the unity of God on the altar of the Vatican thence, subduing
the barbarians of Germany, to follow the course of the Danube to the Euxine
sea, overthrow the Greek or Roman empire of Constantinople, and, returning
from Europe to Asia, to unite his new acquisitions with Antioch and the province
:

:

—

:

:

of Syria."

;
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cumcised people the truth and sanctity of the revelation
of Mahomet,"
at that crisis a hulvvark was raised up
most unexpectedly by the Franks under Charles Martel.
The Saracens recoiled broken and discomfited from the
blows of him that was called the hammer of Western
Christendom and " Europe owes its existence, its reHistorians, I
ligion, and its liberty, to his victory."
repeat, agree in speaking of these deliverances of Christendom as events of which, at the time, there could
have been no reasonable anticipation.
But to the student of the Apocalypse, who has thus far followed and
agreed with me, it will appear all accounted for.
It
was said to the Saracen locusts, " that they should not
H//," not politically annihilate the united church and
state of Christendom, either in the east, or in any one of
the kingdoms of the west
however scorpion-like they
might mutilate the political body, and torment the men,
its constituents.
In attempting to annihilate them,
they exceeded their commission, and were repulsed.
Again there was a restriction as to time. It was to a
period oi Jive months, or 150 days,^ that their commission was confined, to injure the inhabitants of Roman
Christendom.
In order to the understanding of which
restrictive clause, (a clause that will necessarily detain us

—

;

;

—

—

some length of

time,)

it is

important,

that the reader should bear in

indeed essential,

mind two things

:

—

1st,

noted is not that of the duration of the
symbolic locusts, but of their aggressively striking, injuring, and tormenting the men of Roman Christendom,
with their lion-like teeth and scorpion-stings
2ndly,
that the period intended by the 150 days is, if I am right,
150 years. For I adhere to the principle of expounding a
that the period

'."^

—

For 30 days went to a month. So if we compare Gen. vii. 1 1 and viii. 3, 4,
appear that 150 days give the interval of five mouths, reckoned from the
17th day of the second month to the 17th of the seventh month.
^ Verse 5; "And it was given them that they (the apostatized Christians)
should he tormented by them flee months; and their torment was as the torment
of a scorpion when it has struck a man
and in those days men shall desire to
die, and death shall flee from them."
Verse 10 " And their power is to injure
'

it

will

;

;

(aSiKjjffoO the

men Jive months."

—The period seems

of emphasis; like those in Apoc. xii. 6, 14;

xx. 4, 6.

to be twice noticed, by

way

:
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significant of a year, in the chronological periods
of symbolic prophecy
a principle early suggested, as I
have already intimated/ and partially applied, by certain
old prophetic expositors of eminence ; and subsequently,
and in more modern times, adopted and fully carried out
by Mede, and most other English Protestant interpreters
after him.
An examination of the objections lately
urged against it, by Mr. Maitland and others, will of
course be necessary.
This I reserve for my comment on
:

Apoc.
I w^ill

xiii, as

the principle
its

most

the

only repeat
;

my

—

For the present

fitting occasion.

deliberate conviction of the truth of

and beg attention to the remark

application, both here and

care to allow myself no

elsewhere,

more

it

that, in

will be

my

license or latitude than

such as we find distinct precedent and authority for in
other scripture chronological prophecies
prophecies
allowed on all hands to have received their fulfilment.
This premised, we turn to the history of the Saracenic warfare against Roman Christendom, to see whether
there is discernible in it any well marked period of five
symbolic months, or 150 years, defining what we may
call the intensity of the woe
in other words that of the
irresistible aggressive movement of the symbolic locusts
(irresistible, except with the reserve implied in the restriction as to effect already noted ;) and of the full outflowing of the venom of their scorpion-stings, to wound
and to torment.
In the carrying out of which inquiry, the first question of course must be, from what act or event, as an
epoch, to date the commencement of the period.
And
here,
regard of those two ancient famous
^just as in
prophecies, the one Jeremiah's, respecting the seventy
years of the Babylonish captivity, the other Daniel's,
respecting the seventy weeks to the Messiah,^
it is not
one epoch only that suggests itself, as that from which
we might reasonably date the commencement of the period we speak of, but two or three.
Thus, did we know
;

—

—

—

when

first
'

p.

3S3

the
supicl.

idea

established
-

itself

Jcr. XXV, 11

;

in
Dan.

Mahomet's
ix.

24.

—
;
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false religion, that per-

epoch of commencement
as being the time when the key of the abyss was given
Next there was that of the year A. D. 609, when
him.^
Mahomet hegan privately to preach his divine mission,
and so, in the eyes of his family, to open the pit of the
and, yet again, that of 612, when he ^rst piibabyss
announced
his prophetic mission,^ and so publicly
licly
caused the smoi^e of the pit of darkness to rise up before
Fourthly, there was the epoch of the
the eyes of men.
haps might be considered a

fit

;

when the locust armies first issued out of the
make their attack on Syrian Christendom.
out of these four epochs I agree with Daubuz in

year 629,

smoke,

Now

to

selecting the third.

I

prefer

it

to the

two

first,

because,

term of duration of any public woe, we
ought, I think, to have some noted public act, and not
any thing merely private, to mark both its commencement and its end. And I am led to it, in preference to the
last, both because the Christians in Arabia, and along

in regard of the

the Red Sea, suffered previously to the year 629 from
Mahomet's persecutions ;^ and also because the commencing epoch of 612 has, as we shall see, a suitable
epoch of termination corresponding with it, whereas
It is to be observed, that in
that of 629 has none.

—

the circumstances of this public opening of his mission,

A. D. 612, there was then for the first time expressed
that principle of propagating his false religion by violence and with the sword, which made his followers a
woe to all the countries near them, and was specially
Nay, more
a declaration of war on Christendom.
to
have
begun, the
the organization might then be said
;

'

Bishop Newton on Dan.

xi.

makes A. D. C06 the year

in

which Mahomet

retired to his cave to forge this imposture.
' Gibbon ix. 25.5, 256, 284.
Elmacin (Hist. Sarac. p. 3.) thus notes the chronology of these acts. " Ut aniios implevit 40 vocatus fuit ad munus prophetisua;
44
manifestavit vocationem ; ante enim clanculCim
sctatis
anno
autcm
cum

—

:

He adds afterwards, " Anno dccimo quarto
tantiim invitavit ad Islamismum."
Hence his supposed ])rophelic call was in the
migravit Mohammed Medinam."
fourteenth year previous to the flight of Medina or (since this flight gave date
to the famous Mahommcdan tura of the Hcgiru, A. D. 622) A.D. 609.
E.g. The Christians of Dniumnl Al landal ; as related by Al lannabi, p. 147,
referred to in the Mod. Univ. Hist. i. 137.

—

:

•''
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destroying commission to have been given, and in the
person of AH, whom Mahomet named the Lion of God,
the locust-form, with its lion-teeth and scorpion-sting, to
have been discernible in the smoke from the just opened
pit.
For what passed on that occasion? " Who," said
Mahomet, after announcing his mission, " will be my
Vizier and Lieutenant? " " O Prophet," replied Ali, " I
am the man. Whoever rises against thee, I will dash out
his teeth, tear out his eyes, break his legs, rip up his belly.
O Prophet, I will be thy Vizier." On which I find Mr,
Hallam thus observing ^ " These words of Mahomet's
early and illustrious disciple are, as it were, a text upon
which the commentary expands into the whole Saracenic
history."
And, just as in the case of the 400 years of
:

and servitude, predicted as to befal Abraham's
epoch of Isaac's mocking by Ishmael seems
justly fixed on as that of the commencement of the
period, because that in that mocking laugh there was
manifested the spirit and the germ of what was more
affliction

seed,^

fully

the

developed afterwards,

the epoch of the

of the

—

so, in

announcement and

bitter, fanatic,

the case before us,
first

persecuting spirit of

manifestation

Mahommedism

against all opposers, or even dissentients, may as justly
be fixed on as that of the commencement of the 150
years of the chief virulence of the Saracenic woe. " After
the year 612," says the Modern Universal History,
" Mahomet sought to propagate his religion with all his
might." ^
But supposing the epoch of the commencement of the
woe thus fixed, when may we consider that its five
months period of intensity ended ? Not evidently during
the progress of the aggressive religious wars and victories of the Saracen Moslems.
Not, that is to say,
1
Middle Ages, ii. 167.
Gen. XV. 13 on the explanation of which Dr. Adam Clarke's conclusion
seems to me the just one. Compare Gal. iv. 29.
^ Mahomet's celebrated Letter to Chosroes the Persian king, enjoining him to
acknowledge him as the Apostle of God, and on his refusal, and tearing the letter,
declaring, "God will so tear the kingdom of Chosroes,'' occurred as early as
A. D. 615, according to Boulainvilliers in his Life of Mahomet. Gibbon would
place it somewhat later.
Gibbon, viii. 226.

"

;
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during the Jirst prophetic month (or thirty years) from
commencing epoch of 612, in the course of v/hich
Syria and Egypt fell before them
not during the
second month, in which month Cilicia was reduced to
obedience, their inroads advanced to near Constantinople,
not during the
and the African province invaded
third month, that in which the subjugation of Africa
was all but completed
or the fourth, in which Spain
was subdued, and the south and centre of France almost
to the Loire.'
The earliest date for the end of the chief
intensity of the Saracenic woe, that can for a moment
be thought probable, is that of the battle of Poictiers,
already spoken of, in which Charles Martel defeated them,
and which occurred in October 732, the beginning of
the fifth prophetic month.
But though defeated and repulsed on that memorable occasion, their power and their
spirit to aggress and to torment, w^ith all the bitterness
" The vanquished
of fanaticism, was not terminated.
spoilers," says Mosheim,^ soon recovered their strength
and returned with new violence to their
and ferocity
In Southern France the strength of the
devastations."
Saracens was so far from being crushed, that we find its
Southern districts continued to be wasted by them till
and that about the year
the middle of this Century
740, in spite of Martel and the aid he had invoked from
Luitbrand King of the Lombards, they besieged and
took Aix in Provence nor were driven out till some ten
In Spain the tide of their success
years afterwards.'^
and supremacy, notwithstanding the ill success of their
this

:

:

;

—

—

—

;

:

;

•
The Syrian war was from 632 to 638, A. D the Egyptian from 638 to 640 ;
the African begun 647. The conquests of the Saracens, suspended in Africa
near twenty years, were resumed 66.5, and in 689 advanced to the Atlantic.
The conquest of
In A. D. 670 Cairoan was founded, their African capital.
Africa was completed in a war from 698 to 709. That of Spain occupied them
the
south
713.
That
of
of
France,
from
the
Garonne
to the Rhf.ne,
710
to
from
was effected, 721 to the Loire, 731. The battle of Poictiers was in the month
i. e.— as it would seem that the date of Mahomet's public openof October, 732
ing of his mission, A. D. 612, was in an earlier month than October, perhaps
So Daubuz, p. 414.
at the beginning of the ffth prophetic month.
July,
;

—

;

:

—

-

viii.

1. 2. 2.

and he says
This is stated in Paul Warnefrid's History of the Lombards
that Luitbrand, accordingly, crossed the Alps to give the requested aid to Charles
^

Martel.

:
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efforts at totally extinguishing Pelayo and the Gothic
remnant, had not yet begun to ebb.^
In Africa, some
twenty years after the battle of Poictiers, the torment of
the scorpion-sting so operated, as to induce nearly the
whole Christian population of the province to apostatize,
and become Mussulman.'^ From east to west, throughout
the vast Mahommedan world, one Caliph still governed
the locust-hordes in the name of the Prophet.
Their
power remained unbroken.
But just about the middle of the eighth century, a
change occurred, marked by two events of such a nature,
and such importance, as to be regarded by historians,
both the one and the other, as constituting epochs most
memorable in the Saracenic history. The change was
this.
The Abbassides, descendants of a different family

of the early followers of
planted the

Ommiades

Mahomet,

in the

in the Caliphate.

750 sup-

year

—And then what

First the one and only survivor of the deposed and proscribed family escaped to Spain
and behold he was there received, acknowledged, and established
This was in the year A. D. 755.
as the lawful Caliph.
So at length was the Caliphate divided. There was
thenceforth a Caliph in the west, in opposition to the
" The Colossus," says Sismondi,
Caliph in the east.
" that had bestridden the whole south was broken."
And he adds, " This revolution did more for the
deliverance of Europe from the Mussulman arms than
even the battle of Poictiers."^
Such was the first not-

followed ?

:

—

able result.

Further, out of this change of dynasty, a second
most important consequence followed in the east. The

new Abbassidean
capital,

where

Caliph,

his rivals

dissatisfied with

the

Syrian

and enemies, the Ommiades,

' Fleury
(Hist. Eccles. ix. 261) gives from Sandoval (p. 87) the substance of
a treaty between an Arabian chief, and the Goths and Romans of Coimbra in Portugal, fixing the tax to be paid by them for permission to live as Christians
a
treaty of the date A. D. 734.
^ In A. D. 754 a lieutenant of Africa informed the Caliph that the tribute of
the Infidels was abolished by their conversion. Gib. ix. 495.
' Fall of Roman Empire, Vol. ii.
lie dates it about the middle of
p. 92.
;

August.
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had so long lived and reigned, determined on building
another on the tve^tern bank of the Tigris,^ just a
few miles beyond the old Roman Euphratean frontier.
It was in the year 762 that Almanzor there laid its
and thither the government and head of
foundations
the locusts then took its flight, far eastward, away from
Christendom. This was the era, as Daubuz well calls
Tiiey no more
of the settlement of the locusts.^
it,
roved, he says, in a body as before, in quest of new
And so Dean Waddington;^ " The Arab
conquests.
conquerors now settled in the countries they had sub;

dued."

In fact the ancient warlike spirit, at least in this
had ceased to animate them as of old.

eastern division,

" was no longer the passion of
name that the Cahph gave
new capital, was but an indication of the
to the
comparatively peaceable character that was thenceforth
It was named Medinat al
to attach to the Saracens.
Salem, the City of Peace. —The era is further noted by
historians as that of the decline of the Saracenic power.
So Gibbon observes ;^ "In this City of Peace, amidst
the riches of the East, the Abbassides aspired to emulate
" The luxury
the magnificence of the Persian Kings :"
of the Caliphs (i. e. of the Abbassides) relaxed the nerves
and terminated the progress of the Arabian empire." So
" The pre^
Mills, in his History of Mahommedism
''

War,"

says Gibbon,

the Saracens."

"^

The

very

—
;

vious period was that of the rise of the Saracenic power
that which succeeds of its decline and fall " and Hahara
" The Abbassides never attained the real strength of
Nor must I omit to observe on
their predecessors." ^
the manner in which the very geographical position of
the new capital contributed to the relaxation of the woe.
;

:

;

—

1
See the Mod. Univ. Hist. Vol. ii. pp. 277, 279, 284, for a full account of the
The
building of Bagdad, and with the original Arabic authorities subjoined.
palace of Al Manzor, and the oldest part of tlie city, were built on the u-estern or
Euphratean side; the fort of Al Molidi on the eastern; round whicli the city
So Benjamin of Tudcla also reports of the site of
afterwards chiefly gathered.
Travels, ch. xii.
the Caliph's palace in hi-i time; i. e. A. D. 1170.
- Dauhuz, p. 417.
It is to Dauhuz that we are indebted for this explanation
-"x. 41.
Mbid. 36, 40.
3p2G3.
of the 150 years.
^ As abstracted and referred to by Faber, Sacred Calendar, ii. 285.

—

—

—

'
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For not merely with reference to maritime enterprises
against it, as Mr. Hallam suggests, but with reference to
military also, the distance of the new seat of government
added to the difficulty, and diminished the temptation.
The locusts were no more in such immediate contact, as
before, with Eastern Christendom.

And now,

behold, instead of aggressive war on the
aggression has begun against
them, and victoriously too, on the part of the ChrisIn the west, under the son of Charles Martel,
tians.
Narbonne and Septimania were in the year 755 recovered, and the Saracens driven beyond the Pyrenees.
Again in 761, as Baronius marks the date,' the christian
remnant in the mountains of Spain, under the first
Alphonzo, began to roll back the tide of war on their
It was the same in the east.
Saracen oppressors.
There Constantine Copronymus, the then reigning emperor, seized the opportunity for avenging the wrongs,
So
and enlarging the limits, of the Greek empire.^
that the septenary of years begun A. D. 755, and ending
762, is obviously every way remarkable, as the period of
the deliverance of Christendom from the chief terror and
And either its year of
persecution of the Saracens.
commencement, 755, or that of its termination, 762, is
just the fittest epoch, so far as I see, the one or the
other, at which to consider the intensity of the Saracen
woe as terminated.
And what then the length of the period of intensity,
thus defined ?
It is possible that the exact time when
the idea was first formed by Mahomet of acting the part
of false prophet, and when thus the key was presented
part

of the

Saracens,

—

—

to him wherewith to open the pit of the abyss, may have
been about the year 605,^
four years before his private
and so have furnished a date of inceptive
preaching
commencement, corresponding with the year 755, as that

—

;

Others give the date A. D. 757.
the facts, the statement of Dean Woodhouse
that "the progressing conquests of the Saracen Mahometans continued more
'*
than double the length of the period of 150 years
Bishop Newton says A. D. 606. Sec Note 1 p. 428.
1

^

How

strange,

when such were

;

!

•'

VOL.
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of the inceptive termination.

But the epoch of decided

commencement, may rather be
Mahomet's pubhc opening of

fixed, as

we have

said, at

A. D. 612
and the epoch of full termination, as regarded the Greek
empire at least, to which in this and the next Trumpet
there is all through a special reference,— at the removal
Indeed there
of the Caliphate to Bagdad, A. D. 762.
is in the next visison, as it seems to me, a direct allusion
to this removal, as constituting an epoch recognized and

marked out

his mission,

;

—

for notice in the Apocalyptic prophecy.

And

the interval between these dates of commencement and ter-

mination

is,

as the reader sees, precisely that laid

the prophecy

And now we
details,

;

w\z. five prophetic

have discussed,

and seen

especially as

their truth

I

and

down

in

months, or 150 years.

think, all the prophetic

more
woe during its

their fulfilment

characterizing the Saracen

;

term of chief intensity, the above-mentioned 150 years
a discussion somewhat discursive
and which has
:

—

;

forced us, like the historian of the Decline and Fall,
all in relevancy to his and our great topic, into
inquiries respecting " the genius of the Arabian prophet,

though

and spirit of his religion." ^
It is to be remembered, however, that this period did not
define the whole duration of the Saracen power or woe ^ it
being but a period within the whole period of the vision
just like another noted under the sixth Trumpet.^
And
thus it seems fitting that we glance, ere we quit the subject, at what remains of the history of these apocalyptic
locusts; after the ending of the first 150 years, and their
memorable flight beyond Euphrates.
the manners of his nation,

:

;

" The genius of the Arabian prophet, the manners of his nation, and the
causes of the decline and fall of the Eastern
empire
and our eyes are curiously intent on one of the most memorable revolutions, which have impressed a new and lasting character on the nations of the
*

spirit of his religion, involve the
;

globe."
ix. 218.
"
In proof that the woe had not wholly terminated, yet that its character, in
respect of aggressiveness, strength, and hitter religious venom against Christians,
was very different from what it had been before, I may refer the Reader to the
history of the Abbassidean Caliphs, in the English Univ. Hist. Vol. xxii.
^ Apoc. ix. 1 5
"An hour and ds y and month and year."
;
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Bagdad and the country round
temporary splendour and temporary
revival into military enterprize and success, from 781 to
805, under the reigns of Mohadi and Haroun al Rashid,
we must think of the once terrible power of the Saracens as declined and declining luxury and licentiousness
working their usual sure process of decay with both
prince and people, and the fervour of religious fanaticism
past away.
At length, in the year 841, the reigning
Caliph, distrusting the martial spirit of his Arabs, hired
a band of 50,000 Turkmans from beyond the Oxus, to
There then,

it,

—

far East, in

after a brief

—

:

and these,
be the support of the Caliphate at Bagdad
acting precisely the same part as the Roman Prsetorian
guards before them, revolted against, insulted, humiliated, and deposed the Caliphs and so, in this case too,
became a further and powerful accelerating cause of their
Meanwhile among the Moslems
sovereigns' downfall.
both in Africa and in Asia, the example of the Spanish
At Fez and Tunis, in
schism had had its imitators.
Chorasan
to the North, and
Egypt and in Syria, in
dynasties were
independent
Persia to the East, new and
century
until
at length,
the
9th
in
course
of
set up
the
descendants
as the 10th century opened, the. Fatimites,
of that Ali, Mahomet's first Vizier, of whom we have
:

;

—

:

before

and of

spoken,^

favorite daughter,

—

his

—

wife Fatima, Mahomet's

asserted their rightful claim, not to

independent political sovereignty only, but even to the
claim reand, from Cairo as
their capital, became known as the third Caliphate of
Islamism, excommunicating and excommunicated by its
Caliphate itself

:

in

the prosecution of this

duced Africa, Egypt, and Syria

;

—

Thus more
both at Cordova and at Bagdad.
and more dismembered, the Abbassidean Caliphate at
Bagdad more and more languished until the Persian
independent Moslem dynasty of the Bowides, interposing on occasion of the factions there prevalent, advanced in the year 934 to Bagdad
stripped the Caliph
rivals,

:

;

1

p. 42'J supra.
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of his secular office and supremacy ; and reduced him
to his spiritual functions as chief Pontiff of Islamism,
the mere phantom thenceforward of departed power.
Such was the progressive decline of the eastern Saracens ; and in that decline their brethren in the west in a
measure participated. Throughout the 9th century the
Christians of Spain were ever gaining ground on their
Moorish oppressors. In 904 the capital of Asturias
was advanced from Oviedo in the Gallician mountains
and that of Arragon from Jaca, in the Pyreto Leon
nean vallies, to Pampeluna. The spirit of bravery and
enterprise indeed had not yet left the western Arabs.
;

appeared in the Spanish battlefields.
It appeared in
the exploits of the marauding bands that issued both

It

—

from Spain and Africa
of whom some, ere the middle
of the 9th century, conquered the islands of Crete and
nor were
Sicily
attacked, though vainly, Rome itself
expelled from their conquests, till after a tenure of above
a century in Crete, and two centuries in Sicily.^
But
these were but like the marauding enterprises of the
:

;

;

—

Normans of the 1 1th
The strength of the

indeed not so remarkable.
and the venom too of
the early religious fanaticism, ^ was greatly wanting. The
intensity of the woe to Christendom had evidently passed
away.
The Saracenic conquests and incursions in
Crete, Sicily, and Italy, were but a memento of what
century

;

lions' teeth,

had been.
There remains just one other point to which I would
wish to call attention, ere concluding this present Chapter
I mean the fact of two remarkable coincidences between certain notable epochs in the history of the Saracen
woe already noticed, and others equally notable in the
;

1
Crete was seized by Saracens from Spain A. D. 823
regained by the Greek
emperor Nicephorus Phocas, A. D. 9G0. Sicilij was attacked by Saracens from
subdued 878; reconrjuercd by the Normans, for the Greek
Africa A D. 827
1090.
Rome was attacked by the Saracens from Sicily
empire, A. D. 1060
A. D. 84G repulsed by Pope Leo the 4th, A. D. 849.
- e. g. from the year 757 Abdulraliman, the Moorish king, changed the former
mode uf treating his Christian subjects in Spain to one of greater mildness. See
the Univ. Hist. xxii. 20.
In the ninth and tenth centuries ti)e Saracens even
;

;

—

;

lourtcd alliances with Christian powers.

Hallam,

ii.

4.
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and religious history of Eastern Christendom. Its apostacy, its open apostacy from Christ/
has been mentioned as the predicted cause of the infliction
and further how Mahomet and the early Saracen Moslems, understanding their special commission
to be against idolaters, avowed that it was as regarding

ecclesiastical

;

people in that character, that they carried the war
Roman Christendom. Now throughout the seventh
century this charge was made against them by their
conquerors and tormentors altogether ineffectually.
At
length, some twenty years or less from the commencement
of the eighth century, the celebrated Isaurian family was
raised to the imperial throne of Constantinople
and its
princes, otherwise doubtless illustrious, became chiefly so
on this account, that for sixty years almost uninterruptsupported by not a few really religious, (as even
edly,
Gibbon admits ^,) but with opposition bitter and abiding
from the great majority within the empire, and the Roman Popes without it, they set themselves strenuously to
wipe away the reproach of image- worship, at least from
And what followed ? It was in
Eastern Christendom.^
A. D. 717, very soon after the emperor Leo's accession,
and first decided attempt at this reform of the church,
that the grand armament of the Saracens attacked ConIt attacked it, but was completely destantinople.
Again, in A. D. 754, Constantine
feated and repulsed.
Copronymus, the successor of Leo in determination of
spirit on this point, as well as in the throne and kingdom, (it is of his public acts simply that I now speak,)
the 7th
convened a grand synod at Constantinople,
general Council, as he most properly called it, though
for the
it was afterwards stigmatized and disowned,

its

into

:

—

—

—

—
—

1

*

It
ix.

was against " the men that had not God's mark on their foreheads."
122
"They (the monks) were now opposed by the murmurs of many
;

simple or rational Christians who appealed to the evidence of texts, of facts,
and of primitive times, and secretly desired the reformation of the church."
3 Gib. ix. 129, 130, describes both the determination of the then reigning
Emperor Constantine, and the reluctance of most of his subjects to it. IIpo;

•ypafji/xa

yap

€|67r6^i|/6

irara iratTav eirap^iav rriv viro re X^'P"^ outs, irofTas viroraiv aewTccv hkovcdv.
So John

re aOerriaai ttjc irpocrKwricnv
Damascenus, Op. i. 625 quoted by Gibbon.

ypaipai Kai ofivvvat

;
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It
express purpose of condemning image-worship.
and
passed that public sentence of condemnation on it
behold the very next year, as historians record, the Calithe Mahommedan colossus broken ;
phate was divided
the scorpion-locusts carried away, as by a strong west
wind, to the Euphrates ; the intensity of the Saracenic
:

;

woe brought

to an end.

the efforts of these emperors and of the more
Alas
enlightened of their subjects, always resisted by the
majority, proved abortive.
In the year 781 Irene succeeded to the imperial throne
and, having murdered her
iconoclastic husband, who stood in the way of her object,
she gathered in 787 another synod, the famous 7th Gene^
ral Council
in the which the decrees of the former
Council were reprobated and disavowed, and the worship
of images, by a solemn act of the Catholic Church, declared lawful.
It was just about this time that the Saracenic woe, though already broken, seemed as if it had
received a temporary revivification.
Guided by Haroun
!

—
:

;

Al Rashid, the Arab

forces from Bagdad swept across
not once only, but eight times, bearing
down all opposition before them. Was there not a memento of warning from heaven in it ? But the Eastern
Church persisted. Under the influence of the empress
Theodora the struggle ended finally, in the year 842, in
the undisputed ascendancy and establishment of imageworship.
And what then the consequence ? With characteristic forbearance, as we have seen, the Lord continued to this guilty people the interval of mitigation and
of respite, through the ninth and much of the tenth
century.
But would He endure the provocation much
longer ?
How long would be the respite before another

the lesser Asia,

—

—

woe

?
^

Called also the second Council of Nice.
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PAUSE BETWEEN THE FIFTH AND SIXTH TRUMPETS.

—

" One woe is past
Behold there come two more
woes hereafter." Apoc. ix. 12.
!

When

might the Saracen woe be said to have termiwe might fix on the epoch of A. D.
934, when the Caliphate at Bagdad was stripped, as
has been noted, of its temporal power
perhaps on the
period of from 960 to 980 or 985, when the public and
striking evidence of it was exhibited to Christendom, in
the conquest from those once terrible enemies of Crete,
Cyprus, Cilicia, Antioch
when the Greek arms were
borne triumphantly eastward, even across the Euphrates
and, in the west, the last great attempt of the Moorish
Saracens against the rising christian kingdoms in Spain,
was, after a temporary success, totally repulsed, and the
Moslems, with continually contracted dominions, reduced
finally, and almost for ever, to the defensive.^
Let us
take the last-mentioned epoch, which dates, we said,
nated

?

— Perhaps

:

;

;

about the close of the tenth century.
In correspondence
with it there seems to have been a pause in the prophetic
representations
and perhaps too a silence from tempests
in the firmamental heaven
such as that noticed as occurring before the blowing of the Trumpets.
And nothing broke it to the Evangelist on the apocalyptic scene,
but the solemn intimation, " One woe is past
Behold
:

;

!

come two more woes after it."
The sera that I suppose referred to

there

European

is

history, for a panic of very

one memorable in
remarkable origin

*
who for a
I allude
to the wars of Almanzor, Vizir of Haccham the 2nd
In A. D.
short time almost revived the Saracen woe to the Spanish Christians.
but was
980, he attacked and defeated them, and burnt Leon and Compostelia
in 990 and 998 defeated by Dons Sancho and Garcia
and after the latter repulse,
in despair committed suicide.
"With him," says the learned writer in the
English Univ. Hist. xxii. 411, "expired the fortune of the Cordovan Moors."
;

;

:

;
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and results, which then intensely agitated
men, especially in Western Christendom.

the
It

ii.

minds of
was sup-

posed that with the end of the tenth century the world
also.
The opinion arose, doubtless, from
Augustine's interpretation of the apocalyptic millennium,

would end

or rather quasi-millennial period of
Christ's triumph by his church over Satan, which, beginning at his first advent and miracles, would only
as that millennial

terminate with Satan's re-loosing and Antichrist's manithe consummation of all things.^
I say quasi- millennial, because in Augustine's own mind,
we have seen, as well as in that of interpreters following
him in the fifth and sixth centuries, the full definite value

festation, just before

of 1000 years w^as not supposed to attach to this ecclesiastical millennium.
Their expectation of the sabbatism
of the saints ensuing after the world had lasted 6000
years, and belief in the Septuagint chronology, which
reckoned 5500, or 5350, or at least 5200 out of the
6000, to have already elapsed at the Nativity,^ made
them construe the apocalyptic millennium as only that
interval

which yet remained

the

plete

sixth millennary

after Christ's birth to
;

—

com-

perhaps 500 years, or

it

might be 600, or 700, or a little more.-^ But the Greek
Septuagint with its chronology having, in the long interval since Gregory I, been altogether superseded in
western Europe by the Latin Vulgate and the Hebrew
chronology there given,
and the sabbatical theory too

—

'
Moslieim (x. 2. 3. 3) speaks of the opinion as first springing up in the ninth
He
century " superior! jam saeculo ex loco Johannis Apoc. xx. 3, 4, nata."
does not advert to Augustine's interpretation of the passage
an interpretation
grounded by that eminent Father on our Lord's saying, Matt. xii. 29, " No man
can enter a strong man's house, &c, unless he first bind the strong man;" and
which I shall have to set forth more fully in the closing part of tliis Work.
- Seep. 368. Augustine's words are these: " Mille anni duobus modis possunt
intclligi
aut quia in ultimis annis mille ista res agitur, i. e. sexto annorum
milliario cujus nunc spatia postcriora volinintur, secuturo deinde sabbato quod
non habet vesperam ut hujus milliarii norixsimam partem, quae remanebat
usque ad terminum saeculi, mille a7inos appellaverit: eo loqueudi modo quo pars
significatur k toto ; aut mille annos pro annis omnibus hujus saeculi posuit."
C.
D. XX. 7. 2.
3 The Vulgate was the Latin translation made by Jerom from the Hebrew
and A. M. 4000 the date of Christ's birth, as computed from it. In the year
A.D. 527 Dioni/sius, a Roman abbot, computed from, and mainly contributed
to introduce into use, this the Vulifar jEra.
;

:

:

;
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having been probably forgotten in the darkness of those
dark ages,
the main point only of Augustine's inter-

—

I mean his construing the
;
time of Satan's binding to signify that of the present
supremacy of the church over him. And the natural
and reasonable alteration having been applied to this his
opinion about the millennium, of its being not, as he
had supposed likely, a mere fraction of a thousand years,
but a thousand years fully and exactly, it was impossible
but that as the tenth century drew near, and yet more
after it had begun and was advancing, the subject should
be felt one of intense personal interest. Thus it was
then frequently preached on, and by breathless crowds listened to ; the subject of every one's thoughts, every
one's conversation.
The time, they thought, was actually come
the end of all things at hand
the loosing
of Satan, Antichrist's manifestation, and, what was most
terrible, the day of judgment.
Belief on such a subject
could not be inoperative.
Its form of working took its
character from that of the times. Under the impression,
multitudes innumerable, says Mosheim,- having given
their property to monasteries or churches,^ travelled to
Palestine, where they expected Christ to descend to judgment.
Others bound themselves by solemn oath to be
serfs to churches or to priests
in hopes of a milder
sentence on them, as being servants of Christ's servants.
In many places buildings were let go to decay, as that
of which there would be no need in future.
And on
occasions of eclipses of sun or moon, the people fled in
multitudes for refuge to the caverns and the rocks.
But
the time of the consummation fixed in God's counsels
was not yet. In the apocalyptic chronology it was

pretation

was remembered

;

;

—

;

—

'
Ubi supik. In a Note he gives an interesting extract, in illustration from
Abbo, Abbot of Fleuri on the Loire, who died in the year 1004. " De fine
quoque mundi coram populo sermonem in ecclesiS, Parisiorum adolescentulus
audivi, qu6d statim finito mille annorum numero Antichristus adveniret, et non
longo post tempore universale judicium succederet.
Fama psene totum mundum impleverat, quod quando Annunciatio Dominica in Parasceue contigisset,
absque uUo scrupulo finis saeculi esset."
2 Almost all the donations of this century, says Mosheim, mention as their
occasion, " Appropinquante mundi termino."
See too his notice of the panic,
and its passing away, xi. 2. 4. 3.
.

—

. .
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" One woe hath past behold there come yet
more
woes after them." The dreaded 1 000th year
two
came and past, without any great calamity accompanying

written,

—

:

;

and gradually the alarm and the expectation died away.
Yet there was woe at hand, the prophecy declared,
the woe of the sixth Trumpet.
though of another kind
And where to fall ? and on whom ? On western Christendom which, though not without spots less dark at
times, and points of relief,^ had been too universally and
progressively settling down since Pope Gregory's time
;

—

:

last-noted,^ into the dsemonolatrous

apostacy,^ with

its

which more in a later
chapter) of clerical fraud, avarice, superstition, and licentiousness ;* till in the tenth century its moral debasement
was such, as to fix on that century the appellation of the
iron age ? ^ Or was it to fall distinctively on Rome itself,
where all these evils had
the western religious capital
been long more than elsewhere rampant ^ and where
predicted accompaniments

(of

:

;

^

Such,

1

doubt not, were to be found in some few of the Benedictine monasmore eminent exceptions of reformers, like Claude of

teries; as well as in the

" See
Turin.
pp. 374—384 suprk.
^ Witness, for example, Claude's account of the universal image-worship in
his diocese, on his entering it about A. D. 820.
*
See for the prediction Apoc. ix. 21, a passage which will come under full review in Part iii. chap. 1 and for historical proof of its incipient fulfilment, before
the Turkish woe, Mosheim's dark general sketches of the 7th, 8th, 9th, and 10th
centuries, with the authorities in his margin.
To which let me add, by way of corroboration, as Mr. Maitland has lately
given a very different colour to the period in his " Dark Ages," a reference to
the ixth and xvith of Toledo, Canons 3, 10, held A. D.
the following Councils
that of Aquis Granum,
C.55, 693
that of Chalons, Canons 14, l.'i, 18, held 813
Canon 39, &c, held 816 that of Paris, Canon 25, held 829 that of Aquis Granum again. Canon 11, held 836 ; and that of Trosly, Canon 9, held 919.
a
In that of 836 the following statement is made respecting certain convents
statement which will serve to introduce others similar that will be quoted in
Part iii, ch. i, with reference to a later age " Monasteria puellarum in quibusdam
Hard. iv. 1398. And
locis potius lupanaria vidcntur esse qukm monasteria."
in that of 829 there occurs an allusion to a habit, evidently not infrequent, of
the clergy being licensed to live in concubinage, for a money-price paid to their
ecclesiastical superiors
which will also there be shown by me to have had its
continuance and expansion in a later age. Berengaud, a Benedictine monk of
that aera, reprobates it in his Comment on Apnc. xviii, as a crying sin of the
time: " Scelus pessimum ab iis qui archidiaconi appcllantur committitur; ab
The
adulteris presbyteris pretium accipiunt, et tacendo in malum consentiunt.''
passage is well worth referring to. The Benedictine Editor refers to the Councils
of Paris, Chalons, &c, in illustration.
^ SoBaronius; "Sseculum quod pro boni sterilitateferreum appellariconsuevit."
* The Roman Popes in the 8th and 9th centuries had been the main agents in
eflfecting the enactment and reception of the idolatrous canons of the 2nd coujicil
;

—

—

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—
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the impiety and profligacy, specially of its popes and cardinals, (witness the names of Theodora, Marozia, and

John XII) had

in this

same tenth century

Mosheim

a height,^ as according not to

might seem to have cried
from another Sodom, for vengeance?
to Baronius,

No! not

grown up

was

to heaven, like as

so! ForAntichrist (supposing our presumption

as to his identity with the

yet

risen to such

only, but even

Roman Popes

correct)

had not
and

there to full maturity of development

:

God's purpose, as before said, that for this his
complete development scope and time should be given.
For the present eastern Christendom was to be again the
chief and primary sufferer: it being indeed as much as
the west sunk in the apostacy
though not like it subject to a heading Antichi^ist.—Here it was, I say, and
near about this time, that the fated woe was to fall
although certainly at the time spoken of, judging by human
calculations, the probability of such a visitation might
have seemed very small.
It was the second Basil that was then on the throne
of Constantinople ^ his long reign having extended
from the year 976 through the first quarter of the 1 1th
century.
And when we think what, on his looking
around, and considering what was and had been, must
it

in

;

:

;

—

of Nice.
Further, the current though mistaken belief of the existence and story
of the /emaZe Pope, /oan, may suffice to characterize the mor«/ state of Rome
and its pontificate, in the latter half of the same 9t!i century.
" Romanorum antistitum qui hoc SEeculo vixere historiam non hominum, scd
'
monstrorum, scelerum, flagitiorum atrocissimorum historiam esse, optimi quique
scriptores, et ipsi Romanorum Pontificum patroni, fatentur."
Mosh. x. 2. 2. 2.
Baronius speaks of the Popes as rather apostates than apostles.
Of the earlier half of the eleventh, or next succeeding century, let the
case of Benedict IX be taken as a sample
a boy brought up in debauchery,
and made Pope at the age of twelve and of whose subsequent character in the
Pontificate, Desiderius, Abbot of Cassino, afterwards Pope Victor HI, thus
writes; " Cujus quidem post adeptum sacerdotium vitaquam turpis, qulim fasda,
quamque execranda extiterit, horresco referre."
" He was of the fourth Greek dynasty subsequent
to the rise of Mahommedism.
The one then reigning was the Heradian ; which continued through the
seventh century, and so bore the brunt of the Saracen woe. The next was the
Isaurian ; which filled the eighth century, and was memorable for its part in the
Iconoclastic controversy.
Thirdly there was the less notable Phrygian dynasty,
which continued only about fifty years: and then, fourth, the Macedonian, begun by
Basil I, A. D. 867, and to which belonged also that Basil II of whom we now speak,
as reigning 150 years after. It was superseded by the Comnenian, A. D. 1057;
just in time to receive and suffer under the first Turkish onset.

—

:

:

—

—

—

^
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have past before him, it will be found that he might
reasonably, as I said, on mere human calculations, have
prognosticated prosperity and splendour, rather than woe,
to the Greek empire.
For let us make the review with
him.
Since the era of Haroun Al Raschid no woe,

—

like that of the Saracens,

mar

or to

had come near, so

as to mutilate

The

the empire of the city of Constantine.^

only irruption on Christendom that might at all be deemed
a woe, that of the Hungarians, from 889 to 934, had
scarcely been felt in the Greek dominions.
Its course
'^

had been speedily deflected from Constantinople
followed the line of the Danube into the heart of Germany
thence sent out its ravaging detachments into Italy,
North Germany, and the south of France and been
then at length utterly defeated and repelled out of Christendom, into that ancient Dacian province, which has
subsequently borne from them the name of Hungary.
Thus enjoying a long comparative exemption from the
desolations of foreign invasion, with a loyalty and civil
union of its provinces unknown in other kingdoms,
the insurrectionary movements of the Greeks, when such
there were, scarce ever extending beyond the day and the
;

;

;

capital,

— with a superiority

of naval strength in the

Me-

diterranean, and an active commerce, the source of na-

weath resulting, the empire had had time and means
no little measure from the effects of the
tremendous Saracenic scourge. There seemed indeed to
be inherent in it a principle of vitality, and of endurance,
tional

to recover in

unknown

elsewhere.

—

Unchanged

how many

itself,

the

changes that had been witnessed by the city of Constantine
Inviolate, how many assaults had she repulsed
Yea, more
She had within the last half century waked
up, as with somewhat of the revived vigor of youth, to
a measure of military enterprize and success.
The two
immediate predecessors of Basil,
Nicephorus and John
Zimisces,
had conquered Crete, Cyprus, and Cilicia
!

!

!

—

—

" Her treasures
So Gibbon of Constantinople in tlie tenth century, x. 103
might attract; but her virgin strength had repelled, and still promised to repel,
the invasions of the Persian and Bulgarian, the Arab and the Russian."
2 A. D. 934 is the date of Henry the Fowler's victory
955 of that of Otho.
'

;

:
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from the Saracens. And Basil had himself just achieved
(it was in the year 1017) a yet more important triumph,
that power of which
in the conquest of the Bulgarians:
the rise was associated with the history of Belisarius and
Justinian
which had in 680 been consolidated into a
kingdom
and which, including, as it did, under its
jurisdiction not Bulgaria proper only, between Thrace
and the lower Danube, but the provinces also half peoand
pled by its colonists of Dardania, Thessaly, Epirus,^
connected too, as it was, with the kindred bands of Servians, Bosnians, Croats, Wallachians, by which in the 8th
and 9th centuries the whole country obliquely from the
Danube to the Adriatic had been occupied and Sclavonized,^
had been always, even after its embracing Christianity, as a thorn in the side to the Greek empire.^ Thus

—

;

—

;

—

—

—

circumstanced,
with victory again attending its banners,
with a measure of fresh spirit infused into both rulers
and people, with its dominions extended from Antioch
to Belgrade,* and from the mouths of the Danube, beyond Greece, to its subjected province in the south of
Italy,
was there not reason for Basil, from considera-

—

tions of its

own present state^

to

augur well of the future

prospects of his empire ?

And certainly these anticipations might have been
strengthened by a consideration of the state of other
surrounding countries.
For whence was any overwhelming woe likely to arise and fall on it ? From the
western European states ?
But these were but constituent parts of the christian world
a guarantee it might
:

In the famous dispute of ecclesiastical jurisdiction between the patriarchs of
Rome and Constantinople in the ninth century, the provinces of Dardania, Thessaly, and the two Epiri, are assigned to the kingdom of Bulgaria.
So Baronius
Ann. Eccl. A. D. 869, quoted by Gibbon x. 196. Lychnidus, or Achrida, was the
Bulgarian capital, and seat of its patriarch.
^ " As early," says Gibbon, x. 105, " as the eighth century, Greece, and even
Peloponnesus, were overrun by some Sclavonian bands, which had outstripped the
royal standard of Bulgaria."
He quotes from Constantine Porphyrogenitus the
following; E(Td\al3wdr] naffa ij X'^P", Kai ytyove ^ap^apos. (Themat. ii. 6 :) and
from the Epitomizer of Strabo, whose date is fixed by Dodwell at A. D. 980, Kai
vvi' St} iraaav 'Hireipov, Kai 'EWaSa (TxeSoi', Kai MaKiSoutav, Kai neAovovpricTov SKvdai
S/cAajSot vefxovTat.
This was the lllyrian or middle third of the Roman Empire ;
on which see my page 33.5 supi^.
3 In the year 960 the Bulgarian king dictated the conditions of peace, while
besieging Constantinople.
Gib. x. 351.
^

—

•*

—
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seem, almost of itself, against their falling as a woe on
another division of Christendom,
Moreover, if the will
were theirs, the power seemed wanting.
United though
they were by that singular religious tie of looking to
Rome as their common ecclesiastical head, (a relation to
it from which the
Greek empire had in the 9th century
completely emancipated itself)
yet politically there was
no confederation, nor any likely principle of combination,
for common purposes of war. And separately considered,
and individually, it needed not the practised eye of a
Greek politician to discern their weakness. The AngloSaxon dynasty in England had just been conquered by
Canute the Dane ^ a new conquest that might be expected to prolong its state of civil disunion and semibarbarism.
In France the Carlo vingian dynasty, fallen
by its own weakness, had been succeeded by that of
Capet ^ and the latter,
disorganized as the whole
kingdom was, and specially paralyzed by the inroads
on its north-western coasts of the ferocious Normans,
shrunk from even the attempt of subjecting the independent princes that held fiefs of the crown.
In the
Germanic empire a similar multitude of independent
principalities was conspicuous,
even notwithstanding
their temporary combination under Henry the Fowler and
Otho, for the repelhng of the Hungarians.
The attempt
of Charlemagne to bind together his vast dominions, had
proved to be premature.
They were compressed by his
giant grasp, not combined
and ivhen his grasp was
'

;

—

—

;

;

relaxed in death, separated necessarily into their political
molecules.
It was possible that out of these molecules,

were with vitality, new forms of political
and energy might in time arise. But for the present
a retrogradation into barbarism was the consequence. In
Spain the christian nascent kingdoms of Asturias and
Navarre had too full occupation for their rude valor and
chivalry in the Moorish wars, to think of others far distant.
And as for Italy, trisected as she was (and seemed
instinct as they

life

'

'

Under

tlie patriarchate of the famous Photius.
A. D. 1016.
,\, j^ <,87.

"3
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fated to be) between the papal estates in the centre, the

northern attached to the Germanic empire, and the south,
now chiefly in the hands of the Greeks themselves, what
could she do, except with her papal thunders, which in
Constantinople and its empire were impotent ?
Thus
much as regarded the states of western Christendom.
To the north, the conquest of Bulgaria had not only removed an enemy, but restored to the empire the Danube,
as its strong frontier line of defence.
And the settlement
of the Hungarians beyond it might, now that they had
become christianized,^ be deemed a further bulwark; indeed all that was needed against other invaders from that
quarter.
It was true that the Russians, a new barbarous
power, half Scandinavian, half Sclavonian, had explored
another route in their naval marauding expeditions ; and
descending their rivers from the far North into the
Euxine, had from time to time threatened and sometimes
humiliated the Greek capital.^ Moreover respecting them
a singular prophecy was rife, said to be inscribed on an
equestrian statue in the square of Taurus, to the effect
that the Russians should in the last days become masters
of Constantinople.^ But their power, sufficient to annoy,

—

—

—

^ This was in the tenth century.
The family of Arpad formed, and reigned
300 years over, the kingdom of Hungary beginning 972.
^ These Russian marauding excursions were continued at intervals from 865
to 1043. The christianization of Russia began, but with very partial success,
during the patriarchate of Photius. The more proper aerais that of the baptism
of the Russian Queen Olga, in Constantinople, A. D. 955.
" By the vulgar of every rank it was asserted and believed
^ See Gibbon x. 233
that an equestrian statue in the square of Taurus was secretly inscribed with a
prophecy," &c. And in his Note he says that this was a brazen statue which
had been brought from Antioch, and was melted down by the Latins. He refers
for authorities to Nicetas Choniates, Codinus, and a writer on the Antiquities of
;

;

who

about A. D. 1100. "They witness," he says, "the
the rest is immaterial."
In a curious Book entitled Vaticinia Abbatis Joachimi, printed at Venice A. D.
1589, the Editor, Paschalinus Regisilmus, states in his Annotation at P. 1, that
certain Greeks asserted their nation's propriety in Joachim's prophecies; ascribing them to one of their emperors, of philosophic turn, named Leo, and reporting
that they were engraved on an ancient column at Constantinople.
Paschalinus
rebuts the claim indignantly, as an injury to the prophetic fame of Joachim ;
and adduces evidence to show that no such engraved column or statue then existed in the Byzantine capital.
Presuming that the column or statue intended
was the same with that mentioned by Gibbon, the asserted melting it down by
the Latins, on their capture of the city, would account for its disappearance.
That a remembrance of ihe j)rophecy itself has been kept up among Turks as well
as GreekSj even till now, the author can himself testify; his Janissary having
Constantinople,

belief of the

prophecy

lived
;

—

1
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seemed quite insufficient to conquer and the prophecy
and to be despised. Thus the Mahommedan dynasties to the east and south alone remained to be consiAnd certainly, split as the Saracens had been
dered.
into three hostile Caliphates, and ten or twelve fragments
from those of Spain, Morocco, and Fez
of kingdoms,
westward, to the principalities of the Fatimites in Egypt
and Syria, and so on to the Abbassides at Bagdad, and
beyond them the independent dynasties of Khorasan and
I say, thus divided as they had been among
Persia,
themselves, and inferior as they had proved of late in
battle, to the Christians, there seemed little to be apprehended from them. The only really formidable power
was that, of which rumour must have told, of the Sultan
Mahmoud of Ghizni, near Caubul, in the far East.^ But
He had almost absorbed himself
this was far distant.
and
in the great enterprize of the subjugation of India
he was novv too in his old age, and the empire likely to

—

idle,

;

—

—

;

fall

to pieces

at his death.

— Thus

even to that quarter

might have looked without any great apprehension.
Political security, and even prosperity, seemed assured
to his Greek kingdom by the most considerate review
Basil

make of the then state of the world. No
woe seemed from any side to threaten least of all from
Could a power so fallen be
the Euphrates and Bagdad.
that he could

;

resuscitated ?

from

its

Could religious fanaticism be rekindled
new commission, become

embers, and, under a

again terrible ?

So might

the royal Basil have naturally thought within

as he was to the Greek superstitions,
not likely that the guilt of image-worship, and of its
many accompanying corruptions, such as, we shall pre-

himself.

Devoted

it is

it to liim, and added that it was frequently talked of in the Turkish coffeehouses at Constantinople.
- Can it be without some high object in the divine counsels, that the British
from the far west have, in this latter age of the world, established a political
connexion and influence at Ghisni?
[So I had written before the catastrophe at Cabul. But 1 conceive that we
have not yet seen the end of the results of that occupation of the Ghiznivite and
Cabul territory by the British. 2nd Ed.]
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sently see, still flourished unchecked in the empire, would
have weighed upon his mind, as that which must needs
bring down again God's vengeance. That fearful declaration against them that receive not the love of the
truth, " God shall send them strong delusion that they
shall believe a lie," had already begun to have its fulfilment.
But with real Christians, such as John represented,
the impression must have been most different. As they had
seen one woe already sent to punish the apostate nation, so
there must have sounded in their ears a foreboding sound
of other judicial woes yet to come.
For self-delusion
was not security. Even while saying, Peace and safety,
sudden destruction impended on the Greek empire and
that from the very quarter least looked to with apprehension.
the Trumpet
The agencies were prepared
blown again and the four angels, under a new commission to destroy, let loose from the Euphrates,

—

;

:

:

CHAPTER

VI.

THE SIXTH, OR SECOND WOE-TRUMPET.
" And the sixth angel sounded and I heard one' voice
from the four horns of the golden altar which is before
God, saying to the sixth angel which had the trumpet,
Loose the four angels which have been bound by the
;

And the four angels were loosed
which were prepared, after the hour and day and month
and year,^ to slay the third part of men. And the number of the army of the horsemen were myriads of myriads ^ and I heard the number of them.
And thus I

great river Euphrates.^

;

:

'

"

ixiav (paiv-qv,

one and the same voice.

not Sio/xivss, that
&c, that have been bound
are bound.
On the rendering of the eiri, compare Matt. xxiv. 33, eyyvs es-tv eirj
Ovpats, he is near at the door Thucydides, iii. 99, n-ipiiroXiov em ry A\»j/ct irorafxcf),
by the river &c.
3 eis T7ii> wpav Kai rnnpav km jurjco Kai eviavrov.
The proper rendering of this
clause will be fully investigated in the sequel.
•
fivpiaSes fivpiadujv.
Griesbach.
Tss

SeSf/^tefsj

—

ctti

jcf

worafjitf!,

;

;

;
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in the vision, and them that sate on
them, having breast-plates of fire, and of jacynth, and
And the heads of the horses were as the
brimstone.
and out of their mouths issued fire, and
heads of lions
smoke, and brimstone. By these three was the third
part of men killed, by the fire, and by the smoke, and
by the brimstone, which issued out of their mouths.
For their power is in their mouths, and in their tails.
and
For their tails were like serpents, having heads
19.
with them they do hm-t."
Apoc. ix. 13

saw the horses

:

:

—

§

1.

—

— THE

OCCASION, LOCAL ORIGIN OF, AND NATION
COMMISSIONED IN, THE SECOND WOE.

And I heard one voice from the four horns of the goldsaying to the sixth angel
en altar which is before God
the
trumpet,
Loose
four angels which have
which had the
been bound by the great river Euphrates
And the four
which were prepared
angels were loosed
for
to slay the third part of men."
'*

;

!

—

:

I.

of

is

The

thing most observable in the voice here spoken
whence it issued ; viz. the/ow horns of

the point

the golden altar of incense.
mand, whether as here for

Now, when

a voice of comthe commissioning of judg-

ment, or as elsewhere for its arrest, proceeded from the
throne in the inner temple, from the heavenly Spirit, or
from some divinely appointed angel,'
in cases like these
the meaning is plain.
It was an intimation that it originated from God.
But what when proceeding (which
is more seldom the case) from some other local point, or
scene?
In every such example we shall find, if I mistake not, that the locality whence the voice invocative of
judgment proceeded, was one associated with the sin or
guilt to be punished.
So in the history of Cain, Gen.
iv. 10
"The voice of thy brother's blood crieth unto

—

:

'

Compare Apoc.

iv. 5, xvi,

17

;

xiv.

13;

vii. 2,

&c.
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me from the ground." So in Job's protestation of in"If my land cry against me, or that
nocence, xxxi. 38
if I have eaten the fruits
the furrows thereof complain
thereof without money, or caused the owners thereof to
lose their life."
So in Habakkuk's denunciation against
" The stone shall cry out of the wall,
Babylon, ii, 11
and the beam out of the timber shall answer it Woe to
him that buildeth a town with blood, and establisheth a
city by iniquity " and, yet again, in the denunciation by
" The
St. James, iv. 4, against the Jews of his time
hire of the labourers who have reaped down your fields,
which is of you kept back by fraud, crieth." Once more
in Isaiah Ixvi. 6,
an example more exactly parallel with
that before us,
a
we read "
voice from the city
voice from the temple
a voice of the Lord that rendereth recompence to his enemies " and we find this preceded
by an appalling statement of the manner in which not
only otherwise had the Jewish citizens done evil against
God, but even in the temple itself had provoked Him, by
" He that
profaning its holy sacrifices and services.
killeth an ox is as if he slew a man
he that offereth an
oblation as if he offered s wines' blood
he that burneth
incense as if he blessed an idol."
So that in that case
the very incense-altar and altar of sacrifice, profaned as
they had been by the Jews, were scenes of their guilt
and scenes consequently from which, as well as from the
;

;

;

;

:

;

—

—

A

;

!

!

:

;

;

;

denouncing
— " A voice issued
from the
a

city of their iniquitous lives, a

vengeance against them
voice /rom the temple

:

voice

city

;

Lord rendering recompence " Just similarly, though with an inversion
of the reasoning, in the case before us, since a cry was
heard announcing and commissioning judgment against
the third part of men, from the incense-altar in the
Apocalyptic temple of vision, it was to be inferred that
that mystic incense-altar had been a scene of special sin,
(whether through profanation or neglect,) on the part
!

—

;

a voice of the

of the above-noted division of the

men

of

Roman

Chris-

tendom.

But

this explanation is only partial.

2

G

2

The Evangelist

:
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does not in mere general phrase describe the voice as
issuing from the incense-altar, but specifically from the
"I heard one voice from the four horns
four horns of it
It would
of the golden altar which is before God."
seem therefore as if there had been guilt contracted, in
respect of some such particular ritual as these horns of
And what,
the altar were one and all alike concerned in.
:

we

inquire, the rites of this

character

?

I

believe there

were just three services in the Mosaic ritual, and only
three, in which, agreeably with the divine injunction, this
The two first were the ocaltar's horns were thus used.
atoning services for sins of ignorance, when
light, either of the priests as priests, or of
the third that of the
the people collectively as a people
stated and solemn annual atonement, for the sins both
of priests and people, on the great day of expiation.^
Thus the object of the three services was similar and,

casional

brought to

;

:

with the exception of what was peculiar to the great day
of atonement, in the High priest's entering into the Holy
of Holies and the rite of the scape-goat, there was much
In each case the hands
of similarity in the ceremonials.
of the party seeking reconcilement and forgiveness were
to belaid on the head of the victim, and his sins told
then, after the sacrifice of the animal victim,
over it
its blood to be sprinkled by the priest seven times before
the vail of the sanctuary, and then some of the blood to
So was
be put upon the horns of the altar of incense.
an atonement to be made for the sins of the transgressors,
especially for their sins in respect of holy things
and so
;

;

On

—

the rite of atonement for the priest's sins of ignorancesee Levit. iv. 3
7
on that of the great day of atonement, Lev.
18
on that for the people's, ib. 13
18.
xvi. 1
The original command of the last-mentioned rite was given in Exod.
XXX. 10. It had been previously said, with reference to that part of the usual
ritualistic service with which the incense-altar was associated, " Aaron shall
burn sweet incense thereon every morning and at even
a perpetual incense before the Lord throughout your generations.
Ye shall offer no strange incense
So
that
thereon."
three points were herein enforced
the offering morning and
the doing it by the Aaronic priesthood,
even,
and the offering sweet incense
besides what was added elsewhere, using fire from the great altar of sacrifice
in any of which points there might be transgression.
Then it is added, verse 10
" And Aaron shall make an atonement upon the horns of it, once in a year, with
the blood of the sin-offering of atonements
once in the year shall he make
atonement upon it throughout your generations. It is most holy unto the Lord.''
We may compare also Ezek. xliii. 20.
'

— —

—

;

;

;

—

—

;

;

;

:

—
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was promised that their sins should be forgiven them,
and that the holy place, tabernacle, and altar should be
cleansed from the uncleannesses of the children of Israel,
and reconciled. It was thus that king Hezekiah, with
all solemnity and earnestness, made atonement for Israel,
after its notable apostacy under the reign of his father
Ahaz.^
For they had, both priests and people, for years
previous, forsaken the house and altars of the Lord, and
sacrificed and burnt incense to other gods in every city
of Judah
in spite alike of severe national chastisements,
sent to bring their sin home to them, and of the remonstrances of Isaiah and other holy prophets.
But this rite
of atonement having been performed, the promised reconciliation with God followed.
From the temple, and altar,
and each blood-bedewed horn of the altar, a voice as it
were went forth, not of judgment, but of mercy
of
mercy through Him whose expiatory blood-shedding, and
its application by Himself to purify and to reconcile, the
whole ritual of atonement did but combine to typify.
Instead of summoning destroying armies against Judah
from the Euphrates, it staid them, when thence advancing
to its invasion under Sennacherib :^ (thus direct was the
contrast between Israel's case under Hezekiah, and that
of Christendom that we are now reviewing) it staid
it

—

;

;

:

them,

I

say

;

them back.
Such were

and, with authority not to be resisted, bade
the particulars

common

in these three rites

of atonement
and with their real and spiritual meaning,
just as with that of the rest of the Levitical ritual, St.
John, we know, like his beloved brother Paul, was well
familiar.'^
It was by this knowledge that he had been
prepared to understand the intimations given from time
to time respecting the religious state of the Christian
Church, in the mute but significant language of what
was enacted on the Apocalyptic temple-scene specially
for instance, how at the time correspondent with the
;

:

'

3
[)

;

See 2 Chron. xxix. 20—24.
the allusions to the
2 ; iii. 5 ; v. 6 ; &c.

How beautiful
ii.

-

lb. xxxii. 21

l.cvitical

;

Is.

services in

xxxvii.
iiis first

'33,

34.

epistle,

i.

7,
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preparing of the Trumpets of judgment, the large
majority in Roman Christendom would have forsaken
the great High Priest of their profession, in respect of
in other words both as
his connection with either altar
their atoner for sin, and as their intercessor, mediator,
and offerer of their incense of prayer, on the golden infirst

;

And now

God/

cense-altar before

then,

when,

after

the judgments of five successive Trumpets against them,
he heard a voice denouncing judgment yet afresh from
that altar which was
thefoui' horns of the golden altar,

—

appropriated to the true priest's offering the true incense,
those horns of v^hich the one and only use was
in the rite of reconciliation, (specially in respect of sins
associated therewith,) for a transgressing priesthood and
people,— what could he infer from the figure but this, that
in spite of the fearful previous rebuke of their apostacy
from heaven, neither the priesthood nor the collective
people, at least of this third of Christendom, would have

—

—

that the offer, the means prorepented and returned
vided, and critical occasion of respite given for reconcile:

—

specially that their idolmeni would have past unheeded
atrous superstitions would be persisted in, and abandonment of Christ, the High Priest over the house of God, for
other intercessors and mediators, just as we have seen was
the very fact throughout the whole continuance of the
Saracenic woe
that thus their sins would be graven
even upon the liorns of the golden altar ; and the voice of
the intercessorial High Priest himself forced to pronounce
from the midst of them. Loose the four angels to slay
:

:

—

the third part of

men

!

— Such,

I

say,

would, as

it

ap-

pears to me, be his interpretation of the voice in question.^
Issuing from the points whence it did, I think there

could be no other meaning put upon

it,

accordantly with

See on Apoc. viii. 3, p. 300, &c, suprk.
Daubuz, alone of the comir.cntatois that I have seen, explains the passage
under consideration by reference to these Jewish rites of atonement. But he does
'

-

not particularize the special sin connected with the altar of incense.

He

at the

same time supposes a reference also to tlic horns of the altar, as a ylace of refuge
for criminals.
But in this supposition hcsocms to be in error. It was the horns
of tUv altar
1

Kings

i.

iif

50

sariijicc,

— 53

;

tlic altar of hiceusc, that were tlius used.
Sec
" brought down from if implies height and ascent.

not of

where

tlie

.
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lUnstralive of the Image -Worship then established in the Greek Empire.
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as also that

no other

imaginable typical action on the temple-scene could so
accordantly with that spirit, and at the same time so
simply and definitely, have intimated the important fact.

— And

alas

!

if

the intent of the prefiguration

was thus

John, there were answering facts in the state
of Greek Christendom, at the time we speak of, equally
clear to the discerning Christian.
The offered opportunity for repentance and reconcilement, in regard more
particularly of that crying sin against Christ of which I
have been speaking, past unheeded.
The guilt of inveterate anti-christian apostacy was fixed upon them.
It
was stamped on their ritual. It was stamped on their
hearts.
It was stamped on their very coinage. Witness
the specimen here set before the reader's eye.^
clear to St.

"

And I heard one voice from the four horns of the
golden altar," (each corner of the land to which the
horns pointed had been alike guilty,) " saying, Loose
the four angels that have been bound by the great river
Euphrates
And the four angels were loosed which
II.

!

The coin I append, as illustrative of the saint-worship in vogue, and of their
images, specially of that of the Virgin Mary, now established in the Greek emIn this
pire, is a coin of the emperor John Zimisces, Emperor from 970 to 973.
the image appears on the reverse surrounded with a nimbus, and with the letters
P 0T, i. e. Mr)Tj?p ©es, the mother of God. It seems that after defeating the
Bulgarians, he placed on a chariot, taken among the spoils, an image of the Virmade with it a triumphant entry into Constantigin of great reputed sanctity
where it
nople
then deposited it with great solemnity in the principal church
was afterwards kept, like that of Minerva of old, as the Palladium of the state.
So Walsh on Ancient Coins, p. 134.
It is added by Mr. Walsh that the Emperor John Zimisces was the first thus
and further that
to represent the image of the Virgin on the Greek coins
coins of theBasilian or Comnenian Imperial families subsequent to J. Zimisces,
and clearly bearing this device, are scarcely to be found. But Rasche (iii. 246)
instances the same device both in coins of Theophano and Nicephorus Phocas
be/ore John Zimisces, and also on coins of Romanus Diogenes, (the same that
was defeated and taken prisoner by theTurks,) Isaac I, Constantine XI, and others
(See too the Dissertation annexed to Duof the Comnenian family subsequent
Thus the reader may regard the
cange's Supplement p. 27, and Plates 3 and 7.)
specimen given as characteristic of the Constantinopolitan coinage, as well as superstition, at least through the times of the SeljukianTurks, and up to the temporary
capture of Constantinople by the Latin Crusadei's. Subsequent to its recovery from
the Latins, the superstition continued in full force, though the coinage is wanting
to attest it.
During the very last siege of Constantinople, and just before its
storming by the Othman Turks, the divine image of the Virgin was brought out,
and exhibited in solemn procession, as the last and best hope of the Greeks.
'

—

M

;

:

;

;

.

—
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—

were prepared for to slay the third part of men." The
question comes now hefore us, Who, or what, might be
angels commisangels /oz^r in number ;
these angels ?
sioned in the ivork of judgment and here specially for the

—

—

,

destruction of the third part of

been bound previous to

the

men

blast

;

— angels

of

this

that had
Trumpet,

—

apparently as if in action before the act of binding
and whose binding had begun and continued by the great
liver Euphrates P
Who, I say, or what these angels ?
;

—

The notorious fact of the Turks having subverted the
empire of Eastern Christendom, has naturally and reasonably suggested a reference to them, as the grand subject
of the sixth Trumpet-vision. iVnd, led by this conviction,
I mean of those
regard the Apocalypse as already in great measure
fulfilled, have sought to explain the four angels of four
Turkman, or, at least four Mussulman powers, that, in
succession, or cotemporaneously, took part in this work
of destruction.
But the interpretations are found on
examination to be, one and all, inadmissible.
As the
commissioning and loosing of the four angels in vision
was but a single act, so the agencies symbolized must
necessarily have been at one and the same time loosed or
commissioned: by which consideration alone all such successions of destroying agencies are excluded, as Vitringa,
and after him Woodhouse, have suggested in explanation.'
And as to cotemporary Turkman dynasties, whe-

the majority of Protestant interpreters,

who

refer to the list given by Mede and by Newton
him, or that by Faber and by Keith from Mills and
Gibbon, 2 there is no quaternion of them that can be shewn

ther

we

after

'

his

Seljukian Turks, the Tartars under ZengSo also Woodiiouse they being four Mamemorable near the Euphrates. But, besides the

Vitringa proposes the Saracens,

tlie

and Tamerlane, and the Othmans.

hommedan

;

—

nations, ho says,
decisive objection mentioned above,
it is plain that the Saracens, having been the
subject of the former Trumpet, cannot be figured here.
Moreover after they
became a Enphralean power, they ceased to be a destroying woe to Cliristendom.
As to the Tartars under Zcnghis and then Tamerlane, how did tiiey help to destroy
tiie Greek empire ?
Tlie former destroyed, not the Greeks, but the Seljukian
Turkish dynasty, that was long the cliief enemy of the Greeks. The latter overthrew Bajazet, Sultan of the Otiioman Turks, another most deadly enemy of their
empire
and thereby delayed its fall, instead of acceLrating it, for pcrliaps half

—

;

a century.
^

Mcdc's

list

gives us

the dynasties of Bagdad, Damascus, Aleppo,

and Ico-

1
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combined together

in the destruction of
have been all locally situated by
the Euphrates,
to have had existence at the time asserted
to be that of the commissioning of the four angels,
or to have continued in existence up to the time of
the completion of the commission given, in the destruction of the Greek empire.^
In short the manifest inconsistency with historic fact of every such attempted solution has been hitherto, in the minds of the more learned
and inquiring prophetic students, like as it were a millstone about the neck of the whole Turkish theory of

either to have

the Greek empire,

—

—

to

—

interpretation.

But who then, we must
angels ?

And

does the

repeat,

or what, these four
finding four

impossibility of

Turkman powers answering

to

the description,

affect

from 1055 to 1080, A. D; and of which the three last,
I may observe, were founded during Malek Shah's life, and were dependent on
him. So Bishop Newton also. The list given by Faber and Keith is the quaternion into which Malek Shah's empire split on his death, A. D. 1092; viz.
Persia, Kerman, Syria, Roum.
The two lists are nearly similar there being this
difference only, that Kerman has place in the latter, not in the former ; and that
Mede's Aleppo and Damascus are supposed in it to have coalesced into the one
kingdom, if so it be called, of Syria.
* The fact of decisive objections existing against the lists, such as noted above,
chronological, geographical, and historical, will thus appear. 1. Chronological.
That Mede's four dynasties did not all come into existence till some time after
A, D. 1057,* whence he and Keith compute the hour, day, month, and year,
follows from the dates of their founding, from 1055 to 1092, just given.
Again
Faber's Kerman dynasty perished above a century before 1301, his date of the
loosing, t
2. As to geographical situation, Kerman was separated from the Euphrates by 500 miles of space at the nearest, and by the intervening kingdom of
Persia
Roum (or Iconium) by the Halys and Mount Taurus; Damascus by the
desert.
So far were the four from being all watered, as Keith represents by the
Euphrates and its tributaries. 3. Historically considered, neither Kerman nor
Persia had any thing to do with the Turkish wars against the Greek empire.
And
as to the Syrian Moslem dynasty, whether under Noureddln or Saladin, though
it had much to do with the Latin crusaders, it had little concern with the Greeks.
I may add that Syria was not united to the Turkman power till Sultan Selim's
time, A. D. 1517, long after the taking of Constantinople.
It was the Turkish
dynasty of Roum, or Iconium, that was alone charged with the commission of
slaying the third part of men.
Foxe, the earliest interpreter I have seen that applies this prophecy to the
Turks,
expounds the four angels of the Turks from Persia, Tartary, Arabia,

nium: founded, he

says,

—

;

;

—

—

—

Scythia.

Martyrs,

iv.

102.

To

this theory similar objections apply.

Mr. Cuninghame, after mentioning each of these solutions, and his dissatisfaction with them, finally takes refuge with Woodhouse in the number /o?»' as a
sacred and complete number
iravTa ej/ ttj nrpadi.
!

* This is Mede's and Keith's date of the investiture
but it should be A. D.
1058, as will hereafter be shewn.
f Gibbon x. 369, Note 47.
;

^
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the truth of the general reference of the vision to the
need only to look at the naas represented in the apocalyptic

Turks ? By no means.
ture and use of angels,

We

prefigurations, to have suggested a view of the point in

question very different, and one that will leave the rest
of the Turkish interpretation altogether unincumbered.

For in the apocalyptic prophecy, just as in all other
revealed Scripture, the angels figured as acting on earth
seem to mean, almost uniformly, superlmrr\an angelic
bearing commission from God as the executors of certain defined purposes in his providential

intelligences,

government; and

in execution of

them making use

of,

and over-ruling certain earthly
and human agencies subordinate. In such case the numher of angels specified is not conformed to the number of
earthly agents subordinately employed, whether national
or individual.
For example, the circumstance of its
being one angel, (Apoc. xiv. 6,) that was seen flying in
directing,

controlling,

—

mid-heaven, having the everlasting gospel to preach to
every nation under heaven, (and the remark applies to the
other two angels also that in succession followed,) did
not imply that it would be one nation only that would
Many probably might be cofurnish the earthly agency.
Again the specification of four
operators in the work.
angels in Apoc. vii, as appointed to desolate the Roman
empire, was no intimation of four nations, exactly and
only, being intended to combine in that desolation. Rather
the number four was chosen in accordance simply with
or

the propriety,

what older commentators

the

call

decorum, of the figure. The thing intended to be figured
being that from every side fierce tempests of invaders
would fall on the devoted empire, /our angels of the winds

was the number depicted on the apocalyptic scene

;

in

correspondence with the well known fact that /our winds,
of the four corners of the heaven, are the proverbial representatives of all the winds.
From the above there follows this obvious inference,
with respect to the passage before us, that there is no ne'

Jer, xlix.36

;

Kzek. xxxvii.

'J

;

Dan.

vii.

2; Matt. xxiv. 31, &c.

—
:
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powers to be prefigured
the sixth Trumpet, because

cessity to suppose four earthly

as

combining

in the

work of

four angelic agencies are represented as concerned
rather that the number of the latter may have been cho;

And besides
suspicion that, as

sen from considerations altogether different.
this

there

is

further suggested the

number of angels
number mentioned

is the same with
(and it is mentioned,
let me add, no where else in the Apocalypse,) so it is not
unlikely that they may be, the one and the other, the
very same identical quaternion of angels.
Which idea
once suggested, it will I think only need that we trace
out the characteristics stated or implied of the first-mentioned quaternion, and compare them with those stated
or implied of the other, in order to be convinced of their
identity, and to see that this is indeed the true and simple
solution of the whole matter.
With regard then to the four tempest-angels of
Apoc. vii, the nature and range of the executive commission given them under the sixth Seal, was thus defined,
" to hurt the land and trees and sea,'' of course of the
Roman world
a commission, let it be observed, of very
general and large import, in so far as that world was
concerned
and possibly of long duration, too, even as
that of the 144,000 sealed by way of protection from them
although liable to arrests and interruptions, such as in
fact checked them at the time of their first appearance
more especially in subordination to Christ's purposes
and provision for the preservation and good of these his
election of grace.
Which being their commission, and
the angels figured as ready, with the winds in leash, to
execute it, the instant that restraint was withdrawn,
it
could not surely be but that the process and results of
their acting it out should also enter into the figuration.^

the
the

here mentioned
in chap, vii,

^

:

—

;

;

—

—

'

Apoc.

vii. 1.

The circumstance of the angels themselves not being again mentioned in the
subsequent figurations of judgments no more negatives this fact, than the sub-

sequent silence, after the first mention of their loosing, about the angels from the
Euphrates whom yet we all know to have been the spirits, whether seen or unseen afterwards, that impelled and directed the woe of the Euphratean horsemen.
;

;
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ii.

— Admitting which, and considering

that on the next or
the judgments
opened,
after
being
presently
seventh Seal
were pictured
world
the
apostate
inflicted
on
thereupon
under the tempest-like figures/ first and introductorily, of
thunderings and lightnings and an earthquake,^ then, on
the two first Trumpets sounding, of hail and volcanic
fire, affecting (as it is expressed with singular coincidence
considerof phrase) " the Imid, and trees, and sea,"^
ing this, it must, I think, be deemed incredible but that
these selfsame judgments were the primary results of

—

the acting of the

four tempest-angels.

—And,

if so,

why

suppose their commission and their action to terminate
with the second Trumpet ? Why not rather to go on
seeing that
under the third Trumpet, and the fourth
it is still the same third of the Roman world that is
and that the meteoric judgthe scene of the infliction
;

;

ment of

the third

Trumpet,

at least, is as notoriously as-

sociated as those preceding, alike in poetic figure and in
nature, with winds

vanced to the
to inquire why,

fifth
if

—

Thus have we adand tempests ?
and have only once more
the four destroying angels were in
"*

Trumpet

;

we should

negative the idea of their acting
gathering round, ^ to have brought
the locusts on Christendom :^ especially considering that

action thus far,
still

;

so as in fact,

'
As to the thunderings, lightnings, and hail, of the seventh Seal's introductoi y
Vision and first Trumpet, it is needless to show the connexion of winds with them.
With regard to their association with earthquakes and volcanic
It is notorious.
fire, as under the second 'I'rumpet, I may suggest Isa. xxix. 6, xxx. 30, for scripand further beg to refer to authentic accounts of most great
tural examples
volcanic eruptions, in illustration. For example, in that at Sumbawa, (noticed by
me p. 341 suprk,) Daubeny says " Between nine and ten ashes began to fall
and soon after a violent whii-lwind ensued, which blew down nearly every house
in the village of Sangir," &c.
Daubeny on Volcanoes, p. 34.
;

;

-

Apoc.

viii. 5.
•*

Apoc. viii. 7,
365
vento impendente, videbis
**

So

" Ssepe etiam

Virgil, Georgics,
Stellas,

i.

8.

;

Proscipitcs ccelo labi, &c.

And with the obscuration of heavenly luminaries, so as in the fourth Trumpet,
the winds are also associated, as in Matt. xxiv. 2'J.
* The view taken supposes the combined action of these angels under each of
the Trumpets, just as of the four winds let loose against Elam in Jeremiah xlix.
36, of the TravToioi ave/xoi of Homer, and the " Unk Eurusque Notusque," &c. of
Virgil,
to introduce and to direct the judgment- woes.
* SoExod. X. 13; "The east wind brought the locusts."
Similar is their
association also with riverfloods ; such as appear from Apoc. xvi. 1 2 to have
been the accompaniment of the lion-headed horses, that issued at tlic blast of tlic

—

—

—

—

:
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that were origi-

Christ's sealed ones,

nally noted in association with the four tempest-angels,

on the scene now also: ^ and the same
care implied in the charge given to the earthly agency of
the scorpion-locusts, that these sealed ones of Christ
are referred to as

should not be harmed in the
angels' original commission.
able

ground

for

infliction, as in the

Nor can

pronouncing against

I see

tempest-

any reason-

it.

Thus much as to the probable acting of the four tempestangels.
Then as to their restrainings let two things be
observed.
The one is that in any case of the restraint
being long and entire, (so, for example, as when the Saracen woe ceased,) the figurative phrase bound would be

—

perhaps the most fitting of all others to designate it, considering the element they impersonated
whether judged
of by classical or scripture usage. ^
The other is that,
supposing the local spot of their arrest, and cessation to
act,
in other words, that of the earthly agency directed
to be one very marked,
by them lapsing into quietude,
then it would just be accordant with scriptural analogy to
represent them as bound at that selfsame spot.
So, for
example, in the memorable instance of the angel of pes;

—

—

sixth Trumpet, from the swellings of the Euphrates against Christendom.
So
Matt. vii. 25, &c.
Let me further observe here, that the action of these angels of the winds, as
God's commissioners, is not inconsistent with the cotemporary action, though in
another way, of a spirit or angel from hell
such, I mean, as in the fifth Trumpet is described as acting in and influencing the locusts or, again, such as is
spoken of in the xiith Apocalyptic chapter as urging on the Gothic invasions

—

:

;

mouth of the dragon, though in
by the angels of the winds. I
conjunction of the two agencies no inconsistency. For it is

they being there represented as a flood otit of the
the viiith figured as tempests raised and directed

say there is in this
but an exemplification of a truth uniformly taught in the Bible; viz. that evil
in
angels are permitted to act in this world's political aff"airs, as well as good
such wise, however, as that the former are overruled and controlled by the latter; and that nothing can result which is not according to the will and foreseen
purpose of God. See what is said in chap. xii. 7, of the action of the devil and
Compare
his angels, as well as of Michael and his, in the affairs of this world.
too the striking narrative in Job i, ii and also Dan. x. 12, 13.
Apoc. ix. 4
"It was said to them that they should only hurt the men that
had not the seal of God on their foreheads :" acharge implying the existence, and
the protective care over, those that had it.
^ So Virgil depicts the tempest-winds as bound when inactive,
.^n. i;
:

—

;

'

;

Hie vasto rex ^olus antro
Luctantes ventos tempestatesque sonoras
Imperio premit, ac I'inclis et car cere frcenat.

—
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His
tilence, commissioned against David and Israel.
course having advanced with the pestilence from Dan to
Beersheba, he is described as with hand outstretched locally
over Jerusalem to destroy it, at the time when the plague
was there commencing to destroy and also to have been
arrested and stayed locally at that very spot, viz. by the
;

threshing-floor of

Araunah

the Jebusite, where, as well

when, the plague was stayed.^

as

— Now then, applying this

mode of speaking

of angelic agencies, to the
case of the Saracen locust-plague of the fifth Trumpet,
and supposing the angels of chap. vii. to have both acted
in it during its progress, and ceased acting when it
ceased, the locality at which their arrest might be fitly
Scripture

described as taking place, could be no other than that
where the plague itself received its arrest, viz. Bagdad
they might fitly be
and bound, no other than
that where the power of the Saracen caliphate remained
paralyzed in its declension, and had at length its temporal power of the sword formally taken from it
still
the same Bagdad by the Euphrates.

hy the Euphrates

;'^

the place where

said to have remained fettered

;

we

In fine the conclusion

are forced to

is

this

both in respect of the local spot of their previous
He

also speaks, in similar figure, of their being loosed,
qui faedere certo

when

;

—
— that
arrest.

afresh raging

;

Et premere, et laxas sciret dare jussus habenas.

—

In all this, Virgil follows Homer.
Compare also Prov. xxx. 4 " Who hath
gathered the winds in his fists;" where, as in Virgil, the winds of all the four
quarters are depicted as gathered and held in one spot
also Psalm cxxxv. 7.
;

:

—

Sam. xxiv. 15, IG, &c 1 Chron. xxi. 15, 16, &c.
It has been already mentioned (sec p. 432) that Bagdad was built on the
Tigris, within some twenty or thirty miles from the Euphrates.
It had in the
twelfth century, according to Benjamin of Tudcla, a canal from the Euphrates
>

2

;

-

falling into the Tigris at that very spot.

In the course of years changes have
taken place, and some of the canals been dried up. But it may be well to add
two statements, the one from an ancient author, the other from a modern, to
show that the level of the Tigris there has been always lower than that of the
Euphrates and the intervening land such as to allow of the Euphratean water,
whether by canal or otherwise, finding its way to Bagdad or its noighbourhood.
<> fJi-fv Tiypr]s iroXv ti TairetvoTfpov fxoivTs 'Eutppare,
Jst. Arrian, who says, vii. 7
iieapvxas iroWas (K t« Ev^paro es axnov Zfx^"''"^'
2ndly, Buckingham, who in
" Near the bend of the Tigris, about two
his Mesopotamia, p. 495, observes
hours below Bagdad, we were shown the marks of an inundation all the way
from the Euphrates rafts even coming over from one river close to the other
by its waters. This. . , proves that the bed of the Euphrates is higher at Felugiah, than that of the Tigris at Bagdad, in the line of east and west."
;

—

;

;

;

.
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and

in respect of the local spot of their subsequent continued restraint, our description of the four tempest-

angels of judgment,
vii.

I,

must

commissioned originally

this point

at

in

Apoc.

of time (on the hypothesis of

prolongation of their commission and their acting)
have exactly answered to what was said or implied at
the sixth Trumpet's sounding of that very quaternion of
angels^ (for I now turn to them) that were to act in that
Triimpefs -woe :
they too being said to have been bound,
(after an implied period of previous acting,) and to have
also continued bound, by the great river Euphrates.
the

—

Thus the characteristics of the one quaternion of angels
and of the other agreeing, they may be fairly considered
identical.

And

Trumpet being

the Turkish interpretation

of the sixth

from the difficulty of showing four
Turkman nations answering to the four Euphratean angels, which has so long and so fatally encumbered it, it
only remains, in explanation of so much of the prophecy
freed

as stands at the head of this

specting the

Section,

Turkman power, or new

that I

show

re-

earthly agency, as I

presume, employed under the angelic,

—

—

1st, that the
the two points following:
where it received its commission, was the same
as that where the preceding Saracenic scourge was
arrested and bound, viz. Bagdad, by the Euphrates :
2ndly, that its people and power, then and there com-

Illrdly,

locality

missioned, continued thenceforward in political life and
action; so as, in due time, to effect the work assigned to
the Euphratean horsemen in vision, of slaying the third

part of men.
And to prove these two points, nothing more will be
necessary than to trace, in brief narrative, the history of
the Turkman nation, from its first commissioning as a
Moslem power against Christendom, to the time of the
fall

of Constantinople.

In my sketch of the state of the world, cotemporaneously, given in the last Chapter, as that which might
1

.

;
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ii.

the second Basil at

of the eleventh centm-y, the name of
Mahmoud of Ghizni was mentioned as the only reigning
potentate, whose power could reasonably have been
deemed formidable to the Greek empire. It was also
the

commencement

noted, as that which might allay apprehensions of danger from that quarter, that Mahmoud seemed absorbed
that he was then in his old
in his Indian conquests
;

age

;

and that

his

empire was

likely,

bability, to fall to pieces at his death.

in all

human

pro-

— We now proceed

might then have seemed probable,
the year 1028, three years after
and at his death,
Basil's own death, Mahmoud died
fall
to pieces. Among
empire
began
to
forthwith his vast
dehis subjects had been numerous Turkman tribes,
scendants of those Turks of Mount Altai from whom,
in the seventh contury, the Avars had fled, and with
tribes whom
whom the emperor Justin had negotiated
it had been Mahmoud's policy to move southward to
Khorasan, a country between the Himalaya and the
thereby to separate them more entirely from
Caspian
their countrymen beyond the Oxus and Jaxartes.
It
was these that were now to become a woe to Christendom. Soon after Mahmoud's death (it was in the year
A. D. 1038) they rose in assertion of their independence
chose Togrul Beg of the house of Seljuk as their chief
drove the
defeated and killed Mahmoud's son Massoud
Ghiznivite nobles eastward to the banks of the Indus
and stood forth before the world as the chief power in
Originally idolaters in religion, they had
central Asia.
lately, both prince and people, embraced with fervour
to observe, that, as

so

it

happened.

it

In

:

—

:

—

;

;

;

;

—

the rehgion of Mahomet and, being thus co-religionists,
were called in the year 1055 to his assistance by the
Prophet's Vicar, the Caliph of Bagdad, on occasion of
some threatening danger of domestic factions. And then
the following memorable consequence resulted. (I state it
in brief, because the history must be given by me more
:

in detail in the next Section.)

factions,

After the quelling of the

and the extinction of the weak dynasty of the

—

—
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who had

ruled since A. D. 933 in Persia, their
was appointed by the caliph his Lieutenant
(the inauguration being performed soon after with solemnity suited to the importance of the occasion ;) and the

Bowides,

chief, Togrul,

Turk hereby

legitimately constituted temporal lieutenant
of the Prophet's Vicar, and so head of the secular power
oflslamism. Then and thence was the reviving and
reloosing of the long quiescent Moslem power against
Roman Christendom. And I must here pray the reader well
to mark the place ; as I shall in the next Section call on
him to mark the time. For it was the very place noted in
the prophecy, as that from whence the destroying angels,
under the sixth Trumpet-blast, were to be loosed and recommissioned to destroy, Bagdad, by the Euphrates.

This was one point that we were to prove in respect of
It only needs to pursue their history to see

the Turks.
in

it

2.

the fulfilment of the other.

Thus

invested then, and with a freshness of fanatic

them animated by the same spirit
Arab precursors, a holy war
against Greek Christendom was speedily, in the very
spirit of their commission, resolved on. The chief Togrul
the
himself dying, it fell to his nephew Alp Arslan,
successor to the office, title, and spirit of his uncle, and
" with his name, next after that of the Caliph, similarly
pronounced in the public prayers of the Moslems,'"
fervour which spoke

from

hell

as

their early

—

to execute the project.

Bearing

in

the very

name of

Alp Arslan, "the Valiant Lion,"^ both his own chaaccording to the propheracter and that of his army,
tic symbol (of which more in the next Section,) " I saw

—

in

lions,"

the horses as the heads of

of
— "he passedheadsEuphrates,"

the vision

the

the

Gibbon describes

so

'
The Turks deem no Sultan legitimately inaugurated until the Nutbe prayers,
on a regularly appointed Friday, shall have been solemnly offered up, for the
ii. 297.
Faber, S.
health and prosperity of the new sovereign.
- This kind
of title, -which reminds one of those of the American Indians,
seems to have been common among the Turkmans. So Kizil-Ardan, the red
a chief cotemlion, as D'Herbelot, iii. 370, in the Article on Tacash explains it
porary with Thogrul Beg: and again, Kilidge Arslan, the Sultan of the Turks

C

;

encountered by the Franks of the

VOL.

I.

first

Crusade, at Nice.

2

H
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A. D. 1063, " at the head of the Turkish cavalry
and the loss of the kingdom and frontier of Armenia
(1065) was the news of a day." The then emperor
Diogenes Romanus (successor, after two or three brief
it,

:

hastened to the defence of
Franks, Normans, Bulgarians, mingled
But in
with the Greeks to add strength to his army.
the fatal field near Malazgerd (A. D. 1071) his army
was defeated, himself taken prisoner, and the fate of the
Asiatic provinces sealed irretrievably.- The victorious
career of Alp Arslan himself against Greek Christendom
was indeed cut short by assassination. But it was followed up under Malek Shah, the greater son of a great
father: him of whose empire we read that it extended,
in its Ji7ial amplitude, from the Chinese frontier, west
and south, as far as the neighbourhood of Constantinople, the holy city of Jerusalem (now just taken from the
Fatimites,) and the spicy groves of Arabia Felix.
I say
the victorious career of the Turks against Greek Christendom was continued under him. For it, was under
the shadow of his sceptre, as the Asiatics express it,
that Suleiman, one of the many Seljukian subordinate
princes, achieved in 1074 the conquest of Asia Minor ;
and, with Nice as his capital, founded what was then
the dependent principality of Asia Minor, or Roum. This
was indeed, as says the historian, " the most deplorable
loss that the church and the empire had sustained since
the first conquests of the Caliphs."
Nor did the severity
of the scourge end at Malek's death.
For though of
three out of the four kingdoms into which his dominions
then split, I mean of Persia, Kerman, and Syria, none
had anything to do with the desolation of the Greek
empire, the destiny of Roum, now become an independent kingdom, was different.
It seems that Suleiman
had been originally urged to the war against the chrisreigns intervening, to Basil)
his empire.^

—

—

—

'
In 1066 appeared the great Comet; great as never seen before.
"The
appalled multitude," as it has been said, "gazed night after night at the messenger of evil ; the long-haired star darting its awful splendour from the horizon to
the zenith :"
a portent tliat " with fear of change perplexed monarchs." Quart.
Rev. Oct. 1844, p. 301.

—
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tian infidels by the voice of the Caliph, as well as of the

supreme Sultan and as he deserved from them the title
of Gazi, or Holy Champion, by the vigour and success
with which he conducted it, so by the manner also in
which he continued to make it subservient to the pro:

pagation
vv^hole

of the

Mahomedan

extent of the

to Constantinople,

Throughout the
faith.
new kingdom, from the Euphrates

mosques were

built, the

laws of the

Mahomet preached,
Turkish manners and language made to prevail in the
cities, and Turkman camps scattered over the mountains
Koran

and

established,

the mission of

On the hard condition of tribute and serGreek Christians might enjoy the exercise of
religion.
But their most holy churches were pro-

plains.

vitude, the
their

faned, their priests insulted, thousands of the children

circumcised, and of their brethren multitudes induced to
apostatize.
Alexius trembled on the imperial throne of

Constantinople, and in plaintive letters implored the
for unless some great
succours of western Europe
intervention should occur to prevent it, it threatened to
extinguish his empire, and kill his third part of the men.
And such an intervention did in fact arise. The Crusades (as I shall again have to notice in the next Section)
not indeed so
began, and continued for two centuries
:

'

;

And what
but to delay it.
I wish, at the present point of our inquiry, to call the
reader's attention to, is this
that throughout those two
centuries,
a period memorable in the historic page, as
comprehending within it the rise, progress, and end of
the Turkish Sulthe Crusades from western Europe,
tany of Roum, in spite of the hostility thus aroused
The
against it, still all through preserved its vitality.
host of theyitVs^ Crusaders, indeed, (A. D. 1097) having
taken Nice, and once and again defeated the Turkman
hordes, forced them to move back the capital of their
now contracted territory into the interior, to Iconium.^
But in 1 147 the leaders of the second Crusade, Conrad
as

to avert the destruction,

;

—

—

'

See the history in Gibbon, whose words
"

Gibbon

2

H

xi.

2

104.

I

chiefly use.
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and King Louis VII, had in melancholy strains to relate
to their countrymen that the power and spirit of the
and how the
Anatolian Sultan remained unquenched
bones of their christian hosts lay bleaching among the
Pamphylian hills, a monument of the continued sharpYet again in the third
ness of the Turkish arrows.
Emperor
Frederic 1st, traverthe
D.
Crusade, A.
1189,
sing the same route to the Holy Land, found every step
of his fainting march besieged by the still innumerable
hordes of the Turkmans till, in desperation, he stormed
It
Iconium, and forced the Sultan to sue for peace.
was not until the next century that a power of a different character, and from a different quarter, viz. that of
the Moguls, under one of the generals of Zenghis, sweeping across Anatolia, broke the kingdom of Iconium
and then it was not so as to extinguish the Turkman
povjer in Asia Minor, but only the Seljukian dynasty
that had ruled over it.
Not, I say, the Turkman power.
For so it had been
ordered by an over-ruling Providence, that, just before
this destroying Mogul irruption, a fresh band of Turkmans from Charisme and the Oxus, under Ortogrul and
his son Othman, fleeing from the Moguls, had in
A. D. 1 240 engaged themselves in the service, and be;

:

—

:

come

subjects of the

tan of Iconium.'

kingdom of Aladin,

And when

the then

the Seljukian dynasty

Sul-

had

been extinguished, as before stated, one of these, reuniting some of the broken fragments, furnished a new
head to the Turkmans of Anatolia.
Gradually, but
continuously, this process of reunion went on under the
Othmans the decline of the Moguls, and death of
Cazan of the house of Zenghis, having, as Gibbon says,^
given free scope to the rise and progress of the Ottoman
Empire.
And at length, in the course of the 14th
century, every fragment having been united by them,
:

^ " Ortogrul became the soldier and
subject of Aladin
Surgut, on the banks of the Sangar, a camp of 200 families,
fifty-two years (A. D. 1247
1299) in peace and war." Gib.
xi. 431.

—

'^

;

and established at
he governed

whom
xi.

432.
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and the whole of Anatolia (including both Iconium and
the more ancient and the later capital) embraced
in their dominion, even as in the earlier and palmy days
of Suleiman's greatness,
with the same manners, language, and laws remaining to it as before, as well as the
same religion, and with an armorial memento too, as I

Nice,

—

of the Seljukian ensign, in the crescent that
its banners,'
^it
might truly be
said, as Gibbon remarks with his usual accuracy, that the
ancient kingdom of the Seljukians had again revived under
the Ottoman princes.
The ruling dynasty was indeed
believe,

—

gilded and surmounted

^ The origin anddate of the adoption of the crescent as a Turkish ensign, has
been a subject of much difference of opinion among the learned. Many suppose
that it was not adopted till the taking of Constantinople and then because of its
having been a symbol of old Byzantium. So Franciscus Menenius and Busquebius; towards whose opinion Paulus Pater leans, as I am informed, in his Dissertation entitled "Insignia Turcica;" though allowing the uncertainty of the
Von Hanmer too thinks it not improbable that European writers
question.
(among whom are Gibbon, Hallam, Mills, &c.) may have been guilty of anachronism and have spoken of the crescent, as waving on the banners of Saladin
and the Seljukian Turks, by anticipation.
On the other hand, Sir Harford Jones Brydges, whose oriental knowledge is
well known, and who has been engaged in a Life of Saladin, gives it as his opinion
on the subject, (as I learn through the kindness of Sir Robert Inglis,) that the
crescent was one of the earliest bannerial distinctions used by the Sunni Mahommedans. Thus he thinks that Saladin, for example, (who was a Sunni) carried
a crescent marked on a. green flag, the Abbassides of Bagdad on a black.
For my own part I cannot but strongly incline to the latter view. For 1st, it
seems little credible to me that the Turks should have gone back above 1000
years to the antiquities of the old Byzantium for an ensign. 2nd. 1 read in
D'Herbelot, on the word Tacash, that in a poem composed by one Kemaleddin
;

;

in honor of his prince, a Chorasmian Turkman, after his defeating the Seljukian
Thogrul Beg, there occurs in it the passage following "Takash will raise the reThe
ligion and state of the Mussulmans as high (as the Seljukidae themselves).
crescent, which glitters above his pavilions, has already received the homage of
So that at that early date, about A. D. 1070, it
the greatest princes on earth."
3rd. In the conquest of Muscovy, about
is spoken of as a Mussulman ensign.
12.50 A. D. by Tartar detachments from Zenghis Khan, we read that, on converting the churches of the country into mosques, they fixed the crescent as the
and that when, 200 years after, John Basbadge of Mahommedism upon them
covitch delivered his country from the Tartar yoke, and restored the churches, he
See Rees' Encyclopaedia,
left the crescent standing, and planted a cross over it.^
on the word Crescent.
Hence on the whole I infer that it was, as a Mussulman ensign, common to
and so to the Seljuvarious Mussulman nations, as early as the 11th century
Considering the Turks' (I might say
kian Turks, the chief of the Mussulmans
the Moslems') reverence for the new moon, of which Purchas speaks in his Pilgrimage, p. 295, the ensign was very natural.
Mr. Forster in his late work on Arabian Geography, i 340, assuming that the
crescent was a Sarnceiiic banner, suggests the passage Judg. viii. 21, " Gideon
took away the ornaments (Marg. ornaments like the moon) that were on the
" The
camel's necks," (of the Midianites Zeba and Zalmunna,) in illustration.
:

:

—

—

;
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different

;

;

but not so

as to affect

in

ii.

(let

the reader well

mark

the unity and continuity of the

Turkman Anatolian kingdom.
pov^^er

[part

and a brief interval of anarchy had passed

before the revival
the point)

13—19.

Just as the Visigothic

Spain was continued under Pelayo and his

successors, or as

yet kept up in the

kingdom, after the dissoluand anarchy consequent, was

the Frank

tion of the Carlovingians

new

line of

Hugh

Capet,

—

^just

as,

Judah, when revived under
Nehemiah or the Maccabean princes, after the longer or
shorter periods of interregnum consequent on the invasions of Nebuchadnezzar and Antiochus, was still regarded in scripture prophecy and promise, as the same
Judah,
so is the identity of the Ottoman with the old
Seljukian empire demonstrable, on this reorganization of
the Turkman power.
And as under the one dynasty it
began the fulfilment of the prophecy of the sixth apocalyptic Trumpet, so under the other, as I must now
briefly notice, it completed it.
Although indeed, as to the rest, what need it to tell
the well-known history ?
Of the Sultans Othman and
Orchan,Amurath and Bajazet,'^ who knows not; and of the
passage of their victorious armies across the Hellespont?
(to take a biblical example,)

—

^

regal crescent," he says, " on the war-camels of the Midianitish kings would
naturally pass into the standard of the nation, and hence become the standard
of Mahomet and his followers."
He allows, however, that no mention of the
crescent occurs in the early history of the Saracens. And I believe it was a Turkman ensign, not Arabian.
'
Foxe in hia Eicasmi in Apocalypsin, explaining this Trumpet of the Turks
similarly traces the continuity of the Seljukians and Othmans.
"Turcos post
192 annos Tartari attracti ab Armcniis, A.I). 1240, deturbatos principatu, sibi
parere coegerunt.
Etsi Turci ipsi nondum prorsus aboliti sparsim qusedam retinueruntin Cappadocid, Galatia, et Bithyni&. Principe tantiim caruerunt; donee,
Tartarorum imperio paulatim labcfacto, circh A. D. 1300 pristinam denuo potentiam sub principe Otlimanno recuperarunt."
So too Mills, Mist, of Mahommedism "The Seljuks of Iconium and theChorasmian Tartars became one people, known by the common name of Ottoman Turks;
and the sword and sceptre of power were transferred from the sluggard Seljukian
princes to their ambitious and cnterprizing generals." p. 261.
1 believe the title Tartar is here incorrectly given to the Ottoman Turks.
M. Klaproth distinguishes between Turks and Tartars ; considering the former as
of Caucasian, the latter of Mongol race.
- The dates of the reigns of the Ottoman princes are as follows
Othman,
;

;

A.D. 12[)9— 1326; Orchan, A. D. 132C— 13C0; Amurath, A. D. 1360— 1389
1389—1403.

;

I^ajazct, A. U.
It

was about the time of the decline

of the Moguls,

and

a little

before

tl;c

;
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Who

knows not how, from

the

the European provinces of the

Danube

to the Adriatic,

empire were then, one

from it by the ruthless foe, until its
was almost confined to the city of Constantine
just as vegetable life sometimes dies down to the root
or, where the limbs are dead, the animal life may still
after another, rent

vitality

:

beat at the heart?

Then

at length,

says the historian,

1000 years from its foundation, " Constantinople was surrounded both on the
Asiatic and European side by the same hostile monarchy."
The four destroying tempest-angels seemed
to have occupied each its corner of the heavens, whence
to destroy
and the Turkman Sultan Mahomet the 2nd
furnished the earthly agency for the consummation of

for the first time for above

^

:

the catastrophe.

— On

the particulars of this catastrophe

my

present purpose to dwell. There are various
most interesting points of detail, which will call for
Suffice it in the present to
notice in the next Section.
have shown, as I proposed, the national continuity of
it is

not

Turkmans, from the time of their first commissionand the loosing of the Moslem power under them
against Roman Christendom, to that of their destroying
And in conclusion, let me only rethe Greek empire.
mark, how by their official titles and appellatives the
Turkman Sultans seemed almost to proclaim before the
world, their identity on those points with the prefigured
agents of the second woe.
The slayer, in apocalyptic
phrase, of the third of the men of Christendom, the SulThe
tan called himself Hunkiar, the slayer of men.^
reviver and relooser, according to apocalyptic prophecy,
of the long dormant power of the preceding woe, i. e. of
the spirit of the Saracenic Moslem Caliphate, he had soon
these

ing,

the caliphate, or spiritual headship of the

Moslem

world,

Othman, that the Latin Crusaders were finally driven out of Pales1291 was the date of that event.
Orchan subdued the Asiatic provinces to the Bosphorus and Hellespont, consummating the captivity or ruin of the seven Asiatic churches. Amuraih was
the first to cross into Europe.
1
Gibbon, xi. 445.
^ See Dallaway's Constantinople, p. 41, and Thornton's Turkey, p- 95.

accession of
tine.
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19.

yielded up to him,' (as, long before,

its

ii.

temporal head-

and added it also to his titles.
Finally, having
in 1530 united Bagdad to his dominions,
^just as if to
direct the attention of an inquirer to that city by the Euphrates as the local source whence, as here foretold, his
he inserted it prominently
primary commission issued,
" I Sultan of
into the list of his proud titles of empire
Sultans," was his style of writing, " Governor of the
ship,)

—

—

;

earth,

&c. &c,
Caliphs,

§

Lord of Mecca, Medina, and Jerusalem,
more particularly of the capital of the

— and

Bagdad."

^

FURTHER CHARACTERISTICS OF THE NATION
COMMISSIONED IN THE SECOND WOE.

2.

In the preceding Section the two first noted and most
prominent particulars, designative of the people that were
to be God's scourge under the second woe, viz. their receiving their commission from the same locality where
the former or Saracenic woe had been bound, i. e. by
the Euphrates, and their destroying the third part of men,
the Greek empire, have been shown to apply to the Turks,
And it surely
the Seljukian and Ottoman Turks.
needs not to say that they can apply to no other nation

—

whatsoever.

In order,

fix the application,

teristics

however, yet more distinctly to

there are added certain other charac-

of the people intended

;

describing their numbers,

their personal appearance, the particular instrumentalities

used by them in destroying and injuring, and the period
of time (a period very singularly defined) within which
they were to execute their commission of slaying the
'
It was solemnly renounced in the year 1517, in favour of the Turkish Sultan
Selim, by the Fatimite Caliph, Mohammed XII, after the overthrow of the CirThis was at that time the only Moslem caliphate
cassian Mamclucs in ligypt.
remaining the caliphate at Bagdad having been extinguished by the Tartars in
the year 1300, and that of Cordova yet earlier, before the middle, I believe, of
the eleventh century.
Hence the Sultan's title of Imam ul Musliniim, Chief
Pontiff of Mussulmans; and the almost divine sacrednessof his character in their
eyes, in consequence.
^ Ferrario, Part iii.
See also Thornton's Turkey, p. 54
who gives the list as
htadinj a Treaty of A. D. 790, with the king of Prussia.
:

—

;

1

;

CHAP.

third part of

—

"l HEARD THEIR NUMBER."

VI. ^11.]

men.

These

I

the armies of the horsemen,''

myriads

now

proceed

more in brief
the most important more at large.
1. And, Jirst, as to their numbers.
the simpler points

it is

;

said,

473

to consider:

the

difficult

and

" The number of
'*
was myriads of

a numeral phrase indefinite, but according
to its natural and not infrequent use in scripture,^ expressive of large numbers
and of which the applica: ^

;

characteristically

bility

the

to

Turkman

armies,

more

not mere numerousness of soldiers that
is noted, but numerousness of horsemen, is to a student
of the history of the times notorious.
Numerous indeed were the cotemporary armies of western Europe, at
the close of the 11th century ; though not innumerous
like the Turks.
But herein was a greater distinction.
With"them the cavalry or knights were comparatively few
the bulk of the army being foot-soldiers
whereas of
the Turkman, as of the Saracen armies before, (and who
especially as

it is

:

so well

knew

the fact as the Greeks and Franks that en-

countered them ?) the numbers numberless were cavalry.^
Further, it has been suggested, and I think not without reason, by Daubuz, that there may be probably an

—

allusion also in the

/orm of

expression to the

Turkman

custom of numbering by tomans, or myriads. For though
not unused among other nations,^ yet there is probably
1
Many manuscripts read Sno f^vpia^^s or Sts fjLvpiaSes, These our translators
have followed. Griesbach, on external evidence, prefers the more simple reading
So Michaelis
/xvpiades ixvpiaSojv; which seems to me preferable on internal also.
in his Introduction to the New Testament, Vol. vi. p. 537, (Marsh's Translation ;)
which may be consulted.
"
Compare Gen. xxiv. 60 yivs eis X'^'t'Sos nvpiaSaiV " Be thou the mother of
thousands of myriads ;" Num. x. 36 eTncrrpecpe Kvpie X'^'tSoj /xvptaSas ev tco
laQar)\- " Return to thy thousands of myriads (Heb. myriads of thousands) in
Israel;" an example strikingly to the point, as the numbers of Israel are mentioned, in the census of Num. i. 45, 46, to have been only 600,000 above twenty
Dan. vii. 10; fivpiai nvpiaSes TrapeLffTTjKeiaav out6d" "Myriads of
years old:
myriads stood before him :" and the same nearly, Rev. v. 11; ijf o apidfios avjwv

—

—

—

;

;

—

ixvpiadis ixvgtaScov i.e. according to Gricsbach's reading.

forces of the Seljukian Sultan Soliman, encountered by the first
Crusaders at Nice are stated by the Christians, says Gibbon, at 200 or even 360
thousand horse. Again Knolles states the number of the Timariot horsemen of
the Othman Turkish empire, as alone amounting in his time, i. e. in the earlier
3

e. g.

The

half of the 17th century, to above 700,000.
•

e. g.

Of the inhabitants of Nineveh there

to have been tw-elve myriads.

are said in Jonah, iv. II, (Septuag.)

—
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none with

whom

valent as with

it

the

the Seljukian age,

—

[part

19.

ii.

has been from early times so pre-

Turkmans and Tartars. Thus in
remember right, the population

if I

of Samarcand was rated at seven tomans, because it
Again, the
could send out 70,000 horsemen warriors.
dignity and rank of Tamerlane's father and grandfather
was thus described, that they were the hereditary chiefs
So that it is not without
of a toman of 10,000 horse. ^
his usual propriety of language, that Gibbon speaks of
" the myriads of the (Seljukian) Turkish horse overspreading the Greek frontier from the Taurus to Erze-

roum

:

" or of the cavalry of the earlier

Turks of Mount

Altai " being, both men and horses, proudly computed
by millions.^' ^
He had doubtless the Turkman mode
and phraseology of numbering in his mind, when he
penned the two sentences
and, in the last of them,
And wherefore
their proud habit of exaggeration also.
then may we not suppose a similar reference, since the
turn of the phrase is similarly apt and characteristic, in
;

number before us ?
added, " And 1 heard the number of them."
And considering the pointedness of the declaration,
appended as it is to the notice of the numbers previous,
and also John's represenin an order and form unusual,^
tative character on the Apocalyptic scene, I cannot but
think that it must have been meant to betoken that the
the apocalyptic notice of
It

is

—

report of the Turkmans' might and numbers would fall
with more than common impressiveness upon the ear of
If so, it surely needs but a glance
the christian church.*
1

Gibbon,

"

xii. 4.

Gibbon,

vii.

287, x. 351.

The usual and simple mode of expressing the thought would have been
" And I heard the number of them, myriads of myriads " the notice of hearing
being prefixed to the statement.
Compared with which the emphasis of the actual expression, " The number of them was myriads of myriads
and I heard
the number of them " will be evident.
Compare a somewhat similar, though less emphatic use of the expression in
" Jonathan smote the garrison of the Philistines that was in
1 Sam. xiii. 3, 4
Gcba and the Philistines heard of it. And Saul blew the trumpet throughout
the land, saying, Let the Hebrews hear
And all Israel heard say that Saul had
smitten a garrison of the Philistines
and that Israel was had in abomination
with the Philistines." So too 1 Sam. xvii. 23, &c. It marks impression.
* Compare too what occurs in "the burden of Babylon which Isaiah the son
of Amoz did sec, "
" The noise of a multitude in the mountains, like as of a
2

;

;

:

:

:

;

!

;

—

—
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at history to see the realization of the intimation.

Turkman name

over the terrors of the

we know

christians,

and by the

letters

that by Peter the
also of the

the report was carried to

all

Passing

Greek
Hermit personally,
to the

Patriarch of Jerusalem,

the princes and churches in

western Christendom.
"Jerusalem hath been besieged,
taken, sacked, razed, triumphed on.
What may the rest
of Christendom promise to itself ?
The strength of the

Turks

daily increased

is

:

their forces are

stronger than the forces of the Saracens

devoured the whole world
as christians not in the

in hope.

fiercer

and

they have already

:

We call on you for help,

name and profession

only, but in
Ere the tempest thunder, ere the
lightning fall on you, avert from yourselves and children
the storm hanging over your heads ^
Deliver us
deliver your rehgion
and God shall requite you." So,
as KnoUes relates,^ the report was echoed and thrilled
among the ^rwe, as well
through w^estern Christendom
as iht false, that bore the christian name: the former
having as yet not formally, or in a body, separated from
And what followed? The Council
the church visible.
the fermentation through Christendom
of Clermont
and then its precipitation in the Crusades against the
Euphratean horsemen. All was but the result of that
hearing of the bruit of the Turkish might and terribleness
" And I heard the number of them."
from Jerusalem.
heart,

soul,

spirit.

!

:

:

:

—

:

;

2. The next descriptive trait represents to us their
personal appearance and array.
This is a point not
forgotten, as we have seen, in the figurative prophetic
descriptions, whether of the Old or New Testament.
So,
for instance, in that of the Assyrian lovers of Aholah
" Horsemen riding upon horses clothed with
in Ezekiel
"-^ and again,
blue, captains and rulers
turning to the
;

:

the Lord of hosts mustereth the host of the battle."
Isa. xiii. 4.
" The Lord hath made the host of the Syrians to hear a noise
6
of chariots, and a noise of horses, even the noise of a great host :" &c.
'
Observe here the Apocalyptic figure of a tempest : a figure agreeing with the
supposition of the four tempest-angels being the invisible directors of the woe.
^ See the Patriarch's Letter given in Knolles' History of the Tuiks, p. 13.
" Fine linen with broi' Ezek sxiii. C.
So again in Ezek. xxvii. 7, of Tyre
dered work from Egypt was that which thou spreadest forth for thy sail ; blue

great people
Also 2 Kings

:

vii,

:

—

;

a
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Apocalypse, in that of the Saracens with man-like
faces, but hair as the hair of women, just preceding
and in that of Papal Rome and its hierarchy, as typified
So here of
by the scarlet-coloured Beast, yet to come.'
'*
the Euphratean armies
I saw the horses in the vision,
and them that sate on them, having breast-plates ofjire,
(i.e. of Jive -colour,) and hyacinth and sulphur;" or of
;

:

On

and yellow.

red, blue,

which

it

is

the just

remark

of Mr. Daubuz, that from their first appearance the Ottomans have affected to wear warlike apparel of scarlet,
blue, and yellow
a descriptive trait the more marked
from its contrast to the military appearance of Greeks,
Franks, or Saracens cotemporarily.
And, indeed, I may
add that it only needs to have seen the Turkish cavalry,
(as they wei'o before the late innovations,) whether in
war itself, or in the djerrid, war's mimicry, to leave an
impression of the absolute necessity of some such notice
of their rich and varied colourings, in order to give in
description at all a just impression of their appearance.
:

The word hyacinthine, let me observe, fixes the primary meaning of the other two words, fire -like, sulphurlike, thus to signify colour.
At the same time the singuof the words used to figure

larity

And

it,^

cannot but strike us.
an ap-

the appropriateness of Scripture emblems,

—

propriateness abundantly evidenced and exemplified in a

—

former chapter,^
must suggest the suspicion of fire and
sulphur having been things in some peculiar and characteristic manner connected with the Turkish armies
suspicion confirmed, and also explained, by a subsequent
notice of fire and sulphur in the emblematic figuration
of them
and of which this twofold, or rather threefold
notice shews the importance.
3. To this point, then, let us next direct our attention.
" The heads of the horses," the Ev^angelist proceeds to
:

—

;

and purple from the
ii.

3,

isles of

Elishah was that which covered thee."
*

"

vi.

Also

Nahum

<fec.

We may

4 and

xii.

Apoc.

xvii. 4.

indeed compare the irvpivos in this sense with the irvppos of Apoc.
3 but the OetwSeis, sulphur-like, is 7ierer used elsewliere in Scripture
;

to denote colour.
3

Sec

p.

389,

Si.c,

suprh,

^

:

THE FIRE, SMOKE, AND SULPHUR.
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observe, " were as the heads of lions

; and out of their
mouths goeth forth ^r^, and smoke, and sulphur. By
these three was the third of men slain,
by the fire,
and the smoke, and the sulphur that proceedeth out of
For their power is in their mouths, &c.''
their mouths.
The horses and their riders are here evidently a comthe latter being mentioned just once, as
posite symbol
if, like
the human resemblances in the Arab scorpion-

—

—

:

to notify

locusts,

the

man's agency

characteristics,

principal

in the scourge; but all
including such as must

needs refer not to animals, but to men, being said of the
horses.
So in the clause, "their heads were as the
heads of lions.''
On which let me just observe, in passing, that as the heads, being unnatural, are of course
symbolic, and the symbol, 'according to its all but constant use in scripture,' to be interpreted of theEuphratean
leaders,
it was a preintimation that to these leaders the
same lion-like haughty destroying character would attach,
even as to the Saracens before them. And as to the fulfilment, it was seen not in respect of character only, but
even of title, in the Alp Arslans and Kilidge Arslans,
the Valiant Lions and noble Lions of the Seljukians
and in the pretensions and character of the Othman
according to the Othman Turks' own siSultans, also

—

;

militude.
to the other more important descriptive point
'*
Out of their mouths issued
wish to hasten.
and
brimstone
(or sulphur) "
it being
smoke
and
fire,
added, as if to limit and to define their instrumental use
" By these three ivas the third part of men killed, by the
fire, and by the smoke, and by the brimstone which issued
Now that there is in this, as Mede
out of their mouths."
suggests, an allusion to the modern artillery used by the

But

it is

that I

:

:

'
E. g. Isa. vii. 8 " The head of Syria is Damascus, and the head of Damascus
Rezin." Dan. ii. 38 ; " Thou art the head of gold." Judges xi. 11; " They made
him to be a head and governor :" Ke(pa\r]v Kai apxriyov. Again in Rev. xiii we
read in this sense of the seven heads of the Beast and in Psalm xviii. 47, " Thou
hast made me to be the head of the heathen."
" The Turks compare the Grand Seig2 So Rycaut on the Turks, chap, xxi
nior to the Lion, and other kings to little dogs which may discompose the quiet
and majesty of the lion, but can never bite him without the utmost peril."
;

is

;

:

;
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Ottomans against Constantinople, seems to me so obvious
and so striking, that T cannot but wonder that any one,
as Dean Woodhouse, should have objected to, or even,
Wherefore could the
as Vitringa, hesitated about it.^
Dean speak of the interpretation as a force on prophetical
language, unworthy of respectable names ? If the arms of
a nation be often elsewhere noticed in prophetic scripture,
And where, indeed, and on what other
not here ?
occasion, did ever the arms employed bear so memorable,

—

why

so all-important an influence, on the great catastrophe ?

would wish strongly to impress this point on the
It is marked prominently in the prophecy
reader's mind.
marked prominently also in the history.
is
before us.
It
'*
the
fire
and the smoke and the sulphur," to
to
It was
For

I

the artillery and fire-arms of'

Mahomet,

that the killing

of the third part of men, i.e. the capture of Constantinople, and by consequence the destruction of the Greek
Eleven hundred years and more
empire, was owing.
had now elapsed since her foundation by Constanline.
In the course of them, Goths, Huns, Avars, Persians,
Bulgarians, Saracens, Russians, and indeed the Ottoman

Turks themselves, had made their hostile assaults, or laid
siege against it.
But the fortifications were impregnable
Constantinople survived, and ivith it the
by them.
Greek empire."^ Hence the anxiety of the Sultan Mahomet to find that which would remove the obstacle.
" Canst thou cast a cannon," was his question to the
founder of cannon that deserted to him, " of size sufficient to batter

down

the wall of Constantinople

was established

? "

Then

Adrianople, the cannon
cast, the artillery prepared, and the siege began.
It well
deserves remark, how Gibbon, always the unconscious
commentator on the Apocalyptic prophecy, puts this
the foundry

"

at

—

An

m_\sticfe hie alludatur ad morcm bellorum geieiidormn per machinas
ex incenso pulvere sulpluirco cvomentcs,. fidenter asscverare non
ausim." p. 541. The true solution, I doubt not, of Vitringa's licsitation on the
subject, is to be found in his unfortunate exposition of the four angels as meaning four successive Mussulman powers that attacked the Greek empire of whom
none but the Turks used cannon.
I have not particularised the Latin capture of Constantinople, A. D. 1200,
because the Latins had a party among the Greeks..
'

flammam

—

.

;
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the foreground of his

and striking narrative of the final catastrophe of the Greek empire.
In preparation
picture, in his eloquent

for

he gives the history of the recent invention of

it

gunpowder, " that mixture of
charcoal

cannon
itself,

:

at

"

tells,

Adrianople

describes

saltpetre,

sulphur, and

as before said, of the foundry of the

how

:

*'

then, in the progress of the siege
the vollies of lances and arrows

were accompanied with the smoke, the sound, and the
" how " the long
fire of the musketry and cannon
order of Turkish artillery was pointed against the walls;
fourteen batteries thundering at once on the most accessible places " how " the fortifications which had stood
for ages against hostile violence were dismantled on all
sides by the Ottoman cannon, many breaches opened,
and near the gate of St. Romanus, four towers levelled
with the ground " how, " as from the lines, the gallies,
and the bridge, the Ottoman artillery thundered on all
sides, the camp and city, the Greeks and the Turks, were
involved in a cloud of smoke which could only be dis:

:

:

pelled by the final deliverance or destruction of the

Roman

empire " and how, the besiegers at length rushing
through the breaches, " Constantinople was irretrievably
subdued, her empire subverted, and her religion trampled
in the dust by the Moslem conquerors."
I say it well
deserves observation, how markedly and strikingly Gib:

bon

and so the destruc
tion of the empire, to the Ottoman artillery.
For what
is it but a comment on the words of the prophecy, " By
attributes the capture of the city,

•

these three was the third part of men killed, by the fire
and by the smoke, and by the sulphur, which issued out
of their mouths."
4. Next as to the appearance of the horses tails.
And in this, according to what I cannot hesitate to
call its obviously true interpretation,
though to support it we have not, as before, the authority of many
consenting interpreters, but by all of them that I have
seen, except Dr. Keith, it is not so much as hinted, and
by him only glanced at allusively and in a Note,
I say

—

—

—
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a symbol as remarkable
as even that on which
Turks,
and as characteristic of the
say more so. For
perhaps
might
I
we last commented
" Their power
description?
the
terms
of
what are the
there

is

in this descriptive point

:

—

(^ 4a<Tia avTuy) is in their

mouth and

in

their tails

:

for

unto serpents, having heads, and
their tails
Now had it been simply
injury."
do
they
with them
said, '' their tails were like serj ents, and with them they
injure," the case would have closely resembled that of
and have
the scorpion-locusts of the plague preceding

were

like

^

;

indicated

here, just

as

there,

the injury merely,

and

venom of a false religion accompanying it, done by the
new agencies of woe. But there is mentioned further
the peculiarity of these serpent-like ^ horse-tails, seen in
vision having heads : and thus, according to the all but

constant prophetic use of the symbol, as before observed,^
the further idea, is naturally, I may almost say necessarily suggested of rulers, or governing authorities,'^ being

But how ? The crown
associated with the horse-tails.
seems a sufficiently natural symbol to denote a conquering emperor, the diadem a monarch, the sword a military

But a

prefect, the balance an administrator of justice.
Strange association
horse-tail to denote a ruler
!

likely

symbol

!

rule, the tail is

Un-

Instead of symbolizing authority and
in other scripture put in direct contrast

Verse 10; " They have

'

!

tails like to

scorpions, and stings were in their tails."
" The horses

— In explaining the clause under consideration, Mr. Daubuz says

;

Bishop Newton; "They (the horses) resemble the
Saracen locusts the tails of serpents, with a head at the end, being attached to
"Turkish horsemen with serpents' tails." By this
the horses:" Dr. Hales
perversion of the plain prophetic statement, these interpreters unconsciously
blinded themselves and their readers to the singular significancy of the symbol.
The tails were still horse-tails ; but serpent-like, and having heads at their

had stings

in their tails:"
;

;

extremity.
* Just at the time of the rise of the Scljukian power

it

was

said of these

Turk-

" Your
of his Omrahs to Massoud, son of Mahmoud of Ghizni
enemies were in their origin a swarm of ants. They are now like little snakes.
And unless they be instantly crushed, they will acquire the venom and magnitude of serpents." The above is quoted by Daubuz, as also by Gibbon x. 343;
and exemplifies, in respect of the serpent-like form of the Apocalyptic horsetails, not the figurative sense only, but also the national appropriateness of the

mans by one

;

symbol.
3

is

See Note

1,

p.

477,suprk.

Mill reads, at t^eaiai avraif, " their authorities are in their tails."
similarly used in the plural Luke xii. 11, Rom. xiii. 1 &c.

*

The word

p.
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with the head, and made the representative rather of the
degraded and the low.'
Besides which it is not here the
lordly lion's tail, but that of the horse.
Who could ever
a priori, have conceived of such an appHcation of it ?
And yet among the Turks, as we all know, among the
Euphratean horsemen that were to kill the third part of

—

men,

—

very

that

had existence, and still
seems that in the times of
their early warlike career the principal standard was once
lost, in the progress of battle
and the Turkman commander, in its default, cutting off his horse's tail, lifted
association

exists to the present day.

It

;

it

on a

the

pole,

victory. 2

adoption

made it
Hence

among

the rallying ensign, and so won
the introduction and permanent

the Turks throughout their empire of
;
among the Turks alone, if I mistake not, of all the nations that have ever risen up on
this world^s theatre : ^ and this as that which was thenceforward, --from the vizier to the governors of provinces
this singular ensign

—

—

and districts, to constitute their badge, mark their rank,
and give them name and title. For it is the ensign of
o?ie, two, or three horse-tails that marks distinctively
the
dignity and power of the Turkish Pasha.^
Marvellous

—

' So Deut. xxviii. 44
Ovros effrai eis K€tpa\riv, uv Se eurj eis apav
" He shall
be the head, and thou shalt be the tail."
2 So Tournefort in his Travels
also Ferrario.
The following is Ferrario's
account of the origin of the ensign. " An author acquainted with their
customs
says, that a General of theirs, not knowing how to rally his
troo|)S that had lost
their standards, cut off a horse's tail, and fixed it to the end of
a spear
(pomo
d'una lancia ;) and the soldiers, rallying at that signal, gained the victory."
Costumi &c. i. 126. He adds further that whereas " on his appointment
a
Pasha of three tails used to receive a drum (tamburo) and a standard, now
for
the drum there have been substituted three horses' tails, tied at the
end of a
spear, round a gilded haft.
One of the first officers of the palace presents
;

;

;

—

him

these three
3

tails and a standard.
The Hetmanof the Cossacs

''

that migrated to Poland

have been presented by the Polish king with a horse-tail also, among other
ensigns of authority.
But these Cossacs were but a small tribe and it seems likely that they
borrowed this military ensign, as they did many of their military terms,
from
the Turkmans.
• In Blackwood's
Magazine for August, 1842, the writer of the Chapter on
Turkish history, thus appropriately makes use of the figure. "
The recent overthrows of the Mameluc power by the Ottomans had extended the
shadow of the
horse-tails far along the coast of Africa."
He is speaking of the times of Barbais

said to

;

rossa.

And

in this

VOL.

1.

same North of Africa

it still

2

1

furnishes

its

figure to the

fragment of
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could have depicted

clear as the present, and

who

Divine prescience speaks of things that are not as
though they were
"And with these they do injustice " adiKsa-i. Alas
where is the historian of the Turkish conquests and empire that does not tell of the oppression of the christian
rayah by these Turkman Pashas
As Knolles, in his
" His
Sketch of the Turkish Greatness, expresses it
Bassaes, like ravening harpies, as it were suck out the
blood of his poor subjects."
And where is the traveller
through European Turkey (at least if his travels dated
before the late Greek revolution) that has not with his
own eyes witnessed the same ? Even now the scene
rises in memory before the author, of the long train of
a Turkish Pasha, proceeding to his Pashalik in Greece,
that past him by, winding in picturesque array up one
of the passes of Mount Othrys, near where that mountain-chain frowns over Thermopylae
and bright, he remembers, shone the sunbeams on the varied colourings,
the " red and blue and yellow," of the horses, horsemen, and foot-retainers, in the procession and proudly
the ensign was borne before the Turkman of two horsetails, to mark his dignity.
But associated with the
in his

!

!

;

!

;

:

;

up other recollections also
on entering a few days
before with his companions, he had found deserted,
though with marks of recent habitation
and from
which, as a straggler emerging from his hiding-place
informed them, men, women and children had fled to
the mountains to escape from the visit, on some errand
of oppression, of one of the officers of a neighbouring

remembrance there

— the scene of

rise

:

a village which,

;

Pasha.
Nor again can the scene be forgotten of other
permanently deserted villages, such as the traveller's path
each day almost had to pass by ; and often with nothing
but the silent grave-yard in its loneliness, to tell the tale
the once mighty Turkish empire there remaining. On General Bugeaud's summoning the tribe of Mascara to suhmission, the answer began thus ; " Tlie hurst
Semaphore de Marseilles, June ]2, 1841.
of submissiun haa no tail."
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Thus was there set bethe inhabitants had failed before the

and population.

how

oppressions of the Turkman Pashas
and, long ere he
thought of entering on the direct investigation of prophecy, the singular aptitude and truth of this symbol,
as applied to them, fixed itself on his mind ; " The
horse-tails were like unto serpents, having heads; and
with these they do injury and oppress.^'
5. There remains for explanation but one point more
in the prophecy
viz. the time w'lth'm which the commission to destroy the third part of men was to be accomplished.
This is a point of great interest and importance
and, although freed by our explanation of the
four angels spoken of, and of their binding near the
Euphrates, previous to the sixth Trumpet-blast, from
no little embarrassment,' it is yet one not altogether
devoid of difficulty.
Indeed some critical research will
be in the first instance essential, in order satisfactorily to
fix the meaning of the phrase in which the chronological
term is announced.
This settled, the historical fulfilment will soon appear.
The chronological term is expressed as follows " And
the four angels were loosed ; which were prepared ej? t»)v
:

;

:

:

—

•
See my Note p. 457 supra. Nothing, I conceive, can well be cleaver as to
1. that the four angels
the chronology oi the prophecy than these three things
must have been in existence both at the time of their binding, and at the time of
2. that the time of their loosing must have been at the sounding
their loosing
3. that the predicted period of the hour, day, month,
of the sixth Trumpet
and year, must have been the interval between their loosing and their accomplishment of the stated object of their loosing, viz. to slay the third part of men.
Now alike Mede and Newton, Faber and Keith, explain the binding to mean the
restriction of the Turkman power by the crusades; and the epoch of loosing, and
of the sixth Trumpet-sounding, as an epoch somewhere between A.D. 1280 and
1301, when the curbing power of the crusades had ceased, and the Othniannic
Turkman come to the supremacy. But at this epoch neither IVIede's quaternion
Further, the period of the hoitr,
of kingdoms, nor Faber's, were in existence.
day, month, and year, being made to end by Mede and Keith, where I think the
Apocalypse makes it end, viz. at the capture of Constantinople by the Turks, and
fall of the Greek empire, it is necessarily from its length made by them to begin
about 1055
i.e. 2.50 years before their epoch of the sixth Trumpet's sounding.
On the other hand Bishop Newton and Mr. Faber, rightly deeming that its true
commencing epoch must be tliat of the Trumpet's sounding and the angels' loosing, do yet make it end, in coa.s6(iuence of their date of the sounding, 250 years
after the slaying of the third part of men, the Greek empire.
I have thus reverted to and expanded my chronological argument at p. 457,
from a sense of the importance of the point involved in it.
:

:

—

:

—

—

;

2

I

2

—
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wpav /cat ^[Aepav Kai [Afiva Kai evtavrov, dt the eXpiTCltlOn of the
hour, day, month, and year," aggregated together, (so 1
translate and understand the phrase) " to slay the third
part of men."
In which translation two things require
consideration and proof
the one, the taking the nouns
of time collectively and in concatenation, as constituting
the other the cona period made up of their aggregate
:

;

struing the preposition

«*?

as

meaning

after, or at the

expiration of, that period.
Now as to the construction of the nouns of time col-

and in the aggregate, I so understand them,
because that which is the only alternative construcI
tion appears to me on every account inadmissible
mean that which, taking them each separately, would
render the clause thus
that at the destined hour, and
destined day, and destined month, and destined year,
they should slay the third part of men.'
For,
to say
nothing of the want of the article prefix to three out of
the four nouns, a prefix needed, I conceive, for such a
rendering,'^
will be obvious that it explains the
it
clause as made up of tautologies
tautologies such that
every successive word after the first, instead of strengthening, only weakens the supposed meaning ; and which
bring out, at last, as the result of their accumulation,
nothing more than this, that the destruction spoken of
should be effected at the time appointed. Do the inspired
Scriptures ever speak in this way ?
2ndly, I so take
them because in another complex chronological phrase,
and one, in respect of its enigmatic form, the most nearly
parallel to the present that prophetic scripture offers, we
have the exposition of inspiration itself interpreting the
phrase as meant to be taken in the aggregate.
I allude
lectively
1st,

:

;

—

—

;

—

to the
Kai

well-known clause in Daniel, (xii. 7) £k Kaipov, Kaipov^,
Kaips, " for a time, times, and half a time ;" which

ijiMo-v

being made the equivalent of 1260 days,^ i. e. of three
years and a half, must consequently be a period of a year,
*

So, or nearly so, Vitringa, Daubuz, Woodhouse, Cuninghame, &c.
^ So Matt. .XXV. 13
aSe ttji/ iifjupa-v, sSe ri}v wpaf.
;

•*

Compare Dan.

xii.

II

;

Rev.

xii. 6,

14,

&c.
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two years, and half a year aggregated together.

—As

the article prefix, standing at the head of the clause,

may understand
vern

all

on

it,

this explanation,

the accusatives

to

we

not only to go-

we

that follow, so as

done

find

elsewhere,^ but also as an instrument for the better
uniting them, as it were under a bracket, as an hour,
at the same
making up the

day, month, and year, to be added together

:

time that

it

marks them

period

e.

the period fore-ordained and foreshown in

i.

;

as

together

the divine counsels.

Next, as to the e^ being rendered at the expiration of^
before these aggregated nouns of time.
To the classic

—

reader the fact will be familiar that the original meaning
of this preposition, and that from which those relative to
time are derived, is one implying motion towards aplace,
as

;

much

very

unto, at.
:

Kaiaa^eiav

ei<;

represented in the English

as

UopevofAevo,;

Jerusalem
it is

—

term and object
motion which may be incomand that of progress, or completed by arrival ;

its

plete

going

'iipoa-oXvy.a.'

€<?

to

equivalents,

Or

towards

movement is incomplete. KaTeKOuv
having comc to or arrived at, Csesarea: here
here the

,

completed

To which

in arrival.

latter class

belong

those cases in which actions, transient or continuous,
as in, Aei /xe woiTjo-a*
are done at the place after arrival
;

rvjv eo^TYjv ej? ']epoa-oKvi/.a-

lem

:"

E7re(r%€

xp'>'"'y

f?

"

I

'^'J*'

must keep the feast
Acriav- " He Stopped

at Jerusa-

a while at

or in Asia," ^
Because, when the sentences are filled
" Having arrived
up, this would be the form of them
at Jerusalem, I must there keep the passover:"^ ''Having
arrived in Asia, he stopped there."
;

From

these

meanings of

e*?

that refer

to place, the

and the English until,
up to, or at the point of time limiting, answer here, in
the rendering, to the English U7ito, up to, or at, in the
e*? ore
cases just given of motion to a local limit,
until
transition

is

easy to ideas of time

:

;

*

TTjf

Suvaniv Kai nrXerov Kat aotpiav Kai ktxw, &c.; Apoc. v. 12.
More geneas ib. 13
t) ivKuyia, kui r} riiari, Kai i; 5o{a, &,c.
2 Luke ix. 53
Acts xviii. 21, 22 ; xix. 22.
3 So Matthiae on eis
Blomfield's ed. p. 885.

rally the article is repeated

;

;

;

;
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Kccralvvja,

till
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—
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19.

SUHSet.'

EBeyro

ii.

€<? Tfjffiaiv 6<?

" they put them in ward till the morrow,"^ In
all these the implied motion to the fixed point of time
" I came
Hx^ov ej« njv ufav Tavr/jvlimiting is incomplete.
rtjv

av^iov

—

have arrived at, this hour :" mK-ooue'/iaovTai e/? rov Kuipov
" My words shall be fulfilled at, or when arrived
ccvT&iu'
Here the progress towards it is supat, their season." ^
posed to be completed.
To which general observations this must now be
added that whereas, in cases of a local term or limit,
the part nearest of that local limit is yet at a certain distance from the original point of motion, and allowing
consequently of progression towards it, there are sometimes, on the other hand, chronological cases in which
the term of time limiting, (being not a fixed moment, but
a term of some extent) is in its nearest point in actual
to, or

:

conjunction with the time then present, or that from
is to be reckoned.
In such cases
the limiting point is necessarily the end of the term, not
the beginning ; and the meaning of the e*? either up to
that end, in the sense of duration through the whole term
mentioned, or at the end, according to the nature of the
" a truce for 3. year,"
i,itovla<; eiq tnavTov
action noted.
"
i. e.
up to the end of a year, dated from the time then
present: /cfjf^eva ei? ctvj TroXXa- " goods laid up for, or, to
the end of, many years:"'* en; an- ''for ever, or to the
end Oj the aiav, or world
Zwv €*/.*» ei^ raq aiuvai; Tuv aiuvuv'
" I am alive for, or to the oid of, the ages of ages." ^
All these are examples of duration through, or up to the
end of, the period.^
For examples of the other rendering, at the end of, we must take cases where the ac-

which the progression

:

—

'

Homer

Odyss.

ii.

99

;

iii.

138.

-

Acts

iv. 3.

John xii. 27 Luke i, 20. So again Phil. ii. 16 as Kavxvi^^ M^* e«s vfiepay
Xpira.
Job xii. .5 rjToifxacyTo irtcreiv eis xpovov tuktov &c.
* Luke xii. 19.
So again 2 Chron. xi. 17, (Sept.) KariffX"'^^ 'PoPoafx ets err;
•'

;

;

;

Tpia.
•'

Apoc.

i.

18.

Similarly 2 Peter

iii.

18; AvTcp

i]

5o|a,'Koi vvv kui €is rifxepav

aioovos.
*"

It is

cusative.

the same with the ews and

So

in

Dan.

vii.

2.'3

;

its

"They

genitive, the equivalent of ets and its acshall be given into his hand Icos Kaiga Kai

Haipwv Kai yt rnj-iav icoips'" i. e. up to the end of the aggregate period, and through
or during it.
The same too with axpi. So oxpi Kaipe, Luke iv. 13 " the

—

;
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such as

the action of killing the

is

third part of men, in the passage before us.
Of the
which, supposing the punctuation usually given in copies

of the Septuagint to be correct, an example in point
offers in the passage already alluded to from the xiith
" He said
of Daniel.
How long (ew? iton) shall it be
to the end of these wonders ?
And he sware by Him
that liveth for ever and ever, ot< et? Kai§oi/ koci, kxi^si; kai ^^/tau
;

Katps,

ev

" they

crvvTeXetrGyjvai

T&)

know

shall

hKxcKopTii<T}Jiov,

ynuaovrai

itavra,

zavca'

these things ni the end 0/ the aggre-

gated time, times, and half a time." But the punctuation
here seems more than doubtful.^ In verse 12, however,
of the same chapter, we have an example not to be quesMaKapioi; o vicoi^ivcci/, koci <pOa<Taq, en; Yi}A.efai; %jX<a? TpiaKo<rtai
tioned
:

" Happy

is he who has arrived (not at the
beginning but) at the end of the 1335 days." ^
After which last example when we turn to the passage
we are discussing, "And the four angels were loosed,

ipiaKovra

irevTe*

how

ruvuiai TO -rpnov ruv avB^unwv,'^

Can wc entertain doubt of

the preposition being here too intended in the same
sense ; and of the true rendering of the phrase being that
which I have given, " that after, or at the expiration of,

month, and year,"
re-commissioned
the third part of men." ^

the aggregated term of an hour, day,

(calculated

from the time of

and loosed) " they should

their being

slay

up to the end of, a season ;" and again Acts xiii. 11, where
Elymas being blind axpi- Kaipa, for a season.
^
and the ets, before the terms of
Surely a full stop should follow the Kaips
time, be construed in the sense of duration. Thus: "It shall be for a time,
times, and half a time.
At the end of the dispersion they shall know all these
devil left

we

him

for, or

are told of

;

things."
2

The same meaning attaches

to those equivalents of eis before

nouns

of time,
TpaiaSa axpis
came to them at the end of five days;" i. e. of five days of
rifiepuv 7revT6' "
travelling: and Matt, xxvii. 63, 64; "That impostor said. After three days
command therefore that the sepulchre be
(fiera rpeis rifxepas) I shall rise again
made sure until the third day ecos ttjs rpiTjjs rifxepas.'' Where " until the third
day" answers evidently to "after three days;" and consequently means not
until the beginning, but until the end, of the third day.
^ I have the rather elaborated the foregoing criticism, both because of the importance of the point it relates to
and also because of the difliculty felt by
some commentators respecting it, and the hasty, and, as it seems to me, incorrect
eais

and axP'.

So

in

Acts xx. 6

;

7]\doiJ.ev irpos

We

:

;

;

avrovs

ets

rrtv

:
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What the exact length of this period, and how many
prophetic days it would in all make up, depends of
course on the value that we attach to the ev<avTo?, the
year mentioned ; whether we prefer to consider it as,
like the Katpo<;, a year of twelve months of thirty days
each, i. e. a year of 360 days, not counting in the supplemental days added to make it accord with solar time;
or whether as the Julian current year of 365 days 6 hours.
The latter value is attached to it by Mede and others
and there is, I think, an a priori probability in its favor
from the adoption of the word evtavroi, in the place of
KMpoi;. here, and here only in prophetic scripture
a word
signifying etymologically that which returns into itself.^
At any rate the question is an open one and the agreement of historic fact (as we shall show) with the calculation, as thus made, may be considered as deciding in
Thus estimated, then, the length of the period
its favor.
will be found to amount, on the year-day principle, to
396 years 106 days."^ This was the period at the end
;

;

—

—

—

See Woodhouse, Faber, &c. Mede construes
criticisms passed on it by others.
the eis as I have, " after ;'' but does not support his translation.
Keith makes
the whole time that of the preparation of the four angels : as if the participle
were in the present, fTot/iwfievoi, preparing ; not in the past riTotfiao'^ifvoi, pre-

—

pared.
'
Compare "Wintle on Daniel, Preliminary Dissertation, p. xlix. After observing that the Babylonians and Persians, as well as Jews, held the division of the
" But Daniel adopted the
year into twelve months each of thirty days, he adds
na.me of times ('J^3"TJ7) for his periods, instead of calling them by the name
;

of >32J, anni ; which more properly applied to the fitll annual revolutions of
And then he appends a Note as follows. " *'3HJ, anni, from n3ti7>
the sun."
iterare ; wherein the sun reiterates his course, and returns to the same point
whence he set out or, according to Buxtorf, ' in re su& per vestigia semper
volvatur et redeat.'
So the Greek eviavros, from his revolving in himself (ep
and hence the Egyptian hieroglyphic of a serpent with its tail in its
tavrtf)

—

:

—

:

mouth."
' As the Julian year equalled 365 days
hours, the Apocalyptic period would,
on the year-day principle, be in amount as follows
C>

:

=
=

A year
A month
A day

=
=

365^ days
30

days

=r

30.5 years

+

i of a year.

30 years.
i

year.

Years 396.
I of a prophetic day or year (left out above) =9 Ij days.
An hour
^^oi a prophetic day or year=15^ days.

=

Total
-—
years 396 + 106 days.
the period be calculated with greater exactitude from La Place's decimals,
comes, I believe, to near three days less viz. 396 years + 103.16 days.
If

;

it

;
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of which, as measured from the epoch of their loosing,
on the sixth Trumpet-blast, from the Euphrates, the
horsemen of the vision, it was foretold to St. John, were
And convinced as we
to destroy the third part of men.
have been that the Turks were the horsemen that acted
under the guidance of the four angels in the matter, what
now remains for us to do is only to look at historical
dates and so calculating, to compare with the aforementioned prophetic period, the actual interval between the
;

loosing of the

first

Moslem

poiver, after its revivification

through connexion with the Turkmans, from the Euand the taking of Constantinople, and destrucphrates,
tion of the Greek empire, by the Turks under the 2nd

—

Mahomet.
In regard to the circumstances and the date of the
former important event and epoch, we may be thankful
that we have full and authentic information in the two
well known Arabic historians Abulfeda and Elmakin ;
and indeed in the earlier and fuller historians, Al Bondari
and Emad Eddin.^ From them I borrow my statements
and chronology in what follows.
has been already noted ^ that in the year 1055, or
of the Hegira 447, the Bagdad CaHph wrote to Thogrul
Beg to come to his assistance against some threatening
danger ; the Bowid chieftain, who was at this time the
secular head under him, having proved altogether an
Thogrul immediately answered to
inefficient protector.
then,
the summons, and gave the protection asked for
on occasion of some civic tumult occurring, seized on
and imprisoned the Bowid Chief, thus extinguishing the
It

:

supremacy of the Bowides, after it had lasted, says ElmaHe was now by the Cahph appointed,
and publicly proclaimed in the mosques, " Protector
and Governor of the Moslem empire " the secular authority of the caliphate delegated to him, and his name

kin, 127 years.

-^

;

' See the notice respecting these authors, p. 491, 492, infrh,
See p. 464 ; also on the origin of the Bowid rule at Bagdad, p. 435.
3 He adds as to date and publicity ; " Et cessavit oratio ejus in fine Ramadani
atque ita desiit imperium Boijtarum :" the oratio that he speaks of, being
that same public prayer for the Bowid, as chief lord of the Moslems, which I no-

^

—

ticed in reference to the

Othmans

p.

4G5

suprSl.

—
490
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19.

ii.

next to the Caliph's in the public prayers.'
All this occurred in the month of Ramazan of that same
This is the
year; that is in December A. D. 1055.
recited

epoch noted by both Abulfeda and Elmakin, and not
without reason, as that of the commencement of the
the inauguration and inSeljukian empire at Bagdad
:

celebrated

vestiture

some two years after, or a little
more splendid solemnization of that

more, being only a
appointment to his high

office,

Thus appointed,

then,

which now already took
Thogrul Beg fixed his
and stayed
head-quarters in the citadel of Bagdad
meanwhile establishing his authere thirteen months
thority ,2 and cementing his connexion with the Caliph,
among other things, by giving him his sister in marriage.
The effect of the connexion was, as regarded the Turkman army and people, to give them a character of reliwhile,
gious consecration to the service of Islamism
on the other hand, the power of the Moslem caliphate,
so long paralyzed at Bagdad, was prepared by it with
new energies and revivified, as it were, to act again in
place.

;

:

:

;

the cause of

its false faith.

And now we
to

mark

are directed by the terms of this prophecy,

the time

when

the

Moslem power,

thus revivi-

was loosed from the Euphrates in other words,
when under its new Turkman head, it went forth from
Bagdad, on the career of victory and aggrandizement
The date is given by
thenceforth afresh destined for it.
Abulfeda; the 10th of Dzoulcaad, A. H. 448. That
was the day in which Thogrul with his Turkmans, now
the representative, as w^e have said, and head of the
power of Islamism, quitted Bagdad to enter on a long

fied,

:

'
After stating that it was in that year that the power of the Bowides ended,
" Eo enim (sc. anno, A. H.
and was transferred to the Seljuks, Abulfeda adds
447) primus Togrul Bee, ut summus post Chalifam princeps, imperiique Musleniici protector atque gubernator, per tcmpla proclamatus piisque votis decoratus
fnit."
He also says "Consensu et jussu Clialifae preces ipsi Bagdadi publicae
" i. e. the Hutbe
fieri incipicbant die vicesimo secundo non<c mcnsis hujus anni
;

;

;

prayers for Togrul Bee.

De Guignes

observes, of the

same circumstances and

period, "

11

fut rcvfitu de

toutc I'autoritd."

" Thogrul Bccus domiciliura
stabilitum imperium."
Elmakin.
-

fecit

in

arce imperiali

So too Abulfeda.

;

fuitque

ci

Bagdadi
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—The

the fearful

Tho-

part allotted to

drama soon about

to

open

against the Greeks, was, like the military part enacted long
previously by Mahomet, in regard of Christendom, preIt was to extend and establish the Turkman
dominion over the frontier countries of Irak and Mesopotamia; that so the requisite strength might be attained
for the attack ordained in God's counsels against the
Greek empire. His first step to this was the siege and
capture of Moussul his next, of Singara.
Nisibis, too,
was visited by him that frontier fortress that had in
other days been so long a bulwark to the- Greeks.
Everywhere victory attended his banner a presage of
what was to follow. And on his return after a year's
campaign to Bagdad, for the purpose of the more solemn
inauguration that we spoke of,^ (an inaugurative cere-

parative.

;

;

;

mony

celebrated in oriental history ,2) the result

is

thus

of the investiture is fixed by Abulfeda as on the 25th Dzoulcad,
with which date Elmakin's narrative perfectly agrees.
this ceremonial, Elmakin tiius speaks " Chalifa induit prinregards
As
cipetn Togrul Becum veste imperiali, eumque coronavit, et torque atque arraillis
ornavit, scripsitqueei auctoritatem consignatam de prsfectura aulae suae." Abulfeda adds that the Chalif committed the charge of the empire to him in words
" Mandat Chalifa tuse curee omne id terrarum quod Deus ejus curae
like these
et imperio commisit tibique civium piorum, fidelium, Deumcolentium, tutelam
sublocatorio nomine demandat.''
In De Guignes' abstract of the history, the date is printed 25th Dzoulcad,
A. H. 448, simply by an error of ithe press for 449. That it is a misprint is
plain; for De Guignes dates Thogrul Bee's quitting Bagdad the 10th Dzoulcad
448 then speaks of his besieging Moussul for four months, then Singara, and
not till after these events, returning to go through the ceremony of investiture at
Bagdad. Very unfortunately Dr. Keith did not observe that it was a misprint,
and building his calculations and exposition of
or consult original authorities
this apocalyptic period upon it, built on a foundation of sand.
As the ceremonial was very notable, it was one that might not improperly have
been made an epoch of commencement to the prophetic period, if its chronology
had answered. At the same time it must be remembered, first, that we date a
reign from the accession of the monarch, not from his coronation ;
and both
Abulfeda and Elmakin, as the reader has seen, assign Togrul Beg's appointment
or accession to the office of Secular Head of the Moslem empire, to the year A.H.
447
also that the epoch noted in the prophecy is that of the reloosing from the
Euphrates of the power that had been bound there, not of its re-invigoration.
J)e Guignes' fuller narration is borrowed from Al Bondari's Arabic History of
the Seljukides
about whom Gibbon says in a Note, when referring to De
Guignes, Vol. x. p. 349, " I am ignorant of Bondari's age, country, and character."
As the subject described is an interesting and curious one, both to the
general reader and the prophetic student, and I found, on reference to our University Libraries and the British Museum, that the same want of information still
continued with regard to this the chief author on whom we have to depend for
1

The date

A. H. 449

:

'

:

:

;

;

;

—

:

:
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now none

left

ii.

in

seemed to me worth while to make inquiries at the King's Liwhere I doubted not Bondari's manuscript would be found. In
reply M. Reinaud (of the Library) obligingly gave me the following information
on the manuscript and its author. " L'ouvrage est une Histoire des Suithans
Seljoukides, ecrite en Arabe par Einad-eddin, secretaire du grand Saladin.
(Voyez sur Emad-eddin ce que j'ai dit dans mon Introduction aux Extraits des
Get ouvrage fait partie
Historiens Arabes des Croisades, Paris 1829, en 8vo.)
des manuscrits Arabes de la Bibiiothcque Royale, fonds St, Germain, No. 327.

the narrative,
brary at Paris

it

;

Comme il etait ecrit dans un style poelique et plein d'emphase, un compatriote
d'Emad-eddin, le Sheikh Path, fils d'Aly, fils de Mohammed, al Bondary, al IspaLa redaction
hany, I'abregea et le reproduisit sous des formes plus simples.
d'Al-Bondary se trouve parmi les manuscrits Arabes de la Bibliotheque, ancien
C'est celle-ci dont De Guignes a fait usage."
fonds, No. 767, A.
He was so good as to forward at the same time a French translation of Emadeddin's account of the ceremonial at Bagdad, made for me by M. Munck, an
eminent oriental scholar at Paris which the literary reader will, I am sure,
pardon me for subjoining.
;

Retour de Togrulbeg d Bagdad.

—

//

se presente devant le Khalife.

retourna k Bagdad victorieux, et dans toute la plenitude de la puissance.
lui donna une audience, le jour de Samedi 25 de Dhou'l Kaada (de
11 s'embarqua sur le Tigre, faisant courir son esquif sur I'onde
I'annee 449.*)
du fleuve, jusqu'k ce qu'il arriva a la porte de misericorde de la sublime cour et
du palais. Lh, on lui presenta un coursier qu'il monta et il entra ^ cheval
jusqu'au vestibule du palais de la paix-f- et de la citadelle de I'Islamisme. Ensuite il descendit et marcha a pied, et les Ernirs marcherent devant lui, sans
armes, jusque la oii residait la majesty, et ou la direction (de la foi) subsistait
par Kaiem, lieu digne de la mission (prophetique), siege perp^tuel de I'Imamat;
o\x la prophetic ne cessait d'etre hereditaire, et oti renaissait sans cesse la valeur.
Un rideau plein d'eclat etait suspendu sur le pavilion, et la purete de la grandeur
Al-Kaiem-biamr-AUah etait assis deretait empreinte sur cette magnificence.
riere le rideau, sur un trdne eleve dans un portique qui etait bien fait pour donner
sejour &. la grandeur, et dans un palais dont le sol etait un ciel pour la gracieuse
Sur ses epaules et dans sa main on voyait la Borda et le sceptre du
reception.
prophete, arroses de I'eau (de I'^clat) pure de Mohammed. Lorsque Togrulbeg se
fut approche du sublime siege et des marches voilees, lorsque le rideau du pavilion fut leve, at qu'il vit briller le visage du Khalife, comme la lune dans les
tenebres du tr6ne sublime, il s'acquitta de ses devoirs (de respect), et se prosterna.
Ensuite il se releva; et debout devant Kaiem, il attendait les ordres qui
lui seraient donnes. Le supreme Reis monta sur un siege elegant. Le Khalife.lui
dit Fais monter Rocn-eddaulaJ aupres de toi. Avec lui se trouvait Mohammedben-Mansour al Condari, qui lui servait d'iuterprtite. On plaqa un sifege pour Togrulbeg.
II s'assit, et Amld-al-mulc§ lui lut Facte
d'investiture du Khalife.
Ensuite Togrulbeg se leva pour aller k I'endroit ou il devait recevoir sa haute
II

Le Khalife

;

:

(1

* L'annee 449 n'cst pas indiquee par Bondari
mais on la trouve k la fin du
chapitre precedent dans l'ouvrage original, dont celui de Bondari n'est qu'un extrait.
Le chapitre suivant commence dans les deux ouvrages par l'annee 4.5o.
Allusion au nom de la ville de Bagdad, qui s'appelait aussi Ville ou Habita•ftion de la Paix.
X Soulien de I'empire, titre d'honneur de Togrulbeg.
Voyez Aboulf. Annal. Moslem.
§ Ministre de Togrulbeg residant k Bagdad.
Tom. iii. p. 161.
L'enumeration dc tout ce que Ic Khalife Lui confia en le nommant Emir-ai;

II

Omora.
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Chorasmia who could stand before him."
And what then the interval between this epoch of the
loosing of the united Turco-Moslem power from the
Euphrates, and that of the fall of Constantinople
in
other words, between the 10th Dzoulcad, A. H. 448,
and the 29th of May, A. D. 1453, on which day the
siege (begun on the 6th of April previous) fatally ended ?
'

Irak or

:

And how

correspond with the prophetic period
is soon made.
The 10th
Dzoulcad, A. H. 448, corresponds with January 18,
1057, A. D.2 From this to January 18, A. D. 1453,
is 396 years; and to May 29 of that same year, 130
days more.
Such is the exact historical interval. And
now turning to the prophetic interval, since its hour
and day and month and year amounts, as we have seen,
to 396 years 106 days, it is obvious that in respect of
years, it coincides precisely with that of history and falls
does

before us ?

it

—The calculation

;

dignite, et ^tre rev^tu du manteau d'honneur (Khilih)*.. . . On lui tnit des
bracelets et un collier, et on le revStit de six Khilat noires, montees sur un seul
bord (autour du cou), et par lequelles on lui confia h. la fois le gouvernement des
sept climats.
II fut pare d'un turban musque et dore; et il portait h, la fois les
deux couronnes des Arabes et des Parses ; ce qui lui fit donner les surnoms de
Motawwedj (couronne) et Moammem (ornd d'un turban). On lui ceignit une
epee ornee d'or. Puis il sortit, et revint s'asseoir sur le sifege. II voulut se
mais il ne le pouvait pas k cause de la couronne Imp^riale qu'il
prosterner
portait.
II demanda la faveur de baiser la main du Khalife.
Celui-ci la lui
donna deux fois 11 la baisa, et la porta sur ses yeux. Le Khalife lui fit ceindre
une autre epee qu'il avait devant iui ; et par les deux epees il se voyait investi
du gouvernement des deux royaumes. Le Khalife I'appela Roi de I'Orienl et de
V Occident ; et ayant fait apporter le diplome, il lui dit, " Voici notre diploma,
dont notre ami Mohammed-ben-Mansour va vous donner lecture. Nous le
deposons entre vos 'mains. Gardez le bien. C'est un lien sur, at qui merits
touta confiance. Et maintenant levez vous. Que Dieu vous accorde sa protection, at que son oeil veille sur vous If
' " Nee in utrS,que Irace at ChorasmiS,
quisquam fuit reliquus qui litem ei
;

:

moveret."
^ In the Latin translations of Abulfeda and Elmakin, the date by the Christian
iEra is noted marginally, as well as the year of the Hcgira. But the reader who
has not access to these works will find in Sir H. Nicholas's Volume on Chronology, in Lardner's Encyclopaedia, both a Table of the Turkish months, and a simple rule for turning Turkish time into that of the Christian ^ra.
The Turkish
year, being lunar, is 11 days short of the solar.
Of its 12 months Ramadan is
the 9th, Dzoulcade or Zicaad the 1 1th.

* Je supprime ici quelques mots qui ne s'accordent pas dans les deux manulis na renferment qu'une paraphrase poetiqua de la Khilah.
f- Lit. gardd par le calme de Dieu, et regard^ par I'oeil de sa protection.
[N. B. Compare the notice of the Arab gilded turban, or crown, with the Apocalyptic " crowns like gold," said of the locusts.
See pp .405, 407 supr^.]
scrits.
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but little short even in respect of days. In effect the prophetic period expired near about the middle of the siege ;

Mahomet^ by transporting his ships
across the isthmus of Galata, secured the success which
had momentarily before begun to be despaired of by the

just before Sultan

Turkmans.

was not merely the bisecting point to the
it lasted
but nearly marked its
turning-point, of success to the Turkmans, of
It

brief seven w^eeks that
critical

;

destruction to the Greeks.

Such is the result of our investigation. And surely
must be deemed most satisfactory. For my own part,
when I consider the length of the period embraced by
the prophecy, scarce less than 400 years,
and when I
it

—

symmetrical chronological
formulae, such as symbolic prophecy alone makes use of,^
there does not seem to be one that could express the
interval with anything like the same exactness as that
I cannot but partake of Mede's feeling of
before us,
" The hour and
admiration,^ and marvel greatly at it.
"
Singular surely must that
day and month and year
period have appeared at the first to the Evangelist; exprest in its mystical form, and (as I suppose) from the
inner temple. Singular yet more must it appear to us now
that it has been evolved and explained^ by history
and
indeed as one never to be forgotten by the christian
that of

consider further,

all

—

!

;

student.

There

is

just one thing that I

must not omit,

—

ere

I

con-

—

^^1260 days;
forty-two months
a time, times, and half a time:
Tiie only way of expressing the period before us more or as exThe
actly as the Apocalyptic formula, is by computation of the whole in hours.
actual interval amounts to g.'Jiat prophetic hours, the Apocalyptic to 9511.
Would the former rude expression ha\e accorded with scripture use or beauty ?
- Mede, like his follower Dr. Keith, dates indeed from the epoch of the inau*

e. g,

— 70 weeks.

;

guration of Thogrul Beg
and is, Uke him, incorrect in his calculation, although
He knew the true year, A. H. 449, of the inauguration, from
in a different way.
Elmakin, but not the month and supposing it might be the very beginning of that
year of the Hegira, inferred a coincidence between the historic period thus commenced, and the prophetic, whicli did not exist. But this is a comparatively unimportant difterencp. The main point is the reference of the commencement of
the period to the Turkman's connection with the caliphate under Thogrul Beg.
Of this, Mede is the originator. And certainly it was due to Mede, on the part
of Dr. Keith, to have so mentioned him.
:

;
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I mean to impress upon
elude this head and chapter.
the reader's mind how remarkable and contrary to all
human probability, after once the Turkman woe had been
let loose, was the protraction of its accomplishment of

work of destruction assigned it to this far distant
Ere 40 years had elapsed from Thogrul Beg's inauguration, Constantinople and its empire were on the
very verge of ruin by the Seljukian Turks and nothing
less than an almost miraculous intervention seemed
But the intervention occurred.
capable of averting it.
Europe, however ultimately
western
crusades
from
The

the

sera.

:

ineffective in Syria,

crippled the Seljukian power, so as

200 years to aid in upholding against it the Greek
empire.^
Then the Moguls under Zenghis yet further
crippled, and delayed the resuscitation in its strength of
And after it had at length risen up
the Turkish power.
in all its pristine vigor, under the Amuraths and the
Bajazets of the new Othman dynasty, and when, some
fifty years and more before the hour, day, month, and
year had come to a completion, Constantinople and the
when
empire were again on the verge of destruction^
vainly
intervening,
had
been
of
the
west,
the chivalry

for

—

—

in the battle of Nicopolis, and the victorious
Bajazet thus addressed the emperor; " Our invincible
scymitar has reduced almost all Asia, and many and
large countries in Europe, excepting only the city of
resign that city, or tremble for thyConstantinople
when, I say, the
self and thine unhappy people ;"
slaying of the third part of men seemed thus imminent,
full half a century before the prophetic period had elapsed
that fixed it, what was there that could occur to pre-

broken

:

—

Behold, from the far frontiers of
vent the catastrophe ?
" The
China, Tamerlane was brought against him.
"
was forced to relinquish his
savage," says Gibbon,
and by the vicprey by a stronger savage than himself
tory of Tamerlane the fall of Constantinople was delayed
:

^ The Latins weakened indeed the Greek
empire but not so as to interfere
with their delaying its destruction by the Turks. So Gibbon, xi. 105 " The
first crusade prevented the fall of the declining empire."
;

;

;
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— But when

the predicted period had
Sultan Mahomet was pressing the
siege, like some of his predecessors before him, then no
intervention occurred to delay the catastrophe, either
from the east or west, from the crusaders of Christendom or the savage warriors of Tartary. On the dialplate in heaven, the pointing of the shadow-line told that
the fatal term had expired, the hour and day and
month and year. Then could no longer the fate of the
unhappy Greeks be averted. And the artillery of the
Othmans thundered irresistibly against Constantinople
and,
and the breach was stormed and the city fell

about 50 years."

'

and the

elapsed,

:

:

—

:

amidst the shouts of the conquering Turkmans from the
Euphrates, and the dying groans of the last Constantine,
the third of the men were slain, the Greek empire was

no more

'^
!

The date of Bajazet's defeat by Tamerlane was July
xi. 460, xii. 26.
the place Angora.
Polit. iv. 11
Aristotle,
the
observation
of
It is
7) yap iroXireia Pios tij en
the same figure of life being applied by him to political constitution
T7JS iroKecas'
and independence as here.
So Hosea xiii. 1 " When Ephraim offended, then he died ." So too the Christian father Jerom, of Rome and its empire, when first threatened by Alaric
" Roma vitam auro redimit."
1

Gibbon

28, 1402

;

•

;

—

;
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